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INTRODUCTION.

The Visit to the Australian Colonies, a Narrative of

which is contained in the following pages, occupied a

period of six years, terminating with 1838. It was under-

taken, solely, for the purpose of discharging a religious

duty. During its course, the writer kept a Journal, in

which, having been trained to habits of observation, re-

cords were made, not only on religious subjects, but also,

on such as regarded the productions of the Countries

visited, the state of the Aborigines, and of the Emigrant

and Prisoner Population, &c.

From this Journal, the Narrative has been prepared, re-

gard being generally had, to the point of time at which

the record was made
;

but this has sometimes been de-

viated from, in order to give a more concise and clear

view of a subject, and to avoid repetition. A copious

Appendix is added to the work, containing a variety of

documents, connected with subjects introduced into the

Narrative.

The writer was accompanied in this visit, by his friend

George Washington Walker, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne; who

united in the service, under the belief, that he also, was

called to this work. Under impressions of religious duty.
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the subject was brought before the meetings for discip-

line, of the Society of Friends, to which the writer and

his Companion respectively belonged
;

and they received

Certificates of the unity of these meetings with them, in

regard to their projiosed visit. As these certificates are

introduced in Appendix. A. • further notice on this point

is unnecessary here.

A feeling of Christian interest, on behalf of a company

of Pensioners, emigrating to Van Diemens Land, induced

the writer and his friend, to make the voyage to that Co-

lony, on board a vessel, in which a number of these people

were passengers. In the Australian Colonies, J. Backhouse

and G. W. Walker visited a large proportion of the coun-

try Settlers, in their own houses, holding religious meet-

ings with such of them as they could collect, almost every

evening, in the course of their journeys. These journeys

were generally performed on foot; this mode of travelling

being the most independent, and giving the easiest access

to that part of the prisoner population, assigned to the

Settlers, as servants. In towns, meetings were held for

the promotion of religion and good morals, to which the

Inhabitants were invited
;

and many visits of a religious

character were paid to Penal Establishments. To avoid

repetition, the particular notice of many of these visits

and interviews, is omitted in the Narrative, generally when

nothing occurred to inform or instruct, of a character

different from what had been previously noticed.

For the purpose of conveying more distinct ideas on

various subjects, than could be conveyed by words, three

maps, with fifteen etchings, on steel, and several wood-

cuts have been introduced into this volume. The one, at

page 158, was inadvertently entitled, by the engraver, ^^A

Chain Gang going to work, near Sidney, New South

Wales,” instead of, ‘^at Hobart Town, Van Diemens
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Land.” In many respects, this plate would correctly

represent the Ironed Gangs of Sydney, or any other part

of New South Wales, as well as the Chain Gangs in

Van Diemens Land, or the Penal Settlements of these

Colonies
;

hut it was originally drawn from the Hulk

Chain Gang, at Hohart Town. For this error, and a

few others, that will be found in the volume, some of

which are noticed in the list of Ei’rata, it is hoped that

the reader will make due allowance.

As dates are of considerable importance to be ob-

served, in works on newly-occupied and rapidly advancing

countries, those of the month and year have been placed

at the heads of the pages. Should any extracts be made

from this volume, the writer hopes that they may be

accompanied by the dates, where these have a hearing

upon the subject treated of.

The Settlements on the south coast of Australia have

made rapid advances since the visits here recorded, but

as the writer was, in great measure, cut off from com-

munication with the Australian regions, by a subsequent

sojourn in Southern Africa, he apprehends that he shall

not render his readers a service, by going out of the line

of his own observations, and commenting upon these

changes, respecting which, he supposes, that the public are

in possession of better information, from other sources,

than he has it in his power to communicate. For a

similar reason, he has refrained from observations on some

modifications of the Penal Discipline, of New South Wales

and Van Diemens Land, which are of recent date.

In the course of the Narrative, the term Savages is

sometimes used in reference to the Aborigines of the

countries visited
;

hut it is only intended, by this term,

to designate human beings, living on the wild produce of

the earth, and destitute of any traces of civilization; and
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by no means, to convey the idea, that these people are

more cruel than the rest of the human race, or of inferior

intellect.

A hope is entertained by the writer, that this volume

may convey a measure of useful information, and excite

some interest on behalf of the Aborigines, and the Emi-

grant and Prisoner Population of Australia, as well as

suggest important considerations, in connexion with the

relation of man to his Creator and Redeemer. Under

this hope, and with the desire, that the perusal of the

work may be attended by the divine lilessing, without

which, nothing can be of any real benefit, the volume is

submitted to the attention of the reader.

York, 15th of 12th mo. 1842.



NARRATIVE.

CHAPTER I.

Voyage to Van Diemens Land.—Embarkation-—Emigrant Pensioners.—Dis-

orderly conduct.—Intemperance.—The Ocean.—Bottled Water.—Petrels.

—

Coast of Spain.— Birds.— Storm.—Danger.—Equator.— Sunset.—Trinidad

and Martin Vaz.—Funeral.—Whales.—Fishes.—Albatross.—African Coast.

—

Cape Town.-—Schools.—Slavery.—Public Institutions.-—Religious Meeting.

—

Departure.—L’Agullas Bank.—Southern Ocean.—Birds.—Religious Labours.

—Coast of V. D. Land.—Colour of the Sea.—Piratical Vessel.—Sharks.—Bad
Bay.—Arrival at Hobart Town.

All necessary arrangements for a long voyage having pre-

viously been made, we embarked in St. Katharine’s Dock,

London, on the 3rd of the 9th month, 1831, on board the

Science—a fine barque, of 236 tons, William Saunders, mas-

ter. A few of our friends accompanied us to Gravesend,

where we anchored that afternoon, and others joined us there

on the following day, with whom we went to meeting, at

Rochester. In this, the last assembly for public worship

which we attended in our native land, we were favoured to

feel much of the comfort of the Holy Spirit, and of confirma-

tion respecting our projected voyage being undertaken in the

divine counsel.

In the cabin of the Science, there were two other passen-

gers
;
and in the steerage, forty-six Chelsea pensioners, who

had commuted their pensions for an advance of four years’

B
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payment
;

nine women, chiefly pensioners’ wives
;

six chil-

dren, and a young man, whom one of the pensioners had
befriended. These, with the crew, amounted to above eighty

persons.

On the 5th, some of the pensioners received a part of their

advance from the Government, to enable them to purchase

necessaries for the voyage, for which purpose some of them

went on shore
;
but they wasted their money in strong drink,

and returned on board so much intoxicated, that the necessity

of preventing others doing the same, was obvious. The men
became very unruly, but were appeased by the women being

allowed to go on shore to make purchases, and by a boat

with supplies of clothing, bedding, &c. being sent off to the

ship.—In the evening we proceeded further down the river,

and, on the 6th, dropped anchor off Deal. Here the men
were determined to go on shore, and were taken from the

vessel by Deal boatmen, in spite of remonstrance and threats

from the captain : many of them came back intoxicated, but

one returned no more.

We sailed from the Downs on the 9th, and from that time

till we reached the Cape of Good Hope, few days passed

without some of the pensioners being intoxicated and quar-

relling : sometimes but few were sober
;

and, occasionally,

the women were as bad as the men. Three times the captain

was seized by different men, who threatened to throw him
overboard. One man was nearly murdered by one of his fel-

lows, and all kinds of sin prevailed among them. A fruitful

source of this disorder was a daily allowance to each person

of about five liquid ounces of spirits. Some saved it for a few

days, and then got drunk with it : some purchased it from

others, and so long as their money lasted, or they could sell

their clothes, were constantly intoxicated. The general ex-

citement produced by this quantity of spirits, made them
irritable in temper, and seemed to rouse every corrupt passion

of the human mind. To all expostulation, the constant reply

was: ^^We are free men, and it is our own: we have paid

for it, and have a right to do as we please with it.”

From having been long accustomed to act in obedience

to military discipline, instead of upon principle, these men
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were generally as incapable of taking care of themselves,

when temptation was in the way, as children
;

and the

state of confusion they were in was often appalling. From
first going on board we read to them twice a day from the

Bible or religious tracts. This was nearly the only time they

were quiet. At first some of them tried to stop us by making
a noise, but finding we proceeded without noticing them, they

ceased : and at the conclusion of the voyage, some of them
acknowledged, that the time of our reading had been the only,

time in which they had had any comfort.

On arriving at the Cape of Good Flope, the captain deli-

vered three of the most disorderly men to the civil authori-

ties : two of them were detained, and three others and a

woman of bad character, left the vessel of their own accord.

Those who remained on board conducted themselves better

after we got to sea again, notwithstanding several of them
had become of evil notoriety during our short stay in Cape
Town.

But to return to our voyage. On the 16th of 9th month,

in the evening, we now and then caught a glimpse of the

light on the Lizard Point, Cornwall; which was the last

trace we saw of our native shores. Several of the pensioners

had begun to repent of haGng embarked, before reaching

this point ! On the l7th, we were out of soundings, and the

ocean presented the dark blue colour that prevails where it

is unfathomably deep. The circle of view, not being broken

by other objects, appeared very limited. From the ordinary

elevation of a ship’s deck, this circle is only estimated at

about eight miles in diameter. The night of the 18th was

stormy, and we were in some danger from want of skill in the

second mate, in whose watch the vessel was taken aback”

in a squall. On the 19th, our water began to be very

disagreeable
;
and we found bottled spring-water, of which

we brought out a good stock, a great luxury. Many Stormy

Petrels followed the vessel on the 20th, and at various subse-

quent periods. These little birds, which are about the size of

a swallow, have a propensity to keep about the wake or track

of a ship in windy weather, and before, as well as during a

storm
; therefore when they follow a vessel in calm weather,

B 2
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they are considered as the harbingers of a breeze : but

notwithstanding this, they are frequently to be seen in the

same situation in continued fine weather, especially about

meal times, when various crumbs of refuse food are cast

overboard, which, fioating into the wake of the vessel,

are picked up with avidity by these lively little birds,

that skim over the surface, sometimes alighting upon the

unbroken waves, and running upon them with their webbed
feet, balancing themselves by means of their wings, which

they hold erect, and ready for flight.

We were off Cape Finisterre, on the N. W. coast of Spain,

on the 21st; some of the land seemed of considerable eleva-

tion. On the 8th of 10th month, we entered the Torrid

Zone
;

and saw a few Flying-fish
;
the first living creatures,

except the Petrels, that we had seen for many days.

A Swallow also cheered us by a visit : it flew many times

around the vessel. A great number of Black and White
Gulls, and some Porpoises, were seen in the evening.

On the l7th, we lost the trade winds, that had urged

us on rapidly for many days, and reached a latitude

where squalls, often attended by thunder and heavy rain,

and dead calms and variable breezes, frequently follow

each other in quick succession, the thermometer varying

from 78o to 82“ in the shade. During a severe squall on the

25th, large patches of phosphorescent light were seen on the

surface of the ocean for a short time : they presented a scene

of great beauty, the interest of which was not diminished by
the raging of the sea. The Swallow noticed on the 8th, and

another which joined it, perished in the storm. On the

25th, we were in considerable danger, in consequence of the

second mate getting intoxicated, and falling asleep in his

watch, when the wind was strong, and only an inexperienced

youth, at the wheel by which the vessel is steered. The
mate was in consequence degraded from his office.

26th of 10th month, we crossed the Equator in 27° west

longitude. None of those disagreeable scenes took place,

that are often exhibited on such occasions, and that are as

heathenish in their origin as in their practice
;

in which

Neptune is represented by some person, and ceremonies are
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performed^ outrageous to Christianity and to civilization. We
passed under the vertical sun on the 2nd of 11th mo. having

had a fine breeze since crossing the equator. Within the

tro])ics^ the sky at sunset frequently presents a scene of great

beauty, in the softest tints. Blue is the prevailing colour in

the zenith; nearer the horizon, verdigris green is^shaded into

rose colour, and sometimes into glowing red; with which also

some of the jiatches of rich brown cloud of various shade are

tinged. A purple shade is cast over the ocean, which is sel-

dom rough
;
and the atmosphere being of a pleasant warmth,

the effect of the whole is remarkably soothing and luxurious.

On the 4th of 11th mo. we passed between the rocks of

Martin Vaz and the little island of Trinidad, off the coast of

South America. As we approached them, the swell became
holder, and some Terns and Black Gulls, and a few Boobies

were seen. The sight of land was cheering, notwithstanding,

it was only that of an uninhabited island, and of the grotesque

rocks occupied by sea fowl, depicted in the annexed etching.

On the 12th, the remains of an old man of some piety,

named John Salmon, were committed to the deep. He had
been in declining health from the time he came on board.

His situation among a number who were swift to do evil, was
painful, but he bore it patiently. On being inquired of, a

short time before he died, if he felt peaceful, he replied, that

he was very comfortable
;
and on being asked, if all his hope

was in Christ, he said,
“ O yes ! it had need.’^ Last night,

the corpse, wrapped in a blanket and sewed up in a hammock,
with three eighteen pound shots to make it sink, was brought

on deck, placed upon a hatch turned upside down, and

covered with a union jack. This morning it w'as removed to

the quarter-deck, around which the passengers and crew were

seated. A flag was hoisted half-mast high, and the vessel

was laid to, or made still upon the waters. The Captain

read the funeral service of the Episcopal Church for such

occasions
;

and when he came to the words, “ Commit the

remains, &c. to the deep,^’ the men who were stationed for

the purpose, removed the union jack, raised the head of the

hatch, and launched the corpse over the ship’s side into the

ocean, in which it instantly sunk. At this moment a cry of

B 3
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distress burst from the widow of the deceased, but she soon

became collected again, and ,the Captain proceeded with the

service. He afterwards adcfressed the company on the folly

of wasting their lives in riot and excess, and I added an

exhortation to “ watch and be sober :
” but nevertheless,

some of the. pensioners were again intoxicated before night

!

The seaman who was lately raised to the office of second

mate, betrayed his trust on the I7th, and persuaded one of

the boys to steal liquor, with which they both got drunk, and

he consequently forfeited his place.—On the 2/th, a sail was

in sight, which proved to be the Borneo, of London, on a

whaling voyage. Whales had frequently been seen for some

time past, and at one time, a shoal of Porpoises of vast

extent passed us, swimming in a westerly direction, at a very

rapid rate. The Borneo captured two whales while within

sight. One of them spouted blood to a great height when
struck, and dragged the boat at a fearful rate, almost round

the circle of our horizon. After the whale was towed along-

side the vessel, we went on board, and inspected the huge

animal, which was of the same species as those taken in the

northern latitudes : it is called in this hemisphere the Right

Whale. A shax’k was already at its side watching for prey.

The Humpbacked and the FinWhales have also been occasion-

ally seen of late, and the Right Whale in considerable numbers.

They make a noise resembling that occasioned by the escape

of steam from the boiler of a steam engine, but this is not

heard at a great distance : their heads are often beset with

barnacles. The near view of these enormous animals, rising

majestically to the surface of the ocean, and spouting clouds

of spray, whilst the water is pouring off their ample sides, is

very interesting. Within the warmer southern latitudes,

a number of Pilot-fish frequently accompanied us, swimming

rapidly, either close before the liow, or after the stern of the

vessel. They are about the size of mackerel, and are marked

with alternate dark and silvery bands. A sharp nosed fish

supposed to be a Sword-fish, about nine feet long, fol-

lowed us for several days. Several thick, dark-coloured fish

about a foot and a half long, were frequently swimming close

by the rudder. Sometimes small Dolphins were playing
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about the vessel
;
and numerous Flying-fish, of two species,

darted from the bosom of the deep, and made aerial excur-

sions of various length, sometimes of more than a hundred

yards, endeavouring to escape the voracity of Bonitas and

Albacores, which frequently sprung out of the water after

them. The Flying-fish, which are about the size of small

herrings, and of a silvery hue, often meet an enemy in the

air, in the long-winged Wandering Albatross
;

which, in

small numbers, and of plumage so varied as to admit of the

individual birds being identified, accompanied us in this

part of our voyage, sailing almost motionless on the wing.

On the 2nd of 12th mo. we sighted the coast of Africa, off

Saldanha Bay
;

from whence we beat up past Dassen and

Robben Islands, into Table Bay, which we entered on the

5th. The sea broke heavily on Dassen Island, which is low

and sandy, and against the main land
;

the coast of which

appeared hilly, with mountains remote from the shore.

Some of the slopes near the sea were very sandy, and the

hills looked arid and brown, except where there were

patches of cultivation. About Table Bay, the scenery is

very beautiful. Hills of moderate elevation, with a few

scattered farms, bound the northern side : on the east is an

extensive sandy flat
;
beyond which, at a distance of about

30 miles, rise the peaked and rugged mountains of Hot-

tentoFs Holland. And on the south, at the foot of Table

Mountain, which is 3,582 feet high, with the Devil’s Hill to

the left, and the Lion’s Hill to the right. Cape Town, with

its clean-looking, white houses, interspersed with trees, is

situated. The ships and boats in the bay, the houses

scattered along the shore, and the numerous sea fowl-^Gulls,

Albatrosses, Terns, Divers, and Penguins-;^flying and swim-

ming around, contribute to cheer the eye which has for

many weeks looked upon little, but the unvarying circle of

the dark blue ocean.—The Penguins are unable to fly on

account of the shortness of their wings, but these serve as

fins to impel them through the water, in which they swim
with their bodies submerged.

On the 6th, we went on shore, and became the guests of Dr.

and Jane Philip
; from whom, as well as from some other
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Christian friends, before strangers to us, we received much
kind attention. Dr. Pliilip introduced us to the Governor,

Sir Galbraith Lowry Cole, who received us politely, and

permitted us to land some cases of religious books and tracts

for gratuitous distribution, free of duty, and ubthout subject-

ing the vessel to port charges, more than are usual on putting

into the bay merely for refreshments. We also received a

kind welcome from John Bell, the Colonial Secretary, and

from several other persons of influence.

In company with Dr. Philip, we visited several schools

and other public institutions for the amelioration of the

human race. One of the infant schools contained a set of

interesting children of the upper class, who were all of

white complexion : the separation between these and the

other ranks was effected by a higher rate of payment. In

the lower school there was a lively group, of varied shade of

skin, including the children of the fair European, the brown

Hottentot, and the Black of various nations, torn from his

native land, by the ruthless hand of slavery. The animated

countenances of all colours, and the prompt and pertinent

answers the children gave, shewed intellectual powers, that

under such cultivation, promised well for future days.

Slavery, with its train of abominations, was still in ex-

istence at this period in Cape Town. I one day saw a young

man attempting to sell a coloured child, which I had ground

to believe was his own
;
and the reason he then retained it

was, that he could not get his price !—Several times we rode

in a carriage driven by a young man of white skin, good

person and agreeable countenance, whom benevolence had

placed in a situation to earn the price of the cost of his own
freedom. This circumstance forcibly reminded me of the

question :
“ Who maketh thee to differ from another, and

what hast thou that thou didst not receive }” It was not the

young man’s fault that he was born a slave : it was not my
merit that I was born free. I felt thankful under the con-

viction that God was increasing the friends of the oppressed,

and opening the eyes of men to see the incompatibility of

slavery with the Gospel.

At a committee meeting of the Philanthropic Institution,
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for redeeming female children from slavery, it was deeply

interesting to see sprightly children, the age of my own,

brought forward to be sold for manumission. As I watched

a slave mother who held a little girl by each hand, and

observed her animated countenance, lighted up by the hope

of obtaining the boon of liberty for her oftspring, the question

recurred to me. Why were these children born in bondage

and mine born free ? Was it only because the oppressor laid

his unhallowed hand upon their parents, and because mine,

by divine mercy, were saved from such oppression ? A reck-

less persecutor was indeed permitted to cast one of my
predecessors into prison, because he dared not to violate

his conscience
;

and to keep him there till his days were

ended by the severity, long before he had attained to my
own age

;
but this entailed no curse on me or on my

children. The persecutor bore the curse ! But ivere men
to act on the great Christian principle, “ Whatsoever ye

would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto

them there would be neither persecution nor slavery.

We vdsited the noble Library, the reading room of which

is open to all classes, also the College, Hospital, and Pri-

sons. We attended a meeting for the formation of a Tem-
perance Society, and were present at a meeting for religious

purposes in the chapel of the London Missionary Society.

In this meeting my companion spoke for the first time in

the line of gospel ministry. I was also favoured with an

opportunity to express my Christian interest on behalf of

those assembled, in whose company we felt the force of

the declaration “ God is no respecter of persons : but in

every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness

is accepted of him.”

On the 15th, having parted from our kind friends in Cape
Town, with earnest desires that many more might be added

to those already labouring to spread the knowledge of Christ,

and to ameliorate the condition of their fellow-men, we
returned on board the Science, being accompanied by Dr.

Philip, who before he left us, prayed vocally for our pre-

servation.

On the 18th, we were again out of sight of land; which.
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while it was in view, was so attractive as to keep us too

unsettled to attend much to other things. In the evening

a breeze, which we had had during the day, increased into a

gale, and as we were in the act of crossing L’Agullas Bank,

which lies off Cape L’Agullas—the southermost point of

Africa—the waves were magnificently bold. Sometimes we
were in a deep hollow, and the next minute mounted on the

top of a lofty billow, which, as it approached, seemed ready

to swallow us up
;
but the buoyancy of the vessel occasioned

it to rise over the surge
;

in mounting wdiich, the masts

would form an angle of, perhaps, 45 degrees Avith the horizon,

in an opposite direction to that in which the billow ad\"anced:

on reaching its top the inclination was suddenly reversed,

the wind at the same time pressing the vessel against

the receding mass of water, which boiled from under

the leeward side, or sometimes flowed over a portion of

the deck. Sometimes the top of a broken billow struck

against the ship’s side, and coA^ered half the vessel Avith

spray. Noav and then a shoAver fell, but often the sun

shone brightly on the agitated scene, illuminating the spray

from the tops of the broken, dark blue waves, Avith the

colours of the rainbow, and sometimes sheAving light of

emerald green through the unbroken Avater. Vast numbers

of Stormy Petrels Avere sailing on the wing, within a few

yards of the stern of our bark, and numerous Wandering

Albatrosses AA^ere flying around, or occasionally settling on

the surface of the boisterous ocean, and riding Avith careless

dignity over the highest billows, scarcely regarding their

surfy tops.

When custom has taken aAvay the nerAmus excitement

occasioned by the rolling of the ship, it is surprising hoAV

little the mind recognizes danger under such circumstances

;

and “ hoAV thoughtless still the thoughtless seem.” For my
OAvn part, I enjoyed the spectacle

;
but the remembrance,

that He who rules over all is our Father, merciful and kind,

regarding us for good, was necessary for the enjoyment;

and the knoAA'ledge, that such scenes AA^ere often the preludes

of a summons to the bar of eternal judgment, rendered it to

me, a time of deep searching of heart
;
and one in which self
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was deeply abased under a sense of unworthiness
;

notwith-

standing a capacity was granted to trust in Jesus for mercy.

Our voyage was made between the 39th and 45th degrees

of south latitude. Most of the way we had a strong breeze,

and the weather so cold that we found it needful to use

warmer clothing than we had been accustomed to wear

in England.—Persons making voyages of this kind ought

not only to be provided with warm clothing, hut with such as

is adapted for wet Aveather at sea.—Fin, Spermaceti, and Right

Whales Av^ere often seen in this part of the voyage, also the

Wandering and the Black Albatross. The latter is the

holder bird, though the smaller species. One taken, measured

3ft. from the tip of the hill to that of the tail, and 7ft. from

the extremity of one Aving to that of the other. Sometimes

a feAV Sooty and other Petrels were also seen, and on the

10th of 1st month, 1832, when upAvards of 100 miles

south of the island of Amsterdam, a Penguin passed us.

To the south of NewHolland we saAV a Fishing Eagle chasing

the Albatrosses, and observed long pieces of sea weed.

On the first day of the week, during the voyage, we
regularly assembled the pensioners along with such of the

ship’s company as could l)e present, and imparted religious

instruction to them, according to the fresh ability, from time

to time afforded us. On these occasions we read to them
from the Holy Scriptures

;
directed them to the convictions

of the Divine Spirit on their OAvn minds, condemning them

for sin
;

counselled them to seek mercy Avith God through

a crucified Redeemer
;

and often prayed Avith them for the

continuance of the long-suffering of the Most High. When
approaching the land of our destination, under a fresh sense

of duty, Ave had religious interAueAVS Avith them singly or in

families, in which several of them Avere much contrited.

On the 4th of 2nd month, we Avere cheered by the sight

of Van Diemens Land, which Ave made opposite Port Davey,

in consequence of the south-easterly direction of the Avind.

We had not seen land for fifty days, hut had become so

much accustomed to the solitude of the ocean, as to feel

reconciled to it, and at home upon its bosom.— The Avater

this morning presented the olive colour, common AAdiere the
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depth is fathomable, or to use a sea term within soundings.”

It has this colour generally, from the Cape of Good Hope to

about opposite the island of Amsterdam.—A small sail was

seen to the northward. The numljer of vessels sighted since

w'e left England, has only been about six. One of these, in

the Atlantic, was of piratical aj^pearance and suspicious

movements. We had no defence but in the Lord
;
our trust

was in him
;

we lifted up our hearts to him in prayer for

protection; and were separated by a thunder storm from

the object of our fears, when it seemed to be hearing down
upon us : thus, if these fears were not groundless, were we
delivered from unreasonable and wicked men.”

The south-west coast of V. D. Land is mountainous.

Some of its features reminded us of the north front of the

Cleveland-hills of Yorkshire, but it is more lofty and rugged,

and the scattered herbage and bushes upon it looked as

brown as an English heath.—Large bubbles ascended in slow

succession to the surface of the ocean, while we were becalm-

ed opposite Port Davey; numerous animalcules were sporting

on the surface, and fringed Jelly-fishes tinged with purple or

crimson, were swimming at various depths. Several sharks

were cruising around the vessel.— In the course of our

voyage, a few Grey Sharks, (5 to 8ft. long, were captured by

means of hooked lines, baited with pork. When a vessel is

making four knots, or miles, an hour, a shark cannot take

the bait
;
because the voracious animal is under the necessity

of turning on one side to sieze its j^rey, and before this can

be effected, the bait has passed beyond reach. To remedy

this the bait wus bawled close under the stern, and line given

out, so as to render the bait still upon the water; it was

then immediately seized. One of these sharks had several

Sucking-fish adhering to it, some of them within its gills.

These fish when suffered to fasten on the hand, joroduced a

strange and unpleasant sensation. The heart of the Shark

being taken out of the body, and j^ut into a bucket of salt

water, continued to beat for several minutes.

During the night of the 6th, we joassed to the south of

V. D. Land. The sea again assumed its dark blue colour.

Three large Grampuses came close to the vessel : they made
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a snorting noise, but did not eject water like tlie larger species

of the whale tribe. A breeze on the morning of the 7th

carried us to the south of the Mew Stone—a large conical

rock a few miles from the shore. The mountains on the

south coast are rugged, and some of them peaked. Patches

of snow were lying on a lofty one near South Cape. Wood
covered their sides and reached in some places to the water’s

edge. We were in danger of being driven into Bad Bay,

after passing too close to the Acteon Reef,— possibly through

an opening in it,—but were enabled to escape from this

perilous position by a sudden change of wind accompanying

a thunder storm. After being thus mercifully delivered

from this peril, and having rounded the rocky islets fronting

Tasman’s Head, the wind, before daylight was quite gone,

resumed its former position, and we proceeded up Storm

Bay, along the east side of Bruny Island, as far as Fluted

Cape—a fine mass of columnar basalt.—Having the advan-

tage of a bright moon we continued our course until so

dazzled by numerous fires of large extent, consuming the

adjacent woods, as to be unable to see our way. The vessel

was therefore kept standing off and on” till day light.

Early in the morning of the 8th of 2nd mo. we entered

the Derwent
;

and at a short distance from Hobart Town,

took in a pilot, who brought us to anchor in Sulivans Cove.

Our feelings were those of reverent thankfulness to the

Great Preserver of men, for having brought us safely ov^er

the great deep ;
and our prayers earnest for the continuance

of his care over us, and for ability to go in and out accept-

ably before him.
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Hobart Town, the capital of Tasmania or Van Diemens

Land, is beautifully situated on undulating ground by the

side of an estuary called the Derwent, from its resemblance

to the lake of that name in Cumberland—In 1831, the num-
ber of its inhal)itants was 8,360. In 1837 it had become

augmented to 14,461, and was still rapidly increasing. The
streets are spacious, and most of them cross at right angles.

The houses are chiefly brick, and covered with shingles that

have the appearance of slates : they stand separately in little

gardens, except in a few of the streets best situated for busi-

ness, and extend over several low hills at the foot of Mount
Wellington, which is 4,000 feet high, and covered with wood,

except where bassaltic cliffs protrude near the top.—The
view from the town toward the sea is exceedingly beautiful,

extending over many miles of water, enlivened by shipping

and hounded by woody hills, on which the greenness of

numerous patches of cultivated ground, ornamented by white-

washed cottages, has taken the place of the sombre forest.

The sketch of this picturesque spot forming the frontispiece

of this volume, was taken by my friend Charles Wheeler, in

1833. Since that period it has undergone several alterations,

and a tall cupola has been substituted for the spire of the

Episcopal place of worship.
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Soon after we came to anchor in Sulivans Cove, on which

the town stands, several persons came on hoard to enquire

for intelligence from England, and among them a merchant,

on whom we had letters of credit. With him we went

on shore, and he introduced us to the Lieutenant Governor,

Col. George Arthur
;
to whom we delivered a letter of intro-

duction from Lord Goderich, the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, commending us to the protection of the Lieut.

Governor, and requesting him to forv^ard, what Lord Gode-

rich was pleased to call, our benevolent object, so far as

he could consistently with the public good. Our first inter-

view with Col. Arthur, gave us a favourable impression of

his character, as a Governor and as a Christian, which fur-

ther acquaintance with him strongly confirmed : he took

great interest in the temporal and spiritual prosperity of the

Colonists, and in the reformation of the prisoner population,

as well as in the welfare of the surviving remnant of the

native Black Inhabitants
;

and he assured us that every

facility should be granted us, in attempts to further any of

these objects.

In the evening we returned on board the Science, and the

chief mate requested us to wake him at 10 o’clock, that he

might see the lights of the steerage passengers put out
;
some

of them having been on shore and having returned intoxica-

ted : he had been kept up during the past two nights, in con-

sequence of the position of the vessel in regard to the land

;

and now, when 10 o’clock arrived and he had been a short

time asleep, we found it impracticable to awake him. After

vainly trjfing a variety of expedients, some of which made him
speak, but vfithout consciousness, we extinguished the lights

ourselves, the captain being on shore. The mate slept

soundly till five in the morning, when he awoke in terror,

under a vague idea of neglect of duty.

2nd mo. 9th. We went on shore with John Leach, a young
man from Bradford, Yorkshire, professing with theWesleyans,

who came to V. D. Land under an apprehension of religious

duty : at this time he worked as a journeyman cabinet maker
three days in the week for his support, and devoted the re-

mainder of his time to religious purposes.—We made calls
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on several persons to whom we had letters of introduction,

and engaged a lodging in Liverpool Street, near the entrance

into the Government Domain.—When walking in the town,

my companion met one of his nephews, whose residence was

in a distant part of the jsland, and who was greatly surprised

to see his relative, having liad no notice of his intention to

visit this part of the world. This unexpected interview was

mutually agreeable
;
for thus far from home, (and every one

in this country calls his native land Home) the mind clings

with increased attachment to every tie and every recollection.

12th. We sat down together to wait upon the Lord, in our

own sitting room, and were joined by the captain of a vessel

who had lately taken some of the Aborigines to Flinders

Island, where they are provided for by the Government.—We
continued the practice of holding our meetings for worship,

on first days and once in the course of the week, for a consi-

derable period by ourselves, unless, as on this occasion, any

one casually stepped in. In the evening we accepted an invi-

tation from the Lieut. Governor, to take tea with him and his

family—a numerous and interesting group. After tea, at the

request of the Lieut. Governor, I read to them the 6th chap-

ter of John, the servants being likewise assemljled at the

evening devotion of the family
;
and after a subsequent pause,

I also expressed a few words, on the importance of an indivi-

dual participation in the bread which came down from heaven,

which Christ declared to be his flesh, that he would give for

the life of the world. We were favoured on this occasion,

to feel comfort from the Lord, especially in a short interval

of silence, which terminated in vocal prayer.

15th. The little vessel which we saw on the 4th instant,

proved to be the Liberty, she arrived at Hobart Town yester-

day: we went on board of her to day, and learned from the

captain that she was built out of the wreck of the Betsy and

Sophia, which sailed from London on the 4th of the 6th

month, 1831, on a whaling expedition, and which had gone

to the Island of Desolation or Kerguelens Land, to take a

kind of seal called the Sea Elephant : she had nearly com-
pleted her cargo from the blubber of this animal and that of

the Black Whale, and was coming out of one of the bays.
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when she unshipped her rudder, and in spite of all exertions,

went to leeward upon the rocks, and became a w'reck : the

papers and stores were saved, and the latter were sufficient

to serve four months
;

but calculating upon the uncertainty

of escaping for a long time from these inhospitable shores,

the men immediately took to the scanty allowance of 2lbs

of biscuit each, with about 4lbs. of pork per week, for

the whole nineteen men
;
two of whom had been brought

from Prince Edward’s Island, where they had been left by
the captain of another ship. They used the flesh of Sea

Elephants and of birds, to supply the deficiency in other

food. They were wrecked on the 16th of 3rd mo. 1831.

After being on the island about a month, they began to

build their little vessel, Avhich they named “ The Liberty

and in which fourteen of them sailed on the 12th of the

12th mo. Their sufferings made many of them thoughtful,

and they kept up religious service on board. They made
this voyage in the latitude of 44° S. and had plenty of wind.

Three times they had heavy gales, but their little bark, which

had one mast and was about twenty tons burden, rode so

well over the billows, that they shipped no seas; but they

had almost constantly to work the pumps. Tliey reached

Macquarie Harbour, on the west coast of this Island,

when they had only 6lbs. of biscuit left. It was late when
they arrived at the Penal Settlement, and the Commandant
was in bed

;
the captain therefore remained till morning

before seeing him, but was furnished with comfortable

accommodation. When he awoke, and found himself in

a house, he said it was long before he could realize

his situation, or be sure that he was not dreaming. The
Commandant treated this crew with great kindness, and

a pious minister addressed them so movingly in the

chapel, that the hardy sailor said, “ There was hardly any

body there that did not cry. ” They were furnished with a

plentiful supply of provusions, and sailed from Macquarie

Harbour on the 4th inst. and were favoured to arrive here in

good health, after a voyage of about 3,500 miles. Five men
whom they left on the island, were afraid to come in the

Liberty
;

the provision and ammunition were therefore

c
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divided with them. A vessel was afterwards sent from

V. D. Land, to bring these men away, but they had been

j^reviously taken off by an American Whaler.

16th. We went on board the Elizabeth, in company with

Captain Forster, the chief police magistrate, to whom w’e had

been introduced by the Governor, and witnessed the exami-

nation of part of the convicts, just arrived from England in

this ship. A variety of questions were put to them relating

to the crimes for which they had been sentenced to transpor-

tation, the number of times they had previously been apj^re-

hended, the causes of their apprehension, the punishments

they had received, the state of their families, what their

parents were, whether they could read or write, their occu-

pation, &c. of all which a record is kept. The Government

w'as already in possession of information on many of these

subjects, hut further particulars are often elicited after

the arrival of the prisoners. The convicts are assigned as

servants to the colonists, and the vacancies occasioned by

any others having obtained tickets-of-leave are first sup-

plied
;

the rest are then assigned to the service of such

as apply for them, except in cases of second transporta-

tion, when they are mostly sent to a penal settlement.

—

In the present instance, a man was brought out a second

time
;
but on account of his having behaved well on the

voyage, and some other circumstances in his favour, he was

ordered by the Governor into a chain-gang
;
where, if he

continue to improve, he will after a certain time be assigned

to private service.

Dr. Martin, the Surgeon-superintendent, who came out

with the ship, went over it with us : it had been kept

so clean and well ventilated, that it was jierfectly free

from unpleasant smell, notwithstanding the prisoners, 220

in number, had slept in it last night,—The boys were

separated from the men, and a system of discipline and

instruction was pursued amongst them, that was attended

with very pleasing results. Some of the convicts were

employed by the Doctor as assistants and monitors. Out
of 120 of the prisoners, 76 could not read; and many of

them seemed never to have had any care bestowed upon them
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before. Several of them learned to read and write, and

improved in their conduct upon the passage.

Dr. Martin’s system of discipline does not exclude cori^oral

punishment in extreme cases
;
but it unites firmness with

kindness, and such an appeal to the convictions, as brings

a sense of its justice with the exercise of coercion. The
prisoners of good behaviour, particularly the boys, were

encouraged by a reward, of a little more time on deck than

the others. I was much gratified with the inspection of this

ship : it in no degree diminished the interest I have felt for

this degraded part of the human family: and I thought it very

evident, that persons coming out under religious impressions,

might lie very useful in assisting the surgeons, in the discharge

of the im
2
^ortant duties that devolve upon them in convict

vessels. On mentioning my views to Dr. Martin, he said he

should have been verv glad of such help
;
and I apprehend

such would be the general feeling of the surgeons employed

in this service. It is impracticable for them personally to

superintend the adults and the boys at the same time, when
they are confined in separate places.

20th. We went to the Penitentiary to see the convicts from

on board the Elizabeth, examined by the Lieut. Governor, who
spoke to several of them individually: he alluded to the degra-

ded state into which they had brought themselves hy their

crimes
;

this he justly compared to a state of slaveiy
;
he gave

them counsel regarding their future conduct, warning them

particularly against the influence of had company, and of

drunkenness; and told them they might regard the door of a

public house, through which many of them had come into

their present situation, as the entrance to a jail; that their con-

duct would he narrowly watched, and if it should be bad, they

would he severely punished, put to work in a chain-gang, or

sent to a penal settlement, where they would be under very

severe discipline; or their career might he terminated on the

scaftbld. That, on the contrary, if they behaved well, they

would in the course of a proper time, be indulged with a

ticket-of-leave, which would permit them to reap the profit

of their own labour : that if they should still persevere in

doing well, they would then become eligible for a conditional

c 2
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pardon, which would give them the liberty of the colony

:

and that a further continuance in good conduct, would open

the way for a free pardon, which would liberate those who
received it, to return to their native land. That the masters

to whom they were assigned, would in the meantime, provide

them a sufficiency of food, clothing, and bedding
;
and that

the Government expected them to labour for their masters

without wages, and to do it cheerfully.

After the Lieut. Governor had concluded, I begged leave

to say a few words, and my request was readily granted.

I endeavoured to enforce what the Governor had said,

pointing out its bearing upon their immortal interests
;
also

directing their attention to their own experience, in regard to

the cause of the sins for which they stood convicted before a

human tribunal, and of many others, of which they were

guilty in the sight of God, at whose judgment-seat they must
all stand. This cause, I suggested to them, was their neg-

lecting to confer with their own consciences, and I recom-

mended them to the daily exercise of this duty, in order that

they might understand their need of the help of the Holy
Spirit, to resist sin, and of the atonement of a Saviour for

pardon, and thus be prepared to pray for help and pardon

in the name of Jesus, who came to save men/rom their sins,

and not in them
;
and in order that they might keep these

things in remembrance, I recommended them daily to read

their Bibles.

Several of the coirvicts who arrived by the Elizabeth, had

belonged to a society of thieves in London, who limited

their number to forty members, admitted by their captain,

at any age, but preferring the young. They were distin-

guished by marks, which had occasionally been changed

because others had imitated them. They met at certain

times to be trained to expertness in j^ocket-picking, and to

divide their booty, which was expended in dissipation and

profligacy, unless any of their number were in prison
;
in

which case a portion was devoted to paying counsel for them
on their trial. Several other such societies are said to

exist in the metropolis of England. Some of the juvenile

prisoners had been confined on board a hulk before being
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sent to V. D. Land. In this situation they appeared to

have corrupted each other greatly. There is much ground

to apprehend that the juvenile hulks are nurseries of vice

and crime.

22nd. I had some conversation with a person who was

brought to the Colony in 1804^ at the time that Lieut.

Governor Collins first formed a settlement in V. D. Land.

At that period she was but a child; and on landing was

lodged with some others under a blanket supported by sticks,

near the place where the Commissariat-office now stands in

Hobart Town, which at that time was covered with wood.

After spending a night there, they were removed to the spot

where the village of New Town now stands, and lodged in a

hollow tree. Here they were first visited by the Aborigines,

with whom the children were often left, and who treated them

kindly. Provisions becoming scarce, the people often cooked

maritime plants collected on the sea shore, which bear to

this day, the name of Botany Bay Greens. Sometimes they

collected for food the crap or refuse of the blubber of whales,

out of which the oil had been taken by whaling vessels^

and which was washed up on the shores. At length the

pressure of hunger was so great, as to oblige the Governor to

give leave to some of the convicts, to go into the country and

shift for themselves. Many of these committed outrages

upon the natives, whose animosity toward the white people

thus became excited at an early jieriod, notwithstanding

many years elapsed before they were in open hostilty.

23rd. We visited the House of Correction for females,

termed the Factory, a considerable building of several w'ards,

with apartments for the Superintendent, and a chapel. It

contains about 230 prisoners, who are employed in picking

and spinning wool, and in washing for the Hospital, Orphan-

school, &c. Most of the inmates sleep in hammocks, and

every thing about the place is very clean. On being sent

hither for misconduct, the women are dressed in a prison

garb and have their hair cut off, which they esteem a great

punishment
;
and in some cases they are subjected to solitary

confinement.

25th. AVe occupied a little leisure by a walk to one of the

c 3
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woody hills near the town^, which was clothed with the Gum
trees—species of Eucuhjptus—of large size, having foliage

somewhat like willows, and growing among grass and

small shrubs. Many trees were lying on the ground,

and in various stages of decay. Smaller trees, called here

Honey Suckle, She Oak, Cherry Tree, and Wattle, were

interspersed among the others, and the ground was decorated

with Leptospermani scoparium, Corrcea virens, Inditjofera

australis, and Epacris impressa

;

the last of which resembles

heath with white, pink, or crimson flowers. The trees in

this country often bear the name of others belonging to

the Northern Hemisphere. Thus the Honey-suckle of the

Australian regions is generally some species of Banksia,

often resembling a fir in growth, but having foliage more
like a holly

;
and the Cherry-tree is an Exocaipos—

a

leafless, green, cypress-like bush, with small red or white

fruit, bearing the stone outside !—The vallies here are termed

gullies. In one of these we set up from among some dead

wood, two Opossums and some animals called Bandicoots,

both about the size of rabbits. Some pi'etty birds were

sporting among the branches, gay butterflies fluttering among
the flowers, and a Mole-cricket, enlivened by a recent shower,

was merrily chirping in the ground. Grasshoppers with wings

of black and yellow were very numerous, so as to be injurious

to vegetation
;
and among the rocks, and on the trunks of

trees, little dark lizards were plentiful, basking in the clear

sunshine.

26th. We visited a chain-gang of upwards of 100 prisoners,

at Bridgewater, 11 miles from Hobart Town; they were em-
ployed under the superintendence of a military officer, in

making a raised causeway across a muddy flat in the Derwent,

and were generally in good health, notwithstanding the water

here is not of the best quality
;
but like much in the colony,

contains a large quantity of alumine. A guard of soldiers

under arms stood over the prisoners while we addressed them
in the barrack yard. They were quiet and attentive, and we
were well satisfied in having gone to see them.

27th. We walked to the Government-garden, which is

situated on the beautiful banks of the Derwent, about a mile
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from the town, and comprises several acres, enclosed with a

wall, except on the side next the river. The climate is

almost too cold for grapes and cucumbers, but apples, jiears,

quinces, mulberries, and walnuts, succeed better than in

England. Oaks, ashes, and sycamores, raised from English

seed, attain to three or four feet the first year. Bees have been

lately introduced : the first hive swarmed sixteen times this

summer ! Many of the little shrubs which ornament English

greenhouses are natives of this country, so tliat the gardens

here have the advantage of having them in the open ground

;

and to these are added several from Africa and New'-South-

Wales : here also are some fine, young Norfolk Island Pines.

28th. We looked into the King’s School, conducted on

the National School plan
;

in which there are upwards of

forty boys, who pay from 4d. to Is. a week, but attend

irregularly.—The inefficiency of this school occasioned it to

be subsequently remodelled under a more efficient teacher.

—

In a walk in the evening, on a partially cleared hill, in the

environs of the towm, we had conversation with several

assigned prisoners, wdio were lireaking up plots of ground

for their respective masters. On remarking to one of them,

that he had perhaps found his way to this country “ through

the door of a public-house he rejilied with some feeling,

‘^'You say right; and if I had knowm sooner what I know
now, perhaps I should not have come here at all.” Another

said, with an expression of pleasure, that on his way out, he

had learned to read the Testament, and that he thought he

could read the tracts we had given him. Another, that he

had lately become aware of his danger from sin, and was

now seeking peace. On the remark being luade, that peace

was offered to man on the condition of repentance toward

God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ; and that when
it was obtained, the help of the Holy Spirit must be sought,

for ability to walk in the right way, he added, Yes, and we
must not grieve the Holy Spirit.” One of these men became
pious, and after some years made a profession with the

Society of Friends : he subsequently became free, and

continued to conduct himself creditably to his religious

profession.
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29th. We walked to Elizabeth Town, usually called New
Norfolk, in consequence of a numlrer of persons, formerly

residing on Norfolk Island, Ireing settled in the neighbour-

hood. The distance from Hobart Town is about 22 miles, by

the road, which is a pretty good one for carriages
;
and, which

passing through the little villages of New Town, O’Briens

Bridge, and Glenorchy, winds under the mountains by the

side of the Derwent, which retains the appearance of a chain

of picturesque lakes most of the way. It is navigable for

small vessels to New Norfolk, where it is about as wide as

the Thames at Battersea. The mountains are clothed with

wood
;

but in many places the timber is not so thick

as to exclude the growth of grass. Some narrow flats of

good land, partially cultivated, occur near the river. The
rocks exposed by cutting the road are basalt and sand-

stone, or more dense silicious formations, and limestone

imbedding marine fossils. A considerable piece of road has

been recently cut near New Norfolk, by a chain-gang,

stationed in three poor looking huts, into one of which we
ste]:)ped, to give the men a few tracts. They were without

Bibles, which one of them remarked, they might often spend

half an hour advantageously in reading. This we represented

to one of the Episcopal Chaplains of the Colony, who caused

the deflciency to be supplied, and placed some copies of the

ScrijDtures at our disjiosal, to apply in other cases of need.

Evening closed in, very dark, before we reached our destina-

tion, and the noise of strange birds, lizards and frogs,

became great, and very striking to an English ear. We
]5assed several neat farm houses, and some decent inns on
the way, and at the end of our journey found accommodation
at the Bush Inn, little inferior to that of decent inns, a step

beloAV first-rate, in England.

3rd mo. 1st. The site of New Norfolk is so laid out, that

the streets will cross at right angles. The houses were at

this time about thirty in number, exclusive of an Episcopal

place of worship and an unfinished hospital. We visited the

latter, which contained about forty patients, under the super-

intendence of one of the Colonial Surgeons. We also visited

a respectable boarding-school, of a1mut twenty fine looking
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boys, kept by a young man with whose family I was ac-

quainted in England.

2nd. We returned to Hobart Town, calling at a few small

cottages on the Sorell-rivulet
;
where we reasoned with the

occupants on ‘^temperance, righteousness, and judgment to

come.^’ Learning that there was “a marked tree road,^^ or a

way through “ the bush,” as the forest is termed in this

country, marked by pieces of bark being chopped off the

sides of trees, we ventured to take it
;
and though the dis-

tance was five miles, and it was extremely hilly and rough,

the variety was pleasant. Some of the species of Gum-tree

have deciduous bark, and consequently white trunks
;

these

are generally blackened at the base by fire, that has been

kindled to clear off the underwood and long-grass, at various

intervals
;

long strips of bark hang from the branches, and

great numbers of dying and dead trees, the wreck of ages, lie

on the ground in these forests. The only quadruped we saw

was an Ojwssum. A flock of Black Cockatoos were scream-

ing and tearing off the bark from dead trees, to obtain the

grubs on which they feed. Near the main road, a prisoner

was at work splitting the wood of the Peppermint-tree, a

species of Eucalyptus, into posts and rails : he was one who,

as well as his master and family, had been recently awakened

to the inportance of eternal things, by the labours of John
Leach, and belonged to a little congregation of Wesleyans, at

O’Briens Bridge. The warmth of feeling of the master was
like that described by the apostle Paul, in some of the early

converts to Christianity
;

who, he says ,
“ If it had been

possible, would have plucked out their own eyes, and given

them to him.”

5th. Ap23rehending it would be right for us to take the

first opportunity of visiting the penal settlement, at Mac-
quarie Harbour, we conferred with the Lieut. Governor, on

the subject, and received his sanction.—6th. We accom-

panied the Lieut. Governor to the Old Orjihan School, and

to an unfinished building, designed for the better accommoda-
tion of this institution. The latter is prettily situated near

New-town, and is intended for about six hundred children.

On the 7th, we went to New Norfolk by a coach, which
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changed horses at the Black Snake Inn, on the road; and on

the 8th, accompanied by Robert Officer, the surgeon in charge

of the Hospital, made ealls on several of the inhabitants,

and visited a Government School at the Back River. On
the 9th, we accompanied George Dixon, an old school-fellow

of mine, and three of his nieces, to his house at Green

Valley, on the Lower Clyde, travelling twenty seven miles

on foot, by the side of a little cart, drawn by four oxen

and driven by a prisoner, and proceeding at the rate of

about two miles and a half per hour, along a road, a large

part of which was a mere cart track. Much of the country

was settled : it consisted of hills, generally covered with open

grassy forest, and interspersed with little patches of cultivated

ground. In locations of land of two or three thousand acres,

it is seldom that as many hundreds have been tilled. Large

portions are of woody and rocky hills that cannot be ploughed,

but on which sheep feed. In this country, these animals keep

in good health in the woods, the climate being exceedingly

dry. Where the ground is free from timber, the grass is in

tufts, often not covering more than one-third of the surface.

On the way we looked into a school near Macquarie

Plains, and called at the huts of a chain-gang, employed at

a place called the Deep Gulley, in cutting a point of land, so

as to admit the road to pass by the side of the Derwent. At
this place coal is visible, in narrow strata alternating with

sandstone and shale. On Macquarie Plains we called on

John Terry, an emigrant from Yorkshire, who has a corn

mill at New Norfolk, and who was here shearing his sheep.

He is a scrupulously honest man, who left England at a time

when farmers were suffering adversity, and notwithstanding

many difficulties that he has had to contend with, he thinks

his circumstances have been greatly improved l)y the change.

A few miles beyond his cottage is the Woolpack Inn
;

the

sitting-room of which would not disgrace a market town in

England. AVe called also at the hut of a Scotchman, to get

a drink of water, no more being to be had for nine miles.

Here we met a person of our acquaintance, who, like many
other young men, on first arriving in the colony, was too

much excited with the notion of shooting Kangaroos and
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Parrots, to settle down at once to some useful occupation.

In the course of this excursion for amusement, he sustained

an injury by falling from a horse, that long disabled him

from earning a livelihood. Pursuing our route over low hills,

some clear of wood and others covered with Black Wattle,

Acacia affinis, yielding a gum like Gum Arabic, we at length

reached Green Valley, where we received a hearty greeting

from Agnes Dixon, a native of Lewis, one of the Western

Islands of Scotland, who soon prepared a refreshing cup of

tea
;

after which, we gladly resigned our weary limbs and

blistered feet to rest,

George Dixon emigrated to this colony eleven years ago,

he was trained to agricultural pursuits, and has brought a por-

tion of his location of land into cultivation, both in the growth

of wheat and other grain
;

he has also formed a good garden,

which is well stocked with fruit trees and has a Hawthorn

hedge. The common fences of the country are formed of logs,

branches, or posts and rails. His house is built of split wat-

tles, plastered and whitewashed, the roof projecting in front

and resting on wooden pillars so as to form a verandah, a com-

mon style of building in this country. The house consists of

two front rooms with boarded floors, and two behind,—

a

kitchen and store room,—floored with stone. His land con-

sists of basaltic hills with grassy forest, and he has about a

mile of frontage on the Clyde, which at this season of the

year is little more than a chain of pools—called here lagoons

—of various length and depth, and about 30 ft. in width.

In winter this becomes a considerable river. Some parts of its

banks are open, others bushy, and some rocky. In one place

a rock like a steeple stands between a clift’ and the margin of

the river
;

this is depicted in the annexed etching, which pre-

sents also a fair representation of the woody hills of Tasmania,

and their white barked Gum-trees. G. Dixon^s shepherd is a

prisoner, but a man of religious sensibility : he became a

thief from the influence of intoxicating drink, but does not

shew any dishonesty when he abstains : he had a ticket-of-

leave, but lost it, in consequence of being persuaded to drink

a glass of porter, which immediately revived his thieving

propensity.
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AVe remained in the district of the Clyde, which is a

branch of the Derwent, till the 19th, and in the course of

this time visited the recently laid-out towns of Bothwell, on

the upper, and Hamilton, on the lower part of the river, as

well as many of the settlers in the surrounding country, and

on another branch of the Derwent, called the Ouse.

Bothwell has already a small Episcopal place of worship,

built of stone, an inn of two stories, of brick, about thirty

houses, of wood, and a small jail, of the same material.

Several of the settlers in the vicinity are persons of respec-

tability from various parts of the United Kingdom; a few of

them are remarkable for their piety : two have water-mills a

little above the town. Hamilton, at this time consisted of a

water-mill and about ten houses, occupied chiefly by artizans

of various kinds, who are a great accommodation to the

settlers of the surrounding district
;
and such of them as are

sober and industrious make a respectable livelihood.

The country about Bothwell is hilly. Basalt is the pre-

vailing rock, but some of the hills are sandstone ;
and near

the river in a place below the town, the sandstone forms

projections
;
under which, prisoners who had escaped into

the woods, and who in this country are termed Bush-rangers,

formerly found concealment. These people plundered the

settlers and committed other outrages; but most of these

outlaws have been captured or shot. Many of the hills about

Hamilton are also basaltic, some of them are remarkably red,

and bare of wood at the top, which is often of a vivid green,

from being covered with Chick-weed of the same species that

is troublesome in the gardens of England. She-oak Casiia-

rina quadrivalvis, is the prevailing tree on these hills : it

seldom grows in contact: its trunk is about 10 ft. high, and

5 ft. round
;

its head spherical, 10 or 15 ft. in diameter,

and consisting of pendulous, leafless, green, jointed twigs,

resembling horse-tail weed. From the neighbourhood of

Hamilton a range of rocky mountains is visible to the west,

beyond which the country is high and little known, and

toward the centre of the island, a high craggy mountain,

called the Peak of TenerifFe, is very conspicuous. Among

the hills, and on the tops of some of them are level tracts.
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which bear the name of marshes or plains, but the latter

term is often used in Tasmania to signify lands clear of

trees, even where the surface is far from level.

When a place is first occupied by a settler, a hut of the

simplest kind is formed, often like a mere roof resting on the

ground; and when other needful things have been effected,

one of upright logs is built, and covered with shingles. This

is usually divided into two rooms
;

one of which is fitted up

with broad rough shelves, for sleeping berths; and the other,

which has a square recess for a fireplace, built of stones,

at the outer end, and continued into a rude chimney a little

higher than the roof, is used for a cooking and sitting room.

The crevices between the logs either remain open, or are filled

with wool or some other material. A square opening, closing

with a shutter, admits light into each room, and short logs of

wood or rude benches, serve for seats. Many families that

have been brought up in England in respectable circum-

stances, live for several years in a hut of this description,

until they can find time and means to build themselves a

better habitation
;
and a hut of this kind is generally to be

seen contiguous to a better house, and is occuj^ied by the

male servants, who are mostly prisoners.

Perhaps a chief reason why some persons make a better

livelihood here than in England, is, because they submit to

live at a mueh smaller expense. The original settlers having

had free grants of land, subject only to a quit-rent, had also

no rent to pay
;

but no free grants of land are now made.

The lowest sum for which land is sold by the Government is

£5 per acre. Although convfict servants are sentenced to work
without wages, they cost a settler in one way or another, from

£20 to £25 a year, including maintenance, clothing, &c.

Agricultural operations are carried on in this country by
means of oxen, horses being scarce. Cattle are bred in the

bush, where they become very wild. Many of the settlers are

expert in hunting them into enelosures, and subduing them to

the yoke. Brush Kangaroos are numerous here on the more

woody hills
;

and the Vulpine Opossum—the Common
Opossum of this land—abounds. Both are injurious to the

corn. The Opossums live in holes in the Gum-trees, and
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feed chiefly on their leaves : they are shot in considerable

numbers on moonlight nights to diminish them, and for

the sake of their fur, which is very thick and warm.

AVhen shot they sometimes hang by their prehensile tails,

by which they can lay firm hold of a branch. While

warm, their fur readily comes off, but it becomes fast when
they are cold. The skins sell for about four pence

each, and are black, brown, or grey. Birds of various

kinds also abound in this country
;

among them may be

enumerated Green Parrots, that are great pests in gardens.

Nonpareil Parrots, that are very troublesome in corn fields,

and pick about on the roads. Green Paroquets, that frequent

farm yards. Lemon-crested Cockatoos, which are likewise a

great annoyance to the farmer, several species of Crow
and Alagpie, also the Wattle-bird, the Miner, the Wedge-
tailed Eagle, &c. The Emu is now extinct in this part of

the island.

In the course of one of our walks, we passed the remains

of a hut that was burnt about two years ago, by the

Al)origines of the Ouse or Big River district. An old man
named Clark lost his life in it, but a young woman escaped

;

she rushed from the fire and fell on her knees before the

natives, one of whom extinguished the flames which had

caught her clothes, and beckoned to her to go away.

Tliey killed a woman on the hill behind the hut. A few

weeks after, they surrounded the house of G. Dixon, who
received a spear through his thigh, in running from a barn

to his house. Previously to this period, the natives had vi-

sited this neighbourhood jieaceahly and excited no alarm.

They have now been removed to Flinders Island
;

hut a

detachment of soldiers, such as was placed in various situa-

tions to defend the settlers against the Aborigines, still

remains at Elengowen, near the house of a fine old Scotch

w'oman, named Jacobina Burns; who emigrated from her

own country many years ago, and has induced several of her

relatives to follow her. She has improved her circumstances,

and is noted for hospitality, which is indeed a very general

virtue among the settlers in this land.

While at Green Valley, walking alone, and meditating on
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the clear evidence I had had of its being my religious duty to

visit this part of the worlds for many years before the right

time seemed to be come for me to set out, and querying

within myself as to how we should proceed, so as to be found

acting in accordance with the divine will, the words “ Go
through the breadth of the land,” were impressed on my mind

with such authority as left no doubt but this was the counsel

of the Lord, mercifully granted for our direction. For the

Lord still condescends to lead about and instruct those who

put their trust in him
;
notwithstanding it may seldom be by

impressions exactlj' of this kind
;

but more frequently by a

constraining sense of his will independent of any distinct

form of words, or by the overruling of his providence.

3rd mo. 19th, we visited a little agricultural settlement

called the Hollow Tree, and a place named Cockatoo Valley,

celebrated for the fineness of its timber, which is chiefiy of

the kinds called Stringy-bark and Peppermint. Some saw-

yers were at work here. Their hut was entirely built of large

slabs of bark, which are obtained from several species of Eu-

calyptus, and serve many useful purposes. At the Wool-
pack Inn, in returning toward Hobart Town, we obtained

beds made up on wooden sofas, for the use of each of which

two shillings a night was charged, this also was the price of

each of our meals.

20th. The mornings are cold at this autumnal season, but

mid-day is as warm as an English summer. Numbers of

Piping Crows called also White Magpies, were hopping about

near the inn, and raising their whistling notes to each other

at an early hour, and the chattering of Miners, Wattle birds.

Black Magpies, and Paroquets was very enlNening to us on our

journey. On the -way to New Norfolk, which we reached in

time for the coach to Hobart Town, we had interviews with

the Deep-gulley-road-gang, in three detachments
;
whose

attention we called to the end of their being, the incapacity

of persons whose affections are estranged from God, and set

on carnal things, to enjoy heaven, and the consequent ne-

cessity of being born again of the Spirit, by yielding to its

convictions, which produce repentance toward God and faith

toward Jesus Christ.
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Hobart To-wn.—Pious Persons.—Penitentiary.—Temperance Society.—Kings

Pits.—Shrubs.—Pern Valley.—School Meeting.—Voyage to Macquarie Har-

bour.—Prison Ship.—Piracy of the Cypress.—Prisoners.—Loss of the Science.

—Fish.— Penguin.— Storm.— Port Davey.—Cockatoos.—Land Lobster.

—

E.xcursions.—Sharks.—Swearing.—Storm.—Sea Fowl.—Entrance of Mac-

quarie Harbour.

We remained in Hobart Town till the 7th of 5th month

;

and were much occupied in putting religious tracts and books

into circulation, visiting the prisons, conversing with various

persons, on the eternal interests of man, and holding or at-

tending meetings for the promotion of religion and morality.

During this period we became acquainted with several

pious persons
;
one of whom. Captain William Jacob, from

India, was temporarily residing in this island, on account of

his health
;
Van Diemens Land being much resorted to by in-

valids from India, and often with great benefit, from its fine,

dry, salubrious climate. Another, was a drummer, who went

into the army at fourteen years of age, and had remained in

it fourteen years. He said he had spent much of his time in

sin, but had now learned the value of his Bible, and was

glad when opportunity oflfered, to retire into the bush to

read it alone : he had found peace of mind through faith in

Christ, but was in a situation requiring great watchfulness, to

retain the sense of the Divine presence being with him. Ano-

ther, was a young man, who, when in London, sometimes

stepped into Friends’ Meeting House, in White Hart Court;

where a solemn feeling pervaded his mind, without his

knowing from whence it arose
;

but as he supposed the

congregation while sitting in silence, were exercised in
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examining the state of their own hearts before the Lord, he

endeavoured to be similarly occupied.

We several times visited the prisoners in the Penitentiary,

who assembled for religious purposes in a mess-room accom-

modating about 450 at a time; their quietness and attention

were very striking; notwithstanding many of them wore

chains, the least clink was rarely to be heard
;
many of them

appeared truly grateful for a little religious counsel extended

in Christian sympathy.

The Penitentiary contains upwards of 600 prisoners :

it is the great receptacle of convicts on their arrival in the

Colony : those returned from assigned service for mis-

conduct, or other causes, are also sent here
;

and those

retained for some of the public-works are likewise lodged in

this place. Considering the class of its inmates, they are

under good discipline. They are sent out in the morning

under overseers and guards, to work on the roads, and in the

various departments, as sawjmrs, carpenters, builders, &c.

and they are all mustered and locked up at night. This

precaution renders pro^ierty remarkably secure in Hobart

Town
;
where formerly robbery was very common. The

Penitentiary has a large day-room, and numerous sleeping

wards. The men are lodged on two tiers of barrack-bedsteads.

These are large platforms without any separation, which

is a great evil. In every room there is a man in charge,

who is answerable for the conduct of the rest
;

but it is rare

for one to dare to complain of the misconduct of his fellow.

Each individual has a bed, blanket, and covei’let
;

and the

place is well ventilated and clean. A tread-mill is attached

to this building, which serves the purjDose of special punish-

ment, and grinds corn for the institution.—At a subsequent

period, a large addition was made to this prison, including

a number of solitary cells, and an Episcopal chapel, part

of which is open also to the public.

In the latter part of the 4th month, a Temperance Society

was first established in Hobart Town, but not without

considerable opposition. The Lieut. Governor became
its Patron

;
and the senior Colonial Chaplain, stated, in

support of the object, that he had attended between three

D
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and four hundred criminals to execution, nineteen out of

twenty of whom, had been drawn into the commission of the

crimes for which they forfeited their lives, either directly or

indirectly by intemperance.

On the 15th of 4th month, we held a meeting with some

sawyers, in their huts, at a place called the Kings Pits,

on the ascent of Mount Wellington, at an elevation of

about 2,000 feet, and about four miles from the town.

These people seemed a little interested in the counsel

given them, and received a few tracts gratefully. The

forest among which they are residing is very lofty : many of

the trees are clear of branches for upwards of 100 feet. It

caught fire a few months ago, and some of the men narrowly

escaped. The trees are blackened to the top, but are

beginning to shoot again from their charred stems. The
brushwood is very thick in some of these forests. A
shower of snow fell while we were at the place. Aca-

cia Oxyceclrus, 10 feet high, was in flower on the ascent

of the mountain. This, along with numerous shrubs of

other kinds, formed impervious thickets in some places

;

Avhile, in others, Epacris impressa, displayed its brilliant

blossoms of crimson and of rose colour.

The brook that supplies Hobart Town with water,

flows from Mount Wellington through a valley at the

foot of the mountain. Here the bed of the brook is

rocky, and so nearly flat as scarcely to deserve the name
of The Cascades, by which this place is called. Many
dead trees and branches lie across the brook, by the sides

of which grows Drymophila cyanocarpa—a plant, allied

to Solomon’s Seal, producing sky-hlue berries on an

elegantly three-branched, nodding toji. Dianella carulea—

a

sedgy plant—flourishes on the drier slopes : this, as well as

Billardiera lonyiflora—a climbing shrub, that entwines itself

among the bushes—was now exhibiting its violet-coloured

fruit. In damp places, by the side of the brook, a princely

tree-fern, Cybotium Blllarclieri, emerged through the sur-

rounding foliage. A multitude of other ferns, of large and

small size, enriched the rocky margins of the stream, which

I crossed upon the trunk of one of the prostrate giants of
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the forest, a Gum-tree of large dimensions, which had been
uprooted by some blast from the mountain

;
and in its fall,

had subdued many of the neighbouring bushes, and made a
way where otherwise the forest would have been inaccessible.

On descending from this natural bridge, to examine a tree-

fern, I found myself at the foot of one of their trunks, which
was about 5 feet in circumference and 10 in height. The
lower part was a mass of protruding roots, and the upper
part clothed with short remains of leaf-stalks, looking rough
and blackened : this was surmounted by dead leaves hanging
down, and nearly obscuring the trunk from distant view

:

above was the noble crest of fronds, or leaves, resembling
those of Asplenium Fillv-foemina in form, but exceeding 1

1

feet in length, in various degrees of inclination between erect

and horizontal, and of the tenderest green, rendered more
delicate by the contrast Avith the dark verdure of the sur-

rounding foliage. At my feet were several other ferns of
large size, covering the ground, and which, through age
and their favourable situation, had attained root-stocks a
foot in height, crowned by circles of leaves three times
that length. Other plants of tree-fern, at short distances,

concealed from my vIcaa'’, by their spreading fronds, the
foliage of the lofty evergreens that towered a hundred
feet above them. The trunk of one of the tree-ferns was
clothed AAuth a Triclionianes and several species of Hy-
inenophyllum—small membranaceous ferns of great delicacy
and beauty. On a rocky bank adjoining, there were
other ferns, with creeping roots, that threw up their

bright green fronds at short distances from each other,

decorating the ledges on Avhich they grew. In the deepest
recesses of this shade I could enjoy the novel scene—ferns

above, below, around—without fear of molestation
;

no
dangerous beasts of prey inhabiting this interesting island.

The annexed etching Avill give the reader some idea of a
tree-fern, many species of which exceed in beauty the stately
palms of Avarmer climates.

5th mo. /th, 1832. Having obtained a letter of introduc-
tion from the Lieut. Governor to Major Baylee, the com-
mandant of the Penal Settlement, at Macquarie Harbour;

D 2
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and other necessary arrangements having been made for our

passage on board the Government brig Tamar, we embarked,

after dining with the senior colonial chaplain, William

Bedford, and his family, from whom we received much kind

attention during our sojourn in V. D. Land. The vessel

not sailing till the 10th, we spent the evening at the

house of Nathaniel Turner, the Wesleyan Minister sta-

tioned at Hobart Town, in company with John Allen

Manton, a Wesleyan Missionary, also proceeding to

Macquarie Harbour. At N. Turner’s we also met the

teachers of four sabbath schools, containing together

about 200 children. Two of these schools are in Hobart

Town, and the others at Sandy Bay and O’Briens Bridge.

After the teachers had transacted the business of their

monthly meeting, we had a solemn and highly favoured

religious opportunity
;

in which, in the fresh feeling of

heavenly love, I endeavoured to encourage them to live

under a sense of the divine presence, and to seek to the

Lord for counsel and direction, in order that their well-

intended labours might be blessed.

There were in the cal)in of the Tamar, John Burn, the

captain for the voyage, Henry Hcrberg, the mate, David Hoy,

a ship’s carpenter, Jno. A. Manton, George W. Walker, and

myself. Ten private soldiers and a sergeant, as guard, occupied

a portion of the hold, in which there were also provisions for

the Penal Settlement, and a flock of sheejD. Two soldiers’

wives and five children were in the midships. Twelve

seamen, several of whom were convicts, formed the crew

;

and 18 prisoners under sentence to the Penal Settlement

completed the ship’s company. The last occupied a jail,

separated from the hold by wooden bars, filled with nails,

and accessible only from the deck by a small hatchway.

One of the soldiers on guard stood constantly by this hatch-

way, which was secured by three bolts across the open-

ing, two walked the deck, the one on one side returning

with his face toward the prison, at the time the other was

going in the opposite direction, and two were in the hold,

seated in view of the jail. The prisoners wore chains, and

only two of them were allowed to come on deck at a time
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for air
;

these were kept before the windlas and not

allowed to converse with the seamen. This was rigidly-

observed, in consequence of two of these men having, at a

former period, been parties in the seizure of a vessel named

the Cypress, making the same voyage
;
which was carried

off to the coast of China or Japan. They jmt the persons,

now our captain and mate, on shore, along with several

others, in Recherche Bay, at the mouth of D’Entrecasteaux

Channel; from whence they reached Hobart To-wn with

great difficulty. The jail occupied by these men was not

high enough for them to stand erect in, but they could

stretch themselves on the floor, on which they slept, being

each furnished with a blanket.

On the 8th, I paid my first visit to the prisoners, just after

they had been searched, lest they should have concealed any

implements for effecting their escape. After enquiring resjiect-

ing their health, I told them that if they had no objection, I

would read them a chapter in the Bible, and desired to

know if there was any one in particular they would prefer.

One of them replied, there was some very good reading in

Isaiah. I ojiened the book, and read the 42nd chapter, and
at the conclusion commented upon it, pointing out the effect

of sin, the object of the coming of the Saviour, and his

power, not only to deliver out of darkness and the prison-

house, in a spiritual sense, but also in an outward one

;

expressing my conviction, that if they would attend to that

grace which reproved them for evil, they would be led to

repentance, and into that faith in Christ, through which they
would obtain forgiveness of sin, and a capacity to love and
serve God; that this would produce such an effect upon
their conduct, as to restrain them from evil, and enable them
to work righteousness, procure them a remission of their

sentence, and introduce them to peace and joy, beyond any
thing of which they could form an idea while in the service of

Satan, whom, I did not doubt, they had found in their own
experience to be a liar, as they had been tempted by him to

expect pleasure from sin, but had found in its stead

trouble and loss. Several of them were attentive and
appeared thoughtful, and on taking leave, one of them placed

D 3
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his hand to my foot and helped me to ascend from the

prison.

The day the Tamar sailed was very fine. The Science,

by which we came to V. D. Land, was passing down the

Derwent at the same time, on her voyage for England
; we

parted from her on entering D’Entrecasteaux Channel, lit-

tle anticipating the disaster by which she was lost off Cape

riorii
;
where she was struck by a heavy sea, that swept

away four of her men, and left the remainder, vdio were

ultimately rescued by another ship, in a forlorn and peri-

lous situation.—The various bays and islands of D’Entre-

casteaux Channel, with their wood-covered hills looked

beautiful. We came to anchor in the evening oli Mount
Royal. Numbers of fish called Flat-head and Rock Cod
were taken. The former is firm, and resembles in figure

the Bull-head of English rivers, but weighs about l^lb.

The other is softer than the English cod, and weighs from

3 to 71bs. When stewed with but little water it nearly

dissolves, and makes very palatable soup ;—at least so we
sometimes found it when at sea, and having little but salt

meat.

11th. Anchor was weighed early, and passing between

the Acteon Islands and Recherche Bay—a navigation requir-

ing great care—we rounded the Whales-head, and came into

the open sea. The evening was beautifully fine. We passed

close by the Mew Stone by moonlight. Jelly-fish, such as

are said to be food of the whale, and resembling glass-beads,

Avere in myriads in the day time, and at night the sea was

illuminated by phosphorescent species. Sometimes we
heard the cry of a small Pengiun common in this vicinity,

known by the name of the Jackass Penguin.

12th. About two o’clock in the morning, the wind

changed to N.W, At four it blew a violent gale, attended

by lightning, thunder, and rain. We had just advanced

far enough to be able to enter the middle harbour of Port

Davey, by its northern opening, which is to the south

of the northermost conical rock in the annexed sketch.

The rocky island between that, and the southermost of the

three conical rocks to the south, shuts this harbour in from
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the 02Den sea. We came to anchor in the middle of a bason a

mile and a half across, surrounded by hills, with little wood.

One on the north, which may be 800 feet high, called Spring

Hill, exhibits little but white quartz rock; which is abundant

every where around. There were trees, many of which

appeared to be dead, on the distant mountains. This was the

first time we had taken refuge in a harbour in an uninhabited

country
;

but solitary as it was, we were thankful for the

refuge from the storm.

We remained in Port Davey seventeen days. During this

time the wind was contrary, and often blew with great

violence
;
sometimes threatening to drive the vessel on shore,

notwithstanding it was moored with two heavy chain cables.

During our stay the sheeji were jilaced on a small island,

on vdiich were a few bushes and some coarse rushy herbage,

such as was also the covering of much of the adjacent

shores.

There were low Gum-trees on some of the hills, and the

brushwood in some of the gullies was very thick, as it was also

toward the sea beach
;
on w'hich, here and there,' logs of the

Huon Pine, a fine sjiecies of timber, were washed uj).

Several low shrubs of the Epacris tribe were growing in the

clefts of Spring Hill : among them a species of Richea with a

single head, resembling a jiine-aj^j^le plant, mounted on a

stick 6 feet high
;

two sjiecies of Decuspora—thyme-like

bushes, with flattened iDuiqile berries, and Prinotes cer'mth-

oicles—a straggling little shrub, with cylindrical, inflated,

pendulous blossoms, an inch long, of a cleeji rose colour.

I once ascended Spiring Hill alone, taking the rocky jiart of it,

which is comq^osed of jirojections of white quartz, sometimes

tinged with jiink or blue, amongst which I could climb as on

a rude stair-case. Being sheltered from observation by the

rocky spires, I came among a flock of White Cockatoos,

which are too shy knowingly to admit the presence of a

stranger : they chattered to each other, and shook their

beautiful lemon-coloured crests with an amusinoc decree

of consequence, until at length I threw a stick among them,

which disf)ersed the assembly. Much of the ground running
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back from the top of tliis bilk was perforated by a land-

lohsteiy the size of a prawn
;

its holes were carried up

with conical towers of earth about a foot high. This

animal seems common in this wet part of Van Diemens Land.

One of my objects in this excursion was to endeavour to

ascertain, if there existed beyond Bathurst Harbour—the

sheet of water east of where the Tamar was lying—

a

lake doubtfully laid down on some maps
;

but this object

was frustrated, by the coming on of a fog and heavy rain,

just as I had reached a remote peak, from which I had hoped

to see the desired spot. Previously, however, I had noticed

the sea breaking on the south coast, at a much shorter dis-

tance, than I had expected from the map.—The top of the

peak was composed of large blocks of Vv'hite quartz, with

thick scrub between them. From one to another of these I

skipped to the opposite side of the peak
;
and from thence

descending, passed through a thick scrub as high a,s my
shoulders, hoping to reach the vessel by a nearer cut

;
but I

had not proceeded far, before a deep woody ravine obstructed

my course : and now was put to proof, the advantage of

having my mind stayed on the Lord
;

the feeling of whose

good presence had been with me in my solitary wandering, and

in my musing upon the novel scenes presented by his creation

in this part of the world
;
for had I become agitated I should

probably have been lost. Evening was drarving on, I was

alone and several miles from my companions
;

the scrub

through which I had come had closed as I had left it, and it

was necessary to retrace my steps. Fixing my heart more
steadfastly on the Lord, in prayer, and taking the bearing of

a prominent rock by a compass, which in all my wanderings

I carried in a pocket opposite to that occupied by my watch,

I patiently parted the opposing scrub udtb my hands, now
somewhat weakened by fatigue

;
and after some time, again

reached the rocky peak, which I mounted under such a sense

of my Heavenly FatheFs loAm, as I hope not soon to forget,

and which comforted and invigorated me, and constrained me,

on bended knees, to give him thanks.

The fog parted a few times, and opened a fine view of the

northern haiLour of Port DaA'ey, the Davey River, Mount de
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Wit, and other mountains in that direction. Losing little

time in observations, and being favoured to find my vay
across the rocks in safety, I took to my heels upon the more

open ground, and came in sight of the Tamar before the sun

had set. I was much surprised not to see the boat off, as I

had requested the men who came on shore for water in the

morning, to come for me in the evening, saying, they might

then expect to see me somewhere on the face of Sjiring Hill.

Like men of their class, thej^ had so little regarded the m-
structions, that when inquired of, a few hours after, they

could give no account of me. My companion had become
uneasy at my absence

;
and, at length, I saw him wfith some

seamen leave the vessel in a boat and come toward the shore,

and heard the V. D. Land cry of Cooey, borrowed from the

Aborigines, to which I answered
;
but to my dismay, saw the

boat again pushed from the land. Not hai'ing taken into

account that sound does not readily descend, they had con-

cluded, as they did not hear me, that I was not there. No
time was to be lost. I left the rocky part of the mountain for

a slope on which I hoped to run
;
but on reaching it, my

feet slipped among a fungns resembling moistened glue—

a

species of Tremella ?—with which the ground had become
covered during the rain. I arose and fell until my legs shook

under me
;
and giving up the hope of standing, I launched off

in a sitting posture
;
and besmeared with this slimy vegetable,

passed rapidly to the bottom of the hill. Here again I ran

and shouted : my voice reached far over the still water, and

the boat, to my great comfort, returned. I met it in the sea,

for the pm’pose of washing my clothes, that preHously,

for several hours, had been soaked with rain, which fell at

times so heavily that I had had no occasion to stoop to drink

during the whole day.

While detained in Port Davey, we made an excursion, in

the ship’s boat, with the carpenter, to examine the northern

entrance into the bason in ivliich the Tamar lay. It proved

sufficiently deep for ships of moderate size
;
but there is a

sunken rock half a mile N. and by West of the largest

pyramidal rock, which is called by the seamen Big Caroline.

e also went into the southern opening, called Kelleys River,
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which is an estuary 5 or 6 miles long, 1 broad, and from 2 to

3 fathoms deep, and consequently only fit for boats. There

were several Black Swans upon it. These birds are abundant

in this neighbourhood in the breeding season. Among the

scrub on the shore there was a Hock of Black Cockatoos.

The Wombat—a Imrrowing, herbivorous animal, in figure

somewhat like a small bear,—abounds in this neighbourhood

:

its flesh, when young, resembles that of the hare.

We likewise visited the Davey River, or northern harbour

;

in which, rxnder a point from the west, in the turn toward

Cockburn Cove, vessels sometimes take shelter from a

southerly gale. Oysters are obtained at low tides in this

cove, on the smooth waters of which. Pelicans, Red-bills,

and Gulls were swimming. On the north of it there is mica

rock containing Garnets. Here Ave spent a night by a large

fire, sheltered by a few bushes, near to heaps of oyster shells,

accumulated from time immemorial by the Aborigines, Avho

occasionally resort hither. The middle of the night Avas

stormy and Avet. The distant mountains Avere covered Avith

snoAV in the morning.

Fishing formed a frequent occupation on board the Tamar.

Rock-cod and occasionally eels about 5 feet long and 14 inches

round, Avere caught. Sometimes a small shark Avould take

the bait
;
and Ave had to expostulate Avith the soldiers against

a cruel practice they adopted, of running a stick through the

breathing apparatus of these animals, and in this state throAA'-

ing them oA^erboard to perish. This Avas done in the sj^irit of

reA’enge, because of the annoyance, as they not only spoiled

the baits, but droA^e aAA^ay the fish. We succeeded in con-

Auncing the men that they Avere AATong in giAung Avay to this

spirit, and that it Avas their duty either to kill the sharks by

the most speedy means or to liberate them, as they had as

much right to take the baits, as the soldiers had to take

the fish
;

seeing that in so doing, they only folloAved an

instinct given by their Creator. One of the species is spotted,

and is called in this country, the Nurse.

Reading in the cabin, and the religious instruction of the

respecth'e groups of the prisoners, sailors, soldiers, and soldiers’
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vires and children, also occupied portions of the time we were

delayed here, which without employment, would have been

tedious. In pleading with some of these people on the

importance of a practical application of the doctrines of the

Gosjoel, by those who j^rofess to he Christians, we desired them

to judge of the corrupt state of their own hearts, at least, by

that token which aaus obvious to others
;

wz., the practice of

cursing and swearing. They took our counsel in good part

;

and whether changed from principle or not, became more

circumspect.

There was something peculiarly interesting and affecting to

my mind, in bringing the sound of the Gospel into this

desolate part of the earth
;
Avhere perhaps, since the days in

Avhich the AA’orld itself was called into existence, it was ner’er

before heard
;
and in proclaiming it as the message of mercy,

to the people we brought Avith us—the only human Ijeings in

the place—AAdiose hearts appeared to be as desolate as the

hiUs by which we were surrounded.

5th mo. 29th. The wind having become more faA'ourable,

the sheep AA^ere brought on board, and Avhile preparation aaus

making for saihng, G. W. IValker and the carpenter landed

me on one of the islets at the mouth of the harijour, to cut

Natwe Parsley and a A’ariety of shrubs for proA'ender. This

islet is composed of a substance resembling Asbestos, and is

fronted on the inside by A'ertical A-eins of quartz. In the

middle is a deep coA'e AAuth a hole through to the outside,

the surf beating against AA'hich forms a jet of spray AAOthin

many feet high, resembling the blowing of a Avhale. We
boarded the Tamar on her passage out, and Avere soon again

at sea, Avhere the fair AA-ind failed, and Ave stood off the land

for the night.

On the morning of the 30th, we had a AueAV of Point Hibbs,

and of a high, domed rock named the Pyramid. A series of

heaAy gales in the course of the four succeeding days, droAm

us far northward of our port. When AA'e Avere laid to, the

AA’ind bleAv the topsail out of the bolt-rope, and AA’hile it was

undergoing repair, we beat doAAm the rocky coast with sails

only just sufficient to enable us to keep off the shore.

Scarcely anything aaus cooked during this period, and fcAA'
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persons on board were disposed to eat. Most of the time we
kept in onr berths, which were warm and dry. The motion

of the vessel was too great to allow a person to walk, or even

to stand without hold, and we were unable from this cause

combined with sickness, to wash or shave.

Some Black and Wandering Alliatrosses were continually

soaring around us
;
and a flock of the beautiful Petrels, called

Cape Pigeons, kept close to our stern, generally on the wing,

but often swinnning, or running on the water after anything

cast from the ship. The wund howls, and the sea rages in

vain to these birds. They keep on the wing in the fiercest

tempests, and swim with ease on the most boisterous waves.

It was a trying time for all on lioard, especially for the poor

women and children
;
into whose quarters the water several

times found its way in torrents. The perplexities that some-

times arose, occasioned some of the soldiers to quarrel and

swear, even when the vessel seemed ready to lie overwhelmed
;

so inveterate was this evil habit ! It was a season of trial

both of our faith and patience
;
but the belief that we were

in our right places was sustaining.

On the morning of the 4th of Gth month, land was descried

through the hazy atmosphere, and all sail was made with a

varying but generally favouralile wind, tiU we came distinctly

in view of Cape Sorell, at the entrance of Macquarie Harbour.

On approaching nearer, we were thrown into much perplexity,

no signal being made from the pilot’s station for an hour and

a half, either to approach nearer or to stand off. During this

time we stood backward and forward outside the dangerous

bar, which is of wide extent, while the sea was again getting

up. At length, when about to run back for shelter to Port

Davey, we were descried, and a signal to enter was hoisted.

We immediately stood in, and in a few minutes the oppor-

tunity to return was past. The pilot put off, knowng better

than ourselves, our danger : his boat could only be seen now
and then above the billows

;
but he was soon alongside, and

ordered all the sails to lie squared, that we might go right

before the wind. On coming on board, he commanded the

women and children lielow, and then came to me, and advised

me to go lielow also. I replied, that if we u^ere lost I should
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like to see the last of it, for the sight was awfully grand.

Laying hold of a rope at the stern, he said, “ Then put your

arm round this rope and doiTt speak a word.’^ To my com-

panion he gave similar instructions, placing him at the opposite

quarter. A man was sent into the chains on each side, with

the sounding lead. Tlie pilot went to the bows, and nothing

was now to he heard through the roar of the wind and waves,

but his voice calhng to the helmsman, the helmsman’s answer,

and the voices of the men in the chains, counting off the

fathoms as the water became shallower. The vessel was cast

alternately from one side to the other, to prevent her sticking

on the sand, in which case the billows would have run over

her, and have driven her upon a sand-bank a mile from the

shore, on which they were breaking with fury. The fathoms

decreased, and the men counted off the feet, of which we drew

7i, and there were but seven in the hollow of the sea, until

they called out eleven feet. At this moment a huge billow

carried us forward on its raging head into deep water. The
pilot’s countenance relaxed : he looked like a man reprieved

from under the gallows, and coming aft, shook hands with

each individual, congratulating them on a safe arrival in

Macquarie Harbour.

We now soon entered into the inlet, which is about twenty-

five miles long, and from three to seven miles broad, by a

narrow passage between two rocks, called “ The Gates,” or

from the nature of the settlement, “ Hells Gates many of

the prisoners recklessly asserting that all who entered in

hither, were doomed to eternal perdition. We had a fine sail

up the Harbour
;

and on arriA’ing off Sarahs Island, about

tAA’enty miles from the entrance, were boarded by the com-

missariat ofiicer, surgeon, &c.—all anxious to hear AA'hat was
going on in the world, they haAung had no tidings for more
than three months. They gaA^e us a hearty welcome, and

conA^eyed us to the Settlement, where I became the guest of

Major Baylee, and G. W. Walker took up his quarters AA'ith

our felloAA'-A'oyager, J. A. Manton
;
for whom, as missionary,

a house AA'as in readiness.

After a short time spent in conA'ersation, each of us retired

to rest, thankful to the Lord, who had answered the prayers
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put up to him on the raging seas, for deliverance from the

stormy tempest
;
when the billows, spiritually as well as out-

wardl)^, at times went over our heads. We cried unto God,

who commands the winds and the seas and they obey him.

We called to mind the situation of the disciples of his Son,

when he Avas asleep in a tempest and they Avere afraid, and

remembered, that AAdien he arose and rebuked the AAund, there

was a great calm. We put our trust in his name, and re-

ncAved our confidence in the Father of mercies through him.

Our minds became comforted by his Holy Spirit : aa'C laid us

doAA'ii and slept, being sensible that he sustained us. And

noAV that he had permitted us again to land in safety, Ave

could adopt the language of the Psalmist. “ Bless the Lord,

O my soul, and all that is Avithin me, bless his holy name.

Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits

:

Avho forgiA'^eth all thine iniquities
;

AA'ho healeth all thy

diseases
;

aaLo redeemeth thy life from destruction
;

Avho

croAvneth thee AAuth loAung kindness and tender mercies.”

We remained 17 days at the settlement on Sarahs Island,

making occasional excursions to the out-posts
;

and, notAA'ith-

standing, the place has since been abandoned, on account of

its distance from Hobart ToAvn, and the difficulty of access to

it, and the prisoners have been transferred to Port Arthur, on

Tasmans Peninsula, I propose in the ensuing chapter to

introduce some notice of it, and of the discipline of the

prisoners, as being an interesting ]Aortion of the nearly un-

inhabited, AA'estern side of V. D. Land, and exhibiting a

specimen of the discipline of one of the older Penal Settle-

ments.
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Birds.

Macquarie Harbour did not jrresent the desolate appearance

which we had lieen given to expect. The mountains along the

east side are not nearly so liare as those of Port Davey, the

rock only projecting aliove the soil on the tops of the highest.

The most striking mountains are Mount DiscoA-ery, to the

south, Mount Sorell, to the east, and Mount Zeehaan and

Heemskerk, to the north. The herbage on their sides is

coarse and deep
;

it looks grassy from a distance, but pro-

bably may not be so in reality. The scrub of the gullies runs

into deep Avood on the loAA'er grounds. Deep Avood also

clothes many of the hills. The preA’alence of iVIyrtle—Fagus

Cunninghamii—and other trees of dark fohage, giA^es a A^ery

sombre appearance to the forests. These extend also OA^er

the loAV hiUs at the foot of the mountains, and up the Avest

side of the harbour, about ten miles, toAvard Cape Sorell.

Behind the mountains on the east of Macquarie Harljour, rises

a magnificent, snow coA’^ered range
;
the most striking point

of AA^ich is the Frenchmans Cap, havfing the form of a

quarter of a sphere, perpendicular on the south, and toAvering

to 5,000 feet above the level of the sea. This is probalily

the highest point of V. D. Land. The south end of the

harbour is more leA^el and less Avoody. A Avide inlet called

Birches Rwer opens into it, and a little to the east, the

Gordon River, AA'hich is naAugable for 30 or 40 miles, but
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closely hemmed in by scrub and mountains to a great dis-

tance. Lime, which is rare in Tasmania, is obtained from

the upper part of this river. On the east side is an inlet

called Kelleys Bason, and near the northern extremity, is

Kings River. The scrub in the gullies and many parts of

the forest is extremely thick, and very deep : it comes so

close to the water’s edge, as generally to render the shores of

the harbour and tributary rivers inaccessible.

Sarahs Island has a strikingly verdant appearance. The

little paddocks, interspersed among the buildings and lofty

paled fences, that give the whole island the look of a fortified

place, vie in verdure with English meadows.—The capacity

of the country about Macquarie Harbour, for cultivation,

does not however appear to he great. Such lands as are

sufficiently clear to admit of being ploughed, are peaty and

wet
;
but probably they might be made to produce grass and

vegetables. No attempts have been made to raise any kind

of grain
;
and the humidity of the climate of the western part

of V. D. Land, does not promise success to this branch of

agriculture. Sheep do not thrive here
;

and at one time

nearly half of the goats kept at the settlement died.

The timber about Macquarie Harbour is ver}^ fine. Huon
Pine, supposed to be a species of Dacrydium, which is much
valued for ship-building and general purposes, abounds on

the eastern side : the wood is closer grained and more durable

than White American Pine, and has an aromatic smell. This

tree attains to about 100 feet in height, and 25 in circumference,

and is of a pyramidal form : the branches from the trunk are

a little below' horizontal, and are clothed with numerous,

slender, pendant, scaly hranchlets, of lively green, ser\ing the

purpose of leaves, as in the Cypress and Arbor-vitas. Celery-

tojiped Pine—Thalamia asidmifolia—so called from the re-

semblance of a branch clothed with its dilated leaves, to the

leaf of Celery, is w'ell calculated for masts. Myrtle, allied to

Beech, Init with leaves more like Dw^arf Birch, is suited for

keels. Light-w'ood—Acacia Melannxylon—clothed with leaf-

like spurious foliage, resembling the leaves of aWillow', is also

fine timber, and its roots make beautiful veneering. It derives

this name from swimming in w'ater, wiiile the other w'oods
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of V. D. Land, except the pines, generally sink
;

in

some parts of the Colony it is called Black-wood, on account

of its dark colour. Other timher trees are knoum here by
the names of Pink-wood, Carjjodontos Jucida, Hard-wood,

a species of Olea, Sasafras, Atliosperma moschata, Stink-

wood, Zieria arhorescens, &c. Forest Tea Tree, a species of

Leptospermum, is valued for fuel
;

some crooked portions of

its trunk are finely veined, and well adapted for fancy-work.

The black substance forming part of the stems of tree ferns, is

used for reeding, in inlaying, for Avdiich purpose it is superior

to Ebony. Respectable hats have been manufactured from

the shaAungs of some species of Acacia, as well as from broad

leaved sedges, Lcpidosperma gladiata

;

the leaves being first

boiled and bleached.

Notwithstanding the fine scenery of Macquarie Harbour, it

was a gloomy place in the eyes of a prisoner, from the j^riva-

tions he suffered there, in being shut out from the rest of the

Avorld, and restricted to a limited quantity of food, which did

not include fresh meat
;
from being kept under a military

guard
;
from the hardship he endured, in toiling almost con-

stantly in the wet, at felling timber and rolling it to the

water, and from other severe labour, without wages, as well

as from the liability to be flogged or subjected to solitary

confinement, for small offences.

Out of 85 deaths that occurred here in eleven years,

commencing with 1822, only 35 were from natural causes
;
of

the remainder, 27 were drowned, 8 killed accidentally^ chiefly

by the falling of trees, 3 were shot by the military, and 12

murdered by their comrades. There is reason to believe that

some of these murders were committed for the purpose of

obtaining for the murderers, and those who might be called

upon as witnesses on their trials, a removal from this place,

though at the ultimate cost of the life of the murderers, and

without a prospect of liberation on the part of the others

!

Some of the prisoners who returned hither with us in the

Tamar, had been witnesses in such a case
;

but they had had

the pritylege of the change, for a time, to the penitentiary at

Hobart Tovm ! These circumstances, with the fact, that

within the eleven years, 112 prisoners had eloped from

E
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this settlement, proved also that its privations M^ere felt to

be very great.

Escape from Macquarie Harbour was well known to

be a difficult and very hazardous undertaking, and very

few who attempted it, reached the settled parts of the

Colony. Out of the 112 who eloped, 62 were supposed

to have perished in the bush, and 9 were murdered by

their comrades on the journey, for a sup^dy of food. For

this purpose, the party proposing to attempt traversing the

formidable forest, selected a weak minded man, and j^er-

suaded him to aecompany them
;
and when the slender stock

of provisions which they had contrived to save from their

scanty rations, was exhausted, they laid violent hands on their

victim. One party when lately apprehended near the settled

districts, had in their ^^ossession, along with the flesh of a

Kangaroo, a portion of that of one of their comrades ! An
appalling evidence of how easily man, in a depraved state,

may descend even to cannibalism.

Of the small number who reached the settled part of the

country^ some were immediately apprehended
;
a few became

formidable marauders, and were rfltimately shot or executed

;

others eseaped to New South Wales, but continuing their evil

practiees, were transported to Norfolk Island
; and of the

remainder, who were an inconsiderable number, the cireum-

stanees remain doubtful.

In the earlier days of this settlement flagellation was the

chief punishment, and the reformation of the prisoners

seemed hopeless. There is ground to believe the example

of some of those under whose charge they were placed was

at that period also of a deteriorating eharacter. The first

missionary sent here fomrd a ehief officer living in open

profligaey, and saw so little prospect, under such circum-

stances, of being able to do any good among the prisoners,

that he returned by the same vessel to Hobart Town.
Of latter time the administration of corporal punishment

was mueh diminished, and that of solitary confinement

increased, with evident advantage. Major Baylee also ex-

postulated with the parties, and convinced them that he

would not administer punishment without cause : this greatly
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increased his influence, and obtained for him such respect

and esteem, that he could go about the settlement, unattended,

with perfect confidence.

The following abstract exhibits the average of the returns

of punishment for 182G, 7 and 8, and for 1829, 30, and 31.

Years.
No. of Prisoners
in the Settlement

No. of Prisoners
sentenced.

No. ofLashes
inflicted.

No. of days of soli-

tary conflnement.

1826,27,28 312. 188. 6280. 5.

1829,30,31 255. 56. 973. 209.

The removal of a few prisoners from Macquarie Harbour,

on account of good conduct, before the expiration of their

sentence, had a decidedly good effect upon the others
;

and

the labours of William Schofield, the first missionary’- who
became resident there, were, through the divine blessing,

crowned with encouraging success. He found a difficulty in

prevailing upon the men to cherish hope
;
but when this was

once effected, they began to lay hold of the offers of mercy

through a crucified Redeemer, and some remarkable instances

of change of character ensued. On conversing wdth some
of the reformed prisoners, they said, that the change of

heart they had undergone had altered the face of the settle-

ment in their eyes : it had ceased to wear the gloom by
which it was formerly overcast. Two, to whom it had been

so irksome as to tempt them to run away, said, they were

now well satisfied, and thankful they had been sent there.

Others who had been placed in the less laborious part of

the establishment, because of good conduct, were, at their

own request, allowed to return to their old employments,

which they preferred on account of being less exposed to

temptation
;

saying, they were less afraid of labour than

of sin.

A man who lost his arm some time ago, was awakened

to a sense of his sinful condition, whilst in imminent danger

from this accident. He said the the Lord found him when he

sought Him not, yet so strongly did he feel his own desperate

wickedness, that he could entertain no hope, until he v-as

E 2
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reminded of the mercy extended to Manasseh, Mary Mag-

dalene, and others of similar character. He told me he

had been guilty of housebreaking, and many other crimes,

for which he said he had been three times sentenced to this

settlement; he said also that the gallows was no terror to him,

and that he was so hardened, that he did whatsoever he

wished, in defiance of the laws of God and man, till the Lord

visited him, and brought him low. He afterwards ranked

amongst those, who having been forgiven much, love much.

The alteration in his conduct was noticed by all around him

:

the Commandant said his ver}^ voice was changed
;
formerly it

was ferocious, now it was mild
;

formerly he was contentious

and addicted to lighting, now he was gentle and peaceable

;

formerly he was so given to swearing, and the habit of it had

such power over him, that, after he had turned to the Lord,

if any thing irritated him, he had to lay his hand upon his

mouth that he might not swear; now he was to be found

warning others against this sin.

The men who had turned from their evil ways, were allowed

to sit in a room used for an adult-school, in order that they

might not be disturbed in reading and meditation, by those

who still remained in folly, and would be disposed to deride

them
;
and this man, on account of his infirmity, was al-

lowed likewise to retire alone to one of the caves in

the base of the island, to meditate and jiray. Though he

had lost an arm, he was not idle, but employed himself in

carrpng wood for fuel, after it was landed from the boat. I

invited him to show me his cave
;
he readily consented,

and led me down a steep and slippery path at the back

of the island. The cave was damp on one side, and

had a honeycomb-like incrustation upon it : its sloping roof

was drjy a few old palings formed its loose floor, and a cold

wind blew through it from a smaU opening at its farther

extremity. I coidd not stand upright in it, but entered by

stooping
;
he followed, and we sat doAvn upon its floor, and

conversed for a while on the mercy of God to sinners, in

sending his Son into the world to save them, and in calling

them by his Spirit to come unto Him.
Tliis cold and forlorn place was much prized by its
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occupant, in it, (to use his o\m words,) he contrasted his

prmlege, in being allowed to meditate in quiet, and to wait

for the Spirit’s influence, with the privations of those who
in former ages wandered in sheepskins and goatskins, in

deserts and mountains, and in dens and caves of the earth,

being destitute, afflicted, tormented. Before quitting the

jilace we kneeled before the Lord, and I jirayed for

this “ brand plucked out of the burning,’^ as well as for

myself. When I ceased, he prolonged the voice of suppli-

cation, ascribing glory, honour, and praise to Him that liveth

for ever and ever, who in the riches of his mercy had called

him out of darkness into his marvellous light, and translated

him from the kingdom of Satan, into the kingdom of his

own dear Son. In the course of conversation, this monu-
ment of divine goodness, desired that I would tell audacious

sinners of the mercy that God had shown to him
;

and

assure them that he found such comfort and pleasure in

righteousness, as he never could have thought of Avhilst he

remained in sin. When he liecame awakened he found

himself in ignorance also, and since that time he had learned

to read.

But though a few were to be found at this settlement who
had turned to the Lord, and were bringing forth fruits meet

for repentance, and most conducted themselves pretty well

under the discipline exercised over them, there was still great

depravity existing : many were so far under the dominion of

the devil, as to be led captive by him at his will. Tlie effect

of the corruption of human nature, increased by indulgence

in sin, produced a description of character liable to fall into

temptation whenever it came in the way, and far from being

always restrained by the fear of punishment.

The number of prisoners at the settlement at the time of

our visit, including the out-gangs, was 177 ?
formerly it was

about 300. Many of them were employed on Sarahs

Island, in ship-building, and others at out-stations, chiefly

as a wood-cutting gang at Philips Creek, where they were

superintended liy a constable, and lodged in huts of the

humblest construction
;
but these, lieing furnished with good

fires, were not very uncomfortable, particularly when the

E 3
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inmates whitewashed them^ and kept them clean. On con-

versing with the men of tliis gang respecting the hope of

remission of sentence on good conduct, one man, with tears

in his eyes, said, he had been there 10 years : he seemed

cast dovTi almost below hope. We assured them of the

pleasure it gave the Lieutenant Governor, to remit their

sentence, when they gained a character to warrant his doing

so, and encouraged them to seek for a change of heart, by

repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus

Christ, as a foundation for such a character. On being

asked, one man said, that their ration of provision Avas not

sufficient for them at such hard work
;

and though their

general appearance was healthy, yet when they were engaged

in lieaA’ing timber, and rolling it down to the water, and

other fatiguing labour, it might often fad in appeasing the

craAungs of exhausted natiu'e.

The timber they cut was chiefly Huon Pine. No beasts

of burden were allowed at Macquarie Harbour. In order

to get the felled timber to the water, a way had to be cleared,

and to be formed with logs and branches
;
over this, straight

trunks of trees were laid in the manner of the slips or skids,

used in launching ships. Upon these the timber was rolled

by the prisoners, sometimes to a great distance. These roads

were termed Pine-roads.—If any of the men proved unruly

at the out-stations, the constable lit a fire, the smoke of

which was observed by the sentinel at the settlement, from

whence assistance was promptly sent. Except sometimes as a

punishment, the men were not in irons, for if they had been,

they could not have performed their work. The boat which put

us ashore at Philips Creek, Avas ordered to push off as soon as

it had landed us, and to remain off until AA^e were ready to

return, lest any of the prisoners should seize it, and attempt

their escape
;

circumstances of this sort haiung occurred.

At a short distance from Philips Creek, is Philips Island,

the soil of Avhich is peaty loam : it had for some years been

cultivated AAuth potatoes. Here scA'en men were employed

under a constable. The constable being a prisoner, aaLo

had conducted himself so as to gain confidence. A steep

path led from the shore, and passing the huts, extended
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across the island : it was planted on each side with native

shrubs, and rendered firm by pieces of the trunks of tree-

ferns, cut in lengths, and laid at short distances one from

another
;
of these, some of the steps were also formed on the

steepest part of the ascent. The huts were almost overgrown

with the Macquarie Harbour Vine, a luxuriant climber, bear-

ing small acid fruit. We walked over the island, and

dovm one of its sides, which was woody, and which ex-

hibited the finest tree-ferns we had seen, and in great

profusion. They were of two kinds, one of which we
did not meet with elsewhere Some of their larger fronds

or leaves were thirteen feet long, making the diameter

of the crest twenty-six feet. The stems were of all degrees

of elevation, up to twenty-five or thirty feet
;
some of them,

at the lower part, were as stout as a man’s body : those of

Cyhotium Billardieri were covered with roots to the outside :

the whole length of those of the other speeies—Alsophila aus-

tralis—was clothed with the bases of old leaves, which were

rough, like the stems of raspberries, closely tiled over each

other, and pointing upwards. There was also a number of

other ferns of humble grovdh : two species of the beautiful

genus Glichenia had tough, wiry stems, which were used in

the settlement, for making bird-cages.

The general health of the prisoners at Macquarie Harbour

was good. Seldom more than three of them were in the

hospital at a time. The average of deaths did not amount

to more than one in 35 per annum, including those by

violence and accident. These circumstances, the more re-

markable in men whose habits had been dissipated, might

reasonably be attributed to spare diet and hard labour, in a

mild though humid climate, and seclusion from strong drink.

But whether from the limited supply of food, or from

being restricted to the use of salt meat, or from some other

cause, the surgeon remarked, that when the men became

ill, the tone of their constitution was so low that they were

difficult to recover. Some of them Avere affected with

scurvy for long after leaving the settlement.

The common temperature of the Avinter at Macquarie

Harbour, AA^as 43° in clear Aveather, Avhen the AA’ind Avas from
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the south, and 52° when cloudy with the wind from the

north. Frost and great heat were of rare occurrence. Rain

was said to have fallen on five days out of seven, during ten

months in the year, from the formation of the settlement

in 1822.

The prisoners had no allowance of spirits at this station

;

but rewards for little extra services were sometimes given

them by the officers, in this pernicious article
;

the

allowance of which to the latter and to the military

generally, was a great evil, and the source of much
misconduct.

Several of the prisoners who returned to Hobart Town in

the Tamar, had been first transported to Bermuda
;
but in

consequence of a mutiny in which they were implicated, they

were subsequently sent to V. D. Land. They preferred

Bermuda, because they had there an allowance of fresh

meat and rum, and some money for present use, as well as a

sum reserved till the expiration of their sentence.

During our stay at Macquarie Harbour, we received great

kindness and attention from the Commandant, who afforded

us all the information we desired respecting the discipline of

the Settlement, and gave us free access to the prisoners, both

for ascertaining their feelings, and for the purpose of impart-

ing religious instruction. The other officers also were kindly

attentive. On the 21st of the 6th month, we left them

with feelings of gratitude, not soon to be effaced, and sailed to

Wellington Head, near the entrance of the harbour
; having

in the jail several prisoners returning from the settlement

;

they were not under strict guard, as the vessel was pro-

ceeding in the direction in which they desired to go, and

had no stock of provisions on board to tempt them to try to

carry her off.

The wind proving unfavourable, we were detained eighteen

days at Wellington Head; in the course of which we visited

the Pilot Station, and adjacent parts of the coast
;
and

daily had religious opportunities in the jail, with the crew of

the vessel, the military, and the prisoners. The jail was now
so much occupied with timber as to render it difficult to

crowd into it, and it was also dirty and dark
;
and the only
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lamp we had, gave barely sufficient light to read by

;

but the comforting sense of our Heavenly Father’s love,

which often attended our minds, made up for all privations.

One of the prisoners, Avho, for some time past had exhibited

much rehgious thoughtfulness, a few times joined his ex-

hortations to ours, and ]ileaded Avith his felloAvs, on the

necessity of preparing for the awful day of the Lord. He
began by telling them, that they had knoAvn him AA’hen he

indulged in sin as much as any of them
;
but that they must

haA'e marked the change which had taken place in his

conduct and character
;
and he could assure them, that he

Avas much happier in Avalldng in the fear of the Lord than

eAmr he had been in sin
;
he therefore entreated them to

turn to the Lord and seek mercy through that SaAuour, in

whom he had found mercy.

Tlie person acting as stcAvard on board the Tamar was

transported AA'hen 14 years old. He attributed his early

turpitude, to the influence of bad company, AA'hich led him
to use strong drink and disobey his father, and to practice

many other eAuls. When gambling with his associates on

a First-day, at the suggestion of one of the party, they

robbed a young man aaAio happened to pass. For this offence

seA'eral of them Avere transported. Though he had forsaken

his evil Avays and Avas now filling an honourable post, he still

felt keenly the bitter consequences of his former A’ices, for

which he AA^as still in bondage.

6th mo. 22nd. We had the creAv of the pilot-boat assem-

bled, along with the persons on board the Tamar, and, after

reading a portion of Scripture to them, sjioke on the impor-

tance of aA'oiding to ridicifle religion in their companions or

others, who might be disposed to attend to its duties
; Ave also

exhorted them to consider AA’hat Avould he the feeling respect-

ing haAung gtyen Avay to such ridicule, when reflecting upon
it, on a death bed.

The pilot put us on shore on the north beach, upon the

sand of AA'hich we Avalked a feAv miles, in company with the

mate, and picked up some small Helmet-shells, and specimens

of a large digitated sponge. SeA^eral Black-fish—a small

species of Avhale—Avere driA^en upon this beach in the late
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storm. A spaniel dog that accompanied us, rolled itself on

the partially decomposed carcase of each of these as he came

at it
;

I could not discover for what oliject.

Parties of Aliori^ines resort hither at certain seasons.

They cross the mouth of the harbour on floats, in the form

of a Ijoat, made of Inmdles of the paper-like bark of the

Swamp Tea-tree, lashed side by side, by means of tough

grass. On these, three or four persons are placed, and one

swims on each side, holding it with one hand. These

Aborigines are said to be shy, but not to have committed

any outrage. One of them exchanged a girl of about

fourteen years of age, for a dog, with the people at the Pilot

Station
;

but the girl not liking her situation was taken

back, and the dog returned.

23rd. We went on shore close by the vessel, and on the

way to the Pilot Station passed some large patches of a

species of Blandfordia—a lily-like plant, with a crest of

scarlet tul^ular flowers—which abounds also at Port Davey.

We afterwards traversed a portion of the beach, open to

the sea on the south, near Cape Sorell. It consisted of

numerous little bays
;

some sandy, others shingly, some

rocky, and others covered thickly with decomposing kelp of

enormous size, the smell of which was very disagreealjle.

Multitudes of maggots are produced in it, on which flocks of

White Cockatoos feed, that I'oost among the large bushes

on the shore. Ducks and other sea-fowl also find a plentiful

supply of food in the maggots, w'hich are floated off in aljun-

dance by the rising tide. The rotten kelp affords a manure

to the peaty garden of the pilot, so congenial to the growth

of potatoes, that those grown there exceed the best I ever

saw in England.—There was a lichen on the neighbouring

hills, of the same race as the Reindeer-moss, but of a texture

resembling delicate net-work. In the abundant rain, it was

distended into masses resembling cauliflowers. Like some

of its congeners, it seemed as if it might be used for food :

its taste was insipid, and I found no inconvenience from

eating it.

We remained all night at the pilot’s house, and in the

morning had a meeting with the men, in wliich we u'ere
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made deeply sensible of the goodness and mercy of the

Lord
;
before whom we also spent some time in silent wait-

ing, greatly to our comfort.

27th. In a walk, I found the scrub so thick and en-

tangled, that I was under the necessity of cutting my
way through it with the back of a saw

;
but when weary

of doing this, I waded past it in the salt-water.—In some

places, in this wet country, cyperaceous plants, which some-

what resemble rushes, entwine themselves among the larger

shrubs, and ascend to their tops, and lichens hang to a great

length from the boughs of some of the trees. The sand-

banks at the mouth of Macquarie Harbour are covered with

Boobialla, a species of Acacia, the roots of which run far in

the sand. Black Cockatoos and some other birds enlivened

the bush. Sometimes large White Eagles were seen sitting

on boughs overhanging the water, watching for fish.

On the 9th of 7th mo. the Commandant and the Surgeon

paid us a visit; they had jireviously sent us a fresh stock

of provisions from the Settlement, those with which we
originally set out being nearly consumed

;
and now, after

waiting eighteen days for a fair wind, we crossed the bar

without touching
;
and soon passed the northernmost rocks

of Ca])e Sorell. The following evening we were in sight

of South West Cape. We laid-to till daylight on the

11th, and then entered D’Entrecasteaux Channel; where,

on passing some whalers, they informed us that we were

reported in Hobart Town to be lost. In consequence of

adverse winds we were unable to relieve our friends from

anxiety on this point till the 13th, when we were favoured

again to land in safety and received many greetings.

Our old lodging being engaged, arrangements were made

for a temporary residence with Thomas J. and Sarah Crouch,

a pious young couple, who received us into their family in

Christian good-will, and to whose house we continued to

resort, as lodgers, for several years.
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We remained in Holiart Town a month
;
in the course of which,

in compliance with a request from the Lieutenant Governor,

we presented him with a report on the state of the Penal

Settlement at Macquarie Harbour
;
the substance of which is

contained in the preceding remarks.

Our meetings for worship, during this period, ivere often

attended by pious persons in an inquiring state of mind,

to whom we were enaliled to impart religious counsel.

We had also discussions with some of them on the principles

of the Society of Friends, which we endeavoured to show
were those of the Gospel practically carried out.

When taking a meal with pious persons, I was frequently

requested to give thanks. This being intended as a mark of

Christian courtesy to a stranger minister, I received it as

such
;

liut we found it necessary to explain, that it was our

practice on such occasions, to endeavour to feel thankful, hut

not to give expression to their feeling on behalf of ourselves

and others, unless under such a sense of divine influence as

warranted the belief that it was done in spirit and in truth.
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Though, in the course of our travels, we were sometimes

present when thanksgiving was uttered in a formal way,

which left upon the mind, the impression, that God was

drawn nigh unto Avith the lip, AA'hile the heart Avas far from

him
;

yet Ave Avere often sensible of a measure of the

influence of the Holy Spirit, AA'hen thanksgiving was de-

A'outly uttered by those AA-ho were in the constant practice

of using expression on such occasions. NcA'crtheless, AA’hen

AA^e were present, AA’here the attention of the company AA^as

indiAudually turned to the Lord, in a short period of silence,

in order to feel thankfifl, and to acknoAidedge this feeling

in the secret of the heart, we Avere sensible of a greater

measure of diA’ine influence, AA'hich comforted our minds,

under the belief that the Father of mercies condescended

more decidedl)’, to mark this homage Avith approbation.

One of the pensioners who came to this land by the

Science, died in the Hospital about this time. He came under

poAverful convictions for sin, on the jiassage hither, and ap-

peared to find a measure of peace through faith in Christ, and

to be seeking help from God, in a humble frame of mind. At

that time he abstained from drunkenness, but he could not be

persuaded to giA'e up taking his ration of spirits, alleging that

the AA’ater AA’as bad, and required qualifying. He had formerly

been affected AA’ith dropsy, and haA’ing kept aliA’e an a2Apetite

for intoxicating drink, his old shi^omates succeeded, after he

landed, in preA’ailing ujion him to drink largely. This soon

produced a recurrence of the disease, and again brought dark-

ness over his mind, and in his last days, nothing could be

learned to afford any ground of hojAe in his death.

Meeting AA'ith a young man aa’Iio had thoughts of entering

the artiller)’, I endea\’Oured to dissuade him. Nothing seems

to me more clear, than that if we ‘ do to others as we Avould

that they should do to us,’ we cannot fight
;

and that if Ave

loA’e our neighbour as ourseLes, aa"C cannot make Avar upon

him. That if the keeping of the commandments of Jesus be

a proof of our loA'e to him, it is imjjossible to make war, and

loA^e him
;

for this eAul is as much opposed to his command-
ment, ‘ If thine enemy hunger, feed him, and if he thirst, give

him drink,’ as darkness is to light. It seems a A^ain attempt
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to elude the force of this injunction, by saying it applies to

persons, and not to nations. Is not this making the com-

mandment of none etfect by the tradition of men ?

8th mo. 15th. We crossed the Derwent to Kangaroo

Point—a distance of about three miles—in an open boat;

and travelled along a cart track through the Bush, to the

house of a Government Surveyor on Clarence Plains, whose

wife was our fellow-passenger from England. Here we were

received with that hospitality for which the settlers in this

country are justly celebrated, and of which we largely partook

during our journeying among them. There are several houses

in this direction
;

but as is generally the case in this country,

most of the land is unenclosed, grassy forest. The few fields

which are near the houses are fenced with jiosts and rails.

IGth. We visited one of the Government Schools, many
of which are established in different parts of the Island, They

are generally imperfectly organized on the plan of the English

National Schools, which is far from working well with the

small and irregular attendance general in this country.

This originates in the lack of interest, induced by the

schools being free, the want of a proper value for education

on the part of parents, the unsettled and undisciplined habits

which prevail extensively, and from the circumstances in which

the settlers in a newly-occupied country are generally placed.

Many of the people in this district were formerly resident on

Norfolk Island
;

from whence they were removed by the

Government : they have had too little education themselves

to be able to estimate its value for their children.

17th. We visited a chain-gang stationed at Kangaroo Point,

consisting of twenty-nine men, employed in making roads, &c.

While speaking to the men as they sat on the ground at the

dinner hour, a Scorpion came out of a log upon their fire, and
attempted in vain to escape from the heat

;
it became affected

with convulsive moA^ements, by which its tail struck its back.

Probably something of this kind may have given rise to the

notion, that a scorpion commits suicide by stinging itself

when surrounded by fire. Scoipions are common in this

country among decayed timber
;

they are of small size, and
their sting is not much worse than that of a wasp. A green.
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venomous Centipede, aliout three inches long, is found in

similar situations, and among stones. Its bite is considered

worse than the sting of the scorpion, producing gangi'enous

inflammation
;

but from the habits of these animals, which

sting only in self-defence, and seek retirement, accidents

rarely happen by them.

18th. Having received an invitation from a settler named

Robert Mather, to pay him a visit at Lauderdale, on Muddy
Plains, we made our way to his house, crossing a salt marsh,

on the side of which were large bushes of Shrubby Sam-

phire. R. Mather sent notice to his neighbours, of our wish

to have a meeting with them, and walked with us to the house

of an industrious, sober couple, who, while prospering in tem-

poral things, did not forget the importance of those that are

spiritual. A well-worn bible was lying on their table, and

the woman told us, that as she became unable to do needle-

work by candle-light, she spent much of her evenings in

reading this precious book to her family. Her husband was a

marine, and is a pensioner. He was formerly addicted to the

use of spirits, till, like many others in this country, he would

bring rum home in a bucket, and drink it neat out of a pint

tin. This, his wife would not allow, and he had the good

sense to submit to her better government, by which he has

become greatly raised in circumstances and in comfort.

They have a neat, clean brick house, two tidy children,

and a thriving garden, clear of weeds.—The hills on the

peninsula of Muddy Plains abound with Blue Gum, Pepper-

mint, and She-Oak : some of these trees as well as another

kind called He-Oak, are also ]ilentiful on the lower grounds.

19th. We had a meeting on R. Mather’s premises, with

about twenty-five persons, some of whom were prisoners, in

which the people were warned against habitual sins. Drunken-

ness and swearing were particularly adverted to, as openly

dishonouring God and serving the devil.

20th. Accompanied by R. Mather, we called on several

of the settlers, many of whom are of the poorer class, to

whom we spoke on the importance of attending to their

spiritual concerns, and gave some tracts, for which they

appeared grateful. We dined with a respectable family living
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in a hut of the humhlest structure, who increased theft- means

of support, by converting into lime, such shells as have accu-

mulated in great abundance on the shore of Ralphs Bay. At

this place ^vc met with William Gellibrand—a settler resid-

ing on a peninsula in the Derwent called South Arm,—and

accepting an invitation to visit his establishment, proceeded

thither in a lime boat. W. Gellibrand’s house is situated

near the northern extremity of the peninsula : it commands

a view of Ralphs Bay and the Derwent, backed by the

woody hills on the shore, with Hobart Town at the distance

of 9 miles. This part of South Arm is a little elevated.

Basaltic and grit rocks project on its steep sides
;
on which

Gulls and Shags roost in great numbers. Peach and almond

trees are coming into Idossom in the well-stocked garden.

Tlie native grass of the country is thin
;
hut the land in

tillage yields a fair return. The intelligent proprietor pays

more attention than most persons, to the comfort and

morals of his assigned servants. This attaches them to

him, and raises a tone of feeling in their minds congenial

to their reformation. On conversing with one of these men,

who has had an unusual measure of privilege during the time

he has lieen a prisoner, respecting the comparative difficulties

he might expect on becoming free, his sentence expiring in

a few days
;
he remarked, “ But, Sir, Lilierty is sweet \”

21st. We returned to the main land, and dined with an

interesting family of Independents. Here we first partook

of Kangaroo, the taste of which is somewhat intermediate

between that of beef and mutton : it is usually served up

with bacon in a kind of hash called ‘^a steamer.”

22nd. Accompanied by a son of R. Mather, we visited

the settlers around the Pipeclay Lagoon, which opens into the

sea, and on the shores of which were lying the remains of

some Box and Cow-fishes. These are about four inches long,

and are encased in coats of mail
;
having apertures for their

mouths, eyes, fins and tails. One of the people on whom
we called is said to be an illicit dealer in spirits, or what

is called in the Colony, the keeper of a “ Sly-grog-shop.”

These are a description of persons that are a great nuisance,

but it is difficult to obtain evidence against them, and
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they are rather numerous in the Australian Colonies, espe-

cially in remote places.

23rd. Proceeding across a salt marsh to the shores of

Frederick Henry Bay, we saw the Princess Royal—a vessel

Avith female emigrants from England—driving from her

anchors, in a violent storm of Avind and snoAV. She Avas

perceived also by some persons on the opposite side of the

bay, Avho lighted a fire as a signal, on a point, behind Avhich

Avas a mud bed
;
on this, the ship Avent safely on shore

in the night, the helmsman attemling to an instruction

recewed from the land, in a Avelcome English tongue, Avhen

those on board kneAv not on Avhat coast they were driving.

We took refuge from the snoAV storm in the house of a

settler from Uxbridge, by Avhom Ave Avere hospitably en-

tertained
;
and afterv'ard proceeded to Glen Ayr, the resi-

dence of William de Gillern, AAdiich Ave made out Avhen

almost dark, by folloAving the barking of a dog, and Avhere

Ave felt the value of a kind Avelcome, after a AA'alk of 15

miles in siioaa', Avet and mire,

24th. The snow AA'as about three inches thick in the

morning; but defending ourseEes against the frequent

showers, Ave Avent to Richmond, to arrange for holding a

meeting. The court-house AA^as readily granted for the

purpose by William T, Parramore, the Police Magistrate

;

AA'ho also ordered a constable to invite the inhabitants. The
court-house at this time Avas used as a place of Avorship by

the Episcopalians and Wesleyans. The town of Richmond
consisted of the court-house, a jail, a Avindmill, and about 30

dwelling-houses, three of Avhich Avere inns. It is prettily situ-

ated, at the extremity of an inlet called the Sweet Water.

In the evening we returned to Glen Ayr. The snoAV

among trees in full foliage, presented a noA^el appearance to

an Englishman.—All the trees and shrulis of this country

are evergreens
;
and with the exception of the little patches of

land that haA^e been cleared by settlers, may be said to coA’er

the whole country. The thermometer at Richmond was at

27° several times this Avinter.

25th. We returned to Richmond, and called upon John
H. Butcher, a magistrate, residing in an unfinished stone

F
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house near the town
;
Avho, when he came to this country,

brought a variety of fruit trees, packed and stowed at the

bottom of the ship’s hold. The Ribstone Pippin, French

Crab, Golden Harvey, and a few other sorts of choice

apples, survived the voyage, and have stocked the gardens

of the Colony, in which fruits of this kind are produced in

greater abundance and perfection than in England. People

in this country often occupy houses as soon as they are

built, and finish them as they have opportunity. In the

earlier days of the colony J. H. Butcher, as well as many
others, was robbed of much of what was available in his

house, by Bush-rangers
;
but these marauders have been

so reduced, that the inhabitants now live in such security,

as often to be without fastenings to their doors and windows.

26th. We had a religious interview with the prisoners

in the jail, and a meeting with the inhabitants in the

court-house. In the latter, it did not seem to be my
place to express much

;
nevertheless I was well satisfied in

haAnng appointed the meeting
;
believing that if people were

directed to wait more singly upon the Lord, they would not

omit assembling for worship because no minister was pre-

sent, as some did to-day, when their minister was prevented

from arriving by the stormy weather. It is a hurtful thing

to lean U]ion man, in that which is a duty to God, and which

ought to be performed in spirit and in truth.

27 th. Accompanied by J. H. Butcher, we visited some
of the settlers upon the Coal River. The district which

bears this name is remarkably rich and fertile : it consists

chiefly of extensive grassy levels, and gentle undulations,

thinly timbered, and bounded by more thickly wooded hills,

of various height and form. In this district there is a

striking variety in the settlers. One of them is an intel-

ligent man from one of the West India islands, who is

improving a beautiful park-like estate, on which he has put
up aliout 17 miles of post and rail fence, at the rate of £70
per mile, by free, and £60 by convict labour. Another was
a prisoner, in the earlier days of the Colony : he became
free and obtained a location of land, but retained such
a love for strong drink as was incompatible with advance-
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ment in the scale of society. Few of this class have retained

their possessions
;
and the greater strictness in the penal

discipline of latter years, combined with the new regulations,

which put a stop to the granting of land, and only allow it

to become the property of settlers by purchase, now pre-

cludes such men from becoming proprietors. The day was

bright and jjleasant. Numbers of little green Parrots were

extracting honey from the flowers of the Black-butted Gum-
tree

;
and Anguillaria dioica, a little, purj^le-spotted, white-

blossomed, bulbous plant, was decorating a sunny bank, as

one of the first harbingers of spring,

28th. We have lodged a few nights at the Lenox Arms,
a good inn, but with higher charges than in England. This

evening we returned to Glen Ayr, after attending a meeting

for the formation of a Temperance Society, and visiting some

caves, in a range of hills near Richmond, called the Oven
Hills. Formerly they were the resort of a horde of bush-

rangers, the name of the chief of whom was Michael Howe.
These hills are of silicious sandstone, and are clothed chiefly

with thin grass, and Gum and She Oak trees.

29th. We visited Orielton, a fine estate, on which a

considerable quantity of land has been brought into cultiva-

tion. Our guide thither was a prisoner constable, from

Birmingham. On remarking to him, that we met with many
prisoners from that place, he replied, that many of them

were persons who had formed laad habits, beginning with

drinking
;
and that they were often drawn into this practice

by having their wages paid at public-houses, or by the

wages of several being paid to one man, which occasioned

them to resort to public-houses for change, in order to

divide the sum. From Orielton we went to Sorell Town,
and became the guests of James Norman, one of the Co-

lonial Chaplains, with whom we became acquainted in Hobart

Town,

30th. Sorell Tovm, often called Pitt Water, from being

situated on a little gulf of that name, has a neat Episcopal

place of worship, a parsonage, a Government School-house,

and a watch-house of stone, as well as about 50 houses and

cottages, most of which are of wood. There is likewise

F 2
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near the town, a bird-cage windmill,—a lively object, and

rare in this country. The land in the vicinity is considered

the richest in the Colony
;
some of it is said to have pro-

duced sixteen crops of wheat in succession, many of them

self-sown : but this careless sort of agriculture, has in some

places allowed Perennial Cress, an imported plant that has

become a troublesome weed, to take almost exclusive jios-

session of the land.—An estate of 400 acres is now on sale.

The price asked is £2,000—a large sum for this country.

A meeting was held for the formation of a Temperance

Society : it was the first for a philanthropic purpose ever

held in the place.

31st. We visited the lower settlement on Pitt Water, and

dined with James Gordon, a native of Middleton Tyas,

Yorkshire, who was acquainted with some of the older

branches of my family, and was one of the first persons

who welcomed me to this land, where a knowledge of

family connexions, is a source of great interest, often pro-

ducing pleasant recollections. At his house we found

several of the females landed from the Princess Royal, and

formed an acquaintance with Charles Price, an Independent

Minister, who came out as superintendent of the female

emigrants, and had much trouble with some disorderly in-

dividuals, who were injudiciously put on board, to the

destruction of the comfort of all the others. In the evening

we had a meeting with a small company in the Government
School-house at Sorell Town.

9th mo. 1st. Accompanied by J. H. Butcher, who again

joined us at Sorell Town, we visited a number of the

settlers to the north of that place, to invite them to a meet-
ing. Some of these were born on Norfolk Island and others

m this Colony
; and, as is the case in numerous instances,

these are less intemperate than many originally from Europe.
—The view from behind Sorell Town is striking and beau-
tiful. Undulating, cultivated ground, divided into fields

by post and rail fences, and ornamented by the scattered

dwellings of settlers, stretches in various directions among
the woody hills, except to the south, where the lively-

looking little town stands on the shore of Pitt Water, in
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which are several small islands. On its further side is a

long and narrow woody point of land, over which are seen

the sea in Frederick Henry Bay, the hills of Tasmans

Peninsula and Muddy Plains, and more remotely, those of

Bruny Island. In the distance, surmounting the lower hills

to the west. Mount Wellington, the top of which is still

covered with snow, bounds the interesting picture. The
weather has become as fine as that of 5th month, in England.

Many little flowers liegin to enamel the ground, one of which

is too much like an English daisy not to excite the pleasing

recollections associated with that little flower. Others, by

their form and colour, bespeak the antipodes of England:

and “ strange bright birds ” of the parrot tribe, as they

exhibit in the sun their brilliant plumage of crimson, yellow,

blue, and green, remind the British spectator, that he is in

a foreign land; his ears are also assailed by the strange

sound of their screaming voices, and by the unceasing noise

of frogs and crickets, the former of which often rival that

of a spinning mill.

By the day of the week, it is a year since we sailed from

London. The time seems to have gone rapidly, though

we have passed through a great variety of scenes. On the

5th, it will be a year since we saw the face of a member of

our own Society, to which we do not feel the less attached

on that account. The remembrance of the last meeting we
were at, with our fellow professors, is still fresh in our recollec-

tion. The Comforter, who powerfully affected our minds at

that time, is still, through the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, present with us, to bless and to keep us
;

so that

from season to season we can acknowledge that the Lord
hath dealt bountifully with us.

On the 2nd we had a meeting with about 70 persons,

in the school-house at Sorell Town, and on the 3rd, after a

rough passage over the Blufl' Ferry, and a walk of nine

miles through the bush, we re-crossed the Derwent, in a

large boat, from Kangaroo Point, to Hobart Town, where

we were cheered by letters from our friends in England.
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With the exception of holding a meeting with a road party

at a place called Robleys Barn, and another with the

inhaliitants of Clarence Plains, in a school-house, on the

east side of the Derwent, we remained in Hobart Town till

the 25th of 9th month. In the mean time, a few persons he-

gatr to meet with us frequently for public worship
;
among

these was a member of our Society, who came out to the Swan

River, but not succeeding there, proceeded to V. D. Land,

and took up his residence in Hobart Town, where he has not

found it easy to obtain a livelihood. At the conclusion of

one of our meetings, a young man informed me, that he felt

burdened in mind from not having expressed something

that had impressed him, believing that he ought to have

communicated it. I therefore requested the company again

to take their seats
;
and he proceeded in a humble but feeling

manner, to comment on the declaration of Christ, ‘^My
yoke is easy and my burdeir is light

;

” saying, he had felt it

so, when he had waited on the Lord for strength
;
but that

when he had attempted in his own will and strength to

perform religious acts, he had become burdened by them.

At another time, after I had made some remarks on

the advantage of allowing tlie mind to dwell under the
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influence of the Holy Spirit^ in silence, after vocal suppli-

cation, a good old Wesleyan observed, that the remarks

reminded him of the expressions in the parable of the Sower,
“ Immediately Satan cometh and taketh away that which was

sown. ” This, he said, he had often noticed to be the case,

in passing immediately from religious exercises to con-

versation, without taking time to dwell under the impressions

produced.

25th. Having recemed the sanction of the Lieutenant

Governor, to visit the Establishment for the Aborigines

on Flinders Island (Great Island, of Maps) in Bass’s Straits,

we embarked in the Charlotte Cutter, John Thornloe,

a young man from Doncaster, commanding her for the

voyage. The little cabin was in such confusion when
we went on board, that during much of the day, vrhich

was wet, we could do little to advantage but stand still and

exercise patience, till others got their luggage out of the way.

In the evening the cutter drifted against the Challenger Man-
of-war, in the dark. Without discovering, so far as we
could make out, that the Cutter was a Government vessel,

the officers and men on board that ship, exerted themselves

with civility and kindness, and cleared us without cutting

a rope.

26th. Early in the morning we sailed, and in the even-

ing, passed Cape Raoul or Bas?,ltes, a magnificent mass of

perpendicular basaltic columns, forming the south west point

of Tasmans Peninsula.

27th. We put into Port Arthur, a penal settlement

lately formed to receive prisoners from one, recently given up
on Maria Island.—The Clarence bound for England put in

here to-day, to deliver up three prisoners, found on board

after sailing from Hobart Town; who had stowed themselves

away in the hope of escaping.—Port Arthur is much of the

same character as Macquarie Harbour, but being newly

formed, it is less organized.—xMlowing such of the prisoners

as conducted themselves well at this place, a few square

yards of ground for gardens, and a small quantity of tea and

sugar, had a very beneficial influence upon their conduct,

but these indulgences being considered incompatible with
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the rigid nature of the discipline intended to be maintained

at sucli stations, were after a time withdrawn.

28th. We again proceeded on our voyage, l>ut got to sea

with great difficulty. At one time the cutter “missed stays.”

Tliough little of a sailor, I saw the only alternative was to

get way upon the A'essel, by running directly toward a rock

near us, and on wliich there was a danger of being wrecked,

and then to try again. The commander of the vessel, though

an intrepid young man, had turned pale with fear, but on

my promptly pointing out the possibility of escape by this

means, he recovered his courage, and made the effort, which

proved successful
;

tlie vessel answered her helm, and we
glided safely past the point of impending of danger. In the

course of the day Ave rounded Cape Pillar and Tasmans

Island, Avliich is also of columnar basalt, and in the evening

were off the Hippolyte Rocks. Near Cape Pillar we fell in

with the barcpie Bolina, of London, on her passage from

New Zealand. Along the coast many Gannets Avere diving

for fish, Avhich they dart upon from a considerable height in

the air. Albatrosses, Cape Pigeons, and Blue and Stormy

Petrels, AA'ere seen at intervals. Large flocks of Mutton-

birds AA'cre flying about Tasmans Island at sunset.

29th. We beat up betAAmen iMaria Island and the main land.

The coast of the latter AA'as steep and AAurody. Some parts of

Maria Island are lofty : the northern end is 3,000 feet high,

and steep : the island is divided into tAA'o portions by a Ioav

sandy neck. Black-fish, Gannets, and Mutton-birds AA'ere

seen
;
and in the CAmning, Ave AATre cheered by lights on the

coast, at the house of a settler, and at a AA'haling station, in

Spring Bay. The last proAmd of great serAuce in directing

the course of the cutter, AAdiich dropped anchor at midnight,

the Avind having failed.

30th. We had reading on deck. The company, among
Avhom Avere a few other passengers, did not exhiljit much
appearance of religion, but some of them shoAved evidence

of the Avant of it. One of the crcAAy a prisoner having a

ticket of leave, Avho had l>een educated in a school on the sys-

tem of the British and Foreign School Society, at Nonvich,
said he had not met Avith any of his school-felloAvs in
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this ColonVj, except one of his own brothers. These men,

as well as some others, retain a sense of the kindness they

met with from Joseph John Gurney, Peter Bedford, Eli-

zabeth Fry, and some others of our friends in England,

such as gives us a more ready access to their best feel-

ings.

In the afternoon we again made sail, passed Green Island,

which has been stocked with Rabbits, and made a course

outside the White Rock, off Oyster Bay, on which the kind

of Seal that affords rich fur, is occasionally taken. In

Spring Bay one of the people fishing, brought up a species

of Octopodia, an animal of the Cuttle-fish tribe, with eight

arms, which in this specimen were 15 inches long. These

it fixed to whatever came in its way, by means of circular,

saucer-like suckers. It travelled with its mouth, which is

in the centre of the arms and like the beak of a parrot,

downward, and its red liody of about 3 inches long, and like

an oval fleshy bag, upward. Between these, its large eyes

were very conspicuous. Its strange appearance and re-

markable movements, excited no small degree of surjirise

among our companv.

10th mo. 1st. Mutton Birds were in such vast flocks,

that, at a distance, they seemed as thick as bees when
swarming.—The wind became adverse, and fearing lest we
should be driven out to sea, we ran into Schouten Passage,

and brought up under Freycinets Peninsula, in Oyster Bay,

where we went on shore. One of the soldiers, going as a

guard to Flinder’s Island, shot a Black Swan, on a lagoon

running parallel with the beach. The hills on the peninsula

are red, porphyritic granite, as are also some of those on

Schouten Island
;
but, on the inside of the latter, which is

about four miles across, the newer formations occur vertically.

On the hills, are the Blue Gum, the Oyster Bay Pine, and the

Callitris pyramidaUs,^\\nc\\ \s a Cypress-like tree.—The bush

here was gay with various shrubs, among which were several

species of Acacia, Boronia and Hibbertia, some of the

Ejjacris tribe, Pomaderris elUpjtica, with large clusters of

small sulphur coloured blossoms, and Comesperma volubilis,

a beautiful climber, the flowers of which, in spring, hang
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in blue festoons, among the bushes, in all parts of V. D.

Land.

2nd. The wind continuing adverse, the cutter remained

at anchor. Some of the men procured another Black Swan

and some eggs. I took a solitary walk among the hills, in

the course of which I was brought into close self-examina-

tion, and given to feel afresh the importance of watchful-

ness and prayer, and of the continued exercise of faith

in Christ
;

thus the traversing of the uninhabited wilds,

to observe the works of Him, whose all-seeing eye beholds

us in the deepest solitudes, as well as in the most crowded

haunts of men, was made conducive to my spiritual

advantage.

.3rd. This morning I took three fine Flat-heads, which,

with a Swan’s egg, contributed toward an abundant break-

fast : the latter is rather inferior to the egg of a common
fowl. In the forenoon the anchor was weighed, and sail

made
;
but just when we got near the outside of the passage,

the wind failed, and left us drifting from side to side for several

hours, so that it was necessary from time to time, to tow

the head of the vessel round by means of a boat, to keep

her from drifting against the terrific, granite rocks, which

are too perpendicular to allow of anchorage near them.

The dangers of a calm do not appear to be much less in

such a situation, than those of a storm. Though no one

expressed fear, anxiety was marked on many countenances,

during this time of suspense, from which we Avere at length

favoured to he relieved by the turn of the tide, which carried

us out to sea.

7th. During the last three days, Ave liaA-e been heating

up the coast against a contrary Avund. Yesterday the brig

Helen, from the Isle of France to Sydney, Avith sugar, sent

a boat to the Charlotte, and obtained a bag of biscuit, hav-

ing run short of this necessary article. A Right Whale, a

shark, and numerous flocks of liirds, Avere seen. The flocks

of IMutton-birds sometimes formed dense lines near the ho-

rizon, that might haA’e been mistaken for rocks or land.

Their flight is usually Ioav
;
they move their Avings smartly

a fcAv times, and then soar Avith them motionless for a
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considerable distance, except in turning or changing their

altitude, which they effect by altering the position of their

wings. A flock of them was swimming off Eddystone

Point. In the course of the forenoon we dropped anchor

in 13 fathoms water, under Swan Island, in Banks’s Strait,

to avoid drifting back with the strong tide. To the south

we had the low sandy shore of Cape Portland, with low

woody and grassy hills further distant
;
and to the north,

Clarkes Island, and Cape Barren Island, with its lofty

peaks.

The superstition of sailors often leads them to attribute

a tedious voyage to having some unlucky person in the

vessel. On hearing one of them remark, that we must have

some Jonah on hoard, I took occasion to observe, that it

would he well if we had not many worse than Jonah; for

he was remarkable for disobedience to the Lord in one in-

stance, hut I feared, that in our company, there wei’e those

who were disobedient in many.—There is little ear for

religious instruction, hut no profession to despise it. I

have been much restrained in mind in regard to expression

on religious subjects, and have felt the force of the decla-

ration “Where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty;”

the reverse of which is also true. Here, there is a want of

regard for this Spirit, and little ear to hear. Nevertheless

there are two individuals on hoard, who say little, but spend

much of their time in reading the Bible and hymns, whom
we look upon with some comfort. The wreck of a brig that

was lately lost, it is said, in consequence of drunkenness,

was still lying on Swan Island.

As soon as the tide served, we again made sail
;
and

passing the west end of Clarkes Island, came safely to

anchor in Horse-shoe Bay, under the east shore of Preser-

vation Island.

8th. Early in the morning, five Pelicans and some Cape
Barren Geese, were upon the beach of Preservation, not

far from two huts belonging to James Munro, an old sealer,

who, with a native black woman named Jumbo, is the only

permanent resident on the Island. We went on shore and

paid them a visit, and had an interview also with three
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other sealers^ and three female Aborigines, casually here,

on their way to the coast of New Holland, where, on a

numlier of small islands, they still obtain Fur Seals.

These animals have become rare in the Australian seas

compared to what they were a few years since, when they

were destroyed in vast numbers, often in the breeding

season. On Guncarriage and Woody Islands, a few miles

distant, several other sealers are residing, with female Abo-

rigines, who assist in the management of their boats, take

Mutton-birds, and do other kinds of work for these men.

Some of the sealers exliibit the recklessness frequent in the

character of sailors, in a superlative degree. The women
were dressed in frocks made of the skins of the Wallaby,

a small species of Kangaroo. One of them j^resented neck-

laces of shells to my companion and myself
;

these she

dropped into our hands as she passed, appearing to wish

to avoid receiving any acknowledgment.

Preservation Island is low, and surrounded by round-

topped, grey, granite rocks, except in a few places, where

there are small sandy bays : it is covered with grass, barilla

and nettles, and a large portion of it is so thickly Inir-

rowed by Mutton-birds, that it is difficult to walk without

breaking into their holes. .1. Munro raises wheat, potatoes,

and other A'cgetables near his house, which is sheltered

by a few Tea-trees, the only ones on the island: he also

rears goats, pigs and fowls; and by means of these, added to

the collecting of birds and their eggs, obtains a subsistence.

Black Snakes sometimes take possession of the burrows of

the Mutton-birds. We saw one of these formidable animals,

more than five feet long, and gave it a blow that made it

rear its head with a threatening aspect. As the only switch

we could raise was a feeble one of Cape Barren Tea-bush,

it was not thought expedient to repeat the blow, and the

animal soon took refuge in a neighbouring hole. A sister

of Jumbo lost her life by the bite of a Black Snake, in

her hand. When taking Mutton-birds, the natives put a

stick into the burrows and listen, to distinguish whether

snakes or birds are the occupants.

9th. Notwithstanding the wind was adverse, J. Thornloe
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determined to attempt proceeding, having heard that the

settlement on Flinders Island was suffering for want of

provisions
;
he therefore sailed from Preservation, and by

the assistance of J. Munro, as pilot, passed Long Island,

Badger Island, Chapel Island, and a number of others,

and succeeded in reaching the anchorage under Green Island,

the nearest jilace of safety to the settlement, at which a

vessel could lie.

On approaching Flinders Island, a smoke was observed

on the shore, which we afterwards learned was a signal to

the boats of the Settlement that were out, where they could

not see the cutter. Two boats soon came off, in which

were the Commandant, Ensign William J. Darling, and A.

Mc’Lachlan, the surgeon of the Establishment for the

Aborigines. The arrival of the Charlotte was hailed with

joy, the white inhabitants of the settlement having been

reduced in supplies, to potatoes and oatmeal, and the Abo-
rigines, who do not like oatmeal, to potatoes and rice

;
so that

had it not been for the supply of Mutton-liirds which they

were able to obtain, the}" would have been greatly straitened.

Happily their tea and sugar also, were not exhausted
;

for

of tea, as a beverage, the Aborigines are not less fond than

the Europeans, from whom they have acquired this taste.

Before proceeding with my Journal, I will introduce a

brief notice of Van Diemens Land and its Aboriginal In-

habitants, and of their history up to the time we first

visited them on Flinders Island.
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Van Diemens Land M’as discovered by Abel Jansen

Tasman, in 1642; be supposed it to be a part of the

Australian Continent, and named it in honour of Anthony

Van Diemen, at that time Governor General of the Dutch

possessions in the East Indies. It was ascertained to be an

island in 179S, by Dr. Bass, and taken possession of by

the English in 180.3, by Lieutenant Bowen. The first

Lieutenant Governor arrived in 1804, and removed the seat

of Government from the original settlement at Risdon, or

Rest-down, on the east bank of the Derwent, to the present

site, which he named Hobart Town, after Lord Hobart.

The island lies between 41° 20' and 43° 40' south latitude,

and between 144° 40' and 148° 20' east longitude : its length

is about 210 miles, from north to south, and its breadth 150

from east to west
;

it is very mountainous and covered with

forest, M'hich in many parts is extremely thick, but in others

open and grassy. The original inhabitants, whose forefathers

had occupied it from time immemorial, were of the Negro

race. They were of moderate stature, dark olive colour,

and had black, curly, woolly hair. They were few in
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number;, probably never more than from 700 to 1^000, their

habits of life being unfriendly to increase. Excepting on

the west coast^ they had no houses, but in inclement

weather took shelter in the thicker parts of the forest, in the

vallies or near the sea. They wore no clothes, but some-

times ornamented themselves by strips of skin with the

fur on, which they wore around the body, arms, or legs.

To enable them to resist the changes of the weather, they

smeared themselves from head to foot wdth red ochre and

grease. The men also clotted their hair with these articles,

and had the ringlets drawn out like rat-tails. The women
cropped their hair as close as they could wdth sharp stones

or shells.

These people formed a few" tribes, ditfering a little in

dialect and habits
;
they were destitute of any traces of

civilization
;

their food consisted of roots and some species

of fungus, wdth shell-fish, grubs, birds, and other wdld ani-

mals. The latter they took by means of the simplest mis-

siles, or by climbing trees
;
they eooked them by roasting,

and daily removed to a fresh place, to avoid the offal and

filth that accumulated about the little fires wdiich they

kindled daily, and around w"hich they slept. In this state,

the first European visitants of their island, found them, and

mistaking some peculiarities in their manners for stupidity,

set them down as low^er in intellect than other human beings.

In the early days of the Settlement of V. D. Land by

the English, a party of the Aborigines made their appear-

ance near Risden, carrying boughs of trees in token of

peace, and w"ere fired at by order of a timid officer, wdio

became alarmed at their visit. Several of them w'ere killed,

and the rest fled in alarm. Though they did not forget

this act of outrage, they w"ere long before they became
hostile.

The opinion seems general that the misconduct of Euro-

peans gave rise to the aggressions of the Aborigines. These

aggressions, how^ever, produced retaliation on the part of

the Whites, wdio shot many of the Aborigines, sometimes

through fear, and there is reason to apprehend, sometimes

through recklessness. At length, the Aborigines finding
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themselves in danger, and their hunting grounds occupied

by the intruders into their countr)", determined to attempt

to expel them. For this purpose tliey set fire to houses,

and speared persons at unawares, until there were few fami-

lies in the Island, who hatl not sustained some injury, or

lost some member liy them : the Avoody nature of the coun-

try afforded them ready concealment in thus carrying forward

their attacks.

About 1828, a part of the Colony, Avas declared to be

under martial huA', as regarded the Aborigines, and about

two years after, a military expedition Avas undertaken, Avith

the intention of driving all those in the south-east part of

the island, to Tasmans Peninsula. This project, Avhich

a better knoAvledge of the country and the peojile, proved a

most absurd one, haj)pily ended in no greater evil than the

exjtenditure of a considerable sum of money, and the sojourn

of a large proiiortion of the male, AA’hite inhabitants, for a

fcAV Aveeks, in “ the bush,” Avith little or no loss of life on

either side. A “cordon” aa'us formed across the country, but

it was found impossilile to keep the people in a line among
the rocks, ravines and thickets, Avith Avliich the island

abounds, and the Aborigines stole through the ranks in

the night, and escaped safely into the rear of their pursuers.

At length George Augustus Robinson, a bencAmlent indi-

vidual, professing to be actuated by a sense of religious

duty, offered to go into the Avoods, attended only by a few

of the native Blacks, AAdio had become domesticated, and

had lived with him for a time on Bruny Island, and from

whom he had acquired some knoAvledge of their language,

and to endeaAmur to conciliate the Aborigines, and to per-

suade them to give themselves up to the protection of the

Government, on condition of being Avell provided for, on

an island in Bass’s Straits. This project was considered

by most, as one of madness, but it met the patronage of the

Lieutenant Governor, and the Senior Colonial Chaplain, as

Avell as of a few others, and Robinson set forth on his mission

of mercy, and succeeded in his object. He Avas sometimes

exposed to considerable danger, and had difficulty in obtain-

ing intenncAvs Avith the alarmed natRes
;
but in order to
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inspire them with confidence, he put away every thing that

they could mistake for weapons, and approached them with

extended hands, even wlien the Blacks who accompanied

him, shrunk back through fear.

The first of these people who became conciliated, were

placed on Swan Island, which, being bare of wood and much
exposed, was soon found unsuitable. They were therefore

removed to Guncarriage Island, but this was also found too

small, and it did not afford wild animals for their support,

in case of need. They were at one time in danger of star-

vation from the failure of their provisions, which were

irregularly supplied from the colony, but they were relieved

l>y a small quantity of potatoes obtained from some sealers.

Their next removal was to a place on Flinders Island,

where their wants were better attended to, and where we
found them in 1832. And here, their number received ac-

cessions from various parties successively conciliated, but it

never became large, as few of them had children, and many
of them, liefore being removed hither, had attained to the

average period of the duration of their lives.

Flinders Island is of granite, and is about 130 miles in

circumference
;
mountainous and rocky. The lofty parts are

sterile, but the lower hills are covered with timber, chiefly

Blue Gum. The lower grounds in various places are clothed

with tall scrul), intermixed with She-oak and other trees.

The open, grassy parts are not numerous, but some portions

are capable of cultivation. The Wallaby, a small species of

Kangaroo, abounds here, as do also various kinds of wild-

fowl.

A considerable number of theAliorigines were upon the lieach

when we landed, close by the Settlement, liut they took no

notice of us until requested to do so by W. J. Darling;

they then shook hands with us very aflably. It does not

accord vfith their ideas of proper manners to appear to notice

strangers, or to be surprised at any novelty. On learning

that plenty of provisions had arrived by the cutter, they

shouted for joy. After sunset they had a “ corrobery ” or

dance around a fire, which they kept up till after midnight,

in testimony of their pleasure.

G
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In these dances the Aljorigines represented certain events,

or the manners of dift'erent animals : they had a horse

dance, an emu dance, a thunder and lightning dance, and

many others. In their horse dance, they formed a string,

mo\’ing in a circle, in a half stooping posture, holding by

each others loins, one man at the same time going along,

as if reining in the others, and a woman as driver, striking

them gently as they passed. Sometimes their motions were

extremely rapid, but they carefully avoided treading one upon

another. In the emu dance, they placed one hand behind

them, and alternately put the other to the ground and raised

it above their heads, as they passed slowly round the fire,

imitating the motion of the head of the emu when feeding.

In the thunder and lightning dance, they moved their feet

rapidly, bringing them to the ground with great force, so as

to produce a loud noise, and make such a dust as rendered it

necessary for spectators to keep to windward of the group.

Each dance ended with a loud shout, like a last eftbrt of

exhausted breath. The exertion used, made them very warm,

and occasionally one or other plunged into the adjacent

lagoon. One of their chiefs stood by to direct them, and

nowand then turned to the bystanders and said, “Narra,

coopa corrobery^^—very good dance—evidently courting ap-

plause.

10 mo. 10th. Several of the Aborigines came into the

Commandant’s hut, when we were at breakfast, and seated

themselves quietly on stools, or on the floor; they did not

offer to touch anything, but expressed pleasure on receiving

a little tea or bread. They have a great dislike to butter or

anything fat. At their own meals, they have learned to use

tin cans and dishes, of which they take some care. On their

first settlement, they threw away these articles as soon as

their meals were over, and it was a matter of no small

trouble, and exercise of patience to gather them together

again. Fuel was at first collected by their white attendants,

to boil the water for their tea, but when their taste for

this article became strong, they were told, that they must

either bring fuel for themselves or go without tea
;
and by

means of this kind they were led to exertion in supplying
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their own wants. They now collect fuel cheerfully, and

assist in cooking, making bread, &c., and a soldier’s udfe

teaches the women to wash.—In the course of the day a

sealer from Guncarriage Island, came and took away a child

that he had had by a native woman, now married to a man of

her own nation, on the Settlement: he would not be persuaded

to leave the little girl under the care of its mother, who
was greatly distressed at parting with it.

Late in the evening we visited the Aborigines in the three

huts or “ breakwinds ” that have been erected for them

;

these are built of spars, and thatched with rushes : they

resemble roofs, and have an aperture along the ridge, for

the escape of smoke. These, with a few cottages of similar

materials, for the soldiers and prisoner boats-crew, and some

weather-board huts, occupied by the Commandant, Surgeon,

&c., and a tent used by a Surveyor, form the Settlement at

this jilace, which is called The Lagoons. In each of the huts

of the natives, there were fires along the centre, around which

they were lying, in company with their dogs, which are good

tempered like themselves. On our entering the people sat

up, and began to sing their native songs—sometimes the men,

at others the women—with much animation of countenance

and gesture. This they kept up to a late hour : they are

said often to continue their singing till midnight. To me,

their songs were not unpleasing : persons skilled in music

consider them harmonious.

11th. The men having been requested to cease from

wearing ^‘bal-de-winny,” that is red ochre and grease, in their

hair, they had signified a willingness to do so, if they might

have some other covering for their heads
;
and to-day, ac-

cording to a previous agreement, Scotch Caps were distri-

buted among them, with which they were much delighted.

In these they seemed to perceive a similarity to the head-

dress of the military, and they immediately arranged them-

selves in a rank ! They are very docile, and ha\fing noticed

that the soldiers always went to inform the Commandant
when going off the Settlement, they have adopted a similar

practice, of their own accord. They neither exhibit the

intellectual nor the physical degradation, that have been

G 2
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attriliuted to them. Naked human beings, when in a lean

condition, are forlorn looking creatures
;
hut many of these

people have become plump, and are partially clothed, and these

circumstances have removed much of what was forbidding to

a chulized eye.

Tlie Blacks make symmetrical cuttings on their bodies and

limbs, for ornament. They keep the cuts ojien liy filling

them with grease, until the flesh becomes elevated. Rows
of these marks, resembling necklaces around the neck, and

similar ones on the shoulders, representing epaulets, are fre-

quent. Rings representing eyes are occasionally seen on

the body, producing a rude similitude of a face. They
also wear necklaces formed of Kangaroo-sinews rolled in

red ochre, and others of small spiral shells. They likewise

wear the liones of deceased relatives around their necks,

perhaps more as tokens of affection than for ornament
;
and

these are also used as charms. They are commonly leg or

jaw bones, wrapped with strings rolled in grease and ochre,

the ends only protruding
;
but there is a couple here who

lost their only child in infancy, and its skull is generally to

be seen suspended on the breast either of its father or its

mother. A man who had a head-ache to-day, had three

leg bones fixed on his head, in the form of a triangle, for a

charm. The shells for necklaces are of a brilliant, pearly

blue : they are perforated by means of the eye-teeth, and are

strung on a kangaroo-sinnew
;
they are then exposed to the

action of pyroligneous acid, in the smoke of brushwood

covered up with grass; and in this smoke they are turned

and rublied till the external coat comes off, after which, they

are polished with oil olitained from the penguin or the

mutton-bird.

When any of these people fall sick, in their native state,

so as to lie unable to accompany the others in their daily

removals, they are furnished with a supply of such food as

the party happens to have, and a bundle of the leaves of

Mesembryanthemnm equilatercde—a jilant known in the Co-

lony by the name of Pig-faces—which the natives use as a

purgative ;
and they are left to perish, unless they recover

in time to follow the others. This is done as a matter of
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necessity, and does not appear to arise out of a nature more

cruel than is common to mankind generally.

In the course of a walk, along the margin of the woody
land, adjoining the beach, we saw a Black Swan and some

Ducks, upon a lagoon : several Spur-winged Plovers were

feeding among the rocks on the coast, and we observed a

number of interesting shells on the shore.

12th. The present site of the Settlement, being unfit for

agriculture, and in other respects unfavourable for adA^ance-

ment in civibzation, a project has been formed for removing

it about 15 miles northward, to a place named by the sealers

Pea Jacket Point. For this place, we set out in the after-

noon, the weather having become fine after a wet morning.

The company consisted of W. J. Darling, G. W. Walker,

and myself, attended by four native men and two of their

wives, with eight dogs. We had not proceeded far before

a duck flew off her nest, and her numerous eggs quickly

became the spoil of some of our attendants, who rushed to

the spot, and each, seized as many as he could, but without

quarrelling as to the division of them. Our way was some-

times along the beach, at others on the adjacent land, and

sometimes through the scrub, in crossing projecting points.

The dogs killed a Kangaroo Rat and some mice, rather

larger than English Field-mice. The Kangaroo Rat was

cooked during a halt, made till the tide ebbed sufficiently

to allow us to cross a creek. The animal ivas thrown into

the ashes till the hair was well singed off, and it became a

little distended by the heat; it Avas then scraped, and

cleared of the entrails, after which it was returned to the

fire till roasted enouerh. Tliis is the common mode of cookinsr

practiced by the Aborigines, who find that, by thus roasting

the meat in the skin, the gravy is more abundant. In

eating, they reject the skin, and it forms the portion of their

numerous dogs. These are generally A^ery lean, but they

are highly A'alued by their OAvners, aaJio obtained them from

Europeans, there being originally no Avild dogs in Y. D.

Land. The flesh of the Kangaroo Rat is much like that of

a rabbit. Near this creek some fine bushes of Myopormn
serratvm Avere beautifully in blossom. This shrub is like a

G 3
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laurel, in size and general asjiect, and is common along the

coasts of V. D. Land, where it hears the name of Man-
grove, which, in Australia, is given very promiscuously to

shrubs and trees growing within the reach of salt-water. On
the elib of the tide, we crossed the creek, and proceeded till

near dark. The dogs killed a Bandicoot, This animal like

most other quadrupeds in this part of the world, carries its

young in a pouch. The Bandicoot of V. D. Land, feeds chiefly

on ants, but it gets the blame of much of the mischief done

in gardens by the Kangaroo Rat. After passing over a

remarkable, sloping point of granite, by following a pro-

jecting vein of quartz, that afforded hold for our feet, and

collecting some limpets from the adjoining rocks, where four

fine Pelicans passed over our heads, we turned into a well

sheltered place, liy a small streamlet, to remain for the night.

A fire was quickly kindled, and the tea-kettle, which one of

women brought susjiended round her neck by a string, was

set upon it. The Bandicoot and limpets were cooked, the

latter being glitched liy the natives, with great dexterity,

into the glowing embers, with the points of the shells down-

ward : their contents, when cooked enough, were taken out by
means of a pointed stick. Tliese, with provisions from the

settlement, formed an ample meal, after which we laid down
by the fire, in blankets, &c., brought by one of the men,

and rested till morning.

13th. On the way to the place of our destination, the

dogs killed a Wallaby, about the size of a lamb of three

months old. Here we found two huts built of wattles

and lined with grass, liy an industrious soldier, who had

also brought a plot of ground into cultivation. The site

appeared much preferable for a settlement to the Lagoons,

being a promontory with a considerable quantity of grass-

land, sheltered by thick scrub toward the sea, and having

access to the mountains behind
;

nevertheless fresh water

was not so plentiful as was desirable, but sufficient for

necessary purposes. Having surveyed the place, we returned

to the Lagoons, with the addition to our company of a man
carrying two young Cape Barren Geese, one of which died

on the way, from the effect of cold and rain.
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The Aborigines retained their cheerfulness all the way, and

laughed when looked at, as the storm beat against them, not-

withstanding, at first, they wished to stop when it rained. On
being informed that people stopping in wet clothes would

take cold, they were satisfied, and travelled on till the rain

abated, when they dried their garments by holding them
separately to the fire—a much safer and more expeditious

plan, than drying them upon their backs.

AYe reached the Settlement again about six in the evening,

well pleased with our excursion, but heartily tired
;
and had,

as before, visits from some of the Aborigines
;

to whom
both W. J. Darling and A. Mc’Lachlan are liberal, often

encouraging good feeling, by giving them out of their own
sujiplies, a panakin of tea, and a jiiece of biscuit or damper,

which is a kind of bread made of flour, water and salt, and

baked in the ashes, with which they are much pleased. They
were also highly gratified by some coloured cotton hand-

kerchiefs, which we distributed amongst them.

14th. This morning, the white population assembled in

a place formed of branches, and used as a chapel : several

of the Blacks were also present. I was particularly desirous

of this opportunity, to point out to the Europeans, their

responsibility to God, for being blessed with the knowledge

of the Gospel, especially as it regarded their influence and

example among these unenlightened people. By a paraphrase

upon Romans 2nd, beginning with the l7th verse, and some

comments upon the other parts of the same chapter, with

the 1st and 3rd, which were also read, I endeavoured to

point out the danger to some of them, through neglecting

these things, of the unenlightened Blacks rising up with

them in the judgment and condemning them
;
seeing that

these people, like the Gentiles of old, having not the law,

are a law unto themselves, when they do by nature the

things contained in the law, showing the work of the law

written in their hearts
;

their consciences also bearing wit-

ness, and their thoughts meanwhile accusing, or else excus-

ing, one another.

Though able to understand little more than the general

object for which we were assembled, and having scarcely
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any ideas of a Deity, or a future state, the Aborigines be-

haved with great reverence and attention.

—

It Avas affecting

and humiliating to be cut off from communication with them

on these sulijects, by the Avant of a knoAidedge of their

language
;
but there AV'as a comfort in knoAving, that “

Aiffere

there is no Ieav, there is no transgression and that sin

is not imputed where there is no laAV and that they will

be judged only according to the measure of light, they have

receh’ed.

I am persuaded that this doctrine, AA’hich is held up in

the Holy Scriptures, in no Avay invalidates that of saDation

through Jesus Christ, nor diminishes the force of his in-

junction to his disciples, Go ye into all the Avorld and

preach the Gospel to every creature.” The sins of those

Avho attain to peace Avith God, through attention to the laAV

Avritten in their hearts liy the Holy Spirit, are blotted out

through the blood of Christ, Avhether they knoAV it or not

;

for they are baptized by the Spirit unto him, and accepted

in him, the Beloved. NcA^ertheless, it is an unspeakable

blessin? and comfort to haA^e the understanding: enlDlitened

upon this all-important subject, and to knoAV Him in Aidiom

Ave have believed, and to have this knoAvledge as a powerful

motAe to induce us to comply Avith those indispensable

proofs of discipleship, self-denial and the liearing of the

cross daily. I cannot but fear that many aaJio are great

sticklers for this knoAvdedge, and are ready to limit salva-

tion to the possession of it, are so far from living in accord-

ance Avith it, as to fall under the condemnation spoken of by

the Apostle, Avhen he saj's :
“ Shall not uncircumcision

Avhich is by nature, if it fulfil the law, judge thee, Avho by

the letter and circumcision dost transgress the laAV ?”

In the evening, a number of the Aborigines joined us,

Avhen Ave AA'ere seated around some charcoal embers, con-

tained in an old iron pot, by Aidiicb the Commandant’s hut

is Avarmed, and Avhich might endanger the Ha’Cs of the in-

habitants, Avere it not for the free admission of air through

the creA’ices of the Aveatherboard Avails. An elderly Avonian,

named BoatsAvain, liy the seeders, to \\diom she had long

been in bondage, informed us, by means of signs, and a feAV
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words in broken English, of the manner in which these men
flogged the women who did not pluck Mutton-birds, or do

other work to their satisfaction. She spread her hands to

the u’all, to shew the manner in which they were tied up,

said a rope was used to flog them with, and cried out with a

failing voice till she sank upon the ground, as if exhausted.

The statements of this woman were confirmed liy others,

several of whom have escaped to the settlement. A M’Lach-

lan fell in with Boatswain and a New Holland woman, when
they had been left on a distant part of the island to hunt,

and they gladly availed themselves of the opportunity to

obtain their liberty. The sealers got them hack by false

pretences, 1?ut Boatswain was afterwards found early in the

morning, by the Commandant, on Guncarriage Island, where

she stated, that herself and another woman Avere hid by the

sealers, at a former time ivhen one of these men assured him

they were not there. The cutter’s boat happened to go to

Green Island about a year since, when tAvo women, called

Isaac and Judy, took the opportunity of escaping by it, AA'hile

the sealers were asleep.—Two other Avomen Avaded and SAvam

from Green Island to the Settlement—a distance of three

miles. Most of these Avomen AA'ere originally kidnapped.

BoatsAvain says, she got into a boat AA'hen a girl, and the

sealers roAved aAvay with her. These men teach the women
to manage their boats, and often gtye them names ordinarily

belonging the male sex—a circumstance small in itself, but

connected Avith reckless depraAuty.

15th. Old Boatswain haAung understood tliat aa'c Avished

to taste the inner portion of the upper part of the stem of

the tree-fern, AA’hich is used by the natmes as an article of

diet, Avent several miles for some. It is in substance like a

Swedish-turnip, but is too astringent in taste to be agreeable,

and it is not much altered by cooking. They also use the

root of Pteris esculenta—a fern, much like the common Brake

of England, Avhich they call Tara—a name given to other

esculent roots, and to rice in the southern hemisphere. In

hunting to-day, the people took scA’eral Wallabies, Porcu-

pines, and Kangaroo-rats. The Porcupine of this land,

Echnida Hysfrix, is a squat species of ant-eater, Avith short
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quills among its hair : it conceals itself in the day-time

among dead timber in the hilly forests.—An eruptive disease

prevailed among the Aborigines at this period : it was

attended with fever for about four days, and was supposed to

have arisen from feeding too freely on young Mutton-birds.

One of the men suffering under it, and covered with sores as

large as a shilling, lay by a fire in one of the breakwinds,

and was literally “ wallowing in ashes,” having covered

himself with them from head to foot. This, we were in-

formed, was one of their common remedies.

There being no hospital here, the surgeon took some of

the sick people into his hut : one of them who recovered after

being very ill, has shewn many demonstrations of gratitude.

This virtue is often exhibited among these people. A romantic

instance of it oecurred in one of them, named Roomtya
or Bet; she was addressed liy a young man, named Trigoomi-

poonenah or Jackey, who received a refusal
;
hut on a certain

occasion, the young woman was taken so ill when crossing a

river, as to be in danger; Jackey was present, and availed

himself of the opportunity of proving his attaehment, he

carried her out of the water, and thus saved her life. After

this, she accepted his addresses and beeame his wife, and in

her turn, she nursed him carefully when he was sick.—This

woman excels in the chase
;
and once when the Commandant

was detained for some days, in Kents Bay, by a storm, she

and her husband, left a Wallaby at his house daily lest he

should come home and not find a supply of food.

Tlie chief instrument used in the chase by these people,

is a Waddy, a short stick about an inch in thickness,

brought suddenly to a conical point at each end, and at

one end a little roughened, to keep it from slipping out of the

hand. This, they throw with a rotatory motion, and with

great precision. They also use spears made of simple sticks,

having the thicker end sharpened, and hardened in the fire.

16th. After reeeiving a few waddies and some shell neck-

laces from the natives, and making them presents in return,

we took leave of tliem, and went hack to the cutter, at Green

Island, where we went on shore. This island, like most,

if not all others in this part of the straits, is of granite,
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and like the majority of them, it is low. Its circumference

may be about three miles, and most of its surface is covered

with thick grass, which is knee-deep, and with nettles,

sow-thistles, and tree-mallows, breast high, or with spread-

ing barilla-bushes of three feet. There are also upon it Yel-

low Everlastings, which attain to a large size. This luxuriance

of vegetation is attributable to the accumulation of the dung

of the Mutton-birds, which is mixed with the light soil that

is perforated in every direction by their burrows.

Where the barilla affords sufficient shelter, these birds do

not seem to consider it necessary to form holes, but they de-

posit their single eggs under the bushes, in hollows on the

bare ground. Perhaps no bird, except the American Migratory

Pigeon, is to be met with in flocks equal in magnitude to those

of the Mutton-bird
;
and the latter, like the former, lays only

a single egg. The Mutton-birds, or Sooty Petrels, are about

the size of the AVood Pigeon of England
;
they are of a dark

colour, and are called “Yola” by the natives. These birds

are often to be seen ranging over the surface of the Southern

Ocean, far from land: they visit several of the islands in Bass’s

Straits, in the latter part of the 9th month, when they

scratch out their holes : they leave again in the beginning of

the 11th month, and return to lay near the end of the same.

Each burrow is occupied by a single pair : their egg is as

large as that of a duck, and is incubated in about a month.

They leave the islands with their young early in 5th month.

During the period of their resort to land, they liecome the

prey of men and of hawks, of crows and other ravenous birds,

and of black-snakes.

But notwithstanding the wholesale carnage committed

among the Mutton-birds, their number is not perceptibly

lessened. The greatest quantities are destroyed for the

sake of their feathers
;
two tons and a half of which are

said to have been sent from this part of the straits in a

season : these would be the produce of 112,000 birds, twenty

yielding one pound of feathers. From the great length of

their wings, these birds cannot rise from a level sur-

face. The sealers take advantage of this, and enclose certain

portions of the islands at night, wit!) converging lines of
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bushes terminating at a pit, G feet long, 4 feet broad, and

3 feet deep, lined with boards or bark, and having a fence

2 feet, high at the further side, to prevent the birds taking

flight, when they come to the edge of the pit. At sunrise,

when the liirds come out of their holes, they are driven

toward the pit, into which they fall till it is full : a sail or

thatched hurdle is then thrown over them, and the fences

are removed, to allow the remainder of the birds to j^ass off

to the sea. The birds in the pit are suffocated in a few

minutes, and the native women are set to strip off their

feathers, which are put into bags for exportation. The
feathers have an unpleasant smell, but thej^ bring about 6d.

per pound, in Launceston.

When fresh, these liirds are pretty good eating, at least

as a substitute for salt meat. Great numbers of young ones

are salted and dried, in which state they taste much like

red-herrings. The eggs are also collected in great quantities;

the Aborigines at the settlement have been supplied at the

rate of six eggs a day, each, for upwards of two months

together : as the young birds all leave the islands at the

same time, it is not proliable that the robbed birds lay a

second time. The sealers make the young birds disgorge

oil, by pressing their craws : this they use for their lamps,

and for various other purposes.

We remained on the island till dusk, when the air seemed

alive, with myriads of these birds returning to roost, so that

in looking up, we were reminded of a shower of large flakes

of snow. When once on the ground, they tried in vain to fly

again : when alarmed they shuffled along, by the combined

effort of their feet and wings, and tried to bite. They were

easily taken by the point of the wing, being unable with

their beaks to reach the hand that held them by that

part. It was difficult to avoid treading upon them, and

they were clucking in all directions among the Barilla,

&c. W. J. Darling once laid down on his back when
they were returning to roost, and killed twelve with a

waddy, without moving from the spot. Flinders computed

one of the flocks that he saw in these seas, to be forty

miles long, and to contain as many birds as would require
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an area of sixteen square miles for their nests, at a yard

asunder. From what is now known of their lireeding

places, they probably occujiy a much larger extent of

ground than sixteen square miles, in the various places of

their resort.

18th. Yesterday was stormy, and the wind adverse : W.
J. Darling brought four Aborigines on board, to accompany

him to the Hunter Islands. The vessel remaining at anchor

to-day, we went again upon Green Island, which has several

small sandy bays.—When the Mutton-birds take flight, they

either rise from elevated places, or from the edge of the clitF,

or they run over the beach and upon the water, flapping

their wings, till at length, after passing two or three con-

siderable waves, they succeed in gaining sufficient elevation

to enable them to momit into the air.

The four Aborigines took tea with us in the cabin: theywere

verjmheerful,and used cups and saucers with dexterity.—When
Jumbo first came on board, she was shown a musical box, con-

structed like a musical snufl-box. Flaving been brought up
among Europeans, she did not feign inattention to novelties,

as. is common with her country people, but showed pleasure

and astonishment, in a remarkable degree. Listening with

intensity, her ears moved like those of a dog or horse, to

catch the sound (a circumstance that J. Munro, with whom
she had lived from childhood, said he had not before noticed)

and at interv^als she laughed immoderately.—When on the

island one of the women threw some sticks at J. Thornloe,

on his mentioning her son, who is at school at Newtown.
The mention of an absent relative is considered offensive by
them, and especially if deceased.

19th. We sailed from Green Island, and put J. Munro
on shore on Preservation Island. The tide-ripple, whieh
is occasioned by the meeting of different currents, is very

strong in man)^ parts of the straits
;
it threatened to swallow

up the boat in returning from Preservation. Many voices

called to the man who was in it, not to be afraid, saying

there was no danger, while the faces of the same parties

betrayed their own fears : he, however, succeeded in reaching

the vessel, amidst tremendous liillows, which were so high
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that a green light shone through them in a remarkable

manner.—Some Pelicans and a flock of Cajoe Barren Geese

were on a rock called Hum Island, near which we passed.

20th. The night was boisterous, and many scenes occur-

red in it, calculated to excite laughter, even in the midst

of much that Avas uncomfortable, and that would have been

very trying, hut for hope of a speedy change. At day light,

we stood for the land, and soon descried it, near the heads

of the Tamar or Port Dalrymple,—an estuary extending

to Launceston,—and near to the mouth of Avhich, George

Toav)i is situated. On reaching this place we “ brought up,^’

to take in some stores, and were kindly received by the

Port Officer, MatthcAV Curling Friend, late of the Norval,

in which A'essel he brought us some boxes of clothing and

tracts to Launceston, free of charge, on his own part, as a

token of his approval of the cause in which we are engaged.
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George Town is a small assemblage of seattered houses^ a

few of which are of stone, and the rest of weather-board.

This place was originally intended to be the chief port

in the north of V. D. Land
;
but Launceston took the prece-

dence, having greater advantages, notwithstanding its distance

is forty miles from the sea
;
and the police, and other estab-

lishments were removed thither. In the afternoon, the wind

and tide serving, we proceeded up the Tamar, which is

dewous in its course, and opens out into many pretty bays.

The shores present traces of basalt. The adjacent countr}^ is

hilly, and wooded down to the water, except in places where

the land has been cleared
;

on which corn and grass are

verdant. Some of the habitations of the settlers look com-
fortable. We completed the last few miles of our voyage in

the dark, in a boat, and met a hearty welcome at Launceston,

from Isaac and Katharine Sherwin, a thoughtful young

couple from whom we had received a previous invitation.

21st. We visited a school that does not belong to any

particular denomination of Christians, but is supported by
several, and is in a thriving condition : we also had a meeting

in a small court-house, at which two hundred persons might be

present. I went to this meeting feeling poor and empty, but
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deriving some comfort from the expressions of the apostle

Paul : I was with you in weakness and in fear, and in

much trembling.” In this state, I found it my duty to attend

to the injunction :
“ Thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine

head, and wash thy face,” and to jwt my trust in the Lord.

—

I had not sat long, before I apprehended it to be right for

me to stand up, and explain briefly our views of Avorship,

and to point out the necessity of sincerity, and of the sacrifice

of our OAAUi Avills, in order to being prepared to obtain the

blessings of the Gospel. I AA'as led also to speak on other

points, connected AAuth the glorious plan of redemption

through faith in Jesus Christ, and on the necessity of good

works, as the fruit of this faith
;
and on the benefit of fre-

quent and feiwent prayer, as Avell as on communing with our

own hearts before the Lord, in order to feel our spiritual

necessities, and to knoAV what to pray for, &c. Thus, in

condescending mercy, help Avas afforded to the Aveak, and the

grain of faith that Avas exercised, Avas strengthened. There

seemed to be an open ear in the congregation.

22nd. The population of Launceston is about 2,000.

The streets are regularly laid out. Most of the houses are

weather-l)oarded, but there are a feAV substantial ones, of

brick. The Episcopal place of AvorshijA—the only one here

—

is a neat edifice of stone. The toAvn is situated at the con-

fluence of the North and South Esk, AAfliich here discharge

themselves into the head of the Tamar. The South Esk
rushes through a deep, narroAAy picturesque, basaltic gorge,

called The Catai’act, distant about half a mile from the toAAm,

Avhich is pleasantly situated, and has anchorage for ships of

considerable burden ziear its quay.

W. J. Darling had the four natiA^es that he brought Avith him

from Flinders Island, dressed in decent clothes, and he took

them into the toAvn, AAfliere their cheerful, intelligent appear-

ance excited a favoui’able impression in the minds of many
who had knoAvn little of the Aborigines but as exasperated

enemies, charged AA'ith treachery and implacable cruelty.

—

We called on Major Fairtlough, the Commandant, aa'Iio

receNed us politely. At his house Ave learned that the cutter

Avas going to sail immediately
;

AA'e therefore proceeded to
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the jetty, where we were requested to take seats in the Port

Officer’s boat. A dispute arose between the cockswain and

the harbour-master, both of whom, we soon discovered, were

intoxicated, and this proved also to be the case with several

of the crew. The harbour-master remonstrated against the

boat proceeding, but the cockswain persisted in putting off

:

he soon brought us alongside of a ship lying at anchor, where

he took in two prisoners to assist in pulling the boat : they

were not expert hands
;

and when the cockswain

recovered from the effects of his intemperance, he desired to

know Avho they were, and from whence they came, and he

turned them both on shore ! Committing the steering of the

boat to G. W. Walker, and himself takinsf an oar with the

men, they brought us in safety to the cutter, which had jJro-

ceeded some miles down the Tamar.—When the tide was

spent, we dropped anchor and went on shore. The natives pur-

sued some kangaroos, casting off all their clothes in the chase.

—We supped at a public-house by the water-side, where we
had some conversation with a settler, respecting the atrocities

committed by some reckless indh'iduals upon the Aborigines;

these wei'e of such character, as to remove any wonder at the

determination of these injured people, to try to drive from

their land a race of men, among whom were persons guilty of

such deeds.—In our ramble this evening, as well as in one at

the Cataract, this morning, we noticed several striking shrubs

in blossom
;
among them were a Frostanthera, with long

spike-like branches of beautiful, purple flowers. Veronica

formosa—a myrtle-like bush with lovely, blue blossoms, and

Clematis blancla, with a profusion of fragrant, white flowers,

an inch across.—When out this evening, Jumbo turned up

her heel, and with a laugh, asked what that was, pointing to

a leech as large as a black snail, that was biting her: she

plucked it off and threw it away. One of the men pointed

to the ground, and said in broken English, “Two more

crackne here,” i. e. rest, remain, or are here. One of the

Blacks got the Commandant’s hat and decorated it with the

twining branches of Comesperma volubilis, covered with

bright blue flowers resembling those of Milkwort.

23rd. The tide not serving till noon, I took a walk alone,

H
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and saw some Forester Kangaroos
;
these are a large species,

whicli is gregarious. The Brusli Kangaroo, tlie commonest

kind in this island, is rather solitary in its habits.—In the

evening we reached George Town, where we again received

much kindness from M. C. Friend and his wife, and from a ma-

gistrate named John Clark, whose guest I became till the 29th.

In tliis interv'al we put to sea, but were driven l^ack. This

gave me an opportunity of speaking to the inhabitants of

George Town, on their religious state. I also visited some

prisoners, employed in quarrying and burning lime, up a

branch of the Tamar, called Middle Arm. The limestone

is accompanied by silicious sandstone, which, as well as the

linestone, contains marine fossils, and is in connexion Avith

micacious veins of a silvery appearance.

On the 29th, we got to sea, with a light breeze. At the

mouth of the Tamar there was a tremendous tide-ripple,

that occasioned the cutter to pitch Auolently, and seemed

ready to swamp the pilot’s Ijoat
;
the men who' were in it

cried out through fear, notAwthstanding the boat Avas made
fast to the vessel by a rope.—The country on the north

coast, betAveen Port Dalrymple and Port Sorell is moun-
tainous, that betAveen Port Sorell and Port Frederick is low

toAvard the shore, and has a gentle rise further inland, AAdiere

there is some fine pasture.

—

On passing one part of the

coast, tAvo of the Aborigines shcAved some uneasiness and

fear. This, we aftersA-ards found, resulted from circumstances

connected AAuth the destruction of tAvo settlers, on account

of AA'hich one of these men had been in prison, but had

been discharged. The other had actually been of the party,

who put the settlers to death
;
but it appeared, that their

misconduct had been such as, in a civilized country, AAmuld

haA"e rendered the case one of Avhat is termed in laAA", ^'Justi-

fiable homicide :
” but notAAfithstanding this, and AAuthout

further eAudence than that the parties had been killed by
Blacks, a A^erdict of wilful murder Avas given at the inquest,

and the whole Colony Avas throAvn into excitement through

fear of the barbarous Aborigines, so that fcAV people thought

of going from home Avithout guns or pistols. This occurred

about the time of our arrival in the Colony, when many
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persons expressed apprehension at our travelling without

fire-arms.

30th. Some person having suggested that Proper—

a

native of the country near Circular Head—would probably

run away if we put in there, W. J. Darling, who at the time

was lying on a bed on the cabin floor, inquired what was

his intention. Proper, with characteristic cheerfulness,

answered this question by slipping into bed to Darling, and

thus assuring him that he would not forsake him.—From
this man, I learned, that the Aborigines of V. D. Land had no

artificial method of obtaining fire, before their acquaintance

with Europeans : they say, they obtained it first from the

sky—probably meaning by lightning. They preserved fire

by carrying ignited sticks, or bark, with them, and if these

went out, they looked for the smoke of the fire of some other

party, or of one of the fires that they had left, as these often

continued to burn for several days.—In the afternoon we
brought up under Circular-head, where a whale-boat belong-

ing a sealer, residing on Stack Island, came along side the

cutter. Seated at the stern, was a native young woman,

of interesting appearance, neatly dressed, and having her

hair cut oft’, according to the common custom among her

sex in this Land. The mild expression of her features was

beclouded by sadness. A¥hen she spoke, which was rarely,

it was in a low tone. The sealers appeared to treat her

kindl}^, hut there was something in their manners that ex-

cited suspicion. On being asked, if she would like some

soup, she replied in the affirmative, and v'as requested to

come on board for it. Having finished the soup, she sat in

silence : Jumbo was asked, if she knew the woman. She

replied. Yes, she is my country woman. Jumbo was then

inquired of, why she did not talk to her. She replied. She

wont speak to me. W. J. Darling ordered the two women
into the cabin, and desired Jumbo to ask Jackey—for this

was the name that the sealers had given this woman—if

she would go to Flinders Island, and live with her own
people there. No, was her answer. He then requested,

she might be informed, that if she wished to go, he had

power to take her, and that the sealers should not hurt her.

H 2
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Her countenance at once lost its gloom, and with a hurst of

joy, she said she would go. She now laughed heartily, and

entered freely into conversation with Jumbo, and said the

sealers had told her not to speak, and that she was afraid

of them.—Another native woman, named Maria, was on the

jetty much of the day, growling (as they term expressing

disjdeasure) toward the cutter; but this also proved to be

assumed by the direction of the sealers
;
and she likewise,

with her baby, was rescued from them.

On landing at Circular Head, we met with G. A. Robin-

son, returning from a visit to the west coast, in which he

had prevailed on more of the natives to join those on

Flinders Island. We walked with him to the house of

Edward Curr, the Superintendent of the V. D. Land
Company’s concerns

;
where we were received with much

hospitality. At this place, the large garden, with a fine

crop of vegetables, the well fenced fields, with luxuriant

herbage of rye-grass and white-clover, and the beautiful

cattle and horses, and almost every other object but the

Gum-trees, resemble England.

31st. While W. J. Darling and myself were on shore

this morning, the cutter broke from her mooring. By getting

promptly under sail, those on board were able to beat off from

the shore, and by the admonition of one of the rescued

women, they escaped running on a reef. We joined them

in the West Ba)?^, where they brought up under the lee

of the land, and where the luggage of G. W. Walker and

myself, was speedily transferred into the Company’s Cutter,

the Fanny, which immediately sailed for Woolnorth, in

company with the Charlotte. We passed northward of

Robbin Island, and of the small islands between it and Three

Hummock, or the East Hunter Island, and anchored on the

west of Stack Island, upon which we heard some dogs, but

saw no person. We afterwards learned, however, that a

native woman was there, who had concealed herself by order

of the sealers, notwdthstanding she would have been glad to

have escaped from them : they subsequently carried her off

to Kangaroo Island.

11th mo. 1st. Leaving the Charlotte at anchor, to take
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the natives^ collected by G. A. Robinson, from Barren Island,

where be bad left them, we proceeded by an intricate channel,

to Woolnorth, where we became the guests of Samuel Reeves,

the Superintendent of this part of the establishment of the

V. D. Land Company. Here we were welcomed also by
their surgeon, James Richardson, who studied his profession

under a friend of mine in Leeds
;

and who frequently

accompanied us in our walks in this neighbourhood.

There are only a few weather-boarded buildings at Wool-
north, which is on the north coast, near Moandas Point,

and not far from Cape Grim. Much of the country in this

neighbourhood is basaltic, and some of the soil is a fine

red loam. To the west, the land is low and swampy, but

a considerable, grassy marsh is under drainage.—While walk-

ing over this marsh, a large leech crawled up my clothes,

and bled me so quietly, that I was unconscious of its intru-

sion until it droped off. These animals hve among the

roots of long grass, &c. in moist ground : their mouths
are oval, and they give much less pain in biting than the

leeches of Eurojie.—There are some large rocks of white

quartz in this direction
;
and on the coast, the clay-slate

formation emerges in a form resembling Turkey-stone, and

is useful for hones. The low ground near the coast is open,

grassy forest, of small Gum-trees, Honey-suckles, &c. and

on the sand-banks, there are large round bushes of a re-

markable, oval-leaved Corrcea .—Short bushes cover some

parts of the interior land, and the hills of the west coast are

grassy. On these some Merino sheep are fed, but the

climate is rather too moist for them.

At Cape Grim, some of the upjier portions of the cliffs,

are soft sandstone, but their most striking portions are

basalt, some of which is columnar. In these cliffs there

are caves, formed of slender columns of basalt, of a bluish

colour, converging to a sort of keel above and below.—At
the foot of the cliff, there is a rugged flat, over which the

sea breaks furiously, when the wind lays strong on the shore,

which is often the case. The whole scenery is in harmony
with the name of the place.

The Islands at this extremity of Bass’s Straits are

H 3
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numerous, but I only visited two, named Trefoil Island, and

Pelican Island, both of which are small. The V. D. Land

Company have some hue Merino sheep upon the former,

on which there are breeding places of the Mutton-bird.

Pelicans are said to breed on the latter, as well as some

smaller birds. The Stormy Petrel and the Blue Petrel,

colonize the Petrel Islands, and the Wandering Albatross

rears its young on Albatross Island, where it sits on its

eggs till knocked down by the sealers for the sake of its

feathers, which are sold for about 9d. a pound. A single bird

will yield about a pound of feathers. Nearly 1,000 Albatrosses

are said to have been killed on this island, last year. Some-

times the birds are stunned, plucked, and cruelly left to

linger; but often, the skin of the neck is taken, as well as the

feathers
;
the down on this part being nearly equal to that

of the swan. The colonization of many of the Islands in

Bass’s Straits, by different kinds of sea-fowl, is a curious

subject, probably dependent upon circumstances of peculiar

character. One of these, is the absence of the carnivorous

quadrupeds of the larger islands, which, though not destruc-

tive to man, are so to birds. Another is the structure of

the coast. The Albatross and Mutton-bird requiring a

clitf, or sudden rise, to fly from, cannot take up with a

low, sloping shore. The Penguin, which cannot fly, requires

an easy ascent from the beach. Perhaps some of the other

species take up with islands that are unoccupied by the

myriads of those already named, merely because these Islands

are left vacant.

Some of the kelp or sea-weed, washed up on this shore, is

of gigantic magnitude
;

a palmate species has a stem thicker

than a man’s arm, and proportionately long. The flat portion

between the stem and the ribhon-like appendages, is so large

as to be converted by the Blacks, into vessels for carrying

water. For this purpose, they either open an oblong piece,

so as to form a flat bag, or run a string through holes in the

margin of a circular piece, so as to form a round one. There
is also much kelj) of smaller dimensions, near the shore

:

among this, there are shells, in considerable variety
;
and ad-

hering to the rocks, HaUofis tubercidata and hvigata, called in
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this country Mutton-fish, are met with abundantly. These

are often taken in deep water by the native women, who dive

for them, and force them from the rocks by means of a

wooden chisel. They put them into an oval bag, and bring

them up suspended round their necks.

While we were at Woolnorth, a party of the domesticated

Blacks, who had been with G. A. Robinson, on the west

coast, arrived from Barren Island, under charge of Anthony
Cottrell, G. A. Robinson’s assistant. A woman of this party

was the sole relick of a tribe that inhabited the western side

of the Huon River, on the south coast. I enquired of her what

became of the people of her country. She answered. They
all died. I then asked what killed them. An aged man of

the Bruny Island tribe, who is one of their doctors, and ivas

sitting by, replied. The Devil. I desired to know how he

managed. The woman began to cough violently, to show

me how they were affected, and she said, that when the rest

were all dead, she made a catamoran,” a sort of raft, and

crossed D’Entrecasteaux Channel to Bruny Island, and

joined a tribe there.

The old Doctor was smeared and streaked with red ochre

and grease, with which his beard was also dressed : he is

affected with fits of spasmodic contraction of the muscles of

one breast, which he attributes, as they do all other diseases,

to the devil
;
and he is cunning enough to avail himself of

the singular effect produced upon him by this malady, to

impose upon his country people, under the idea of Satanic

inspiration. When it comes on, he seizes a stick out of the

fire, and brandishes it about him, in the manner that is

common under circumstances of rage among this people.

The Doctor had his instruments lying by him, consisting of

pieces of broken glass, picked up on the shore
;
with these

he cuts deep gashes in any part affected with pain.

One day, when sitting by the fire of the natives, watching

a woman making the oval bags of open work, used in fish-

ing, &c. of the leaves of a sedgy plant, which she split

with great dexterity, and after having divided them into

strips of proper width, softened by drawing through the fire,

I observed another woman looking carefully about among the
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grass, and enquired what she was seeking. Her companions

replied, to my surprise, A needle. To this I answered, that

I had often heard hopeless search compared to “ seeking a

needle in a bottle of hay,” and A. Cottrell, who sat by, said.

You will see she will find it
:
you have no idea how keen

sighted and persevering they are
;
and after some time she

picked up her needle, Avliich was one of Enghsh manufacture,

and not of large size !

These people not only smear their bodies AA'ith red ochre

and grease, l)ut sometimes rouge the prominent parts tastefully

with the former article, and they draw lines, that by no means

improve their appearance, with a black, glittering, mineral,

probal)ly an ore of antimony, above and below their eyes.

—

One day we noticed a Avoman arranging seA^eral stones that

Avere flat, oval, and al)out tAvo inches Avide, and marked in

A'arious directions AA’ith black and red lines. These Ave learned

represented absent friends, and one larger than the rest, a

corpulent AA^oman on Flinders Island, knoAvn by the name of

Mother BroAvn.—The arithmetic of the Aborigines is very

limited, amounting only to one, tAA'o, plenty. As they cannot

state in numbers the amount of persons present on any

occasion, they gme their names.—The Avest coast being A^ery

humid, those inhabiting it make huts for AAunter habitations,

by clearing a circular area in a thicket of slen der, young. Tea-

tree, and draAving the tops of the surrounding bushes toge-

ther, and thatching these Avith branches and grass. Some-
times for temporary shelter, they use large slabs of bark,

from some of the Gum-trees.

Each tribe of the Aborigines is diAuded into several fami-

lies, and each family, consisting of a fcAV individuals, occupies

its OAvn fire. Though they rarely remain two days in a place,

they seldom traA’el far at a time. Each tribe keeps much to

its OAvn district —a circumstance that may in some measure

account for the A^ariety of dialect. The tribe called by the

settlers, the Ben Lomond tribe, occupied the north-east jAo'r-

tion of V. D. Land
;
that called, the Oyster Bay tribe, the

south-east
;
the Stony Creek tribe, the middle portion of the

country
;
and the Western tribe, the Avest coast. Besides

these, there Avcre also a few smaller sections. Those on the
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west coast differed from those on the east, in some of their

customs. The former did not mark their bodies with the

same regularity as the latter : the scars upon those of the

west coast appeared to have proceeded from irregular surgical

cuts, and were principally upon the chest, which is very

liable to be affected by inflammation, that often speedily

issues in death. A large proportion of these jieople chedfrom

this cause, in the course of the late inclement season.

Lately, several of these peoifle were sick upon the West
Hunter or Barren Island, and one of the women died. The
men formed a pile of logs, and at sunset, placed the body of

the woman upon it, supported by small wood, which con-

cealed her, and formed a pyramid. They then placed their

sick people around the pile, at a short distance. On A.

Cottrel, our informant, enquiring the reason of this, they

told him that the dead woman would come in the night and

take the devil out of them. At daybreak the jiile was set on

fire, and fresh wood added as any part of the body became

exposed, till the whole was consumed. The ashes of the

dead were collected in a piece of Kangaroo-skin, and every

morning, before sunrise, till they were consumed, a portion of

them was smeared over the faces of the survivors, and a

death song sung, with great emotion, tears clearing away

lines among the ashes. The store of ashes, in the mean

time, was suspended about one of their necks. The child of

the deceased was carefully nursed.

A few days after the decease of this woman, a man, who
was ill at the time, stated, that he should die when the sun

went down, and requested the other men would bring wood
and form a pile. While the work was going forward, he

rested against some logs that were to form part of it, to see

them execute the work : he became worse as the day pro-

gressed, and died before night.

The practice of burning the dead, is said to have extended

to the natives of Bruny Island; but those of the east coast

put the deceased into hollow trees, and fenced them in with

bushes.—They do not consider a person completely dead

till the sun goes down !

The chiefs among these tribes are merely heads of families
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of extraordinary prowess. One of these now here, belongiiif;-

an eastern trlhe, has not the flattened nose common to his

countrymen, but is much more like a European in features.

In the course of our tarriance at Woolnorth, we twice had

meetings with such of the people as could be assembled.

These, with a few Aborigines, amounted to forty-flve, on one

occasion, and to flfty-eight on another. The company ivere

reverent in their deportment, vdiile we read to them from

the Scriptures, and spoke to them respecting the way of

salvation. This was strikingly the case with a few of the

natives who could understand a little English. The solemn

feeling that jiervaded the mind, especially during intervals of

silence, was very comforting. The state of the people at

this settlement was such as greatly needed religious instruc-

tion.

We returned to Circular Head on the 1.3th of 11th mo.

by the Fanny, which had on board forty-eight young Merino

Rams, designed for sale at Launceston, and which had been

fed upon Trefoil Island.
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Ox arrwing at Circular Head, we found tire Conclr, bound

for the Isle of France and the Cape of Good Hope, lying

at the jetty, where she had taken shelter from adverse winds.

On landing, a young man was waiting with assistants, to

convey our luggage to a small cottage, which Edward Curr

had kindly appropriated to our use, his large family fully

occupying his own house : he received us kindly, and invited

us to take our meals at his table during our stay here.

Circular Head is a basaltic peninsula, on a flat part of the

coast : it takes its name fi’om a large circular bluff, facing

the east, and at the south side of which is the anchorage.

Portions of the peninsula, which contains about 4,000 acres,

are hilly and clothed with wood : much of the soil is good,

and notwithstanding some of it is light, it is very" productive.

On the main land, the coast is sandy", or swampyy and further

in, the forest is dense and lofty.

The whole grant of the V. D. Land Company here, is

20,000 acres. The dwellings of persons in their employ"-

ment, are chiefly on the portion of the peninsula called High-

held Plain, which lies to the north-west of the bluff. We
had several meetings with the work-people at this place,

generally in the carpenter’s shop. Their remote situation

excited our sympathy", and we endeavoured to direct them
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to Christ, the Shepherd and Bishop of souls.—Many of the

people who emigrated hither under the auspices of the V. D.

Land Company, came out as their indentured servants
;
but

these, finding they had agreed for less wages than they could

readily obtain in the Colony, took every opportunity to run

away ;
and the Company having in hut few instances, agreed

specifically what rations the people should receive, in addi-

tion to wages, this also became a fruitful source of dis-

satisfaction, so that, at present, they have few indentured

servants left.

The people here have the advantage of being generally

secluded from strong drink, but a Colonial vessel putting in

at the jetty, a few of the prisoners, in defiance of admoni-

tion, obtained some. I was present when two of these re-

ceived flagellation, to the amount of twenty-five lashes each,

for this offence. Witnessing this punishment tended to

confirm me in its inefficiency compared with solitary con-

finement.

Pelicans and other wild-fowl, resort to the bays adjacent

to Circular Head. Eagles also are common here, as well as

in other parts of the Island. One day, I saw a large Eagle

sallying over my companion, while he was busily occupied

in ])icking up shells. It approached nearer every time it

swept over him, until, being afraid he should receive a stroke

from its talons, I called to him, and on his resuming an

erect posture, it flew away.—On the western shore of Cir-

cular Head, there is a remarkable bank of sponges, of several

hundred yards long, and more than a yard thick. There

are also some others of smaller dimensions. The species

are numerous and curious. Sponges, as we see them in

England, are merely skeletons. In their living state, those

of this coast are filled with a scarlet, crimson, or bright

yellow pulp, and covered with a thin skin
;
they are of great

Ijeauty, when seen in clear water.

Shells are also numerous here, we picked up more than a

hundred species. The sand north of the bluff, was some-

times covered with myriads of globular crabs, about the

size of a hazel-nut. On going among them, they made a

noise like a shower of rain, and liy a rotatory motion, in a
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few seconds, buried themselves in the sand, the surface of

which they left covered with pellicles like peas.

Seals are not now frequent on this part of the coast
;
one

of large size was killed on the beach during our stay
;
in the

course of which the weather was occasionally inclement for

a few days at a time. Rain was often attended by thunder :

previous to it, the Ants were busy raising mounds around

their holes, to prevent inundation.

12th mo. 13th. Accompanied by Edward Curr, and three

assigned servants of the Company, we set out for the

Hampshire Hills : the weather previously had rendered the

rivers on the way impassable. We travelled on horse-

back, and were each equipped with a long bundle, formed

by a blanket, containing sundry needful articles, and with

a tin pot, and a tether-rope, attached to the fore part

of the saddle. We crossed a muddy bay, and rode eight

miles along a sandy beach, to the Black River, which

we forded without difficulty, the tide being low.—On this

river, there is blue slate, of good quality, limestone, and

quartz-rock. Continuing on the beach five miles further,

we crossed Crayfish River, and in four miles more, came

to the Detention River, which we also passed on the

bar. Here we halted, on a grassy place, where there

was a small spring, and made tea, while the horses grazed

;

they being relieved from their burdens, and tethered to

the bushes. When the horses were a little rested, we
ascended the white quartz hills, of Rocky Cape, which

were but thinly covered with sandy peat. A species of

XantJiorrIioea, or Grass-tree, is scattered over them, having

a root-stock of a few inches high, supporting a crest of

stiff spreading rushy leaves, from the centre of which rises

a stem from 2 to 5 feet high, thickly covered, excepting a

few inches at the base, with rough buds, and with flowers

resembling little white stars. A beautiful Blanclfordia was

also scattered in this district: its stems were 1^ ft. high,

and supported crests of from 10 to 20 pendulous, red blos-

soms, margined with yellow, 1^ inch long, and | inch wide,

at the mouth.

Beyond these hills is a level, upon which, and on some
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contiguous hills, Banksia serratifolia is the prevailing tree.

This, so far as I knov', is its only locality in V. D. Land.

It is equal to a Pear-tree in size, has leaves 3 or 4 inches

long, and f broad, and strongly toothed : its heads of flowers

are 6 inches long, and 12 round
;

and the seeds are as large

as almonds.

The ascent of some of the hills was as steep as a horse

could climb, and in some places, little but bare rocks. Some
whitening, liuman hones lay l>y the side of one of the paths

through this dreadful country, in a situation likely for a

person exhausted by fatigue, to sink down and die.—Some-

times, we had to lay hold of the manes of the horses, to retain

our seats, sometimes to leap over logs, in awkward situations,

and sometimes it was impracticable to ride. In some places,

the scrub, of Acacia verticellata, was so thick that we could

not see each other, and when we came upon Table Cape, a

fern, Pteris esculenta, was so deep as to obscure us from

the view of each other.

In the evening, we descended a steep place, at the foot

of which, on the coast, there was a grassy level, watered by

a clear spring. Here we took up our abode for the night,

and formed Ijeds of dry fern and branches, under the shelter

of a tarpawling, and a Honey-suckle-tree
;
and after another

meal, of which tea formed a refreshing part, retired to rest,

tw'o of our attendants having previously returned to Circular

Head with some cattle.

14th. Early in the morning we mended our fire, and

supplied ourselves with water for breakfast, from the roof

of a cave, in compact silicious rock, imbedding a variety of

shells, of similar species to the recent ones on the strand

below. We made a hasty meal of tea with beef-jiasties,

w'hich we took while walking about in the rain, and listening

to loud peals of thunder. Lotus australis, a bushy plant

with pretty, pink, pea-flowers, which also occurs at Cape
Grim, was growing here.—The bones of a person supposed

to have been a soldier, and some of his fishing tackle, &c.

were some time since, found among the fern, by the sea side,

at this place, by one of the Company’s servants.

After ascending to the top of Table Cape, we passed over
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some rich, red loam, clothed Avith luxuriant vegetation. Fern,

Prickly Acacia, and Musky Aster, were so thick as to be

passed with difficulty. Tree-ferns Avere numerous, and many
lofty shrubs were OA^errun AA'ith Macquarie Harbour Vine and

White Clematis. Above the shrubs, rose stately Stringy-

barks and White Gums, attaining to about 200 feet in

height. Here and there, a tree had fallen across the path,

which was biit indistinctly traced in places, and Avhen left

was not easy to find again.—LeaAung Table Cape, Ave crossed

the Inglis and Camm Rivers, upon the beach, on AAdiich aa'C

rode most of the Avay to Emu Bay
;

AA’here the Company
have a store, for the supply of their establishment, at the

Hampshire and Surrey Hills. Goods are landed at this

place, on the basaltic rocks, AAdiich rise perpendicularly

out of the sea in pentagonal columns.

After a short rest, Ave set out for the Hampshire Hills,

distant 20^ miles, through one of the most magnificent of

forests. For a fcAV miles from the sea, it consists chiefly

of White Gum and Stringy-hark, of aliout 200 feet in height,

AAuth straight trunks, clear of branches for from 100 to 150

feet; and resembling an assemblage of elegant columns, so

irregularly placed as to intercept the A’iew, at the distance

of a fcAV hundred yards. These are elegantly croAvned AAdth

branching tops, of light, AvilloAA'-like foliage, but at an eleA^a-

tion too great to alloAV the form of the leaA’es to he dis-

tinguished, yet throAving a gentle shade on the ground beloAAy

AAdiich is coA^ered Avitli splendid tree-ferns and large shrubs,

and carpeted Avith smaller ferns. Some of the larger Stringj"-

barks exceed 200 feet, and rise nearly as high as “ the

Monument” before branching. Their trunks also will bear

a comparison Avitli that stately column, both in circumference

and straightness.—The bark of these trees is broAvn and

cracked : that of the White Gums is french-grey, and smooth.

The prostrate trunks of these sylvan giants, in A'arious

stages of decay, add greatly to the interest of the scene.

Some of them, lately fallen, liaA'e vast masses of the rich

red earth in Avliich they greAAy still clinging to their roots

;

others, that liaA^e been in a state of decay before they

fell, present singular ruins of shattered limbs and broken
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boughs
;
others, that seem to have been in a state of decom-

position for ages, have Ijecome overgrown with various ferns

and shrubs.

As the distance from the sea increases, the Australian

INIyrtle and Sasafras, of dark dense foliage, become the

prevailing trees. In these denser forests, tree-ferns form

nearly the sole undergrowth, except thes mall, starry ferns,

of low stature, of the genus Lomariu, that cover the ground

thinly. Some of the tree-ferns have trunks 20 feet high.

Their leaves are from 8 to 12 feet long, and the new ones,

now forming, rise in the centre like elegant croziers.

This forest is an ascending, undulating ground, and is

interrupted by a very few, small, grassy plains. One of these

had recently been burnt by a few Aborigines still remaining

in this neighhourhood. They burn off the old grass, in

order that the Kangaroos may resort to that which springs

up green and tender.

The road which has been cut through this forest, is so

much shaded as to be kept constantly moist. It is impas-

sable, except for pack-horses, for several months in the

year
;
and many parts of it may be termed sloughs filled

with tangled roots. Several brooks that pass through it, are

crossed on bridges, formed of poles laid closely together, so

as to make a compact platform.

On arriving at the Hampshire Hills, we received a warm
greeting from G. W. Walker’s relations, George and Mary
Robson

;
who were rejoiced to see their relative in this se-

questered sjjot, so far from their native land.
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The settlement of the Van Diemens Land Company, at the

Hampshire Hills, consisted of a few houses for the officers

and servants, built of weather-board, upon a gentle eminence,

among grassy and ferny hills, interspersed -with forest, and

watered by clear brooks, bordered with beautiful shrubs.

—

Here we remained seven weeks, using such opportunities as

occurred for communicating religious instruction to the

people. While my companion enjoyed the society of his

relations, I often made excursions into the surrounding

country; in company 'wnth Joseph Milligan, the surgeon of

the Company’s establishment at this place.

12th mo. 15th. In the course of a walk, we met with the

V. D. Land Tulip-tree, Telopea truncata, a laurel-like shrub,

bearing heads four inches across, of brilliant, scarlet, wiry,

flowers
;
we also saw by the side of a brook, a large upright

Phebalium, a shrub with silvery leaves and small white

blossoms, and a white flowered Wood Sorrel, Oxtalis Lactea,

resembling the Wood Sorrel of England.

17th. When in the forest, a large Black Snake ap-

prized me of its proximity by a loud hiss : I struck it, but

I
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my stick breaking, it escaped. We set fire to some dead

grass and fern, which burnt rapidly, and ignited some of the

dead logs with which the ground was encumbered. In this

way, the land is often advantageously cleared of unproductive

vegetable matter
;
but it requires many burnings to destroy

the logs, many of which, either partially consumed, or

entire, are scattered in all directions over this Island.

In the afternoon we accompanied E. Curr and G. Robson

to Chilton, a farm house on the Surrey Hills, 19 miles dis-

tant. Three miles of the road is through dark Myrtle-forest,

the rest over grassy hills, on which Stringy Bark trees are

thinly scattererd. The numerous brooks of this part of the

country are margined with Tea-tree, Sassafras, Blackwood,

and Telopea
;
the flowers of the last abound in honey, which

we found easy to extract by means of the slender tubular

stems of grass.

1 9th. After visiting a pretty little opening in the forest,

we returned to the Hampshire Hills, by a place called Long
Lea, where there is a single hut.

20th. In company with E. Curr and G. Robson we
visited an open place in the forest, called St. Marys Plain

;

not because of being level, but because it is clear of wood,

except a few clumps of Silver Wattle, on the hills, and lines

of Tea Tree, on the margins of the brooks by which it is

intersected. It is bounded by a lofty forest, and is a spot

of great beauty. One of the brooks tumbles over a basaltic

rock, and forms a very pretty waterfall, about forty feet

higb, and thirty wide. It is decorated with Tea Tree, at

the top and sides
;
and at the bottom, a shrubby Aster,

with toothed leaves, is loaded so profusely with pure white

blossoms as to bend gracefully in all directions. The grassy

hills are besprinkled with Buttercups, Blue Speedwell, Flax,

Stylidium, and little white flowers resembling English Dai-

sies. Several Brush Kangaroos sprang from their hiding-

places as we approached them.—The road to this place is

through a succession of Myrtle and Stringy-bark forest.

The track up an ascending portion of the former, may be
compared to a staircase of wreathed roots.

21st. Edward Curr returning to Circular Head, J.
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Milligan and I accompanied him as far as Emu Bay.—On
an old road called the Lojiham-road, a few miles from

the Bay, we measured some Stringj^-bark trees, taking

their circumference at about 5 feet from the ground. One
of these, which was rather hollow at the bottom, and broken

at the top, was 49 feet round
;
another that was solid, and

supposed to be 200 feet high, was 41 feet round
;
and a

third, supposed to be 250 feet high, was 55^ feet round. As
this tree spread much at the base, it would be nearly 70 feet

in circumference at the surface of the ground. My compan-
ions spoke to each other, when at the opposite side of this

tree to myself, and their voices sounded so distant that I

concluded they had inadvertantly left me, to see some other

object, and immediately called to them. They, in answer,

remarked the distant sound of my voice, and inquired if I

were behind the tree !—When the road through this forest

was forming, a man who had only about 200 yards to go,

from one company of the work-people to another, lost himself

:

he called, and was repeatedly answered
;
but getting further

astray, his voice became more indistinct, till it ceased to be

heard, and he perished. The largest trees do not always

carry up their width in proportion to their height, but many
that are mere spars, are 200 feet high.

The following measurement and enumeration of trees

growing on two separate acres of ground in the Emu Bay
forest, made by the late Henry Hellyer, the Surveyor to the

V. D. Land Company, may give some idea of its density.

FIRST ACRE.

500 Trees under 12 inches in

992 do. .

.

1 to 2 feet do.

716 do. .

.

2 to 3 do. do.

56 do. .

.

3 to 6 do. do.

20 do. 6 to 12 do. do.

12 do. 12 to 21 do. do.

4 do. . . 30 do. do.

84 Tree Ferns.

I 2

2,384 Total.
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SECOND ACRE.

704 Trees under 12 inches in

880 do. .

.

1 to 2 feet do.

148 do. .

.

o to 3 do. do.

56 do. 3 to 6 do. do.

32 do. . . 6 to 12 do. do.

28 do. . . 12 to 21 do. do.

8 do. . . 21 to 30 do. do.

8 do. . . 30 feet and u

112 Tree Ferns.

1,976 Total.

22nd. We spent the day with a young man who had charge

of the Emu Bay Stores.—In walking on a hill in the forest,

we fell in with the trunk of a White Gum, nearly 100 feet

long, and of such even circumference that it was not easy

to determine which end had grown uppermost : it w'as

rather the thickest in the middle. It had been broken off

at about 15 feet from its base, and precipitated upon its

top, which had been broken to shivers, and the trunk

making a somerset, and shooting forward down the hill, had

made a vista through the scrub.—In the forest here, we
found a curious epiphyte of the orchis tribe, afterwards

named Gminia australis. Epiphytes are so called because

they grow upon other trees, without becoming incorporated

with them. This was growing upon the branches of the

larger shrubs, especially upon Cop7'osma spinosa, which last

has small, red and rather insipid berries, that are some-

times preserved, under the name of Native Currants.

In the neighbourhood of Emu Bay, there are rocks of

felspar, or of quartz, of a reddish colour, and there are

traces of granite in this vicinity, as well as at the Hamp-
shire Hills, but the country is chiefly basaltic.—Sometimes,

when large trees are l>lown over, they bring up portions

of slender, basaltic columns with their roots. Much of the

earth in the forests is rich, red, basaltic loam.

23rd. We assembled the assigned servants, to whom
J. Milligan read a portion of Scripture, after which I
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spoke to them on the importance of securing the salva-

tion of their souls.—This proved an awakening time to a

poor prisoner, who died some years after at Launceston,

in a hopeful state of mind.

While here, we saw some fires, at a distance, to the east-

ward, along the coast, which were sup]>osed to be those of

lime-burners
;
but I felt no mental attraction toward them,

at which I was surprised. On afterwards ascertaining

that they were the fires of a few natives, who showed hos-

tility, by spearing one of the servants of the Company, I

could not but regard this as a mercy from Him, who can

keep his dependent children out of danger, as well as pre-

serve them when in it.

24th. We returned to the Hampshire Hills. On the

way I ascended the trunk of a prostrate Stringy-bark, by

climbing a small Black-wood tree. The Stringy-bark

having laid long on the ground, was covered with moss

and ferns : it measured 200 feet, to the first branches,

where the trunk was about 12 feet in circumference.

It was amusing to look down from the butt of this tree,

upon my friend, wdio was on horseback below. We also

measured some White Gums, supposed to be 180 feet

high, which varied from 30 to 35 feet in circumference.

While taking tea, our attention was arrested by a noise like

a peal of thunder, which proved to have been occasioned

by the fall of a lofty tree, at the distance of half a mile !

28th. We came to Chilton last night, and this morning

ascended the mountain called St. Valentines Peak, which

is probably 4,000 feet above the level of the sea, the Surrey

Hills, from which it rises, being u]3wards of 2,000. It is

of whitish, silicious conglomerate. The imbedded pebbles

are small and rounded : some are translucent, and of various

appearance, from that of semi-opal to flint; others are opaque,

and white, red, or scarlet. The Myrtle forest extends part of

the way up one side of the mountain, and is so thick and dif-

ficult to pass through, that though the distance is only six miles

from the Hampshire Hills, the road taken to reaeh it, is sixteen.

In the line between these places there are some scrubs, so

tangled that to cross them, a person must travel among their

I 3
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branches at many feet above the ground. The sides of the

Peak are clothed with shrulis, among which are, a low dense

species of Richea and Cystanthe sprengelloides. The upper

part is scantily covered with herbage, and is rocky : it com-

mands a very extensive and remarkable view. The north

coast is visilde near Port Sorell. The Cradle Mountain,

Barn Bluff, and lower parts of the Western Tier, bound the

prospect on the east. Numerous mountains are visible to

the south
;
and, on the west, the sea is seen, through a few

openings among the hills. The whole, except the sea, the

projecting rocks, and a few small, open tracts of land, such

as the Uampshire HiUs, Goderich Plains, &c. is one vast

sombre forest •, the open parts of which, having from 10 to

30 trees per acre, are not distinguishable from those that

are denser, except in colour.—The dogs belonging to some of

the company, killed a Black Opossum, and we destroyed two

small snakes, with minute, venom-fangs. Two Wedge-tailed

Eagles, called in the colony Eagle Hawdcs, shewed a dis-

position to carry off a little dog; but he kept elose to us

for safety. In approaching the Peak, we crossed some wet

land, covered with Bog Moss, Sphagnum, of the same kind

that occurs in England.

29th. Notwithstanding it is now midsummer, the weather

is cold with hail and sleet. The climate here is much colder

than that of the coast. We rode to a plain called. The Race

Course
; on which there is a hut, from whence one of the native

Blacks was shot last year, by a young man who, when alone,

oliserved one of them apjoroaching slyly and beckoning to

his fellows in the adjacent wood. A hut in the neighbour-

hood had lieen attacked by them a few days before, and a

man killed
; several others had also been speared. The

young man that shot the Black became depressed, almost to

derangement, at the idea of having prematurely terminated

the existence of a fellow-creature.

30th. We remained at Chilton till to-day, for the pur-

pose of having a meeting with the few servants of the

Company. In the afternoon, we had also a religious inter-

view with three men at a jilace named Wey-bridge
;

after

which we returned to the Hampshire Hills.
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1st mo. 1st. 1833. I measured a Tea Tree, Leptosper-

mum lamgerum, 7 feet in circumference, and about 70 feet

high. This is usually a shrub of about 10 feet in height.

I aftenvards met with one of these trees 80 feet high. A
Silver Wattle, Acacia mollis? was 11 feet 2 inches round :

the area of its branches and its height 60 feet. A Sasafras

was 6 feet round and 140 feet high.—On a Myrtle, we met

with a large fungus, such as is eaten by the natives in cases

of extremity. It is known in the colony by the name of

Punk, and is white and spongy
;
when dried it is commonly

used instead of tinder. Another edible fungus grows upon
the Myrtle, in these forests : it is produced in clusters,

from swollen portions of the branches, and varies from the

size of a marble to that of a walnut. When young, its

colour is pale, and it is covered with a thin skin that is

easily taken off. Its taste, in this state, is like cold cow-heel.

Mlien matured, the skin sphts, and exhibits a net-work of

a yellowish colour. It may be considered the best native

esculent in V. D. Land.

A White Hawk, and some other birds of the Falcon tribe

were ohserred here.—Among the few singing birds of this

country there is one with a slender note, like that of a Red-

breast; another has a protracted whistle, repeated at inter-

vals.—The shrill chirp of the Mole-cricket has been heard

during the two last days, and the harsh creaking note of a

small Tetagonia ? a kind of fly, called the Croaker, is every

where to be heard among the grass and bushes.

2nd. Showery with thunder. I dug up a Gastrodium

sesamoides, a plant of the orchis tribe, which is brown, leaf-

less, and 1| feet high, with ding)^, whitish, tubular flowers.

It grows among decaying vegetable matter, and has a root

like a series of kidney potatoes, terminating in a branched,

thick mass of coral-hke fibres. It is eaten by the Abo-

rigines, and is sometimes called Native Potato ; but the

tubers are watery and insipid.

3rd. In company with J. Milligan and Henry Stephen-

son, a servant of the Company, from near Richmond in

Yorkshire, we visited a place in the forest, remarkable for

an assemblage of gigantic Stringy Barks, and not far from
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the junction of the Emu River with the LoudAvater
;
the

latter of which takes its name from three falls over basaltic

rock, at short intei’vals, the highest of Avhich is 17 feet.

—

Within half a mile Ave measured standing trees as folloAVS,

at 4 feet from the ground. Several of them had one large

excrescence at the base, and one or more far up the trunk.

No. 1—45 feet in circumference, supposed height 180 feet,

the top Avas liroken, as is the case Avith most large-trunked

trees
;
the trunk Avas a little injured by decay, but not hollow.

This tree had an excresence at the base, 12 feet across, and

6 feet high, protruding about 3 feet.

No. 2—37i feet in circumference, tubercled.

No. 3—35 feet in circumference
;

distant from No. 2

about 80 yards.*

No. 4—38 feet in circumference
;

distant from No. 3

about fifty yards.*

No. 5—28 feet in circumference.

No. G—30 feet in circumference.

No. 7—32 feet in circumference.

No. 8—55 feet in circumference; supposed to be upAvards

of 200 feet high
;
very little injured by decay

;
it carried up its

breadth much better than the large tree on the Lopham
Road, and did not spread so much at the base.

No. 9—40^ feet in circumference
;
sound and tall.

No. 10—48 feet in circumference; tuijercled, tall, Avith some
cavities at the base, and much of the top gone. A prostrate

tree near to No. 1, Avas 35 feet in circumference at the base,

22 feet, at 66 feet up, 19 feet, at 110 feet up; there were two
large branches at 1 20 feet

;
the general head branched off at

150 feet; the elevation of the tree, traceable by the branches

on the ground, Avas 213 feet. We ascended this tree on

an inclined plane, formed liy one of its limbs, and walked

four a Ijreast, Avith ease, upon its trunk ! In its fall, it had

overturned another, 168 feet high, AA^hich had brought up
Avith its roots, a ball of earth, 20 feet across. It AA^as so much
imliedded in the earth that I could not get a string round it

* These were fine sound trees, upwards of 200 feet high ; they had large,

single e.'ccrescences at the base.
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to measure its girth. This is often the case with fallen tiv

On om' return, I measured two Stringy-harks, near the houses

at the Ham^ishire Hills, that had been felled for splitting

into rails, each 180 feet long. Near to these, is a tree that

has been felled, which is so large that it could not be cut

into lengths for splitting, and a shed has been erected against

it
;
the tree serving for the hack !

7th. I accompanied J. Milligan in a visit to an open

plain, previously unexplored, which we had seen from an

eminence, and taken the hearing of, by the compass. We set

out early and reached the place about noon. It was covered

with long grass and tall fern, to which we set fire. As evening

drew on, we made “ a break-wind” of boughs, and thatched

it with fern, &c, of which we also prepared a bed. Toward
night, rain fell, but not so as to extinguish our fire, though

it stopped the burning of the grass and fern. We were

amused with the note of a little bird, in the wood near which

we had formed our shelter, that in a shrill whistle, seemed

to involve the words, “ Who are you ? who are you ? Are
you wet ? are you?”— In passing through a woody hollow,

we saw many of the tree-ferns, with the upper portion of

the trunk split, and one half turned back. This had
evidently been done by the Aborigines, to obtain the heart

for food, but how the process was effected, I could not dis-

cover
;

it must certainly have required considerable skill.

Many small branches of the hushes were broken and left

hanging : by this means these people had marked their way
through the untracked thicket.

8th. The morning being wet, we concluded to return

to the Hampshire Hills, and having to pass over the burnt

ground on which the charred stems of the fern were
standing, we were blackened by them in a high degree

;

but afterwards, on coming among wet scrub, we were as effec-

tually washed. We then passed 4^ hours in traversing a

dreary Myrtle-forest, making frequent use of the compass,
and sometimes losing sight of each other, by the intervention

of tree-ferns. We were much impeded by roots of trees

projecting above the grassless surface of the earth, and by
fallen and decaying timber. In crossing some of the latter,
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xarge dimensions, a crack would sometimes inspire the

idea of danger of incarceration, in the trunk of a rotten tree.

The silence of the forest was only disturbed by a solitary

Black Cockatoo and a parrot, and by the occasional creak-

ing of boughs rubbing one against another. Near the Guide

River, I measured two Myrtles of 32 and 45 feet round:

these and many others appeared to be about 150 feet high.

Few Myrtles exceed 30 feet in circumference, and they often

diminish sudderdy at about 10 feet from the ground, losing

nearly as much in circumference.

12th. Part of the day was occupied in Natural History

observations.—In the borders of the forest, which has here

several trees from 35 to 40 feet in circumference, there are

tree-ferns of unusual vigour: some of them have 32 old,

and 26 new fronds, of 9 feet long : the most common num-
ber is 8 old and 4 new, exclusive of the dead ones. In

some of the denser parts of the forest, the Celery-topped

Pine occurs, and attains a stature adapted for masts : its

fruit is somewhat like that of the Yew.—A laurel-like shrub

of great Ijeauty, with clusters of white blossoms, half an

inch across, Anopterus glandidosus, grows by the sides of

the Emu River, in shady places.

The Brush Kangaroo is common here, as well as in other

parts of the Island : it is easily domesticated : one at the

Hampshire Hills that is half-grown, embraces the hand

that rubs its breast
;

it rambles away and returns at pleasure,

feeds chiefly in the evening, and has a voice like a deer, but

more complaining.—Dogs that have become wild, have mul-

tiplied greatly in this part of the Island, and are very de-

structive to sheep. The animal, called in this country

the Hyena and the Tiger, but which differs greatly from

both, also kills sheep : it is the size of a large dog, has

a wolf-like head, is striped across the back, and carries its

young in a pouch. This animal is said sometimes to have

carried off the children of the natives, when left alone by the

fire. One is said to have faced a man on horseback, on the

Emu Bay Road, probably having had its young ones in the

bush, too large for its pouch. Another animal of the same

tribe, but black, nfith a few irregular udiite spots, having
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short legs, and being about the size of a terrier, is com-

monly known by the name of, the Devil, or the Bush-Devil:

it is very destructive to lambs. Smaller species of an allied

genus, but more resembling the Pole-cat in form, are known

by the names of Tiger-cat and Native-cat. These are de-

structive to poultry. The whole group eats insects, parti-

cularly Grass-hoppers, which are extremely abundant in

some parts of the Island. Some of the Owls also eat in-

sects : a number were taken from the stomach of a small

round-headed species, shot a few evenings ago. There is

likewise here a beautiful owl, nearly allied to the Barn-Owl

of England. The Land-lobster, noticed at Port Davey,

throws up its chimneys also in wet ground at the Hamp-
shire Hills.

14th. I walked with J. Milligan to some wet plains,

covered with rushy herbage, and passed through some forest

where a dense, wiry scrub of a white flowered Bauera

greatly impeded our progress. We got turned round in it,

and the day being cloudy, Ave could not correct our course

by the sun. On discovering that the compass pointed the

contrary ivay to what we expected, Ave had to summon all

our resolution, to follow its guidance, especially as we had

heard many tales of its being attracted by ironstone, in this

country
;
but we had cause for thankfulness in being enabled

to resolve to prove it, for an error here might have jilaced

our lives in imminent peril. Though the compass, in some

instances, may possibly have been attracted, so as not to

point accurately, I suspect, that in a majority of cases in

which this is alleged to have taken place, it was not so,

but that the parties Avho had become bewildered, having

lost their confidence in this useful instrument, had wan-
dered at random, till by some accident, they discovered

where they Avere
;
and then, without proving whether the

compass was wrong or not, laid the blame upon it, rather

than acknowledge that themselves had missed the Avay.

G. W. Walker and two of his nephews, felled a Stringy-

bark, that had been burnt holloAV, and on this account had

been left by the sawyers : it was 10 feet 9 inches in circum-

ference, at 3 feet up, and 4 feet 3 inches round, at the first
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branch, which was 143 feet from the ground. The extreme

height was 215 feet. They lirought down another, that was

12 feet 6 inches, at 3 feet from the ground; 4 feet, at 116

feet up, where the first branch was inserted; at 164 feet

from the ground, the line of the trunk branched off, and the

highest portions of the head were 216 feet.

18th. I again accompanied J. Milligan on an explora-

tory excursion. We visited the remains of a bark hut, in

which a man who had been a prisoner, and was emjiloyed

by the Aborigines Committee, to capture the natives, fired

upon a party of them as they sat around their fire, with the

recklessness that characterizes cowardice. One woman was

killed, and others were made prisoners. There is reason

to lielieve that this outrage, for which the man was dis-

charged from his employment, led to increased animosity

toward the white population, that resulted in loss of life

on both sides. The Aborigines had robbed a hut on Three-

brook Plain, two miles from the settlement at the Hampshire

Hills, a short time before.—We were annoyed by leeches,

when stopping to take our meals : they seem to have the

power of perceiving persons at a distance, and may be seen

making their way through the grass toward them, two or

three yards off
;
we took about a dozen from our clothes,

but more than that number eluded our vigilance, and ob-

tained firm hold before being discovered.

19th. We slejDt near a brook last night, having previously

burnt off the grass, and swept the place to clear it of leeches;

early this morning, we proceeded further into the forest, which

became extremely thick. On the slope of a hill J. Milligan

felled a small tree, to make an opening, to see through, and

we climbed about 30 feet, up the trunk of a Musky Aster,

which had here become arboreous
;
but nothing was visible

except tree tops spreading over hills and valleys. We be-

came perplexed by missing a river that we expected to have

come upon, but having confidence in our map and compass,

pursued our way with more comfort than our prisoner atten-

dant, who looked downcast, and said, it would be a bad set,

if we did not get out of the bush to-morrow. When greatly

fatigued, we heard the sound of a cataract, and determined
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to visit it. The water of what proved to be the union of

our lost river with another, rushed down a rugged, basaltic

channel, falling at intervals for about 300 yards
;
the whole

elevation being about 100.—We had had some wine with

us, and had taken it mixed with water; but it was exhausted

some time before reaching this spot
;
and I was greatly

surprised, on eating a morsel of food and drinking a draught

of unadulterated water, to find my strength restored, in such

a degree as to enable me, with comparative ease, to ascend a

hill covered with forest, so thick as to resemble hop-poles,

which often required to he pushed aside, to make a passage.

After sunset, we discovered some Black-wood trees, and soon

a few blades of grass; these were cheering as indications of

the margin of the forest
;
and shortly after, to our great

satisfaction, we emerged upon Three-hrook Plain. The

Myrtle forest was excessively dark, and the road through it

so miry, that we had to use sticks to support ourselves, while

feeling with our feet for roots to step upon
;
but patience

and perseverance brought us safely to the Hampshire Hills

by bed time. Some dogs that accompanied us, killed a

Kangaroo and a Wombat, both of which supplied us with

food. The latter is sometimes met with in the deepest

recesses of the forest.

20th. We assembled for religious purposes, with the

Officers and Prisoner-servants of the establishment. G.

W. Walker read the Epistle to the Colossians, and I made
a few remarks on the efficacy of Divine grace, and of faith

in the Son of God, as shown in the conversion of Onesimus,

whom the Apostle commends to the Colossian church, and

in another epistle, also to Philemon, his master, from whom
he had run away. I pressed upon the audience the necessity

of seeking to know the same transforming power to operate

in themseh^es, and to bring them from under the dominion

of Satan, and into communion vfith God.—Few of the free

servants have chosen to he present on such occasions

:

several of them were at work this afternoon, contrary to

orders. Many of them are very reckless, and have little

command over themselves. One of them, a short time

since, set out with the overseer of the establishment, for
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Launceston, to buy himself a saw, and obtain a work-mate,

but he stopped at the first public-house he came to,

spent £18 that he had saved, and ran into debt several

pounds more. The overseer found him at this place, on his

return, and brought him back without saw or mate
;
and

from the elfect of continued inebriation, he was in danger

of perishing from cold which they had to endure on the

way.—Cases similar to this are not uncommon in the Aus-

tralian Colonies.

22nd. We took leave of our kind friends at the

Hampshire Hills, and accompanied by G. Robson and J.

Milligan, proceeded to Chilton.—Heavy rain fell, and the

cold became so great, that we were glad to retire to bed

early, for protection from the piercing wind.—By a register

kept by my friend Joseph Milligan, of the quantity of rain

that fell at the Hampshire Hills, from 1835, to 1839, the

mean annual quantity appeared to be upwards of 67 inches.

In 1837, it exceeded 80 inches. The greatest fall in one

day in the five years, w'as upwards of 4 inches.

23rd. George Robson returned, and the rest of our com-

pany proceeded to Burleigh, another of the Company’s

stations. Notwithstanding it was summer, and large patches

of ground were white with the blossoms of Diplarhcena

Moroea—an Iris-like plant, common in the colony, the Barn

Bluff and other mountains adjacent, were covered with fresh

snow, and the tops of the potatoes at Chilton were touched

with frost. The land here is high, with marshy flats and

grassy forest. The trees of the open ground are chiefly

Stringy-bark 20 to 30 feet in circumference, and 70 to 100

feet high. The country^ of the Hampshire and Surrey Hills,

has proved unfavourable for sheep, but seems adapted for

horned cattle.

24th. We crossed the Leven River, travelled through

some open forest, and over the swampy Black Bluff Moun-
tains, which are 3,381 feet high, and crossed a fine open

countrjq called The Vale of Belvoir, in which there is a sheet

of water named Patterdale-lake. This vale has numerous

pits of water and streams, even with the grass, dividing and

again uniting, so as to make travelling difficult. There are
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also deep fissures in the earthy destitute of water.—We pro-

ceeded over the Middlesex Plains, one of the grants of the

V. D. Land Company, which is at present unoccupied, and

crossed the Iris River three times : we then entered an open

forest of White and Common Gum, that continued till we
reached Epping Forest, which is of Stringy-bark, where,

near a vacant stock yard, we encamped for the night.

—

When crossing one of the brooks on the Vale of Belvoir, a

snake went into the water from the bank, and passed before

my horse, which became so much alarmed, that he was very

reluctant to leap over, or to cross any of the other brooks that

we came to, in the course of the day. The route we travelled

was upon what has been designated. The Great Western

Road; but in many places in the plains it was quite lost,

and could only be found again in tbe margins of the forest,

by seeking for the marked trees.

25th. The track was more distinct. On the descent

to the Forth, which, is about 2,000 feet, there are some

beautiful views of woody and mountain scenery. The ri-

ver is wide and rapid, and the sound of the great fall,

called The Forths Gateway, is very distinguishable from

the road. Gads Hill lies between this river and the

Mersey: it is 2,588 feet high, very steep, and cloth-

ed with lofty forest, in which several of the larger

shrubs become small trees.—In ascending this hill, a large

Black Snake crossed the path, and I could not induce my
horse to pass the place where it had been without leading

him. On the top of the hill there are some pretty, grassy

openings, called the Emu Plains; to which, after resting, we
set fire, in order that the next travellers this way, might

have fresh grass.—The descent of Gads Hill is almost too

steep for horses : oxen have sometimes fallen over the side

of the path, and have been lost in the forest below.

On arriving at the Mersey we found it considerably

flooded. Here J. Milligan had some provisions deposited

in a hollow tree, for himself and his prisoner attendant

to return to.—After resting a little, we crossed this river,

which is also wide, and so deep that three out of four of our

horses, swam a short distance
;
but by keeping their heads a
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little up the stream, they got footing again before reaching

the dangerous rapids, towards which the stream impelled

them. Passing over a few more hills, we came to some

small, limestone plains, called the Circular Pond Marshes,

from a number of circular basons, that seem to have been

formed by the draining off of the waters, with which the

whole are sometimes covered, into subterraneous channels.

Some of these ponds are full of water, the outlets below

being choked with mud, others are empty, and grassy to the

perforated bottoms. There are also some cavernous places.

—

We fixed our quarters for the night under the shelter of a

wood, and by the side of a place resembling the bed of a

deep river, that commenced and terminated abruptly : the

water, which at some seasons flows through it, evidently

finds ingress and egress through a bed of loose gravel.

After burning off the grass, and sweeping the place, a fire

was kindled against a log, that proved to be rotten inside, and

became ignited
;
the fire spread, and catching the grass, soon

extended into the forest, which was full of brushwood, that

did not appear to have been burnt for many years. The
conflagration was exceedingly grand

;
it brought down some

considerable trees that had been nearly burnt through by

former fires : such as were hollow, burnt out at the toj:) like

furnaces. This magnificent spectacle cost us, however, some

labour, in beating out the fire of the grass, which we burnt off

before us, to keep the fire of the forest from igniting it and

coming round upon us in the night. We had also some

anxiety from the tottering state of a tree that burnt furiousl}^

and was not far enough from our encampment to clear us, if

it fell in that direction. From this we were relieved, by its

fall, before going to sleep
;

but our rest was nevertheless

disturbed by the crash of others falling during the night.

26th. We explored a few of the caverns, the entrances of

some of which resemble doorways, and open into a grassy

hollow. At the end of a long subteraneous passage, into

which I descended with a torch of burning bark, there was

a fine, clear stream of water, three feet wide and equally

deep, emerging from one rock and passing away under

another. The limestone was of a bluisli colour, imbedding
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iron pyrites.—Between the Circular-pond Marshes and the

Moleside Marshes^ some elevated land occurs. The latter

takes its name from the Moleside River, which also becomes

subterraneous in some places.—When we had j^assed this

place, we began to see herds of cattle, and a few houses of

settlers.—After taking a meal by the Lobster Rivulet,

so called from producing a fresh-water lobster, six to twelve

inches long, we parted from our kind guide and companion

J. Milligan, who had devoted much time and labour to

promote our comfort and accommodation : he and his

prisoner attendant returned with three horses to the Hamp-
shire Hills, and we pursued our route to Westbury, with

one belonging to the Government, which we had under-

taken to convey to Launceston. At a location on the

Meander, we met Avith Ronald Campbell Gunn, the most

industrious botanist in Van Diemens Land, wdio AAnshed us

to join him in a botanical excursion. This we declined, not

for want of inclination, but because the way Avas noAv open

for us to proceed AAuth more important business, and Ave

were desirous of haAnng a meeting with the people of West-

bury on the morrow.—We crossed the Meander or Western

Rh-er, at Deloraine Bridge, near the first public-house in

this direction, to AAdiich allusion has already been made.

—

Some of the country, passed through to-day, is named
Dairy Plains, and is open grassy forest. ToAvard West-
bury, where Ave arrived in the eAmning, the trees were all

dead from some natural cause, for an extent of several miles.

In cases of this kind, the trees may possibly have died

from drought
;
the long grass or scrub amongst AA'hich they

grow, having been burnt off, and kept from groAving again

by the broAvsing of cattle, and the roots having thus become
*

more than formerly exposed to the action of the sun. Had
the trees died from frost or from fire, the roots would have

pushed up fresh shoots, but this is not the case •, and the

surrounding trees, not absolutely on the leAml ground, and

consequently, not having been originally accustomed to much
moisture, are still living.

27th. Westbury consists of a small number of Aveather-

board houses, two of AAdiich are inns : the others belong to the

K
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military establishment. In one of these we found, as tem-

porary residents, the family of George P. Ball, an officer

lately returned from service in India, with whom we had

previously become acquainted, and by whose assistance,

several of the inhabitants were collected at the military

barracks, where I preached to them the Gospel of peace

through Jesus Christ, and pointed out the necessity of

repentance, and the danger of impenitence.—Having been

long in a part of the Island where there are no public-

houses, and where the evils arising from strong drink are

little seen, we were forcibly struck with their exhibition at

Westljury, where intoxication, profane language, and de-

pravity of countenance, bespoke in an appalling manner,

man led captive of the devil at his will.

28th. Our kind friend G. P. Ball accompanied us as

far as the settlement of P. Ashburner, a respectable magis-

trate, also returned from India, to whose family we paid

a pleasant visit.—Some of the locations of settlers in

this neighbourhood are upwards of 20,000 acres.—We
crossed the South Esk at Entally Ford, and when it

became dark, got involved among unfinished, post and

rail fences, which perplexed us greatly. This is a trial of

patience not unfrequent in a country in which enclosure

is commencing, and one which we generally avoided by
travelling on foot. It was late before we reached the town,

notwithstanding we had been long in sight of it. We found

comfortable accommodation for the night, at the Launceston

Hotel.—The distance from the Hampshire Hills to Laun-

ceston is 113 miles.
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On calling upon our friends Isaac and Katharine Sherwin,

they pressed us again to take up our quarters at their house,

to which we consented : we continued their guests till the

21st of 3rd mo., making in the interval an excursion into

the country, to the southward.

2nd mo. 1st. Washing is an expensive item in new colo-

nies : here we are charged 5s. per dozen articles. To-day,

our washerwoman laid out £3 in a coral necklace for

herself, and a watchchain for her husband! forgetting, I sup-

pose, that this foolish indulgence of pride would not alter

her station in society.

2nd. The climate here is much warmer and drier than

that to the westward
;
the harvest is ripe, and under the

sickle, and the grass dry and brown upon the ground.

Large Grasshoppers, with yellow undeiwings, margined with

black, are very numerous, as are also several species of

Lizard. In my walk this morning, I saw a lizard run into

a hole with one of the grasshoppers in its mouth, and was

induced to watch another, catching its more active prey.

The lizard waited till a grasshopper alighted near it, and

seized the insect with agility : it then broke off the wings,

which it took up and eat; it afterwards laid hold of the

grasshopper again, transversely, and by a few movements of

the jaws, brought the head of the insect into its mouth, and
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by continued efforts it swallowed the whole grasshopper.

The lizard was 8 inches long : it did not use its feet in

capturing the grasshopper, which was two inches long, nor

in arranging it in its mouth.

3rd. Our kind friend I. Sherwin invited a few persons,

whom he knew to be piously inclined, to meet us for wor-

ship at his house. After spending a considerable time with

them in silence, I called their attention to the greater pro-

fitableness of feeling our own necessity before the Lord, in

this state, and of putting up our petitions to him in secret,

according to our feeling of need, than of having the time

occupied continually in hearing. I stated that I did not

despise true, gospel ministry, but wished people to learn

the way to the fountain set open in the blood of Jesus, for

themselves, and not to lean unduly upon their fellow men.

—

In the evening, we met a little company, in a very humble

cottage : they were persons professing with the Wesleyans,

who at that time had no congregation in Launceston. We
recommended them to meet regularly for worship, though

they might be without a preacher, and to seek to know the

Lord to teach them himself.

5th. On the way to Perth, we visited a company of pri-

soners, who were very destitute of religious instruction.

—

The road to this place is through open forest, except where

there are habitations of settlers. The town of Perth con-

sists of ten houses, two of which are inns
;

it is prettily

situated on the high banks of the South Esk River, whieh

is about 60 yards across, at the ferrjL

From the Gth to the 14th, Ave visited the settlers in the

vicinity of Perth, as well as on Norfolk Plains, and on the

Macquarie and Lake Rivers, and held some meetings among
them. Many of these people are in good circumstances,

and are living in substantial, brick houses.—Norfolk Plains

is a fine agricultural district : the wheat crops are often self-

sown, and continue for several years in succession, till the

land becomes almost overrun with Wild Oats
;

but these

form useful hay in this dry country. The average yearly

crops of wheat, are estimated at from twelve to fifteen

bushels per acre
;
but this is perhaps from mismanagement,
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and there are places that yield much more abundantly.

—

Many of the original settlers on Norfolk Plains, resided

previously on Norfolk Island : being generally intemperate,

many of them killed themselves, or came to ruin, and their

property has passed into other hands.—Some of the finest

land, on the Lake River, belongs to various branches of a

family of the name of Archer, who have been very success-

fid, both in agriculture and sheep-farming.

At the house of Rowland R. Davies, the Episcopal Chap-

lain of Norfolk Plains, we met with a man who was trans-

ported from Wiltshire for rioting : he said that he was

thoughtful on religious subjects before he left home
;
that his

wife kept a little shop, and that he was a carrier
;
that he was

about his lawful concerns when a mob passed his residence,

and compelled him to accompany them
;
that he was seen

among them by some one who knew him, and who appeared

against him on his trial ; he did not however say that he

was altogether clear of blame
;
but he thought he saw the

hand of the Lord in permitting him to be apprehended

;

for in calling at public-houses, &c. in connexion with his

business, he had been gradually sliding into habits of in-

temperance, which he thought might have proved his ruin.

By means of his apprehension, this snare had been broken
;

and he now enjoyed more comfort in his bondage, as the

Lord’s free man, than he did when free in body, but

Satan’s bond servant. He said also, that he was educated

in a Sabbath-school, and that he now found the benefit of such

an education, and was, with his master’s leave, doing what

he could in assisting in the Sabbath-schools at Perth and

Norfolk Plains. Himself and a few others in the lower

walks of life, meet occasionally for mutual edification. A
short time ago this man was ill, and appeared as if near his

end, and his master told us that he often visited him, not

so much to give him counsel, as to be edified by his pious

remarks, to which it was delightful to him to listen.

The country along the Lake and Macquarie Rivers, is

generally open forest, except where it has been cleared.

To the west, it is bounded by a high mountain range, called

the Western Tier.
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14tli. We returned to Launceston, where we visited the

prisoners in the jail, and penitentiary
;
the latter are about

170 in number; we also held a meeting for worship in

the Court House, and distributed a considerable number of

tracts.

17 th. This morning the mountains visible from Laun-

ceston, to tbe north-east, were covered with snow. This

was also the case in the south of the Island, down to 1,000

feet above the level of the sea. Snow is unusual in summer
in this country, notwithstanding summer frosts are by no

means of rare occurrence.

21st. We set ov;t for Hobart Town, and had a religious

opportunity with Nottmans Road-party, consisting of 130

prisoners, several of whom work in chains. They are lodged

in huts of the humblest character; twenty-one to twenty-

eight in each hut. They Avere very still and attenth^e while

we revived among them the inAutation, “ Let the Avicked

forsake his Avay, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,

and let him return vxnto the Lord and he Avill haA'e mercy
upon him

;
and to our God for he AA’ill abundantly pardon.”

We became the guests of Theodore B. Bartley, of Kerry

Lodge, a pious man, aa’Iio had preA’iously imuted us to resort

to his house AA'hen in the neighbourhood.

22nd. On the Avay to the Eagle Inn, a solitary house in

the forest, Ave passed through Perth, and round one end of

the Hiimmocky Hills, AAdiich form the only striking ex-

ception to low country, in this part of the extensive vale of

the South'Esk and Macquarie Rivers.

23rd. We proceeded to breakfast to an inn, by the side

of a rushy lagoon or pool, such as is common in this part

of [the Island, and Avere gricA-ed on entering k, to hear a

man cursing and using blasphemous language, because one

of his horses had strayed, as they often do in a country so

sparingly intersected by fences.—The conduct of a poor

black natKe, A\dio cut the feet of seven women, Avhom he

attacked as they slept, because his Avife had broken a bottle

that he valued, has been referred to as a proof of saA^age

character andVant of intellect
;
but AAdiat is it AvLen com-

pared Avith the conduct of persons, avIio, because offended
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by a fellow-mortal, or perplexed by the straying of a beast,

will insult the Majesty of Heaven ?—After breakfast we
pursued our route over a second Epping Forest, a sandy

track more thickly timbered than the generality of this part

of the country
;
and emerging from it near a good looking

house called Wanstead, soon arrived at the dwelling of John

Me. Leod, a hospitable Scotchman, residing upon the Eliza-

beth River, near Campbell Town.

24th. In the forenoon, we had a meeting with about two

hundred persons in the Court House at Campbell Town, a

place consisting of a Court-house, a small wooden jail, and

about a score of houses, some of which are of brick. Being

helped on our way by J. Me. Leod, who provided us with

horses, we had a meeting in the evening at Ross, eight miles

further from Launceston : this, like the one at Camjobell Town,
was a general assembly of the neighbouring settlers and their

servants, to whom the Gospel was freely proclaimed.—We
lodged at the house of George Parramore, a venerable and

pious settler, whom we considered it a privilege to visit.

25th. We breakfasted at Mona Vale, with William Ker-

mode, an opulent sheep-farmer, who accompanied us across

Salt Pan Plains, an open grassy district, over which a low,

drooping species of Gum-tree is thinly scattered. Upon
W. Kermode’s estate, near the junction of the Blackman

River wdth the Macquarie, there is a piece of ground that

yields about forty bushels of wheat per acre, but it is of small

extent.—Salt Pan Plains are more valued as sheep jiasture,

than for agriculture. These plains are terminated south-

Avard by woody hills, among which is an opening called St.

Peter’s Pass, through Avhich lies the road to Oatlands, a

town of about twenty houses of freestone, adjoining a rushy

lagoon, called Lake Frederick.—About eight miles further

is a little scattered settlement named Jericho, upon a small

periodical stream, designated The Jordan. Here we found

comfortable accommodation at a respectable inn.

26th. We proceeded by another little settlement called The
Lovely Banks, and by the Cross Marsh, to Green Ponds. The
Cross Marsh is a rich flat, intersected by the Jordan, which

in the drier seasons of the year, is reduced to a chain of
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pools. On the margin of tins river, there is an elegant

willow-like Eucalyptus, called the Black Gum, forming a

tree of moderate size. Green Ponds is a scattered village,

with an Episcopal place of worship, and a good inn.—In

the evening we continued our walk, by moonlight, along a

winding woody pass to Constitution Hill, where we lodged

at an inn.

2/th. Early in the morning, we visited a road-party of

120 men, and then pursued our route along the vale of

Bagdad, much of which is enclosed with post and rail fences,

and in which there are several decent houses, and a good inn.

Soon after leaving this vale, the road crosses the Jordan,

by a handsome wooden bridge, on stone pillars, over a deep

ravine
;

it then continues over low woody hills till it reaches

the Derwent, opposite to Bridgewater.—We crossed the Der-

went in a small boat, to the Black Snake Inn, where, being

very foot sore, we tried the experiment of drawing a double,

unbleached, linen thread through the blisters, by means of

a needle, and cutting off the thread so as to leave it ]iro-

truding at each side. This allowed the water to pass out

when the blister pressed the ground, by which means the

pain was greatly alleviated, and the thread produced no in-

convenience by remaining till the blister was healed. Some-
times a thread of white worsted is used for the purpose.

Probably, so long as it is undyed, the material is not

of much consequence, but the relief to foot-sore pedestrians

is very great. We subsequently walked ten miles to Hobart

Town, at the rate of a mile in sixteen and a half minutes.

—

On the way, we met several persons with whom we were

acquainted, and passed two good stage coaches going to New
Norfolk, which had an enlivening effect at the conclusion

of this long journey.—There was at this time no coach to

Launceston
;
but an open four-wheeled carriage performed

the journey of 120 miles, in two days, not running at night:

the fare was £5 .—On reaching Hobart Tovm we found our

friends T. J. and S. Crouch in a larger house, in Bathurst-

street, where tliey willingly allowed us again to become
their lodgers.
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Soon after returning to Hobart Town, where we remained

nine weeks, we spent an evening with the Lieut. Governor

and his family, and renewed the Christian intercourse which

we had often enjoyed in their company. It was gratifying to

see the anxiety exhibited by Colonel Arthur, to rule on

Christian principles, and to prosecute the work of reforma-

tion among the prisoners, according to the same unerring

standard.—Mankind have too long striven to prevent crime

by visiting it with vengeance, under the delusive hope that

vengeance upon the criminal would deter others. The effect

of this system was unsuccessful, as the means is unauthorized

by the Gospel, which says, “Vengeance is mine, I will

repay, saith the Lord
;
therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed

him
;

if he thirst, give him drink
;

for, in so doing, thou

shalt heap coals of fire upon his head. Be not overcome of

evil, but overcome evil jvith good.^’ (Rom. xii. 19—21.) No
doubt but these principles, if acted upon, would promote

reformation and reduce crime, more than any others, whether

liy individuals or by governments ; and they would not
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prevent a salutarj' restraint being placed upon transgressors,

till these kindly principles could be made to bear efficaci-

ously upon them.

Several persons called upon us to obtain tracts : some of

these were reformed prisoners, who were diligent in distri-

buting them, sticking up in cottages the broad sheets con-

taining the Ten Commandments, &c. and in other ways

endeavouring to do good.—One of them said he had reason

to bless God, day and night, for having caused him to be sent

to this colony
;

for by this means he had been broken off

from his evil associates ; he attributed his change to the

labours of Benjamin Carvosso, a Wesleyan minister, whom
he heard preaching to condemned criminals in Hobart Town
Jail; and he said he was much confirmed by reading reli-

gious tracts.—Another told us that he was distinguished as an

audacious sinner, and a pugilist
;
he was awakened to a sense of

his undone state about a year and a half ago; he is now distin-

guished among theWesleyans for his great fervency in prayer.

Intemperance, and a disposition to embark in business

beyond the capital of the parties engaging in it, are prevail-

ing evils in V. D. Land. The consequences are such as

might naturally be expected. In addition to premature

death, and other awful effects of intemperance, distress and

ruin in temporal concerns, are of frequent occurrence. Ujo-

w'ards of four hundred writs have passed through the Sheriffs

Office within the last three months.

In a walk in the forest embosoming Mount Wellington, I

was attracted to a timber-feller’s hut, by the singing of two

men, the father of one of whom was a Wesleyan class-leader.

This young man said he was sure they were not singing

because they were comfortable, but Ijecause, having finished

their work, they had nothing to do
;

they had no books, and

he assured me that he was very uncomfortable in his mind
;

he said he had lieen thinking in the night, how easily one of

the trees, such as they are surrounded by, might have fallen

upon tlieir hut, and crushed them to death, and he was sure

he was not prepared to die. The scrub was ljurning near

to the place : their little bai-k hovel had narrowly escaped

the flames, which had communicated to the lofty Stringy-
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bark trees, and charred them to the top. The fire had also

burnt into the butts of some of them, and had loosened

them, and in some instanees, brought them down. The
young man repeatedly pointed to these trees, which were a

hundred and fifty feet high, and some of them nearly thirty

feet in cireumference, and said, “You see, sir, we cannot

tell hut at any hour of the day or night, one of these great

trees may fall ujion us, and crush us
;

but we are prisoners,

sent here to work, and cannot help it he did not complain

of this as an undue hardship, hut spoke of it as giving a

sense of the necessity of being prepared for death. He told

me that he had slighted the counsel of his father, hut said

“ Now I begin to think of what my father used to say to

me.” Sometimes his emotion almost choked his utterance.

I encouraged him to cherish these feelings, and to he willing

to understand his errors
;

to attend to the convictions of the

Holy Spirit, by which he was given to see his unfitness to

die, assuring him, that if he kept under this holy influence,

he would be led to repentance toward God and faith toward

the Lord Jesus, by which he would know his sin to he blotted

out, and ability to be given, to walk in holiness before the

Lord.

Our meetings for worship at Hobart Town, w'ere often fa-

voured with a solemn sense of divine influence, bowing our

hearts before the Lord
;
and sometimes raising a vocal testi-

mony to his goodness, both from ourselves and from pious per-

sons who were casually present. The number who regularly

met, became a little augmented. Among these were two per-

sons from England, members of the Society of Friends; one

of whom had been several years in the Colony. A man
also became one of our congregation, who had had his educa-

tion among Friends, but had committed a crime for which

he was transported when young, and who in his old age had

been stirred up to seek the Lord in earnest. With these

we had a conference, on the subject of continuing to assem-

ble regularly for worship when we were absent from the

town
;
and they being desirous to do so, a room in a private

house was hired for the purpose, as they united with us

in the judgment, that they were not in a state to open a
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house for public worship}, notwithstanding it might be to

their edification to meet more retiredly. The room, hired for

this purpose was in the upper part of Macquarie Street. The
first meeting was held in it on the of tiie 4th month.

Tlie congregation consisted of fifteen persons, including some
children. On this occasion I had much to express in

doctrine and exhortation
;
and especially to point out the

necessity of the superstructure of a religious profession,

being raised upon the solid foundation of repentance towards

God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ.—In con-

sequence of several of the children having had but little

religious instruction, it was determined, temporarily to hold

a meeting for religious reading in the afternoons
;
and on

this day a chapter of “Tube’s Principles of Friends,” a

part of “ Chalkley’s Observations on Christ’s Sermon on

the Mount,” and a portion of Scripture were read.

4th mo. 8th. We set out on another long journey among
the settlers.—Crossing the Derwent to Kangaroo Point, we
proceeded over a woody steep called Breakneck Hill, to

Richmond, where we were again kindly welcomed by W. T.

Parramore and J. H. Butcher.

9th. W. T. Parramore, furnished us with a guide, who
took us through among the woody hills, by a narrow winding

track, called Black Charleys Ojiening, to the Brushy Plains

;

where the jiath joined the cart track from Sorell Town.

Here we parted from our guide, who was a prisoner in the

field-police, and was anxiously looking forward toward

restoration to liberty. This is indeed universally the case,

except with such prisoners as are sentenced for life, or have

become reckless. Our guide assured us that many of the

latter class were infidels, and of this we afterwards had much
proof.— Brushy Plains is an extensive fiat of open forest,

liearing grass and sedgy herbage, intermingled with scrub,

and joining some swampy land, called The White Marsh.

Here, we found a young prisoner, in charge of a settler’s hut,

who said he had seen it asserted in an English newspaper,

that transportation was no punishment
;

but that he felt it

to be a very severe one; that the best of his days were wast-

ing, and he doing nothing for himself; that being sent out
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for life, it made him dull to think of liberty, as the time

would be long before he could even obtain any such a miti-

gation of sentence, as in this country is called Indulgence

;

and that transportation had taught him a lesson, which

would make him use his liberty very differently to what he

had formerly done, if ever he had it again.—A track over a

series of open, forest hills, brought us to Prossers Plains, an

extensive grassy opening with a few settlers houses
;

in one

of which, occupied by a person named Richard Crocker, we
found a hospitable reception.

10th. We crossed the Thumbs Marsh, a grassy opening

under the Three Thumbs Mountain, and met our friend

Francis Cotton, who proved a most welcome guide in passing

through the rugged, woody, raA'ine of the Prossers River,

which is ironically called Paradise. We forded the River,

at a rocky place, and travelled along the side of some
very rough, steep hills, called the Devils Royals, to the

sandy beach of Prossers Bay, on which there were the skele-

tons of two whales. On again entering the forest, the path

lay by the side of a rushy lagoon, near which was a bushy

species of Conospermum, a shrub with narrow, strap-shaped

leaves, and small white flowers. This was the only place in

which I met with a plant of this genus in V. D. Land.

Passing a few grassy hills of open forest, we reached the

habitation of Patrick M‘Lean, at Spring Bay, by whom we
were kindly received, and on whose land we viewed with

satisfaction, the agricultural progress of one who had beaten

his sword into a ploughshare.

1 1th. The countr)^ which we passed through was a continued

series of open forest, abounding with Kangaroo-grass, Anthis-

tiria australis, which affords the best pasturage of any of tlie

native grasses of this island, and is less affected by drought

than those from Europe
;

but as there is a tinge of brown
upon it, even while growing, the grass lands of Tasmania do

not, at any season of the year, present a lovely green like

English pastures and meadows. There are a few settlers on

the best pieces of land near Spring Bay, and we were hos-

pitably entertained by one named John Hawkins, in Little

Swan Port, who had also been brought up to a military life.
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12tli. We visited a few liuts on the side of the inlet open-

ing into Oyster Bay, and called The Little Swan Port, wdiich

is also the name of the district. Upon this inlet there were

more than a dozen Pelicans. We also walked over the culti-

vated land of J. Hawkins. The ground adapted for cultiva-

tion is of limited extent, comy)ared with the estate. This is

generally the case throughout the Colony. On the first

settlement of this place, the Aborigines killed one of the men

near the house. Many other persons lost their lives by

them, in the Oyster Bay or Swan Port district.

13th. We visited a free man, living in a miserable hut

near the Little Sw'an Port, who had been notorious for the

use of profane language and for cursing his eyes ;
and he

had become nearly blind, but seemed far from having pro-

fited by this judgment. We then pursued our way through

the forest, and reached Kelvedon, the residence of Francis

and Anna Maria Cotton, and their large family, in which

George Fordyce Story, M.D., who fills the office of District

Surgeon, is an inmate. The road, which is impassable for

carriages from Prossers Plains, lies along a soft salt-marsh at

the head of the Little Swan Port, and past the habitations of a

few distantly scattered settlers, and over the Rocky Hills—

a

series of basaltic hlulfs divided by deep ravines, and separat-

ing the districts of Little and Great Swan Port. The forest

of this part of the country is distinguishable from that of

most others, by the prevalence of The Oyster Bay Pine,

Callitris pyramidaliSy a cypress-like tree, attaining to seventy

feet in height, and affording narrow plank and small timber,

which is useful in building, but not easy to work, being

liable to splinter : it has an aromatic smell resembling that

of the Red Cedar of America. The other trees of these

forests, are the Blue, the White, and the Black-butted Gum,
the Silver and the Black Wattle, and the She-Oak. The
country is favourable for sheep and horned cattle, as well as

for agriculture
; the proximity of the sea preventing summer

frosts
;
but it often suffers from drought.

The annexed etching, from a sketch by my friend George
Washington Walker, represents the dwelling of the family at

Kelvedon, which is more commodious than the houses of
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most settlers in this colony. It is fronted by a good garden,

separated from a field adjoining the sea bank, by a lagoon.

On this bank there are grass, bushes, and small trees. One
of the trees, a She-Oak, in a state of decay, is depicted

standing by a post and rail fence, such as is common in this

country. The woody, basaltic hills in the hack ground form

a general feature in a Tasmanian landscape. The sandstone

of the coal formation occurs here between the hills and

the sea.

In a gully among the Rocky Hills behind Kelvedon,

Qiinnia australis was growing upon a variety of trees and

shrubs. This is the most southerly locality in which I have

met with an epiphyte of the orchis tribe, growing upon the

trunks of trees. Gastrodiuni sesamokles, supposed to grow
from the decaying roots of String}’-bark trees, is found near

Hobart Town.

We remained at Kelvedon till the 26th, having, in the

mean time, religious interviews with the family and assigned

servants, and with some of the neighbouring settlers, and a

meeting at Waterloo Point, a village where there are a jail,

military barracks, and a few cottages.

We set out on the 26th, to visit the settlers at the

head of Great Swan Port.—In a religious opportunity -ndth

the family of one of these, Francis Cotton, who accom-

panied us, made some observations, under much feeling

:

this proved the commencement of his ministerial labours^

which were very comforting to us, and helpful in promoting

the great object for which w'e left our native land,—that of

spreading the knowledge of Christ and of his Gospel.

Several of the estates in this part of the country, con-

tain above an average quantity of good land, nevertheless a

settler does not find it easy to obtain much return for his

labour in less than four years.—On receding from the sea,

the wheat becomes liable to be blighted by summer frost.

—

Some of the best native pasture will keep more than an

average of one sheep to an acre
;
but in many parts of the

island that is esteemed good land which will maintain one

sheep to three acres, throughout the year. This does not,

however, arise altogether from defect in the quality of the
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land, but in a considerable measure, from the scarcity of

rain on the eastern side of the Colony.

On the banks of the Swan River, the beautiful, blue,

shrubby, Veronica formosa, and the gay, ])ink, BaUera rubice-

foUa, were very abundant, along with some species of Pomader-

ris, Melaleuca, Hakea, Hovea, Westrhiyia, and other interesting

shrubs : here is also another species of Callitris, resembling a

Red Cedar, and seldom attaining to ten feet in height.—On a

branch of an inlet called Moulting Bay, Black Swans were

very numerous
;

I counted nearly eighty, swimming in pairs.

The large species of Kangaroo, called the Boomer, which,

when it stretches itself upon its hind feet, is almost as tall

as a man on horseback, has become scarce, but we saw one

in passing through a bush. Though harmless when unmo-
lested, it is said to be formidable when hunted, taking to

the water, and endeavouring to drown its antagonists.

The stroke of the hind claws, both of this and some
other species, is destructive, and not janfrequently fatal

to dogs.

On the 30th, we set out early from the house of William

Lyne, who, with his sons, guided us through the forest for

about ten miles, before the sun rose : his wife loaded us

with provisions, lest we should suffer from hunger on the

way, with a liberality, such as we often exjierienced in the

Australian Colonies. We came upon the coast at a place

to the north of a series of grey, granite hills, where a

low species of Xant/iorrluea was plentiful. We then pro-

ceeded along the shore for eighteen miles, occasionally cross-

ing points of land. Upon one part of the beach, sandstone

and coal were visible
;
and in several places, we saw the foot-

prints of the Tasmanian Tiger, and the Bush Devil, which

had been in search of fish cast up by the sea. The mouths

of the rivers were choked with sand, so that they did not

impede our progress
;
sometimes they are dangerous to cross.

A line of high, woody hills continued parallel with"the shore,

at a little distance inland, until it ran out ujjon the beach,

toward the point, called St. Patricks Head. We travelled over

these hills for about twelve miles further than this point, to

Falmouth, a small settlement where one of our friends, named
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David Steady was overseer, on an estate belonging to a gen-

tleman in India.

The dwelling occupied by D. Stead was superior to many of

those in out-stations, but inferior to the houses of the gene-

rality of settlers: it was built of upright split timber, plastered

inside, and divided to the height of the walls, into four apai’t-

ments, a sitting-room, lied-room, kitchen, and store-room.

The last only, was secured l>y a lock. The outer doors had no

other fastenings than wooden latches, and the windows were

of canvass stretched in frames in square openings. The
kitchen was also the sleeping-place of the prisoner-servants.

A hammock formed the sleeping accommodation of our

friend. A wooden sofa in the parlour seiwed a passing

guest
;
and in case of more travellers having to be accom-

modated, the hospitality of a neighbour was claimed.

The timlier on a piece of low ground here, was remarkably

tall and slender. Trees had been felled, 140 feet of which

were adapted to being cut into lengths for log-fencing

:

many of them were 200 feet high, and of very even thick-

ness.—From Whales occasionally cast upon these shores,

the settlers supply themselves with oil. This is not unfre-

quent on other parts of the coast. They are probably fish

that escape after being struck by the people from the whaling

vessels which are stationed in some of the bays, and which

cruise about the Island.

After a meeting here, some of the people noticed, that

it was the first time the Gospel had been preached at this

place. While “ neither is he that planteth anything, neither

he that watereth, but God that giveth the increase f’ it is,

nevertheless, an honour to bear his message of mercy through

Christ Jesus, though it 1ie but to a few, remotely scattered.

5th mo. 2nd. We crossed a series of lofty hills, to Break-

o’-day Plains. The first of these are granite, and the suc-

ceeding ones, are argillaceous, and red sandstone. On the

granite is a species of Eucalyptus, not frequent in Tas-

mania, called Iron-liark, which name is given to more than

one species of this genus in N. S. Wales, on account of the

bark being exceedingly coarse, hard, and iron-like. On the

argillaceous hills, the Peppermint-tree attains a considerable

L
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size : one on the ground was 147 feet long, another, stand-

ing was feet round. Daviesia latifolia, a low shrub

with bluish leaves, and axillary spikes of small, handsome,

pea-like dowers, of yellow, shaded into orange in the middle,

abounds on these hills. This kind of colouring is frequent

in the numerous little pea-dowered shrubs that decorate the
“ scrubs,” or liushy places of this land.

Open, grassy lands, watered by^ rivulets from the moun-
tains, and thinly settled, succeed to these hills, and are

bounded on the north, by those of the Ben Lomond range,

and on the south, by those called the St. Pauls Tier, on

account of the dome-like appearance of one of them, which

also bears the name of Tasmans Peak.—At the farm of

Michael Bates we were kindly welcomed, and enjoyed a

meal of boiled mutton and tea, notwithstanding, in conse-

quence of the distance from a shop, the latter had to be made
in a canister, and when the party became enlarged, in the

tea-kettle, which very generally supersedes the tea-pot in

this country. As tea is cheap, the chest, which often stands

under the table, is frequently resorted to in place of a tea-

caddy
;
and the refreshing beverage is sweetened with coarse

Mauritian sugar, conveyed from the bag into the kettle

with an iron spoon.

3rd. We proceeded down the Break-o’day Plains, and past

the township of Fingal, which is marked only by barracks,

occupied by five soldiers. We reached the house of a set-

tler, liy moonlight, and were glad of a shelter from the

frost.

4th. We continued our journey through a pass between

the hills, to Avoca, a small settlement at the confluence of

the Break-o’day and St. Pauls Rivers with the South Esk.

Here we became the guests of Major Grey, a retired military

man, who was formerly, for some time, in Western Africa.

In the course of the three following days we visited the

settlers on St. Pauls Plains, another series of grassy vales, run-

ning to the east.—In one part of this district, wLere the soil is

sandy, Stenanthera pinifolia^ a pretty heath-like shrub, is

found : it is common in N. S. Wales, but this is the only

place in which we saw it in V. D. Land. In another part.
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the soil is strong, and stands in remarkable ridges, called in

this countr}", Dead-mens-graves.” These occur, also, on

the Macquarie River and in other places, and are, beyond

doubt, of natural origin
;
nevertheless, the manner in which

they have been formed is not easy to determine.

On the 8tli, we reached John Batman’s, on Buffalo Plains,

under Ben Lomond. These plains are so named from horned

cattle, imported from India, which obtained the name of

Buffaloes in V. D. Land, and were fed here. J. Batman was

formerly employed by the Government to take the Aborigines,

by capture, if practicable, but by destruction, where they could

not be captured ! This was at a time when they had killed

many white people. Under these instructions, about thirty

were destroyed, and eleven captured ! Those cajitured be-

came reconciled, and highly useful in the peaceable arrange-

ments, successfully made of latter time, by George Augustus

Robinson and Anthony Cottrell. The last time A. Cottrell

passed down the west coast, he had a friendly interAuew

with a tribe, near the Arthur River, that a few months prior,

attempted the destruction of G. A. Robinson.

Previously to this, two white men, of A. Cottrell’s party,

were lost in crossing a river on a raft, before the tide was

out. When some of the native women saw them in danger,

they swam to the raft, and begged the men to get u^ion

their backs, and they would convey them to the shore
; but

the poor men refused, being overcome by fear. These kind-

hearted women were greatly affected by this accident.

9th. When walking with J. Batman, in his garden, he

pointed out the grave of a child of one of the Blacks, that

died at his house. When it expired, the mother and other

native women made great lamentation, and the morning

after it was buried, happening to walk round his garden

before sun-rise, he found its mother weeping over its grave:

yet it is asserted by some, that these people are without

natural affection.

10th. We visited John Glover, a celebrated painter,

who came to this country when advanced in life, to dc
2
:)ict

the novel scenery : his aged wife has been so tried with

the convict, female servants, that she has herself undertaken

L 2
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the house-work. \^^e generally find that females prefer

England to Tasmania, on account of this annoyance.

13th. We reached Launceston, after visiting a few settlers

on the Nile, and on the South Esk, into which the former

flows.

At Launceston, we found an interesting letter from W. J.

Darling, from Flinders Island, dated Establishment for the

Aborigines, formerly Pea-Jacket, now Wyljalenna, 6th April,

1833. The following are extracts from it:

—

‘‘We have been removed since the 1st February, down
to this place, which is a paradise compared with the other,

and which I haA’e named Wybalenna, or Black Man’s

Houses, in honest English. We have abundance of water,

an excellent garden, and eA^ery comfort a rational man can

AA'ant. If you Avere gratified Avith the establishment before,

you Avould be doubly so noAV, and Avould find a A^ast im-

proA'enient among the people since your last au sit: their

habitations are in progvess, four of them being nearly com-

pleted. I think you AAmuld approA^e of them. They consist

of loAV cottages, twenty-eight feet by fourteen, Avith a double

fire-place in the centre, and a partition
;

each apartment

calculated to contain six persons. They are built of Avattles,

plastered and AA'liitCAA^ashed
;
the Avattles and grass for thatch-

ing,—of AA’hich a great quantity is required for each building,

—have l)een brought in entirely by the natives, and the

delight they shoAv in the anticipation of their new houses,

is highly gratifying. They are of course to be furnished

AA’ith bed-places, tables, stools, &c. and each house aaoU liaA^e

a good-sized garden in front of it. By next spring there Avill

not be a prettier, or more interesting place in the colony

of V. D. Land. The Avomen noAV Avash their own clothes

and those of their husbands, as Avell as any AA'hite Avomen

AA'ould do. We are not noAV half so naked as AA’hen you Avere

last here, but have neat and substantial clothing.”-

—

In a

letter of later date, after the Aborigines had got into their

houses, W. J. Darling says, “Their houses are sAvept out

CA'er}" morning, their things all hung up and in order, and
this is without a Avord being spoken to them. They all

know, and make a distinction on the Sunday
;

the women
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having washed their clothes on the Saturday
;

this too

springs entirely from themselves. The men dress every

Sunday morning in clean, duck frocks and trowsers, and

every one of them washes himself.
”

We remained in Launceston a month
;
in the course of

which we held some religious meetings with the irdiabitants,

and with the prisoners in the Penitentiary", and had also a

meeting for the promotion of temperance. We likewise visited

the inhabitants of Patersons Plains, an open grassy district,

on the North Esk, to the eastward of Launceston.

During this period, the weather was frosty at night, the

thermometer frequently falling to 25°. From the adjacent

hills, the town, in a morning, often appeared as if it were

based on clouds, as the fog, to which it is liable, dispersed.

The day's were generally" clear and warm.

On the 11th of 6th month, we set out on a more extended

visit than the former, to the settlers on Norfolk Plains and

the Macquarie River, which occupied us till the 1st of 7th

month, when we returned again to Launceston.

In the course of this journey', we visited an interesting

boarding-school for girls, at Ellenthorpe Hall
;
and one for

boy's, on Norfolk Plains
;
and also inspected one of four

Government day"-schools, under the care of R. R. Davies,

the Episcopal chaplain at Longford.

While in Launceston, we joined several other persons

in organizing a Temperance Society", which was attended

with good results, notwithstanding, se'\"eral who originally"

united in it, relapsed into drinking practices, and one of

them fell into the commission of a crime, through the influ-

ence of strong drink, for which he forfeited his life.—We
also paid some attention to the state of the prisoners in the

Penitentiary", and other places where they" were under the

charge of the Government. On one occasion, I saw four-

teen men sent into the Penitentiary", from Nottmans Road
Party", to be flogged, for not executing their full quota of

work.

We left Launceston again on the 13th of 7th month, and

went by" Patersons Plains, the Cocked Hat Hill, Perth, the

South Esk, Campbell Town, Ross, Oatlands, Jericho, the

L 3
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Lovely Banks, Bothwell, Hamilton, the Dee River, and New
Norfolk to Hobart Town; where we arrived on the 9th

of 8th month
;
having held religious meetings, and meetings

for the promotion of temperance at the several towns
;
and

religious meetings almost every evening, at the houses of

the settlers, who kindly allowed us to invite the neighbouring

families to their dwellings.

The weather at this period was tolerably mild, and gen-

erally remarkably fine for the season
;
we had seldom to

use umbrellas as a defence against rain, and the tracked

roads were but little cut up. The tops of the mountains,

adjacent to the low country in which we were travelling,

were often covered with snow, and there, the weather seemed

to be wild and stormy. We felt that we had cause, grate-

fully to acknowledge the merciful guidance of the good Spirit

of our Lord and Master, by which we were led to visit the

interior this winter, during which it was pleasant travelling

on foot, and to go to places accessible by sea, last winter,

when the wet would have rendered travelling in the inte-

rior very unpleasant.

We found some families affected with a low fever, which

occasionally occurs in this country, but is seldom fatal. The

most direful diseases in the Colony, are the result of the

free use of intoxicating liquors. Delirium tremens, under

its varied forms of horror, is one of these. Apoplexy is

also common : an instance of it occurred in one of the

prisoners, that came out in the Science, who died lately in

a public-house at New Norfolk, in an awfully hopeless state.

He fell lifeless from his seat, as he declared, with a horrid

imprecation, that he would never forgive the landlady, be-

cause she refused to supply him with more rum, when his

money was spent.

While waiting in the Police Office at Campbell Town, for

a person, temporarily acting as Police or Paid Magistrate,

who kindly accompanied us in calling upon the neighbouring

settlers, some pensioners made application for the office of

constable, stating themselves to be from forty to fifty years of

age
;
but their appearance was more like that of men of from

sixty to seventy. This was attributable, in, great degree, to
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the use of strong drink.—The poliee clerk spoke to us

courteously : we were about to invite the people of the

neighbourhood to a temperance meeting, and when we re-

turned, he was ill, from the practice of dram drinking : he

died in the night, and was a corpse upon the premises at the

time the meeting was held !

In the houses of most of the prosperous settlers, from what-

ever rank they may have risen, j^iano-fortes are to be seen.

Next to drinking and smoking, they seem to be resorted to,

to relieve the mind from that sense of vacuity, which ought

to lead it to seek to be filled with heavenly good
;
and thus

these instruments of music are made a means of truly

injurious dissipation.

Spring commences early in Tasmania, and is marked by
the opening of many pretty flowers, and the blossoming of

the trees and shrubs
;
but as the latter are universally ever-

greens, it is not marked by the change so striking in

England, except in gardens, in which the fruit-trees from

Europe, rest more regularly than in Great Britain, and do

not appear to be disposed to grow till spring is fully set in.

The advance of spring was, however, very pleasant on our

journey; in which we ha,d now and then, fine and extended

views, that were x'endered the more interesting by the con-

tinuity of the forest, generally limiting olxservation to a small

space. One of the objects occasionally visible, from the

South Esk to St. Peters Pass, was Ben Lomond, which

presents a remarkably castellated blulf to the south, and is

represented in the annexed sketch, taken near the residence

of James Crear, on the South Esk. This mountain is said

to be volcanic, and to have a lake, in an extinguished crater,

at the top.

Considerable quantities of gum have been exported from

V. D. Land. One kind resembling Kino, is the produce of

various species of Eucalyptus

;

the best is from the White

Gum, which is probably E. resinifera

:

it is collected for a

shilling a pound in the colony. A species of Acacia, called

the Black Wattle, probably Acacia uffinis, produces, a gum in-

ferior to Gum Arabic, but which is said to be used in sizing

silk goods : it is collected for three-pence a pound. Some-
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times we found the gum of the Acacia serviceable in allaying

hunger.

Wlien at Macquarie Plains, upon the Derwent, we visited

a fossil tree, which is imbedded in basalt, in the point of a

hill, near a cascade, in a creek that empties itself into the

river. The tree is erect, and may possibly prove to be

standing where it has grown. About ten feet of its height

are laid bare by removing the basalt, which is here porous and

cracked. Tlie tree is about ten feet in circumference at the

lowest part that is bare. Some of the exterior portion has

become like horn-coloured flint : much of the internal part

is opaque, white, and fibrous : some portions of it split

like laths, others into pieces like matches, and others are

reducible to a substance resembling fibrous asbestos. The
grain of the wood and of the hark is very distinguishable.

Fragments of limbs of the same kind, have been found con-

tiguous to the tree
;
and pieces of petrified wood of similar

appearance are abundantly scattered over the neighbourhood.

The structure of this tree is such as is considered to belong to

coniferous trees
;

the only one of which, now found in this

Island, of size equal to this petrefaction, is the Huon Pine.

In the neighbourhood of Ross, as well as near Bothwell,

there are salt springs
;
and in some of these places there is

fresh water, nearer the surface than the salt. On Salt Pan

Plains, there is a small, salt lagoon, that dries up in sum-

mer, when the salt is collected, by the shepherds in the

vicinity, and sold for about a halfpenny a j^ound. Several

marine plants grow around this lagoon. When visiting it,

we saw five Eagles soaring over some flocks of sheep. We
also fell in with a young lamb that had had its eyes picked

out by a crow. This is a circumstance of common occur-

rence, and the eagles carry off the lambs that have been

killed by this means, as well as living ones. Probably

similar circumstances occurring in Palestine, might give rise

to the denunciation in the book of Proverbs, “ The eye that

mocketh at his father, and desjiiseth to obey his mother,

the ravens of the valley shall pick it out, and the young

eagles shall eat it.”

On speaking to one of our acquaintance, from near
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Hamilton, of the ferocity of the Tasmanian eagles, she in-

formed us, that she was once chased by one of these birds for

some distance, and obliged to run to her house for shelter.

A similar occurrence also happened to a person on Mac-
quarie Plains, and the wife of a settler told us, that she

one day obser\^ed a horse galloping backward and forward,

whilst two eagles were chasing it
;
one of which -was driving it

in one direction, and the other in the other. At length the

horse fell, and one of them pounced upon its head
;
she then

called some of the men, who immediately drove off the

ravenous birds : the poor beast soon regained its feet, and

was thus delivered from its destroyers. The horse being

in an enclosure, had not the opportunity of escaping.

Many shrubs and plants were in flower on the banks

of the Derwent and the adjacent hills. The most striking

\vere Acacia mollis, verticillata and Mclanoxrjlon, Aster clen-

tatiis, Banksia australis, Pomaderris elliptica, Goodenia ovata.

Indigofera australis, Pvmelia incana, Tetratheca glandidosa,

Euphrasia speciosa, and Kennedla prostrata.

A single Lemon tree exists in a garden at New" Nor-

folk, and another at O’Briens Bridge, but the climate is

not warm enough for them, and they are protected dur-

ing the winter. Cape Pelargoniums (the Geraniums of

English Greenhouses) endure the w"inter at Hobart Town,
but they are killed by frost at New Norfolk, and at other

places in the Interior.

During this journey, of two months, our wants w'ere so

hospitably supplied by the settlers, that we only spent

tw'enty-five shillings, wfliich w"ere chiefly laid out in washing

and jiostage.



CHAPTER XIII.

Meeting for Discipline Establislied.—Meetings for Worship.—Temperance Lec-

ture.—Flagellation.—Causes of Crime.— Judicial Oaths. — Peculiarities of

Friends.—Chain Gang.—Unsteady Emigrant.—Ascent of Mount Wellington.

—Notice of a Pious Prisoner.

On returning to Hobart Town, we found the little congre-

gation with which we had become associated, in a state

requiring care : a conference was therefore held with the

two persons, who, with ourselves, were members of the

Society of Friends in England, and it Avas concluded to or-

ganize a meeting for discipline, for the purpose of jjreserving

good order, keeping records, discharging regularly the ex-

penses attendant upon the occupation of the room in which

the meetings for worship were held, and maintaining a

general care respecting such other matters, as might he con-

nected with the Avelfare of those professing with the Society

of Friends, in this Colony.

At the first of these meetings, which was held on the

20th of 9th month, 1833, the certificates of George Washing-

ton Walker and myself, sanctioning our visit to the Southern

Hemisphere, were read.

—

Appendix A.—A certificate of

the memhership of another individual, who had brought

this doeument with him from England, was also read, and

a reeord Avas made of the memhership of tAvo other Friends,

Avith a notice of the respectijm Monthly Meetings in England,

to Avhich they belonged. A list of the names of other per-

sons attending the meetings of Friends in Hobart ToAvn,

and of those professing an attachment to the principles of

the Society in other parts of the Island, Avas likeAvise entered

on minute.
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We continued in Hobart Town at this time for twelve

weeks, in the course of Avhich, a few more meetings for

discipline were held, two persons Avere admitted into mem-
bership, and it was concluded to hold one of these meet-

ings monthly, under the appellation of Hobart Town
Monthly Meeting of Friends.”

Meetings for AAmrship continued to be regularly held on

First day mornings, and reading meetings in the afternoons.

A meeting for worship was also settled on Fifth-day even-

ings, not because the evening was preferred, for the meetings

held at that time Avere often heaA^^, from the exhausted state of

those AA'ho composed them, hut because Ave could only haA^e

the use of the room in AAdiich Ave met, in an evening, as it

was used for a school, in the day-time, on week-days.

We also iiiAuted the inhabitants of Hobart ToAvn to a

meeting for Public Worship, and to another for the pro-

motion of Temperance
;

both of these Avere held in the

Court House, the use of A\diich Avas kindly granted for

these purposes, on various occasions. On going to the

former of these meetings I felt a perfect blank, as regarded

anything to communicate, but w'as preserA-ed quiet, trusting

in the Lord, in AAdiose counsel, I apprehended, I had re-

quested the meeting to be convened. The passage of Scrip-

ture, “
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the

living God,’^ impressed my mind soon after sitting doAvn,

along with the belief that it Avas my duty to rise, and quote

it, and to make some comments upon the cause of this fear-

fulness, as well as upon the plan of salvation by Jesus Christ;

inviting all to come unto God by him, and to abide in him,

and to prove this abiding, by Avalking as he also Avalked.

The congregation Avas attentive, and a preciously solemn

feeling perA^aded the meeting toward the close, in Avhich

l^rayer Avas put up for an increase in the knoAAdedge of the

things belonging to salvation, and of a disposition to practice

them.

The Lieutenant Governor and several other persons of

note attended the Temperance Lecture
;

in AA^hich, after

explaining the origin and progress of Temperance Societies,

and conA'eying much general information, I invited a more
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extensive co-ojDeration with them. I was induced to give

this lecture from a sense of duty
;
and I had great occasion

to render God hearty thanks^ for enabling me to unfold

to the company something of the working of the mystery

of iniquity, as connected with the use of strong drink, and

to do it in such a way as to keep hold of their kindly

feelings, whilst attacking unsparingly the habits and in-

dulgences of many present.

10th mo. 4th. I read, “Three Months in Jamaica,” by

Henry Whitely. What a picture does it present of colonial

slavery, and human depravity ! Severe as is the discipline

of the prisoners in this colony, it is not to be compared with

the tyrannical barbarity exercised upon the poor Negroes
;

yet I think the vengeful part of the former, both degrading

and demoralizing. A Magistrate who formerly thought the

flagellation of prisoners necessary, said, a short time ago,

when conversing with us on the subject, that he was now
convinced that it was an ineffectual punishment, universally

degrading in its consequences. This is an increasing con-

viction among men who have gained some degree of victory

over themselves : those who are in Ijondage to their own
evil passions are attached to the system, by which a man
may receive far beyond “forty stripes save one,”—upon

complaint before a magistrate. It may, however, generally

be observed, that those who plead for flogging, practice

swearing, whether magistrates or others : and their own

overbearing manner is often the exciting cause of the inso-

lence in the prisoner, which occasions him to be brought

before a magistrate and to receive flagellation.

Had justice toAvard offenders been more duly considered the

legislature would jii'ohahly, long ere this, have been induced

to inquire more seriously than it has done, into the causes

of ci’ime, with a view to remedying them. This considera-

tion is especially due to prisoners, when it appears, that the

use of ardent spirits is the chief cause of crime, and that,

by legalizing the sale of this article, and by the countenance

given to its use by the community, they and the Government

are the chief patrons of crime.

Want of education being another fertile source of vice,
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consideration ought to be had for those who are ignorant,

and through this cause go astray. It is not generally with

themselves that the fault of the want of better education

lies. Again, the immoral example of persons of the upper

and middle classes, and often of the professed teachers of

religion, has, beyond a doubt, a great place in the en-

couragement of crime. By far the greater proportion of

prisoners is from the lower class
;
and it will be found, that

most of the crimes which they have committed, were com-

mitted under the excitement of ardent spirits
;
and that,

apart from this excitement, they are not commonly more

depraved than the generality of their countrymen. Also,

that most of their robberies were committed to enable them

to obtain money to pay for indulgence in vice
;
and that the

example of similar indulgence by persons above them in cir-

cumstances, was a great means of destroying in their minds

the barrier of that moral j^rinciple, which would have made
them fear such indulgence. Those who expect the punishment

of crime to prevent its commission, whilst such fertile sources

of its propagation remain, will certainly be chsappointed. The
removal of persons who have become contaminated, will no

doubt, prevent crime increasing as it would do, were their

influence continued on the British population
;

but unless

the incentives to crime be removed, punishing it will only

be like trying to pump out a river that threatens inunda-

tion to a country, whilst the remedy of stopping the springs

that supply it, is neglected.

About this time I wrote a small tract, entitled, “ A Concise

Apology for the Peculiarities of the Society of Friends, com-
monly called Quakers, in their Language, Costume, and Man-
ners.^’ These peculiarities having often been the subjects of

so much inquiry and objection, as to limit our opportunities

of explaining our views of the Gospel in regard to more
fundamental points, and especially, to that immediate teach-

ing of the Divine Spirit, which, when fully followed, we
beheve, leads into the practice we have adopted.

—

Appen-
dix B.

In the 10th month, a young woman, professing with the

Independents, refused to take an oath, as witness, in the
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Supreme Court. She was called upon to state her reasons for

this refusal, which she did in a clear and concise manner,

urging the command of Christ as the ground of her objec-

tion. According to existing regulations, the Judge must

have committed her to prison for contempt of court, had

the matter heen pressed ! but to avoid this, the Counsel

withdrew her evidence.

This circumstance increased an exercise that my mind

had been under, respecting the practice of judicial swearing,

and this feeling was further increased, by learning that

a discourse had been delivered in the Independent chapel,

attempting to defend the practice
;

and believing that it

would conduce to my peace to throw something before the

public on the subject, I wrote an essay, entitled, “The
Question, are Judicial Oaths Lawful? answered; wdth some

Observations on the Moral Influence of Oaths.” In this

tract the fallacy of the arguments brought forward in

support of the practice of Judicial Swearing was proved on

Scriptural grounds.

—

Appendix C.

10th mo. 16th. We had a religious interview with the

Hulk Chain-gang, in a long shed, in which they regularly

assemble for worship, on First and Fourth days. The dis-

cipline of this gang is very strict
;
and from its local situation,

the men are effectually kept from strong drink. The hulks,

on board of which they sleep, are kept clean, and are well

ventilated : they are moored close alongside of the yard in

which the men muster. These prisoners are employed in

public works of improvement on the side of Sulivans Cove, and

are kept constantly under an overseer and a military guard.

This gang, which forms an important link in the chain of

the prison-discipline of the colony, is depicted, in the an-

nexed etching, copied from a work called “ Ross’s Hobart

Town Annual.”

10th mo. 24th. A young Irishman called upon me, who
came to V. D. Land, a few months ago, with a small sum
of money, and soon after his arrival got into a situation

;

but giving way to dissijiated haliits, and making a mock,

as he said, of temperance, he found many of his own
stamp, who were willing to seek his friendship while his
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money lasted. This was not long
;
and as he soon incapaci-

tated himself by intemperance, he lost his situation. When
his money was gone, his friends were gone also

;
and some

that he had helped, were unwilling to help him in return,

and he was at his wit’s end to know what to do. Many
young men who come out with fair prospects, ruin them-

selves in this way, and then find fault with the Colony.

Without persons have capital, and conduct to take care of

it, they should not emigrate to the Australian Colonies. If

they have stability, and their capital be in their physical

powers, and they have ability to employ it efficiently, in

mechanical occupations, or in agricultural laljour, it may be

of good service.

10th mo. 25th. We ascended Mount Wellington. At
the base, sandstone and limestone, form low hills

;
further

up, compact argillaceous rock rises into higher hills, which

abound in marine fossils. The height of the mountain is

four thousand feet. Near the toj?, basalt shows itself in

some places, in columnar cliff’s. The trees, for two-thirds

of its height, are String}--bark, White and Blue Gum, Pep-

permint, &c. A species of Eucalyptus, unknown in the

lower part of the forest, is frequent at an elevation of three

thousand feet. Another is found on the top of the moun-
tain. The dilferent species of Eucalyptus are very common,
and form at least seven-eighths of the vast forests of

Tasmania. In the middle region of the mountain, the

climate and soil are humid. The Tasmanian Myrtle, Fayus

Cunninyhamii, here forms trees of moderate size
;
the Aus-

tralian Pepper-tree, Tasmania fragrans, is frequent; the

Broad-leaved Grass-tree, Richea DracophyUa, forms a strik-

ing object
;

it is very abundant, and on an average, from ten

to fifteen feet high
;

it is much branched, and has broad,

grassy foliage. The branches are terminated by spike-like

panicles of white flowers, intermingled with broad, bracteal

leaAns, tinged with pink. Culcitium salicifoliwn, Hakea lisso-

sperma, Telopea truncata, Corrcea ferruginea, Gautthcria hispi-

da, Prostanthera lasianthos, Friesia peduncularis, and many
other shrubs, are met with in the middle region of the moun-
tain. For a considerable part of the way up, we availed
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ourselves of a path that is nearly obliterated, which was used

by the workmen, when laying a watercourse from the breast of

the mountain, for the purpose of supplying Hobart Town
with water. This path led through a forest of Tree-ferns,

surmounted by Myrtle, &c. Nearer the top, we had to pass

a large tract of tumbled basalt. The u]oper parts of many of

the stones w'ere split off, probably by the alternations of frost

and heat. A few patches of snow Avere still remaining.

The top of the mountain is rather hollow, sloping toAvard

Birches Bay, in the direction of AA'hich, a stream of excellent

Avater floAvs. The ground is sAvampy, Avith rocks and stony

lulls. Astelia ulpina, Glichenia alpina, Drosera arcturi,

several remarkaljle shrubby Asters, a prostrate species of

Leptospermum, Exocarpos hwnifusus, a dense bushy Richea,

and seA'eral mountain shrubs, of the Epucris tribe, are scat-

tered in the SAvamps, and among the rocks. Tavo Snipes

flcAV up from a marsh, in AAdiich there was a frog Avith a \mice

much like that of the English Red Grouse.

We ascended the highest portions of the mountain on the

Avest and south, from AAdiich the AueAV is extremely fine. It

commands the AA^hole of the south-east portion of V. D.

Land, Avith its numerous bays, peninsulas, and adjacent,

small islands, the singailar outlines of AAdiich may be seen

upon one of the maps at the end of this volume. The
ocean forms the horizon, from the Avestu'ard of the mouth

of D’Entrecasteaux Channel, and to the soutliAvard, and

as far to the north-east as about St. Patricks Head. The
atmosphere Avas rather milky to the north, so as not to

leaA^e the horizon A^ery distinct in that direction. To the

AA^estAvard Ave thought Ave could recognise the Peak of Tene-

riffe, and some of the mountains near Macquarie Harliour,

Port Davey, and the South Cape. Hobart ToAvn, Sorell

ToAvn, and the cultivated lands, Avith the houses of the settlers

about Richmond, Ncav Norfolk, and Hamilton, along Avith

the courses of the riA^ers Denvent and Huon, Avere striking

objects. The green patches of cultiA'ated land on BroAvns

River, and in A'arious other places, in the recesses of the

bush,” proved interestingly, the jiOAA^ers of industry in

subduing the forest.
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In descending, we got into a thick part of the forest,

through which we had sometimes to force our way among

deep cutting-grass, and tangled Bauera

;

and sometimes we
had to travel on fallen trees, at an elevation above terra

firma,’^ much greater than was agreeable. We were glad

to reach a known track, in the foot of the mountain while

twilight lasted, having effected the descent in 3^ hours.

While we were at Hobart Tovm, at this time a prisoner,

named Robert King, died in the Hospital. We had long

felt much interest respecting him, on account of his simple

piety. He gave me the following account of his life, which

I have interspersed with a few remarks upon his situation

as a prisoner, and his state as a practical Christian.

Robert King, was the son of persons in respectable cir-

cumstances, who resided in London : they gave him a good

education, but at an early age he fell into much evil, under

the influence of bad company : he became exceedingly

intemperate, and immoral in other resjiects
;
and at length,

his conduct was unbearable to his relations, and they closed

their doors against him, so that he became, in the true

sense of the word, an Outcast. He joined himself to a

gang of thieves in Tothill-fields
;
who supported themselves

in their profligacy, by picking pockets, and committing

other kinds of robbery. He adopted infidel principles,

on similar grounds to those on which, there is reason to be-

lieve, many other infidels have also adopted them
;
and who

are, nevertheless, very ready to ridicule the truths of Chris-

tianity, with a pretence of being very knowing about them :

—

“

Not,^^ said R. King, “ because I had carefully examined

the subject and found any reasonable objection to the truths

of Holy Scripture
;
but because I wished to be an infidel,

and hoped there was no future state
;

for, I knew, if there

was, I had no prospect of happiness in it.^’

But though R. King had joined with those fools, who,

in their folly, deny the being of a God, and who make a

mock of sin, yet God, who is long-suffering, and rich in

mercy, still followed him for good
;
and, in the dispensation

of his providence, the transgressor was arrested by the

strong arm of the law, when sinning with a high hand,

M
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and was tried, found guilty, and sentenced to be trans-

ported.

Having forfeited, by his crimes, that freedom to which,

as an Englishman, he was born, his ankles were loaded

Avith chains, and he was subjected to the rigid discipline

of a coiiAuct, on a \"oyage of sixteen thousand miles from

his native land—that land to AAdiich he was never more
to return—and on arrhdng at Hobart ToAvn, he, and his

numerous shipmates, under like circumstances, were assigned

into bond service. This service differs little from slavery,

except that the prisoner remains the property of the Govern-

ment, and consequently cannot be sold by his master. The
master agrees A\dth the GoA^ernment to comply Avith certain

terms in regard to the food, clothing, and labour of the

assigned servant
;
and the serA^ant may complain to a magis-

trate if his master fail to do justly in these respects. But
the prisoner is liable, on the complaint of his master, to

be flogged or sent to work in chains, for insuljordination

and other offences
;
and his insubordination may often be

little more than irritation of temper, excited by an un-

reasonable master.

The convict, like a slave, may happen to be the servant

of a kind or of a hard-hearted master
;
and if he should

be the servant of a hard master, he must bear it, for he

cannot change at pleasure, because he is in bondage—galling

bondage ! a state from Avhich even those who have the best

of masters, are glad to be delwered.

On arriving in Van Diemens Land, R. King saw several

young men, AA’hom he had knoAvn in England, such as him-

self, ljut AA'ho, in the day of their trouble had sought the

Lord, and had come under the poAver of religion
;
and the

change in them Avas so great, that he began to think there

was more in religion than he had been willing to admit.

Happily for him, he was assigned to a kind and pious

master, whose Avife was of similar character
;
and their ex-

ample helped to deepen those favourable impressions Avhich

he had received, in regard to religion, at a time Avhen his

heart Avas softened by the affliction that he had brought

upon himself by his sins. His mind now became open to
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the convictions of the Holy Spirit as a reprover of evil;

he saw the sinfulness of sin, and felt the terror of the Lord

in his soul, because of his transgression
;
and, in repentance,

he began to cry for mercy, to that God whom he had

despised
;
for he now no longer doulited the existence of

that Almighty Being, whose hand lay hea\"y upon him in

judgment. He lamented his folly, abhorring himself in

deep humiliation
;
and the Lord was pleased to open his

understanding, to look upon Jesus, as the Lamb of God,

who taketh away the sin of the world
;
and to give him an

evidence by the Spirit, of the pardon of his sins, through

faith in that atoning blood which was shed upon the cross,

for the redemption of sinners.

The sense of the love of God, who had been thus merciful

to him, contrited him greatly, and he earnestly desired to

live to his glory; but he found that the natural depravity

of his own heart had been so greatly increased by indulgence

in sin, that he was very easily ensnared. He now experi-

mentally learned, that he could only stand against temptation

by watchfulness and prayer to God, who alone was alile to

deliver him. In these exercises he persevered, and God was

honoured by his upright conduct, which gained him also the

favour of pious persons, who became acquainted with him,

and who esteemed him as a brother in Christ, notwith-

standing, he was still a prisoner. His master was interested

in the management of “ a Sabbath school
;
” and in this,

R. King gladly rendered assistance, from a desire to do what

he could, toward training up children in the fear of the Lord,

in the hope that they might be preser\?^ed from the snares into

which he had fallen.

As he grew in grace, he felt more strongly his own un-

worthiness and helplessness, and understood better than

when he was first awakened from sleep in sin, that it is

for Christ’s sake alone, and through his intercession, that

mankind have access to the throne of grace
;
and he became

diligent in waiting upon God, with his mind stayed upon
Him, and in lifting up his heart in prayer, according to

the sense of his necessity, given him at the time.

After having maintained a Christian character for a
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considerable period, he was attacked by a fever
; and though

he recovered from it so as to be able to walk out, and enjoy

the fresh air, yet the effects of his former depravity upon
his constitution prevented him from regaining his strength,

and he died while yet but a young man. Disease, for a

short time, rather beclouded his mind
;
and he expressed

a fear resj)ecting the sincerity of his love to God : but the

fruits meet for repentance, that he had continued to bring

forth from the time of his awakening, left no room to doubt

his sincerity, but afforded ground to believe, that, as he had

penitently sought the forgiveness of his sins, through Jesus

Christ, and the help of God, to turn away from his wicked-

ness, and to do that whieh was lawful and right, he was

mercifully prepared to join the glorious company, ^‘who

have washed their robes and made them white in the blood

of the Lamb.”*

* This account of R. King, witli a few additional remarks, is published by
“ The York Friends’ Tract Association,” under the title of “ The Van Diemens

Land Convict.”



CHAPTER XIV.

Second Visit to Flinders Island.—West Coast Aborigines.—Dislike to Fat.

—

Emigrants.—Bruny Island.—Port Arthur.—Guard of Dogs, &o.—Discipline.

—

Diving of Native W^omen.—Shamrock Stranded.—Flinders Island.—Planting

Potatoes.—Difference.—Civilization.—Grass-tree Plains.—Prime Seal Island.

—Spears.—Climbing Trees.—Comparative Skill —Mustering.—Cleanliness.

—

Catechist.—Light-house.—Bush-rangers.—Launceston.

Some disagreement having arisen between a person em-

ployed as Catechist^ at the Establishment for the Aliorigines,

on Flinders Island, and the officers there, which the Com-
mandant had suggested we might he helpful in reconciling,

the Lieut. Governor applied to us on the suliject, and after

serious consideration, we believed it right to accept his

invitation again to visit the Island. The Shamrock cutter

was put under our direction for the voyage, and we sailed

from Hobart Town on the 22nd of 11th month, Richard H.
Davies, being in command of the vessel.

We had on board a party of sixteen Aliorigines, who
had joined G. A. Robinson, on the west coast. When we
were first introduced to them, they were smeared from head

to foot with red ochre and grease
;
and, to add to their

adornment, some of them had blackened a space of about

a hand’s breadth, on each side of their faces, their eyes

being nearly in the centre of each black mark ! Some of

the elderly women were as far removed from handsome as

human beings could well lie. As they sat naked upon the

ground, with their knees up, and their heads bare, their

resemlilance to Oran-outangs was such as to afford some
apolog}'^ for those who have represented them as allied to

those animals. Some of the younger women were of a

M 3
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more agreeable appearance
;

a man in the company was

tall, and of features so patriarchal and Jewish, as strongly

to resemble pictures designed to represent Abraham. He
was blind of one eye, which we understood he had lost

some years ago, by a shot from a white man.

I am not aware of any custom of the Aborigines of V.

D. Land, common with the Jews, except it be of not eating

fat. This they so much al^hor as even to reject bread, cut

with a buttery knife. On my companion oflfering some soup

to a poor emaciated woman, on board the cutter, who had a

baby that looked half-starved, she tried to take it, seeing it

was offered in good will
;

but having a little fat upon it, she

recoiled from it with nausea. John R. Bateman, master of

the brig Tamar, once had some soup made for a party of

these people, whom he was taking to Flinders Island : they

looked upon it complacently, skimmed off the floating fat

with their hands, and smeared their hair with it, but would

not drink the soup !

The wind being unfavourable, we anchored at the mouth
of D’Entrecasteaux Channel, where the Government brig

Isabella, with English emigrants for Launceston, and the

Adelaide, a vessel in the Sperm Whale fisherjy were lying.

—A great number of emigrants have lately arrived from

England. Many of them are mechanics, who cannot find

employment in Hobart Town, in consequence of the number
that have preceded them. As this class of emigrants is

wanted in Launceston, the Government has undertaken to

convey them thither. Persons wanting places as clerks, find

great difficulty in obtaining situations in new colonies.—We
went on shore at Kelleys Farm, on Bruny Island; where

vessels are frequently furnished with potatoes, eggs, fowls,

&c. The land is of fair quality, but the adjacent hills are

sandy, and thin of soil and herbage. This island is nearly

covered with wood like that of the main land, and has a few

Austral Grass-trees interspersed among them.

11th mo. 23rd. Very wet; the wind contrary. The decks

were so leaky that it was difficult to find a dry place to sit in,

in the cabin
;

happily, no wet of any consequence came into

our berths. The poor Aborigines had to sleep under a tent.
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formed of a sail, on deck, the hold being occupied with pro-

visions, which it was hoped would have been delivered at

Port iVrthur yesterday. They seemed, nevertheless, con-

tented and cheerful.

25th. We reached Port Arthur, which is greatly improved

since we were here before, though much still requires to be

done before it can be fully effective for the purpose of a

Penal Settlement. A good penitentiary, and a place of

wmrship are much wanted. The Penitentiary in use consists

only of bark huts, surrounded with a high, stockade fence.

One hut is appropriated to educated prisoners, wdio are now,

in many instances, sent here on their arrival in the Colony,

being considered as having abused their advantages more
than the uneducated. This class of prisoners feel their

degradation greatly : they are occupied in manual labour in

the settlement gardens. The other prisoners are divided

into a chain-gang, and a first and second class, distinguished

by the kind of labour allotted them, by their clothing, and

by the second class having an allowance of tea and sugar.

This classification produces a good effect. Captain Charles

O’Hara Booth, the Commandant, has succeeded in establish-

ing a more strict discipline than his predecessors, and in

some respects, than that pursued at Macquarie Harbour : he

has abolished the use of that great desideratum with pri-

soners—tobacco. The health of the prisoners is generally

good, though cases of scurvy have of late increased. In the

afternoon we walked with Capt. Booth to the signal-station,

two miles and a half distant, through forests of Stringy-bark,

Blue-gum, White-gum, Myrtle, Sasafras, Tree-fern, &c. an

assemblage proving the climate to be somewhat humid
;

it is,

however, much drier than that of Macquarie Harbour.

26tb. We accompanied Captain Booth to Eagle Hawk
Neck, the isthmus separating Tasmans Peninsula, on which

Port Arthur is situated, from Forestiers Peninsula, which is

connected with the main land. The distance, after leaving a

boat at the head of LongBay, was about eleven miles, which

we walked in a soaking rain.—A guard of soldiers is stationed

at Eagle Hawk Neck, wdiich is only 120 yards across, at high

tide
;

and to make the barrier more secure, nine watch dogs
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are placed at inteiTals, witli nine lamps between them.

Constables are also stationed at several outposts. By these

means escape from the Penal Settlement is rendered very

difficult. The dogs soon give notice of the approach of any

person. Some of the hills on Tasmans Peninsula may be

about 1^000 feet higlp and much of the forest with which it

is covered^ is very dense.

28th. We visited a company of prisoner brick-makers,

and proceeded to the coast, betwixt Cape Roaul and the

entrance to Port Arthur, to see a remarkable chasm in the

basalt. It is about 127 feet deep, and very narrow. The
sea may be heard rushing up it. In the course of our walk,

we had much conversation with Captain Booth, of a satis-

factory character. From what we see and learn, we are dis-

posed to consider that the punishment of Port Arthur, consists

in its restraint, rather than in any excessive degree of labour

that is exacted. The prisoners work with reluctance. The
privations of liberty and society, with the vigilant superin-

tendence, are keenly felt. The generality of prisoners look

upon themselves as the aggrieved parties, which is much to

be regretted : when they take an opposite view it is to be

regarded as a token of reformation. No prisoners are now
allowed private gardens

;
none but the boat’s crew are allowed

to fish, and none are allowed to hunt.

29th. We anchored in Safety Cove, the wind being

contrary. G. W. Walker and myself went on shore, and

walked to the coast, in the direction of Cape Roaul, on a

steep sandy part of which, the white variety of Helichryswm

hracteatimi is found; also Hierochloe australis, a fragrant

grass. In the afternoon we went on shore on a fishing

excursion, and obtained a plentiful supply of Muttton-fish,

Haliotis loivigata, from the rocks, at low-water. They were

mostly under the kelp, immersed in the sea, and were dis-

lodged by means of sharp-pointed sticks. Some of the

women went into the water among the large sea-tangle, to

take Cray-fish. These women seem quite at home in the

water, and frequently immerse their faces to enable them
to see objects at the bottom. AVhen they discover the

object of their search, they dive, often using the long
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stems of the kelp to enable them to reach the bottom

;

these they handle as dexterously in descending, as a sailor

would a rope, in ascending.

We sailed from Port Arthur on the 30th of 11th mo.

After rounding Cape Pillar, the swell, which had been left by a

recent gale, was very trying. We jJassed to the eastward of

Maria Island, and sighted Cape Barren Island, in Banks’s Strait,

at daylight, on the 2nd of 12th mo.—Sailing west of Preser-

vation Island, we anchored under Green Island, at high tide

;

and a gale from the south-east occasioned the vessel to drive,

so that it was left dry at low water, lying down to one side

very uncomfortably, but without further damage.—In con-

sequence of this accident, the Aborigines were put on shore

on Green Island, where they had a feast of Mutton Birds

and their eggs, and smeared themselves from head to foot

with red ochre and grease. The multitude of birds returning

to the island in the evening was so great that it was difficult

to conceive how each pair would find a burrow. The Abori-

gines from Flinders Island had been here, and we learned

that they had collected 8,000 eggs : countless numbers were,

however, still left : they had also destroyed great numbers of

birds, which were scattered in all directions over the island.

12th mo. 3rd. Being landed by a whale-boat, at the

Lagoons, the site of the old settlement on Flinders Island,

we made our way along the beach, and through the bush, to

AVybalenna, where we received a hearty welcome from both

the Black and the White Inhabitants
;
and were much pleased

with the improvements, since we were here fourteen months

ago. A number of neat huts have been erected, and some
land has been converted into gardens. One piece, of more

than an acre and a half, has been broken up, fenced, and

planted with potatoes, by the Aborigines.

The Aborigines of V. D. Land soon learned to distinguish

between free people and prisoners, and shewed a contempt

for the latter. The prisoners have adopted the expression,

‘‘^to plant” a thing, to signify, to hide or conceal it, especially

in regard to things stolen. On a Black, on Flinders Island,

being asked, if he would like to have some potatoes to plant,

he replied. No, with disdain, supposing it was meant to
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conceal dishonestly
;
but said he, I should like to have some

to put into the ground, that I might see them jump up.

4th. We had a conference with the parties at variance,

and endeavoured to soften down the asperities that had

arisen between them, in consequence of a conscientious man
having expected too much from others, not awakened like

himself to the importance of acting in all things on religious

principle, and having imbibed some prejudice against them,

which had excited disgust on their part.

A large company of the native women took tea with us, at

the Commandant’s : they conducted themselves in a very

orderly manner, and after washing up the tea-things, put

them in their places, and showed other indications of ad-

vancement in civilization. They are gaining a taste for

European provisions, particularly for milk and mutton.

5th. Another party of Aliorigines breakfasted with us.

We distributed among them some cotton handkerchiefs, and

some tobacco, an article of which they are exceedingly fond,

but the use of which they have learned from Europeans.

Some of the women immediately commenced hemming the

handkerchiefs, having learned this art from the wife of the

Catechist. They presented us with some spears and shell

necklaces in return. The Surgeon brought the new comers in

a boat from Green Island, having first successfully assisted

in getting the Shamrock off the sands, into deep water.—On
the arrival of the new party, it was found that the husband

of one, and the father of another, who had come hither

before them, were deceased
;

but this did not, in these

instances, produce much emotion.—Accompanied by the

Commandant of the Settlement, the Master of the Shamrock,

and an intelligent native, we visited the Grass-tree plains

that extend toward the east coast. The soil is sandy and

poor, and clothed with thin rigid herbage, and scattered, low

Gum-trees, low scrub, and large Grass-trees, Xantliorrhcea aus-

tralis? Some of the last are froni5 to 7 feet high,and as many in

circumference
;
they have leaves 3 to 4 feet long, and flower-

spikes 5 to 10 feet high, thickly clothed with hard scales,

and small, white, star-like flowers, except for about 1 1 feet

at the base, which is bare. All the trunks are charred from
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the burning off of the scrub. Abundance of red resin,

capable of being used in the manufacture of sealing wax and

French-polish, is exuded by them. This substance fills up

the jilaces left by the decay of the flower-stems of former

years, and by injuries
;

it is also lodged abundantly around

the base of the trunk, which is thus defended from an excess

of moisture. The blanched base of the leaves, which our

swarthy companion obtained for us, by beating off the head

of a Grass-tree that had not thrown up a flower-stem, is

pleasant eating, and has a nutty flavour. A sj^ecies of

Isopogon occurs on these plains. This is probably the most

southern locality of the genus.

The Grass-tree plains, which are represented in the accom-

panying etching, are separated from the west coast, by a

range of granite hills, covered with Common and Blue Gum-
trees, Oyster Bay Pine, &c.

The low ground about the Settlement, is clothed with

long grass, and with Leucopogon Gnidium and Fabricia myr-

tifolia, handsome, white-flowered shrubs, here attaining to

20 feet high, and with a few bushy sjiecies of Acacia, &c.

These are decorated by the lovely climbers Clematis aristata

and Comesperma volubilis

;

the former of delicate white and

the latter of lively blue.

6th. We visited Prime Seal Island, distant about eight

miles. This also is a granite island. Black fibrous Schorl,

here called Jet, is imbedded in the rock, in the cavities of

which, large crystals are also met with.—In the low part

of the Island, there were patches of an unrecorded species

of Lasiopetalwn,w\t\\ purple flowers. Croton rosmarinifolium,

a pretty, privet-like bush, forms thickets, both here and on

Flinders, where it is also interspersed with She-oak.—The
Wallaby abounds here. Several were killed by the natives

who accompanied us. Some of these people only eat the

male animals, others only the females. We were unable to

learn the reason of this, but they so strictly adhere to the

practice, that it is said, hunger will not drive them to de-

viate from it. This island did not prove favourable for

sheep. It was formerly the resort of vast herds of Fur

Seals
;
but they haA^e nearly forsaken both it and many of
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the neighbouring ones, in consequence of the slaughter com-
mitted among them by the sealers. We saw a few on an

adjacent rock.

7th. Some of the male Aborigines amused themselves

with throwing waddies and spears at grass-tree stems, set

up as marks, which they frequently hit. They still strip

off their clothes when engaged in this amusement
;
but in

wearing decent covering at other times, as well as in many
other respects, they shew decided marks of advancing civi-

lization.—In dressing their spears, they use a sharp flint

or a knife : in using the latter for this purpose, they hold

it by the end of the blade. They straighten their spears

till they balance as accurately as a well prepared fishing-rod,

performing this operation with their teeth. The simplicity

of the weajions of these people, has been urged as a proof

of their defect of intellect, but it is much more a proof of their

dexterity, in being able, with such simple implements, to

procure game, &c. for food. A shower of their spears,

which they send through the air with a quivering motion,

would be terribly destructive.

The climbing of the lofty, smooth-trunked gum-trees, by

the women, to obtain opossums, which lodge in the hollows

of decayed branches, is one of the most remarkable feats

I ever witnessed. This is effected without making any holes

for the thumbs or great toes, as is common among the

natives of N. S. Wales, excejDt where the bark is rough

and loose, at the base of the tree. In this a few notches

are cut by means of a sharji flint, or a hatchet
;
the latter

being preferred. A rope, twice as long as is necessary to

encompass the tree, is then thrown around it. In former

times, this was made of tough grass, or strips of Kangaroo
skin, but one of hemp is now generally used. The left

hand is twisted firmly into one end of the rope, the middle

of which is tightly grasped by the right, the hatchet is

placed on the bare, closely-cropped head, and the feet are

placed against the tree : a step or two is then advanced,

and the body, at the same time, is brought into a posture

so nearly erect as to admit the roj^e, by a compound motion,

to be slackened, and at the same moment hitched a little
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further up the tree.—By this means a woman will ascend

a lofty tree with a smooth trunk, almost as quickly as a

man would go up a ladder. Should a piece of loose bark

impede the ascent of the rope, the portion of the rope held

in the right hand, is taken between the teeth, or sluing

behind the right leg, and caught between the great and the

fore toe, and fixed against the tree. One hand is thus

freed, to take the hatchet from the head, and with it to

dislodge the loose bark.—On arriving at a large limb, the

middle of the rope is also secured in the left hand, and

the loose end is thrown over the limb by the right hand,

by which also the end is caught, and the middle grasped,

till the left hand is cleared. This is then wrapped into

the middle of the rope, and the feet are brought up to the

wrinkles of the bark, which exist below the large limbs.

One end of the rope is then pulled downward, and this

causes the other to ascend, so that, by an effort of the

feet, the body is turned on to the upper side of the limb

of the tree.—In descending, the woman places one arm on

each side of the limb of the tree, and swings the rope with

one hand till she catches it with the other : she then turns

off the limb, and swings underneath it, till she succeeds

in steadying herself with her feet against the trunk, around

which she then throws the loose end of the rope. IlaAfing

secured this, she lets go the portion by which she was sus-

pended under the limb, and descends in the manner in

which she ascended.—Although this is done with ease by
women in vigour, one who had been out of health, but

seemed recovered, could not get many steps off the ground,

so that not only skill, but a considerable measure of strength,

appears necessary to ascend the gigantic gum-trees.

After having seen something of the natives of V. D. Land,

the conviction was forced upon my mind, that they ex-

ceeded Europeans in skill, in those things to which their

attention had been directed from childhood, just as much
as Europeans exceeded them, in the points to which the

attention of the former had been turned, under the culture

of civilization. There is similar variety of talent and of

temper among the Tasmanian Aborigines, to what is to be
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found among other branches of the human family; and it

would not be more erroneous in one of these people, to

look upon an English woman as defective in capacity, because

she could neither dive into the deep and bring up cray-fish,nor

ascend the lofty gum-trees to catch opossums for her family,

than it would be for an English woman to look upon the

Tasmanian as defective in capacity, because she could nei-

ther sew nor read, nor perform the duties of civil, domestic

life. Were the two to change stations, it is not too much
to assume, that the untutored native of the woods would

much sooner learn to obtain her food, by acquiring the arts

of civilization, than the woman from civilized society would,

by acquiring the arts belonging to savage life.

8th. The Aborigines, having noticed that the few soldiers

at this station, who were placed as a guard against the

Sealers, were mustered on First-day mornings, to see that

they had made themselves properly clean, voluntarily com-

menced mustering in a similar way : they also brought out

the wares with which they had been entrusted, to have them

inspected. The Commandant took advantage of this, and

encouraged them to do so weekly. This morning they pre-

sented their tin pots and plates, knives and spoons, bright

and clean, and except three men, were clean in their apparel.

These men complained, that the women had not washed

their clothes, and threatened to wash them themselves, if

they should again be so neglected ! The men were dressed

in duck frocks and trowsers, and had handkerchiefs about

their necks. The women had on stuff under-garments, and

checked bedgowns, and had handkerchiefs on their heads

and around their shoulders. Many of their countenances

were fine and expressive. It was surprising to see how
much improved some of the most unsightly of the women
had become by being decently clad : they scarcely looked

like the same race of beings. They afterwards assembled in

a very orderly manner, with the white people, in the rude

shelter of boughs, used as a chapel. On this occasion a

portion of Scripture was read by G. W. Walker
;

after which

I had a little to communicate in the line of ministry.

—

There was sometliing peculiarly moving, in seeing nearly the
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whole of the remaining Aborigines of Van Diemens Land,

now a mere handful of people, seated on the ground, listen-

ing with much attention to the truths of the gospel, however

little they might be able to understand what was said, and

conducting themselves with equal gravity in the times of

silence.

9th. Several of the Aborigines were out hunting : they

obtained little but a Tasmanian Porcupine. The Wallaby

and Brush Kangaroo are become scarce on Flinders Is-

land, in consequence of the improvidence of the people

in killing all they can, when they have opportunity, and

often more than their wants require. Snakes are common
on these islands. Three kinds have come under our notice

—the large black species, the one with red sides. Coluber

porphyryaceus, and a smaller species called here, the Dia-

mond Snake—all of which are dangerously venomous. Some
large ticks were sticking to the sides of one of the red

snakes.

10th. We dined with the Catechist, who has taken con-

siderable pains to instruct the Aborigines, and to acquire

their language : he has translated the first three chapters of

Genesis into one of their dialects.—Finding that the cutter

must proceed to Launceston for supplies, we coneluded to

accompany it, and sailed this evening.

11th. After a fine voyage, we entered the Tamar early,

the eastern headland of which is rendered much more dis-

tinguishable by a newly-erected lighthouse. On bringing up
at George Town, we found the inhabitants in great alarm :

they had been keeping guard all night, in consequence of a

party of bush-rangers having entered one of their houses, the

preceding evening, and robbed it, after binding the master.

Circumstances of this kind are of rare occurrence at the

present day.

12th. We had a pleasant sail, with the help of the tide,

to near Launceston, where we arrived in the course of the

day, and met vith warm greetings from our acquaintance.
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Launceston.—Meetings.—Pious Prisoner.—Improvements.—Aborigines’ Mer-

chandise.—Meeting at George Town.—Rambles.—York Town.—Trout.—Voy-

age.—Flinders Island.—Kangaroo Apple.—Greeting.—Distribution of Cloth-

ing.—Native Chief.—Fire.—Notions of Supernatural Influence, and a Future

Existence.—Departure from Flinders Island.—Intemperance.—Cutter driven

upon the Rocks.—Recklessness.—Dangerous Situation.—Arrival at Kelvedon.

Since our former visit to Launceston, considerable im-

provements have been made in the place. A bridge across

the North Esk is in a consideralile state of advancement,

and a Penitentiary for females is nearly completed. The
latter is to supersede one at George Town, which is in a

ruinous state, and to which the transfer of the prisoner-

women, in boats, is highly ohjeetionahle.

The Aborigines now residing on Flinders Island have a

small flock of sheep, that were given them by a lienevolent

individual in the Colony. These are fed upon Green Island;

and the wool which they have produced, was committed to

my charge, to dispose of, for the owners. The proceeds

were to be applied in the purchase of hardware and cloth-

ing; this was effected accordingly, and some of the inha-

bitants of Launceston, lilierally added to the stock of goods,

in a variety of useful articles that were not very saleable in their

shops, and of partially worn garments, so that on returning

to Flinders Island, we had some considerable packages of

goods for the Blacks.

12th mo. 15th. We had two meetings in the Court-

house, at Launceston, which were attended by a consider-

able number of people. To me, they were seasons of labo-

rious exercise, under a sense of great weakness of flesh and

of spirit: I was enabled, however, to hold up the standard of
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the Truth as it is in Jesus, and to show that the salvation

proposed in the Gospel, is not only the forgiveness of past

sins, through faith in the atoning blood of Christ, but de-

liverance from the power of Satan, by the effectual opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit
;
by which the sincere disciples of

a crucified Lord are created in him unto good works, in

which God hath ordained that we should walk. I had also

to point out the great benefit of waiting on the Lord in

silence, with the attention turned to the teaching of the

Spirit, by which a true sense is given of the state of the

soul, and thus a right preparation is received, to ask in

the name of Jesus, the supply of our spiritual necessities.

There was a degree of solemnity pervading my own mind
in the times of silence, in which the creature, bowed be-

fore the Lord, felt its own nothingness, and was sensible

that God was all in all
;
in which there was not only the

silence of all flesh, but something also of a reverent silence

of spirit.

16th. In a religious interview with a few persons, who
have manifested an attachment to the principles of Friends,

and three of whom have occasionally met on First-days, for

the purpose of worshipping God unitedly, I exjiressed a few

words, to encourage them not to be cast dowui, when in their

silent waiting, they might be sensible, only of their own empti-

ness, and of the natural depravity of their own hearts. I also

pointed out the importance of our learning these things, in

order that we may be humbled, and be taught not to trust in

ourselves, but in the Lord alone. After this, one of them,

in a weighty manner, related a little of his own experience,

both in his early life, before he came under the power of

religion, and of his comforts and conflicts since that time.

This w'as followed by similar communications from the

rest. One of them mentioned, that the first recollection

of condemnation which he had, was on an occasion on

which his father had given him three half-pence, in mistake

for a penny, when he was very young : he kept the whole

sum, notwithstanding powerful convictions that he was doing

wrong in not returning the half-penny
;

and, from that

time, he added sin to sin, until it brought him under the

N
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sentence of the law. He also noticed his awakening, when a

prisoner
;
losing ground by unwatchfulness on his passage

out, and giving way to the gratification of pride in his dress

after his arrival in this country, by which he had been

brought under great condemnation
;
his renewed convictions

and conflicts
;
his sense of pardon through the atoning blood

of Jesus, and his comfort under the remembrance of the

declaration, that nothing should be able to separate us from

the love of God. He has adopted the plain language, ha-

bits, and manners common among Friends, and appears to

maintain a deep exercise of soul before the Lord.

21st. We embarked again on board the Shamrock, and

drifted a few miles down the Tamar with the tide. The
settlements on the banks of the river, appear much im-

proved within the last fourteen months, and present an

enlivening interruption to the continuous forest.

22nd. A favourable breeze brought us to George Town,

early. On arriving, we made arrangements to hold a meet-

ing with the inhabitants, at five o’clock in the evening,

and occujjied the forenoon in giving notice to such people

as were not at their place of worship, which is very thinly

attended, except by persons, such as prisoners, who have

no option in regard to staying away. George Town is

going fast to decay
;
the whole population now amounts to

only a small number. It was, however, a satisfaction to

have this meeting with them, which was well attended. I

had been impressed with a belief that we should be with

them to-day; but yesterday, when the wind was contrary,

and we made little progress, I was ready to think this im-

pression was only from the activity of my own imagination.

Contrary winds delayed the Shamrock a few days at George

Town.—We had now added to our company James Allen, from

Tyrone, in Ireland, who was on his way to Flinders Island,

to succeed A. Me. Lachlan in the office of Surgeon to the

Establishment for the Aborigines. We found this young

man a pleasant companion in our rambles in the neighbour-

hood.—We visited the light-house, on the eastern head of

the Tamar
;
near to which there is a lagoon of nearly fresh

water, just within the shore, a circumstance common on
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low parts of these coasts.—In this direction Corrcea speciosa

is found, which though abundant in some parts of N. S.

Wales, is scarcely known in V. D. Land. Corrcea alba,

the Cape Barren tea, becomes a large bush, and covers the

sand hills of the western head of the Tamar. Shrubs of

this genus, as well as of some others in this country, shed

their seeds while the seed-vessels remain green, the seeds are

consequently, difficult to collect.—We also visited the re-

mains of York Town, which was one of the first settle-

ments in this island. The country" around it looked tempt-

ingly green, but this greenness proved to be rigid herbage,

unfit for cattle, consisting chiefly of a stemless Xanthorrha^a,

or Grass-tree
;
and the place was consequently abandoned,

except one or two cottages, to which labour has added

productive gardens, well stocked with apple, pear, and

cherry trees, gooseberries and vegetables. The cherries

and gooseberries were now ripe, the former sold at Is. per

pound, and the latter at Is. 6d. per quart.—Near this

place, a beautiful Bauera, with pink blossoms, as large as a

shilfing, was in flower.—The hills in this neighbomhood
are very arid, but covered with wood

;
they abound in

iron ore, and asbestos, which last is here called “ Cotton

Stone.” Some of the pools near George Town produce a

small speckled fish, which is named Trout, but is far infe-

rior to the Trout of Europe
;
yet it is a pleasant fish for the

table. Many European names have been given to things

here, at the antipodes of Europe, which have very little

resemblance to the originals.

On the 27th, we put to sea, but made little progress.

At night we were off the seal rock, called Barren Joey, or

Eleventh Island
;
and, on the night of the 28th, off Twenty-

day Island. A westerly breeze sprung up before sunset.

My mind had been under great exercise for the last two

days, from a strong sense of temptation, and of the danger

of falling away. The mercy of God in Christ Jesus was

the ground of my hope, and my prayer was that he might

cut the thread of my life rather than permit me to bring

dishonovir upon his holy cause. Still I felt an appalling

sense of my own weakness and danger, and of the necessity
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to watch and pray, lest I should enter into temptation.

My trust was in the Lord for strength, and my desire that

his strength might be made perfect in my weakness, and

that he alone might have the glory. So far as I could dis-

cover I was in my right place, and the Lord was pleased,

in great mercy, to confirm this feeling, by some precious

and clearly perceptible intimations of his Spirit.

29th. We were favoured again to come safely to anchor,

under Green Island, after a gale in the night, in which the

cutter was driven through a channel between two Islands,

the depth of which was unknown to those on board
; but

the mate, by keeping a good look out from the mast head,

was enaliled to direct the course of the vessel, so as to avoid

the shallows.

30th. The wind having moderated, we were again put

on shore on Flinders Island.—While waiting at a creek, for

the ebbing of the tide, wc cooked some Mutton-birds for

dinner, and having no salt, dipped the morsels in salt water

as we eat them, which made them palatable. The fresh

water at the Lagoons, to the south of which we landed,

being dried up, we could obtain no drink till evening, but

we got a few Kangaroo-apples, w^hich reseml)le potato-aj^ples

in form, but are slightly acid, and rather mealy though not dry.

We reached Wybalenna soon after sunset. On approaching

this place, w^e were discovered by some women who were

cutting wood : they now recognized us as old acquaintance,

and gave us a clamorous greeting, which brought all the

people and dogs out of their huts, with such a noise as,

had we not known that it was the expression of friendship

on the part of the people, would have been truly appalling.

1st mo. 3rd, 1834. The weather having become moderate,

the Shamrock came to the settlement and discharged her

cargo
;
and we had the pleasure of distributing among the

Aborigines the various articles purchased with their wmol,

and contributed by their friends at Launceston. The dress-

ing of many of them in clothes, such as they had not been

accustomed to wear, was not a little amusing, but all were

made to fit. One of their chiefs took a great fancy to a

japanned comb, such as he saw a woman use, that had been
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among the sealers
;
but when he obtained one, he was much

disappointed to find that he could not get it through his

tangled hair, which had among it, knots of dried ochre and

grease, notufithstanding he had ceased for sometime to use

these articles, and had tried to wash them out. In this dilem-

ma he applied to me
;
and being desirous to please him, I did

my best, but was obliged to hold the hair back with one hand,

and pull with the comb with the other. From this he did

not shrink, but encouraged me in my work, saying frequently,

“ Narra coopa”—very good. And when the work was ac-

complished, he looked at himself in a glass, with no small

degree of pleasure. He was a man of an intelligent mind,

who made rapid advances in civilization, and was very help-

ful in the preservation of good order at the Settlement.

In former days, when the Aborigines committed depre-

dations upon the settlers, he lost one hand by a steel trap

that was concealed in a cask of flour, in a cottage, near

Little Swan Port.

5th. In the forenoon, we had another religious interview

with the people of the establishment, in their chapel of

boughs. In the afternoon, we were occupied in assisting

to extinguish a fire, that threatened the destruction of the

Settlement, and which had caught the long grass on the

adjacent hill. This fire burnt furiously before a strong wind,

but was brought under, by beating it out with green, gum-
tree boughs. In this work the Aborigines joined and shewed

great dexterity.—These people have received a few faint

ideas of the existence and superintending providence of

God; but they still attribute the strong emotions of their

minds to the devil, who, they say, tells them this or that,

and to whom they attribute the power of prophetic commu-
nication. It is not clear that by the devil, they mean,

anything more than a spirit
;
but they say, he lives in their

breasts, on which account they shrink from having the breast

touched. One of their names for a white man signifies, a

white devil, or spirit
;

this has probably arisen from their

mistaking white men at first for spiritual beings. They have

also some vague ideas of a future existence, as may be

inferred from their remarks respecting the deceased woman
N 3
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on the Hunter Islands, before noticed. They also say they

suppose that when they die, they shall go to some of the

islands in the Straits, and jump up white men
;
but the latter

notion may be of modern date.

Gth. Having accomplished the object of our visit, so far

as to effect a reconciliation between the parties, who were

at variance, which did not, however, prevent the ultimate

removal of the worthy Catechist, we again embarked on

board the Shamrock. A large party of the Blacks accom-

panied us to the shore, and we took leave of them under

feelings of much interest, excited by their kind, affectionate

and cheerful dispositions, and by the circumstances under

which they have left their native land for the convenience

of strangers.

7th. We beat up to Green Island, through a narrow and

shallow channel, among some small islands. Some of the

men had got liquor clandestinely, and were excited by it.

The mate became exasperated, and set them to some

additional but unnecessary work, as a punishment. At this

juncture, a current rendered the cutter unmanageable, and

it drifted rapidly toward the rocks under Chapel Island.

At length, an effort to put about, proved successful, and we

again came to anchor under Green Island.

8th. The A^dnd blew from the east, and increased into

a gale, which soon raised a heavy sea. Our anchors dragged,

and the cutter went on shore : she beat upon the sand from

nine o’clock in the evening till two, in the morning, and

then settled.

9th. The morning’s tide again floated the Shamrock, but

the storm continuing, she drove upon a bank of soft, cal-

careous rock, upon which she settled within a few yards

of a place where this rock joins the granite. The rud-

der was hawled up to save it from injury, and the ebb of

the tide left the vessel dry and uninjured, standing with

her coppered keel imbedded in the soft rock. In the

evening the wind shifted, and a heavy rain stilled the

sea so quickly, that the effect was almost like awaking from

dreaming of a storm and finding a calm. The same rain

also extinguished the fire at the settlement on Flinders
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Island, which by the columns of smoke, we could discover

had been rekindled.—After the rock had been cut away by

means of felling axes, so as to allow the rudder to be

restored to its place, a kedge anchor, with a warp, or slender

hempen cable was carried out by a boat, and fixed in a con-

venient place
;
and as soon as the rising tide began again

to float the vessel, the warp was plied, and we were favoured

by eleven in the evening, to be again riding at anchor in

deep and still water.

The time the vessel lay upon the rocks, was to me, one of

deep humiliation before the Lord, who condescended to

be ver^j^ merciful to us. On the first night, being exhausted

and weary, and not seeing any immediate danger, I retired

to my berth, under the impression, that if anything were

to be done, I should be more equal to it after some rest

;

and though I was sometimes awaked by a heavy shock of

the vessel on the sand, I could thankfully adopt the language

of the Psalmist :
“

I laid me down and slept : I awaked

for the Lord sustained me.” During the following day,

we could pitch a stone from the deck upon the granite

rocks
;

the vessel v^as sure to break up, if she went upon

them, and the change of wind was in the direction to set

her that way, unless advantage could be taken by the

warp of every inch she floated. Under these circumstances,

it apjDeared a serious thing, when we were safe on land,

again to climb up the side of the cutter, and await the

rising of the tide
;

but feeling peaceful before the Lord,

on looking this way, and not equally so on looking the other,

I followed the direction of my own feelings, without making

any remark, even to my companion. All the rest of the

company returned on board, whicli proved to be for the

best, as we were thus able to help in pulling at the warp,

and were on board at a time when hands could have been ill

spared to bring us from the shore.—It was, however, awful,

in this season of suspense, to hear the seamen with reckless

thoughtlessness, swearing more than usual. My companion
watched an opportunity to remonstrate against this insult to

the Majesty of Heaven
;
and his rebuke was well received,

as from a well-intentioned man, hut without any appearance
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of humiliation before God. Circumstances like these often

prove who are on the Lord’s side and who are not : they

are strong trials both of ju'inciple, and of faith.

10th. When off the Peaks of Cape Barren, and going about

eight knots an hour, with the wind from the west, it changed

for a few minutes, and blew so suddenly from the north,

tliat it caught the cutter on her broad side, and bore her so

much down, that it was necessary to let the square-sail fly,

and drop the peak of the main sail, to allow her to right

again. The lurch was so sudden as to occasion me to fall

upon the top of the cabin, which was raised and had a gang-

way round it, and I was obliged to hold on Avith my face

doAAmward towards the sea, till the A^essel righted again
;
for

she was too far gone to alloAV me to recover myself, until

her OAA'n side rose out of the Avater.

11th. Oft' the coast of V. D. Land. The wind Avas

adverse, and the SAvell such as to occasion great sickness.

12th. A gentle and favourable breeze brought us through

Schoutens Passage about noon
;

it then increased so as to

bear us much doAvn on one side, and to impel us rapidly

across Oyster Bay, to KeLedon, AAdiere our dear friends,

Francis Cotton and his family, aAvaited our arrLal on the

beach. We gladly took leaA^e of the Shamrock and were

conveyed through the surf by the intrepid mate, aaLo Avas

soon after lost, by the upsetting of a small vessel in a gale

of AAund. In the haste, of our departure, the plug-hole

of the boat was left open, and the state of the sea admitted

of no delay, to remedy this inconvenience, I therefore

stopped the hole Avith my thumb, and Ave Avere faAmured

to reach the land in safety, the men jumping out of the

l)oat, and running it quickly through the surf.—Thus,

through the mercy of our Heavenly Father, Avas this

tedious voyage terminated, under feelings of thankfulness,

in the remembrance of our many deliverances, and AAuth the

desire, that if any good had been effected, the Lord might

have all the glory, for to him alone all glory belongeth.
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We remained a few weeks with our friends at Kelvedon,

In the course of this time, my strength, which had been

much reduced by the previous exertion, excitement, and

sea-sickness, was considerably restored.—In this neigh-

bourhood we had several religious meetings, in some of

W'hich W'e were comforted by the exhortations of Dr. Story,

who had yielded to the convictions of the Holy Spirit, and

had seen it his place to adopt and advocate the principles of

Friends.

While w^e were in Great Swan Port, a soldier at Waterloo

Point received a serious injur)', by swimming upon a log of

wood, which is an accident that may easily occur in this coun-

try, where most of the timber is so heavy as to sink in water.

When accompanying Dr. Story, in a visit to this man, I saw

an Irish soldier doing penance, by kneeling with his bare

knees on some rough gravel. It is lamentable to behold

practices so repugnant to the spirit of the Gospel, imposed

by any church upon those convinced of sin, and by which

their attention is diverted from that “repentance toward

God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ,” which the

Apostle preached as the way of salvation.
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At Kelvedon, my attention was called to the circum-

stance^ of the flesh of cattle that had died in the bush,

having become poisonous. Several pigs, geese, and fowls

died, from ha\flng eaten of the flesh of a dead bullock, or

pecked about the carcase. A person in this neighbourhood

had boiled some of the flesh of a cow, found dead in the

bush, and had given it to his dogs and pigs, which were

made so sick that he thought they also would have died. It

is possible that these cattle might have died from the bite of

serpents, and that the poison might have become propagated

in their carcases
;
but from whatever cause they may become

poisonous, the instinct of wild animals protects them from

suft’ering by it
;

for the carcases of such cattle often remain

untouched either by birds or beasts of prey.

2nd mo. I7th. Accompanied by Francis Cotton, we set

out to visit the central part of the Island, on our way back

to Hobart Town, and proceeded to the mouth of the Little

Swan Port River. Here a person was making an attempt to

dry fish for distant markets. This we were satisfied could

not succeed, because of the quantity of rum allowed to the

men employed, and it was soon given up. The use of

spirituous liquors, is equally injurious in whale-fishing, not-

withstanding much is sometimes said in its favour. I once

asked a seaman, a native of Sydney, who had been brought

up in this occupation, what was his opinion on the subject

:

he replied, “ I will tell you, sir, how we used to do when we
went to catch sperm-whales. We always left Sydney \nth

a good stock of spirits on board
;
and as soon as we got clear

of the Heads of Port Jackson, we fell to work, the captain

and all hands, to drink : we kept it up till the grog was

done, and then we were ill two or three weeks, after which

we began to catch whales ! Once, we came upon a shoal of

sperm-whales, when we were all so drunk that we could

hardly see, and we manned the boats and ran upon them in

such a way, that it was a wonder we were not all lost. Now,
sir, you may form your own judgment of the use of spirits

in whaling.”

18th. We crossed the Little Swan Port River, in which

were a considerable number of jioisonous, smooth-skinned
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fish, the Toad-fish of this country. Three persons in a family

near Hobart Town, in 1831, lost their lives, by eating fish of

this kind.—The evening was spent with a settler, who has

exercised a considerable degree of moral and religious care

over his assigned servants, udth very satisfactory results,

19th. Taking a westerly course, we travelled through

several miles of trackless forest, and over some lofty hiUs.

In one place, a deep, woody ravine is crossed by a remarkable

natural causeway; which, being a little depressed in the

middle, is called The Saddle : its breadth is scarcely more

than would admit a good road, and its sides are almost

perpendicular. It is the only known pass out of the central

part of Oyster Bay. Beyond the Saddle, the land joins the

side of a remarkable peak, called The Sugar Loaf, the further

side of which descends steeply to the Eastern Marshes.

The southern entrance to Oyster Bay is equally impassable

for carriages, and the northern one is exceedingly rugged,

but carts are dragged over it. The district is only accessible

for goods, by sea. On the Eastern Marshes, nearly all the

Gum-trees are dead. We were hospitably entertained by a

settler, who was disposing of his cattle, and endeavouring to

let his farm, of 2,000 acres, 400 of which are enclosed, and

50 in cultivation, for £150 a-year. There are upon it a,

plain, stone house, and a few out-buildings. Kangaroos are

numerous in this part of the country.

20th. The country toward Oatlands, where we arrived in

the evening, is of hills, of small elevation, thinly wooded
with Black and Weeping Gum-trees, and interspersed udth

level grounds, marshy in winter, but very dry in summer.

—

We called upon a respectable settler, who, in consequence

of the dishonesty of his assigned servants, had been induced

to act as his own shepherd. Though this is a great incon-

venience to a person having all his other affairs to superin-

tend, yet it has preserved his flocks from depredations, such

as have greatly reduced many others.—From Oatlands we
proceeded to Ansty Barton, the hospitable mansion of

Thomas and Mary Ansty, from whom, on a former visit,

as well as at the present time, we received great kindness.

The domain of Thomas Ansty, consists of upwards of
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20^000 acreSj much of which is of thinly wooded, grassy

hills, adapted for sheep
;
but in the dry climate of this

part of V. D. Land, it will not, on an average, maintain one

sheep to two acres during the year.—Opossums are exceed-

ingly numerous in this neighbourhood : they are to be seen

in almost every gum-tree, by moonlight.

We remained at Ansty Barton till the 25th, and in the

mean time, held religious meetings, and meetings for the

promotion of temperance, at Oatlands and Jericho. At

the latter place, William Pike, the Ejhscopal Chaplain, and

his family, were kindly helpful to us. From their house,

Francis Cotton returned to Swanport.

26th. We proceeded over some fine sheep-hills, to the

house of John Bisdee, a prosperous settler, located in a

pleasant vale, surrounded by fine, thinly-wooded sheep-hills

:

his estate which has the benefit of a few springs that supply

water during this dry season, includes 5,000 acres, that, on

an average, wfill maintain about two sheep to three acres : it

extends to the Black Marsh, upon the Jordan, which is

now a chain of large, deep pools. The Common Pheasant

has been introduced upon this estate
;
and in order to pre-

serve it, his men have been encouraged to destroy the Native

Cats, by receiving eight-pence for each of their skins. These

animals are so numerous, that at one time the people

brought in six hundred skins.

3rd mo. 2nd. In the course of the last three days, we
visited the settlers at the Lovely Banks, the Cross Marsh,

the Hunting Ground, and Green Ponds, and held some

meetings among them. At Green Ponds we called upon a

respectable family, in which an aged woman, who had been

remarkable for steady piety was declining under paralytic

disease. On being enquired of, as to how she was, she re-

plied, “Very happy in body and mind.” How encourag-

ing is the calm sunshine of the close of the day, in such

persons !

3rd. Accompanied by George Gorringe, a medical man,

filling also the office of Catechist, we proceeded to the

Broad Marsh, and had a meeting with the neighbouring fami-

lies, at the house of Peter Murdoch. This person has the
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finest dairy-farm, in V. D. Land. It is situated on a fertile

level, on the Jordan, and is advantageously stocked with

Alderney cows.

4th. We proceeded along the course of the Jordan, to

the Black Brush, passing the houses and enclosures of se-

veral settlers. The vale of the Jordan, with its boundary

of hills, reminded me of Bilsdale, in Yorkshire
;
hut the

climate is much milder than that of England, though liable

to occasional summer frosts. Platj^jiuses are not uncommon
in the pools of the Jordan, in which, as well as in the other

rivers of Tasmania, and on the sea-coast. Black Shaggs are

often seen fishing.

At the Black Brush several young men, who emigrated

from Birmingham, have opened a store, which has paid

them well. They erected a house, in which they are re-

siding, though it has yet only shutters to close the places

intended for windows. In the evening, we collected the

establishment, and some of their neighbours, and had a

religious opportunity with them. An adjacent settler, who
appeared to be a very decent man, was one of the congre-

gation. He was formerly a prisoner, having been trans-

ported for seven years, for a very trifling offence.

5th. We passed round the end of a lofty tier of hills,

into the vale of Bagdad, and went by the Tea-tree Brush, to

Richmond. On the Gth we continued our journey to Sorell

Town or Pitt Water, and on the 7tb, proceeded to the

Carlton, a small settlement on a creek opening into Frede-

rick Henry Bay. Here the Government has placed a school-

master, a native of Scarborough, who has been most of his

life a seafaring man, and who seems to be a man of much
simple, religious feeling : he reads the prayers, &c. of the

Episcopal Church every First day
;
but this sort of me-

chanical religious service does not seem to be very attractive

to the people, either here or in other places. The old man
was much pleased with our visit. We had a meeting with

some of his neighbours and scholars
;

at the close of which,

in the true spirit of a village school-master, he requested

his pupils to repeat the Evening Hymn, and then pro-

nounced the “ Apostolic benediction.” He appears to try
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to impress upon their minds the spiritual signification of the

hymns which he teaches them.

The wife of a settler in this neighbourhood, to whom we
made some remarks on the loneliness of their situation, said,

that as there was no inn nearer than Sorell Town, they were

seldom many days without visiters
;
and that, at one period,

they were not more than three days at a time, for six months,

without some person, who was travelling to look for land

to settle upon, or under some other pretext claiming their

hospitality. This is a common circumstance in all parts

of the Colony.—Having Ijecome accustomed to travelling in

the bush, and the evening being starlight, we made our way
back to Sorell Town, though not without some difficulty.

8th. Arriving late last night, we went to an inn, kept

by a person named Leigh, which we found remarkably clean

and comfortable. Inns in this country are often rendered

very uncomfortable l)y vermin. Part of the day was spent

with our fellow-passenger from England, Frances Halls, at

whose house a neighbouring settler called, w'ho informed

us, that when the views of the Temperance Society were

first promulgated in this colony, he thought them foolish
;

but that he was now convinced of their soundness, and was

astonished at their influence in discountenancing spirit

drinking.

11th. On the 9th and 10th we had religious meetings

with the inhabitants of Sorell Town and Richmond, and

with about one hundred prisoners employed in the public

works. Richmond is nearly doubled in size since we visited

it a few months ago.—Accompanied by our kind friend J.

II . Butcher, we again visited some of the settlers on the

Coal River, and were hospitably entertained by one, who
having capital, and paying attention to the improvement of

his estate, has been remarkably prosperous.

12th. We proceeded to Jerusalem, ten miles further up

the Coal River. Where we held a meeting with some free

people, and a number of prisoners in the public works, who
are at present employed in building a gaol. Drought has

eontinued so long that most of the mills in the Island, are

unable to grind. The family with whom we lodged were
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nearly out of bread, and had so little prospect of soon being

able to renew their stock, that it was trying to us to think

of partaking with them, notwithstanding they entertained

us cheerfully.—Green Parrots are very numerous in this

neighbourhood, a flock of about a hundred, flew up from

a stubble, as we passed.

13th. Taking a westerly direction, from the upper part

of Jerusalem, we passed over some lofty tiers of hills,

to Green Ponds. Part of the way was very steep
;

the

whole of it a trackless forest. Some of the thick scrub

among these hills had lately been burnt. The ground in

these places was covered with ashes and black sticks, that

made travelling unpleasant. We crossed several deep gullies

in our descent, and in flve hours and a half from leaving

Jerusalem, emerged from among the hills, close to the house

of an elderly man, whom we much wished to see, and by
whom we were courteously received. This person was

formerly a prisoner, and came out with Governor Collins.

Being industrious, and of more sober habits than many of

his cotemporaries, he has prospered greatly since he Ijecame

free : he is now possessed of flve thousand acres of land,

capable of maintaining two thousand sheep, and some horned

cattle. He has taught himself to read and write, and his

Bible has the appearance of being well read. His wife,

who was also formerly a prisoner, prepared tea for us, and

waited on us very kindly. They both seemed grateful for

our visit
;

and for the religious instruction conveyed to

their family.

l/th. In the course of the last three days, we had meet-

ings at Green Ponds, Constitution Hill, and Brighton
;
at

the last two of which, a large number of prisoners were

present. We became the guests of a settler, who had a

value for religion, but like many others, enjoyed l)ut lit-

tle of clearness or comfort in it, for want of submitting'

to the baptisms of the Holy Spirit, by which the true

disciples of Christ are crucified to the world and the world

to them, and know that they abide in him, by the Spirit

which he hath given them.—To-day, we had a religious inter-

view with a road-party of the halt and maimed. Though
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many of them were grown old in sin, there was a remarkable

sense of divine influence over our minds whilst assembled

with them, and we had no doul)t but it was, to some of

them, a time of renewed, merciful visitation.—We afterwards

went along the north bank of the Derwent, to New Norfolk,

and coming ojjposite to the mill of John Terry, a boat was

sent across for us, and we spent the evening under his

hospitable roof. This mill is now Avorking night and day

;

notwithstanding most of the mills to the nortliAvard and

westward are stopped for Avant of AAnter. Many families

have to send their corn more than fifty miles to grind.

J. Terry’s mill is turned by a streamlet from the mountains,

called the Thames, a tributary of the DerAA^ent. The fall

accommodates three Avater-AA'heels, one aboA^e anotber.

1 9th. We had a meeting in the hospital Avith the patients

and the prisoners in the public AA'orks
;

a fcAV other per-

sons also attended. Most of the congregation stood, the

room being incapable of containing them if seated. I felt

empty of all qualification to labour, till after entering the

room, but looked to the Lord for help to do his holy Avill.

A feeling of solemnity came OA^er my mind, and under it, I

was enabled to extend the gospel message to sinners, to

repent and believe in Jesus, for the remission of sins, that

through him, they might receive the Avashing of regeneration,

and the reneAving of the Holy Ghost, and thus be enabled

to Avork righteousness. TheyAvere referred to the conviction

of sin in their oavu minds, as the draAA'ing of the Father,

seeking to lead them to repentance, and to faith in Christ,

and to bring them to Avait and pray, daily, for the help of

the Holy Spirit, to enable them to Avalk before God, and

be perfect.

20th. We spent a little time at the bedside of a man
in the hospital, aaLo had expressed a Avish to see me, and who
was in a deplorable state, in consequence of early instability.

According to his own account, he had often called upon the

Lord in time of trouble, and again forgotten him AAflien his

trouble ceased. Noaa^ AAflien racked Avith pain, and AAothout

hope of being raised up, he often feared that he atos too

great a sinner to be pardoned. 1 entreated him to cherish
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the feeling of condemnation for sin, and to wait on the

Lord in the way of his judgments, and to seek a true re-

pentance and unfeigned faith in Christ, who bore our sins

in his own body on the tree remembering that God is

almighty to save, both by pardoning sin for Christ’s sake,

and through him, working in us that which is well pleasing

in his sight. Sin had a dreadful hold of this man, who
seemed unable to keep his mind turned toward the Lord.

22nd. In the afternoon we visited a person, who was

brought up in the Episcopal Church, with whom we had

much conversation on the simplicity and the spirituality of

the Gospel. She said, she perceived that religion was a very

different thing from what she had been taught to think it

;

and that it did not consist in forms and ceremonies, hut in

an exercise of soul before God.

23 rd. We had a large meeting in the forenoon, in the

loft of a building erected for a store. In the afternoon

another was held in a room in the hospital. Both were

seasons of Divine favour, in which ability was afforded to

warn sinners of their danger, and to invite them to turn to

the Lord and live. The privilege of the true Christian,

in holding communion with the Father and the Son, under

the influence of the Holy Spirit, sensibly manifested as

the Comforter, and the Spirit of Truth, was also pointed

out.

26th. Our kind friend Robert Officer, in whose family

we were inmates for a few days, drove us to the residence

of an aged and pious man, of the name of Geiss, who had

long served the Lord, and walked in peacefulness before

him. The influence of his bright example of piety, is per-

ceptible on those around him. From this place, we walked

to Bridgewater, where we had an interview with the chain-

gang, in a rude, dry-stone building. The Wesleyans have

for some time past, gratuitously afforded religious instruc-

tion, every First-day, to these poor outcasts, and there

seems a decided relaxation, in the ferocity of their counte-

nances, since they have received this attention.

27th. We reached Hobart Town, and attended the lit-

tle week-day meeting, of those in religious fellowship with

o
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uSj with whom we sat in silence, but in the enjoyment of

the fulfilment of that promise of Christ
;

“ Where two or

three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the

midst of them.”

On the way to Hobart Town at this time, I was attacked

with an affection of the heart, by which my life seemed

often in great jeopardy, liut it did not confine me to the

house, notwithstanding I suffered much from it for several

weeks
;
when thus, continually admonished of the uncertainty

of surviving from one day, and sometimes from one hour,

to another, I was often favoured with such a sense of the

divine presence, as was verj^ confirming to my faith, and

enabled me to speak more experimentally than before, on
the benefit of holding communion in spirit with the Lord,

and of neither neglecting the things that belong to salvation,

nor resting in speculative opinions.
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We remained in Hobart Town, with little exception, from

the 2/th of 3rd month, to the 22nd of 8th month. During

this period, and for some time afterwards, our meetings for

worship were held in the cottage of William Holdship, on

the Newtown Road. This individual had had his attention

drawn to the principles of Friends, by reading a tract, on

the Glory of the True Church, by Francis Howgill,* and

another entitled ‘^The Ancient Christian’s Principle, &c.”

by Hugh Turford. Friends being under the necessity of re-

moving their meetings from the house in which they had

been held in Macquarie Street, in consequence of another

tenant occujjying it, they were held a few times in the

houses of William Rayner and another individual, but

neither of these proving convenient places, W. Holdship

offered the use of a room in his cottage, saying he should

count it a privilege to have the opportunity of sitting with

Friends in their meetings, notwithstanding they were often

held in silence.

At one of our Monthly Meetings for Discipline, it was

* A revised edition of this tract, has lately been printed by the York Friends’

Tract Association, under the title of, “ A Testimony against Ecclesiastical

Corruptions.”
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concluded to discontinue the meeting for reading the Scrip-

tures and the writings of Friends, on First-day afternoons,

and to hold meetings for worship instead. The persons who
attended our meetings being now in the praetice of reading

their Bibles and religious biography, &c. diligently at home,
meetings for religious instruetion by these means, appeared

to be no longer necessary. The room in which we now
met, being at liljerty also on week-days, it was agreed to hold

a meeting for worship, at 10 o’clock, on fifth-day forenoons,

instead of at half-past six in the evening. This sacrifice

of a portion of the best part of a day, to the Lord in the

middle of the week, evidently received his blessing, as has

very universally been the case in the Society of Friends,

where the sacrifice has been made in sincerity. Several

fresh members were also added to our little company, and

two men, who had for some time spoken in our congregations,

to the edification of their brethren, were recorded as approved

ministers. The meeting also came to the settled judgment,

that the communications of another individual, were not

generally to edification, how well soever they might be in-

tended
;

and in the spirit of love, he was requested to

withhold the expression of any mere cogitations of the

mind, such, not being accompanied by the baptizing power

of the Holy Spirit, without which no ministry can be of

any practically good effect.

When we first arrived in Hobai’t Town, the meeting-

houses of the Independents and Wesleyans were freely

offered for our use, in case we should wish to invite the

inhabitants to assemble with us At that time, it did not

appear to be our duty to enter upon such a service
;
but

now, believing it required of us, we held meetings for public

worship in both of tliese places, to which the inhabitants

generally, were invited. In one of the meetings in the

Independent chapel, some remarks were made upon the evil

resulting from the mind being kept in a state of excitement,

such as is common in the world, almost from the cradle

to the grave, and which is transferred also into performances

designed to be religious, often keeping the mind much
diverted from that attention to its own condition before
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the Lord, which is essential to spiritual worship. The
great benefit of retirement of mind from this excitement,

and of communion of soul with the Most High in silence,

was pointed out, and the people were directed to the teach-

ing of the Holy Spirit, inwardly revealed, as essentially

necessary to a saving knowledge of Christ.

After we had remained in silence about an hour, in the

meeting, in the Wesleyan Chapel, a young man, originally

sent to the colony as a convict, of whose repentance and

reformation we had had many proofs, commended the at-

tention of the audience, in a few sentences, to the inspeaking

voice of Christ, the Good Shepherd
;
whose sheep know

his voice and follow him, and receive of him eternal life.

This opened my way to comment largely on the declaration,
‘‘ The wages of sin is death

;
but the gift of God is eternal

life through Jesus Christ our Lord.’’

AVe had likewise a meeting in the Supreme Court Room,
in which silence prevailed for nearly an hour and a half,

under a precious feeling of heavenly solemnity. The advan-

tage of having the mind so stayed upon God, as to worship

him in spirit and in truth, without being dependent on the

stimulus of vocal exercises, was afterwards commented upon,

as well as the loss sustained by many, who, after having

attained to repentance, and to a sense of justification from

past sin, through faith in Christ, instead of walking by faith

according to the continued manifestations of the Holy Spirit,

depend greatly upon the excitement of such vocal exercises

as are popularly styled “ means of grace,” to enable them

to hold on their heavenward course, and thus have their

expectation divided between God, and these things; by which

means they often fall away, or become weak and dwarfish in

religious attainments. The desirableness of that state was

shown, in which the mind, reverently bowed before God,

is prepared either to be edified in silence, or by words

spoken under the influence of the Holy Spirit, and which is

nevertheless, not dependent on vocal teaching.

4th mo. 12th. AA"e proceeded to the east side of the

Derwent, by a steam-packet that has lately been established,

to take passengers, &c. from Hobart Town to Kangaroo

o 3
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Point, and by which the danger of this ferry is materially

reduced, and the fare is lessened one-half. We afterwards

walked to Lauderdale on Muddy Plains, making a few calls

on the way. The evening was spent pleasantly in the fa-

mily of a pious settler. After the reading of the Scriptures,

a long silence ensued, which was concluded by my stating

to the company, that I did not apprehend it was my place,

at that time, to express any thing in the way of exhortation

or prayer. On my doing this, the master of the house

knelt down with his family, and uttered some petitions. We
thought it our place, on this occasion, to keep our seats,

and thus to bear a testimony against that disposition which

determines, on such occasions, to utter something in the

way of jirayer, and which has, by this means, a strong

tendency to draw the mind away from inward prayer, and

to cherish a feeling, as if prayer must necessarily be vocal,

and might be performed by proxy. We afterwards had some

satisfactory conversation, on this subjeet, and on the advan-

tage of cultivating in silence, an individual, inward exercise,

and of not engaging vocally in prayer, except when the mind
is brought under the feeling of duty in the matter. My mind
was subsequently drawn towards the jirisoner-servants, and

we had an open opportunity with them, both in testimony

and in ju'ayer. A son of our host, who voluntarily accom-

panied us to visit the prisoners, Irecame awakened to the

importance of eternal things at this time : he, and most of

the other members of the family, afterwards adopted the

principles of Friends, under a conviction of their Scriptural

soundness, and a clear perception, of the operation of divine

power upon the mind, knovrn in their practical adoption.

13th. We travelled to the Hollow-tree, where we had a

small but satisfactory meeting. Much of the way to this

place, lay through a narrow avenue of some miles in length,

cut through the bush, for the purpose of measuring a base-

line, for a trigonometrical survey, which is going forward

in the Island.

14th. We visited a party, of a hundred and fifty pri-

soners, employed in cutting a road across Grass-tree Hill,

by which the distance between Hobart Town and Richmond
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will be materially shortened. In this company I recognized

a man from York, transported on the charge of perjury. This

crime, whether in this instanee, well substantiated or not, is

exceedingly common among the convict population. Another

prisoner was a youth who was the cabin boy on board

the Charlotte cutter, in our first voyage, in Bass’s Straits : he

had been trained in ^fice from infancy, and had passed from

the milder to the severer form of j^miishment, in con-

sequence of his waj^vardness, since he was transported.

When on board the cutter, the following conversation passed

between him and the mate :—^late :
“ Tommy ! where do

you come from ?” Boy ;
“ Liverpool, sir.” Mate :

“ What
is your father ?” Boy: I have none, sir.” Mate: “What
was he ?” Boy: “Nothing, sir.” Mate: “What is your

mother ?” Boy :
“ She is dead, sir.” Mate :

“ Who do

you live with, at home ?” Boy :
“ My sister, sir.” Mate

:

“ Wdiat is your sister?” Boy: “Nothing, sir.” Mate:
“ What did you do for a living ?” Boy :

“ They used to

put me in at the windows to open doors, sir.”—In this way,

it is to be feared, that many are trained to crime, and

become the pests of society from the influence of an evil

education
;
and that the parties stated to be “ nothing,”

w'hich is a common description in such cases, have lived

by vicious means.

The rocks that are cut through, in forming the road over

Grass-tree Hill, are argillaceous, embedding shells. Sand-

stone, w'ith a calcareous admixture, also occurs in some
places. The Grass-trees are not so large as those on Flin-

ders Island, nor as some on the north end of Bruny Island,

but they are of the same species.

15th. We returned to Hobart Town yesterday, and to-

day, I sj^ent some time in writing an account of the esculent,

vegetable productions of this island for Dr. Ross, which

was printed in his Annual for 1834. This article, amended
by my friend, R. C. Gunn, is presented to the reader in

Appendix D. In the evening we had a long conversation

with a person of religious character, who admits that silent

retirement in ^^rivate, is a state most favourable to devotion,

but he does not seem to be able to enter into the views of
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Friends in regard to public worship, at least, as respects the

silent part of it, and he cannot understand why meetings should

sometimes be held wholly in silence. I believe these things

are a mystery to many other good men
;
and unless the

Lord open their understandings, to see the advantage of

this united retirement of soul before him, I have no ex-

pectation that they will understand it by argument. Never-

theless, the matter is so plain to those who have felt

the benefit of this mode of worship, that we rarely find

they can be satisfied with any other. In dwelling under the

baptizing influence of the Holy Spirit, in reverent stillness

before the Lord, a sense is given us of our unworthiness,

also of accc23tance in the Beloved, who died for us

:

we feel that we become his adojited members, and are

bowed in a reverent fear before him
;
so that we are brought

to watch and wait before the Lord, in meetings and out

of them, and to revert to this state of expectation from

him alone, whenever we find ourselves carried away from

a sense of his presence being with us.

30th. I witnessed the infliction of the jounishment of

flagellation, in the Penitentiary-yard, uj^on a j^risoner belong-

ing the Hulk Chain-gang, who was a very refractory man.

The scars upon his back bore testimony to frequent jirevious

inflictions of this degrading jounishment. The Superin-

tendent of Convicts said this man had been more frequently

flogged, than almost any other in the Colony : he writhed

and cried out greatly under the strokes of a “ cat” of knotted

cords, which raised red wheals, and drew some blood : his

sentence was to receive fifty lashes.

5th mo. 1st. At our Monthly Meeting, it was proposed to

hold these meetings alternately, at Hobart Town and Kelve-

don, and to transmit the minutes from the one jflace to the

other for confirmation, in order to secure the strength and

judgment of the whole of the members of the little body,

professing with Friends, in this land; the distance between

Hobart Town and Kelvedon being too great to admit of the

members at the one j^lace, freqiiently meeting with those at

the other. This jDroposition was subsequently adopted with

advantage.
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4th. In reflecting upon the command, ‘‘ Go through the

breadth of the land,’^ which I believed to he of the Lord,

when it was impressed on my mind, in the 3rd mo. 1832,

and which we have now nearly fulfilled, I have felt much
peace. As I have meditated upon this command, at various

times, there has been a renewal of a measure of the feeling of

sweetness and authority that accompanied it at the first. This

I esteem a condescending mercy, to an unprofitable servant

deeply sensible of many defects, who truly feels, that not unto

himself, but to the Lord alone, lielongs the glory of any good

that may have been effected through his means.

7th. Occupied with a Report to the Lieut. Governor, on

the state of the Chain-gangs and Road-parties of the Colony;

nearly all of which we haA”e now visited. Their state has

claimed our sympathy, and we have thought it right to make
several suggestions for the improvement of their discipline.

—

An extract from tliis Report is introduced into this volume,

in Appendix. E.

8th. The u];)per and middle portions of Mount Welling-

ton are covered with snow. This may be regarded as the

commencement of winter in this region
;

and equivalent to

the 8th of the 11th month in England.

9th. A hundred dried Brush Kangaroo skins were sent to

my charge, by W. J. Darling, to dispose of for the Aborigines

on Flinders Island. For these I obtained seven-pence each.

With the money, several useful articles were purchased for the

people who had collected them
;
and the stock returned was

augmented by contributions from a number of benevolent

persons in Hobart Town. The attempt to induce the Abori-

gines to preserve skins, and other articles of traffic, was

afterwards carried out more extensively, and with success, by
G. A. Robinson. A few more of the native Blacks lately

joined this individual, on the west coast; and ultimately, they

were all prevailed upon to leave the main land, and join their

countrjmien on Flinders Island.

11th. We had a meeting in the Wesleyan chapel at

O’Briens Bridge, in which the people were reminded of the

time, when, by attending to the convictions of the Holy
Spirit upon their own consciencesj they perceived their lost
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state, and that their hearts were occupied by sin, when they

were also brought to repentance, and found peace, through

faith in Christ, made a profession of religion, and brought

forth fruits of righteousness. This process was then compared

wdth that of their taking possession of the land they are

occupying, and clearing it, by felling and burning off the

timber and the scrub—the natural and unprofitable produce

of the earth—and fencing and cultivating the land. They
were then desired to reflect upon the condition to which

such land soon returns, if neglected
;
and to consider how

soon, according to their own knowledge, it again becomes

covered with forest and scrub, so as only to be distinguishable

from “ the wild bush” by the remains of the fence. From
this they were urged to remember, that without a constant

care to keep their own hearts under the influence of the

Holy Spirit, they, in a similar way, would soon again become
unprofitable and overgrown with sin, notwithstanding they

might retain the apj^earance of a fence against evil, in some
remaining profession of religion. This appeal w^as not with-

out effect. One man acknowledged to us, that he was already

sensible of some measure of relapse, into the sinful state that

had been spoken of.

17th. We revised a treatise entitled ‘‘A Guide to True

Peace,’^ which, we concluded to print as a tract, and to circulate

chiefly among persons stirred up to some degree of religious

feeling, but who do not get sufficiently deep in inward

exercise, and in consequence remain weak Christians.

19th. In company with James Scott, the Colonial Sur-

geon, a man from whom we have received much kindness,

and some other persons, we visited the Colonial Hospital,

which seems to be a well-managed institution, and accommo-

dates a hundred patients.—In the afternoon, accompanied by

T. J. Crouch, we walked to Glenorchy, to see John Johnson,

an aged man, who in 1800, was transported for seven

years, from the vicinity of Leicester, for robbing a fish-

pond. He told us that he was formerly a great poacher,

and did not complain of the severity of his hard sen-

tence, which separated him from his wife, who is since

deceased, and from four children, then young. Since he
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became free, be has never had the means to return, so

that transportation for seven years has been to him, as

it has been to many others, exile for life. By his own
account, the increased exposure to vice, to which he was

subjected, in New South Wales, and subsequently on Nor-

folk Island, until his removal to Van Diemens Land, drove

him further into sin. Notwithstanding this, he often remem-
bered his degraded condition, and longed for deliverance.

The ministry of a woman Friend, in England, appears to have

been, under the divine blessing, the means of kindling these

desires after salvation, which the floods of iniquity were

never permitted entirely to extinguish.

About two years ago, a Wesleyan tract-distributor found

this man “ three-parts drunk,” one First-day morning, in a

room where several others were in bed, completely intoxicated.

Some of them had been fighting in the night, and the floor

was besmeared Avith their blood. Hopeless as this state of

things was, the man left them some tracts, wdiich Johnson

was induced to read, and which inclined him to go to hear

the Wesleyans, who began about that time, to preach in the

neighbourhood. Himself and one of his companions, became

deeply awakened to a sense of their sinful state, and groaned

under its burden. In confidence in the declaration, that
“ the elFectual fervent prayer of the righteous man a\"aileth

much,” his burdened friend and he, set out to Hobart Towui,

one evening, and went to a Wesleyan meeting, where they

stated the object of their coming, and desired the prayers of

the congregation. By their own account and that of others,

it appears to have been a time of great excitement
;

but the

Lord, who condescends to the weakness of the upright in

heart, was pleased to grant an answer of peace to their fer-

vent and vociferous supplications
;

and these two pilgrims

returned home under a sense of the jiardoning mercy offered

to mankind in and through Jesus the Saviour, Their subse-

quent walk has proved, that, great as Avas the excitement that

prevailed on the occasion, it AA'as not the mere illusion of a

heated imagination, Avhich made the difference that these tAvo

men felt in themseLes
;
they remain established, quiet Chris-

tians. Through the continued labours of the Wesleyans, light
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has gradually diffused itself around them; so that, to these first-

fruits, have been gathered from the drunken and dissolute,

a number of others, who form the little congregation at

O’Briens Bridge
;
whose influence, notwithstanding some

grievous instances of backsliding, has greatly altered for the

better, the population of the neighbourhood.

27 th. We accompanied George Everitt, the Secretary

of the Orphan School at New Town, in a visit to that large

and useful establishment, which is now removed to a com-

modious new building. Some of the boys are instructed

in tailoring, shoe mending, and other handicraft occupa-

tions, as well as in the common branches of school educa-

tion. Among the pupils are five sons of the Aborigines,

who are making as good progress in their learning, as boys

of European extraction.

29th. We visited the Penitentiary for Females, which

has lately received the addition of another court-yard, and

two double tiers of cells. There is much difficulty in find-

ing employment for the prisoners, notwithstanding they wash
for the Hospital, and some other public establishments.

There has not been sufficient religious interest excited on

behalf of this class of prisoners, in any place in this country,

to maintain a visiting committee of their own sex.
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5th mo. 30th. We walked to Browns River, a small settle-

ment on the side of the Derwent. It is accessible by carts, but

sends sawn and split timber and ^Jotatoes, by water, to Hobart

Town, which is seven miles distant. Potatoes grow here to

great perfection, on light loam bordering a rivulet, which rises

on Mount Wellington .—SprengeUia incarnata, a heath-like

shrub, was in flower in some marshy ground on the road
;
and

in the gullies about Sandy Bay, Plagiantkus discolor, a shrub

of the Mallow trilfe, bearing clusters of small, white blos-

soms, was beautifully in flower. There are other species of

this genus in the colony, all of which are called Curri-

jong. This name is also given in the Australian territories,

to all other shrubs, having bark sufficiently tenacious to be

used instead of cordage.

31st. We accompanied Thomas Bannister, the Sheriff,

over the Jail at Hobart Town, which is a very defective

building, and often much crowded, but it is kept clean, and

appears to be made the best of.

6th mo. 1st. We returned to Browns River, where, in

a tidy, weather-boarded barn, we met a decent-looking con-

gregation of about thirty persons. After spending some
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time in silence, I had a little to say to them, but there did

not seem to he much way open for expression, nor was there

much before my mind to communicate. Nevertheless, I

thought there was with us, a comforting sense of the Lord’s

presence. We left this hitherto much-neglected spot, with

the hope that an interest on religious subjects, that seemed to

be awakened in several minds, was an omen for good. We
returned along the ridge of a tier of woody hills, of which

Mount Nelson is one, on which there is a signal station,

answering to that at Hobart Town. From this station we
again enjoyed a fine view of the latter place, and of the exten-

sive bays of the Derwent, as well as of the surrounding

country, which rises in almost every direction, into hills,

covered with sombre forest, here and there invaded by
the hand of culture, which has introduced green fields,

that make a lively contrast with the dark olive of the

widely-spread bush.—From Mount Nelson, we descended

to Sandy Bay, and met another congregation, of about forty

persons. After a season of silence, I was enabled clearly to

point out the evil of sin, and the way to escape from

it, through repentance towards God and faith towards

our Lord Jesus Christ. We j^arted under solemn feeling,

after prayer had been vocally put u]d, on behalf of this

company.

3rd. We had a long discussion with some of our ac-

quaintance, on water-baptism, a subject upon which we are

often called to explain our views. We rarely meet with

people so free from educational prejudice, as to be willing

to look upon the commands of Christ to his discqfies, to

baptize, as sejiarable from the idea of water, and in their

proper connexion with spiritual influence
;
or who are suf-

ficiently enlightened, to discern the liberty of Christians to

abandon all those things, that in their nature accord with

the dispensation of t)q:)es and shadows, rather than with the

spirituality of the Gospel.

Persons often tell us, that they see the accordance of the

principles of Friends with the Gospel, except in regard to

Baptism, and what is called the Lord’s Supper; but that

on account of our disuse of these, they cannot join us. I
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believe, however, that most of these persons deceive them-

selves, as to their reason for not joining us
;
and that the

truth of the matter is, that they have not yet apprehended

the nature of the simple teaching of the Divine Spirit, as

true Friends have been privileged experimentally to receive

it. The cross of sitting down in silence to wait upon the

Lord, in order to be taught of him, and of bearing to be

humbled under a sense of helplessness, is also too great

for this descrijition of people. We have noticed, that Avhen

any attain to this humbled, teachable, state, they generally

become satisfied of the propriety of ceasing to use cere-

monial rites, and feel the importance of bearing those tes-

timonies to the simplicity, peaceableness, and spirituality

of the Gospel, which Friends maintain to be its true cha-

racteristics, and in which, the faithful among them, endea-

vour to walk; and in so walking, know their communion
to be unth the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ, under

the baptizing influence of the Holy Spirit.

8th. Our meetings were not particularly lively
;
but I had a

few words to express, near the close of that in the afternoon

;

at which nineteen persons were present. An indiAudual who,

when resident in London, occasionally attended Gracechurch

Street Meeting, now frequently meets with us : he acknow-

ledges himself to be more fully convinced of the accordance

of the principles of Friends with the Gospel, than formerly;

especially in regard to the doctrines of the universal offer of

Divine grace to man, and of the perceptible teaching of the

Holy Spirit to the attentive mind.

15th. After dinner Abraham C. Flower came to our lodg-

ing, and signified that he felt an impression of duty to visit three

men in gaol, ordered to be executed, to-morrow, for murder.

G. W. Walker conferred with William Bedford, the Colonial

Chaplain, on the subject, who said that he had no objection

AvhateA^er to the visit being paid. Observing, from the Act,

that the Sheriff possessed power to grant liberty for such a

visit, we went to him, and he, with his wonted benevolence

and urbanity, immediately granted this liberty, subject only

to its being agreeable to the poor culprits to see us. The
keeper of the gaol accompanied us into the cell, where there
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was also a fourth prisoner, under similar sentence. Though
the murder, to which these men confess, was one of the most

deliberate kind, the bond of hardness of heart under which

it was committed, now appeared to be broken, and they

seemed to be in a tender frame of mind. They were far

from being men of ferocious countenances. We each had a

little to communicate to them, encouraging them to yield to

their convictions of sin, and to seek pardon, in unfeigned

repentance, through faith in the atoning blood of Christ, in

the hope that they might find mercy with God, with wdiom

“one day is as a thousand years,” and who will forgive the

sincerely joenitent. The poor men expressed much thankful-

ness for our visit
;

toward the conclusion of which, j^rayer

was put up on their behalf.

20th. The Lieutenant Governor having invited us to

prepare a report upon the state of the Prisoners and Penal

Discipline, of Van Diemens Land
;

with observations on the

general state of the Colony, we drew one up, and jrresented

it to him.—This document is introduced to the reader in

Appendix. F.

7th mo. 3rd. Our week-day meeting was small, but it

was one of remarkable exercise. A well-disposed young man
was present, who had come from the country to endeavour

to obtain an ajipointment to the office of Catechist. A
Friend, who was quite ignorant of such a person being in

town, was led, in commenting upon some passages of Scrip-

ture, to point out with remarkable clearness, the mistakes of

those who thought themselves advancing the Lord’s work,

by entering in their own wills, upon formal services, and thus

holding up imitations of religion, in the place of religion

itself. He also showed how, in this way, they wasted their

own strength, when, if they would have remained patiently

under the baptizing power of the Holy Spirit, self would

have been subdued in them, and a concern on behalf of others

excited by this holy influence
;
which concern, as it was given

way to in simplicity, would have edified others, and have

been attended with peace to the labourers, even though they

might appear to themselves to do but little. More to the

same import was added by G. W. Walker and myself, under
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what we apprehended to be a right exercise, but which might

have l^een more liable to be called in question, as we were

aware of the views of the individual. He received the whole

well, and appeared thankful that he had been jolaced in the

way of such counsel.—In our meetings, we have of late had

much evidence, that the simple-hearted are often bajitized

one for another.—Circumstances needing religious counsel,

have in this way been spoken to, by ^^arties w'ho had no out-

ward knowledge of them, but who gave way to express the

exercises that settled upon their own minds, often in the

feeling of much weakness and fear.

4th. In referring to the circumstance of an individual,

formerly a prisoner at Macquarie Harbour, having been

lately recorded as an ajiproved minister, by Hobart Town
Monthly Meeting of Friends, a person of our acquain-

tance, belonging to another body of Christians, writes :—“The intelligence conveyed in yours, is exceedingly gra-

tifying to me. That one of the despised, hated, and per-

secuted little band at Macquarie Harbour, should become
an accredited minister of a body of Christians, Avhose steady

piety and arduous labours are heard of through the world,

and acknowledged as extensively as they are known, cannot

but be considered as one of those glorious triumphs of

grace, which cause the saints to rejoice, to adore, and to

love the Saviour with increasing ardour. To me, who have

seen something of the trials and difficulties of that penal

abode, it appears truly wonderful. But why should I won-
der ? Does it not often please the Great Disposer of events,

to prepare his choicest instruments in the hottest fire ? I

fervently pray that * may continue a faithful standard-

bearer in the cause of Truth, until his earthly pilgrimage

shall close.”

6th. In reading the book of Genesis lately, I have lieen

much struck with the similarity of character exhibited

among the sons of Jacob, to that which is to be found

among the stock-keepers of Tasmania, and among some
of the settlers. Similar occasions of “

evil report,” and

exhibitions of hardness of heart, such as induced them to deal

hardly with Joseph their brother, and other descriptions of

p
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profligacy^ are here found to prevail, and are reported to

have prevailed formerly, in a much greater degree, especially

where, from remoteness of situation, there was not mueh
probability that the hand of justice would interfere. This

seems to prove human nature to l)e the same in this age,

as it was in that of the patriarchs, l)y showing its similarity

under similar circumstances. It is true that its malignant

features are aggravated in this day, by the use of spirituous

liquors
;
but this evil is now becoming generally acknow-

ledged, and is likely to be abandoned. Appalling as the

picture is, to me, there is some encouragement in it, for the

sons of Jacob, when brought under the government of

Joseph, and influenced increasingly, as they advanced in

years, by the example of their pious father, appear to have

become greatly improved, and similar effects are visible from

similar causes, in this land. The improved government of

the last nine years, and the increase of moral and religious

example and instruction, are universally admitted to have

restrained much of the evil propensity of human nature,

which was formerly given way to, and to have drawn out

some of the better feelings of the human heart. Much,

however, remains to be done, but the imj^rovement already

visible, ought to operate as an encouragement to the use of

such efficacious means.

7th. In a walk, I observed some of the early indications

of Spring. Acacia Oxycedrus, Boronia variahUis, Epacris

impressa, Eriostemon obovatum, and a few other pretty shrubs

are in flower. I have lately obtained skins of several of the

birds of this Colony, among them are species of Bittern,

Coot and Duck, and a little bird with open feathers, like

those of the Emu, in its tail, whence it has obtained the

name of the Emu Wren. I also got specimens of the Wan-
dering Albatross, which were taken at sea, olf Storm Bay.

The skin of this bird is so oily that the only mode of preserv-

ing it seems to be, Ijy filling it repeatedly with wood-ashes

until dried. I have likewise obtained skins of the Wombat,

and of a small animal inhabiting the shores of rivers, and

some parts of the coast, and having the habits of a Water Rat:

its hind feet are webbed, and its tail is tipped with white.
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It is called in the Colony, the Musk Rat, in consequence

of a skin having been, at an early period, packed with one

of a Musk Duck, by which means it acquired a musky

smell, and not from any natural smell of musk in the

animal.

7th. The Monthly Meeting received an application for

membership, from an individual who has lately adopted

the principles of Friends, on conscientious grounds. The

father of this person has also become convinced of the

accordance of the principles of Friends with the Gospel,

in consequence of reading a copy of “ Barclay’s Apology,”

that he purchased in London, of Isaac Veale, who seized it

from Edmund Fry, for an ecclesiastical demand.

10th. The week-day meeting was small. A jiious man,

formerly a prisoner, attended, and spoke a few words, ap-

parently with great sincerity
;

hut clearly not from the

description of exercise, which Friends recognize as the spring

of Gospel ministry. Something was afterwards communi-

cated by two Friends, on the nature of such exercises, and

on the benefit of suffering the Lord to work in us and by

us, rather than of setting ourselves to work. After meet-

ing this person acknowledged himself to have been in-

structed.

15th. We had satisfactory letters from two of our

friends
;
both indicative of a growth in the root of religion,

as well as of some enlargement in its fruit : one of them
holds a meeting in his own lodgings. He is a clerk in a

Government-office, and being allowed a small sum to pro-

cure himself lodging and clothing, he has this advantage

over many other prisoners. He often sits alone to worship

the Lord, but sometimes one or two others join him, and

on some of these occasions, he says, “ In obedience to

what I believed to be required of me, I have given expression

to what, for dread, I dared not to suppress, though in much
backwardness and hrokenness. I have experienced the

terrors of the Lord in not freely giving up
;
and once for

going beyond the word of life.” Like one of our friends

here, he is another Onesimus. Some of the free population

of respectable rank, and of some degree of religious thought-

p 2
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fulness, regard him as a shining light, in a dark place,

verj^ humble, but full of faith, and abundant in good

works.

On the 18th we again went to Muddy Plains, where we
held two meetings, on the 20th. Many of the inhabitants

of this district still retain a very low and immoral character,

but there is some willingness among them to listen to

counsel. Many of the assigned servants are far from what

they ought to be
;

liut we always find they receive plain

dealing well, when it is administered in love.

21st. We visited Hugh and Mary Germain, in their neat

cottage. Hugh Germain came to V. D. Land with Colonel

Collins, at the first settlement of the colony. He was a

private in the Marines, and was for many years employed

in hunting Kangaroos and Emus for provisions, which the

officer, whose servant he was, received from him, and sold

to the Government, at Is. Gd. per pound. Germain, as-

sisted by two prisoners, returned 1,000 pounds per month,

on an average. Though Emus are now rarely seen on

the island, at that time they were frequently met with

about New Norfolk, Salt Pan Plains, the Coal River, and

Kangaroo Point. The Kangaroo was also very plentiful

in places where it is now rarely seen : one of the largest

Foresters that Germain killed, was on the spot where Hobart

Town Barracks now stand : the hind quarters weighed 130

lbs. and it measured nine feet from tbe tip of the nose to that

of the hind feet. At this period, these animals were usually

taken by dogs. H. Germain says, he rarely carried a gun,

though he often fell in with parties of Aborigines, “ in

whom there was then no harm.” He thinks they hurt

nobody till two white men, charged with murder, escaped

from Port Dalrymple, and got among them. He pursued

this mode of life so closely, as to be at one time, five years

without sleeping on a bed
;

and sometimes, in very wet

weather, he was driven to take refuge from floods, in a tree

;

where he has had to remain all night, covered with a large

kangaroo’s skin, to keep off the rain. He was the first white

man who penetrated into several parts of the colony, and

a principal in conferring upon them such names as Jericho,
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Bagdad, Abyssinia, &c. Only one of the party could read
;

and his only hooks were a Bible, and the Arabian Nights’

Entertainment; out of which hooks the places were suc-

cessively named. He considers his health to have been

preserved through these hardships, chiefly, by washing

himself well every morning and evening.

22nd. Was very showery. We returned to Hobart

Town, crossing at Kangaroo Point, in a whale-boat. It was

rough on the Derwent, near the middle of which, we passed

several Jackass Penguins. I had often before, heard the

cries of these birds on the river.

23rd. A person of my acquaintance furnished me with

a living Albatross, but as I could not conveniently accom-

modate a large, living bird, I killed it, being desirous of

preserving its skin. I'he stomach contained a green sub-

stance resembling Barilla, and a large quantity of pure, whale

oil
;

about a quart of which ran out of the bird’s mouth.

Probably the Albatross may eat Barilla and other vegeta-

bles containing soda, to enable it to digest the oil. Like

many others of the gull tribe, it feeds greedily on blubber,

which is often to be had in these seas, in the whaling

season. The oil from the stomach remained limpid, but

that from the skin, which was so abundant as to require

to be removed with a spoon, became opaque, white, and

almost solid, on cooling.

The adaptation of animals to their station, is one of the

subjects in which the wisdom and skill of the Creator, is

remarkalily exemplified. Thus the eye of the Morepork or

Greater Night Jarr, which I lately bad the opportunity of

examining, is wonderfully adapted for enabling it to see the

insects in the dark, on which it feeds. The eye is large and

stretched by a bony ring, of one piece
;
and when recently

removed, it forms a fine camera-obscura, transmitting the

images of objects facing it, through the integuments at the

back of the retina. The tongue of the Wattle-bird and the

Honey-eater being pencilled with hairs, is as remarkably

adapted to enable them to obtain the honey which forms

their food, from flowers.

25th. G. W. Walker wrote to Sydney, to request our

p 3
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letters still to be forwarded to us here. In some respects, it

is trying to us to remain so long in this land, and when way
opens, we shall be glad to proceed to New South Wales

;

but we must wait with patience the will of Him wlio knoweth

the end from the beginning
;
who hath condescended to lead

us about and to instruct us; and whose time is the best time.

The little company liere, who have been gathered to Friends,

is becoming more organized, and is, I trust, deepening in the

root of religion : this also appears to be the case with some

others.

31st. The week-day meeting was small. It was a season

to be remembered with comfort, by those who were brought

to wait for the revelation of Jesus, by the Spirit, sent to them

of the Father, in order that they might feel, his power raised

into dominion in themselves, over all the powers of darkness,

and know the true Shepherd to put them forth and go before

them. Thus such become built up in Him, members of that

church of God, against which the gates of hell shall not pre-

vail; whilst all systems that are mixed up with the short-

sighted views of human expediency, must ultimately have

the unsound mixture rooted out of them, or otherwise they

must become disorganized, how much soever they may en-

large their borders for a season.

8th mo, 7th. The j^ropriety of recording my dear Com-
panion as an approved minister, came under the con-

sideration of the Monthly Meeting
;
and it concluded, under

the feeling of unity with his Gospel labours, to take this

step, subject to the confirmation of the next Monthly Meet-

ing, to be held at Kelvedon, in Great Swan Port.—A com-

munication was received by the Monthly Meeting, from a

young man, who is an assigned prisoner servant in the

Colony, desiring to be commended to the notice of Friends,

The meeting being interested by his expressions of penitence,

recorded its feeling of Christian interest for him, and its wish

to hear from him, from time to time, that it might know the

state of his religious progress. The following extracts are

from a letter from this young man, in reply to one written

a few weeks since :
“ I am thankful to say, that I feel rather

more comfortable in my mind than I did when I MTote to
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you before. Your kind advice respecting the Temperance

Society has claimed my close consideration
;

for I now
believe it right, well to consider before I engage in any

matter, under a sense, that if I had done that before, I

should have been preserved from falling into many snares,

amongst which strong drink was one. I may say, it was the

first of my going astray : this led me to company, by which

it increased on me, together with going to places of amuse-

ment
;
and being under many engagements of this abomi-

nable nature, it caused me to neglect my business; so at

last, I became a thief, a disgrace to my relatives, my friends,

and my countrjN I have now come to forsake such abomi-

nations, through the Lord’s assistance, who strictly com-

mands to go ‘out from among them, and touch not the

unclean things.’ Tell the young men at home, how strong

drink, and what the world calls pleasure, bring destruction

and misery, upon both soul and body : encourage them in a

particular manner to strive against such evils.” In the same

letter he speaks of his parents, in terms of affection, and

laments with much bitterness, that he behaved so wickedly

towards them, and neglected their pious advice, which, if he

had attended to it, would have preserved him from coming

into such a state, as that in which he is now placed. He then

expresses thankfulness, that the Lord Avas merciful toward

him, both at the hulks, and on his voyage, and that he is so

now, in the colony, also that he has a good master and mis-

tress. In speaking of his Avish to haA^e some tracts, &c. he

says, “A Bible Avould he a A^ery great treasure to me, for it is

A-ery seldom I can get the loan of one.” In a former letter

he says: “I resigned my membership Avith Friends, not on

any religious point of auoaa', far from it
;

it AA'as to prevent

my Aule and eAul conduct being discovered.” In his last

letter, after requesting to he commended to the love and

notice of Friends here, he says, “1 have a great desire once

more to join that Society
;
for it is the only one that my

conscience AAmuld alloAV me to join: their belief and principles

I loA'e, and I prize them more noAV than eA'er I did
;
and

through the Lord’s assistance I shall practise them more
than CA^er I have done. I haA-e been highly faAmured, at
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dilferent times, in silent waiting on the Lord, when seated

upon an old, fallen tree, under a rock, at the back of the hill,

where the tramj)ling of human feet is seldom heard.”

15th. We have regretted of late, to see in some well

disposed persons, a disposition to calumniate Friends, and

to try to make out that Quakerism is not accordant with

the Gospel. The occasion of this has been, that a few per-

sons have adopted the principles of Friends, from a con-

viction of their more complete accordance with the Gospel,

than those of the communities with whom they were before

associated. This has also led to the exhil)ition of a very

difterent spirit toward us, on the part of some persons, from

that which we have endeavoured to entertain toward those

who conscientiously differed from us
;
and which we hope ever

to be enabled to maintain toward sucli : it has also some-

times drawn us into discussions, much against our inclination,

which have, however, been overruled for good. Inquiry

into our principles has been excited, and we bave been

willing to give an answer in meekness, to those who have

sought information respecting them.

On the 22nd we commenced another journey, and pro-

ceeded in company with Roliert Mather and Francis Cotton,

to Lauderdale
;
where, on the 24th, we held another meeting

with the neighbouring inhabitants.

25 ih. On arriving at the Bluff-ferry, on the Pitt Water,

there was no boat-man, we therefore walked along the Seven-

mile Beach, to the Lower-ferry, where we had to wade a con-

siderable distance to the boat. I do not remember to have suf-

fered so much before, from the coldness of tlie water. A heavy

surf from the Southern Ocean, breaks upon this beach
;
upon

which a number of remarkable marine animals were cast.

One among them, of about a foot in length, belonged to

the order of Holothuridte or Sea Cucumbers. We quar-

tered for the night at the hospitable dwelling of James and

E. Gordon.

2Gth. We pursued our way through the long and

dreary Cherry-tree Opening, over the Brushy Plains, the

White Marsh, and Burst-my-gall Hill, to Prossers Plains.

Here we designed to visit a settler, and turned aside, at the
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close of clay, along a track leading toward liis house. About

two miles oii the road, we found it intersected by a new fence,

a common dithculty in a newly settled country; and being un-

able to find our way further, as it was dark and rainy, we re-

turned three miles, to a little inn. At this place about half-a-

score men were intoxicated, whom we judged, from their

appearance, to he soldiers and assigned prisoner-servants :

they remained drinking and using bad language, till midnight.

In other respects our accommodation was tolerably good for

such a place. There is reason to believe that much drunken-

ness exists in secluded situations, among prisoners, as well

as among free people, and that the former often pilfer to

obtain the means of paying for liquor.

2/th. Being at this time in poor health, my friend

Francis Cotton had mounted me on his mare, it being

necessarv that one person should ride, to keep a sack

containing some of his goods, from falling off, as he had no

means of fastening it to the saddle. The road through

Paradise was too rough and precipitous to be pleasant

for riding, and it had the appearance of danger. The
scrub was also difficult to get through, in some places,

and care was necessary, as the way is a mere foot-track,

to avoid being carried against trees, or amongst branches.

However, having the sack to take care of, I rode at a

foot’s pace over the whole, excejit one hill, and the river.

The rocky bed of the latter is slippery, and has narrow

chasms in it, dangerous to the legs of horses. Some-
times I found it necessary to twist one hand into the

mane, and with the other to lay hold upon the sack, to keep

it from slipping off behind. Horses accustomed to this

kind of country, descend the stony hills best, with the bridle

quite slack
;
taking care of themselves, they take care also

of their riders. On this journey we tried carrying our own
luggage in knapsacks, but did not find it so convenient to

persons unencumbered with guns, as having each a parcel

to carry by a strap in the hand. We reached the habitation

of some kind friends, a little after dark, having had to use

a compass, observe a star, and listen to the direction of the

roaring of the surf, on a neighbouring, sandy beach, to
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enable us to keep in the right direction, which, here and

there, was not distinguishable by a traek.

28th. Early in the afternoon, we reached the dwelling

of Thomas Buxton, whose family are noted for their

hospitality, and were soon supplied with what was needful

for our wants. Leaving my companions to follow on foot,

I rode at a gentle pace over the Rocky Hills. We all arrived

at Kelvedon in the evening, and were again refreshed

together in waiting upon the Lord.

29th. Was occupied in assisting F. Cotton to plant some
fruit-trees, and to engraft others. He had brought the

trees and scions upon his back, more than eighty miles,

to preserve them from injurJ^ Fruit trees are valuable in

a newly-settled country. Some of the scions were obtained

from the Government Garden at Hobart Town, where there

is a valuable collection of fruit-trees, from which scions may
be had, on application to the Aide-de-Cam]i of the Lieut.

Governor. The others were from the capital garden of

James Gordon, of Pitt-water.

31st. We assembled twice for worship, with F. Cotton’s

large family, the assigned servants being also present, and

were favoured with a sense of divine overshadowing. A
portion of Penn’s ‘‘No Cross no Crown,” and a Psalm,

were read at the commencement of the opportunity in the

evening. The chapter on the use of flattering titles was

the one falling in course; and I had some remarks to make on

this subject, Avhich possesses more importance than is usually

attributed to it. As my understanding has been opened to

it, I have had perfect unity with our early Friends, in their

testimony against these titles, and also against complimentary

forms of sjAceeh
;
and a strong apprehension has rested on

my mind, that if Friends should abandon these testimonies,

the Lord would soon take them aAvay from Ijeing a people.

To cherish pride, Avhich is an abomination to the Lord, in

others, is diametrically opposed to the principles of the

Gospel
;
and though it is often argued that these things are

now so common, that pride is but little, if at all, flattered

by them, it requires but a small degree of penetration to

perceive tliat they are very gratifying to unregenerate men
;
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and that the remains of pride, eA^en in persons of some de-

gree of spirituality, are mortified by the omission of these

titles and addresses.

9th mo. 4th. The Monthly Meeting was held at Keh^'e-

don, and the judgment of that held in the 8th month, at

Hobart Town, aaws confirmed, respecting recording my com-

panion, as an approA^ed minister, and sanctioning his jiro-

ceeding AA’ith me in that capacity.

Between the 12th and l7th, aa^c again Ausited the settlers

in the upper part of Great SAA'an Port, holding several reli-

gious meetings among them.

When at Moulting Bay, close to the house of a settler,

AA^e counted fifty-six Black SAA^ans, in pairs: their nests had

been carried aAA’ay by floods. This is often the case, and

at other times they are extensh-ely robbed of their eggs.

One family, at AA-hose house AA^e lodged, had sometimes

taken as many as fiA^e hundred eggs at a time. Formerly a

tribe of Aborigines resorted regularly to this neighbourhood,

at this season of the year, to collect SAA'ans’ eggs.

Flappening to take up the Hobart ToAA’n Courier, at Bel-

mont, on the l7th, we saw, AAuth much interest and satisfac-

tion, a notice of the safe arrival of our dear friends Daniel

and Charles Wheeler, in Hobart Toaaui. They landed from the

Henry Freeling, on the 10th inst.
;
being on a religious A'isit,

to some parts of the Australian Colonies, and to the Islands

of the South Seas.—Dr. Ross, the editor of this neAA’spaper,

had kindly inserted a special notice of their arrival,

hojiing that the tidings AA'ould reach us through this

medium.

On the 22nd, aa'c set out to return to Hobart Toaaui, in

company AA'ith Francis and Anna Maria Cotton. SeA'eral of

tbeir children, AA'ith Dr. Stor)', accompanied us a few miles on

the AA^ay. On the beach, near T. Buxton’s, the Doctor and I

turned OA^er some flat, basaltic stones, in a pool of salt AA'ater,

that did not become empty by the recession of the tide, and

AA'ere gratified AA’ith the sight of seA'eral species of coralline,

alcyonite, sponge, and others of the loAA^er tribes of animals, of

curious and singular structure, but of AA'hich aa'c had not the

means of preserAung specimens.
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On the beach of Prossers Bay, we srav two beautiful White

Cranes
;

a bluish, lead-coloured species is not uncommon

;

several species of Duck are also met with in this Colony.

Some parts of our journey to Spring Bay, Avere A'ery un-

comfortable to those on horseback. A slight mistake in re-

gard to a track, occasioned us a trackless journey for seA^eral

miles. This is a common circumstance in Van Diemens Land,

AAdiere, except in a A'ery fcAA' places, naturally clear, and in

the immediate A’icinity of settlers’ houses, the Avay is through

forests, bounded only by the sea that surrounds the island,

and Avhich are full of dead logs, and fragments of the limbs of

trees, scattered in all directions
;

these continually turn tra-

vellers from a straight line, except AA'here a path has been

cleared. On our AA'ay, Ave had conversation Avith some pri-

soner-guides, confirming the belief that there are many of

this class, far from lieing destitute of religious sensibility.

On the 27th, Ave crossed the Derwent, in a Avhale-boat, to

Hobart Toaaui
;

AA'here Ave had a mutually pleasant meeting

AA'ith our friends D. and C. Wheeler; AAdio, AA'ithin a few

months, had l)een in comj)any Avith our dear connexions in

England. Although Ave hear of these freqcrently by letter, yet

there is a satisfaction in hearing of IjeloA^ed relatives, from

the lips of those that have lately seen them, AAdiicli none can

fully understand but by experience.

In rcAucAA'ing our late journey, and the many blessings,

and mercies Ave haA'C been made partakers of, among AA-hich

is the improA'Cment of my OAvn health, and noAAq in having the

comfort of meeting our dear friends, Ave felt that there was

great reason for us to adopt the language, “ What shall we
render to the Lord for all his benefits }”
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8th mo. 29th. In company with G. W. Walker, F. Cotton,

and T. J. Crouch, I walked to Glenorchy, to see old John
Johnson, who has been very ill, and is still so feeble that

he compares himself to a cracked earthen vessel, bound

about to keep it together. He is full of thankfulness for

the mercies he receives, often saying, “ What am I, a poor

bit of dust, that the Lord should regard me
;

I, who haA'e

Ih'ed so long in rebellion against God ? He has had mercy

upon me, hut I can never forgive myself, nor love him
sufficiently. What am I, or what are we all, that the Lord

should thus regard us ?”—In his illness, he said, he felt quite

willing to die, that he cast himself upon his Saviour, and

was quite willing to go. When his pain was excessive, he

prayed, that if consistent with the divine Avill, he might be

eased of his pain, and permitted to speak a feAV words of

the Lord’s goodness before he was taken away : his prayer

was immediately answered, and the violence of his pain

assuaged. The old man made many inquiries of us,

on the nature of prayer. He said, he had been taught to

think his petitions would not be accepted, unless offered

upon bended knees
;
and that, for four years, he had not
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missed a night in getting out of bed to in addition to

praying before going to bed, and on rising
;

but that he

began to think, it was perhaps unnecessary for him to get

out of bed for this purpose, and that he was nearly unable

to do so. We explained to him, that God is only wor-

shipped in spirit and in truth
;

that if the heart be

but bowed before bim, he will accept its offerings, whe-

ther from persons in bed, or out of bed, on bended knees,

or at their daily occupations
;
and whether their petitions

be uttered or unexpressed : that if people be bowed in

reverent stillness of soul, under the sense of the Lord’s

presence, though no words may be formed in the mind,

he will still regard and bless them. The old man said he

was comforted, and saw the matter more clearly than he

had done before, but that when he was first awakened, he was

so ignorant as to think that he must go into “ the bush ”

to pray, where he could make a great noise.

In the course of a walk, with a serious person, about this

time, he told me, that he thought he had sustained loss, by

regarding the feeling of his own weakness and emjotiness, as

a state of desertion, and by trying to turn from it, instead of

regarding it as the teaching of the Holy Spirit, designed to

humble him, and to bring him into a more simple trust in

the Lord, and a closer communion of soul with God. I

believe this is the case with many, who thus flinch from

humiliating baptisms, and regard them as the withdrawing of

the Lord’s Spirit; not recollecting, that the presence and

light of the Holy Sj^irit, are as necessary to enable us to

behold our own weakness and emptiness, and even our sin-

fulness, as they are, to give us a perception of the Divine

fulness
;

nor considering that we can never projoerly seek

reconciliation with the Father, until we are given to see our

alienation from him by sin
;

nor come unto Christ, as those

who feel that they need a physician, until we feel our

spiritual diseases
;

nor can we seek to know the Lord to

be our fulness, till we are made sensible of our own empti-

ness
;

nor shall we know him to be our strength, till we be

made sensible of our own weakness. But, blessed for ever

be his holy name, he is still known, by his dejoendent chil-
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dren, to be riches in poverty, strength in weakness, and a

very present help in trouble.

On the 3rd of 10th month, the first Yearly Meeting, of

the persons professing with the Society of Friends, in

Van Diemens Land, commenced
;

it was continued by ad-

journments to the ninth, inclusive. The principal subjects

that occupied its attention, were, the reading and recording

of the certificates from Friends in England, respecting Daniel

and Charles Wheeler, and George W. Walker, and myself

;

the granting of an additional certificate to G. W. Walker, to

authorize his proceeding with me to New South Wales and

South Africa, in the character of a minister of the Gospel,

(Appendix. G.) ;
the making of a record of our labours in

V. D. Land
;

the inAmstigating into the state of the little

community professing with Friends in this Colony, and

agreeing upon regulations for preserA’ing good order among
them

;
and the addressing of an Epistle to the IMeeting for

Sufferings, of Friends, in Great Britain, proposing a corres-

pondence AA'ith them. The meeting aaus faAmured to be able

to adopt the folloAA'ing minute at its termination :

—

“ In conclusion, we belieA'e it our duty to record, under

feelings of reA^erent thankfulness, that, in the sittings of this

our first YearN Meeting, the sensible presence of the great

Head of the Church, has been mercifully felt among us,

enabling us to transact the business that has come before

us, in much loAm, and in unity one AAnth another.^’

On the 25th of 10th month, G. W. Walker and I, Avent

again to NeAV Norfolk, where, on the following day we held

two meetings. In one of them a man, Avho is attached to the

principles of Friends, reproA’ed some persons for Avhispering
;

and afterAvards remarked, that our sitting in silence might

appear strange to some, aaLo had not considered the matter,

but that, for his own part, he could bear testimony to the

benefit of the practice
;
that before leaAung England, he had

for some time, attended a little meeting of Friends, in AAdiich,

often, not a word was spoken
;

that when these meetings

had been held in silence, he had been more edified, as his

mind was turned to the light of Christ, than cA^er he had

been under the most learned, studied discourses ;
and that
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he was convinced, others would also be thus edified, even in

silence, if their minds were turned to the inward manifesta-

tion of that light, which is given us, through Jesus Christ.

On returning to Hobart Town, we found Daniel Wheeler

very ill, iu the influenza, which had been prevalent, and

in many cases, fatal.

11th mo. 11th. In company with two young surgeons,

I again ascended Mount Wellington, and collected specimens

of various plants. Though the summer is advancing, snow
fell dry on the top of the mountain, and the cold, with a

high wind, was so intense, that I was unable to restore

circulation in my hands, by rubbing them with snow: some
of my fingers were consequently nund) for several days after.

Another of our company became violently affected with

cramp, from which we all suffered in some degree. Though
the snow was insufficient to protect vegetation from the frost,

many plants which were in flower, did not seem to be

injured by it; yet they cannot endure the continued cold

of an English winter.

Insects are now numerous, some species of the remark-

able genus Mantis, are found in Tasmania
;
they have obtain-

ed the name of the Praying Mantis, from the remarkable

posture in which they stand to catch flies, which they eat

with great voracity. The species, common at this season,

in the gardens here, is of a light ]:)ea-green, an inch and

a half long, and three-tenths wide in the broadest part

of the body, which is covered with wings, an inch long, of

an elliptic form, overlaying each other.

Colonel Arthur having invited us to express freely any

thing we wished to say connected with the welfare of the

Colony, we presented to him on the 15th a paper entitled,

“ Observations on the Distillation, Importation, and Sale of

Ardent S
2
)irits, as sanctioned by the Government.” He

informed us that he approved of the suggestions contained

in this document, but felt a difficulty in regard to acting

upon it, on account of the revenue. The state of a Govern-

ment which depends upon the continuance of the sins of

the people for the sixpport of its revenue, is truly an awful

state. A copy of this paper is inserted in Appendix. H.
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Some notice having been taken, in the Sydney papers, of

our Report on the state of the penal settlement at Macquarie

Harbour, which had been printed among some juirliamentary

papers on Penal Discipline, the editor of the “ Hobart

Town Tasmanian ” denounced us as Government Spies, and

took much pains to bring us into discredit, and the Gospel

through us. One of the Launceston papers also followed,

in some degree, in the same steps. The “ Colonist ” and
“ Courier,’’ of Hobart Town, of their own accord, defended

us. We believed it our place not to interfere in this matter,

and were preserved in calm dependence upon the Lord,

to make our sincerity manifest, if such should be his will

;

and “the shield of faith” was made effectual to “quench
the fiery darts of the wicked.”

The Lieutenant Governor having expressed a wish, that

we should again visit the Penal Settlement, on Tasmans
Peninsula, we took the suliject under serious consideration,

and came to the conclusion, that it would be right for us to

comply with his wish. A wdiale-boat W'as provided for

us, in which we proceeded, on the l7th of 11th month,

to the north-east extremity of Ralphs Bay, and lodged at

the house of our friends, the Mathers, at Lauderdale, On
the following morning, the men dragged the lioat across

Ralphs Bay Neck, and rowed us over Frederick Henry
Bay. We landed on a small basaltic island, off the Carlton,

called Dumpling, or Doughboy Island, which is a favourite

name for a small island among sailors
;

here, in a short time,

our boat’s crew collected about twelve dozen of the eggs of

the Black-backed Gull. This Gull makes no nest, except a

slight hollow among the grass, or in the light earth, in

which it lays about three eggs, nearly as large as those of

a Common Fowl, but more conical, and of a dirty green

eolour, speckled with irregular, dark spots.

This Island produces a Tree Mallow, Lavatera plebia, and

the other maritime plants of this part of the world. From
henee, we proceeded to the southern extremity of Norfolk

Bay, and walked from thence to Port Arthur; where we
occupied the house of the Commandant, who was absent

during our stay. He had gone to visit the signal stations,

Q
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and had lost his way in the intricate forest : his life was

thus endangered more than once, on similar excursions.

The Settlement was greatly improved since our former

visits, but was still incomplete in accommodation, for the

separation and instruction of the prisoners, who were now,

887 ill number. The association of men of this descrip-

tion, in common day-yards, and sleeping-places, is fraught

with much evil, that is very difficult to oliviate.

In consequence of the prisoners living on salt meat,

and being defectively supplied with vegetables, a large

number were suffering from scurvy. Nineteen, who were

in the Hospital, chiefly from this disease, jiresented as aji-

palling a picture of human wretchedness, as I recollect ever

to have witnessed.—This defect, on being represented to

the Government, was speedily remedied, by the cultivation

of more land with vegetables, and an occasional supply of

fresh meat.

The general discipline of the Settlement was improved,

but we found very little reformation on religious principle

;

and very few of the educated prisoners showed any dispo-

sition to assist in the instruction of the others, in the

evening school, which was held twice a week. The few

books to v/hich the prisoners had access, were diligently read,

but the number of these was small.

The prisoners were employed in ship-building, shoe-

making, breaking stones, cutting timber, brick-making, &c.

and many of them were working reluctantly, as is always the

case where labour is compulsory, and without reward.—

A

few men, employed in making bread, were locked up in the

bakehouse till the bread was delivered to the Commissariat

Officer, to prevent pilfering, which is sometimes attempted

here, very artfully.

An interesting addition has lately been made to this Settle-

ment, in an establishment for convict boys, on a point of land,

now called Point Puer, access from which to the main land

is cut off by a military guard. 157 of these boys, formerly

kept on board the hulks, on the Thames, are here placed

under restraint and coercive labour, as a punishment. By
these means, combined with attention to education, they are
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acquiring habits, calculated to enable them to maintain them-

selves honestly. The restraint is irksome, but upon the

whole, the boys seem pleased with the idea of being put in

the way of obtaining a livelihood.—Considerable difficulty

has been found, as might be exj^ected, in raising the morals

of these juvenile delinquents, from a most degraded state.

On the 21st, attended by a prisoner constable, we returned

to Norfolk Bay, and proceeded to Eagle Hawk Neck, and

from thence down Eagle Hawk Bay, to Woody Island, where,

as well as at many other places, constables are stationed.

From Woody Island, we were rowed to a coal mine, lately

opened, on Sloping Main, a point of Tasmans Peninsula:

we crossed this point to a hut, where we took up our quar-

ters for the night. Here we read a portion of Scripture, to a

few constables and soldiers, and addressed them on the im-

portance of attending to their eternal interests.

When passing through the forest between Long Bay and

Norfolk Bay, a large Black Snake met us on the path, which

we, of course, left to make way for the snake: it passed us with

its head a little raised, and with an air of boldness that was

rather appalling. Stout switches being plentiful in the bush,

G. W. Walker immediately cut one, and following the

venomous reptile, despatched it with a single blow.

On the 22nd, we returned to the coal mine, and mustered

the prisoners employed in it
;
with whom we had a religious

interview, as we had also had, with the different groups at

Port Arthur. The coal from this place makes Jiot fires, but

scarcely changes its form in burning: it finds a market in Ho-
bart Town, for about ten shillings a ton. Only the top seam

has yet been worked. Access is gained to it by a level, that

is very little above the high water mark.

Having completed our visit, we returned across Frede-

rick Henry Bay, and landed near Lauderdale, where I left

my companion, and proceeded by Clarence Plains and

Kangaroo Point, to Hobart Town, which place I was fa-

voured to reach in safety, thankful in having been privileged

with fine weather, in a deeply interesting excursion, in which

storms would have exposed us to great risk.

Anguillaria unijloi'a, Anopterus glandulosus, and several

Q 2
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other interesting plants^ were in flower, on Tasmans Pen-

insula, as was also Thysanotus Patersonil, on Clarence,

Plains. The last is a low, twining plant, with fringed, pur-

ple blossoms, delightfully fragrant.

On returning to Hobart Town, I had the satisfaction to

find my friend Daniel Wheeler restored to health, and

proposing soon to depart for Sydney
;

wdiither G. W.
Walker and myself had, for some time, believed it would

be right for us to accompany him and his son.

24th. George W. Walker rejoined me in Hobart Town,
where we made up a report, of our visit to Port Arthur,

containing the substance of the foregoing remarks, and

presented it to the Lieutenant Governor.—Feeling much
interested for the prisoners, and for the Catechist who had

lately come into office at the Penal Settlement, but who
was absent during our visit, I addressed a letter to him,

of which an extract is inserted in Appendix. I.

30th. Our meetings were largely attended, and were sea-

sons of comfort. D. Wheeler and myself had to inculcate in

them, the necessity of a more full submission to the inward

dominion of Christ, as the leader and governor of his people;

testifying, that, without submission to his Spirit, we can

never truly assure ourselves of the pardon of our sins, even

through faith in his blood; as he said, “ Not every one that

saith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom of heaven;

but he that doeth the will of mv Father, which is in heaven.”

12th mo. 1st. I had a conference with a person respecting

the settlement of his affairs, and took some memorandums,
from which the draft of his will was prepared, which was read

to him, in the comjiany of his wife and sons. It is to be

regretted that the Laws of Primogeniture and Entail, which

are of prejudicial influence in Great Britain, should be in

force in a new Colony like this. Their direct tendency is,

to preserve influence in the hands of persons who may have

nothing to qualify them to use it aright, and thus to prevent

the influence of others, who may have every necessary quali-

fication to benefit the public, but may not be j^ossessed of

great property
;
and tliis is but a small part of the evil

connected with these laws. My attention has long been
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attracted to their pernicious effect upon the progress of

civil and religious improvement in my native land, the pros-

perity of which lies near to my heart.

4th. We have lately met with several of the Pensioners

who came out with us in the Science. Many of them, and

of other persons of the lowest class, find difficulty in obtain-

ing emjiloyment. Some of the steadier ones are employed

as police-constables, at the wage of one shilling and nine

pence a day. Several have died, and others have been

brought into circumstances of degradation, through intem-

perance.

10th. We completed the shipment of our luggage, and

embarked on board the Henry Freeling, after taking leave

of our friends
;
from many of whom it was a trial to part.

11th. The wind being unfavourable, we went on shore,

to meeting. To myself it was a season of poverty, but

not without consolation. My work being done here, at

least for the present, it has pleased my Heavenly Father

to permit me to feel much of my own emptiness, but in

something of true stillness, in which I desire to give all

glory to the Lord, in the acknowledgment of being an

unprofitable servant.—We took tea with Philip Palmer,

who was at this time holding the office of Rural Dean, and

from whom we had received much kindness. Several other

persons were also of the company, among whom w'as

William Marshall, the surgeon of the Alligator, ship-of-

war, with whom we had, at various times, much pleasant

intercourse. He took no active part in fighting, but la-

boured diligently to promote the spread of the Gospel of

Peace
;
often reasoning also with the peoj^le, on temperance,

righteousness and judgment to come. In many respects,

we felt much unity of spirit with him, notwithstanding we
considered his position on board a ship-of-war, a very

doubtful one for a vital Christian.— [This valuable individual

lost his life in the Niger expedition, in 1841.]

After this visit we returned on board the Henry Freeling,

accomjianied by our kind friend T. J. Crouch, who took

leave of us at a late hour, when the ketch was preparing

for sea.
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12tli mo. 12th. The weather was beautifully clear, and the

moon was shining lirightly, when we came on board the

Henry Freeling, last night. The ketch was soon got under

weigh, and it was proceeding smoothly down the Derwent
when we retired to rest

;
hut we had scarcely cleared Storm

Bay, before our gentle breeze increased into a gale. At an

early hour we were roused by the rolling of the vessel, on a

heavy sea : it frequently washed over the deck, the seams of

which had opened under the influence of the dry atmosphere

of Tasmania, so that some of us were soon comjielled, from

the dripping in, of the salt-water, to leave our berths, and

take to the sofas.

17th. At sun-set, we were off Cape Howe, the south-

east point of New South Wales : the cape and adjacent coast

were faintly visible. The sea had been rough much of the

time since we left Hobart Town. The roll of the vessel was

so great after rounding Cape Pillar, as to make some of the

oldest sailors on board, sick. Birds have been numerous,

and we have seen a few whales.

18th. The weather was fine in the forenoon. In the course
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of the day we passed Montagu Island, Mount Dromedarj’-,

and Point Dromedary.—In perusing the Journal of the visit

of my friends, John and Martha Yeardley, in Greece, &c.

I was led to admire the goodness of the Lord, in prejiaring

instruments for the particular fields of labour, into which

he calls them. Thus, these dear friends have been prepared

for service among the dense population of an old continent

;

our dear Daniel and Charles Wheeler for a course of voy-

aging among the islands of the Pacific
;
and G. W. Walker

and myself, as a sort of pioneers, in the hush of Tasmania.

Each party would, I suppose, have found the path of the

other more trpng than the one in which himself was sent;

the diversified gifts of each have been adapted by the Lord
of all, to the respective sendees in which he has required

them to be exercised.

19th. The forenoon was beautifully fine. We dried our

wet bedding in the sun, and got a leak in the deck stoj^ped.

Shoals of small fish were frequently passing, and numbers of

larger ones, rising out of the water among them, probably,

taking the small ones as their prey. A few Albatrosses

and Mutton-birds were swimming on the smooth surface of

the sea. In the afternoon, we had thunder, lightning, rain,

and a brisk wind. The CA^ening was wet and dark, and the

current had carried us so close in shore, that when near

Cape George, at the entrance to Jervis Bay, it was dis-

covered, by some lights of the natives on the land, that a

few minutes’ continuance in the same course, would have

run us upon the rocky coast. Alarm Avas excited among
the seamen, and I do not doubt but our situation was a

perilous one
;
yet on turning my mind to the Lord, as I

continued writing, I felt a peaceful calm, and sufficient

eA’idence to satisfy me, that no harm should befall us.

—

Blessed for eA^er be the name of the Shepherd of Israel,

AAdio neither slumbereth nor sleepeth, but who, at times,

permits us to see danger, under such circumstances, as that

Ave may know that it is he aaJio delAereth us. The A^essel

AA'as got round in time to clear the inhospitable shore, and

Ave proceeded in safety on our A'oyage.

20th. We passed Botany Bay this morning, and about
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noon, entered Port Jackson. The coast of this part of New
South Wales, is bold, and in many places, perpendicular.

The cliffs, which are of sand-stone, are interrupted by small

sandy bays. Port Jackson is a considerable estuary. The
entrance, with the Henry Freeling, is represented in the an-

nexed etching, from a sketch by my friend Charles Wheeler.

A light-house marks the South Head, which is about a

mile from the North Head. The estuarj^ branches into nu-

merous bays
;
some of whicli have sandy beaches, others are

very rugged, as are also some of the low hills behind them.

The hills, in many places, are covered with Gum-trees

and different species of Banksia, and other trees and shrubs,

such as are peculiar to this part of the world. Some of the

more even places have been cleared, and have houses

erected upon them. A few of these are of imposing ap-

pearance.—A joilot boarded us at the Heads, and brought us

safely to anchor in Sydney Cove. Thus, through the mercy
of him whose providential care is over us, we are at the end

of another voyage, and advanced another step on our way.

After dinner, I went on shore with George W. Walker.

We called on Joseph Orton, the superintendent of the

Wesleyan Mission, in these parts, for whom we had des-

patches from Hobart Town, and after spending an hour

pleasantly with him, retuimed on board the Henry Free-

ling. In point of building, Sydney strikes us as being more
like a large English town, than Hobart Town. Many of the

houses are in contact: the shops are quite English. In

general aj^pearance, the buildings are like those of towns

within thirty miles of London. In the court-yards and the

gardens of the more retired streets. Peach, Orange, and

Loquat trees. Grape-vines, and many singular and beautiful

shrubs are growing luxuriantly
;

here and there, tower-

ing Norfolk Island Pines also mark the difference from the

climate of England. White Mulberry forms a common
screen round the gardens, and a small tree, called here

White Cedar, Melia Azederach, is often planted between

the houses and the outer fence of the premises. In our

walk, we saw no person that we knew. We are again

strangers, in a strange land.
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21st. We remained on board, and t\wce assembled ndth

the crew, for what might more properly be called religious

instruction than public worship. After a solemn pause, a

portion of Holy Scripture was read
;
another pause ensued,

then a few Psalms were read, after which a considerable

time was spent in silence. In the morning the silence was

broken also, by the ministerial labours of George W. Walker
and myself. In assembling with the crew of the vessel,

who have not been brought to the same views with Friends,

and few of them to clear religious principles, our friends

Daniel and Charles Wheeler have adopted the practice of

spending a portion of time in reading the Scriptures, as we
have done on like occasions.

22nd. We received a friendly call from John Saunders,

the Baptist minister, and made acquaintance with a few

persons attached on principle to the Society of Friends.

23rd. We called at the Government House, and entered

our names for an audience with General Bourke, who at

this season of the year, resides at Parramatta. We also

waited on Alexander Me. Leay, the Colonial Secretary, and

on Thomas C. Harington, the Under Secretary, to each of

whom w'e had letters of introduction, and by Avhom we Avere

politely receAed.—From these indAiduals and their family

connexions, Ave receAed uiwarying kindness during our

sojourn in this Colony.

After dinner we crossed to the north shore of Port Jack-

son, and had a AA'alk in the bush. Though Gum-trees and
Acacias are prominent productions of the A’egetable kingdom
here, as well as in Tasmania, yet there is so great a A^ariety

of other trees and shrubs, not found in that island, as to

gAe this country a diiferent aspect, in many places. Insects

are more numerous here than in V. D. Land. The Tetti-

gonice, here called Locusts, of which there are seAmral

species, keep up a constant rattle, like that of a cotton-mill,

both in the town and out of it. They are generally stationed

on the upper portion of the trunks of trees, or on the larger

branches : some of the kinds attain to four inches in length.

Moschettos are abundant, and are Axry annoAung to some
persons. On returning, Ave passed a family of Aborigines,
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sitting round a small fire : two women had blankets thrown

around them, and one of them had a dirty piece of flannel

about her neck : she said she had been very ill. They had

three children, that seemed from five to eight years old

;

one of which, at least, was a half-caste. They had also

several dogs and a cat. Some men belonging to them were

fishing; and three fish were lying near their fire. They

said, one of the men had gone to the town to buy bread,

but they were afraid he would spend the money in drink.

In features an old woman reminded us of some of the least

personable of our acquaintance among the Tasmanian Abo-
rigines : a younger woman was of less forbidding aspect

;

and the childrn were of fine lively countenance, and by no

means of unpleasant features. They spoke English tolerably,

and gladly accepted a few pence to buy bread. Their whole

appearance was degraded and very forlorn.

The Sandstone rocks on the shores of Port Jackson, are

covered with Rock Oysters : these are of small size, and have

undulating shells; one of which is convex and fixed to the

rock. The upjjer shell is nearly flat, and is easily struck off

by means of a horizontal blow. The fish is of good flavour,

and is sold in Sydney, clear of the shell, at 6d. a pint. The
Aborigines had been eating Rock Oysters, and another

shell-fish that resembled a Cockle.

24th. The evening was illuminated by lightning
;
in the

town, the air, after sunset, was perfumed by the blossoms

of Brugmansia suaveoJens, a large South American shrub,

cultivated in almost every garden, and bearing pendulous,

whitish, trumpet-shaped blossoms, seven inches in length.

27th. Daniel and Charles Wheeler, and George W,
Walker, and myself, proceeded to the office of the Colonial

Secretary, who accomjianied us to the Government-house,

and introduced us to Major General Richard Bourke, the

Governor, by whom we were courteously received. Daniel

Wheeler presented his certificate, from the Moniing Meeting

of Ministers and Elders of the Society of Friends, in London,

and a letter from the Secretary for the Colonies. The Gover-

nor alluded to some interviews I had had with him in London,

in 1831, when he read my certificates, from our own religious
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society. I now presented a letter to him from Viscount Gode-

rich, recommending G. W. Walker and myself, and the object

of our visit to these Colonies, to his notice; also a letter from

Colonel Arthur, written with a view to forward our desire to

visit Norfolk Island, and to attend to similar services in this

Colony generally
;
and one from Joseph Massey Harvey, of

which the Governor was furnished with a copy, by the writer,

when in Ireland. On my expressing a desire to be permitted

to fulfil an apprehended duty, in visiting the Penal Settle-

ment on Norfolk Island, in company with G. W. Walker,

the Governor informed us, that care was exercised to pre-

vent persons, under ordinary circumstances, from landing

there, but he readily consented to our going thither, under

an apprehension of religious duty
;
and to our being put on

shore there by the Henry Freeling, on her way to Tahiti,

and being left to be brought back by a Government vessel.

Thus, through the over-ruling of the Most High, another

important object was put in train to be accomplished, by our

friends coming out in the Henry Freeling, in this direction,

and, for the accomplishment of which, way opened in such

a manner, as to afford to my own mind satisfactory evidence

that the means for its accomplishment, as well as the sense

of duty with respect to the visit, were of the Lord.

28th. We assembled twice on deck, for public worship,

having “rigged a chapel,” by putting up the awning, and

fixing a number of the colours along the sides and ends.

A small congregation, consisting of persons somewhat con-

nected until the Society of Fi-iends assembled with our ship’s

company. A considerable time was spent in solemn silence,

in which there was a sense of the presence of the Lord

;

whose presence gives life and consolation to those who wait

upon him in sincerity and in truth, and to whose goodness

and mercy both Daniel Wheeler and myself bore testimony

on these occasions.

30th. The forenoon was occupied in conversation with

Samuel Marsden, the intelligent, aged, episcopal clergyman,

of Parramatta; whose heart has long been open to encourage,

the improvement and civilization of this part of the world,

and especially the introduction of Christianity among the
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inhabitants of the isles of the Pacific. He dined with us,

and gave us much interesting information respecting his

visits to New Zealand, &c.

1st mo. 1st. 1835. Our week-day meeting was held on

board. Several
2
iersons attended it. Daniel Wheeler al-

luded to the commencement of the new year, and exhorted

us to examine what progress we had made toward the

kingdom of heaven, since we first believed. It was a season

of comfort under a sense of the pardoning and sanctifying

mercy of the Most High.

We took a walk near the town in the evening. Many
beautiful native shrubs are in flower : among them are

Lambertia formosa, Grevillea bvxifolia and sericia, Epacris

yrandiflora, &c. which grow in heathy soil, on the bushy

ground, covering the sandstone.

3rd. The early jiart of the day was calm : the thermo-

meter rose to 100° in the shade. About two o’clock the

wind arose, with violence, from the south east, and the

thermometer fell to 70°. It rained in the evening. This

kind of wind has occurred a few times before, since our

arrival : it is frequent in the summer, and coming upon

the town from the direction of some old brick-fields, has

obtained the name of a Brick-fielder. It brings small

pebbles j^elting like rain, and clouds of red dust, formed,

not however, entirely from the brick-fields, but also from

the reddish sand and soil in the neighbourhood. This

dust
2̂
enetrates the houses, in sjiite of closed doors and

windows, till it is seen ujion everything, and may be felt

grating between the teeth.

4th. A meeting was held in our cabin, this morning : it

was a season jireciously owned of the Lord
;
the influence

of whose Sjiirit brought us into the feeling of solemn

reverence. The like blessing was also showered down uj^on

us, even more abundantly, at the first meeting of Friends

held on land, in N. S. Wales, at John Tawell’s, at six

o’clock this evening. Twenty-two jiersons were jiresent. On
both occasions I was engaged in testimony and prayer

;
in

the evening, Daniel Wheeler sjooke also in testimony, and

at the close of the meeting exhorted us to endeavour to
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keep close to the sense of the divine presence, which had

been so mercifully granted us, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

5th. In the evening, we were present at a public meeting

of the Temperance Society, in a large school-room, formerly

used as a court-house. It was numerously attended, and

many respectable females were of the company. Richard

Jones, one of the vice-jiresidents, was in the chair
;
and

Richard Hill was secretary. Some resolutions, which time

did not admit of being brought forward at a former meeting,

were now proposed, and carried : and the meeting was ad-

dressed by William P. Crook, Dr. Laing, John Saunders,

William Jarratt, George W. Walker, myself, and a number of

persons, whose names I do not recollect. I have no doubt

but the cause of temperance was promoted. This was the

first meeting of the kind at which D. and C. Wheeler were

ever present, their residence having long been in Russia.

They were agreeably interested. They, with G. W. Walker

and myself, were kindly and publicly welcomed to the Colony

at this meeting.

6th. Having been prevented taking exercise for some
days, we went on shore, in the evening, on the north side of

Port Jackson, and collected a few specimens of plants and

insects : some of the latter, as well as many of the former,

are very beautiful, and all display the power and wisdom of

the Creator. The more the works of creation are under-

stood, the more the evidence of infinite wisdom and power

in the Creator is seen. If it were designed that the dis-

play of these, in every part of creation, should be among
the incitements to adoration and praise, in the mind of

man, how greatly is his fallen state exhibited in this con-

nexion ! Instead of being able to name them according

to their qualities, as Adam was, before the fall, most persons

pass them unheeded by
;
many are disgusted at the proper-

ties which render them fit for the places they are designed to

fill
;
and among those who study them, too many make them

their idols, instead of giving God the glory.

11th. Having obtained leave to hold a meeting for public

worship with the Inhabitants of Sydney, in the Old Court

House, and extended an invitation to them, a congregation
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of from four to five hundred people assembled with us.

Among them were several persons of influence. It was a

season to be remembered with gratitude to Almighty God;
who strengthened Daniel Wheeler and myself to preach

Jesus Christy and him crucified^, and to direct our auditors to

the teaching of the Holy Spirit manifested as the light and

grace of Christ, in the secret of the heart
;

and leading to

repentance and to faith in him, and to a humble dependence

upon God for ability to work righteousness.

13th. The Governor having invited Daniel Wheeler
and myself to visit him at Parramatta, the Private Secre-

tary came on board the Henry Freeling, yesterday, and

made arrangements for conveying us thither. This morn-
ing a government-boat took us up to Parramatta, which is

distant, by water, fifteen miles, up the estuary of Port

Jackson
;

which for the greater part of the way, runs into

bays on both sides. For al)out half the distance from Syd-

ney, the bays are formed Ijy woody hills of low elevation,

running into rocky, sand-stone points. Toward Parramatta,

the shores are low and muddy, and the contiguous lands

cleared and cultivated. Houses are interspersed at moderate

distances
;
some of them are inhaljited by prosperous settlers,

and have the aspect of those of English gentlemen. Many
of the gardens are well stocked with Peach, Orange, Mul-

berry, Fig, and Loquat-trees, and Grape-vines. The grass

lands are green from the abundance of Cynodon dactylon, a

grass that resists the drought more than most other kinds.

It not only abounds in pastures in this country, but takes

the place occupied by Poa amma in England, at the roots of

walls, by the sides of foot-paths, &c.

Conversation on various subjects passed at the Government

House, in the course of the afternoon and evening, and

among them, on lunatic asylums. The Governor remarked that

an institution of this kind was greatly wanted in N. S. Wales,

and seemed pleased with a proposition to supply him with the

Sketch of the Retreat,” and “ Hints on the Construction,

&c. of Pauper Lunatic Asylums with which I afterwards

furnished him. Tea was introduced at eight o’clock, and

after it, cards, with which some of the company amused
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themselves. One who declined joining them^ said he had

not played for so long, that he had forgotton how, and that

his recollections of card-playing were painful. On behalf

of Daniel Wheeler and myself, I stated the objections of

the Society of Friends to the practice, on account of its

dissipating effect upon the mind, and its tendency to draw

into an immoral risking of projicrty. This elicited the

remark, that the present company only played for nominal

stakes. The same objection, however, lies against playing

for nominal stakes in gaming, as that vdiich lies against

what is called moderate drinking, in the use of intoxicating

liquors. It gives a sanction to the practice, and opens the

door for the greatest excesses. Where money is risked in

gaming, to take it one from another on such a ground,

seems to me, not only objectionable for the reasons already

stated, but as a breach of that consideration one for another,

which is an essential ingredient in true politeness. And I

have remarked, that the inconsistency of the characteristics

of card-playing, forces itself so quickly upon the minds of

persons, on their coming decidedly under religious convic-

tion, that they soon discontinue the practice.

14th. On returning from Parramatta, a large Black Snake

crossed the road close before the carriage
;

it alarmed the

horses, so as to make them start to one side, and become
difficult to manage.

15 th. We walked to Elizabeth Bay, and met the Colo-

nial Secretary, at his beautiful garden, which is formed on

a rocky slope, on the margin of Port Jackson, of which

it commands a fine view.—Here are cultivated, specimens

of many of the interesting trees and shrubs, of this Colony,

along with others from various parts of the world, inter-

mixed with some growing in their native localities. Among
the last, is a fine old Rusty-leaved Fig-tree, Ficus ferruginea,

which is an evergreen, and has laurel-like leaves. A noble

specimen of Acrosticum grande, a fern of very remarkable

structure, from Moreton Bay, is attached to a log of wood,

and secured by a chain to a limb of this Fig-tree. The
walks at this place are judiciously accommodated to the

inequalities of the sinuous bay, and are continued round a
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point covered with native bush. Peaches are ripe in the

open ground in abundance, and liberty to partake of them

freely, was kindly given, by the open-hearted proprietor.

—

Dendrobium speciosum and Unguiforme, remarkable plants of

the Orchis tribe, are wild here, upon the rocks, and D.

tetragonimi is naturalized on a branch of Avicennia tonien-

tosa, covered with Rock-oyster shells, and suspended in a

tree near the shore. A fine patch of the Elks-horn Fern,

Acrosticuni alcicorne, retains its native station on a rocky

point in the garden.

18th. Our meetings to-day were seasons of renewed

favour and mercy. Several persons were present in the

morning, who had not before met with us : at the conclu-

sion of that in the evening, D. Wheeler alluded to the

sense of divine influence that had prevailed over us, until it

might rightly be said, “The Lord God omnipotent reigneth.”

19th. A meeting was held for the organization of an

Australian School Society, auxiliary to the British and

Foreign School Society. Some opposition was exhibited,

but ultimately this was overruled, and measures were adopted

for carrying the object into effect.

20th. In the evening, we went to the north shore, and

again fell in with a group of the Aborigines, that we met
with there a few days since. They were now sitting around

a fire and smoking, not excepting a little, naked boy, about

two years old, who seemed as busy with his short pipe as

any of the company. They often obtain in Sydney, the

washings of rum-casks, which they call “ Bull,^^ and get in-

toxicated with it. In this state they quarrel among them-

selves, notwithstanding they are very peaceable toward the

white population.—A group of these people, as they are

seen, degraded by contact with a j:)opulation of European

extraction, is represented in the accompanying etching from

the pencil of Charles Wheeler.

27th. At the request of the Governor, we waited

upon him, and he kindly desired to be informed, if he

could do anything further to assist us in our anticipated

voyages.—In the afternoon we joined a company of pious

persons, of various denominations, at the house of George
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Allen, a short distance from Sydney. Conversation took

place, on the views and practices which distinguish the

Society of Friends. These we had in some measure to ex-

emplify, in a religious opportunity, which commenced with

the reading of the first epistle to the Thessalonians. I made
some comments on this occasion, upon the text, “ Pray with-

out ceasing shewing, that the fulfilment of this injunction,

depended upon a close attention to the teaching of the Holy

Spirit, by which we are made quick of understanding in the

fear of the Lord
;
and are enabled to discern our vrants, so as

continually to breathe our petitions in secret, to our Father

who seeth in secret. Daniel Wheeler was also engaged in

the same line of service.

In an evening walk, on the North Shore, we saw a large,

old, bushy Fig-tree, Ficits ferruginea, overhanging the

water
;

some of its limbs were almost covered with Acros-

ticum alcicortie and Dendrobium lingmforrne. A broad-leaved

Loranthus, a parasite of the same tribe as the iMistle-

toe, but with much finer blossoms, was growing upon some
of the branches. Plants of this genus are of frequent occur-

rence in this Colony. Some of them incorporate themselves

with the wood of the foster tree, and others adhere to the

bark by an external root.

2nd mo. 1st. We held pur meeting, in the forenoon, on

board the Henry Freeling. It was attended by most of the

persons who generally assemble with us. Silence was only

interrupted by a few words, near the conclusion, expressed

by myself, on the doctrine of Christian love, as set forth by

our Saviour and the apostle John, and a short addition on

the same subject by Daniel Wheeler.

In the evening, we had a large meeting in the Old
Court-house, the use of Avhich was granted us for the

purpose. It Avas an exercise of faith, to imfite people to

such a meeting, under an apprehension of religious duty.

But I Avas enabled to belieAm, that whether it should be

best for us to set an example of waiting on God in

silence, or to speak in his holy name, qualification Avould

be gNen at the time
;

and in this confidence, to fidfil

the injunction, ‘'Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and he shall

R
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sustain thee.^^ I was preserved in great mental quietude,

through almost half the meeting, though feeling much of a

blank in mind, excei^t as regarded this sense of dependence.

When, at length, the passage, ‘‘Why do the disciples of

John and of the Pharisees fast, but thy disciples fast not

was presented to my view, with an apprehension that it was

my duty to exjiress it.—I saw but little of the scope of

these subjects, to what opened, as I gave utterance to them,

and by which I was enabled to preach the new birth, Christ

crucified, &c. Daniel Wheeler added a fcAV sentences in the

same strain. After I had given utterance also to prayer, on

bended knees, the meeting separated. We felt thankful

to Him who continues to he, to his dependent children, a

present help in time of need, and who qualifies them for the

labour to which he calls them, in such a manner as to prove,

both to themselves and to others, that all the glory belongs

unto Himself, and to Himself alone.

On returning to the Henry Freeling, the water was

beautifully luminous, wherever it was agitated. This is

often the case in calm nights. A train, like the tail of a

comet, followed the boat
;

and each oar, as it dipped, be-

came surrounded by a luminous jiatch, which became fainter

for some time after the oar left the water, and at length

died away. Sometimes brilliant shining points adhere to the

oars, which may possibly he phosphorescent animalcules.

The light, in the wake of the boat, and on the dip of the

oars, is also probably occasioned by this race of minute,

animated beings, or by phosphorescent matter disengaged

from the water
;
and which may be formed by decomposing

animal and vegetable substances.

4th. I had some conversation with Samuel Marsden, and

with the Colonial Secretary, on the case of a New Zealander,

who was on board the Henry Freeling a few days ago; he,

and his wife and child, were brought away from their

own country, as hostages, by a house in Sydney, that has

a whaling establishment on that part of the coast of New
Zealand, to which these people belong, and of which, this

man is said to be a chief. The lives of the persons employed

by this house were thought to be in danger, and this
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expedient was adopted for their protection. There is reason

to believe, it was with the consent of the man and his country-

men, that he and his wife became hostages, but they seem to

have had no idea of being so long detained. The chief com-

plains of the detention, and says, that, if an Englishman had

been detained in like manner in his country, a man-of-war

would have been sent to demand him. It is an important

question, how far it is proper to allow of acts of this charac-

ter, and one which merits the consideration of the British

Legislature.—In the evening George W. Walker and myself

attended the committee of the Temperance Society. About

a dozen persons were present. The cause of temperance ap-

pears to be gaining ground.

5th. We had a visit from a young physician, who was

prevailed upon to join a ship at Liver
2
:>ool, as the medical

officer, with the understanding, that for his passage out, he

was only expected to attend to the state of the crew
;
and

that if his services were required by the passengers, they

would pay him on their own private account. But he after-

wards found, that the contract of the owners with the passen-

gers, included medical attendance
;
and of this, the owners

took care to apjDrize him, when the ship was on the point of

saihng. Thus they availed themselves of his services for the

whole ship^s company, when he was unable to make a stand

against their imposition.—This is the second instance we
have met with, of medical men being imjiosed upon, in con-

nexion with voyages to these colonies. In the other case,

the surgeon was invited to see the ship, when at Gravesend,

and to sleep on board, and in the morning he found himself

at sea

!

Having believed it would be right for us, before proceeding

to Norfolk Island, to hold a meeting with such of the crews

of the numerous vessels, now l}dng in Port Jackson, as could

be collected, application was made to John Hart, the master

of the Henry Porcher, for the use of the deck of his vessel,

for this purpose. This was readily granted, and arrange-

ments were made accordingly.

8th. Notice of our intended meeting having been given

on board all the ships, in the port, about a hundred and fifty

R 2
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persons, chiefly masters of vessels and oflicers, assembled on

board the Henry Porcher, this morning. It was a season in

which Divine Mercy brought us under solemn feeling, and

gave ability to preach the Gospel freely, without any compro-

mise of principle, to the practices of men. When constrained

by the love of Christ, to preach, it is a favour to be enabled

to preach the Gospel fully, both with regard to faith and

practice, even when we ourselves may feel, that we have not

attained to the full measure of that which the Gospel requires;

a feeling that ought to prompt to an increase of diligence,

in making our calling and election sure. After the meet-

ing, we distributed a number of tracts, confining ourselves,

on this occasion, to those published by Friends, and those

of the Temperance Society.—At our meeting on shore,

in the evening, a long time of silence, preceded a lively tes-

timony from Daniel Wheeler; I also addressed the company,

and afterwards gave utterance to prayer, in the prospect of

departing for a season from this land.
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2nd mo. 12th. At the request of the Governor, we again

w’aited upon him, to receive further instructions respecting

our visit to Norfolk Island
;

and, by his order, the Colonial

Secretar}' furnished us with the documents needful to secure

us a reception, addressed to the Commandant. In order to

be ready for sailing, the Henry Freeling was yesterday re-

moved from her mooring, into the stream, where she lay close

by the Government schooner, Isabella, also bound for Nor-
folk Island, with soldiers and prisoners. In the evening we
took leave of our friends in the town, and returned on board

the little vessel, which had been our dwelling-place during

our sojourn, at this time, in N. S. Wales.

13th. The Isabella sailed early in the morning; and we
took a pilot on board, who brought us to the Heads of Port

Jackson, by noon. We had not been long at sea before we
all fell sick. Though the distance to Norfolk Island is only

about a thousand miles, this voyage occupied nineteen days.

Adverse winds drove us far eastward, toward New Zealand,

and w’e were much delayed by calms.

17th. Being pretty well recovered, we were able to read,

and to take exercise on deck. A Shark, about seven feet

long, followed at our stern, most of the day. It had heen

attracted by the offal of a sheep that was killed in the

morning. IlaA'ing had its hunger appeased, it could not be

R 3
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tempted to take a nice piece of pork that concealed a large

hook. Two little Pilot-fish were swimming fearlessly before

the nose of this rapacious animal, and three larger ones in

advance of the bow of the vessel, often almost in contact

Avith it; but they darted nimbly forward, so as always to

avoid a blow. To haA’e the precedence of something larger

than themselves, seems a pleasure to them
;
but I could

not discover their inducement.

21st. We have lately spent a little time in reading, not-

withstanding the motion of the vessel renders the head in-

capable of bearing much effort at one time, either in this

exercise, or in Avriting.—It is pleasant to see the seamen

instructing one another in nautical observations and calcu-

lations. The carpenter is a good navigator
;
he became

aAvakened to the importance of eternal things on his voyage

from England
;

since he became a steady man, he has

taken pleasure in instructing the other sailors, Avdio are im-

proving in knowledge and conduct. On board the Henry
Freeling, there is a happy exemption from the foolish mys-

tery that preA-ails on board many other ships, respecting the

course of the vessel, by AA^hich the sailors are kept in

ignorance, to no good purpose.

22nd. We assembled twice on deck, with the crew.

Some portions of Holy Scripture were read, and a consider-

able time Avas spent in silence. In the morning, I spoke

to the seamen on the importance of having the attention

constantly alive to the pointings of the Spirit, and on the

necessity of daily, close self-examination, in order to main-

tain a steady course lieaA^enAvard
;

illustrating these subjects,

by comparing them AA'ith the necessity of attention to the

compass, in steering the vessel, and Avith making daily

obseiwations of the sun’s altitude, &c. by means of nau-

tical instruments, to ascertain the exact place to AA'hich the

vessel had attained in her course.

25th. The AAund has generally been adA'erse, since AA^e left

Sydney
;
to-day it is light, and the sw'ell is high from the

opposite direction. A shoal of Black-fish passed us this

morning. A Dolphin thrcAV itself out of the water seA^eral

times at our boAAy being probalily in pursuit of small fish.
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It resembles a Pike in figure, much more than the strange-

looking thing that is represented on signs in England. Some-
times, however, it gives itself remarkable twists, when playing

on the water. Its colour is brilliant blue, and gold bronze, on

the back, and silver}’, underneath. Jelly-fish were very

numerous ;
sometimes the sea seemed almost full of them.

The most common species, represented

p„ at Figure 1. consisted of from five to

I
fourteen transparent tubes, about three

I
inches in length, and one inch in dia-

meter, united laterally, so as to form a

truncated cone, of about twelve inches

in circumference. These tubes had angular openings at

their upper extremities : the lower ends were closed by

membranes, that the animal drew in and projected at

pleasure, and which, in connexion with the alternate ex-

pansion and contraction of the tubes, served to take in and

eject water. By this means the animal was also propelled

along in the ocean. In the upper part of each tube, there

was a brown, horse-shoe-shaped line, under which a small,

white body was situated as in Fig. 4. A smaller conical

body was enclosed unthin the circle of the external tubes.

The complete tubes ultimately become separated, and are

to be met with swimming about separately, without any

apparent diminution of vital power. In these, the coloured

line was perfectly straight. Fine, transverse striee were visi-

ble in some portions of the tubes. At night, numerous ani-

mals of another species, of this tribe, represented at Fig. 2.

were floating about the vessel, and emitting a brilliant light.

2

These were conical tubes, open at one end, without any inter-

secting membrane, transparent, colourless, or slightly green or

brown, five to seven inches long, and an inch wide, covered
wfith small tubercles, among which were short, thick, trans-

parent, hooked protuberances, pointing upward. The light

emitted, was ^’isible from a considerable depth below the
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surface of the ocean, but it was more brilliantly phos-

phorescent when the animals were on the surface. When
taken out of the water, these animals, which have a slight

motion, continued to emit light, for a short time, and

then shone only at intervals, particularly on being irri-

tated by rubbing. The shining re-commences at the part

rubbed, and soon spreads over the whole animal. There

were also other molluscous bodies taken out of the sea,

emitting light, like brilliant sparks, but they were so minute,

that I could not trace any distinct form.

Another Jelly-fish resembled the cap of a mushroom,

about two inches in diameter. It was entirely colourless,

but was marked by al^out thirty short, worm-like tentaculee,

attached, a little above the margin, alternately with patches

of a few fine lines. It had also a bundle of colourless fibres

in the centre, internally. This animal is represented in

Figure 3.

The wood-cuts of this curious race of

animals, interspersed in this volume, will

give the reader a good general idea of

some of their remarkable forms.

27 th. We spoke the Elizabeth, of

Sydney, a whaler, that had been out eight

months, and had got twelve hundred

barrels of oil. Some potatoes and onions were exchanged

for oil, for our lamps. The people seemed glad to obtain

fresh vegetables, and they accepted a few tracts gratefully.

28th. More Jelly-fish were examined.

One w'as somewhat similar to those no-

ticed yesterday, see Fig. 4, though of only

five tubes, but it also formed a truncated

cone of a perfect form. The tubes were

open at the base, and the animal propelled

itself by the force of the water expelled from them. Another

species represented at Figure 5, consisted of about twenty

associated, inflated, transparent tubes, an inch in length, and

a quarter of an inch in diameter, slightly attached side

by side, in a line, with about every third standing out

of the line, or, the whole mass was joined together so
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as to form a compact body. Each of these tubes had a red,

forked line, extending from the open end to the base, inter-

secting- the tube diagonally, and terminating at the lower end,

by a deep-red, spherical body, not larger than a iiin’s head.

The opposite end of the tube was opened or closed, by two

transparent, projecting lips. The whole animal seemed little

more than a delicate, gelatinous membrane.

We observed animals of this tribe, in the 2nd m.o. 1832, off

Port Davey; some of which resembled the single tubes of the

last, but were several inches in length and breadth
;

others

were concave, pellucid bodies, tinged with pink or crimson,

and having fringed margins. In the 5th mo. of the same year,

myriads of pellucid bodies were swimming just below the sur-

face of the sea, off the Mew-Stone, of V, D. Land : they were

about the size of horse-beans : most of them were oval, and

resembled beads of cut glass : others were round and encir-

cled by small oval excavations. Whales are said to feed on

these. In the Tamar, in the 12th mo. 1833, the Jelly-fish,

Fig. 6, was numerous. It had a mushroom-like cap; the

margin of which continually expanded and con-

tracted. The cap, on the upper side, was mark-

ed by a purplish cross
;
underneath, from the

centre, a stem
2
U’oceeded, which sjiread out in-

to a sort of table, as wide as the cap itself; from

the under-margin of this, there u-ere eight stout

feelers.

Animals of this tribe seem little more than organized

water, yet in the beauty of their structure, as seen in their

native element, they exhibit the inimitable skill of their

great Creator, and surely ought, with the rest of his wonder-

ous works, to incite to his praise.

3rd mo. 4th. Yesterday and to-day, many Tropic Birds
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were flying about
;
they are called Boatswains, by seamen,

from a fancied resemblance of the two long feathers of the

tail, to a marline-spike, an implement used on ship-board, in

splicing ropes, and kept with others, under charge of the

boatswain. These birds, with Gannets and Terns, indicated

the proximity of land
;
and early in the morning, Phillip

Island, which is high land, with a bold peak to the south,

was in view; and close beyond it, the lower hills of Norfolk

Island, clothed with lofty pines, towering like spires, and

giving it a very remarkable appearance. Nepean Island,

which is small, and very sterile, lies between these islands.

Two government vessels, the Governor Phillip, and the

Isabella, were standing to and fro, off these islands, none of

which have harbours. The sea was breaking heavily on a

low reef, fronting the little bay, on which the settlement on

Norfolk Island is situated. The commander of the Gover-

nor Phillip came along-side, and gave us some instructio.ns
;

he kindly presented Daniel Wheeler with some Trumpeter-

fish which are much esteemed. The Commander of the

Isabella also came on board, and with him, an officer, who
brought us a letter from Major Anderson, the Commandant.
We took a hasty leave of our dear friends, D. and C.

Wheeler, and their ship’s company, and went on shore. In

passing through a narrow opening in a reef that fronts the

island, a surf caught the boat, and tlirew its bow on the

rocks
;
but we quickly got into deep water again. Being

delivered from the momentary danger, by the merciful pro-

vidence of our Heavenly Father, we soon stood again on dry

land, thankful for our preservation. On landing on Norfolk

Island, we received a very kind welcome from the Command-
ant, who ordered a boat off to bring our luggage on shore

immediately
;
but the surf became too hca\’y to allow the

boat to proceed. Having taken a very hasty leave of our

dear friends, we wrote a parting letter to them, to go by a

boat that was to convey to them, a few refreshments from

Major Anderson, and to bring our luggage on shore, in the

morning.

5th. By the return of the boat, at an early hour, we
welcomed a feeling reply to our parting letter, from our dear
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companions. They soon made sail, and before noon the

Henry Freeling was out of sight, on her voyage for Tahiti,

&c. In the afternoon, we accompanied the wife of Major

Anderson, and some other persons, to the Commandant’s

garden, which is situated in a beautiful hollow, called Orange

Vale. The Commandant joined us, at four o’clock, at din-

ner, under a spreading English Oak, that must have been

planted at the earliest settlement of the Island, about fifty

years ago, as it is as large as an oak would ordinarily be, in

a century, in England.

Norfolk Island is about seven miles long and four broad.

A small portion of its southern side, is limestone
;

to the

east of this there is a still smaller portion, of coarse, silicious

sandstone. The remainder of the island is basaltic, and

rises into hills, covered with grass and forest. The highest

hill is Mount Pitt, which is on the north side of the

island, and about 1,200 feet above the level of the sea.

The upper portions of the vallies, and the higher jiarts of

the hills, are covered with wood. The Norfolk Island Pine,

Altingia excelsa, towers a hundred feet above the rest of

the forest
;

it also grows in clumps, and singly, on the grassy

parts of the island, to the very verge, where its roots are

washed by the sea, in high tides. In figure, this tree re-

sembles the Norway Spruce, but the tiers of its branches

are more distant. Its appearance is remarkably different, in

its native soil, from what it is in the fine collection of trees,

at Kew'
;

where it nevertheless exhibits many of its striking

and beautiful features. Where the wood of Norfolk Island,

merges into open grassy valley, a remarkable tree-fern,

Alsophila excelsa, exhibits its rich crests, among the sur-

rounding verdure. The fronds are from seven to twnlve

feet long
;
they resemble those of Aspidium Filix mas, and

are produced in such a quantity, as to make this noble fern

excel the princely palm-tree, in beauty. It usually has

its root near the course of some rain-stream, but as its

trunk rises to fifty feet in height, and its top does not affect

the shade, like many of its congeners, it forms a striking

object in the landscape.

Much of the land was formerly cultivated, liut this is now
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over-run with the Apple- fruited Guava, and the Lemon, which

were introduced many years ago, when the Island was settled,

with a view to its becoming a granary to New South Wales.

Grape Vines, Figs, and some other fruits have also become
naturalized. In the garden at Orange Yale, Coffee, Bananas,

Guavas, Grapes, Figs, Olives, Pomegranates, Strawberries,

Loquats, and Melons, are cultivated successfully. Apples

are also grown here, but they are poor and will not keep.

This Island being inaccessible, exce23t at the ojrening in

the reef, before noticed, and very remote from all other in-

habited lands, has been selected for a penal settlement, for

the worst description of jirisoners. Most of those now here,

have been transported from New South Wales or Van
Diemens Land, on account of crimes committed in those

Colonies, after the parties had been transjiorted from Great

Britain or Ireland.

3rd mo. 8th. At ten o’clock, we accompanied Major

Anderson to the congregation of Protestant prisoners, which

meets in a room, called The Court-House, within the yard

of the jDrisoners’ barracks. This room is capable of contain-

ing about two hundred and fifty j^risoners
;
those who cannot

be accommodated within it, sit outside. The Protestant j:)ri-

soners meet here on First-days, at ten and two, for public wor-

shi})
;

and from twenty to thirty of them, assemble at one

end of the room, at eight, and half-jiast twelve, as an adult

school; at the same time, for the same purpose, about the

like number of Roman Catholics, meet at the other end. The
prayers, &c. of the Ejiiscopal Church were read by a

prisoner, said to have been brought up as a minister of that

denomination of Christians. He delivered an ap^iropriate

address, or sermon, including an uncomjiromising denun-

ciation of sin, and an exhibition of the hopes of the gospel.

Had his own life been an exemplification of the efficacy of

the doctrines he jireached, and his mind so kejit under the

influence of the Holy Siririt, that the baptizing jiower thereof

might haA'e freely accompanied his ministry, much good

might have been expected from his labours. I would not be

understood to intimate that no benefit resulted from them,

nor yet that the man did not in some degree, feel what he
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preached
;

but in the course of his address, he honestly

acknowledged, his own w'ant of conformity to what he so

strongly urged as necessary for himself and others. This

individual also reads prayers, in the Jail, and in the Hospital,

on First-days, and attended to the opening of the Protestant

Adult-school. After his service was concluded, a short pause

ensued, when I briefly addressed the prisoners, as did also

George W. Walker.

At two o’clock, we went with Major Anderson to the

public worship of the Roman Catholic prisoners, which

commences at the same hours as that of the Protestants, in

a mess-room, in what is designated a Lumber-yard. The

prayers were read by a prisoner, in English, except one, near

the close, in Latin. This man is also said to have been

educated for the ministr}"; he seems hkewise to have

some practical knowledge of the inward work of grace. He
also read a well-arranged address, of his own preparing,

inciting to practical piety
;
and which, in point of doctrine,

would not, I suppose, have been considered faulty, by any

Protestant congregation.

At the conclusion, I stood up, and remarked, that having

come among them in the love of Christ, I would take the

liberty of exjoressing what was in my heart toward them.

They were very attentive, while I referred them to their own
convictions of sin, as the reproofs of the Holy Spirit, by

which the Father sought to draw them to his beloved Son,

in order that they might obtain eternal life through him.

When I had concluded, my companion also addressed a few

words of Christian counsel to them, to which they listened

with like attention. The prisoners officiating as the ministers

to these congregations, had been selected as the most suitable

persons on the island for this office. Some free persons

were, however, always present, to see that good order was

kept, and nothing improper communicated. The free Pro-

testants met at ten o’clock, in a room, at the military bar-

racks, and the free Roman Catholics in another. The
Episcopal service, and a sermon, were read by one of the

officers, and that of the Roman Catholics by a sergeant.

The First-day of the week is now spent in a very orderly
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manner upon this island
;
where, in former days, it is said

to have been far otherwise. Before the present arrangement

was made, the only apology for public worship attempted,

consisted in assembling the whole of the prisoners in a little

square, in the front of the military barracks, with the military

opposite to them, under arms, while a few prayers were

hastily read by an officer. The whole of this was concluded

in the space of little more than ten minutes. The effect

was such, that to this day, the prisoners say they formerly

never heard the Divine name on Norfolk Island, except

when it was blasphemed.

9th. We visited the Jail, an inadequate building for

the purpose for which it is used. In one room, about

30 men were confined, who had formed a plot to take the

Governor PhiUqi, on her last voyage to this Island. They
had chains from one ankle to the other

;
through these, a

long chain was reefed, which was secured outside. The
place was so hot and close, that many of the prisoners had

stripjied oft' their clothes for relief. They were very at-

tentive while we read to them from the Scriptures, and

imparted to them religious counsel; comparing the misery

produced by sin, with the peace resulting from righteousness,

and exhorting them to flee from the former, and follow

after the latter. We assured them of the willingness of

God to enable them to serve him, if they would only seek

help from him
;
seeing he gave his beloved Son to die for

all men, and has exalted him to his own right hand, to be

a Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance and the remis-

sion of sins.
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The Settlement on Norfolk Island was formerly called

Sydney, but in order to avoid confusion with the capital of

N. S. Wales, its name has been changed to Kings Town.

It consists of the Commandant’s Residence, which is a

commodious and substantial dwelling, the Military Barracks,

the Penitentiary, the Commissariat Stores, the Jail, the

Hospital, and a few other buildings, of stone, and some

small dwellings, of weather-board, and a few thatched cot-

tages, of dried grass. These are situated on the narrow

flat of the limestone, w^hich is on the south side of the

island, and hut little above the level of the sea. There are

also some weather-board, farm buildings, at a place called

Longridge, a mile from the Settlement. Many of the

prisoners are employed in quarrying stone, and in building

a new Commissariat Store. As no gunpowder is used in

blasting the rock, and the stone is raised by means of

levers, there is great waste of labour. This is also the case

where persons in heavy irons are put to work with those in

light ones, or entirely without
;

the latter having to wait

for the tardy movements of the former. Prisoners, gene-

rally, are indisposed to industry, and circumstances like
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these are taken advantage of by them. The practice of

confining them in jails, without work, tends to inure them

to idle habits, and is a great evil.

3rd mo. 10th. The Isabella sailed for Sydney, taking back

some prisoners, whose time here had expired, and others who
had had their sentence shortened, on account of good con-

duct. Mitigation of sentence of this kind, has been at-

tended with very happy results. When no hope was held

out, the prisoners were reckless.

12th. We had an interesting religious interview with

the prisoners employed in agriculture, at Longridge, where

they were assembled in a thatched building used for a

mess-room. The feeling of solemnity was striking, both

while we sat in silence, and while we read the Scriptures,

and addressed them.

13th. After visiting the patients in the Hospital, w^e

walked into the forest.—One of the remarkable vegetable

productions of this island is Freycinetia Baueriana, or the

N. I. Grass Tree. It belongs to the tribe of Pundanece, or

Screw Pines. Its stem is marked by rings, where the old

leaves have fallen off, and is an inch and a half in diame-

ter; it lies on the ground, or climbs like Ivy, or winds

round the trunks of trees. The branches are crowned with

crests of broad, sedge-like leaves. From the centre of these,

arise clusters of three or four oblong, red, pulpy fruit, four

inches in length, and as much in circumference. fVhen

the plant is in flower, the centre leaves are scarlet, giving

a splendid a
2̂
pearance to the jilant, which sometimes is seen

twining round the trunk of the jirincely Tree-fern. The
New Zealand Flax, Phormiiim tenax, a large, handsome

plant, with sedgy leaves, covers the steejo declivities of

many j^arts of this Island, ^particularly at the toj^s of the

cliffs of the coast. It is suffered to grow to waste, except

a little that is converted into small nets and cordage, by the

jirisoners, for their own use. Two New Zealanders were

once introduced, to teach the jirisoners to jirejiare it
; but

their process was so tedious, that the scheme was aban-

doned.

14th. All the agricultural labour here is jierformed by
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the hoe, under the idea of making the work of the prisoners

laborious
;
but they work so idly as to counteract the inten-

tion, They are now harvesting a crop of Maize. Scarcely

enough of this grain is raised for the settlement, where the

supply might be very ample. They are usually separated into

gangs of from ten to fifteen men, to prevent combination,

but a much larger number are now together. After having

a meeting with those employed in agriculture, we joined a

company of the officers, who were taking a rustic dinner, on

the west coast, at a place adjacent. The clift's here were

high and steep, so that it was difficult to reach the sea,

which washes perpetually against the lower rocks. The

Domestic Pigeon has become naturalized, and breeds abun-

dantly in these cliff’s
;
as does also the Domestic Cat, under

like circumstances, feeding on the Pigeons, Tropic-birds,

Gannets, and other birds, and on Rats, which are very

numerous. As no gun is allowed to be fired within a mile

of the Settlement, many birds are very tame
;
some here

appear naturally fearless. The Flycatcher will come so close,

that I have seen it take fiies off a jiersons hat, or off his

hands, as he has stood with them behind him. A small

green Parrot, with a red ring around the base of its beak,

is remarkably tame. I missed my way, in rambling from my
companions, and in the evening, saw a pair of these birds

fly into a bush, which I o^iened where they were sitting

:

they did not seem disturbed at my presence, but kept chat-

tering one to the other. When I imitated their noise, they

took no notice, and did not fly, till my hand was within a

few inches of their feet. The Lory Parrot, Psittacus Pen-

nantii, which is crimson and blue, is common here, but it is

rather shy.

15th. We visited the free Protestant congregation, which

consists entirely of the Civil and Military Officers, and their

families
;
no other free persons being allowed to reside on

the Island.

16th. We met with a man, who was in the hospital, sink-

ing, from an old ehronic disease of the ehest : he seemed in a

dark state of mind, but not without some glimmerings of

light. We encouraged him to give way to his convietions for

s
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sin, and to pray for ability to look upon Jesus, as the Lamb
of God that taketli away the sin of the world. It is awful

to see repentance deferred to a death-bed, when the powers

of the mind, as well as those of the body, are weakened by
disease.

I rode with Major Anderson to Ansons Bay, on the north

side of the Island. This was formerly a landing place, hut

the sand has been washed away, and large stones remain,

too rough for boats to venture upon. The road was chiefly

through thick forest, overrun with luxuriant climbers.

Among them was a Wistaria, with pea-flowers, of purple

and green, and leaves something like those of the Ash. It

hangs in festoons of twenty or thirty feet, from the limbs

of the trees that support it. One of the most beautiful

climbers of the Island, is Ipomcea pendula, which has hand-

some, fingered foliage, and flowers like those of the Major

Convolvulus, but of a rosy pink, with a darker tube. The
remains of two Pines, which were noted for their magnitude,

and were blown down in a storm, were lying by the side of

the road. These were called The Sisters they were

nearly 200 feet in height.

While on Norfolk Island, I usually took a walk before

breakfast, and explored some of the beautiful hills and

valleys, many of which are thickly wooded. In the borders

of the w’oods, there is a great variety of beautiful shrubs.

Among these is the Slender Jasmine, Jasminum gracile,

known in England, as a delicate, green-house plant. Here
it climbs over the bushes, or with twisted stems, as thick as

a man^s wrist, reaches the branches of lofty trees, at fifty

feet from the ground, and climbs in their heads. In these

cases, it has j^robably grown up with the trees, the lower

branches of which have progressively died away, and left the

wreathed stems of the Jasmine, like ropes, hanging from the

upper boughs. Scattered on the grassy hills, is Hibiscus or

Lagunea Patersonii, which forms a spreading tree of forty feet

in height : it is here called White Oak : its leaves are of a

whitish green, and its flowers pink, fading to white, the size

of a wine-glass. It is perhaps the largest plant known to

exist, belonging the Mallow tribe. In a thick wood, I met
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with it eighty feet high, and with a trunk sixteen and a half

feet round.

18th. I attended the interment of the prisoner, before

alluded to, who died yesterday. After the “ Burial service,’^

of the Episcopal Church had been read, I spoke a few

words to those assembled on the occasion, I was never more

struck with the inappropriateness of much of this service,

and of its danger of misleading the ignorant, and of lulling

them into a state of ease, by holding out the idea, that all

would be well with them at last, without distinction as to

their past lives. We afterwards had an interview with a

considerable number of the prisoners, in the Court-house,

in which much openness was felt in jireaching the Gospel.

19th. The dryness of the weather having stopped the

mill stream, a number of men are emplo5"ed in grinding

Maize, or Indian Corn, in hand mills. This is hard work, in

this climate, where the thermometer is usually at about 80°,

at this season of the year. We had a religious interview

with these men, and were sensible of the love of our

Heavenly Father bringing a feeling of sweet solemnity over

our minds. This we could not but regard as an evidence of

the continued extension of divine mercy to our auditors, and

we esteem this feeling as one of the greatest of comforts to

ourselves
;
we had also a religious interview with the agri-

cultural gangs at Longridge. On speaking to an overseer,

who had been long on the island, he informed us, that there

had been a progressive improvement among the prisoners

for some time past
;
especially, since Major Anderson had

availed himself of the means within his reach, for their

religious instruction, and had regulated the appropriation of

punishments to the nature of the offences committed.

A man spoke to us of the defective quality of their pro-

visions, and complained of the dryness of the maize bread,

and the hardness of the salt meat. To be restricted to such

diet is felt to be a privation, but the state of the health of

the prisoners, shews that it is not unwholesome
;
and they

are not designed to be pampered by indulgence. The sup-

ply of vegetables and wild fruits, keeps off scurvy, at this

settlement.
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The more orderly prisoners are allowed to cultivate small

portions of ground as gardens. They grow chiefly the

Sweet Potato, Batatas edulis, a plant of the Convolvulus

tribe, jiroducing large, tuberous roots, which are excellent

for food, either roasted, boiled, or fried in slices. When
prepared by frying, this root resembles sweetish cake, and

sometimes sujiplies the j^lace of toast at breakfast.

20th. Visited the hospital and jail. In the former, one

of the patients was a man whose ankles had become chafed

by his chains. In the latter, a man confined for indolence,

and awfully blasphemous language, complained of his sen-

tence, for what he termed, a frivolous offence. No person

can be long on Norfolk Island without discovering, that

he is indeed, amongst a people, extremely depraved. His

ears are assailed by dreadfully jirofane language, especially

if the prisoners are not aware of his presence. Other

crimes, most degrading in their character, are not unfrequent;

and to avoid punishment for offences, perjury is committed

with the most hardened recklessness.

21st. I spent much of the day on the east coast; where,

in some pools, among the rocks, there were several species

of Madrapore, of the kinds called Corals, and of those

which, when fossilized, are called Brainstones. One deep

bason was lined with them, and presented a scene of un-

common beauty. A kind of Coral stood up in broad, thin,

leaf-like tables, rising one above another on a common stalk.

Some, on the sides, were variously branched and diversified.

Their colours were white, light-blue, and olive. There were

holes through those on the sides, that would admit a finger,

out of which tubular Polyps, of the Sea Anemone tribe

were protruded, displaying in the sunny water, their crests

of variegated feelers, of the richest hues, resembling gorge-

ous flowers.

22nd. In the morning, we visited the congregation of

free Roman Catholics, consisting chiefly of soldiers and their

families, with a few officers. The service was conducted by

a sergeant. The order and attention of the people was

exemplary, but it was sorrowful to hear some of their prayers

addressed to the Virgin Mary and other “saints;’^ especially
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when remembering, that they had been trained in this

delusion, by those who were not content with the one Medi-

ator between God and poor fallen man, provided of the

Father, in his mercy and wisdom, even the Lord Jesus, who
ever liveth to make intercession for us. We did not, how-

ever, feel it our business, to point out to them their errors

of doctrine
;
but rather, in connexion with those points in

which their profession of faith is sound, to lead them to a

practical attention to the teaching of the Holy Spirit, the

Spirit of Truth, which, when implicitly obeyed, leads out

of error, and into all truth. In the afternoon, we visited

the adult-schools, and the congregation of the Protestant

prisoners. At the conclusion of their service also, I had

something to communicate, of the same tendency. How
lamentably has the teaching of the Holy Spirit been neg-

lected by professing Christians, notvwthstanding the promise

respecting this Spirit as the Comforter, that He should take

of the things of Christ and show them unto his disci|5les.

—From this neglect arose the apostacy of the Christian

church, in early days, both in faith and practice
;
and from

the same source, arises in the present day, the unscriptural

provision of most churches, in regard to ministry, and various

other subjects, by which the peojDle are drawn to lean un-

duly upon man, instead of being instructed to seek, to know
the Lord to be their teacher, and to trust in him alone.

The professors of Christianity, are consequently verv gene-

rally, kept in great weakness, and in great shallowness of

Christian experience.

24th. In a gang which we visited, at an out-station, there

was a man, who was under sentence of death, and expecting

to be executed, at a time when we had an interview with the

prisoners in the Jail, at Launceston, in V. D. Land. This

man referred to the meeting we had, at that time, with the

prisoners, with expressions of gratitude, and seemed thank-

ful to receive another visit.
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3rd mo. 25th. Major Anderson allowed such of the prisoners

as were inclined to meet with us, for the purpose of hearing

the Scriptures read, and of receiving such counsel as we
might have to impart, to remain behind, when the hell rung

for work, at noon. This was designed to prevent any un-

pleasant feeling respecting encroachment upon their leisure.

The numlier who chose to remain was, however, small.

26th. We visited the Prisoners’ Barracks, which form

a large tier of buildings, of three stories. They are kept

very clean, and are frequently whitewashed. The wards are

large, which is disadvantageous. Opportunity is thus af-

forded to considerable numbers of men, to unite in plotting

mischief. The prisoners are lodged in hammocks, suspended

in two tiers, to wooden frames. The bedding is kept perfectly

free from vermin, by being not only washed, but baked in

an oven. For this purpose it is placed on bars of wood,

which are kept clear of the sides of the oven to prevent its

burning.

27th. The case of a prisoner, who complained of rigorous

treatment, underwent examination Ijy the Commandant.

The man was formerly a soldier : he had been sentenced

to wear irons for life. Good conduct would have entitled

him to have had the irons only on one leg, at the expiration
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of twelve months
;
but he had been concerned in a mutiny

and had conducted himself improperly in other respects
;

his irons were therefore hea\y, and attached to both legs

;

and it did not appear that he had any just cause of com-

plaint.

Flagellation is now but seldom resorted to here
;
when

it was frequently inflicted, some of the more callous pri-

soners said, they would stand a hundred lashes for a small

piece of tobacco
;
and the recklessness with which they

committed offences, to which this punishment was attached,

accorded with their deelaration. It was accounted a mark

of bravery among them, to bear the punishment unmoved.

Overseers, selected from among the first-class men, have

the time of their sentence reduced, by every two years

counting for three
;

ljut if they misconduct themselves, and

be removed from office in consequence, they lose the be-

nefit of the previously reduced time. Two of the overseers

on Norfolk Island are free men. A number who are called

Volunteer-overseers, are prisoners, of New South Wales,

holding tickets-of-leave, who have volunteered to become

overseers on Norfolk Island, for salaries of from Is. to 2s. 3d.

a day, with the hope of obtaining free or conditional par-

dons, as a reward for the faithful discharge of their duty.

The time spent on Norfolk Island, under a colonial sen-

tence, is not reckoned as any part of an original sentence.

Thus, a man transported from England, or from Van Die-

mens Land, to New South Wales, for seven years, com-

mitting an offence at the expiration of three years, and

being sentenced to Norfolk Island for seven years, will have,

at the expiration of that period, to serve the four years re-

maining of his original sentence, in New South Wales, on

being returned thither.

AVe had an interview with the prisoners, in the Jail and

Hospital. In the latter, there was an aged man, who said

he had lived so wicked a life, that there was no hope for

him ! How awful is such a reflection on a sick bed ! Yet we
Avere glad to find, even so much reflection as this, hoping,

even against hope, that it might lead the man to seek for

divine mercy. Another man, who was suffering se\-erely
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from the effect of his own sin, professed to have found

mercy through Christ, in the day of his trouble : he ac-

knowledged himself to be among the chief of sinners, and

said, he sometimes felt very fearful, but at other times was

peaceful.

28 th. Accompanied by the Agricultural Superintendent,

we walked to a stock-station, called Cheeses Gully, on the

north side of the Island
;
where three men ai’e placed in

charge of some cattle, feeding on grassy hills, embosomed
in wood, and partially overgrown with Lemon and Guava-

trees. On the coast, there are two remarkable arches, in

the basaltic rock, one of these is between the cliff, some
portions of which are columnar basalt, and an inaccessible,

little islet, inhabited by Gannets and Tro2oic Birds. The
latter, with their speckled young, and Common Pigeons are

to be seen, in many jilaces on the ledges of the cliffs.

Many old roads, formerly used for bringing timber out of

the woods, are grown up with the Ca^ie Gooseberry, Physalis

eclulis, which jiroduces abundance of jileasant, small, round

fruit, in a bladder-like calyx. This is eaten by the prisoners,

who also collect and cook the berries of the Black Night-

shade, Solanum mcjrum. These berries, are accounted

Aurulently jioisonous, in England, but their character may
possibly be changed by the wanner climate of Norfolk Island.

In the woody gullies, the Norfolk Island Cabbage-tree,

Areca sapida, abounds. It is a handsome with a

trunk about twenty feet in height, and from one and a half

to two feet in circumference, green and smooth, with annular

scars, left by the fallen leaves. The leaves or fronds form

a j^rincely crest, at the to^i of this elegant column
;

they are

jiectinate, or formed like a feather, and are sometimes

nineteen feet in length
;

they varj’’ from nine to fifteen in

number. The apex of the trunk is enclosed in the sheathing

bases of the leaf-stalks, along with the flower-buds, and

young leaves. When the leaves fall they discover double

compressed sheaths, jiointed at the U2:>2ier extremity, which

split open indiscriminately, on the upper or under side, and

fall off, leaving a branched sjiadix, or flower-stem, which is

the colour of ivory, and attached by a broad base to the
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trunk. The flowers are produced upon this spadix : they

are very small, and are succeeded by round seeds, red exter-

nally, but white, and as hard as horn, internally. As the

seeds advance toward maturity, the spadix becomes green.

The young, unfolded leaves of this Cabbage-tree, rise perpen-

dicularly, in the centre of the crest. In this state, they are

used for making brooms
;
those still uii2irotruded, and re-

maining enclosed within the sheaths of the older leaves, form

a white mass, as thick as a maifls arm
;
they are eaten raw,

boiled or pickled. In a raw state, they taste like a nut, and

boiled, they resemble artichoke-bottoms. The seeds furnish

food for the Wood-quest, a large s^iecies of jiigeon, which

has a bronzed head and breast, and is white underneath, and

princijially, slate-coloured, on the back and wings. This bird

is so unconscious of danger, as to sit till taken by a noose

at the end of a stick
;
when one is shot, another will some-

times remain on the same bough, till itself also is fired at.

We measured a Norfolk Island Pine, twenty-three feet, and

another twenty-seven feet, in circumference. Some of them
are nearly two hundred feet high. The timber is not of

good quality, but it is used in building
;

it soon perishes

when exjiosed to the weather. This is said to be the case

with all the other kinds of wood on the Island. Norfolk

Island Iron-wood, Olea apetala, is the only other sort, re-

jDuted to be worth using. No fences of wood are expected to

stand above three years. Vegetation is rajiid, in this fine

climate, but decay is also rajiid. There are very few dead

logs lying in the bush. A grouj^ of the remarkable trees of

this Island, are represented in the annexed sketch.

In the course of our walk, we had some conversation

with two prisoner stock-keejiers, who were Roman Catho-

lics
; to whom we offered a bible and some tracts, to instruct

them in their solitude. One of them declined accepting

them, saying that, according to their church, he had been

instructed by his joarents and their jiriests, from a child, not

to read the Bible ! The other said he was not against read-

ing the Bible, but that it was the most dangerous book that

could be jiut into the hands of an illiterate man! However,

on reflection, they both concluded, that they would read the
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Bible, as they were not able to attend public worship at the

Settlement, on account of the nature of their occupation.

29th. We visited the congregations of the Protestant

and Roman Catholic prisoners
;
and before they separated,

availed ourselves of the opjiortunities, freely granted us, to

express what we had to say to them. This being the last

First-day in the month, the prisoners were mustered, and

inspected by the civil surgeon, after the morning service.

Their state of health is good
;

great attention is paid to

cleanliness : they are not only required to wash themselves

regularly, but every First-day morning, they all liathe in the

sea, within the reef, opposite their liaiTacks, and many of

them bathe also in the course of the week.

30th. The weather has become stormy and wet. The
temperature has lowered to 75°. From 65° to 85° in the

shade, maybe considered the usual range of the thermometer

here ; it rarely falls below 65° in Avinter, or rises aboA^e 85°

in summer ;
and the night is liut little cooler than the shade

is in the day. The temperature is registered three times in

the day, at the Hospital.

In a visit to the Jail, we had conversation Avith a man
of great recklessness; of such, there are several on this Island.

He was confined in a cell, for misdemeanour, and Avas chafed

in his mind, and ready to blame any one rather than himself,

for his sufferings. He said, he doubted the being of a Deity,

but Avished, if there Avere a God in hcaA^en, that he Avould

deprDe him of life, he AA^as so miserable : also, that he had

only five years to serve as a prisoner, but he kneAV he should

not liA^e out half his time
;

for before it Avas half expired, he

should die upon the drop. He told us likeAvise, that Aidien

out of prison, he Avas miserable still, and said, that if the

officers took as much pains to annoy the prisoners, as many
of the prisoners took to annoy one another, the place Avould

be Avorse than hell itself. We endeaAmured to direct the

poor infatuated man, to the proof, afforded by himself, and

by others of such character, of the overruling of the Most
High, in the misery dispensed to them for their perverse-

ness and AA'ickedness.

AAvful is the state of those aaJio are in the gall of l)itterness.
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and the bond of iniquity ! This Island, beautiful by na-

ture, and comparable to the Garden of Eden, is rendered,

not only a moral wilderness, but a place of torment to these

men, not so much by the punishments of the law, as by

their conduct one to another. They form schemes of mis-

chief, and betray one another
;
and being idly disposed, they

are very generally chafed, by the exertions of the prisoner-

overseers, to keep them at work. Being surrounded by the

ocean, and all other lands being so distant, the hope of

escape is precluded. This renders the wicked, very wretched,

particularly men of bad conduct, sentenced for life. Those

of reformed character might be moderately comfortable, were

it not for the society of the depraved.

4th mo. 2nd. We walked to the north side of the Island,

to visit a “ felling-gang,” whom we found busy, rolling the

trunk of a large Pine, to a saw-pit. While they were

thus engaged, we explored an adjacent gulley, shaded by
dense forest, and abounding with ferns, and young palms.

On the upper branches of the trees four epiphytes of the

orchis tribe, and some ferns and Peperomias were plentiful.

The Peperomias, which are spreading, green plants, allied

to Pepper, grow also on moist rocks, on the dark sides of

which, Trichomanes Bauerianum, a membranaceous fern, of

great beauty, forms tufts exceeding a foot in height.

Having had a religious interview with the men, we pro-

ceeded to visit some others, near Ansons Bay, who have

charge of a flock of sheep, kept for supplying the officers

with fresh meat : of this privilege the well-conducted pri-

soners also, are occasionally permitted to partake. Some
cows and pigs are likewise kept on the Island, and each

free person is allowed a small quantity of milk, daily.

On the rocks of the south coast, Asplenkim diforme, a

fern resembling the Sea Spleenwort, A&plenmm marinum, of

England, is found. At a short distance from the shore, its

leaves become more divided, and in the woods, in the

interior of the Island, they are separated into such nar-

row segments, that the lines of fructification are thrown
upon their margins. It then becomes Ccenopteris odontites.

But every possible gradation is to be met with between
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this state and that in which it grows, on rocks washed by

the sea.

4th. After visiting a gang of invalids, employed in break-

ing stones, I walked to a place called The Cascade, on the

north-west side of the Island. A little brook descends

from the woody hills, and winds among the grassy ones,

bordered, in many places, with copses, and straggling tree-

ferns, till it reaches an open valley, formerly inhabited by
settlers, where their old chimneys are still standing, and

their orchards have rim wild, and have spread Grape Vines,

Lemons, Figs, and Guavas, all around. Their Sugar-canes

have also become naturalized, and border the streamlet

thickly, till it falls over a basaltic rock, about twenty feet

high, decorated with ferns, and a variety of other plants.

Here the brook is again narrowed by woody hills, and mar-

gined by luxuriant plants, of the broad, sedgy-leafed New
Zealand Flax, and Water Cress, till it emerges on an open,

flat, basaltic promontory, from the very point of Avhich, it

falls, about tiventy feet, to the sea beach, where it is lost

among the large, rounded, tumbled stones.—Among the

Sugar-cane and scrub at this point, a beautiful convolvulus-

like plant, Tpomcea cataractce, is entwined, and exhiliits its

large, purple flowers, shot with red. It was named from

this place, by Bauer, a celebrated botanist, who accompanied

one of the earliest navigators of these seas, and whose Flora

of Norfolk Island, has lately been published by a person

named Endlicber.

Ipomcea carinata, a large plant of the Convolvulus tribe,

having white floAvers, AAuth long tubes, that open at night,

climbs among the trees, in the borders of the Avoods. Among
the bushes there are tAVO pretty species of Passion floAver,

Dlsemma adiantifoUa and D. Bauerkina, Avith copper-coloured

blossoms.

From the Sugar-cane, the old settlers of Norfolk Island

succeeded in making molasses, but they failed in obtaining

sugar, not being aware, that the addition of a little lime, or

potash, Avas needful to make it crystallize. They also dis-

tilled rum, and injured themselves gi'eatly by drinking it

;

but they imagined the pernicious eflfects of tlie rum Avere
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produced by the lead of the 'worms, used in the distillation.

They never seemed to dream, that they were suffering from

the deleterious property of the “ balmy spirit of the cane

under which, many of them sank prematurely to the grave
;

and others became so enthralled, that the love of strong-

drink has gone with them, as a curse, into other lands,

blighting their prospects of temporal prosperity, and bring-

ing them hopeless and unhonoured to the end of their

days.

Near the foot of the Cascade, there is a rock, forming

a natural jetty, from which boats are hauled up out of the

sea, when they are unable to land on the south side of the

island.

5 th. We visited the congregation of free and military

Protestants, to which the Commandant’s Clerk read the

prayers of the Episcopal Church, and a sermon. The sermon

was a very pointed one, on 2 Peter iii. 3. At the conclusion,

my dear companion and myself, again availed ourselves of

the opportunity afforded us, to bear a plain testimony to

the necessity of becoming the servants of Christ, in order

to obtain salvation, and to the impossibility of being saved

whilst remaining servants of the devil, through sin. We
also directed the attention of the congregation, to the con-

victions of the Spirit of Truth, making sin manifest in the

conscience, as the drawing of the Father leading to the

Son, in order that mankind may obtain repentance, and re-

mission of sins through him, and know, through him, a ca-

pacity wrought in them, to wiU and to do the good pleasure

of God.
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4th mo. 6th. We went to see a singular little cave, not far

from the Commandant’s house. In this place, two men who
absconded, a few months since, concealed themselves in the

day-time, and for a considerable period, eluded detection.

The cave is in the rugged limestone, that forms two low hills,

the flat, and the reef on the south of the Island. Nepean
Island, and a rock that resembles a ship under sail, off the

north of Phillip Island, are of the same formation of lime-

stone. The cave was near to a lime-kiln, and was concealed

by a stone, drawn over its mouth. The Sandstone, adjoin-

ing this limestone, is very hard and sonorous : it is valued

for making filtering stones.

The rocky shore of this Island is accessible from the land,

in some places, on the south-west. In a few of the valleys,

near the sea, in this direction Euphorbia obliqua, a remarkable

shrub, forms copses, attaining, when shaded by trees, to 15

feet in height, and 2 feet in circumference. Here also, as well

as in most of the other shady yvoods throughout the island,

Botryodendron latifolium, a shrub of singular form, allied

to the Ivy, but of a very different appearance, prevails. Its

figure may be compared to that of a long-leaved cabbage,

mounted on a broom-stick. Its stem is about five feet high.
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and five inches round
;

its largest leaves are about two feet

long, and one foot broad. The prisoners in the out-stations,

wrap their bread in these leaves, and bake it in the ashes.

The fruit is a dense cluster, of greenish, purple berries, not

edible, produced in the centre of the crown of leaves.

8th. In company with Major Anderson, and the military

surgeon, we ascended Mount Pitt. The vegetation is of the

same general character, as on other parts of the north of

the Island. Lemon trees grow at the very top. On the

northern ascent, a Pine was measured, 29^ feet in circum-

ference, and a Norfolk Island Bread-fruit, Cordyline australis,

2 feet 9 inches. The last, sometimes attains 20 feet in

height : it Ijranches from within a few feet of the ground,

and forms several heads, with flag-like leaves, and long,

branched spikes of greenish, star flowers, succeeded by whit-

ish, or bluish-purjfie berries, that are eaten by parrots. It

often forms a striking object, where a woody valley runs

out into grass, growing at the extreme margin of the wood.

Niphobolus serpens and PoJypodium tenellmn, two climbing

ferns, ascend the trunks of trees, in the northern portion of

the Island; and the Norfolk Island Pepper, Piperpsittacormn,

which produces a yellow, pulpy, pendent, cylindrical fruit,

of a spicy, sweetish taste, is every where plentiful, in the

woods. It rises, with a few, jointed, cane-like, green stems,

to from four to ten feet high, bearing large, heart-shaped

leaves.

From the top of Mount Pitt, by ascending a tree, we
could see the whole circuit of the Island, which approaches

a triangle in form
;

it is rendered very beautiful, by the

variety of hill and dale, wood and open land. Nepean and

Phillip Island are also included in the view; the former

being very small, and rising only a few feet out of the ocean,

and the latter, about five miles in circumference, steep and
lofty, and varied by thiek wood, and bare, red peaks. These
three islands form the whole of this remote group. Norfolk

Island is the only one inhabited.

9th. The gangs being too busily occupied in harvesting

Maize, to allow us to have interviews with them, I made
another excursion into the bush, having as guide, a prisoner
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who was sent here, from New South Wales, for bush-ranging,

or in other words, for breaking away from the restraint of

penal discipline, and becoming a robber. This course of life

he informed me, he should never have taken to, had he not

fallen into the hands of a bad master. In the course of our

walk, one of the Orange-faced, Green Parrots, alighted on a

bush near us. The prisoner broke a long stick, so near to

the bird, that I expected it would fly away at the noise, but

it sat still
;

with a shoe-string, he made a noose, which he

fastened to the end of the stick
;

this he reached to the bird.

After a few unsuccessful attempts, whicb only occasioned

the parrot to move a little from its place, he passed the

noose over its head, and captured it.—The most remarkable

object that arrested our attention was Marattia elegam, a

fern of great beauty, having fronds 14 feet in length, 7 feet

of which were destitute of branches; of these, it had 8^

pair, which were again branched, and clothed with leaflets,

five inches long, and three-quarters of an inch broad.

13th. The petty sessions were held: they occur twice a

week. Several prisoners receded reprimands, or sentence

to sleep in Jail, to solitary confinement, or to wear chains,

for neglect of work, or for insolence to overseers. A cir-

cumstance of improper conduct in a military officer, lately

removed from the Island, came to light, in the examination

of a prisoner, such as shewed the pernicious effects of the

bad example, by which the penal discipline is too often let

down. It is awful to see the unmoved hardness with wdiich

prisoners make oath, most solemnly, to the truth of what

they state, on both sides, when it is obvious, that on one

side there must be perjury. Truly oaths are insufficient to

secure correct testimony, where the moral standard of truth

is low ;
where it is gone, they only add to crime

;
and where

this standard is properly maintained, they are useless, yea

being yea, and nay, nay.

The tide being low in the afternoon, I walked among the

rocks, and detached a few pieces of Coral, of different sorts.

Some species of Alcijoniimi, that are met with here, so

much resemble the Corals, that it is difficult to distinguish

them, except by the former being soft. Some long-spined
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Echini or Sea Urchins are found here, and two remark-

able, sea Slugs. One of them is about three inches long,

black, and covered with spine-like projections : it exudes

a milky slime, on being alarmed. The other is as large as

a rabbit, of a week old : it is drab, netted with dark lines,

and has folds on its back and head. When irritated, it

exudes a large quantity of purple fluid.

14th. In company with Robert Ellson, the military sur-

geon, and attended by William Percival, a reformed prisoner,

as our guide, I explored some of the gullies, on the south

of Mount Pitt. Here two tree-ferns, Alsophila excelsa and

Cyathea medularis, were very fine
;

the former measured

40 feet, and the latter 20 feet, in height; both had mag-

nificent, circular crests of fronds; those of the Cyathea, were

11 feet in length.

When Norfolk Island was first discovered, it was un-

inhabited, and white Guinea-fowl were numerous upon it

;

they are now quite extinct. When the Island was re-

occupied, for a penal settlement. Pigs, Goats, Barn-door-

fowl, Pigeons, Cats, Rats, and Mice, had become very

numerous. Percival, who was sent here soon after the

penal settlement was established, told us, that the pigs and

goats were chiefly destroyed in the first two years, in which

time, from the irregular supply of provisions from Sydney,

the settlement was sometimes dependent upon these animals

for food, and the people had to catch them in a morning,

before they could get anything to eat. Pigs and goats, in a

wild state, consequently, soon became extinct
;
but they are

still numerous on Phillip Island. Barn-door-fowl are also

now extinct, or nearly so, in a wild state. Pigeons are very

abundant, breeding in inaccessible places among the cliff’s.

Wild-cats resort to the cliffs in summer, and in winter make
incursions on the poultry-yards

;
when they also feed on

birds, rats, and mice; the two latter of which are very numer-

ous at certain seasons of the year. There are neither snakes

nor lizards on Norfolk Island
;
but lizards are said to be

found on a small, rocky, detached portion of Phillip Island.

Two young officers pressed me much, this morning, to

accompany them to Phillip Island
;

but I did not feel

T
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satisfied to go, as there was uncertainty in regard to being

delayed there, and there are no human inhabitants upon it.

They shot thirteen Goats, which they sent hack by the boat,

on its return
;

it brought also a supply of fine fish, of the

kinds known here as the Trumpeter, King-fish, and Rock

Cod. The last is very different from the one called by the

same name in V. D. Land.

Guavas are now ripe
;
they are so abundant on various

parts of the Island, that the supply is more than sufficient,

for man, pigs and birds, all of which consume great quan-

tities of them. They are the size of small apples, and have a

thick coat, enclosing a pink, sweet, seedy mass, that is

agreeable to eat, either raw or cooked.

15th. We met a number of the jirisoners, in the Court-

house, and after reading a chapter in the Bible to them,

were again strengthened to urge upon them, the importance

of attention to the teaching of the Lord’s Spirit
;
without

which no profession of religion can avail anything
;

for all

the members of the true church, are taught of the Lord, and

great is their peace, and in righteousness they are estab-

lished, according to the declaration of his prophet, what-

soever may be their name among men
;

or how much
soever the influence of education may have led them to

esteem as important, things that are unimportant, or even

encumbering. Without this teaching, none can come to

repentance toward God, or to faith in Christ, or persevere

in perfecting holiness in the fear of the Lord
;
for all the

children of the Lord are taught of him, even though they

may not clearly ajiprehend the nature of this teaching, so as

to acknowledge it in words.

20th. The weather has become fine, after being stormy
and wet since the 15th. Two boats were sent to Philliji

Island, to-day : they succeeded in bringing off the two
young officers, and all their attendants, except a prisoner,

who was too remote to reach the boats before they were
under the necessity of putting off, on account of the rising

surf, and he remained till the 24th. A soldier was washed
off the rocks, while they were embarking, and was saved

with difficulty.
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While the party was on Phillip Island, the prisoner who,

is left behind, was attacked by a Wild-boar
;

he faced the

ferocious animal with a long stick, that he happened to

have in his hand, and with which he parried off the boar,

at the same time advancing upon it, till it was on the edge

of a lofty cliff
;

he then made a sudden rush, which occa-

sioned the boar as suddenly to recede, and it fell backward,

over the precipice, and was killed. This man once made

his escape from Norfolk Island to Phillip Island, where

he eluded pursuit, among the peaks, for three months

:

he supported himself on wild animals and fruits
;
but soli-

tude became so irksome to him, that he gave himself up,

and has since been a well-conducted man. I have felt

thankful to the Lord, who restrained me from going to

Phillip Island, where the party have had a miserable time,

in the rain, and from whence no boat could have brought

me on the following day, as was kindly proposed.

21st. We went about two miles into the bush, to visit

some working gangs, with whom we had a religious inter-

view : they were seated, as has been usual on such occa-

sions, on logs of wood, or on the ground, in a sheltered

place
;
and we were kindly provided with a wheelbarrow,

leaned against a tree, and covered with a sack, as a seat.

In our visits to these men, we have generally read a chapter

from the Holy Scrqitures, then made a pause, and sub-

sequently, given expression to such impressions as were

made upon our minds, either in testimony or prayer. We
crossed to Longridge in the evening, and had an interview

of a similar kind, with about two hundred of the men who
are employed in agriculture. Two men, under religious

convictions, spoke to George W. Walker, and he encou-

raged them to keep under these impressions, hoping that it

might please the Lord to give them a sense of the pardon

of their sins, and to lead them in the way of salvation.

Being out after dark, we were interested by seeing num-
bers of a small species of agaric, or mushroom, so luminous

as to reflect a shadow on substances near them. When
held near a watch, the hour might be distinctly seen, or on

being put near the face, the features might be discovered

T 2
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This remarkable fungus has obtained the name of Blue-light,

though its radiance is rather green than blue : it groAvs from

decaying sticks or straw, and is very abundant amongst

the sugar-canes, as well as in the bush. Its cap is rather

convex, coA^ered AAuth mucilaginous matter, and is less than

an inch across
;

the stalk is slender, tAA^o or three often

grow together
;
the AAdiole plant is A*ery Avatery. The bril-

liancy is greatest in the cap, AA'hich shines most on the

under side.

23rd. At an early hour, the GoA'ernment-schooner, Isa-

bella, Avas descried; but as the wind Avas against her, she did

not get near enough to land her despatches. I took a long

AA'alk, to a Avood-cutting gang, to collect some transA’erse sec-

tions of the Avood of the Island, for my kind friend Alexander

M^Leay. A prisoner Avho Avas my guide, gaA^e me scA^eral

particulars of his life. He said, he was carefully brought up

by his mother, AAdio made him “ attend church, and repeat

the text
;
” and AAdio sent him to a school, Aidiere he often got

passages of Scripture olf, by heart. He Avas afterwards er-

rand-boy to a common-councilman of London, for AAdiose

coiiA^enience, he Avaited at a neighbouring public-house, to be

ready to run errands. This public-house Avas the resort of

thieves, and women of loose character, with whom he be-

came entangled
;
at length, he joined some of them in rob-

bing his master’s premises. By the vigilance of a watchman,

the party Avas detected, and he Avas tried, and transported to

Bermuda. Charged AAuth mutiny there, along AAuth many
others, he was sent back to England, and from thence to

Ncav South Wales, AAdiere he Avas assigned to a master Avho,

he then thought, pinched him in his rations, and from whom
he consequently pilfered. He Avas afterivards removed into

the jiublic Avorks, AAdiere, through bribing an under-overseer,

he earned money by occasionally Avorking for a settler. He
afterAA'ards resoh^ed to leave off all his dishonest tricks, call-

ing to mind Iioav much he used to hate the character of a

thief, AAdien a child. But being sent into Sydney one day,

Avhile he yet had money in his pocket, he met an old ac-

quaintance, AAdio AA^as pennyless, and took him to a public-

house, to refresh him. Here he took a glass of spirits Avith
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the manj out of the idea of good-fellowship
;

this exeited an

old appetite for strong drink, and he and his companion

concluded to have a second glass. This destroyed their reso-

lution to keep sober, and they continued drinking, until the

whole of his money was gone, and with it, his resolution to

keep from thieving. On reflecting upon this, he marvelled

to think how soon strong drink destroyed strong resolution

to keep from sin !

He fell completely back into his old habits, was appre-

hended, transported to a penal settlement for life, and sent to

Norfolk Island. He bad cherished a strong desire again to

see his parents
;
but now, had no hope of ever effecting this,

unless he could escape from the settlement
;
he therefore

joined some others in taking off a boat. They were pursued,

one of the party was shot dead, another dangerously

wounded, and the whole recaptured. He had indulged in

infidel principles, but the sight of the dead man had a power-

ful eftect upon him, and he could not help looking upon him
as lost for ever. He was committed to jail in irons, with

the rest of his fellows, and they were put upon the chain,

that is, they had a chain j^assed within their irons, and fixed

outside of their prison, to render them more secure. Here lie

felt his situation keenly. Passages of Scripture were brought

to his recollection, and he obtained the use of a Bible, which he

read diligently, determining, if through the mercy of God, he

should get over this offence, so as again to be liberated from

the jail, he would lead a different life. He also began to

pray to God for help. The party were tried for attempting

to take away the boat, found guilty, and sentenced to death

;

but as they had used no personal violence, they were ulti-

mately reprieved, and after lying long in prison, they were

returned to their work. This was only a short time before

the mutiny of 1834, in which, an attempt was made by the

prisoners to take possession of Norfolk Island
;
having a bad

name, he was charged as being one of the party, and sent to

prison, but was afterwards dismissed.

bile in prison, on this occasion, he liecame privy to a plot,

for rescuing some men, sentenced to death, which he was not

comfortable till he had disclosed. His comrades suspected

T 3
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that he had communicated their plans, they marked also his

altered conduct, for he could no longer join in many of the

evil practices in which they indulged, and he became in their

estimation and langnage, bad fellow.^’ Before, when he

ran with them into the depths of iniquity, he passed among
them as a “good fellow”; for thus, among this depraved por-

tion of our race, is good too generally called evil, and evil

good ! and a man, who in any measure becomes reformed, is

liable to much persecution. This man, and others of reflec-

tion, say, such is the wickedness of this place, that they often

marvel that God, in wrath, does not cause it to be swallowed

up, or destroy it, as he did Sodom of old
;
for some of the

sins of that ancient city are awfully prevalent here. “And
the time Avas,^’ said the prisoner, “ Avhen there Avas not half-

a-dozen righteous persons to be found on the Island,” though

there is reason to believe the number is noAV increased.

24th. By the mail of the Isabella, Ave recei\"ed intelligence

of our dear friends in England, by a letter dated the 29th of

9th month, 1834. I had also a letter from Alexander

M^Leay, informing us, that the Friendship Avould call here, for

Coftee Plants, on her Avay to Tahiti, and that by her, aa'O

might conA^ey letters to our late dear companions, D. and C.

Wheeler.—We had also tidings of the fall of an individual

in V. D. Land
;
for AAdiose fi'iends as Avell as for himself, we

felt much sorroAV. He Avas one aaAao, through repentance and

reformation, had been raised from a Ioav state, into AA'hich he

had brought himself by transgression. But old, sinful habits

are hard indeed to root out. When they are oAmrcome, close

Avalking Avith God is required, to keep them doAvn. If care-

lessness be gAen Avay to, they easily reAUA^e : and like the

old inhabitants of Canaan, aa’Iio AA^ere drAen to the hills, they

again iiwade their old domain. In countries like these,

AAdiere a large part of the population, free and bond, have

become exiles from their natiAm land, through habitual mis-

conduct, relapses may reasonably be expected, in many
cases in AAdiich hope has been excited

;
and care is required,

not to be too much discouraged by them.

26th. In the morning we Ausited the congregation of free

Protestants. Their service being short, Ave had an opportu-
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nity again to testify our Christian concern, for their present

and eternal welfare. On taking leave of them, we went to

the prisoner Protestants, in time also to take leave of them.

In the afternoon, we visited the prisoner Roman Catholics,

and took leave of them likewise. On all these occasions, we
were enabled to bear an uncompromising testimony against

sin, and to hold uf) the necessity of repentance toward God,
and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ, in order to obtain the

pardon of past sins, and to inculcate a humble, as well as

watchful walking in the Spirit, as necessary, to being pre-

served from fulfilling the lusts of the flesh.

A sense of the divine presence, has often pervaded our

minds, in a remarkable degree, when labouring among the

outcasts of human society, in this Island, inspiring the hope,

that some of them may yet come under the power of the

Gospel. Though abundance of the worst of crimes are to be

found among the prisoners on Norfolk Island, there are, even

among them, a small number, who are not insensible of the

operations of divine grace.

One man, wdio now mourns because of his past sins, told

us, that he had been twice sentenced to death, and a third

time, had narrowdy escaped the gallows, when he had been

concerned in a robbery, with attempt at murder. He was

formerly in high esteem with his fellow prisoners, for his

boldness
;
but this boldness was then exercised in the practice

of iniquity. He was brought to reflect upon his sinful state,

under the divine blessing, upon the labours of William Mar-
shall, the Surgeon of the Alligator, wdio, when that vessel

was here, a few months ago, during the time that a number
of men were tried for mutiny, frequently visited the prison-

ers, and endeavoured to turn them from darkness to light,

and from the powder of Satan to God.—This prisoner was

scarcely known to flinch under the lash, of w'hich he received

at one time, three hundred strokes, nor did he weep under the

sentence of death
;

but now, the tears steal down his cheeks,

while he lifts up his heart in prayer to God, against whom he

has so greatly revolted, and implores the pardon of his sins

for Jesus’ sake. In remarking upon the contriting influence

of the love of God, he told us, that he sometimes heard
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the prisoner who slept next hinij and who had also been

very hardened, weeping under its influence, while others slept.

28th. We had a satisfactory interview with two prisoners,

lately awakened : they made some feeling acknowledgments

respecting their past vicious lives, and said, they fully me-
rited all the punishment they had received. Such acknow-

ledgments are rarely made by prisoners, except in an awaken-

ed state.

29th. A number of the prisoners ha\’ing expressed a

•wish to see us again, before we left the Island, we met them
in the Court-house, at their dinner-hour. There w’ere about

forty of them, and they desired us to consider them as the

representatives of a much larger number, who being out at

w'ork, on the farm, and in the gangs, could not then be pre-

sent, They presented us with the following address, which

one of them first read :

—

“ Norfolk Island, 29th April, 1835.
“ Gentlemen,

We, the prisoners of the crown, embracing

the tenets of the Prostestant faith, cannot, from pure mo-
tives of unfeigned gratitude, allow you to quit this Island,

w'ithout thus, publicly, expressing our sentiments for your

unwearied zeal, and attention to our best interests, since

you came amongst us, viz. the salvation of our immortal

souls.

“ Permit us to implore, that you would convey to Major

Anderson, our Commandant, the deep sense we entertain

of his great anxiety, since he assumed the command, for our

well-being, here and hereafter.

“ That a kind Providence may conduct you both, in safety,

through the trackless deep, to the haven where you would

wish to be, is,

“ Gentlemen,

‘^‘The ardent wish of

^‘This Congregation.”

“ Messrs. Backhouse and Walker,
“ Members of the Society of Friends.”
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We acknowledged the kind intention of the prisoners,

imparted to them a fe^y more words of Christian counsel,

commended them again to God, and to the word of his

grace, and took a final leave of them.

An early dinner was provided for us, after which Major

Anderson and his wife, and several other individuals, who
had shown us much kindness, accompanied us to the land-

ing place, where we took leave of them, and went on board

a whale-boat, along with Ensign AVyatt, who returned with

us to New South Wales. A boat, coming from the Isa-

bella, a short time before, was overtaken by a heavy

surf, and driven upon the rocks, to the imminent peril of

all on board
;

but it was got off again with little damage.

—

A police-runner, on this Island, formerly a notorious bush-

ranger, in New South Wales, was sent out upon the point

of the reef, the tide being low, to give notice of approach-

ing surges
;
and we were favoured, through this precaution,

to escape some, such as might have swamped the boat.

Being apprized of their approach, we kept under the shelter

of a point of rocks, till they had passed. Our intrepid

boat’s crew then pulled briskly out, and we passed the

broken water safely, though not without meeting some
heavy surfs, that wet us a little

;
within a few minutes, we

passed some high swells, that would break with awful force

in the passage that we had but just left. Thus being again

favoured to escape the dangers of this shore, we soon

reached the Isabella, which had remained attached to a

buoy, laid down for the purpose, in eight fathoms water,

to w'hich vessels are made fast in fine weather. If it come
on to blow, vessels are obliged to stand off and on, till it

be fine again. In such cases, communication with the shore

is sometimes cut off for many days. We loosed from the

buoy about four o’clock in the evening, with a southerly

breeze, that became so light, as to place us in doubt for

some time, as to whether we should drift with the tide,

upon the rocks, or clear the south-west point of the Island,

which we were favoured to pass before night.

Before we sailed, several prisoners requested leave of the

Commandant, to send letters by us to Sydney, to be for-
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warded to their relations, under the idea, that they would
be despatched from the Colony with more certainty, in this

way, than if sent by the regular ^jacket, to the Government
Office. This was readily granted, on condition that the

letters should be open, and that we should inspect them,

to see that nothing imjiroper was communicated. As some

of these letters contained expressions illustrative of the

feelings of the writers, with regard to their situation as Con-

victs at a Penal Settlement, and the causes of crime, I

ventured to make a few extracts from them
;

which are

introduced at Appendix. J.

The voyage from Norfolk Island to Sydney, occupied three

weeks, in consequence of calms and adverse winds.—The

company on board the vessel, Avere Ensign Wyatt, G. W.
Walker, and myself, twenty-five soldiers, ten prisoners, a

free overseer, a store-keeper and his wife, and sixteen sea-

men, inclusive of the captain and mate.

5th mo. 6th. A storm came on in the night
;

in which,

on reflecting upon the many snares that are in the world,

and the many persons that have fallen away from righteous-

ness, after having witnessed a precious state of divine favour,

I felt willing to perish, rather than that I should be per-

mitted to falsify the testimony which the Lord has given

me to bear, to the truth as it is iti Jesus. Unworthy as I

felt myself to be, of the least of the Lord’s mercies, I prayed

to him, if he saw meet to continue my life, to continue also

the baptisms of his Holy Spirit, until the very root of sin

should perish ;
and to enable me so to watch, as that the

seeds of sin might not lie suffered to vegetate, but their

smallest buddings be destroyed, by the power of the Spirit.

While thus meditating and praying in the storm, Avith

thanksgiving, for the accommodation of a good berth, and

many other blessings, I Avas preserved very peaceful, under

a sense of the divine presence. Thus, as in days of old,

and as on many former occasions, in my oAvn experience, the

Lord proved himself to be “ a very present help in time of

trouble and I could adopt the language, “ Therefore we

Avill not fear, though the waters roar and be troubled, though

the mountains shake with the sAvelling thereof : for the Lord
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of hosts is with us, the God of Jacob is our refuge, and

blessed be his holy name for ever.”

10th. Balls Pyramid was seen at sun-rise, and a high

bluff, of Lord Howes Island, towards sunset. The distance

was only about thirty miles, but there was so much fog in

the horizon, that the island was obscured most of the day.

In the forenoon, the whole of the ship’s company, including

prisoners, assembled on deck, and we had a satisfactory reli-

gious interview with them. George W. Walker read a

portion of Scripture
;

after which, we both addressed them,

on the danger of deceiving themselves, and imagining them-

selves the servants of God, while worshipping the devil by
habitual and careless sin. The practise of cursing and

swearing, awfully prevalent, was noticed, as one of these

habitual sins
;
and others were also denounced. The test

pointed out by the Saviour of men, “ By their fruits ye

shall know them,” was appealed to, and the doctrines and
invitations, as well as the denunciations of the Gospel

were set forth, the Lord helping us. The folly of neglect-

ing the guidance of the Holy Spirit was illustrated, by the

folly which it would be accounted in a mariner, to neglect

the Compass, in steering a vessel, and the almost certain

uTeck, to which such neglect must lead. The mercy that

had preseiT'ed us in the late gales, and spared us till the

present hour, was magnified
;
and all were exhorted to flee

from the wrath to come, and to seek, in repentance, to be

reconciled to God, through the death of his Son, and to

be enabled, by his grace, to serve him in holiness. The
people conducted themselves more properly afterwards, and

spent much of the day in reading some tracts, ufith which
we supplied them.

14th. A dead calm. The sea was covered with minute,

red animalculcE, like tadpoles, with transparent tails. Jelly-

fish, and Portuguese Men-of-War, also a blue slug, half an inch
long, with a silvery back, and palmate appendages, like

fore fins, and posterior ones of a trilobed form, with a

shark, sailing about with its dorsal fin above water, and a

few birds, varied the smooth, circular expanse of blue

ocean, bounded only by the sky.
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15th. Stood for land in latitude 31°. 9'. S., and descried

some hills on the coast of N. S. Wales.

16th, The Heads of Port Stephens were in sights at

noon. The weather was so rough as again to make me
sick : this has often been the case in the course of the

Amyage. The vessel leaks greatly on one tack, as the wind

lays her over to that side. Some of our company, at times

get alarmed, but I have been favoured to feel peaceful and

content, yet pitying the seamen Avho have to work hard

at the jiumps.

18th. The wind still adverse. We are out of sugar

and coals, and are using the last bag of biscuit, but liaA’e

plenty of salt beef and flour. A spar has been cut uj5 for

fuel. The biscuit has long been full of AVeevils, but we
have made the best of it, by putting it into the oven.

19th. Off the Heads of Port Jackson. The wind still

ajjainst us. We remembered that this was the time of the

Yearly Meeting of Friends, in London, where many of those

who liear the care and burden of the Society, would be as-

sembled, and would feel the loss of those Avho have been

removed from the church militant to the church trium-

phant. The prayer of our hearts was, that the Lord might

support the burden-bearers, strengthen their hands, add to

their numbers, give them sound judgment and clear dis-

cernment, and clothe them Avith the loA^e of Christ : and

that he might yet cause his truth to be exalted among the

nations, to the praise of his own everlastingly great and

glorious name.

20th. A gentle breeze sprung up about midnight. At
break of day, Ave Avere faA'oured again to enter the Heads

of Port Jackson, in safety. A calm soon ensued, but the

tide, and a light air that arose about noon, brought us into

Sydney Cove. G. W. AA^alker and myself went on shore

by a boat from the GoA^ernment dock-yard, and found

eighteen letters for us at the Post-office, eleA'en of Avhich

Avere from our friends in England.

AYhile becalmed in Port .Jackson, a number of Venus’s

Girdles, passed the A’essel, swimming a little beloAv the sur-

face of the water. These remarkable animals belong the
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same order as the Jelly-fish, but they resemble a long semi-

pellucid, horn shaving. There were also in the water, atoms

glittering in the sun, and exhibiting prismatic colours, the

precise nature of which, we were unable to ascertain.

21st. We engaged a lodging in the town, but as it was

not ready for our reception, we returned on board the Isa-

bella, for the night. The excitement of landing, in con-

nexion with the squeaking of rats, in the pantry, the bleat-

ing of goats, and the crowing of cocks, on the deck, together

with the quarrelling of drunken soldiers, in the hold, allowed

us hut little sleep. The prisoners had been safely delivered

on hoard of a hulk, and the Isabella had been brought close

up to the Dock-yard. Many of the soldiers had been on

shore, and had returned in a state of intoxication, and ap-

palling excitement. They were very quarrelsome. I went

to them at midnight, fearing lest they should injure one

another with their fire-arms, which they had with them,

loaded. After labouring in vain, for some time, to get

them quiet, I requested one of the most moderate^ to hand

me their lantern, which I blew out, and sent away. They
became a little quieter, when unable to see each other, and

then were soon overcome by exhaustion, and fell asleep,

to awake in the morning, in shame, at the testimony which

their black eyes, and bruised faces, bore to their mis-

conduct.
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After returning from Norfolk Island, we remained in

Sydney nearly fifteen weeks. In the course of this time, at

the request of the Governor, we presented him a Report,

on the state of the Penal Settlement, on Norfolk Island,

containing the substance of the preceding remarks, and

some observations of temporary interest, not needful to be

introduced here
;
especially, as the penal discijiline, at that

station, has been completely re-modelled, in order to afford

Captain Maconochie the ojiportunity of trying to carry out

his enlightened views, respecting the treatment of criminals.

Some notice of these views will be found in this volume,

under date of the 19th of 8th mo., 1837.

The few persons jirofessing with Friends, in Sydney,

had kept up a meeting for worship, during our absence,

both on First-days, and in the forenoon of one other day in

the week. The little congregation in Hobart Town, who
had lately been placed in circumstances of trial, excited our

sympathy
;

and soon after landing, we addressed an epistle

to them, a copy of which is inserted in Appendix. K.
5th mo. 24th. The meetings were owned of the Good

Shepherd, by a measure of heavenly solemnity. They were
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held in silence, except that G. W. Walker expressed a few

sentences near the close of that in the afternoon. The

effects of our late voyage, upon my own health, have been

such, as to render it difficult for me to keep my mind

properly settled, on these occasions
;
but divine mercy has

condescended to my weakness, so that I have still been

permitted to feel the sensible influence of the Holy Spirit.

26th. I consulted the Colonial Secretary, respecting the

inquiries of a friend, in England, on behalf of one of his

neighbours, whose brother died in this country, leaving some

property. This, according to a good regulation in the

Colony, was taken possession of by the Registrar of the

Supreme Court, and advertised, to enable the relatwes of the

deceased to claim it. The Secretary kindly offered to obtain

the desired information, if I would address a letter to him

on the subject, which was done accordingly.

28th. Very little rain has fallen for many months.

Wheat is ten shillings a bushel. Oranges and late Peaches

are beginning to ripen. Apples from Van Diemens Land
are in the market. Several fine shrubs are in blossom, in

the woods and bushy places, on the borders of Port Jackson.

Among them are Banksia ericifolia, integrifoUa and spinulosa,

Crowea saligna, Styphelia tubiflora, Acacia suaveolens, Hakea

gibbosa, and Epacris grandiflora. Several of these are well

known in English greenhouses.

31st. A few young men who have been brought up
among Friends, but have not retained their membership
among them, have lately attended our meetings for worship.

Like too many others, they seem never to have given due

thought to their eternal interests : they have evidently the

first principles of religion to learn, before they can know
“the way of peace,” either as regards this world, or the

next.

6th mo. 3rd. I called upon an aged woman, who was
sent to this Colony many years since, to conduct a school,

under the auspices of the Government. She possessed

considerable abilities, but overrated them, and assumed a

degree of consequence, and expectation, beyond her projoer

sphere. This has stood greatly in the way of her prosperity;
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she is now very infirm, and in a dependent state, a monu-

ment of the folly of being “ heady and high-minded.”

4th. In our little week-day meeting, I was very sensible

of the sjhrit of supplication, and many secret petitions

ascended from the altar of my heart, both on my own
account, and on account of others

;
but nothing of constrain-

ing influence Avas felt, indicating it to be my place to lift up

my voice on behalf of the assembled company
;

Avho, I

believe, were also sensible of the overshadowing of the

Holy Sjiirit, and had access for themselves to the Throne of

Grace.

5th. We attended the Committee of the Australian

School Society
;

AA'hich is ready to open its first school, on

the 8th.

9th. We visited some persons descended from Friends
;

but though they received us kindly, they neither appeared

to understand the principles of the Society, nor the first

principles of the Gospel, and consequently could not be

expected to have much value for the example of their

predecessors.

We walked to Cooks River, which empties itself into

Botany Bay, and fell in Avith a party of Blacks, AAdio Avere

fishing. One of them had a canoe, made of a large sheet of

bark, stretched ojAcn Avith sticks, and drawn together in

folds at the ends. This process they effect, by first AA^arming

the bark in the fire. The man and his Avife AA^ere seated on
their knees in the canoe, in AA'hich they had a fire, on a flat

stone. The man propelled the canoe by means of a paddle,

that he applied first on one side and then on the other. He
used a spear in fishing, made of a long stick, AAuth four, long,

wooden prongs, attached to it, by means of string and Grass-

tree Gum. This he brought sloAvly, almost into contact

AAath the fish, before striking. While fishing, he kept up a

noise like the bloAAung of a Porpoise, and accomjranied it by
shoAvers of salwa, that disturbed the surface of the Avater,

like small rain. He seldom failed in transfixing his finny

prey. Another man, Avho stood on a log that extended

into the river, was equally successful, by a similar process.

14th. A person spoke in the meeting this morning, but
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got into a state of excitement, and exceeded the measure

of his exercise, and thus became confused. This gave rise

to some observations, after meeting, on the advantage of

being deliberate, and of avoiding excitement, and the con-

sequent risk of going too far in expression. A few remarks

were also made on the views of Friends, in regard to the

liberty of speaking in assemblies for worship, as some of

the persons who met with us needed information on this

head. They were reminded, that though Friends admitted

this liberty, in subjection to the judgment of the church,

according to Scripture, they were careful that none should

exercise it, but in the fear of the Lord, and under the belief,

that it was in the counsel of his will, that they spoke.

15th. We committed a few books, the writings of Friends,

of which we apprehend the religious world, generally, know
but little, to a gentleman, in the East India Company’s

service, to be placed in a public library, at Madras, or dis-

jjosed of in such other way, as he may think likely, to make
their valuable contents the most useful. The weather of a

Sydney winter is fine, clear, and remarkably agreeable
;

the

thermometer varying from 46° to 66°, in the shade. Among
the many beautiful shrubs, now in blossom, are Acacia pungens,

Bossicea heterojAiylla, Dillwynia ericoicles, Boronia pnlonema

and tetrathecoides, Eriostemon salicifolius, Lambertia formosa,

Banksia collina, and Leptospermum baccatum.

19th. Yesterday, we had the satisfaction of learning,

from Captain Blackwood, of the Hyacinth, sloop-of-war,

just arrived from Tahiti, that the Henry Freeling, with our

friends, D. and C. Wheeler, had reached that island, in

safety. To-day, we received satisfactory letters from them,

mentioning the cordial rece^ition they met with from the

Missionaries and the Natives.

20th. We took leave of John Leach and his wife, on
board the Governor Phillip, bound for Norfolk Island.

They left V. D. Land, in consequence of the increased in-

disposition of John Leach, who has had consumptive symp-
toms for several years. General Bourke has appointed him
to the office of Catechist, to the penal settlement, on Nor-
folk Island, in the hope, that the mild climate may conduce

V
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to lengthen his life, and that he may he made serviceable

to the prisoners there, as he has been, in an eminent degree,

to those in V. D. Land.—We parted from them in Chris-

tian love, under a precious sense of the divine presence

overshadowing our minds.

Consumption is not of frequent occurrence, among emi-

grants from Europe, 1mt children born in Australia, of

European parents, sometimes die of this disease. Where
it occurs amongst emigrants from Europe, it is generally

as many years in running its course, as it would be months,

in England.

21st. We had a satisfactory meeting, on tlie premises

of a settler, at Cooks River, seven miles from Sydney,

where, by the zeal of a Wesleyan, a small congregation has

been collected, which assembles on First-day mornings.

The congregation consisted of about twenty persons. They
assembled in a small hut, of split timber, placed perpen-

dicularly into the ground, having interstices between the

timbers, so open as to admit more cold air than was com-

fortable, at this season of the year. The pulpit and seats

were all very rustic. The appropriation of such a place

to the purpose of divine worship, in this neighbourhood,

is a token for good, not to be despised. Our kind friend,

J. Tawell, conveyed us to the place, in a glass-coach. A
few vehicles of this kind are kept in Sydney, to let out for

hire
;
but there is no regular system of posting, yet estab-

lished in any part of N. S. Wales, though coaches run daily

to Parramatta, Liverpool, &c.

We passed some of the Mounted-police, who are scour-

ing the neighbourhood, in search of bush-rangers
;
a party

of whom robbed a cottage, at the angle of the road to Cooks

River, last week. One of them was shot in the act. They

were prisoners who had escaped from a neighbouring ironed-

gang.

28th. We had an interesting meeting with the inhab-

itants of the North Shore of Port Jackson, at the house

of John Parker, a gardener, from Norfolk, who emigrated

to the Cape of Good Hope, in 1819, and subsequently to

this Colony. The Divine Presence was sensibly felt, and
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ability was afforded us, to direct the congregation, to the

teaching of the Lord, by his Spirit, manifested to the

attentive mind, as a witness against sin, and as a guide, a

counsellor, and a comforter. The nature of true worship

was explained, as Avell as the advantage of Availing upon the

Lord in silence, to recewe a knowledge of our states, and thus

to become prepared to pray in spirit for the supply of our

Avants, and to gwe thanks in the name of Jesus, for the

mercies received. The example of our holy Redeemer Avas

held up to AueAA", in rejecting the temptation of Satan, to

Avorship him, for the purpose of obtaining the glories of the

AA'orld. The contrariety to this example, was pointed out, in

those, who, for the sake of a share of these glories, sacrifice

truth, honesty, and justice, or immerse themselves in the love

of the world. These, and all others aaLo Iwe in transgression

against God, and in the gratification of their OAvn corrupt

propensities, Avere shoAvn to be, through such things, falling

doAAm to Satan in spirit, and worshipping him. From the

feeling that preA^ailed, I haA^e no doubt, but that the Holy

Spirit was felt to bear AA’itness to the same truths, in the

minds of many of the congregation. G. W. Walker had a

large part in the Amcal labour of this meeting, much to my
comfort.

7th mo. 4th. Wishing to hold a meeting AA'ith the few

settlers, on the shores of Botany Bay, we Avalked thither,

and called at their dAvellings. These are chiefly small huts,

on the edge of a marsh, built by some A^eteran soldiers,

who were located there, a few years since. The soil being

of a nature requiring to be turned over, and exposed to

the action of the air, for tAAm or three years before it be-

comes fertile, and these men haAung no capital, and not

being generally industrious, many of their cottages haA’^e

been deserted, and their lands haA^e passed into other hands.

Botany Bay, with its gay shrubs, might Avear an imposing

aspect, to the first naAfigators of these seas, after a tedious

A'oyage
;
but its shores are shalloAAq and not eonA^enient for

landing, and most of the land on the north side, is dreary

sand and marsh, of little, real A'alue. The pieces that are

Avorth anything, are of very limited extent, and are in feAv

V 2
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hands. One of the proprietors has established a woollen

manufactory, which, from the price of labour in this coun-

try, is not likely to pay. He told us, that the leaves of

the Wooden-pear, XylomeJmn pyriforme, dye wool yellow,

and that the branches of Leptospermum scoparium, answer

the purposes of Fustic-wood, and dye fawn-colour. A hand-

some species of Grass-tree, Xanthorrhoea arhorea, was in

flower, in some of the sandy grounds : its root-stocks were

surmounted by an elegant crest, of rush-like leaves
;
from

the centre of which, the flower stem ai'ose to ten feet

in height
;
somewhat less than the upper half of this, was

densely covered with brown scales, giving it an appearance,

something like a Bull-rush. From amonajst these scales

the small, white, star-like flowers emerged, as in the other

species of this genus. The jjlants with large root-stocks

had been destroyed, for fuel, for which purpose they are

much valued. In this neighbourhood, as well as at Port

Jackson, the Sweet Tea, Smilax yhjcipkylla, abounds. It

is a low, climbing plant, with narrow, heart-shaped leaves,

having a taste something like Spanish Liquorice. It was

used instead of tea, by the early settlers, and formed the

chief ingredient in their drink, on occasions of rejoicing.

5th. Slight frost has occurred in some nights lately, so

as to produce thin ice. Heavy rain fell last night, which

was truly acceptable after the long drought. We lodged

with a settler from Ireland, and had a meeting with about

forty persons, at the house of his neighbour
;
where the

Wesleyans, from Sydney, usually hold a meeting, on First-

days.

6th. The rain continued, with little intermission, but

we returned to Sydney
;

G. W. Walker Ijecame affected

with low fever, from miasmata, raised by the wet on the

parched marshes.
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7th mo. 9th. Six persons, including G. W. Walker and my-
self, were present at the week-day meeting. It was a season

in which ability was granted, to point out the necessity

of being willing, to have ‘^judgment laid to the line, and

righteousness to the plummet,” in order that, not only the

pardon of past sin might be obtained, through faith in the

sacrifice of Christ, hut also ability to do the will of God,

by the help of the Spirit, which is freely offered us, if we
do but ask it. The congregation was also shown, that we
cannot ask this help acceptably, unless we keep under the

operation of the Holy Spirit, so as to be preserved sensible

of our need of help
;
and that without continued help, man

is sure to go astray, in one way or other, and to try to recon-

cile himself to an imperfect and sinful state.

We dined, and spent the evening, Muth some of our

friends, and were again refreshed by reading some extracts

from the journal of J. and M. Yeardley. The state of

society seems to be widely different, in the thickly-peopled

parts of Europe, from what it is in the thinly-inhabited regions

of Australia. In the latter, few jiersons are to be found, willing

to devote their time and energies to endeavouring to raise

the moral and religious tone of the population. Most of

the settlers, who rank above the lowest class, have come
hither, to try to better their fortunes

;
this object they

3

seem
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chiefly to pursue
;
and where they are successful^, pleasure,

and a measure of display, are, with most of them, the chief

additional objects, combined with the original pursuit.

12th. Our meetings were seasons of comfort. The
sense of divine favour was not only granted, but also

ability to labour, to l>ring the little congregation to a more
steady attention to the impressions and operations of the

Holy Spirit; in order that they may become more tho-

roughly engrafted into Christ, the True Vine, and be lively

branches in him, bringing forth fruit to the glory of their

Heavenly Father.

18th. Several days, lately, have been very wet. To-

day, in a fine interval, we walked a few miles, to the east

of Sydney. In a bushy hollow, we met with Zumia spiralis,

a singular, Palm-hke plant, in fruit. The whole fruit has

some resemblance to a Pine-apple
;
but large nuts, in red

coats, are fixed under the scales forming the outside.

The Blacks, place these nuts under stones, at the bottom of

water, in order to extract some noxious principle from them

;

they are afterwards converted into food. In wet weather,

an insipid, jelly-like gum, which is wholesome, and not un-

palatable, exudes from the plant.

20th. Three species of the genus Loranthus, which con-

sists of plants, allied to Mistletoe, grow parasitically on

trees in this neighbourhood. They have handsome blos-

soms, a little like Honey-suckle, but with more green,

than yellow or red in them. Two of them have external

roots, adhering to the bark of the trees that support them,

and incorporating themselves with it
;
but occasionally, one

of these species happens to grow upon the other, and then it

emits no external root ! This is a striking instance of that

power, sometimes exhibited by a plant, to adapt itself to

circumstances, and which is called Vegetable Instinct.

21st. We attended the anniversary meeting of the Be-

nevolent Society, an interesting institution, for the relief

of the infirm poor, many of whom are supported in its

Asylum. The funds of this society are raised, to a con-

siderable extent, by voluntary subscription
;
but as many

of the objects of relief, and support, are persons who have
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come to the Colony as prisoners^ the Government makes

up the deficiencies in the funds.

23rd. I met a large group of Aborigines, in the street,

several of whom appeared to be intoxicated. Some of them

were dressed in dirty blankets. A few of the women had

on skin garments, with the fur outside. Though some of

the younger ones were not of unpleasing features, making

allowance for their national outline, they looked meagre,

and miserably degraded.

26th. The meetings were seasons of much conflict to

my mind, under a feeling of the power of temptation, per-

haps in sympathy with others, under that power, but I

was mercifully enabled to trust in the Lord, and if not to

stay my mind upon my God, yet to keep him in remem-
brance, in the sense that helj^ was in him alone. In seek-

ing this help, through faith in the blessed Mediator, I

found it my place, cut of my own weakness, to caU others

to the source of strength, and to testify to the stability

of that Foundation laid in Zion, which whosoever builds

upon, shall not be confounded.

28th. In the evening, we attended the committees of

the Bible Society and Religious Tract Society, which were

interesting. It is comforting to find a few persons, in this

Colony, labouring, according to their various measures of

spiritual light, to promote the spread of the Gospel. These
are chiefly, individuals who left their native land as mis-

sionaries, or religious teachers
;
but some of them have

found it necessary to enter into business, for the support

of their families.

Having believed that advantage might arise from giving a

few lectures on Temperance, and the matter having pressed

upon me as a duty, we oljtained the use of the Old Court
House, for this purpose. I was enabled to get through
the first, which took place this evening, with more comfort
than I anticipated. The audience was pretty large, and I

trust, there was left upon their minds, an increased convic-

t’on of the evils of spirit-drinking, and of the importance
of persons, of respectable character, abstaining altogether

from this great source of temporal and moral evil, in order
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to promote, by their example, a reformation among the

population at large.

8th mo. 3rd. We attended a meeting at Liverpool,

twenty miles from Sydney, for the re-organization of an

Auxiliary Bible Society. Tire one formerly existing there,

having become extinct. It is difficult to keep up institutions

of this kind, in a newly settled country, where they are

more dependent for maintenance, upon excitement, than

upon principle. The attendance was not large for the

town, which contains about 600 inhabitants. The Colonial

Hospital, at Liverpool, is a fine building, of brick
;

and

there are a few good houses in the place, of the same

material. The road from Sydney to Liverpool is good

;

it has two turnjiike gates, and lies through a low forest of

Eucahyptus, Acacia, and Melaleuca

:

it crosses Georges Ri-

ver, by a rude Ijridge
;
but a handsome one, of stone, with

one ellij)tical arch, is in the course of erection.

4th. I called upon a young man, from whom I had re-

ceived a letter, imploring assistance : he came to the Colony

two years since, and has been sinking in the scale of

societv, till he has got very low. To send young men,

who are unsteady, to a distant land, is a dangerous expe-

dient. Tliey meet with numerous temptations, and usually

give way to them, till they are brought into the depth of

wretchedness. In this state, some of them commit suicide,

others take to thieving or forgery, and become eonvicts
;

others get berths among the lowest grade of sailors
;
and

but few I’eform, or obtain situations in which they can re-

trieve their characters.

5th. We again crossed to the North Shore of Port

Jackson, and invited the inhabitants to a meeting, to be

held at the house of a settler. A young man accompanied

us, from a famil)!-, who have become deeply interested re-

specting tlie principles of Friends, and are carefully read-

ing “ Barclay’s Apology.” AVe had a long ramble, and

becoming hungry, regaled ourselves with Oysters, from

the rocks.

9th. We returned to the North Shore of Port Jackson,

in a boat, kindly sent for us, by the person at whose house
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the meeting was appointed. The congregation amounted to

fifty-four persons. I was enabled to extend to them the

iimtations of the Gospel, and to show, from many passages

of Scripture, the necessity of being led by the Spirit of

God, if we would become the children of God
;

and that,

without this Spirit, we have neither inclination nor ability

to take one step in the way of holiness. But by the assist-

ance of this Spirit, which is freely offered to all, and which

works in all who do not resist it, we are enabled to per-

form the will of God
;
for his Spirit excites us to repent-

ance, to faith in Christ, and to obedience to his words, and

leads those into all truth, who yield themselves freely to its

blessed dominion.

13th. The week-day meeting was a low season. Near

the conclusion, I had to encourage those who felt themselves

in any degree, in bondage to sin, to commit themselves in

2
^rayer to the Most High, and to beg, in the name of Jesus,

under the sense of their unworthiness, that God would take

unto himself his own great jmwer, and reign in them
;

that

he would render every thing, contrary to his will, so burden-

some to them, as to make them seek his help to put it away

;

and that he would thus wean them from the things that

keeji the soul in bondage, from which none can deliver

themselves, by their own power. The hajijiy results of such

exercise of mind before the Lord, I could testify to, from

my own exjierience
;

when, out of the dej^ths of humiliation,

I had cried unto the Most High, and waited upon him, from

day to day, for an answer to my petitions, v/hich were often

rejieated, under the fresh feeling of the state of necessit)", to

which my soul was made alive, by the in-shining of the light

of Christ, or the manifestation of the Holy S^urit
;
and which

were, therefore, not vain re}Detitions
;
but in accordance with

the instruction, that “ men ought always to pray and not to

faint.^’

14th. I gave my concluding lecture on Temperance,
and felt thankful, in having been enabled to accomplish

what, for the present, may be my duty, with regard to the

promotion of temjoeraxice in this place
;
where iniquity has

flowed as a torrent, through the medium of strong drink.
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which is still a most formidable barrier to moral and religious

improvement.

15th. Lancelot E. Threlkeld, the Government Missionary

to the Aborigines, on Lake Macquarie, breakfasted with us

:

he has come to Sydney, to interpret for one of the Blacks,

who is charged with the murder of a white man. Threlkeld

has written a grammar of the language of the Aborigines,

which has been printed by the Government.

17 th. We took tea with two pious persons, from India.

Before jiarting from them, the 50th chapter of Isaiah was

read, and we spent a little time, in silently waiting upon the

Lord, greatly to our comfort. It is indeed a privilege, to

take sweet counsel with those whose hearts are turned to the

Lord, in these regions, that may be called, spiritually de-

solate, notwithstanding, such persons may not see many
things belonging to the Gospel, in the same point of view

with ourselves. Many invalids from India, come to these

Colonies, on account of their health, which they frequently

recruit, in the drier atmosphere and cooler winters of

Australia and V. D. Laiid.

18th. The Committee of the Temperance Society was

well attended. The important moral reformation, in absti-

nence from spirituous liquors, is gaining ground in the public

mind. Some additional restrictions have lately been placed

on the sale of spirits, by the Government ;
forbidding the

payment of wages in them, beyond a third part, and inter-

dicting the sale of them to prisoners, &c. But while any

portion of wages is allowed to lie paid in them, and houses

are very numerously licensed for their sale, and the example

of free persons encourages their use, prisoners will continue

to obtain them. Sydney is still an awfully drunken place.

25th. The anniversary meeting of the New South Wales

Auxiliary Biljle Society, was held in a large room, at the

Pulteney Hotel, granted gratuitously by the landlord, who is

a Jew ! The Colonial Secretary was in the chair. The

meeting was not very numerously attended, but was addressed

by several persons, who ably set forth the privilege and im-

portance -of promoting the circulation of tlie Holy Scrip-

tures.
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29th. The weather has become much warmer. There

was some lightning this evening. Peach-trees are in blos-

som, and Vines and Weeping Willows are beginning to

vegetate. Oranges are in perfection, and Loquats are be-

ginning to ripen. The last are the produce of a large, bushy,

evergreen, Japanese tree. They grow in clusters, at the

extremity of the branches, and are yellow
;
they are about

the size of a large acorn, and contain one or two large seeds.

Some of the varieties combine an agreeable acidity and

sweetness, others are austere, and only fit for baking.

Deciduous trees, from the northern hemisphere, rest in the

mild winters of this part of the world, with remarkable

regularity. Though the weather is as warm throughout the

winter, as in the finest part of an English spring, these trees

do not begin to vegetate prematurely, as they often do in their

native country, after a time of severe cold.

Though all the native trees and shrubs of V. D. Land
are evergreens, and the climate is cooler than that of N.
S. Wales, there are a very few trees, natives of the latter

country, that are deciduous. The chief of these are, Me-
lia Azedaracli^ the White Cedar, which produces clusters

of flowers, at the extremities of its branches, having the

colour and smell of Lilac, just as its foliage begins to ap-

jrear
;

Sterculia acerifoJia, a tree resembling the Sycamore,

but producing large quantities of flame-coloured blossoms,

before its leaves unfold in spring
;
and Cedrela Toona ?

the Australian Cedar, a large tree, somewhat like an Ash,

which casts its leaves in winter, at least in the cooler parts

of N. S. Wales.
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Journey to Wellington Valley.—Preliminary Arrangements.—Visit to Parra-

matta.—Factory.—Orphan School.—Lunatic Asylum.—Kissing Point.—Bush

Fire.—Drought.—Schools, &c.—Meetings.—Chulization of the Natives.
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9th mo. 1st. Having made application for leave to visit

the prisoners, in the Jails, Penitentiaries, Ironed-gangs, &c.

in the Colony, we received a document to-day, signed by
the Colonial Secretary, on behalf of the Governor, granting

us this permission. An introduction to the iMissionaries at

Wellington Valley, was also given to us, by Richard Hill, a

pious, and laborious Colonial Chaplain, and the Secretary

to “ the Church Missionary Society.” We likewise made
other preparations for a journey to Wellington Valley, be-

lieving that the right time was come, for us to proceed

in that direction.

2nd. We went to Parramatta, by a steamer, and took

up our quarters at a respectable inn. This town is the

second in size in N. S. Wales. In the census taken in

183.3, it contained 2,637 inhabitants. Its population, at

this time, will probably be about 4,000.

3rd. We breakfasted with Samuel Marsden and his fa-

mily, at the parsonage. After breakfast, he drove us to

the Female Factorv, and the Female Orphan School. The
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former is a large stone buildings enclosed witliin a wall,

sixteen feet high, divided into a number of wards, and

having distinct yards, for assignable prisoners, and for those

under sentence. There are sixteen solitary cells, in all of

which prisoners were suffering punishment, chiefly for drunk-

enness and insolence. The number of females sentenced

to confinement in this Factory, exclusive of those assignal>le,

is about 250 ;
who, it is to be regretted, are nearly destitute

of employment. Formerly, women of this character were

employed in spinning, and in weaving coarse, woollen cloth,

but this occupation has been abandoned. The rooms where

it was carried on, are empty, and like those of other parts

of the building, have the glass of the windows much bro-

ken. This is said to have been done by some of the

women, in unruly fits, which they occasionally take, one

exciting another. This is not to be wondered at, among
so large a number of the worst portion of the females of

Great Britain and Ireland, confined, but unemployed. The
assignable women were occupied with needlework, and the

place they were in was clean. The Female Orphan School

is a good brick building, kept neat and clean : it contains

150 children
;
who are generally healthy, and much like

others of the same age.

On returning from, the Orphan School, we called upon
the Governor, and at his request, accompanied him to in-

spect the site of a projected Lunatic Asylum, at Tarban

Creek. The situation is a little elevated, on the north

shore of Port Jackson, or the Parramatta River, which, at

this point, spreads, so as to have the appearance of a fine

lake. The view is delightful, extending eastward to beyond

Sydney, which is seven miles off
;

it also takes in Parra-

matta, to the westward, distant ten miles
;
and is bounded,

in that direction, by the Blue Mountains, to the foot of

which, is about thirty miles. There is good fresh water

upon the spot, which, at present, is occupied by Gum-
trees and scrub. Betwixt this place and Parramatta, there

is a little settlement, called Kissing Point, with a neat

Episcopal chapel. Not far from it, a fire in the bush had

extended to a wooden bridge, and burnt it down. In
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several places along the road, fires had not only consumed

the thickets of the forest,” and despoiled the trees, but

had ljurnt consideral)le lengths of post and rail fencing.

In some parts of the ride, tracts of clear ground were

visil)le, bounded and interspersed with wood, giving the

country the appearance of a large
;
but every thing

looks brown and withering, from the drought, which has

now continued almut nine months. The rains that have

reached Sydney, have not extended many miles from the

coast. There are some small Orange-grounds, about Kissing

Point, and many of the settlers’ gardens are furnislied vdth

Orange-trees, but they are losing their leaves for want of

moisture.

4th. We called upon two thoughtful families, and then

went again to the Female Factory; where we had inter-

views, first, with the third-class prisoners, and next with

those of the first and second classes, jointly. Much Chris-

tian counsel was imparted to them, and supplication was

put up, on their Ijehalf, to Him who regards with compas-

sion, the poor outcasts of our race, and who enaljled us

to point out the blessed effects of attention to the teaching

of his good Spirit, leading to repentance, to faith in Christ,

and to a holy, self-denying life, and who gave us some

sense of his good presence, in the engagement.

The Episcopal congregation, at Parramatta, is attended

by from 500 to GOO persons, on a First-day morning, in-

clusive of the military and prisoners. These have no choice

in regard to being present. The Wesleyan congregation,

on First-day evenings, amounts to about 150 persons
;
and

there is also a small Presbyterian congregation. There

are two schools in Parramatta, to each of which the Go-

vernment contributes £100 per annum, furnishing also the

school-houses. There is likewise an infant school, similarly

supported, the parents of the children contributing some-

thing, by payments for the pupils. In addition to these,

there are likewise some private schools in the town.

5th. We had an interview with an ironed-gang, of from

two to three hundred prisoners, in their barracks, at six

o’clock in the morning. They were very quiet and attentive;
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and there was a measure of that solemn feeling over us,

whieh we esteem to be an evidence of the divine presence,

and a proof of the continued extension of the mercy of our

Heavenly Father, both to ourselves, and to those who are

straying from the paths of righteousness, whom he is inviting

to return, repent, and live.

6th. Having believed it our duty to invite the Inhabitants

to a religious meeting, we engaged a large room belonging

the inn, where only a small company assembled this morn-

ing. We had but little to express among them: that little

was, however, illustrative of the nature of true worship
;
and

access was granted to the throne of Grace, in prayer, near

the conclusion. Another meeting, held in the evening, was

larger. The overshadowing of the divine presence was more

perceptibly felt, and the doctrines of the Gospel were more

largely preached, than in the former. After the state of the

country, from drought, had been noticed, and the passage,

“ He turneth a fruitful land into barrenness, for the wicked-

ness of them that dwell therein and some others, relat-

ing to such dispensations of the Almighty, had been com-
mented u]3on, the benefits of silence before the Lord, were

also spoken of, and prayer was vocally offered
;

after which,

a solemn pause concluded the meeting.

7th. Samuel Marsden provided us with a guide to South

Creek : he was a Black, of that place, named Johnny, an

intelligent man, speaking English very fairly, and wearing a

hat, jacket, trowsers, and shoes. He carried our bundles,

and was very attentive, and by no means meriting the cha-

racter given to us this morning, of their race, by a settler

from Wollongong :
“ That nothing could be given to these

fellows that they valued a straw.” I could not think the

person who made the remark, had attained to much know-
ledge of human nature. It is quite true, that the Blacks

have not learned to place the same value upon many things,

that the Whites place upon them. It is amusing to see the

disappointment of many of the Whites, at the proofs they

meet with of this fact
;

especially, when they think to hold

out temptations to the Blacks, to work for less than their

labour is worth. Few white people seem to reflect upon
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the fact, that our notions of the value of things, depend upon

our haljits, and are, in many instances, merely ideal. It is,

however, to he regretted, when l^enevolent men adopt the

notion, that the circumstance of the Blacks not estimating

things hy the same standard as the Whites, is owing to some

invincilile peculiarity in them
;
because such an opinion para-

lyzes their efforts for the civilization of this untutored race.

On the way from Parramatta, we stepped into several

cottages, conversed with the inhabitants, and gave them
tracts. We had also many conversations with persons

travelling on the road, on foot, in carts, &c. We were

kindly received by Charles Marsden, and his family, at the

South Creek, sixteen miles from Parramatta, and in the

evening had a satisfactory religious interview vdth them and

their servants. Before dark, we walked to the side of the

Creek, to see the Black Natives, who resort thither. In

comparison with some other tribes, the South Creek Natives

may be considered as half-domesticated, and they often

assist in the agricultural operations of the settlers. The
wife of our guide can read, she is a half-cast, who was

educated in a school, formerly kept for the Natives, at Par-

ramatta. It is to he regretted that this school was aban-

doned
;
for though many who were educated in it, returned

into the woods, yet an impression was made upon them,

favourable to their further progress in civilization.

A few of the Natives were, at one time, located upon a

piece of the worst land in this part of the country, at a

place, called Black Town. Here some of them raised grain,

in spite of the sterility of the soil, at a time when they

were unable to dispose of it
;
and to add to their discou-

ragement, at this juncture, the Missionary, who had been

a short time among them, was withdrawn. The want of

success, in this unfair experiment, is sometimes brought for-

ward, as a proof that nothing can be done for these injured

and neglected people.

8th. We set out, at an early hour, to Penrith, a small,

scattered town, on the Nepean River. Our guide was

another South Creek Black, named Simeon. His wife was

killed, about two years ago, by some of those Avhom he
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termed “ Wild Natives he had one little boy, for whom
he shewed great affection. We tried in vain, to persuade

this man to accompany us to Wellington Valley
;
he did

not like to go to so great a distance. These people are

afraid of other tribes of their own race.

After breakfasting at a respectable inn, we proceeded to the

station of the Stockade Ironed-gang, on Emu Plains. The
huts, in which they are lodged, are but temporary structures

and the gang, which was large, is now reduced to seventy.

The Superintendent, a young man from Inverness-shire,

accompanied us to the gang, with whom we had a religious

interview. They have been employed in cutting a new road,

up Lapstone Hill, the ascent of the Blue Mountains, and are

now completing it with a bridge, across a deep gully.

On leaving the Ironed-gang, we proceeded along dusty,

mountain roads, through forests of Gum and Stringy-bark,

in some parts of which, fire was raging with fury
;

it had

burnt the scrub off other parts, and left it black. On
reaching a place, called The Valley, where there is a plain,

country inn, with the sign of The Woolpack, having mo-
derate accommodation, we gladly rested for the night.

9th. About five miles from our lodging place, we visited

another Ironed-gang, and three miles further, a third
;
in

each, there were about sixty men, and both were under the

charge of a young military officer. The prisoners were

lodged in huts, upon large, open areas, by the road-side,

without any stockade. When not at work, they are kept

on the spot, by a guard of soldiers, who are ordered to fire

upon any that may attempt to escape, and who will not

stop when called to. We were informed, that they had no

Bibles, or other books, and that their only religious instruc-

tion consisted in the reading of prayers by the officer, or

sergeant in charge, on First-days. A few of the prisoners

lodge in moveable caravans, which have doors, and iron-

barred windows, on one side. Four or five men sleep in

each end of them, on the floor, and as many more, on plat-

forms. They are not less crowded than the huts, and are

unwholesome dormitories. Many of the men sleeping in

them, become affected with the scurvy.
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After travelling eighteen miles, we arrived at the Wea-
ther-board Hut, where we had intended to lodge

;
but the

only good room was occupied. One, in which we had an

excellent meal of beef and bread, with tea, was without

glass in the windows, and could not have the door shut,

for the smoking of the wood fire. This, as is common in

this land of trees, was a very large one, and it was acted

upon by a fierce and piercing wind
;
we therefore deter-

mined on making another stage. The former part of our

joui’uey through the forest, had been cheered, at intervals,

by remarkable views. Some of these, opened to a great

distance, exhiliiting the singularly winding cliffs of sand-

stone, which seemed as if it had decomposed, till ferru-

ginous veins had bid defiance to the weather. We now set

out again, as daylight was departing, to make our way in

the dark. We were informed, that there was but one road

through the woods, yet we sometimes felt a little perplexed

by this road dividing, for a short distance. But notwith-

standing these difficulties, we found our previously ex-

hausted vigour to increase as we j^roceeded, in consequence

of the bracing effects of the cold wind
;

and we reached

the “ Scotch Thistle,” a solitary inn, at Black Heath, on
the top of the mountains, earlier than we expected. The
road over the Blue Mountains, winds nearly forty miles,

along their ridge, which ascends and descends a little, at

intervals. Some parts of it have been cut with much la-

bour, by prisoners, and others are sandy or rocky, but

most of it is now good for carriages. There are a few

miserable, solitary public-houses, by its side, in addition

to the better ones, already mentioned, and another, of de-

cent character. Along its whole course, there are no grassy

openings to afford pasturage for cattle. At the present

time, the little rigid herbage, in the forest, is dried up.

The bullocks travelling with settlers’ drays, are “
ill favoured

and lean fleshed,” from the scarcity of grass in the

countries below. Dead bullocks were numerous by the
road side. Wedge-tailed Eagles were frequently to be seen,

feeding upon the fresh ones.

10th. The night was very cold, rendering the good
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fires, the soft, clean beds, and excellent provision of this

homely-looking inn, very acceptable. In the morning, the

ice was as thick as a half-crown. In this cold region, there

is a low species of Eucalyptus, that I have not before seen
;

there are also some other remarkable shrubs.—Our road

continued to wind over the sand-stone mountains, to the

pass of Mount Victoria, on the descent of which there

was granite. The pass is carried, in two places, on cause-

ways of mason-work, as wide as bridges, raised on narrow

saddles, uniting the hills
;
in other places it is cut through

the rock. This great work has been effected by the labour

of prisoners, a small party of whom are still at work. We
had an interview with twenty-eight of them, several of whom
were of desperate appearance. They are under the charge

of an overseer, have no Bibles, and no religious instruction.

At the foot of these mountains, there is a granite vale,

called The Vale of Cljuvul, were there are two houses, one of

which was lately deprived of its license to sell spirits. Fur-

ther along the road, there is a brook, crossed by a wooden
bridge. This brook was formerly called The Rivulet

;
but

this name is now corrupted into. The River Lett ! The
country here is open and grassy, and has a few White and

Weeping Gum-trees, and a Banksia resembling Banksia aus-

tralis, scattered upon it. It will maintain a sheep to four

or five acres. We turned a little from the road, to Hel-

vellyn, the residence of two young settlers, by whom we
had been kindly invited to such accommodation as they

were able to furnish. On the margin of the brook, there

are some fine specimens of the species of Casuarina, called

River-oak : they are about seventy feet high, irregularly

branehed, and densely clothed with green, leafless shoots,

resembling slender Horse-tail-weed.

11th. Last evening, we had a religious interview with

the family, and a few other persons, who had called to beg

a night’s lodging. This morning, one of our young friends

accompanied us over some of the grassy, forest hills, to the

road leading to the Junction Stockade, where an ironed-

gang, of upwards of 150 prisoners, is employed, under the

charge of a military officer. These men were at work,

w 2
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cutting a road, about three miles from the barracks, under

a guard of soldiers, some of whom returned from Norfolk

Island, in the Isabella, at the same time with ourselves.

We assembled the men by the road- side, and extended

some religious counsel to them
;
the guard standing, at the

time, as they generally do, in a position to prevent any of the

prisoners running away. The soldiers often use irritating lan-

guage, mixed with curses, in speaking to the prisoners, which

is of bad influence, in hardening them, when they greatly

need to be I'endered more susceptible of good. While in the

act of assembling, one man picked the pocket of another, of

a tobacco-box : he was seen, and knocked down by one of

the guard, near to the place where I was standing. This

circumstance occasioned no perceptible disturbance among
the others

;
and I trust there were some present who, at

least, for the time, were brought to think on eternal things.

Near the barracks, we saluted a native Black and his wife,

and they returned our tokens of notice. They were the first

we had seen in their wild state. We took some refreshment

at a decent public-house, at Solitary Creek, and afterwards

visited a small road-party, on the way to an inn, at Honey-
suckle Hill. As we approached this place in the dark,

we heard the cries of a female, and on arriving, found

that the landlord, in a state of intoxication, had struck his

wife to the ground, with a child in her arms
;

and such

was his phrenzy, that it was difficult to restrain him from

further mischief.

12th. We visited a small road-party, near the foot

of the Stony Ridge, and another betwixt that place and
Bathurst. It was past their work-hours, on seventh-day

afternoon, before we reached the last party, and several of

the men pleaded, that they were Roman Catholics, and did

not wish to come “ to prayers,” as they style all kinds of

religious interviews. With some difficulty, we got them to

understand our object, and most of them assembled in a

Jude blacksmith’s shop, in which we were glad of a shelter

from the cold. The message of love and mercy made a

softening impression upon these prisoners, and we separated

under different feelings, on their part, from those with which
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they met us. This we find generally the case. The bap-

tizing power of the Holy Spirit is felt, and their attention

turned to their own convictions of sin, as the work of this

blessed Spirit, and as the message of the mercy of their

Heavenly Father, seeking to lead them to repentance, in

order that they may obtain salvation through his beloved

Son. When we stop them during their work-hours, which

we have liberty from the Governor to do, few plead excuses

;

and as we do not enjoin any forms of worship, but simply,

after a pause, say what is upon our minds, or pray for them,

none seem to take it amiss. If it can be done, we always

desire them to sit dowm, in order that they may rest at the

same time
;

and if exposed to the sun, we request them to

keep on their hats or caps. These little considerations for

their personal comfort, often prepare the way for the recep-

tion of our counsel.

As we ascended the hills, Bathurst Plains ojDened to our

view, relieving the eye after a long incarceration, in thick,

or in open forest, by a fine, undulating expanse, fifteen

miles in length, and ten in breadth, watered by the Mac-
quarie, formed here, by the junction of the Campbell and

Fish Rivers, all running westward, and margined by a line

of River-oaks, which are almost the only trees upon the

Plain. Toward the western side of this open country, the

rising town of Bathurst is situated, and settlers houses, of

respectable figure, are scattered here and there on all sides.

Much of the land is enclosed with post-and-rail fences
;

but

at present, it is one unvaried surface of brown, dried, short

grass. We took up our quarters at an inn
;

and notwith-

standing the contentions of some drunken people at the door,

and the appearance of disorder in the house, we found good

accommodation in a quiet, well-fitted-up room, in a square

area, at the back. Bathurst consists of a number of inns

and cottages, scattered along the sides of a projected street,

for more than a mile, with an Episcopal place of worship, of

brick, on a hill near the parsonage, and some scattered huts

on one side of the river : there are also a place of worship,

of the Scotch church, and several inns and other houses,

a jail, military barrack, hospital, factory for female prisoners,

w 3
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police-oflice, bank, &c. on the other side of the river ;

where the buildings are nearer one to another,

13th. The night was very frosty. Bathurst is said to be

about two thousand feet above the level of the sea
;

which

accounts for the coolness of its climate. We breakfasted at

the Parsonage
;

and wishing to have a meeting with the

inhabitants in the evening, spent the forenoon in inviting

them to assemble with us in a school-room, kindly granted

us by John Espie Keane, the Episcopal Minister. It was

pleasant, in the forenoon, at the hour of public worship, to

see a number of the carriages of settlers driving in
;
many of

them coming from a distance of several miles. The piety

and diligence of J. E. Keane has been greatly blessed, in

drawing the attention of people of this class, to the obliga-

tions of religion, at least, as regards the outward acknowledg-

ment of them
;

and there are a few in his congregation who
are considered S

2
:)iritually-minded. Our meeting was not

large, but it was owned by a comforting measure of divine

influence,

15th, G. W. Walker having taken cold, we were con-

strained Ijy J, E. Keane and his estimable wife, to become
their guests, in order that he might be nursed. In the mean
time, preparation was made for the continuance of our

journey.

While at Bathurst, I saw much drunkenness, such as is

common in remote situations in these Colonies. Many men,
and some women, who appeared to be servants of settlers,

were drinking at public-houses. It is common, with the

men, many of whom have been prisoners, but have served

out their sentence, to engage themselves as sawyers, shep-

herds, &c. in distant places, and to come into the town, when
they have earned a few pounds, for the sole purpose of

spending it in drunkenness and debauchery. When their

money is gone, they return again to their labour. But for

this, many of them might have been in easy circumstances, for

they get good wages, and a little sets a man up in this part

of the world. They prove the truth of the proverb, ‘^The
workman that is a drunkard will never be rich.”

16th. M e set forward for \¥ellington Valley. At a
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short distance from Bathurst, a man was feeding a bullock,

by the road-side, which had fallen from exhaustion. The
continued drought has made “ the famine wax sore ” to

these useful animals
;
and should there be no rain for a few

weeks longer, it will be keenly felt, both by man and beast.

In many places the ewes are so weak as to be unable to

rear their lambs
;
and to the southward, the Influenza, a

destructive disease, is prevailing among the sheep. We
travelled about twenty-four miles along a well-tracked road,

through open forest, and stopped, about noon, by the side

of a pool, at a place called The Rocks, on account of the

large masses of granite that project above the surface.

Here we kindled a fire, and made tea, the common beve-

rage with ever}" meal, in travelling in this country. Among
the rocks are some large Banksias, which are the last trees

of this genus, in this direction, toward the interior. On
our road, we passed two or three rude huts, at which we
were informed that spirits were illicitly sold, and about sun-

set, reached a hut, called Kyongs, of late kept, as a public-

house, by a man known by the name of “ Charley Booth,”

who has been deprived of his license, and has retired into

‘^the bush.” It is now occupied as a stock-station, by the

overseer and assigned servants of a settler. One of the

men conducted us down the side of a creek, oozing from

among some low, basaltic rocks, and opening into pools,

called Lewises Ponds, and put us into the way to Newton,
where we were received with much kindness, by some
pious, Cornish Wesleyans. In this neighbourhood. Acacia

dealbata is richly laden with its golden blossoms, and A,

melanoxylon is a frequent tree by the brooks.

17th. We travelled nearly forty miles, chiefly over low

hills of granite, or argillaceous rock. At Broken-shaft

Creek, there was the cottage of a blacksmith, and in other

places, there were a few sheep-stations. We met some
shepherds driving their flocks towards Bathurst, against the

shearing time. Sheep are folded, in this Colony, at night, to

preserve them from the Wild Dogs, which are said to be nu-

merous
;
but they hide themselves in the day-time, and do

not attack men. About noon, we stopped at a place where
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there was water ;
and near sunset, at the side of the Mo-

long River, which, at this season, is a small stream, widen-

ing here and there into pools. My companion was so

much exhausted by thirst, that he lay helpless upon the

ground, till I prepared tea, which revived him. We after-

wards ju'oceeded, at a pretty good pace, to a stock- station,

belonging to one of our acquaintance, further down the

river
;
to which we found our way with some difficulty, in

the dark. After making a hearty meal, we extended some
religious counsel to the men, but there did not seem to be

so much openness among them as we often meet with,

among men of this class.

In the course of our day’s journey, the places that we
passed through that were clear of trees, were few and of

small extent. On one of these a flock, of a species of Ibis,

as large as a goose, was feeding; and on another there were

some birds reseml^ling the Thick-kneed Bustard, which is

the Curlew of this country. Till to-day, we have seen

few birds except eagles, attracted by dead bullocks, and a

few Parrots, and White Cockatoos, We had some soup

at Bathurst, made from the latter bird, which was pretty

good. A Bandicoot is the only wild beast we have seen,

since leaving Sydney. Near the Molong River, we came
vrpon a limestone country.

18th. Our road continued to- be distinctly tracked in

most places, though in some a little obscure, some of it

was over basaltic country", and some over argillaceous : the

soil of the latter was poor, with sharp gravel. In the fore-

noon we rested on a log, by a shepherd who was watching

his flock, with whom we conversed on the way of holiness,

and work of redemption. The young man’s heart was

open to understand the things that were spoken, which he

frankly acknowledged had not had sufficient place in his

thoughts. Being much fatigued in the evening, with our

walk of thirty-two miles, we had concluded to make a fire,

and sleep in the ljush, when it began to rain, lighten, and

thunder. We therefore made our way, which was now
become difficult to find in tlie dark, to a mean, dirty hut,

at a place called Newry, belonging to a settler, and occupied
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by a ticket-of-leave stock-keeper, and an assigned prisoner-

servant. These men entertained us hospitably with milk

and damper, fare such as was offered to us at every station

at which we called, on our way, and sometimes with the

addition of tea and meat. There were two black youths

residing in the hut with the stock-men
;
we were informed

that they made themselves useful in minding the sheep,

milking the cows, &c. The stock-keeper observed that

these Blacks stopped with them better than their country-

men generally do with white people, because they treated

them more like companions,' and gave them a part of such

provision as they themselves eat, instead of throwing scraps

to them, as if to dogs.

19th. Our accommodation last night, though the best

the place afforded, was such as we but seldom have had

to put up with. Our bed was more sombre than would be

found in the meanest, mendicant lodging-house, in England

it was only outdone by a blanket, generally used by one

of the Aborigines, which was folded to add to the width

of the bed. Another such bed, spread on the uneven clay

floor, served our hosts
;
the two Blacks coiled themseh^es

up on some sheej^j-skins, near the fire, pulling a blanket

over them. My companion was driven from his resting-

jdace, by bugs, which were very numerous. He tried to

rouse the Blacks, in order to obtain more fuel, to revive

the fire, but his efforts proved in vain
;
he therefore sat

dovm on the best seat he could find : it was an uneasy,

narrow stool, which did not stand level. At length, he

was obliged to return to bed, by cold and faintness, which

overcame all obstacles, and he fell asleep.

These stations, as they are called, usually belong to

opulent settlers, living in or near towns, who derive a great

j:)art of their wealth from their large flocks of sheep, and
herds of cattle. These are tended by their seiA'ants, many
of whom are prisoners, on their extensive locations, or on
unoccupied, contiguous lands, in the interior of the Colony.

Many of them also send flocks beyond the boundaries of

the located part of the Colony, which is, in many directions

for a great distance, low, open, grassy, forest hills, with
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here and there clear flats, or jolains. In snch situations,

some of the less wealthy settlers feed their own flocks,

foregoing, for a few years, most of the comforts of life.

Three men called at the hut where we lodged, and after

breakfast, we read a Psalm, and gave expression to the

exercise of our minds on their account
;
pointing out the

terrible consequences of remaining in sin, and directing

their attention to the grace of God which bringeth salva-

tion, and to the mercy offered us in Jesus Christ.

On the w'ay toward Wellington, we passed a neat, but

humble cottage, belonging to another settler. Most of the

cottages in this part of the country, are of split timber,

placed endwise into the ground, or of large sheets of Gum-
tree bark, fastened to a frame work of poles

;
the roof being

also of this material. A few of the timber cottages, are

plastered inside and out, and are whitewashed. After re-

crossing the Bell River, which we crossed thrice, yesterday,

we again came upon Limestone. One of the trees upon

this formation, is Sterculia diver'sifolia

;

it resembles the

Oak in form, and the Poplar in foliage
;
and is like an

English tree, in verdure. It attains to forty feet in height,

and its bark is so tenacious as to be convertible into

cordage
;
whence it also, is called Corrijong. Its roots are

thick and soft, so as to be cooked for food by the natives.

The trunk of the young tree is remarkably thick and green.

It grows intermingled with various species of Eucalyptus,

some of which are distinct from any we have before seen,

and are about the size of the Willows and Birches of Eng-
land.—On the side of the Bell River, we met a Black,

with a blanket thrown loosely around him, driving a team

of bullocks : he was the first we had seen, except the two

boys last night, since the 11th. On arriving at the Mis-

sionary Station, at Wellington Valley, we received a kind

welcome from John Christian Simon Ilandt and his wife,

and from Ann Watson, whose husband was from home

;

and we felt thankful, that we had reached this extreme

point of our journey.
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Wellington Valley was formerly a Penal Settlement

for educated prisoners. The houses and barracks are of

brick
;
most of them are whitewashed. The best is occu-

pied by the two missionary families
;
another, temporarily,

by two young settlers, and a third by four soldiers. The
number of Blacks at present on the settlement, is very

small : thirty were here lately, but most of them have

gone away for a short time, it is conjectured, on account

of the death of one of their countrymen. Two native

girls only, sleep in the house, the others preferring to be

out of doors, by their fires.

20th. G. W. Walker was confined to the house by
indisposition. At eleven o’clock, there was public wor-

ship. Some of the neighbouring settlers, and the few

soldiers stationed here, as a guard against bush-rangers, &c.

were jiresent, in addition to the persons belonging to the

missionary establishment. I remained as a devout spectator,

while two hymns were sung, and J. C. S. Handt read the

prayers of the Episcopal Church. He then addressed the

congregation, informing them that, as I was present, he

designed to forego preaching. Then turning to me, he said,

if I had anything to say to them in love, they should be glad
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to hear me. My mind had been under much exercise, and

after a short pause, I stood up, and gave utterance to what was

before me
;

alluding to what was said liy the apostle Paul,

wdien he preached to the Athenians
;
and showing, that the

superstitions of the present day, do not consist in worshipping

idols of wood and of stone, graven by art, and man’s device,

but in imagining that we are doing God service, by going

through certain forms and rituals, devised by man, in imitation

of the expressions of spiritual devotion. These things I had

to contrast with that worship which is in spirit and in truth
;

showing their inferiority, and that the Lord, to many who
use them, is an unknown God. In commenting on the

words, whom ye ignorantly worship. Him declare I unto

you,” &c. I had to direct them to the working of the Holy

Spirit, felt by all men as a witness in themselves against sin,

and to declare, that this is the drawing of the Father, whose

goodness seeks to lead us to repentance, in order to bring us

unto the Son, that we may find life in him, and for his sake,

receive the remission of sins that are past, and through him

be enabled to perfect holiness in the fear of the Lord. That

thus, we may come to the knowledge of God, who made
heaven and earth, and all things that are therein, who is not

worshipped by men’s hands, neither dwelleth in temples

made with hands
;

but who is worshipjied in spirit and in

truth, by those whose hearts are turned unto him, and who are

led by his Spirit
;
and who walk in his fear, and live to his

glorjn These regard his law, as it is recorded in the Holy

Scriptures, and as it is put into their inward parts, and

written in their hearts
;

their whole lives are an act of wor-

ship, both when assembled especially for the purpose, and

when engaged in their daily avocations. Of such, the Lord

is truly their God, and they are truly his jieople.

21st. I walked with J. C. S. Handt to see a flock of

about five hundred sheep belonging to the mission, which

has also a herd of about one hundred cattle, and a few j^igs

and horses
;

the sheep are said to be in the best state of

any in this country. The harvest of last year was so

plentiful that the surplus wheat is sufficient for the sup-

ply of the present season. This is a great blessing, as
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the drought has prevented the raising of an adequate

crop for the present year, and the supply of food is a

principal attraction to draw the Blacks to the place.

These people are not numerous here
;

a hundred is the

greatest number that has been seen at the Station, at any

one time, since its establishment, and several of these were

from a distance. About thirty is the usual number resorting

hither. They are said to be very capricious, and by no

means desirous to learn, further than they are tempted by a

supply of food. This is what may reasonably be expected,

from a people who are not yet aware of what they are to

gain, by learning to read. They are contented with food of

the plainest kind, and like other races of men, are not dis-

posed to work, beyond what they find necessary for obtain-

ing the supply they require. They often prefer eating boiled

wheat, to being at the trouble of grinding their corn in hand-

mills, and making bread. Their moral state is rejiresented

as of the lowest grade. Immoralities of the grossest kinds

are reported to be practised amongst them, but these are, in

some measure, traceable to the influence of the prisoner

stock-keepers.

The Blacks of N. S. Wales are a decreasing race: they

do not, however, appear to be inferior in intellect to other

nations
;
but man, when from under the influence of the

restraints of religion, and of civil institutions, seems to be

the same degraded being, all the world over. In N. S.

Wales, he is far indeed, removed from the dreams of natural

innocence, of those who do not see the effects of the fall

in themselves, or believe that these effects exist in

others. The N. S. Wales Aborigines do not openly make
feasts upon human subjects, like the natives of New Zea-

land, and of some other islands of the Pacific
;
but there

are pretty well authenticated instances of cannibalism

among them.

The missionaries at Wellington have acquired a tolerably

competent knowledge of the language spoken among the

Natives of this part of the country; it differs consider-

ably from that of the eastern coast
;

they are teaching

two half-domesticated girls, and three boys to read, both in
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their own language and in English. In the evening, all

the boys left the establishment, being oflFended because one

of them was refused a new pipe, as he had had one within

a few days. The oldest of the boys may be about sixteen,

the youngest about twelve ;
the intermediate one is about

fourteen. After the custom of many others of his race, he

wears a reed, about four inches long, through the cartilage

of his nose, as an ornament.

In the margins of the pools of the Bell River, there are

Reeds, Arundo Phragmites, Bull-rushes, Typha latifoUa,

and some other aquatic plants, similar to those of England.

The surface of the water is, in many places, covered with

Azolla rubra, a beautiful, mossy-looking plant, occupying

the place that Duck-weed does in England.

22nd. Accompanied by J. C. S. Handt and a black

youth, who, wdth a man and a woman, returned to the

settlement this morning, we walked to Myami, two miles

distant, on the lianks of the Macquarie River. This river

is now reduced to an inconsiderable stream, with large

pools at intervals. The rocks, where we crossed it, are

basaltic. At Myami, a Sydney merchant, has erected some

good, wooden buildings
;

consisting of a dwelling-house,

prisoners’ huts, a large wool-shed, &c. Most of them are

weatherboard, of the Pine of this neighbourhood, which

is a species of CaUitris : the wood is fragrant, but liable to

split. The prisoners’ huts are of logs, of gum-tree
;
and

the shingles with which the whole are covered, instead of

slates, are of the Forest-oak, Casuarma torulosa. The
noble tree of the same genus, called the River-oak, grows

here to a large size, just within the banks of the rivers,

greatly ornamenting the country. Myami is a large loca-

tion, of roughish, basaltic, open, grassy, forest sheep-hills,

with the advantage of an extensive back-run, beyond the

boundaries of the located portion of the Colony.

Our black companion was clad in a blanket, fastened

round his shoulders
;

under it he had a bag suspended,

in which he kejit two pence, that he several times showed
me, with a pleased countenance, though he did not seem
to understand their value, except as pretty things to look
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at. He amused himself as he went along, by throwing the

flat, crooked, wooden weapon, called by the Whites a

Boomring, but by the Blacks of this part, Barragan : he

threw it at anything that took his fancy, not unfrequently

missing his object. He informed us, that there was plenty

of honey in the neighbourhood. It is the produce of small,

stingless bees, that inhabit the hollow limbs of trees : these,

the Blacks cut down with small tomahawks, obtained from

the white people, and thus possess themselves of the honey,

which they drink when mixed with water. The Blacks

here climb trees, by cutting little notches in them, into which

they fix their hands or feet, as occasion requires.

In the afternoon, I walked a considerable distance along

the course of the Bell River, which was dry in some places,

and running in others. In the pools, there were large

flocks of Wild Ducks, of two sorts, and a few of the two

species of the Shag or Diver, common in these Colonies.

The Platypus, or Water Mole, and a small kind of Tortoise,

are frequent in these rivers. The black youth, before al-

luded to, assured me, that the Platypus brings forth its

young alive, several at a time, in holes, in the banks of

the river : he also informed me, that the Tortoise came to

warm itself in the sun, on logs that lay in the water,

and that Black fellows catch him by the leg, and eat

him.” The Natives roast their food lightly : they eat almost

all kinds of living creatures that they can catch, including

the PlatyjDus, the River-muscle, which is a species of Unio,

grubs, moths, ants’ eggs, the larger lizards, and snakes,

provided the last have not bitten themselves in the agonies

of death. One of them informed me, that the ants’ eggs

tasted like fowls’ eggs
;
and I have been told, that the

large moths, roasted, are not unlike new bread. On in-

quiring of one of the boys, how he had taken a White
Cockatoo that he was eating, he said, he had buried himself

under the straw, near the corn-stacks, and when the birds

came, he caught one by the leg. Scarcity of food, from

the long drought, causes them to come in large flocks, into

the stack-yards, along with Crows and Parrots.

24th. There was a fine rain, with much thunder and
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lightning. Accompanied by J. C. S. Handt, and the black

youth before mentioned, we visited the large cavern in the

limestone, about three miles eastward of the settlement.

The entrance is contracted and steej^, opening among nu-

merous small rocky projections : within there are a number

of irregular chambers, some of which are very large. The
sides and roof are formed of irregular, sub-hemispherical

cavities, the surfaces of which, as well as the floor of the

cave, are covered with dust, formed by the decomjoosing

stone. In a few places there are sparry projections from

the sides : stalactites, resembling icicles, depend from the

roof, in several parts. In some places, the stalactites from

the top have joined the stalagmites on the floor, and in

one place the mass has become stupendous, and remark-

ably beautiful. The base is an ascent of irregidar undulat-

ing narrow ledges, forming a series of perpendicular hollows,

rising gradually for six or eight feet : the stalactites are

slender columns, from fifteen to twenty feet in height,

laterally united into a mass of irregular outline, which may
be forty feet in circumference. But these dimensions not

being from measurement, nor from memorandums made at

the time, may he far from correct: they will, however, give

some idea of this remarkable jietrifaction, which by some
has been compared to a great organ, to which it has a faint

resemblance. The furthest extremity of the cave may be

a hundred yards from the entrance : it is terminated liy a

sudden and almost perpendicular descent to water
;
which

may be perceived by throwing stones down the opening.

Tlie top of one of the smaller chambers in the side, was
dripping, and covered with short stalactites

;
another was

dry, and inhabited by small bats, that were greatly dis-

turbed by our flambeaux. Some bones are said to have

been found in this cave, but I saw none, neither did I per-

ceive any traces of fossil remains in the limestone, which
is of a dove-colour, intersected with white veins, and of

compact texture : possibly it may be transition limestone

;

but it is contiguous to basalt, and to hills of very hard,

compact, reddish stone, traversed by white veins, possibly

silicious. In the neighbourhood there are several smaller
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cavities
;
but I do not learn that they had been explored.

Our black companion seemed a little fearful of entering

the cavern, but he was pleased with exploring it. He en-

quired, as we returned toward daylight, Avho made it
;
and

on being told, God, who made heaven, and earth, and all

things, a momentary awe seemed to occupy his mind, as

he repeated the answer. On the way to the cave, we saw

a native black man, quite naked, (according to the common
custom of these people,) walking with his blanket folded

uj} in his hand. He stopped, and commenced cutting

away the decayed bark of a tree, with his tomahawk, to get

out grubs. When the aperture is cleared, the Blacks in-

troduce a long reed, terminated by a hook of hard wood,

pointed at the bend : this they force into the grub, and by

this means draw it out of its hiding-place. On returning,

we fell in with another, v.^ho had his head bound round

Avith a fillet of netting, made of the bark of the Currajong,

of this neighbourhood, and a strip of Kangaroo skin about

his loins : he had in his hand, one of the hooks described,

also a Avooden paddle for digging up grubs and roots, a

small club, and turn opossums. These animals he had

taken out of the hollow limb of a tree : they form a chief

part of the subsistence of the native Blacks. At a short

distance, his son joined us; he was one of the youths

who left the settlement a fcAV days ago. The man had

curly hair : some of the Blacks here have straight hair

:

they rub themselves with grease, red ochre, yelloAV ochre,

pipe-clay, &c. but I haAm not seen them Avith their hair

matted with ochre and grease, like the Tasmanian Blacks.

The rain of yesterday has greatly refreshed the country

:

already the grass is beginning to put forth greenness.

25th. A few more Blacks came to the Station, and two,

Avho had been there, went away, saying there was going to

be a fight, at a short distance. These fights generally arise

about their Avomen, and are seldom fatal
;
but occasionally,

a few of the men get wounded. Among those AA'ho came
to the station, were a woman and two little boys, the younger
of Avhich might be four years old.—In the afternoon, Ave

walked to Mount Arthur, a hill about 500 feet high, near

X
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the junction of the Bell and Macquarie Rivers. From this

point, there is an extensive view of the adjacent country,

which seems to be a continuation of open, forest hills.

Many of them look black, and very bare, from fire, which

has “ devoured the pastures of the wilderness.” This hill

is of compact, rufous stone, probably sandstone
;
near the

top, its grain is coarse, and it imbeds larger pieces, form-

ing a sort of Pudding-stone. On the upper portion, there

were She-oak, Casuarina quadrivalvis and Grammitis rut<s-

folius, a small fern, both of which are common in V. D.
Land, also a Cycas ? a remarkable Eucalyptus, and Sterculia

cUversifoUa. Upon the last, there was a remarkable Vis-

cum, or Mistletoe. Lower down the hill, the beautiful Aca-

cia venusta, formed a bush, about six feet high
;
it bears heads

of small, globular, golden blossoms.

26th. We went to see the grave of a native Black. We
were accompanied by J. C. S. Handt, who informed us, that

the legs of the deceased were bound up, so as to bring the

knees to the chin : that in this posture, the body was

thrust into a shallow, round hole, and covered with leaves

and boughs, over which, a mound of earth, like a potato-

heap, was raised up. On one side of this mound, and ex-

tending a third part of the way round it, there was a trench,

formed of two low banks of earth. On the same side,

some undulating lines, and others forming imperfect ovals,

were inscrilied on the trunks of adjacent trees.

27th. The public worship, this morning, was attended

by some of the settlers, from beyond the Boundary. One
of them informed us, that he was at a meeting which we
had on the north shore of Port Jackson, a few weeks ago.

He expressed, in very decided terms, his preference for the

simple proceedings of Friends in regard to worship, over

those of other communities of Christians. We find many
prepared to see thus far, the beautiful simplicity of what
we deem to be the Truth

;
but alas ! how few are willing

to take up the cross, and to put it into practice ! There
were also present this morning, of the Blacks, an aged
man and three women, attired in clean blankets, two girls,

and six or eight boys, some of whom reside with neigh-
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bouring settlers^ and make themselves useful. After the

Episcopal prayers had been read, we had an opportunity

of communicating what was on our minds, of which we

availed ourselves. I was also engaged in vocal supplication.

—On a few occasions, when assembled vdth the persons

of the Mission Establishment, we have not found it our

place to say anything, after simply reading a chapter in

the Bible, but more frequently, have had something to ex-

press in exhortation, or prayer.—William Watson returned

this evening, from an unsuccessful expedition to endeavour

to gain an interview with some Blacks, who had killed

some cattle belonging a settler, in consequence of having

been exasperated, by the profligate conduct of a ticket-of-

leave stock-keeper, toward one of their wives.

28th. The forenoon was showery, but we took a walk

with the Missionaries, who are both much to be felt for.

I was never more fully convinced of the importance of

attending to divine qualification and direction, in missionary

concerns, than since we came hither; and though I heartily

desire, and earnestly hope, that good may result from this

mission, and I consider the example of such persons as the

Missionaries, and their wives, as a barrier against the over-

whelming, evil influence of a large proportion of the white

population of the neighbourhood, and a strength to those

who desire to walk uprightly
;

yet, should this mission not

succeed, as regards any perceptible fruits among the Blacks,

it will not be, to my mind, any proof that they are not

within the influence of the beneficial effects of rightly di-

rected religious labours. The Missionaries themselves do

not think that they have yet effected anything, in the way
of the introduction of religious principle into the minds of

the Natives; though they have attempted preaching to the

Blacks, in their own tongue, and they occasionally read to

them, portions of Scripture, rendered into the dialect of

Australia. There is some ground to apprehend, that the

Blacks of Wellington may have been rendered more vicious

than some of the other tribes, by the Europeans sent

here, when Wellington was a penal settlement, and they

certainly are still demoralized by some of those residing in

X 2
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the vicinity. The tribes are said to be more numerous,

fifty miles northward and southward. Two half-civilized

men, named Frederick and Jemmy, returned with W. Wat-

son, whom they had accompanied on the expedition : they

make themselves useful in the agricultural and other occu-

pations of the Establishment. Frederick went lately to

Liverpool
;
he says, before he went, the stock-keepers told

him that what the Missionaries were trying to teach them,

was all '^gammon,” or deceit, but now he knows better.

—On visiting some of the Natives, at their fire, I saw the

little, black boy, before noticed, after filling his pipe and

smoking with the rest of his country people, lay it down,

and kneel in his mother’s lap, and suck ! This was a com-

bination of circumstances such as I had never imagined

;

and one that quite overpowered the feelings of gravity,

excited by the degraded condition of the people.

The afternoon being fine, I walked to a distance, among
some hills, on which there were fine, small trees, of the

CalUtris of this neighbourhood; which, like other species

of the genus, resembles the Cypress and Red Cedar. In

some of the vallies, dry Kangaroo-grass was ankle deep

upon the ground
;
and thicker than I had seen it in any

other place.

29th. After an early breakfast with the two mission

families, we set out, to return to Bathurst. J. C. S. Handt
accompanied us to Newry. We had much conversation

with him, respecting the discouragements attendant upon

their engagements as missionaries, and parted from him

under a more than common degree of interest.

At Newry, there were four black men, at the hut where

Ave lodged on the 18th. The hut-keeper expressed regret,

at one of their kings having come to take away the two

youths, who had become so useful, in order to make them
young men

;
that is, to initiate them as young men in the

tribe to which they belong, by knocking out a front tooth,

and putting them under certain restrictions as to diet and

conduct.

We also called at another station, where now, as Avell as

on our way to Wellington, we were hospitably entertained
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'Rath beef, clamper, and tea. There were four black women
and a little boy sitting before the fire, in a state of complete

nudity, except having skin rugs thrown over their backs.

The principal use of these skin rugs, which they usually

carry vfith them, is, to draw over themselves at night, when
they sleep on the ground, by their little fires. The dews

of N. S. Wales, are often very heavy, and the nights

chilly, rendering this kind of j^rotection needful. The flesh

side of the rug is turned outward, and is ornamented by a

number of lines, forming oblong compartments and undula-

tions, cut into the skin, and marked with a red pigment.

They likevfise carry with them, skin bags, with the fur out-

side, containing a few wooden implements for digging up
roots, and taking grubs, also vessels for water, made of

the large, tubercular excrescences of the gum-tree, hollowed

out, which are here called Calabashes. These women were

smoking and drinking tea
;
they said, the men they belonged

to were gone up the creek. Though prisoner-ser\-ants are

generally without religious jirinciple, and are so degraded,

that in situations of this kind, they are little above the

Aborigines, in point of cleanliness and manner of living,

they are to be pitied, in being exposed to the company of

such as were now here.

On proceeding, we traced the foot-marks of the Natives,

as far as the Three Rivers, where we again halted, made a

fire, and prepared tea
;
we also cooked some Mushrooms,

which are springing up abundantly, since the rain.

The day was showery. The ground being soft toward the

conclusion of our day's journey, made it very fatiguing, and
a slight error in regard to the road, lengthened thirty-

eight miles to Molong, to forty. My companion was so

much aflfected by the wet, cold, and fatigue, that he was
seized with cramp in his legs, and was obliged to go to bed,
where rest and warmth restored him. Two young men,
also on their way from Wellington, reached this station

before us, on horseback, and were kindly attentive. The
overseer was from home : the men had got some spirits,

from a dray that had stopped here for the night, and were
in a state of excitement and disorder. One man, however,

x3
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was prompt in furnishing us with such things as we
needed

;
and we were thankful to have reached a place of

shelter before the rain set in, though it was one without

glass in the windows, which were closed with shutters,

and where the plaster had fallen from between the logs,

till a hand might be put through in many places. On the

way, we passed two drays, encamped for the night, by a

large fire. They were conveying stores from Sydney, to a

settler further into the interior. The poor draymen often

spend very uncomfortable nights on these weary journeys,

that take them many weeks
;
and in a morning, they have

often to wander far after their bullocks, which stray in

search of pasturage.

A short time after our visit to Molong, one of the

men, went off the road, with a cart, toward a house, where

spirits were sold illicitly. On the way, he upset the cart,

which fell across his breast : he had cut away jiart of the

side of the cart, with a pocket knife, but had died before

he could extricate himself. When he was found, a wild

dog was eating his head, and his own dog was eating the

horse.—Accidents from the use of intoxicating drinks are

not unfrequent in this land, where the quantity of spirituous

liquors consumed is very great, in proportion to the popu-
lation. We lately heard of a man falling, in a state of

helpless drunkenness, on one of the large, flat, loose, ant-

hills, that are common in the bush. When found, he was

lifeless, the exasperated ants having eaten the interior of

his nostrils and throat.

30th. The night was very wet, and the rain continued

to fall heavily in the morning. Four black women arrived

here, with two half-cast female children. The males of the

mixed race are almost universally destroyed in infancy.

This is more particularly the case in the remote parts of

N. S. Wales
;
where we only met with two or three in-

stances, in which their lives had been preserved. A person

of our acquaintance expostulated with a woman, who had

killed her child, but she only laughed
;
and when he ap-

pealed to another, as to the wickedness of the act, she

said, “It was not a pretty baby.”
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The women who visited Molong this morning, were

much pleased on being presented with an emptied sugar-

bag. They soaked it in a bucket of water, and drank the

muddy infusion, with avidity. One of them folded portions

of the bag, took them into her capacious mouth, and

sucked them, to extract the sweetness. They did not ap-

pear in the least degree intoxicated with their ample pota-

tions of the liquor
;
which, in common vdth the washings

of rum casks, is called “ Bull.” The Blacks of Sydney

reel after drinking the infusion of sugar-bags, and put on

the appearance of intoxication so well, that it has generally

been supposed, that the liquor really made them drunk.

The following circumstances satisfied an acquaintance of

ours, that this appearance of intoxication was feigned, and

our own observation has confirmed this view :—The son

of this person was, on a certain occasion, boiling dovni

brine, to make salt, when a black man came in, and asked,

if the liquor were rum. The young man, instead of an-

swering the question, asked the Black, if he would have

some : he answered in the affirmative, and took a tin-pot

full, which he drank off. He then began to throw about

his arms, and to stagger. The young man derided him,

saying he surely did not mean to pretend to be drunk.

The man replied—

“

Me murry (very) drunk like a gentle-

man.” This circumstance induced our informant to remon-
strate with some Blacks, who were making the same pre-

tence in Sydney, and they made similar replies
;

certainly

not much to the credit of some of the gentlemen of N. S.

Wales, but strongly illustrating the force of example.

Towards noon the rain ceased. Our young friends com-
menced their journey, and kindly offered to mark the road

for us, to Kangaroo Bay. We soon followed, and found

they had done this effectually, by detaching bark from a

tree, at the place of turning off, and scattering branches

of a species of Acacia, with striking flowers, as they went
along.

Kangaroo Bay is a beautiful, sequestered, grassy cove,

among the hills, fertilized by a streamlet, now reduced to

a chain of pools
;
by the side of which we saw one of the
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large Bustards, called here Wild Turkeys. At this place,

we received a hearty welcome, from a Avarm-hearted Irish

couple, Avho told us, that they had heard of our passing

along the other side of the hills, on the way to Wellington,

in consequence of our having given tracts to some sheji-

herds, and had been regretting that they should not be
likely to receive a visit from us.—An old Irishman, who
was also a sojourner in the family for the night, informed

us, that he could trace many points of resemblance to the

ancient Irish language, in the language of the Blacks of this

Colony. There were here two black Iroys
;
one of whom,

named Dickey, said he was an orphan, belonging a tribe to

the southward, on the Lachlan River. They Avere clothed

in some old garments of the stock-men
;

AA'hich, though they

fit badly, made them more decent than usual. Dickey,

who appeared to be about tAvelve years of age, had become
useful in 'the house, in the AA'ork of Avhich, his mistress in-

structed him Avith motherly kindness : she also gave him
his meals in the same room Avith themselves, and of the

same kind of A'ictvAals as themseRes eat. Being thus raised

to the same grade Avith the family, in many points, the

boy was making more progress in chdlization than most of

his race.

A rational attention to points of this kind, in labours

to improA^e the condition of the Aborigines, is of more con-

sequence than many w'ell-intentioned Christians imagine.

A line of consideration and conduct, such as Christian prin-

ciples, fully carried into practice, A\muld lead to, is of the

utmost importance, in preparing the mind to receAe the

doctrines of the gospel. I noAV see more clearly than be-

fore, hoAv much the Tasmanian Blacks on Flinders Island,

AA'ere indebted to the I'ational, and Avell-directed endeavours

of W. J. Darling and A. M^Lachlan, in raising them in the

scale of civilization. Though neither of these men could

be looked upon as religious missionaries, their labours mate-

rially advanced the Blacks toAvard a state, in which they

might have been benefited by Avell- directed religious

labours
;

not by teaching them to use forms of religion,

Avithout tlie poAver, or to go through formal repetitions
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of devotional compositions ;
but by simply reading the

Scriptures to them, and turning their attention to the

convictions of the Holy Spirit upon their own minds,

as the drawing of the love of their Heavenly Father,

seeking to bring them to his beloved Son, in order that

they may find the pardon of sin, and help to work right-

eousness, through him. To these exercises, devout con-

versations, and the reading of religious biography, and other

practical works, might be usefully added, as the instructors

became able to engage in such communication, and way
opened for it. O, that many would give way to a right

exercise of soul before the Lord ! who would then raise up,

both ministers and missionaries, qualified for their work to

his own glory.

10th mo. 1st. We left Kangaroo Bay, accompanied by
the two black boys, as guides. Soon after they left us, we
missed our road, taking a sawyer’s track, which was more
strongly marked than the one along which we ought to

have gone, a common circumstance in Australia. This

lengthened our journey a few miles, and brought us across

some rough hills of white quartz, covered with trees and

scrub. At length we came out, upon a verdant tract, called

Fredericks Valley, where a man, who was making cheese, in

a solitary hut, kindly gave us some milk. This article,

which is scarce in V. D. Land, is abundant in this part of

N. S. Wales
;
and constitutes a part of the provision for the

servants of many of the pastoral establishments.

From over-exertion on the 29th ult. I became affected

with violent pain in one leg
;
and when, becoming so lame

as scarcely to be able to get along, one of our acquaintance,

from Newton, came up, with a spare horse ready saddled,

on which he invited me to ride. This circumstance might

be regarded by some as a mere casualty
;
but I could not

but consider it, as one of the many cases, in which relief

was sent by the overruling of Him, who cares for the spar-

rows, and much more for those who put their trust in

Him, unworthy of his notice as they may feel themselves

to be
;
and who, in his providence, often causes, circum-

stances, casual in appearance, so to meet, as to bring aboixt
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important ends. By this help we reached Newton in the

evening
;
and spent a little time with comfort, among the

little company of Wesleyans there.

2nd. We proceeded to Bathurst, in company with a

pious man from the north of Ireland, who has known
something of the power of religion for many years, and

is more clear than many, in his views of the teaching of

the Holy Spirit, and attentive to this guidance, in many
respects. His conversation was cheering and edifying.

Among many other things, he mentioned, that on asking

a poor, bare-footed, Irish girl, a pupil in a Sabbath-school

that he attended in his native land, to explain the meaning

of love, the word having occurred in one of their Scripture

lessons, she replied :
“ It is the union of all the powers of

the mind, in one strong desire to please.” This lucid and

concise definition, from a child of drunken parents, greatly

surprised him, but it tended to confirm him in his view of

the benefits of such instruction. On arriving at Bathurst

we again met a hearty welcome from John Espie and Mary
Keane. Instead of the brownness of the country that

existed on our first arrival in this part of the Colony, a

fine verdure now covers the surface of the earth. The
late, bountiful rain has caused both the people and the cattle

to rejoice.
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Return to Sydney.

10th mo. 3rd. The climate of Newton and Bathurst, is

much cooler than that of Wellington Valley, or of Syd-

ney. At Newton there was hoar frost yesterday morn-
ing. At Bathurst and Newton, Apples and Gooseberries

succeed, but not Grapes. At Wellington and Sydney, the

heat is too great for the fruits of the cooler climates, and the

winter of Wellington and Bathurst, is too cold for Oranges,

and some other fruits, from the warmer parts of Europe.

4th. We had two meetings in the school-house. The
Episcopal Minister being at one of the out-stations, there

was no congregation in his place of worship to-day, and

many of the people, usually assembling there for devotional

purposes, met with the Presbyterians. I cannot but greatly

esteem the privilege, of having been trained to the practice of

meeting, to wait upon the Lord, independently of the interven-

tion of a minister. The common custom, of no minister, no
public worship, ill accords with the precept, “ Not forsaking

the assembling of yourselves together, as the manner of some
is.^’ Indeed, I know of no people but Friends, who, exer-

cising faith in the Redeemers declaration, “ Wheresoever
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two or three are met together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them,” act upon the Apostle’s precept fully,

by meeting when there is no preacher present. Much as I

esteem Gospel Ministry as a gift of God, conferred for the

edification of his church, I cannot Imt look upon those views

of imblic worship, which render it dependent upon the

intervention of a priest or a minister, as belonging rather to

the dispensation of the law of Moses, than to the Gospel

of Christ.

5th. I spent some time in the school, under the care

of J. E. Keane, in which there are about thirty pupils,

who are trained with much Christian care, and are diligently

instructed in the Holy Scriptures. I could not, however,

but lament to hear them taught such palpable error as is

conveyed in the Catechism of the Episcopal Church, by

which they are instructed to say, that they become mem-
bers of Christ, and children of God, by bajitism, clearly

implying by baptism with water. I know this fallacy is

attempted to be explained away, l)y various arguments

;

but it is quite in vain to try to twist the plain meaning

of the words. It remains palpably untrue, that any infant,

by water-baptism, becomes a member of Christ, or a child

of God
;
and the direct tendency of such instruction, as

teaches them to say that this is the case, is to deceive the

young, with regard to their own religious state, and to lead

them to attach to this rite, the imaginary effect of a mys-

tical charm, and to divert their attention from the baptism

of the Holy Ghost, received only through the mediation

of Christ, by which alone they can become members of

Christ, children of God, and heirs of eternal life.

6th. In company with J. E. Keane, we visited several

of the settlers on Bathurst Plains, who generally live a

mile or two from eaeh other. Their houses are comfort-

able and well furnished, and more like those of England,

than most we have seen in country situations, in this part

of the world.

7th. A Branch Bible Association and an Auxiliary Tem-
perance Association were organized. A number of the

respectable settlers were present. These came from various
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distances, within nine miles. Several of them are in sta-

tions in life, similar to those of the more opnlent of the

middle class, in England. Among them, there is a pleasing

attention to spiritual things : they generally assemble their

whole families, including prisoner-servants, daily : for read-

ing the Scriptures, and other devotional exercises. At the

suggestion of the zealous. Episcopal Minister, they have

established a Bank, in which they take small deposits,

with the Anew of encouraging the labouring classes to save

their money. This has already succeeded, in an encourag-

ing degree, in regard to this object
;

it has considerably

restrained the spending of money in strong drink, and, in

other respects, has proA'ed veiy^ useful in the district.

9th. AVe Ausited the Jail, Factory, and Hospital. The

first of these, generally contains about fifty prisoners, con-

A'icts and others, under charges and sentences, all mixed

together, and AA'ithout employment
;
eating and sleeping in

the same room. It has also fiA'e cells, and tAvo rooms for

debtors; all AA'ithout airing courts. The Factory, AA’hich

is occupied by female prisoners, and the Hospital, haA'e

better accommodations
;

but the latter is AA'ithout enclo-

sure, AA'hich is a great defect, especially, as many of its

inmates are prisoners. These places are regularly visited

by the Episcopal Minister, AA’hose care for the prisoner,

as well as the free population of the district, is exemplary.

HaA'ing concluded our labours at Bathurst, Ave accom-

panied a respectable settler, residing at AA’^oodlands, at the

junction of the Campbell and Fish Rh'ers, to his com-

fortable residence.

10th. The country about Woodlands is fine: the soil

is a mixture of decomposed basaltic and granitic rocks,

with pieces of rolled Jasjoer scattered on the surface. In a

Avell, of seA'enty feet deep, in which Avater has not yet been

obtained, a substance resembling soap-stone occurs, under

the decomposed granite.—Several of the neighbouring set-

tlers dined with us. Considering the shortness of the time

since the Blue Mountains Avere first crossed by Europeans,

the respectability of the population in this district is re-

markable. They are placed under incouA'enience at present.
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by the difficulties of obtaining necessaries, from the long

drought, which has weakened the cattle, and has caused the

expense of carriage over the mountains, to be very great.

11th. We had a meeting at O’Connell Plains, in a

chapel, liuilt by a private individual. The perceptible

influence of our Heavenly Father’s love was with us, both

in time of silence, and when we were engaged in vocal

labour. Ability was afforded us, to show clearly, the dif-

ference between formal and spiritual worship, and to illus-

trate the delusion and unprofitableness of the former, and

the validity and profitableness of the latter
;
proving, that

it extended, not only to the right ordering of the mind
and conduct, in public and private devotion, but, having

its root in the fear of God, to a consequent regard to his

law, in all our pulilic and private actions, as well as to our

words and thoughts
;

so as to render the whole life of the

spiritually-minded Christian, a continued act of worship.

12th. We took leave of our hospitalile friends, at Wood-
lands, who kindly lent us their gig for the day, and pro-

ceeding liy O’Connell Plains, we traversed several miles of

grassy and herby, open forest hills, affording pasturage for

sheep and cattle, till we came to the dwelling of a settler,

on the Fish River. This person rented a section of land,

probably six hundred and forty acres, of the Government,

for £2 per annum.

13th. Our route lay along the Fish River, which here

has a granite bed, and except in rainy weather, is a slender

stream. It takes its name from a fish, about the size of a

Cod, that inhabits its waters. We passed over a ridge of

granite and compact sandstone, the highest point of which

is called, Evans’s Crovm. Exarrhena suaveolens, a plant

resembling Forget-me-not, but having large, white, fragrant

flowers, and some others, common also in V. D. Land, but

rare in N. S. Wales, were growing here. The mid-day sun

was very hot, and Snakes, basking in its rays, were numerous.

Two young dogs belonging one of our friends from Helvellyn,

who accompanied us from O’Connell Plains, killed four. One
of the dogs barked in front of the snake, while the other

seized it in its mouth, gave it a violent shake, and dropped
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it. The other then barked, while his fellow attacked the

reptile. This they continued, at the risk of their lives, till

one of our party finished the destruction of the snakes with

a stick. At Antonios Creek, we were refreshed with milk

and damper, by a man formerly a prisoner. Milk is now
so plentiful at many stations, that where they have not pigs

to consume it, much of it is thrown away, after the cream is

taken off.

14th. One of the prisoners, at the house where we
lodged, having been flogged by order of a magistrate, for

allowing the sheep to ramble over a piece of marshy ground,

the whole of those at the establishment refused to come to

the reading of the Scriptures, last evening. I went to them
this morning, and gave them some counsel, which was well

received.

We pursued our way to Black Heath. The advance of

spring has decorated the Vale of Clywd, as well as the Blue

Mountains, with many pretty blossoms. Among these,

may be enumerated several species of Ch'evillea, a genus,

including shrubs, with handsome flowers, but of very

various foliage, asjoect, and altitude
;

some of them are

creepers on the ground, others are lofty trees.

Arriving at Black Heath, early, and not thinking it pru-

dent to proceed further to day, , we turned aside, to visit

Govetts Leap
;

where, at an interval of a few hundred

yards, two small streams fall over a precipice, at the oppo-

site sides of a cove, in a sandstone cliff. The cove is half

a mile, or more, in width, extending beyond the falls
;
and

having ledges, upon which shrubs are growing; notwith-

standing that to the eye it appears perpendicular. The
perpendicular fall of one of the streams, is calculated, at

600 feet. The water is diffused into a shower of drops, before

it reaches a mound of moss, that has grown up from below,

to meet it. The other fall, is somewhat less in height. The
course of the water, from the foot of the cliff, is traceable,

in the dense forest of ^‘the inaccessible valley,” where it joins

the Grose River, by the darker verdure, and the tree-ferns,

on the margins of the streams. The cliffs, on the opposite

side of this dark glen, are of similar character, forming a
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long series of coves. Above them, rise some considerable

woody eminences, on which the snow lies in winter. Among
these, are King Georges Mount, Mount Hay, and Mount
Tomah; some of which, are visible from Sydney. The
access to the point, from wlience the waterfalls were seen,

was difficult, but the magnificence of the scene, amply

repaid for the trouble, in reaching it. The lofty, sinuous,

sandstone cliffs, of this neighbourhood, have given it the

name, of liassans Walls.

15th. We set out in a smart snow-storm, dined at the

Weatherlioard-hut, and reached the Valley in the evening.

Several showers of hail and rain fell, in the course of the

day. In the lower altitudes of the mountains, the advance

of spring was more striking. Telopea speciosissima, form-

ing low bushes, with heads of flowers as large as small

Peonies, was in full blossom. The Blue Mountain Parrot,

partly blue, and with a breast of crimson, as brilliant as

the flowers, was drinking nectar out of the blossoms of

this splendid shruli
;
and a brown Honey-eater was darting

its tongue, hke a slender pencil of hair, into the elegant

pink flowers of Ch'eviUea linearis. Gompliolobium, yrandi-

florum, a large, yellow, pea-flowei’ed shruli, of great beauty,

and several species of Platylobium, Daviesia, Boronia, and

Eriostemon, enlivened the solitude, and beguiled the walk,

of thirty-one miles, through this dreary forest, which we
accomplished in ten hours. This kind of exercise, in such

a climate, gives vigour to the digestive powers, and cheer-

fulness to the spirits. The number of dead bullocks had

increased considerably, since we last crossed the moun-

tains. We fell in with several parties of men with drays,

conveying supplies for the settlers to the westward. Some
of them Avere resting, others pursuing their w'ay Avith cattle,

so Aveak, that many of them ajipeared likely to die before

reaching the other side. NotAvithstanding the late rains

haA^e caused the grass again to groAV, it is still very scarce

in the little mountain glens, Avhere it is not of a nutritious

quality
;
and the cattle, in the Ioav countries, have not yet

had time, since the rain fell, to get into such condition, as

is necessaiy to enable them to endure such a journey.
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16th. Toward the close of the day, we overtook a ma-

gistrate, returning from an inquest, on the remains of a

woman, who had hung herself, in a state of excitement

from drinking. Her husband had been committed to jiri-

son, on the charge of wilful murder, for having assisted his

unfe, in the accomplishment of this rash and wicked act

!

—The man was afterwards tried, found guilty, and sen-

tenced to death
;
but was respited till the opinion of the

English Judges could be had, upon the before unheard of

case
;
and this opinion had not been received, when I left

N. S. Wales.

Our walk to Penrith was pleasant. As we descended

from the mountains, the grass, on Emu Plains, looked

beautifully green. It is of the kind, called here. Couch-

grass, Cynodoii dactylon, which creeps deep in the ground,

and spreads over the cultivated lands, of this part of N. S.

Wales. It is a widely diffused species, occurring also on the

south coast of England, and in India, &c.

On visiting the Police-office at Penrith, to apply for leave

to hold a meeting in it, we witnessed the infliction of the

degrading punishment of flagellation, on two prisoners, to

the amount of one hundred lashes each. One of them
bore his punishment without complaint

;
the other writhed

much under it, complained piteously, and was so faint, as

to require to be frequently supplied with water. Yet I

saw this man, a few minutes after, putting on his clothes,

behind the jail, and jeering with a woman, in a way that

proved that his mind was not beneficially operated upon,

though in body, he must have suffered severely, unless the

torpor of the mutilated flesh, rendered him temporarily

insensible. I believe the disposition of mind, of those who
think to keep mankind in subjection by severity, is much
the same as it was in Rehoboam, when he took the counsel

of the young men
;
and that it will, in one way or other,

lead to similar results.—See 2 Chron. x.

At Penrith, a Jew, professing Christianity, the father-in-

law of the landlord of the inn, told us, that as we had come
among them to preach the gospel, we should be free of

all charges. We acknowledged his kindness, and explained

Y
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how our expenses were paid, to which he replied, he hoped

we would not debar him of this jirivilege.

18th. At ten o’clock, a small congregation met us at

the Police-office, at Penrith, Avhere religion and morality

are at a low ebh. In tlie afternoon, we had a meeting at

Nepean, which was well attended. The Wesleyans ]3reach

here occasionally, but the tone of religious feeling is low.

The message we have generally to proclaim is, that all un-

righteousness is sin, and all sin the service of the devil;

that none can be saved in the service of the devil, for he

is the enemy of God, and so are all his servants. We
find it also our place, to state the fundamental doctrines of

the Gospel, and to urge the importance of attention to the

convictions of the Holy Spirit upon the mind, discovering

sin, condemning it, and leading to repentance, as being the

only way by which we can come to a true faith in Christ,

and a holy walk with God. These doctrines we are engaged

to press, with a variety of Scripture illustrations, and with

appeals to the convictions of their truth, in the minds of our

hearers, and with exhortations to seek after an experimental

knowledge of them.—After meeting, we called to see an

aged man, who had been confined to bed with palsy, for

several years, and was in a state of great suffering. He
was formerly a prisoner, became thoughtful without instru-

mental means, got a little forward in his circumstances,

gave the land where the school-house is built, and reared

a large family, by some of whom, he has been in danger of

being again led away from righteousness, by their joining

a medical man, in recommending him to take spirits as a

medicine.

19th. We breakfasted at Regen tville, the hospitable

owner of which, has a large vineyard on his fine property,

but the promise for fruit this season is not great, in con-

sequence of the late drought, during many weeks of which,

the sky was clear, and there was “ neither rain nor dew,”

a circumstance not uncommon in these regions. During

the drought, the proprietor of Regentville, had a herd of

sixteen horses, which strayed to a peninsula, on the moun-
tains, where they could hear the fall of water, but could
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not reach it. As if enchanted by the sound, they had con>

tinned to pace round the spot, till they all perished by thirst.

20th. We called upon some of the neighbouring settlers,

and visited Glen Brook, a romantic valley, through which a

branch of the Nepean River flows, between high, woody
cliffs, of the same character as those forming the inaccessible

vallies of this part of the country. It contained several

remarkable trees and shrubs
;
among which were a wild fig-

tree, and Hibiscus heterojjhyllus, the flowers of which resem-

ble the Hollyhock, and are of a delicate white, with a deep,

purple eye.

21st. We walked by way of the little village of Castle-

reagh, to Windsor, a town of about 1,500 inhabitants,

beautifully situated, upon the Hawkesbuiy, and of very

English appearance, where we found pretty good accommo-
dation at an inn.

22nd. We called upon some of the Inhabitants, and

made arrangements, for holding some meetings, in which,

we were kindly assisted by the Wesleyan Minister.

23rd. We went to Richmond, another little town on

the Hawkesbury, four miles distant from Windsor. The
country here is very fine, and productive, with extensive

grassy flats, along the sides of the river. On these, people

continue to build and reside, notwithstanding there have

been floods, at intervals of a few years, that have risen far

above the tops of their houses.

A respectable Wesleyan, at Richmond, told us, that he

had heard of our visit to Wellington Valley, several days

ago, from a Native, who had had the particulars detailed

to him, by a Black from that country. Our persons,

costume, and many other particulars, including our man-
ner of communicating religious instruction, had been mi-

nutely described. And on our Wesleyan friend inquiring

what the Black supposed all this meant, he replied, “ God
Almighty come and sit down at Wellington

;
” implying,

that the Most High would be worshipped there. The
scattered natives of Australia, communicate information

rapidly
;

messengers being often sent from tribe to tribe,

for great distances. In the evening we returned to Windsor.

V 2
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24th. Accompanied by a thoughtful, military officer,

we walked to the villages of Pitt Town, and Wilberforce.

At Pitt Town, we were helped, in obtaining a place to hold

a meeting in, by the Episcopal Minister.

25th. We had meetings at Richmond, in the forenoon,

and at Windsor, in the afternoon. There was a painful

feeling in both meetings, on behalf of such as profess to be

awakened, but do not maintain an inward exercise of soul

before the Lord
;
and who try to feed upon external excite-

ments, instead of upon “ the true Bread,” “ which cometh

down from heaven, and giveth life unto the world.”

26th. We had some conversation with an unfaithful pro-

fessor of religion
;

with whom we expostulated, on his in-

consistency, in endeavouring to add to his income, by
distilling spirits, both to his own injury, and to that of

those who consumed them. This man tried to vindicate

his practice, but himself became gradually ensnared by the

insidious poison
;

he ultimately died of delirium tremens,

declaring that the pains of hell were already his portion.

We also visited some thoughtful people, not professing with

any associated body of Christians
;

one of whom left the

army on half-pay, when he became religiously awakened,

finding military associations inimical to his religious pro-

gress.—In the evening, a Temperance Meeting was held in

the government school-room, when we gave the company
some information, on the progress of Temperance Societies.

There are about ninety members here, many of whom are

soldiers : one of their officers is a diligent labourer in this

good cause.

27th. After breakfast, we went to see the jail
;

and

were scarcely in the yard, before the prisoners, of their

own accord, arranged themselves, to afford us the oppor-

tunity of addressing them, standing in the scorching sun-

shine, and leaving us the shade. We inquired, if we could

not have an interview with them, in one of the rooms of

the prison, and being answered in the affirmative, they

were soon assembled and seated, and we had a memorable

time with them. The sense of divine overshadowing

prevailed in a remarkable degree, the message of merey
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was freely proclaimed among them, and they were invited

to turn to the Lord, against whom they had deeply revolted
;

with the assurance, that if they would submit to the govern-

ment of his good Spirit, he would be their God, and pardon

their past transgressions for Jesus’ sake.—We afterwards

walked again to Wilherforce, where we had a meeting in

the school-house, with a congregation consisting chiefly of

Australians, of European extraction, with whom I had an

open time, in preaching the Gospel
;

to which, as regards

its power, the auditors seemed much of strangers.—It is to

be regretted, that in public preaching, a theoretical know-

ledge of the blessed doctrine of the atonement, should so

much take the place, as it generally does, of the practical

application of the Gospel, spiritually. There is ground to

believe, that this is one great cause, why so few come to

true repentance, such as is wrought by attention to the

convictions of the Spirit of Truth, and leads to the practical

and saving application of the atoning sacrifice of Christ.

28th. At six o’clock this morning, we had a religious

interview with a road-party, of twenty-four prisoners, em-
ployed in replacing a wooden bridge, over the South Creek,

close to Windsor. In the afternoon, we visited the hospital,

and had a meeting with about forty patients, who were

assembled in one -of the four wards, of which this building

consists. In the evening, we met about one hundred and

twenty persons, in the school-room, at Pitt Towm, to whom
much Christian counsel, and warning were extended. The
district of Pitt Town, contains about seven hundred in-

habitants
;
many of whom have been prisoners, and are

notorious for their drunkenness, profligacy, and neglect of

public worshiji.

29th. We returned to Richmond, and made calls upon se-

veral persons, for the jmrpose of furnishing them with tracts.

In the afternoon we held a meeting at Currajong, a scattered

settlement, on the ascent of the mountains, near the con-

fluence of the Nepean and Grose Rivers
;

which, uniting,

form the Hawkesbury. The land here has been cleared, and
numerous cottages have been erected

;
but the inhabitants,

who are chiefly Anglo-Australians, seem very uncultivated.

Y 3
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In the evening we returned again to Windsor. The
country in this neighbourhood, was settled at an early

period of the Colony. Some of the alluvial flats on the

Hawkesbury, which is navigable to this point, for small craft,

are very rich
;
and the people are now busy planting Maize

or Indian Corn. Crops of this useful grain are often

obtained, after Wheat has failed from frost, drought, or hot

winds.

30th. At six o’clock in the morning, we mounted a four-

horse coach, which stopped for breakfast, at Parramatta,

and arrived at Sydney, in four hours and a half, the distance

being thirty-eight miles.—Between Windsor and Parramatta,

there are a few large Orange-orchards, which are said to

yield a very profitable produce to their owners.
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On the 1st of 11th month, we had the prmlege of assem-

bling, for the first time, in a neat meeting-house, in Mac-
quarie Street, built liy John Tawell, for the accommodation

of persons professing with Friends. Several strangers met
with us, on the occasion. Some of them seemed disappoint-

ed, that we did not dedicate this house for worship, by
some vocal communication. We were willing to have

spoken, had anything been given us to communicate, but

this not being the case, we bore a plain testimony, by our

silence, to our conviction, of the advantage of attending to

the injunction, “ Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his

nostrils,” and of trusting in the Lord alone. Our silence

was also calculated to encourage those who might meet in

our absence, to bear this testimony faithfully.

Having believed that it would be right for us, to join our

friends in Van Diemens Land, at their Yearly jMeeting, in

the 12th mo. we engaged berths, in the cabin of the brig,

Maria, for £10 each, and sailed on the 13th of the 11th

month, for Hobart Town. In leaving Port Jackson, we
narrowly escaped drifting upon the South Head. We were

delivered from this danger, by the springing up of a breeze.
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M^hen all human efforts appeared to be unavailing. Being

affected with sea-sickness, I had ‘^gone down into the sides

of the ship,’^ and was fast asleep, I did not awake till the

danger v/as past
;
from which we thus escaped, by the inter-

vention of the almighty power of Him, “ who maketh the

wind his messenger,^’ and watcheth over us when we are

asleep, as well as when we are awake, and “ suffereth not

the briny wave to prevail against us,” though, at seasons,

he permits the billows to assume a threatening aspect, in

order that we may know, that it is indeed himself who
protects us, and thus may be stirred up, to give to him
the glory, due unto his holy name.

On the 18th, we were off the point of Van Diemens

Land, called St. Patricks Head, and observed much snow

on the ridge of Ben Lomond. The Aurora australis was

remarkably brilliant, this evening, forming faint columns of

light, like the Aurora borealis. In New South Wales, there

is an electric jihenomenon, somewhat allied to this. It

occurs in warm, summer evenings, when no clouds are to

be seen
;
and it is a diffuse, flickering light, differing from

lightening, in not being discharged from any perceptible

clouds, and in its want of density : it generally appears to

the eastward.

On the 20th, we landed, at Hobart Town; where we re-

ceived a cordial welcome from many of our former acquaint-

ance, including the Lieutenant Governor and his family.

During our absence in New South Wales, the little con-

gregation 25i’ofessing Avith Friends, had been enabled to

maintain their ground, and some of them ajipeared to have

groAvn in grace, notwithstanding they had had to mourn OA’er

the departure of one of their number, from the paths of

rectitude. His deviations had so offended another, that he

had ceased to assemble with the rest, for divine worship,

notwithstanding they had faithfully testified their disunity

Avith the offender, and after endeaA'ouring in A^ain to restore

him, in the spirit of meekness, had disoAAuied him as a mem-
ber of the Society.

The Yearly Meeting commenced, on the 4th of 12th

month, and contiiuied, Ijy adjournments, to the 10th
;
on
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the evening of which day^ it concluded, after recording the

following minute

:

“ In reviewing the several sittings of this Meeting, we feel

it incumbent upon us, to record, that though we have met

in much weakness, yet, through the unmerited mercy and

condescension of our Heavenly Father, we have been made
sensible ;

that ‘ the Everlasting Arms were underneath

and strength has been afforded us, to conduct the business

that has come before us, in unity and brotherly love
;

for

which we feel humbly thankful; and reverently acknowledge,

that ' hitherto, the Lord hath helped us.’
”

12th mo. 16th. HaA'ing purchased two horses, one for

£21, and the other for £30, we commenced a journey, in

company with Francis and Anna Maria Cotton. Crossing

the Derwent, in a steamer we proceeded to Lauderdale,

where we paid a visit to our friends, the Mathers.

On the l7th, we rode, by way of the Hollow Tree, to the

Coal River, and from thence, on the 18th, to the Eastern

Marshes. The road betiveen Jerusalem and this place, is

undergoing improA’ement, by a long cut, in the side of a

steep hill. It is formed by prisoner labour, and is a great

accommodation, though it is yet only passable for horses,

and requires some nerA'e to ride along it. From the

Eastern Marshes, we traA’elled by a road, lately cut, Avhich

winds up the Sugar-loaf Hill
;

and by which. Little Swan
Port is rendered accessible for carriages.

On the 19th, we reached the peaceful dwelling of our

friends, at Kelvedon. On the way from Hobart Town, Ave

Ausited seAmral of the families of the settlers; many of uLom
appeared to be prospering in temporal things. We were

received Avith much cordiality, by an aged Avoman, aaLo was

sloAA'ly recovering from an apoplectick attack. She expressed

great thankfulness, that she was not cut off at once, by the

disease, but allowed time to repent. We Avere glad to see

her in such a state of mind, but were confirmed in the

conA'iction, that it is a dangerous thing to defer repentance

to such a time. Well might the prophet exclaim, “ O, that

my people Avere wise, that they understood this, that they

AA'ould consider their latter end !”
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On the 28th, we left Kelvedon, being accompanied by
Francis Cotton

;
and after visiting some of the settlers in

Great Swan Port, who also appeared to be in improving

circumstances, reached Moulting Bay, in the evening. On
the following day we arrived at Falmouth. Our chief object

in taking this route, was to visit our friend David Stead,

who was still residing here. My horse proved a very un-

tractable one, and several times exposed me to danger, on

the way through the forests. To-day, he ran off with me,

and when glassing under some low trees, close to the shore,

a short stump, projecting from one of them, caught my coat

by the shoulder, and took me off his back
;

but when I fell,

he stopped, and I was mercifully preserved from injur}’’.

The manner in which a skilful rider, on a tractable horse,

avoids the branches of trees, clears logs upon the ground,

rocks, and other impediments, in riding at full sj^eed,

through the continuous, and hilly forests of this country,

is very remarkable
;

particularly when hunting cattle out

of the bush. As these cattle are brought into the fold, in

some instances, only once a year, when the young ones are

branded, in order that they may be identified by their

owners, they are consequently, almost as wild as those that

have never been under human control. But the ferocity

observed in bulls, in England, may be said to be unknown
in them, in the Australian Colonies. Whether this arises

from the climate, or from some other cause, is doubtful.

On the 30th, we crossed the hills, and traversed the

Break-o’-day Plains, which being less parched than the land

on the coast, were more verdant than most of the country

that we had seen, since returning to V. D, Land. We
continued our journey by Avoca, and the Buft'alo Plains, to

Launceston, where we arrived on the 1st of 1st mo. 1836;

having renewed our acquaintance with several estimable

families, on the way.

My horse fell, as if shot, when near the Nile-bridge, and

going at a smart pace. I received a severe bruise on my
right side, from which I was not fully restored for many
weeks.

On the 5th, we had a meeting with many of the inhabitants
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of Launceston, in a large chapel, lately erected by the

Wesleyans, who have become a numerous and influential

body in the place, which is remarkably improved, both as

a town, and in moral and religious character. In the course

of the day, we visited a person in the chain-gang, who was

brought up among Friends, but who sacrificed all his ad-

vantages to the love of strong drink, and through its influ-

ence became a prisoner. Having been respectably con-

nected, he was treated with more than ordinary lenity, but

he abused his privilege, received the addition of a year to

his original sentence, and is now w'earing party-coloured

garments, and double irons. O that young men would

take warning, and neither touch, taste, nor handle this

accursed thing ! and that they would beware of despising

the counsel of their friends, and the rejiroofs of the Holy

Spirit ! for, after having suffered themselves to be carried,

by almost imperceptible degrees, into evil habits, it is hard

indeed for them to learn to do well.

We left Launceston on the 7thj and reached Kelvedon

again on the 9th, having again visited some thoughtfvd

families, with whom we were acquainted, upon the way.

It was truly pleasant to see among them, the tokens of ad-

vancing religious character; yet I could not but lament

that the immediate teaching of the Holy Spirit seemed to

be so little understood. The consequence of this is, that

it is not waited for, and little, if any, of its baptizing in-

fluence is to be felt, in the generality of the devotional

exercises, of many truly estimable characters, who know
something of the evidence of their past sins being blotted

out, through faith in the blood of Jesus, and cherish a

desire to conform themselves to the will of God, so far

as they understand it. These have witnessed so much of

the work of the new birth, as makes them very distinguish-

able from those whose minds are not yet, in any degree,

brought under divine influence. They have a religious

understanding also, according to the measure of their

faith
;

but not having faith in the perceptible guidance

of the Spirit, they do not so walk, as to perceive things

clearly, by its light, and much of their religious exercise is.
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consequently, the produce of their own natural powers, with

little, or, often, with nothing, of the Spirit of Life. In

one family, in which we again proclaimed the Gospel mes-

sage, I had to point out to the company, that, to the hum-
ble mind, the way of salvation is opened, not by deduc-

tions of the reasoning powers, but by the light of Christ

shining into the mind, and giving a perception of the mercy

of God in his beloved Son, and of the state of the soul

before him, and of other truths, progressively, as there

is a preparation of heart to receive them. How favoured

are those, who, becoming humble and teachable, as little

children, come to Christ, and know him to baptize them
with the Holy Ghost, to open their eyes, to unstop their

ears, and to bring them into the state of his disciples of

old, to whom he said, “ Blessed are your eyes, for they see,

and your ears, for they hear !”

We left Kelvedon on the 19th, and again reached Hobart

Town on the 25th, having travelled by way of Little Swan
Port, Spring Bay, Bichmond, and Lauderdale.

At Little Swan Port, we visited the mounds of Oyster

shells, left by the Aborigines, who formerly inhabited this

country. These shells are now dug out and burnt for lime

;

they must have been the accumulation of ages.

The tide was very high, in Spring Bay, on the forenoon

of the 21st. It flowed four times in the course of the

day ! This might possibly be the effect of conflicting

winds on the Pacific, or of a volcanic eruption somewhere,

at sea.

While in Hobart Town, we took a room, at the rate of

£10 a-year, for a meeting-place, for those professing with

Friends
;

the one they had lately occupied, being wanted

for another purpose. Rents are very high in D. Land.

On the 1st of 2nd month, I went with F. Cotton to

New Norfolk, to pay a parting visit to my friends at that

place, and returned by coach the following day. The Hos-

pital there, as well as that in Hobart Town, is much
crowded. In the one at New Norfolk, there are now about

300 inmates, 50 of whom are lunatics, and several others

are aged, infirm persons. A successful experiment has
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lately been tried, in the irrigation of some land, near the

town of New Norfolk, by which its produce, in this dry

climate, is greatly augmented. Though the places capable

of being irrigated, in this country, are comparatively few,

yet the effect of irrigation is so decidedly beneficial, that it

will probably be carried on hereafter, to a considerable

extent.

The Wesleyans are building a meeting-house, at New
Norfolk, and another at the Back-river. They are an in-

dustrious people, and are making way in V. D. Land, in

spite of many cases of halting and relapse among their

converts.

The anniversary meeting of the Temperance Society, was

held on the 8th, when the cause was ably advocated by
several persons of influence. The practice of spirit-drink-

ing is materially diminished, in respectable society, in this

Colony.

Having, for the present, concluded our labours in V. D.

Land, we engaged berths on board the Ellen, an American-

built ship, bound for Sydney, and embarked on the 10th;

having, among our fellow-passengers, a medical man and

his wife, from India, a pious couple, whom it w'as a com-

fort to us to meet, in various places.

On the 11th, we proceeded on our voyage, and had a

fine view of the stupendous, projecting cliff, of columnar

basalt, called Cape Raoul, passing very near it. Cape
Pillar was involved in clouds

;
and a long bank of fog,

stretched to the S.E. indicating an adverse wind, of which

we soon felt the influence. The wind, however, became
fair, on the following day

;
and after a succession of calms

and thunder showers, we came safely to anchor, in Sydney
Cove, on the 21st.
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2nd mo. 22nd. Ox returning to Sydney, aa'c found several

letters from England, the perusal of Avhich brought my mind
renevvedly into sympathy Avith my friends there, and into fer-

vent desires that they might Avatch against that spirit, vdiich

AA’Ould lead them from waiting upon God, Avith their atten-

tion directed to the Light
;
or, in other Avords, to the Holy

SjAirit, the Comforter, aa’Iio takes of the things of Christ, and

shoAveth them to his folloAvers
;

to AA'hich our early Friends,

folloAving the example of Christ and his apostles, directed

the attention of the ^jeople. There is a delusion, AAdiich

requires to be guarded against, that is couched under denun-

ciations against a “ religion of feelings as though convic-

tion, repentance, faith in Christ, peace in him, dependence

on God, and CA^ery other impression, made upon the mind
by the Holy Spirit, Avere not feelings. A religion without

feelings, Avould be like a body Avithout a soul.

24th. I spent a fcAV hours Avith Alexander M'^Leay, Chief

Justice Francis Forbes, Sir John Jamison, William Mac-
arthur, and some other gentlemen, aa’Iio requested me to join

them in examining the fruit of the Vines, of Avhich they have

a collection, amounting to aljout three hundred varieties
;

they Avere brought to the Colony, by James Busby, from

Luxemburgh, Montpelier, &c. Among them, under their
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French names, are most of the varieties cultivated for the

table in England. Many parts of N. S. Wales are favour-

able to the production of Grapes, and for the drying of

fruits.

The Sydney Botanic Garden is a fine institution
;

it is

furnished with a good collection of. native and foreign

plants. Some of its Curators, have ranked highly as men
of science.

28th. In our little meeting, I had to labour to turn the

attention of the congregation, to the importance of self-ex-

amination
;

lest, by any means, after having known recon-

ciliation with the Father, through repentance, and faith in

his beloved Son, they should have forsaken their first love,

and have suffered other things, so to have occupied their

minds, and entangled their affections, as to have taken

precedence of the love of God. They were also reminded,

that though the deeds of a good man, will bear the light

of open day, in the sight of his fellow-men, yet, as things

may look well to the eye of man, while the heart is, never-

theless, far from right before God, it is necessary to bring

our deeds to that Light, which manifests whatsoever is

reprovable, which is spoken of by the apostle Paul, in his

Epistle to the Ephesians, (chap. v. 13, 14,) and which is the

same, as that treated of by the evangelist John, when, in

speaking of Christ, he says, “ in him was life, and the life

was the Light of men.’^ I had also to point out that if, in

bringing our deeds to this test, we should find, that any thing

has gained an undue place in our affections, or that, through

unwatchfulness, and the evil propensity of our nature, the

enemy of our souls has betrayed us into sin, it is necessary

that we humble ourselves, rejDent, and do our first works,

that we renew our attention, to the convictions of the Holy
Spirit, and afresh seek the jjardon of our transgressions,

through faith in Christ, our Mediator and Advocate with

the Father, and “’the propitiation for our sins
;
” and that

we abide in humble dependence upon God, waiting upon
him, in watchfulness and prayer, for the renewal of our

strength
;
in order that we may run in the way of holiness,

and not be weary, and walk therein, and not faint. I had
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also to assure those, who were thus exercised, in the fear

of the Lord, that how much soever they might have been
cast down, God would restore unto them, the joys of his

salvation, uphold them by his free Spirit, and enable them
to walk in his love, and in the comfort of the Holy Ghost

;

that such should feel his presence to be with them, in their

daily course, and wdien assembled, to wait upon him, and
to worship him, to their own peace, and to his jiraise.

3rd mo. 3rd. A quantity of books, illustrative of the prin-

ciples and practice, of the Society of Friends, were dejiosited

in a room attached to the Jvleeting House, as a library, as is

customary in England, for loan to persons frequenting our

meetings, or inquiring into these subjects.

5th. We had the satisfaction of witnessing the destruc-

tion of five puncheons of Rum, containing four hundred

and ninety-two gallons, and two hogsheads of Geneva,

containing one hundred and sixteen gallons. Tliey were

the property of one of our friends, who had received them

as part of an investment, from his agent in England, who
had not been apprized of a change in the views of his

correspondent, respecting the use and sale of spirits, in

which he cannot now, conscientiously, be concerned. He
therefore represented the case to the Governor, who allowed

them to be taken out of bond, free of duty, under the same

circumstances as if for export, and under the charge of

an officer of Customs, placed on board a staged boat, wdiich

took them out into the Cove, where the heads of the casks

were removed, and the contents poured into the sea. A
few friends of the owmer accompanied him, to witness this

‘^new thing under the sun,” in this Colony. We were

much pleased with the hearty manner in which the custom-

house officer superintended this sacrifice of property to

principle. Some persons, from neighbouring vessels, looked

on with approval, others with surprise, and others, not yet

awake to the evils of spirit-drinking, expressed regret. A
man, from a little vessel, cried out, “ That’s real murder.”

One of the puncheons, being too near the edge of the boat,

went overboard, and brought its top al)ove the surface of

the water, with much rum in it. It floated close by the
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same little vessel, and a man dipped a horn into it, to try

to get a drink of the devoted fluid. It was now rum and

water
;
but happily for the man, it was rum and salt-water !

even his vitiated palate rejected it, and he poured it back

to the rest, which was soon mingled with the briny flood.

7th. Some discord having arisen among a few, of the

little company who meet with us for public worship, we had

an interview with them. An explanation shewed, that some

things, innocent in themselves, that had been said, having

been reported, had been made to appear very malicious :

and that others, that had not been spoken with proper

consideration, had been made to appear much worse than

they originally were. The mischief of talebearing and de-

traction, which are common evils in these Colonies, were

pointed out, as well as the necessity for those who desire

to be found among the disciples of Christ, to maintain the

spirit of love and forgiveness. Our admonitions were con-

firmed by the recital of the following passages of Scripture,

with many others, as the Lord, in his goodness, brought

them to our remembrance. “ Thou shalt not go up and

down as a talebearer among thy people.” “Where there

is no talebearer strife ceaseth.” “ The Lord hateth him
that soweth discord among brethren.” “ So likewise shall

my heavenly Father do unto you, if ye, from your hearts,

forgive not every one his brother his trespasses.”—(Mat.

xviii. 35.) “By this shall all men know that ye are

my disciples, if ye have love one to another.” “ If ye

have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not,

and lie not against the truth. This wisdom cometh not

from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish : for where em^’-

ing and strife is, there is confusion and every evil work.”
“ Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one

another, even as God, for Christ’s sake, hath forgiven you.”

Before we parted, a comfortable sense of the influence

of the divine Spirit overshadowed us, exciting the hope,

that this labour might not be in vain in the Lord.
9th. We attended a lecture on the manufacture and

sale of spirits. The lecturer faithfully denounced the pro-

duction and sale of these pernicious fluids
;

and by cogent

z
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argument, proved, that when informed upon the subject,

no one could continue to circulate such pestilential beverage,

for the sake of gain, and be guiltless.

15th. We jjresented copies of the Scripture Lessons,

of the British and Foreign School Society, to some Mis-

sionaries, going to New Zealand, and Tonga. This work is

invaluable to persons attempting the translation of the Holy
Scriptures, into foreign languages. It may be considered an

epitome of the Sacred Volume, which may be usefully put

into the hands of those, who have not the whole Scriptures

;

and being in the words of the text, a translation of it, is so

much, effected toward that of the whole of the Bible.

22nd. The Governor having granted us liberty to proceed

to the Penal Settlement, at Moreton Bay, and being furnished

with a letter of introduction from the Colonial Secretary,

to the Commandant, we embarked on board the Isabella

schooner, of 126 tons. The company on board, consisted of

forty-four prisoners, a guard of fifteen soldiers, inclusive of a

sergeant in charge, and two corporals, a soldier’s wife, the

crew of the vessel, sixteen in number, including the master

and mate, with G. W. Walker and myself
;

in all seventy-

eight souls. The prisoners were chiefly men under short

sentences, for crimes committed in N. S. Wales, while under

sentence of transportation to the Colony. A few of them

had been at Moreton Bay before, under similar circum-

stances. They were secured in a fore-hold, by chains from

ankle to ankle
;
within which, a long chain was passed, and

bolted at each end to the deck, so as only to allow them to

move a few feet. They were very clean, when they carhe

on board
;
and their prison was fresh white-washed, so as

to make it as comfortable as such a place could be, to men
so secured, who were lodged, without blanket or other bed-

ding, on the bare boards.

23rd. We got to sea yesterday. Most of the prisoners

look pale, from sea-sickness, not being allowed to come on
deck. Since an attempt at mutiny, on board the Governor
Phillip, about a year ago, which occurred when a chain of

the kind described, was opened for the purpose of taking

off a few prisoners, to let them have air, the captains of
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these vessels, for their own safety, have kept the prisoners

constantly below.

24th. The wind was adverse. It set up a high sea, and

a curling billow pitched its white crest on the quarter deck,

and sent us dripping below. Three of the crew were sick,

from hepatic diseases, the result of hard drinking. The
Government vessels of New South Wales, sail on Tem-
perance principles. The seamen on board, acknowledge that

this is much to their comfort. Nevertheless, not abstaining

on principle, they have not resolution to abstain when
on shore. One of those, now sick, is a hardy, old tar,

a pensioner, in consequence of having lost an arm, in

firing a salute
;
he is so skilful, that he is stationed at the

helm, on all critical occasions. This man is now threatened

with apoplexy, the result of his late inebriety. Another,

is a man, lately returned from a whaling voyage. Two of

his comrades died in Sydney, within the last three weeks,

of inflammation of the liver, brought on by hard drinking

;

and this man is now suffering from the complicated effects

of the same disease, with the fear of death ! The soldiers on

board, are allowed a ration of spirits, greatly to their

injury. It keeps alive an appetite for drink, which leads

them into all sorts of disorder.

25th. My companion, who had been sea-sick, was able to

accompany me in visiting the jDrisoners, many of whom were

so much affected by the rolling of the vessel, and the warmth
of the weather, that they hardly attempted to sit up. We
read a portion of Scripture to them, and made some remarks

on the design of our Heavenly Father, in creating man
liable to affliction, and in sometimes permitting his crea-

tures to bring themselves under suffering. This design

was shown to be, that they might consider their ways, and
turn to the Lord. In the evening, we were off Shoal Bay.

The weather was clear, with lightning in the horizon in the

south and east.

26th. A brisk breeze in the night, brought us to Cape
Byron by morning, and we made good progress during part

of the day. Toward night, we had a light sea-breeze, . and
stood off" the land. There were many of the fires of the

z 2
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native Blacks, on this part of the coast, as well as on that

we have passed. A long sandy beach extends from Cape
Byron to Point Danger, behind which are low, woody hills,

some of which are pointed. Further back, there are woody
mountains

;
some of them of remarkable appearance, par-

ticularly Mount Warning, which also has trees to its summit.

This mountain, with the adjacent hills and coast, is repre-

sented in the accompanying etching
;

in the foreground of

which, two Wandering Albatrosses and some Gulls are

placed.

28th. Before noon, we were within sight of the piloPs

station, at Amity Point, Moreton Bay, and passed between

two rocks above water, with a light breeze. While in the

part of the bay, open to the sea, a large Turtle was seen

swimming, not far from us. Three species of turtle are

met with here, one of which is black and unwholesome.

We took the pilot on board, who conducted our little vessel

through the intricate channels, among the sand-banks; the

depth of water in some places did not exceed two fathoms

and three quarters. The pilot’s dwelling is a neat build-

ing, with red walls, that look like brick : but he told

us, that it was of wood, and greatly infested with Scorpions,

Centipedes, and such-like vermin. The land about the en-

trance of Moreton Bay is low and sandy, and generally

covered with scrul). When the Isabella got into smooth
water, we took the opportunity of reading to the prisoners

and of conversing with them respecting their voyage, during

which they were not even furnished with salt water to wash

themselves. The tide serving, the vessel proceeded toward

the west side of the bay, which, within Moreton Island, is

about sixty miles long and twenty-five broad, and is full of

sand-banks and small Islands, that are covered with Man-
groves, particularly to the southward

;
over most of these

the water flows, at spring-tides. At ten o’clock at night,

a part of our luggage was put into the pilot’s boat, along

with a number of small packages
;
and with a soldier, as

guard of the despatches, we proceeded toward our point

of destination, on the Brisbane River, the mouth of which

was distant about twenty miles. The night was fine and
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moonlight, but the temperature so low as to render the

protection of some of our warmer sea-clothing, very agree-

able. About midnight, we came upon some shoals, on

which the boat was often aground
;
but after shoving her

backward and forward, she was at length got into deeper

water. The recollection, that we were now on the utmost

verge of that part of the British dominions, inhabited by

its white subjects, and that these were the very outcasts of

civilized society, and tliat we were surrounded by uncmlized

tribes of Blacks, often passed my mind, with a feeling I can

hardly describe. But believing we were here in the allot-

ment of religious duty, I could not desire to be in any

other place
;

and though deeply sensible of my own un-

worthiness of the least of the mercies of the Most High,

I had a sense of his power sustaining me, such as is to be

accounted among the greatest of blessings.

29th. About two o’clock in the morning, the moon hav-

ing set, and the tide being against us, we landed on one of

the islands, on which the Mangroves were thick. Small

Oysters were attached to the branches and trunks of those

that were within the high-water-mark. This is commonly
the case within the mouths of rivers, on this coast. Here we
rested, on a little elevation, scarcely above the reach of high-

water, and lighted a fire
;
by the side of which, our boat’s

crew refreshed themselves with their homely fare, of maize-

meal-bread, and water
;

to which some of them added a

smoke of tobacco. They were very attentive, carrying us

from and to the boat, and in other ways showing their

good-will. After some of them had taken a nap on the

ground, and we had amused ourselves, by listening to the

voices of Grasshoppers, and of Red-bills and other birds

that ciy in the night, one of which almost said “ Cuckoo,”

we re-embarked, and proceeded uj^ the river, twelve miles, to

the Settlement, where we landed, early in the morning, on

a wooden-jetty, near to the quarters of the Commandant,
Captain Foster Fyans

;
who received us with much kindness,

and afforded us all the attention and accommodation that

our circumstances required.



CHAPTER XXXIL

Moreton Bay.-—Brisbane Town.— Gardens.—Tread-mill.—Swearing.—Plants,

&c.—Natives.—Prisoners.—Family Worship.—Trees, &c.—Plants, and Ani-

mals.—Female Prisoners.—Wood.—Destruction of Spirits. ^—Teredo.—Kan-

garoos, &c.—Birds.—Want of Bibles.—Absconders.—Aborigines.

3rd mo. 29th. After making a hearty breakfast, we set

out to inspect the settlement, which is called Brisbane

Town : it consists of the houses of the Commandant, and

other officers, the barracks for the military, and those for the

male prisoners, a penetentiary for the female prisoners,

a treadmill, stores, &c. It is prettily situated, on the

rising, north bank of the Brisbane River, which is navigable

fifty miles further up, for small sloops, and has some fine

cleared, and cultivated land, on the south bank, opposite

the town. Adjacent to the Government-house, are the

Commandant’s garden, and twenty-two acres of Govern-

ment-garden, for the growth of Sweet-potatoes, Pumpkins,

Cabbages, and other vegetables, for the prisoners. Bananas,

Grapes, Guavas, Pine-apples, Citrons, Lemons, Shaddocks,

&c. thrive luxuriantly in the open ground, the climate

being nearly tropical. Sugar-cane is grown for fencing, and

there are a few thriving Coffee-plants, not old enough to

bear fruit. The Bamboo, and Spanish Reed have been

introduced. The former, attains to about seventy feet in

height, and bears numerous branches, with short, grassy

leaves, the upper twenty feet bending down with a graceful

curve. It is one of the most elegant objects, in the vege-

table world. Coffee and sugar, will probably at some period,

be cultivated here, as crops. The surrounding country is

undulating, and covered with trees. To the west, there is
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a range of high, woody hills, distant, in a direct line, five

miles.

The tread-miU, is generally worked by twenty-five pris-

oners at a time
;
but when it is used as a special punish-

ment, sixteen are kept upon it, for fourteen hours, with

only the interval of release, aflForded, by four being off at

a time, in succession. They feel this extremely irksome,

at first; but notwithstanding the warmth of the climate,

they become so far accustomed to the labour, by long

practice, as to leave the tread-miU, with comparatively little

disgust, after working upon it, for a considerable number
of days. Many of the prisoners were occupied, in landing

cargoes of Maize, or Indian-corn, from a field down the

river
;
and others, in divesting it of the husk. To our

regret, we heard an officer swearing at the men, and using

other improper, and exasperating language. This practice

is forbidden by the Commandant
;
but it is not uncommon,

and in its effects, is perhaps equally hardening to those,

who are guilty of it, and to those who are under them.

Whilst walking a few miles down the river, toward a brook,

called Breakfast Creek, the waters of which are generally

brackish, at high tide, we saw a number of remarkable

plants, &c. On the margins of the brook, Acrosticum

fraocinifolium, a large, ash-leaved fern, was growing, along

with Crinum peclunculatiim, a great bulbous-rooted plant,

with white, tubular, lily-like flowers. Hellenia ccerulea, a

reedy-looking plant, with broad leaves, and blue berries,

and a species of Phytolacca, with pretty, pink blossoms, were
among the brushwood. By the sides of fresh-water ditches

there were a Jiissieua, resembling an Evening Primrose,

with small yellow blossoms, and a blue-flowered j^lant, in

figure like a Pentstemon. On the grassy slope of the hills,

near the river. Hibiscus Fraseri, with yellow blossoms,

like those of the Hollyhock, but having a deejr purjrle eye,

was in flower. Among the Mangroves, the Moschettos
were so numerous, that we could not proceed many yards
for them, notwithstanding we wiped them continually, off

our hands and faces. Several striking butterflies were
fluttering from flower to flower

;
some of them having
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considerable portions of the wings transparent. In returning,

we fell in with half-a-dozen native youths, who, like the

rest of their countrymen, in places uninfluenced hy civilized

society, were quite naked. As we could not converse with

them, we shook hands with them, and they seemed pleased

with this token of good-will. Having dressed their ebon

skins afresh, with charcoal and grease, they communicated

to us a little of their colour. Circumstances of this kind,

we never regarded as important, com2:>ared vflth securing

their friendship. We also met some older Natives, who
afterwards came to the Settlement, having their hair filled

with small, white and yellow feathers, and their bodies taste-

fully decorated, with broad lines of the same, stuck on

with gum.

30th. We visited the Prisoners’ Barracks, a large stone

building, calculated to accommodate 1,000 men
;
hut now

occupied hy 311. We also visited the Penitentiary for

Female prisoners, 7l of whom are here. Most of these,

as vA^ell as of the men, have been re-transported for crimes

that have been nurtured hy strong drink. The women were

employed in washing, needle-work, picking oakum, and

nursing. A few of them were very young. Many of them

seemed far from being properly sensible of their miserable

condition. We had, however, to convey to them, the mes-

sage of mercy, through a crucified Redeemer.

31st. Was very rainy. We dined at the table of a

pious Commissariat Officer, who is remarkable for his firm-

ness, in what he believes to be his religious duty, and for

his regularity in his family devotions, which he does not

allow to be interrupted by visiters being present. After

tea, the servants Avere called in, as usual. At the request

of our Avorthy host, I read a portion of Scripture, but felt

restrained from further Amcal service. This led to conver-

sation upon our AueAV of Avaiting to feel, AAffiat AA^e beliei'e to

be the putting forth, and guidance of the Good Shepherd,

in these services, and to some comments, that appeared to

be understood, on the frequency of no further vocal exer-

cise than the reading of the Scriptures, occurring in the

family dcAmtions of Friends, the rest of the time being
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generally occupied in reverent, silent waiting on God, often,

under a precious sense of the overshadowing of his love,

or in the lifting up of the heart to him, in secret prayer.

This exercise is known to be greatly blessed to the spi-

ritually minded
;

and to be one, which often contributes

much to the spiritual edification of their families.

4th mo. 1st. Being the day ealled “Good Friday,” no

work w^as exacted from the prisoners
;
but they, wdth the

military and civil officers, whether Protestant or Roman
Catholic, assembled, as on First-days, in the chapel

;
wdiere

the prayers and lessons of the Episcopal Church, wfith a

few omissions, in deference to the Roman Catholics, w’ere

read, in a becoming manner, by the Superintendent of Con-

victs. After the service was gone through, 1 had a good

deal to communicate
;
directing the audience to the con-

victions of the Holy Spirit, by which alone, man can be

brought, savingly, to exercise faith in Christ, and to know
him as his Mediator and Advocate wfith the Father, and the

propitiation for his sins, and through him receive strength

to w^alk in holiness. Prayer w-as also put up, in the name
of Jesus, for an enlightened understanding of these truths.

At three o’clock, we again met the male prisoners. G.

W. Walker read the seventeenth of Acts
;

after wfiiich I

addressed them on the importance of considering their

latter end, and constantly bearing in mind, that we must
all stand before the judgment-seat of Christ.

2nd. Accompanied by the surgeon, tw'o prisoners, and

a native Black, w'e visited a forest, called the Three-mile

Scrub, on a low, alluvial soil, through wfirich there is a

small stream. Some of the trees far exceed 100 feet in

height, a few may be 150. Among the lofty ones, may be

enumerated some Eucalypti, called Iron-bark, Forest-maho-

gany, &c. and three species of Fig, wfith leaves resembling

those of Laurel or Magnolia. One of these. Ficus macroplnjtla,

w'as forty feet in circumference, at the greatest height that

I could reach : its roots formed w'all-like abutments, extend-

ing from the tree, over an area, thirty feet across. These
Fig-trees are very remarkable in their grow’th ; they often

spring from seeds, deposited by birds, in cavities of other
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trees, at elevations of, perhaps, fifty feet, or more. From
these situations, they send roots down to the ground, which,

in their course, adhere to the tree : these again emit trans-

verse, or diagonal roots, that fix themselves to others, in

their course downward. Those that reach the ground thicken

rapidly, still spreading themselves upon the face of the

foster-tree, which, at length, is completely encased. These

gigantic parasites rear their towering heads above all the

other trees of the forest, sending out vast limbs, and sj^read-

ing their own roots in the earth, from which also, they some-

times grow without the aid of other trees to sustain them.

The trunks and limbs of these, and other trees, sup-

port several species of fern, and some epiphytes of the

Orchis tribe, with fleshy leaves, and singular stems and

flowers. Numerous climbing plants, with stems varying in

thickness, from that of pack-thread, to that of a man’s

body, ascend into their tops, and send down their branches

in graceful festoons. Among the slenderer climbers were two

species of Passion-flower, and one of Jasmine. The most

gigantic climber, which might properly be called a climbing

tree, belonged to a race of plants, called Apocynece : it had

rugged bark, and sometimes formed a few serpent-like

wreathes upon the ground, before ascending, and spreading

itself among the tops of the other trees. There were also

three species of Cissus

;

one of them with simple, and the

other two with trifoliate leaves
;
these are kinds of Vine, bear-

ing Grapes, about equal in size to English Sloes, but sweeter.

The fruit of the figs is rather dry, but it is eaten by the

native Blacks, and by numerous birds. The Moreton Bay

Chestnut, Castanosperrmim australe, is a fine tree, with a pro-

fusion of flame-coloured blossom, and with leaves like those

of the European Walnut. Some of its pods are ten inches

long and eight round
;
they contain several seeds, in size and

colour resembling Horse Chestnuts, but, in flavour, between

a Spanish Chestnut and a fresh-ripened Bean, v/ith a slight

degree of bitterness. The Blacks roast them, and soak them

in water, to prepare them for food. Acrosticum grande,

one of the ferns that grow on the trees, is as large as a

full-grown Scotch Cabbage, and is remarkably beautiful.
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Caladium glychirhizon, a plant allied to the Arum, and one of

the race called Tara, the roots of which afford food to the

islanders of the Pacific, abounds in these woods. The root

is beaten and roasted by the Aborigines, till it is deprived

of its acrimony ;
it is then eaten, and is said to be plea-

sant to the taste. In the margins of the woods, and on

the banks of the rivers, the climbers are also numerous, and

very beautiful. Among them, are Tecoma jasminoicles, a

large, white Trumpet-flower, with a rosy, pink tube szxAfyomoea

pendula, before noticed, as hearing elegant, pink, convolvulus-

like blossoms. In the grass of the open ground, is a re-

markable climbing Nettle, and in the forests, the Giant Net-

tle, Urtica gigas, forms a large tree. Many of the hills in this

neighbourhood are dry, and covered with quartzose gravel.

On these, the trees are chiefly of the genera. Eucalyptus, Tris-

tania, Casuarina, and Acacia. In the basaltic soils Altingia

Cunninghamii, the Moreton Bay Pine, is interspersed; and

in some places, further into the interior, it forms large

woods.

One of the men who accompanied us, shot a Cockatoo

Pigeon
;
it is of a lead colour, with a reddish-brown crest, and

about the size of the English Wood Pigeon. Some of the

pigeons here, vie with the parrots in the gaiety of their plu-

mage. Butterflies are numerous, large, and gay. Snakes are

frequent. The largest species, called the Carpet-snake, is

harmless
;

its skin is sometimes prepared for making into

slippers, &c. There are also several species of Lizard, some
of them very large, and jorettily marked

;
they are eaten by the

Natives. One kind, of a moderate size, has a pouch, like a

large toothed, tippet, which it spreads when irritated : its

colour is blackish brown, with lighter markings.

3rd. This being the first First-day in the month, was
muster-day

;
when, after the serwce of the Episcopal Church

has been read to the prisoners, the regulations for their con-

duct, are also read, and subsequently, such men as think their

continuance of good conduct entitles them to any indul-

gence, or relaxation of the severity of their sentence, prefer

their petitions to the Commandant. We visited the pri-

soners in the Penitentiary, in the morning, and those in the
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Barracks in the afternoon. A few Blacks came into the

Barracks, and seemed desirous to understand what was

going forward
;
but no one could interpret into their lan-

guage on religious subjects.

4th. We visited the establishment at Eagle Farm, six

miles from Brisbane Town, toward the mouth of the river

:

It is under the direction of a Superintendent who, with his

wife, resides in a small eottage, close by some huts, formerly

occupied by the male prisoners
;
by whose labour seven

hundred acres of land were formerly cultivated, chiefly in

maize. At present, there are no male jjrisoners here
; but

forty females, who are employed in field-labour : they are

kept in close confinement during the night, and strictly

watched in the day time, yet it is found very difficult to

keeji them in order. Some of them wear ehains, to j^revent

their absconding, which they have frequently done, under

covert of the long grass. Though these women are twuce

convieted, and among them, there are, no doubt, some of

the most depraved of their sex, yet they received a religious

visit with gladness
;
and the sense of the divine presence

was with us, strengthening us to proclaim the message of

mercy, through Him, who came ‘Ho seek and to save that

which was lost,” and in declaring the day of the A^engeance

of God, on those who continue in sin.

On the way to Eagle Farm, there are a few small

trees of Eryth'ina indicu ? a species of Coral-tree, out of

which, the natives to the north, are said to form canoes.

The beautiful, blue Ipomcea hederacea, was in blossom, in

the thiekets, in which a Wistaria, not in flower, formed

a luxuriant climber. In the margins of the w'oods, there

was a white-flowered Grewia, Avith a thin, SAveetish covering

to the seeds, for AA'hich, it is A'alued by the natives. We
saw several of the male Blacks, but none of the females

;

the latter are said, seldom to shew themselves, in this neigh-

bourhood.

6th. In a Avood, on the margin of the river, a feAV

miles above Brisbane ToAvn, I met Avith a species of Lime,

Citrus, having small diversified leaA^es, and fruit, the size of

a Avalnut
;

it formed a tree 15 feet high. Flindersia australis.
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Oxleya zanthoxyla, and Cedrella Toona, ? trees, of the

same tribe as the Mahogany, attain to a large size, in these

forests. Oxleya zanthoxyla, is the yellow wood, of Moreton

Bay : one I measured, was forty feet round, at about five

feet up : it was supposed to be one hundred feet high. The

Cedrella, is the Cedar of N. S. Wales
;
the wood of which

resembles Mahogany, but is not so heavyu The Silk Oak,

Grevillea robiista, also forms a large tree : its foliage is

divided, like that of some umbelliferous plants
;

its flowers

are somewhat like branched combs, of crooked, yellow

wire, shaded into orange, and are very handsome. Hoya
Broivnii, and Jasrninum gracile ? were abundant, on the

bank of the river, along with Tecoma jasminoides, and many
other curious and beautiful, climbing shrubs. Eleven epi-

phytes, of the orchis tribe, were groufing on the trunks of

the trees, in the forest. Most of these, were of the genera

Dendrobium, Cymbidium, and Gunnia. Some Bananas,

which had been washed from a place, in the Limestone

Country above, where sheep, for the provision of the

settlement, are kept, had established themselves on the

borders of a creek. Pumpkins were growing among the

brush-wood, in great luxuriance. The last were observed,

with evident pleasure, by my boats’ crew of prisoners, who
anticipated making a meal of them, at a future day. They
are much used as a table vegetable, in New South Wales,

and are certainly to be valued as such, in this climate
;
they

keep well, and are a good substitute for potatoes, or for

turnips, by land, or by sea.

7th. We dined, in company with some other persons,

at the table of the Commissariat Officer. In the evening,

he desired the company, to witness the destruction of his

private stock of brandy, which he poured out in the yard,

having resolved to join the Temperance Society, and thus,

by his example, to throw his influence into the scale,

against one of the greatest of moral evils, and one, that

has brought a majority of the prisoners, to this place, and
has been the bane of a large proportion of the officers, and
military, who have had the charge of them. One of the

young men of the company, told us, that, on a certain
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occasion, when lost in the bush, he was driven by hunger,

to eat a species of Teredo, or Augur-worm, called by the

Blacks, Cobra, which he found A^ery joalatable. In this

part of the country, within the reach of the salt water,

this animal is aljundant in logs, Avhich it perforates, till

they resemble honeycomb.

8th, We Ausited the Hospital, which is in a dilapidated

state. There being some prospect of opening this fine coun-

try to settlers, and the penal establishment being, conse-

quently, reduced, many of the buildings have been suffered

to get a little out of repair. The prevailing diseases here

are Ophthalmia, Chronic Rheumatism and Dysentery
;

for-

formerly Ague AA'as frequent, but it has rarely occurred since

the prisoners Avere properly fed, clothed and lodged. The
surgeon, is an intelligent man, who has paid great attention

to the anatomy of the curious tribe of animals, that inhabit

this part of the world, and Avhich, in Australia, generally,

with the exception of the Native Dog, and a few others,

are marsupial. They rear their young, from a very minute

size, in pouches. Some sjAecies of Kangaroos, are met
A\dth here, that Ave have not seen before

;
also many birds,

that are new to us
;

among them, are seA'eral splendid

Parrots.

9th. On the way to Eagle Farm, we noticed a beautiful

Pavonia, with a rosy, purple blossom, shaded deejily toAvard

the centre. Here also, groAA'ing parasitically upon the climb-

ers, Avas a splendid Lorantlms, Avith foliage like that of a

Lemon, and clusters of crimson, tubular blossoms, tipped

Avith yellow. Se\mral other fine species of this genus, grow

on the branches of the Eucalypti and other trees, in the

various parts of Australia. At Eagle Farm, Ave again visited

the female prisoners, for whom a selection of tracts Avas

left, Avith their Superintendent
;

they expressed thankful-

ness for them, being very destitue of books, even of Bibles,

which the prisoners generally, haAm not access to, even on

First-days.

On the way back to Brisbane ToAvn, a prisoner con-

stable was our guide. He gave us some account of his

sufferings, Avhen, on one occasion, he absconded, and was
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in the bush for three months. His companion died from

the hardships he met with. In one place they found

the remains of two men, and in another of three, who
were supposed to have run away from Port Macquarie,

and to have been unable to sustain the fatigues and priva-

tions to which they had subjected themselves. Instances

have occurred, in which men have run away, and lived for

some years among the Natives
;
but at length, they have be-

come so tired of savage life, as to return and give themselves

up. In general, the Blacks bring back runaways, but a few are

supposed still to be out among them, to the northward.

Absconding is not now common among the prisoners.

This is attributable to the encouragement given to good

conduct, by relaxation of sentence, and to the regulation,

which requires the time spent in the bush, to be made up,

before any indulgence, or freedom, by expiration of sentence,

is allowed.

10th. We again had religious inter’vuews Avith the pri-

soners and officers. Sixteen Blacks came to the Settle-

ment, and we presented them with some cotton handker-

chiefs, with which they seemed much pleased, and not less

so, with some Bananas, given them by the Commandant.
The Blacks here show less value for articles of European

manufacture, than those of some other parts of the Colony;

and though less contaminated by intercourse with white

people, they are CAudently less civilized
;

they, however,

find Sweet-potatoes, Maize, and other food, such as they

obtain from the military and officers, so much superior to

the roots they generally feed upon, in their native haunts, that

some of the males visit the settlement daily, to obtain

them.
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4th mo. 11th. We took a final leave of the Officers of

the Penal Settlement, and embarked on board the Com-
mandant’s gig, a fine boat of eight oars, to return to the

Isabella.

At the Lower Wharf, we took in two military officers,

one of whom was returning to Sydney. While waiting

for them, I went on shore, and saw, in the bush, a beau-

tiful, blue Plumbago, possibly P. capemis, which I believe

is not known as a native of N. S. Wales. As we crossed

the Bay, we saw great numbers of Pelicans, standing in a

line, at the water’s edge, on a sand-bank. One was also

fishing among shoals of Mullet, a migratory fish, probably

not the Mullet of the Northern Hemisphere, that is just

coming in from the sea, so thick, as to darken the water

;

out of which, they are so continually jumping, as to give

the idea, of a dance among the fishes ! but it is probably

a dance of terror, to elude the pursuit of their enemies,

the Porpoises and Sharks. The Blacks do not kill the

Porpoises, because they shew where there are fish to be

caught; but they value the flesh of another cetaceous ani-

mal, called here Youngon, the Dugong of India, Halicore

Dugong. This animal feeds on marine A’egetables
;

and is
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taken when it goes up narrow creeks, by means of nets,

skilfully made of the bark of various species of Hibiscus.

Moreton Bay is shut in from the sea, by three islands,

the northermost of which, is called Moreton Island, and

the xuiddle one. Amity or Stradbroke Island. On the north

point of the latter is the Pilot’s station. The forest about

this point, is formed of some species of Eucalyptus, Mela-

leuca, and Batiksia, with the Cypress-Pine, Callitris arenosa,

which forms a spreading tree, forty feet high, and eiglit

feet round. On the sandy flats, by the shore, Ipomcea

maritima, sends out long, straight shoots, to the extent

of many yards : it has large, pink, convolvulus-like blos-

soms, and curious, two-lobed leaves. It helps to bind

the sand together, as do also, the large, yellow-flowered

Hibbertia volubilis, and several maritime grasses. Although

H. volubilis is offensively fetid, in English green-houses,

I could never jierceive that it had any smell, either here,

or at Sydney. Some of the smaller sj^ecies of the ge-

nus, are offensive in Tasmania. Many interesting shells

are found upon the shores of this bay; among them, the

Crowned Melon Shell is much esteemed for its beauty.

The Blacks watch for it, and take it as the tide ebbs, before

it has time to bury itself in the sand, or they probe for

it, with a bone skewer, in the places where its track is seen.

The Blacks on Stradbroke Island, like those resorting

to Brisbane Town, are fine-pei’soned, in comparison with

those about Sydney. Some of them can speak a little

English. Their intercourse with the white people, at this

station, has not increased their virtue, but it has evidently

advanced them a few steps towards civilization, beyond

those of Brisbane Town. Pride produces its painful effects

among these people, as well as among those who profess civili-

zation and Christianity, among whom it is less tolerable. The
males of this tribe of Aborigines, ornament themselves, by
cutting their flesh, and keeping it from healing, till it forms

elevated marks. They cut nineteen ridges, that look like

ribs, right across their breasts, from the line of their arm-

pits, downwards. One man, about six feet high, had them
as wide as my thumb, and half as much elevated. Their

A A
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backs and thighs are thickly marked, with lighter, zigzag

lines, of great regularity. The right shoulder is marked
with lines, like epaulettes, and the left with irregular scars,

received in combat with stone-knives
;
with which, on such

occasions, they wound one another on the left shoulder,

left thigh, or left leg
;
considering it a point of honour not

to deface the ornamented portions of the frame ! Some
of them have curly hair, but others have it, lank, and wear

it tied up, often forming a knot at the top of the head,

and decorated with feathers. In this knot they stick their

bone skewers, and other implements
;

for being without

clothing, this is the only place in which they can carry an

implement not in the hand, except under the strips of skin

that they occasionally wear round their arms and loins.

12th. The wind not favouring our departure, we went

on shore, and had a religious interview with the White

people. We met them in the boat shed, which afforded

good accommodation, and was pleasantly cool for this al-

most tropical climate, in which the heat is still great, not-

withstanding the summer is past. A considerable number of

Blacks came also into the boat-shed, and as we could not

convey to them our sentiments of Christian good-will, in

words, we presented them with a few handkerchiefs. Some
of these useful articles were also given to the boat’s crew,

as an acknowledgment of their attentive services. Though
prisoners, they may be allowed to wipe the perspiration

from their faces with them
;
but so strict is the discipline,

that they would not be allowed to tie them round their

necks ! They are not allowed to wear any thing but the

slop clothing, provided Ijy the Government. Perhaps this

may be a good regulation, tending both to keep up the

feeling that they are prisoners, in consequence of their

crimes, and to prevent their stealing. Some of the soldiers

and prisoners, applied for tracts, which they received grate-

fully, along with a few books, including a testament.

They are very destitute of l)ooks, the only Bible I heard of,

at the station, belonged to the pilot.

The wind continuing adverse, I accompanied a party

from the Isabella, to Moreton Island, with a view of
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examining its vegetable productions. Bordering the sands,

there were a Sccevola, with brilliant, blue flowers, and

black berries, Iponma maritima, some of the shoots

of which, were fifty yards long, Canvallia Baueriana, a

kidney-bean-like plant, with rose coloured flowers, and

another leguminous plant, with yellow Ijlossoms, both of

W'hich, grow also on Norfolk Island, and several other

plants, with trailing stems. The part of the Island, that

I crossed, was sandy, with swamps and lagoons. Most of

it was covered with trees, such as CaUitris arenosus, a large

Tristania, Banksia cemula, and integrifolia, and Melaleuca

viridiflora, which attains a large size. Here, in sandy

places, Pandanus pedunculatus, a species of Screw Pine,

forms a singular tree, fifteen feet high. Its leaves, re-

semble those of the Pine-apple
;

its fruit, is as large as a

child’s head, yellow, and composed of clustered, oblong nuts,

fleshy at the base, which separate in attached groups, when
ripe. The fleshy part, is eaten by the Blacks; but it has

an unpleasant smell, and though sweetish, is rather acrid.

The trunk, is supported securely, by roots, that descend

from various parts of it, into the sand, and are as thick

and straight, as broom-sticks
;

they look rather like the

stays of a shijr. In returning from the west side of the

Island, my attention was diverted, by a multitude of butter-

flies, and by a large lizard; and after walking for sonje

time, I again, and again, found myself on the west coast.

Taking therefore my compass, I determined, to make my
way direct to my companions, whom I succeeded in reach-

ing, after some fatigue, by wading through a lagoon, and

crossing some steep sand-hills. The latter, were overgrown

by Myrtus tenuifolia, a Myrtle, of low stature, with narrow

leaves, and sweet, aromatic, white berries, spotted with

purple. These are the most agreeable, native fruit, I have

tasted in Australia; they are produced so abundantly, as

to afford an important article of food, to the Aborigines.

Near the east coast, there were a yellow Crotolaria, and
Lygodium microphyllum, a beautiful, climbing fern, also

Pferis escuJenta, and Blechnum cartUagineuin, ferns, the

roots of which, are eaten by the Blacks.

A A o
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On the shore, there were herds of crabs, covering many
acres of sand : they were globular, and about an inch in

diameter; their bodies roundish, and of a bluish colour,

and their legs long
;
they made a noise, like the pattering

of rain, while filing off, in all directions, to allow us to pass
;

in doing this, they scraped the sand into masses, like peas.

A few of them buried themselves, by a rotatory movement,
like their smaller allies seen at Circular Head, in V. D.
Land. The Moreton Island species is also found on the

shores of Port Jackson, but in much smaller numbers.

13th. We again Avent on shore at Amity Point, where

some of the Blacks were amusing themselves, during a rainy

portion of the day, with dancing. One of them beat two

of their Boomerings together, for music, and produced a

deafening clack. The men danced, or rather, stamped, to

the tune, often changing the position of their hands, and

using great exertion, till every part of their bodies and limbs

quivered : they chanted at the same time, with a loud voice,

and in this the women assisted, adding also to the noise liy

means of their hands. Once they sent the women out, that

they might not witness a dance, which had nothing about

it particularly striking
;

they also collected bushes, and

danced with them in their hands, and under their arms,

concealing themselves partly by them. They seemed to

enjoy this boisterous child’s-play, for such it greatly resem-

bled. If custom did not render people in some measure

blind to folly, many of the amusements practiced in circles

of society, considered highly civilized, might perhaps, seem

as absurd, and almost as barbarous. I consider the Society

of Friends to have made great advances in true civilization,

beyond the rest of the world, in having abandoned such

amusements, as well as in some other particulars. By this

abandonment, they also avoid much that is inimical to

Christian sobriety, and turn their relaxation into channels

more rational, and conducive to domestic happiness. I

believe no people in the world realize so much temporal

comfort as they. When the rain ceased, we walked to a

native village, on the coast. It consisted of a number of

huts, formed of arched sticks, and covered with tea-tree
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bark, so as to form weather-tight shelters, just high enough

to allow the inmates to sit upright in them, and equal in

comfort to the tilts, inhabited by the Gipsies, in England.

One of these is represented in the accompanying wood- cut.

Openings were left at their larger ends, opposite to which at

the outside, there were little fires, at which many of the

women were roasting fern-root. This, after it was roasted,

was held by one hand on a log of wood, while its whole

length was beaten, by a stone, held in the other hand, so

as to break the woody fibre. In this state it is eaten,

without removing the charred surface
;

its taste is something

like that of a waxy potato, but more gelatinous. In most
instances, there were a man and a woman in each hut, and

in some of them there were also a few children
;

but the

number of the children is small, in comparison with

what it is in the families of Europeans. Many of the

huts had shelters of leafy boughs placed so as to keep

off the wind. We were informed that these people had
several such villages on the Island

;
a,nd that they re-

sorted to one, or to another, according to the weather, the

season of the year, and the contiguity of food. At present

they are near the opening between Moreton and Stradbroke

Islands, depending chiefly on the shoals of Mullet for food. A
few weeks ago, they went further into the interior, collecting-

honey. At some seasons they resort to places producing

A A 3
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Avild fruits
;
and in Avet weather, to eleA’ated situations, con-

tiguous to those parts of the coast, abounding with oysters.

In these last situations, their huts are said to be large enough
for a man to stand up in.

Some of the natiAm dogs appeared to be in a half-domes-

ticated state, among the Aborigines. One was shot to-day,

by a sergeant, in the act of stealing his foAAds : he said the

AA'omen AA'oidd make great lamentation OAmr it. It Avas about

the size of a cur, but slenderer, and of a reddish colour.

14th. Our company again AA^ent to Moreton Island, to

fish, AA’ith a AueAv to economizing the stock of provisions.

The kinds they caught are knoAvn here, by the names of

Mullet, Pimbore, and Guard-fish. Pimbore is the natAe
name of a superior fish, larger than the Mullet of these

seas. We also picked up a feAV shells, and saw some
Gigantic Cranes and Fishing-eagles, a consideralile number
of Pelicans, and large flocks of CurleAvs, Terns, and Red-
bills. In the eyening, we again Ausited the village of the

Natives, on Stradbroke Island. One of them Avas busy,

tAvisting rushes, to make a dilly or bag. The base of the

rushes is of a pale colour,the portion included in the sheaths,

at the base, or just emerging from them, is of a pinky hue,

and the top green. By arranging the knots, so as to form

diagonal lines across the bag, the colours are brought into

a tasteful order, by these poor creatures, aa'Iio have been

erroneously represented as beloAV all other human beings in

capacity. In forming huts, and making nets and bags, and

various implements, those here excel their more southern

neighbours.

15th. We took a Avalk, along the inner shore of Strad-

broke Island. Here AA^e observed Hibiscus tiliaceus, AA'ith

its fine, yelloAV flowers, like those of Hollyhock, but

Avith crimson eyes, groAAnng to the size of a pear-tree
;

and near it, Edivarclsia nuda ? a pretty bush, Avith yel-

loAV floAvers, but inferior in beauty to the EdAAnrdsias of

New Zealand. On the muddy land, within the reach

of high tide, there Avas a small species of Jiliizophora,

or true Mangrove, and a Bruguiera, another shrub of a

nearty allied genus. The Mangrove resembles a thick-
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leaved Laurel, and has roots from its stem above ground,

like the stays of the mast of a ship : its fruit is about

an inch in diameter, and it vegetates, as it hangs on the

bush, and sends out a green radicle, about a foot long,

and swollen toward the pointed base
;

this, bearing the

germ on its top, drops from the fruit, and either sticks in

the mud, and vegetates, or floats in the sea, till landed on

some congenial spot, or till it perishes. The Bruxjmera

forms a fine bush, eight or ten feet high, and has the bell-

shaped cup to its evanescent petals, in substance, resembling

red-morocco leather, and cut into ten narrow segments.

Its mode of propagation is similar to the former, but its

radicle is shorter, and not swollen toward the base. These

gay, red-leather-like flowers, and long, green, spindle-like

radicles, were washed up abundantly on the shore, and till

I saw them growing, they puzzled me not a little.

16th. AVe took a walk ujion a part of the beach, where

the variety of shell-fish was great. The Rock Oysters were

attached to the portions of the various Mangroves, within

the influx of the sea. Drift Oysters were in large masses,

below the high-water mark
;
among them were various spe-

cies of Cyprcea, Cowrie, Conus, &c. Common and Pearl

Oysters were thinly scattered, lower down on the shore.

AAdiile walking on the beach, a native Black, who, in

answer to a question respecting his name, said “ Tommy
Green,” came dancing toward us, the picture of good na-

ture
;
he made signals to us to put on our shoes. This we

found, was to save our feet from being cut by fragments

of shells, in a mud-flat, which we were about to cross, and

in which there were a large Pinna, a sort of wedge-shaped

Muscle, and a strange thing, without a head, somewhat
like a lady’s riding whip, as well as many other creatures,

of unusual form, that might reward the investigation of a

diligent naturalist. By the insti’uction of our black friend,

we obtained specimens of a large Cardium, or Cockle

;

the impressions of the margin of the shells of which, were

visible on the sand under which it was buried.

On our return, two Natives were fighting, at the village.

One of them, according to their custom, had seized a
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woman from another tribe^ for a wife, and had been chal-

lenged by one of her connexions. The combatants, wore

white fillets round their heads, and had boomerings in their

belts, and wooden shields, and waddies, in their hands

;

with the latter, after some fencing, they gave each other

heavy lilows, upon the head. They then retreated a few

paces, but maintained a vociferous contest, in which, the

women of the village joined. It was painful, to witness

this affray, which we could not interfere, to put an end to,

on account of not knowing their language. At length,

to our great relief, a shoal of mullet was announced. The
people took their nets, and hastened to the beach

;
and

when there were no abettors, the contest ceased, and the

company, belonging our boat, who had been standing in

the rain, to witness this painful spectacle, no longer delayed

returning on board the Isabella. It is said, the battles

sometimes become very general, on occasions of this sort,

Imt that they are seldom attended by loss of life. Several of

the men, at this time, were armed with spears, and boome-
rings

;
and seemed only to wait, for a little more excitement,

to join in the combat
;

others, paid little attention to the

fight, and one continued, quietly buildiiig a hut, notwith-

standing, the combatants were often close by him.

On the borders of Moreton Bay, into which, several small

rivers discharge themselves, there are said to be four tribes

of Natives, of about one hundred each. Those, about Point

Skirmish, to the northward, are reported, to be remarkably

pugnacious, and cruel. Possibly, they may have been

influenced by runaway prisoners. The ornaments, of those

we met with, were necklaces, of short pieces of reed, pieces

of nautilus, or other pearly shell, feathers, and bands of

kangaroo sinews, or of opposum-fur : of the latter mate-

rial, some of the female children wore short, fringe aprons.

They smear their bodies, with charcoal, pijie-clay, or

ruddle, and grease. Some of them, are affected with

disease, said to have been communicated, from an American
Whaler

;
but most of them seem, healthy, and robust.

While in Moreton Bay, we were surprised, by hearing

the Blacks call biscuits. Five Islands. This we learned.
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arose from some men^ who, several years ago, were driven

from the part of the Illawarra coast, called the Five Islands,

having held np biscuits, to the Blacks, and said. Five

Islands, in the hope, of learning from them, the direction

of their lost home. The Blacks, however, mistook this,

for the name of the biscuits, and hence have continued

to call them by this name. The lost men remained among

the Natives, for several years, and were kindly treated.

At length, they were brought away, by a vessel that put

in here, and subsequently, one of them was returned hither,

as a prisoner.

17th. The weather having become more favourable, the

anchor was up, at an early hour; we parted from Lieut.

Otter, the officer, whose duty it was, to see the vessel

off, and who had shewn us much kind attention, and

soon crossed the bar, by a shallow passage. At sea, the

wind was adverse, and the rolling of the vessel, was such,

as to produce much sickness. This continued to be the

case, till the 20th, when we had a fine breeze, and were

off Port Macquarie
;
but the sea was too high, to admit of

our being put on shore there, without risk to the vessel.

In the night of the 22nd, there were violent squalls, and

in the morning, a gale commenced. We were then to the

south of Port Jackson, having been unable to make the

land. In standing off, during the night, we were driven

by a current, to the north, so that in the morning, we were

off the mouth of the Hunter River.

The gale continuing, and our provisions being reduced to

four days consumption, we concluded to run for Newcastle,

in Port Hunter. On coming opjDosite the port, a gun was

fired, and a signal made, which was answered by one that

perplexed us, signifying that the tide had begun to ebb.

We therefore again beat off the land
;

but on referring to

the tables, it was found that the ebb could not have com-
menced, and that the tide would yet flow for several hours ;

we therefore again approached the shore, fired another gun,

and made another signal, shewing that the vessel belonged

the Government. This was answered by one such as we
desired, and quickly by a second, indicating that the pilot
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had left the shore to board us
;

he soon reached the vessel,

and made an excuse for the wrong signal, that was not

very satisfactory
;

but under his jirompt directions, we beat

into Port Hunter, tacking first to one side, and then to the

other, close to the breakers, until we reached a place of

safety, under a natural, though imperfect breakwater, termi-

nated by an islet, called The Knobljy. The Tidewaiter, and

another officer, soon hoarded us to know our business
;

and

after they, with our captain, and our fellow passenger, had

gone on shore, we mustered such of the people as inclined to

meet witli us, to whom we read a chapter, and addressed some
counsel. It was far from a bright time, and there is reason

to fear, that more of a disposition to murmur, at the priva-

tions that had been endured, existed among them, than of

one to give God thanks for the unmerited mercies, continued

to us, and by which we had now been delivered from being

driven to sea, in a famishing state. Last night the topping-

lift of our mizen sail broke, when two men were on the

boom, which swung over the side, but they kept their hold,

and escaped injury. Another man received a severe bruise

by it, and would have gone overboard, had not his leg got

jammed between a water-cask and the bulwark. This poor

fellow, though now unal)le to turn in bed from the injury,

seemed thankful for his escape from a watery grave
;

from

which, in a dark night, with a high sea, he could not have

been rescued, had he been precipitated into the ocean.

25th. The gale continuing we went on shore, and were

kindly welcomed by George Brooks, the Colonial Surgeon.

Newcastle in New South Wales, like the town in England

from which it is named, is famous for the j^roduction of

coal
;
but Newcastle in N. S. Wales, is only a village of

about forty houses, inclusive of a jail, a hospital and mili-

tary barracks. It stands at the mouth of the Hunter River,

on a sand-stone promontorj^, on the point of which, there

is a lighthouse. The harbour is not of easy access
;

the

river, which is shallow in this part, widens beyond it, and

forms several channels, separated by low. Mangrove islands.

There being no prospect of the Isabella getting to sea again

for a few days, we embarked in the Ceres steamer in the
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evening, but the sea proved too high for her to proceed, and

she put hack to Newcastle about midnight.

26th. Most of the day was spent with our kind friend

the Surgeon, in company with a gentleman in the Survey de-

partment and a settler, who were, like ourselves, delayed here

by the storm. In a walk, we passed the burial ground, in

which a detachment of an ironed-gang was at work, under

an overseer, and three sentries. These men had been oc-

cupied here about a month, in making improvements, that a

quarter of their number of industrious men, would have

effected in the same time. Work without wages proceeds

slowly, by a natural consequence that is not at all reversed,

by the work being imposed as the punishment of crime.

The state of the weather rendering it unlikely we should l)e

able to proceed to Sydney for some days, we concluded to

visit Ebenezer, on Lake Macquarie, where Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld is employed by the Government, as a Mission-

ary to the Al^origines, With this view we engaged as our

guide Beerabahn, or M’Gill, a tall, intelligent man, the chief

of the tribe of Blacks resorting thither.

27th. We set out with our black conductor, who could

speak a little English, and one of his countrymen named
Boatman or Boardman. These people had contracted a

debasing appetite for strong drink, which was often given

them by the military and other persons, perhaps from

mistaken notions of kindness. Boatman some years after-

wards, lost his life in a drunken fray.

ALGill was dressed in a red-striped shirt, not very clean,

a pair of ragged trowsers, and an old hat. Suspended

from his neck, by a brass chain, he had a half-moon-shaped,

brass breastplate, with his native and English name, and a

declaration of his kingly dignity, engraven upon it: his nose

and part of his cheeks were besmeared with ruddle, but he

had few cuttings upon his flesh : he carried one of our

bundles, and took a young dog upon his shoulder, on this

journey, of twenty-si& miles through the bush. In passing

his hut, he stripped off his shirt, which he left behind to

avoid encumbrance. Boatman, who is represented in the

accompanying wood-cut, in the act of throwing a spear, by
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means of a womera, an implement used to increase the

impetus, wore a ragged, blue jacket, and trowsers. On the

way through the bush, our guides stopped to seek wild

honey, but without success. Sometimes the Blacks capture

bees, and stick small pieces of feather to them, with gum; this

makes them fly heavily, and enables their pursuers to watch

them in their flight, until they reach their nests. Many of the

open places in the forest, abounded with Gigantic-lily
;
the

flower stems of which rise from 10 to 20 feet high. These

stems are roasted, and eaten by the Aborigines, who cut them

for this purpose, wdien they are about a foot and a half

high, and thicker than a man’s arm. The Blacks also roast

the roots, and make them into a sort of cake, which they

eat cold : they likewise roast and pound the seeds of Zamta

spiralis, and then place the mass for two or three weeks.
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in water, to take out the bitter principle, after which it

is eaten. !M‘Gill thought potatoes were better than most

vegetables they used : he said, the Blacks, in this neigh-

bourhood, had ‘^thrown away” the use of fern-root. These

people find maize, potatoes, bread, and other articles pro-

duced by the industry of white people, so much better than

their own native articles of diet, that they stay much about

the habitations of the European population, and do little

jobs, for which they get these articles in return : they also

find this kind of provision more certainly to be relied upon,

which induces them to keep near to the usurpers of their

country, notwithstanding the abuse and indignity they some-

times meet with, and their liability to be fired upon, if

seen helping themselves among the growing Indian corn.

The sun had just set, when we reached the residence of

L. E. Threlkeld and his numerous family, from whom
we received a kind welcome.

28th. L. E. Threlkeld has applied himself diligently to

attaining the language of the Aborigines, and reducing it

to writing, compiling a grammar, preparing a translation of

the Gospel according to Luke, and some smaller selections

from Scripture, also a vocabulary. He has been employed

several years in the mission, in which he has been unas-

sisted by any other Missionary. He has had, at the same
time, to provide for his own family, which now consists of

nine children, and is living on his own land, a portion of

which he has cleared, with much labour. In the afternoon,

we walked to a woody point, extending into the lake, which
is twenty-five miles long, and seven broad, and has a nar-

row opening into the sea. Some Blacks were fishing, to

whom L. E. Threlkeld spoke a few words, in reference to

the Deity, to which they attended with gravity.

29th. We accompanied L. E. Threlkeld, in a boat, rowed
by three Blacks, to the site of the old missionary station,

at the head of the Lake, where we landed on a fine seam
of coal. This station was abandoned some years ago, by
the London Missionary Society, on account of its expense,

and the misrepresentations of persons who had never been
upon the spot

; and thus an opportunity vus lost for
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benefiting the Blacks, such as will never occur again in this

part of N. S. Wales. Those who were collected here, have

become dispersed among the settlers, toward Newcastle;

and through the acquired love of strong drink, and other

causes, such as occasion Black men “ to fade away,” have

become greatly diminished in numher. The Natives obtain

fish and oysters in the lake
;
which they exchange for flour,

tobacco, &c. In the forest, at the north end of the lake, the

variety of trees is considerable
;
among them is Achras aus-

tralis, which hears a fruit like an inferior j^lum : its seeds are

something, in form, like the handle of a gimlet, but are

pointed and polished. The Blacks scratch various figures

ujion them, and amuse themselves by guessing what the

figure is, on the one held in the hand of another person.

30th. Was very rainy : it was spent in examining

into the labours of L. E. Threlkeld, which have been very

persevering and disinterested. He has succeeded in im-

parting to the Blacks, some general ideas respecting the

Deity and the responsibility of man
;

but so far as yet

appears, without that effect by which, under the influence

of the divine Spirit, such knowledge becomes practical, in

leading to repentance and faith in Christ. We have come
to the conclusion, that no impediment exists, to the Abo-
rigines of New South Wales becoming civilized, or re-

ceiving the Gospel, beyond what applies to other tribes

of human beings, destitute of civilization. In these, the

wandering habits, induced by living on the wild produce

of the earth, are uncongenial to the settlement requi-

site for instruction
;

hut this might he overcome, esjie-

cially in the rising generation. But there have been im-

pediments of another class, in New South Wales, such as

the demoralizing influence of the white population, and

the prejudices of Ijenevolent persons, who had given way to

discouragement, in consequence of individual Blacks, who
had been brought up among the Whites, returning to their

own triljes. This circumstance has arisen from the feeling

that such had, that they were looked down upon as black

men among Whites
;
while they were looked up to, Ijecause

of their enlarged knowledge, among their own people. The
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amount of the Black population of Australia has been a

subject of much variety of opinion
;
but it has probably

been greatly over-rated. On comparing the number of Abo-

rigines, known to exist between Batmans Bay and Port Mac-

quarie, with the whole extent of N. S. Wales, and this with

the whole of Australia, making large allowance for the reduc-

tion of the tribes, by European influence, and doubling the

amount for contingences, we came to the conclusion, that the

whole Black population of Australia, probably did not exceed

flfty thousand
;
and nothing that we subsequently saw in

Southern or Western Australia altered our impression on

this subject.

5th mo. 1st. We were present during the season devoted

to public worship, in the mission family, in which oppor-

tunity was afforded us, for the exjiression of what was upon

our minds. It is seldom that any of the Blacks are present

on these occasions. Among the marks of improvement, in

regard to civilization, exhibited by the Natives of this

neighbourhood, none of whom can be said to remain per-

manently here, may be noticed, their wearing clothes, and

their consequent abandonment of the practice of ornamenting

themselves by cutting their flesh
;

their ceasing to knock

out a tooth, on their youths attaining to manhood
5

their

intelligence and friendly feeling toward the white population,

and their willingness to do little turns of work, for rewards

in flour, tobacco, clothing, &c.

2nd. Taking leave of Ebenezer, L. E. Threlkeld con-

veyed us in a boat, to the head of the lake
;
from whence

we proceeded by a road, originally cut from the old mission-

ary station to Newcastle, through forest of Red Gum, Ango-

phora lanceolata, Apple-tree, A. augustifolia, Iron Bark,

Stringy Bark, Blood-tree, Bastard Box, Spotted Gum, and
other species of the genus Eucalyptus. About two miles

from Newcastle, there is a singular spring of water, that

rises a few inches above the surface of the ground, inside of

the trunk of a Spotted Gum-tree, a root of which has proba-

bly tapped the spring : the water is accessible by an inversely

heart-shaped hole in the tree, and occasionally flows out

in wet weather. The beautiful Blandfordia grandiflora.
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with yellow, bell-shaped, lily-like flowers, was growing

in the forest, along with many other jjretty plants. In

the course of our walk, we fell in with some regiments of

hairy caterpillars, following one another in long lines, the

head of each, except the first, touching the tail of the one

before it. A friend of mine told me, that once, on meet-

ing some of these caterpillars, traversing a rock, he directed

the head of the first, with a stick, to the tail of the last,

and they continued following one another in a circle, for

several hours, without seeming to discover the trick that

had been played upon tbem! Our sable guides were joined

on the way through the forest, by another of their tribe,

whose name was Macquarie, and we saw several other par-

ties, passing backward and forward. They sometimes amused

themselves and us, by throwing their boomerings, which

made circuits, almost like the flight of birds. On reaching

Newcastle, they received their wages in bread, tea, sugar,

and tobacco. This kind of pa3unent, thej^ seemed to under-

stand better than one in money
;
of which it has not been

the policy of the settlers to teach them the value
;

more from seeing that they appreciated more readily the

worth of useable commodities, than from an intention to

keep them in ignorance of a point, that would have been

desirable for them to understand, in order to save them
from imposition, in regard to the value of their own la-

bour.—In the afternoon, we embarked on board the Ceres,

a fine vessel, Imilt on the Williams River, canying two

engines, each of forty horse power, and once more put to

sea, with a contrary wind.

3rd. We landed at Sydney, after a rough passage of

sixteen hours, and were kindly welcomed by our friends.

The Isabella, on Ijoard of which was our luggage, arrived

before us, having beaten up, against the wind, in three

days.
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5th mo. 7th* We had the satisfaction of hearing of our

dear friends, D. and C. Wheeler, through the medium of

a letter from Charles BarfF, to William P. Crook, of this

place, dated “ Huaine, Jan. 19th, 1836;” he says, “I men-
tioned in my last, that I accompanied Mr. Daniel Wheeler

and Son, to Pora Pora, as interpreter. The Natives listened

with profound attention, to their pious, pointed, and Scrip-

tural addresses.”

8th. Very wet. Only seven persons were at our meet-

ing in the morning, and eight in the afternoon. Both were

silent seasons, except that I gave expression to a few sen-

tences in prayer, in the morning.—Our black guides, M'^Gill

and Boatman, called to see us. They are in town, in con-

sequence of the trial of some Aborigines, to whom, on
behalf of the Government, in conjunction with L. E. Threl-

keld, McGill acts as interpreter. We gave them some arti-

cles of clothing, with which they were much pleased.—These
poor creatures called upon us several times afterwards, du-

ring their stay in Sydney. They were mostly in a state of

excitement, from strong drink
;
which they are easily per-

suaded to take. The Blacks are not like the same people,

B B
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when in towns, as they are, when remote from places where

they are incited to vice, into which many of the white

population take a pleasure in leading them.

12th. The week-day meeting was very small. To me it

was a season of comfort, notwithstanding a prevailing sense

of my own weakness and poverty. The clear perception

of these, is the direct work of the Holy Spirit. If we have

any just sense of the state of man before his Maker, it

must be of his helplessness, and that, without Christ, the

best of men can do nothing for the glory of God, the

edification of one another, or the salvation of their own
souls. It is by waiting upon God, in the depth of humil-

iation, that we have tlie evidence confirmed to us, from

season to season, of being reconciled to him, through the

death of his Son, and know a union, one with another, and

with Christ, and through him, with the Father. It is thus

that we experience, the fulfilment of that, for which our

holy Redeemer prayed, not for his immediate disciples

alone, but for all who should believe on him, through their

word: That they all may be one, as tbou Father,” said

he, “ art in me, and I in thee
;

that they also may be one

in us “ that they may be one, even as we are one
;

I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in

one.”—John xvii., 21, 22, 23.

13th. In consequence of the decease of a child belong-

ing to parents, one of whom was brought up among Friends,

and has a religious objection to the modes of burial, in

common use, and who could not, on that account, attend

the interment of her own babe, we made an application

to the Governor, for a burial place for Friends, in the land

reserved for Burial Grounds, adjacent to Sydney. This re-

quest was afterwards granted.

14th. On behalf of a reformed prisonei*, who has for some
time been associated with us, in religious fellowship, we
remitted to the persons who prosecuted him, the sum of

£20, toward the expense they incurred in the prosecution.

19th. At the suggestion of my Brother, who has kindly

taken care of my temporal concerns during my absence,

I made some needful provisions, by a codicil, in my will.
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I have often regretted not having brought a copy of this

document with me, as I cannot recollect with certainty

its contents. When in England, it was my practice to

read it once a year, to see that it was according to my
mind and conscience; and more than once, I have seen

occasion to alter it. Before I had a proper wdll made, I

was a few times unwell, Avhen from home
;
and though fa-

voured with peace in looking toward eternity, I was never-

theless uncomfortable at not having a satisfactory will. It

is well to attend to such subjects in proper season, and to

remember, that in the Day of Judgment, account will

as surely have to be rendered, for the right use, and the

disposal, that has been made of the talent of property, as

for that of any other talent.

24th. We received a call from L. E. Threlkeld, who is

about to return to Lake Macquarie. The Black wdio was

tried lately, was acquitted, and some others have lieen dis-

charged. In the course of this trial, one of the barbarous,

white evidences, stated in o^oen court, that he considered

the Blacks as no more than the beasts of the field. This

is a sentiment too prevalent among many of the Whites of

the Colony. The presiding Judge exj^ressed his abhorrence of

sueh a sentiment, and his conviction, that they were human
beings, responsible before God, in whose sight, killing them
was as truly murder as killing human beings of any other de-

scription : he stated also, that they were responsible to the

laws of the Colony, and must be protected by them
;
and

said he was glad, that through the medium of a respectable

Missionary, their causes were capable of being pleaded in

that Court.

27th. On visiting the Bible Society’s Depot, to obtain

an Irish Bible, for an old Hibernian, in the interior, both

the Depository and myself were at a loss, among the va-

riety of languages, in strange character, to distinguish the

Irish. This difficulty was at length overcome, by reference

to the word. New Testament, in forty-eight languages,

forming the frontispiece to Bagster’s Polymicron New Tes-
tament. This circumstance suggested, that the name of

the language in whieh each Bible was printed, might be

B B 2
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advantageously introduced, in English, in the titlepages of

foreign Bibles.

6th mo. 12th. Since returning to Sydney, we have been

much occupied in sending books, and tracts to persons

whom we visited in our late journey. In the prospect of

again leaving this place, for a season, we felt a debt of

Christian love toward the inhabitants, which it seemed time

to endeavour to discharge, by inviting them to a meeting

for public worshiji, which was held this morning. I was

much oppressed in it, by a sense of a lamentable want of a

true hungering and thirsting after righteousness, in the con-

gregation, among whom there were nevertheless some pious

persons. I bad to address them on the passage, “ It is a

fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.” At
the conclusion, notice was given of the hours of meeting,

on First and Fifth-days. At three o’clock about thirty

persons assembled, with whom we sat an hour and a half

in silence. My own state was one of great emptiness, and

under such circumstances, I dared not to attempt expres-

sion, much as the people seemed to need religious instruc-

tion. Tracts were distributed at the close of the meetings.

14th. Being furnished with letters of introduction, from

our kind friend, the Colonial Secretary, to several settlers

on the Hunter River, we sailed by the Ceres steamer, for

Maitland, and had a fine passage, the sea being so smooth

as scarcely to give motion to the vessel.

15th. About five o’clock in the morning, the steamer

anchored at Newcastle. After waiting an hour for daylight,

it proceeded up the Hunter, to the Green Hills or Morpeth,

the port of the embryo town of Maitland, which is about

twenty miles from Newcastle, by land, and forty by water.

The Hunter is here of considerable width
;

its banks are

low, alluvial land, but little of which is cleared. A thick

scrub, containing a variety of trees and shrubs, extends to

the water’s edge. Some of the trees are clad with shaggy

Lichens, and many of them support the Golden Mistletoe,

and a species of Loranthus. The Elkshorn Ye.rn, Acrosticimi

alcicorne, which in Port Jackson, generally grows on decom-

posing, sandstone rocks, forms here protuberant girdles.
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round the trunks of trees^ among the branches of which

Ipomcea pendula, and Marsdenia frayram, are striking climb-

ers. Water-fowl are numerous, near the bushy islands, at

the mouth of tlie river, especially Pelicans. The Williams

River and the Paterson, both of which are navigable, join

the Hunter from the north. In proceeding uji the river,

the depression of the waters, before the packet, occasioned

by the elevation produced behind, by the action of the

paddles, made the reeds of the margin, bow to our

approach, with an amusing regularity.—Maitland is about

three miles from Green Hills : it consists of a considerable

number of houses, scattered by the sides of a soft road, for

upwards of two miles, some of which are substantially built

of brick. We found good accommodation at an hotel,

betvreen Green Hills and Maitland. There are also several

decent inns in the town. We had been told, that we should

find a large proportion of the inhabitants of this place,

drunken with rum and prospei'ity
;
and this description was

not without ground, in regard to many
;

for the place has

of late, become one of importance, in traffic between the

coast and the interior, and at the time of our visit, devoted-

ness to the world, and drunkenness, were awfully prevalent.

16th. We made several calls in the town; in which a

considerable number of the native Blacks, were working for

the inhabitants, as hewers of wood and drawers of water.

We also visited the Jail, a place of temporary confinement,

till the prisoners are examined and transferred to Newcastle

:

it consists of a few cells, enclosed within a high, wooden
fence, and is said to be sometimes so crowded, that prisoners

have to be brought into the yard to avoid suffocation.

17th. At sunset, several Night Hawks, in flight resembling

owls, were soaring in various directions. Plovers were crj^-

ing, and frogs croaking in the marshes. Large Bats, called

Flying Foxes, are common in this neighbourhood. It is

now nearly mid-winter, but the frost has scarcely touched

the leaves of the Pumpkins and Potatoes, and the second crop

of Maize is not yet fully harvested. The springing wheat is

beautifully green, and the “brushes,” on the sides of the river,

scarcely vary from the verdure of summer, except in the
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yellowness of the foliage of Melia Azedarach. The evenings

and mornings are chilly, but the middle of the day is as

warm as that of an English summer, and Swallows are

numerous.

19th. We had a meeting in the Court House, and not-

withstanding the roads are very soft, from late rains, about

150 persons assembled; to whom, after a considerable period

of silent waiting upon God, we were enabled to bear a clear

testimony to the truth, with expressions of earnest desire,

that our auditors might become individually acquainted with

the blessings, proposed to mankind in the Gospel. In the

afternoon, w'e visited an ironed-gang, employed on the roads,

under a military guard
; we found them locked up in their

caravans, out of which only one-third were allowed to come
at a time, for exercise. When locked in, only half of them

can sit up, on the ends of the platforms, on which half of them

sleep
;

the rest must sit back, with their legs at a right-

angle with their bodies. On our arrival, they were all turned

out, counted, and then marched to a place, at a short dis-

tance, where they stood, with the guard of soldiers, under

arms, behind them. After a pause, we addressed them, invit-

ing their attention to the convictions of the Holy Spirit,asthe

witness in their own minds, against sin; by neglecting which,

they had fallen into transgression before God and man,

until they had been permitted to commit the sins which had

brought them into grievous bondage, among their fellow-

men
;
when, if they had attended to this warning voice of

the Most High, they would, on the other hand, have been

led to repentance, and faith in Christ, and through him,

would have become of the number of his reconciled and

obedient children, free from the bondage of Satan. They
were invited to turn at the reproofs of instruction, as at

the voice of Him who desires not that any should jierish.

In commenting on the passage, “ Eye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things

Avhich God hath prepared for them that love him
;

but God
hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit; for the Spirit

searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God ;” it was

mentioned, by way of illustration, that our ideas of all
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things, are liable to be very defective, till we see or feel

them; that thus, though themselves might have heard of

the sufferings of prisoners, they had had a very defective

idea of them, till they felt them
;
and though they might

have seen men in chains, they had had a very imperfect

notion of the suffering of this punishment, till they felt it

;

and that so, likewise, though of an opposite nature, the

blessings of the Gospel required to be felt, to be understood.

These comments excited a significant assent, in the counte-

nances, and movements of the heads of the prisoners,

expressive of their sense of the suffering under which they

have brought themselves, by having multiplied their offences,

so as to incur the extra-coercive discipline, of this part of

our penal laws.

20th. Was occupied in connexion with a lecture, on

temperance, held in the Court House, in the evening. The
evils of strong- drink seem scarcely to haA"e claimed the

notice of the people here, notwithstanding they suffer griev-

ously under them.

21st. We travelled westward through open, grassy forest,

toward Harpers Hills, where another ironed-gang is sta-

tioned. In the evening, we vrere overtaken by a settler,

professing with the Church of Rome, who kindly invited

us to his house, and readily assembled his family and ser-

vants, in order that we might express to them our Christian

desire for their present and eternal welfare.

22nd. In the morning, we had an interview with the

Ironed-gang, at Harpers Hills, who were working on the

road, at a place where, I think, there were marine fossils,

sparingly imbedded in basalt. The officer in charge, pro-

mised to send me some, to Sydney; but those received from
him, had evidently come out of an argillaceous rock, and
seemed to have been selected on account of their beauty.

We pursued our route for a few miles further, along the

course of the Hunter River, which here flows through a

rich, alluvial vale, in some places sjoreading into extensive

flats, and in others narrowed by ranges of hills, which, in

the distance, rise to mountains of three or four thousand
feet high. The whole country is still one vast wood, except
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here and there, a patch of a few hundreds of acres, where

the forest has yielded to the axe. In the evening, we
reached Dalwood, the dwelling of a pious and hospitable

settler, by whom we were kindly welcomed.

23rd. We proceeded to Kirkton, the residence of a

settler, who has a considerable vineyard. In the course

of the day, we saw a Kangaroo, an animal that has become
scarce in the settled parts of N. S. Wales; where flocks

of sheep, and herds of cattle, now consume the thin grass

of the continuous forests. Kennedia ovata, a blue, pea-

flowered climber
;
a species of Tecoma, or Trumpet-flower,

with small, pale blossoms and bright leaves; Sicyos australis,

a little plant of the Cucumber tribe
;
Nicotiana imdulata,

a species of Tobacco, with flowers, that are fragrant in an

evening
;
a species of Hemp, possibly Cannabis indica, and

several other striking plants, were growing on the banks

of the Hunter.

24th. Continuing our walk, we passed the dwellings of

several considerable settlers, and crossed Patricks Plains,

an extensive flat, partially cleared, with some small scat-

tered houses upon it. At the further end of the plain, the

Hunter is fordable, close to a little rising town, called Dar-

lington, where we were kindly received by a family of the

name of Glennie. From Darlington, we proceeded over

low, gravelly hills, thinly covered with grass, to Dulwich,

where, as well as on other parts of our journey, we were

received with hospitality.

25th. We passed through a beautiful, park-like pro-

perty, called Ilavensworth, belonging to a gentleman in

Sydney. Oranges were ripe in the garden, but the crop

was thin, from continued drought. The rains nearer the

coast, have scarcely reached this part of the country. Be-

tween this place and Muscle Brook, our route lay over

sandy, gravelly, poor, clay hills, thinly clothed with grass

and Iron-bark trees, and with some other species of Eu-
calyptus, and the Forest-oak. The town reserve, of Muscle

Brook, is marked by a small, weatherboard inn. Near this

place, we came again upon the rich, alluvial soil of the

Hunter, and a few miles farther, reached Arthurs Vale, a
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large farming establishment, belonging to Henr\" Dumaresq,

by whom we had been recommended to the kind notice

of his agent. This morning, the country was white with

hoar frost, but a swallow flew into the house at Dulwich,

and took a fly off the ceiling.

25th. We had some religious service with the family of

the agent, and the prisoner-servants of the establishment,

in which their attention was directed to the teaching of the

Holy Spirit, by which alone, the truth of the Gospel can

be practically understood. The prisoner-sen^ants were nu-

merous, and under excellent management. The greater

proportion of them are lodged in ten, neat cottages, with

gardens attached. The wives of several of those, of good

conduct, have been permitted to join their husbands. The
cottages of the married people, present a neater ajD-

pearance, than those in which the different classes of

single men reside. Classifying the single men, and placing

the married men with their wives and families, and at the

same time, maintaining a good superintendence over the

whole, has a decidedly beneficial effect upon them
;
and were

they brought to entire abstinence from intoxicating drinks,

much might reasonably be expected in regard to moral re-

formation.

27th. We proceeded to St. Aubins, the residence of

William Dumaresq, from whom we received a most kind
welcome. This estalilishment is conducted on a similar

plan to that at Arthurs Vale, and with similarly bene-
ficial results. In this family we met a pious person,
much interested in the state of the female Convicts,
and who, since her return to England, has published an
intelligent, little volume respecting them, entitled “ The
Prisoners of Australia.” In the course of our journey, we
crossed the Hunter, at a shallow ford, and passed over a
series of low hills, covered with thin, grassy herbage, and
open forest, of small trees. Among the trees were species
of Eucahjjjtms, known in the Colony as Box, and Bastard
Box. Lotus australis,\,At\\ pink or white, vetch-like blossoms,
was scattered, in pretty tufts, among the thin herbage. The
quantity of rain that falls in this part of the country, is
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often very small, in proportion to the evaporation. The
grain crops are consecpiently, too uncertain to be calcu-

lated upon. Few settlers aim at growing more wheat than

may support their own establishments. Sheep form the

great object of the attention of the settler of the Upper
Hunter

;
and far beyond this district, they are extensively

fed, on the open tract, called Liverpool Plains. The flocks

consist of about 400 each ; several of these flocks are often

folded at one place, the folds being slightly separated by

a few rails. The sheep are counted into the folds, and

committed to the charge of a night-watchman, to be pro-

tected from thieves and wild dogs : in the morning, they are

re-counted to the respective shepherds, who travel with

them, several miles, in the course of the day over the thin

pasturage.

28th. The night was very cold. In the morning, the

adjacent mountains were covered with snow, a jflienomenon

that had not occurred in this part of the country, for a long

period. Snow also fell in Sydney at this time, which it

is said not to have done previously, for more than thirty

years. After having a religious interview with the family

and establishment, at this place, we walked in the direction

of Mount Wingen, or the Burning Hill, a pseudo-volcano,

distant about fourteen miles. It would have been interest-

ing to have visited this and some other objects of curiosity,

had our time admitted, but as our object was to visit the

people, we were not disposed to go out of our way, even to

see the wonders of creation, unless when delayed at a place

longer than was necessary for the primary object. But

when the wonders and beauties of creation, fell in our way,

we counted it a privilege, to be able to admire them, and

to remember that “ our Father made them all.”

29th. Not apprehending it to be our duty to proceed

further in this direction, we returned by way of Henry

Dumaresq’s house, at St. Helliers, to Arthurs Vale, and

from thence, on the 30th, we crossed through i the forest,

to llavensworth, using the compass and a map to direct

our course. When the weather was clear, we more fre-

quently resorted to the sun and a watch, than to the
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compass for this purpose. The country about St. Aubins,

is on porphyritic rock
;
about Arthurs Vale it is on Sand-

stone.

7th mo. 1st. On leaving Ravensworth, we were assisted

with horses, in fording the Hunter. We continued our

journey on foot, passing the habitations of some settlers, to

Cock-fighters-bridge, on the Wollombi Rhmlet; where we
were hospitably entertained, at the hoirse of a person belong-

ing the Surv^ey Department, under whose charge, a party of

prisoners were employed in the erection of a bridge.

2nd. The Bridge-party here, were lodged in huts of

split timber. The numerous fissures in the walls of which,

admitted much air
;
but fires were allowed, to keep out the

frost. The men had only one blanket each, in which they

slept, on large sheets of bark, put up like berths in a

ship. No religious instruction was provided for these

men, nor any suitable occupation, for the first day of the

week. Bibles were distributed among them about three

years ago, but none are now to be found. Men in such

situations often take to card-playing, or other demoralizing

occupation, to fill u]3 vacant time. In some places in these

Colonies, they have been known to convert the leaves of

their Bibles into cards, and to mark the figures upon
them with blood and soot ! After a religious interview

with these people, we returned to Darlington, and again

met a kind recej^tion from the Glennies.

3rd. At eleven o’clock, we walked about two miles, to

the school-house, which we found a miserable slab-building,

in a ruinous condition, with seats fixed into the ground,

much exposed to the weather, and without doors or windows.
By half-past twelve, about twenty-five persons had assem-
bled, among whom were some of the more respectable

settlers of the neighbourhood
;

to whom we were strength-

ened to point out the way of life.” We learned that the

Presbyterian Minister, from Maitland, was in this neigh-

bourhood to-day, and that he had only the family in whose
house he preached, as a congregation. The indisposition

of people to think of eternal things, which is increased by
the approximation of the races, at Maitland, and the want
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of a convenient place to assemble in, were probably the

chief causes of the smallness of our congregations.

We arrived at Maitland, on the 5th. On re-visiting a

settler on the road, he told us, that he had long leaned a

little toward the Society of Friends, although his acquaint-

ance with them had been small, but that he had not sup-

posed their ^irinciples to be so decidedly scrijotural, as he

now had found they were, on reading some of the tracts

that we had given him.

6th. Maitland was in a state of great excitement yester-

day, from the races, and to-day, from a large sale of live

stock, belonging to the Australian Agricultural Company.

From rain, and the treading of the cattle on the rich soil

of the road, through the eastern part of the town, it had

become so eut up, as to make a journey to the post-office,

distant from our inn, one mile and a half, a difficult task.

I succeeded in effecting it, and returning, in two hours.

8th. On exjiostulating with a store-keejoer, against his

practice of selling spirits, the evil of which he acknowledged,

as well as, that temporal and eternal injury might acerue

to his family, through this means
;
he pleaded the necessity

of doing it for their maintenance. Thus, people too often

delude themselves, and as it were, sell themselves to the

devil, and those with whom God has intrusted them, under

the pretext of obtaining a supply for their temporal necessi-

ties, even in the midst of other means. Such practically

deny their professed belief in the promise of Christ, that

the things needful for the body, shall be added to those

who seek first the kingdom of heaven and its righteousness.

Tliey shrink from following his example, in denying them-

selves of the glories of this world, when offered on condition

of falling down to Satan, and Avorshipping him.
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7th mo. 9th. After attending to some subjects of im-

portance, we took a walk into one of the luxuriant woods,

on the side of the Hunter, such as are termed Cedar

Brushes, on account of the colonial White Cedar, Melia

Azedarach, being one of the trees that compose them.

Eugenia myrtifolia and Ficus Muntia, are among the variety

of trees in these brushes. The former resembles a large,

broad-leaved Myrtle, and attains to twenty feet in height; its

fruit, which is now ripe, is about the size of a cherry, but

oblong and purple, with a mixture of sweet and acid. Ficus

Muntia is a spreading Fig, growing as large as an Apple-

tree. Where its branches touch the ground, they root, and

send up erect shoots, forming a succession of trees. The
insipid fruit, which is about the size of a Gooseberry,

is sometimes produced from the bare trunk and boughs,

as well as from the leafy branches, giving the tree a very

unusual appearance. These Cedar Brushes are also thick

with climbers, such as Cissus antarctica, the Kangaroo Vine,

Eupomatia laurince, a briary bush, allied to the Custard-

apple, but with an inferior fruit, and several Apocineoi.

10th. We held a meeting with about fifty persons, in
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a school-house, at Green Hills, or Morpeth, in which the

Gospel was preaehed, with much warning. We afterwards

dined with the benevolent individual, who let us have the

use of the sehool-house, which he built for the benefit of

the neighbourhood. He belongs to a class that is pretty

numerous in these Colonies, who, having been brought up
to a military life, have beaten their swords into plough-

shares, and have proved, that the pecuniary profits of the

arts of peace, as well as their comforts, are much greater

than those of war. The eldest son of this person, when
between two and three years old, wandered into the bush,

and was lost; he would probably have perished, but for

a faithful spaniel, that followed him, and at midnight, came
and scratched at the door of one of the servants’ huts,

and when it was opened, ran toward the place where the

child was. A man followed the dog, whieh led him to a

considerable distanee, through a thiek brush, by the side of

the river, where he found the little boy, seated on the ground,

almost stiff from cold, but amused with watching the sport-

ing of some porpoises and sharks. The dog afterwards

lost its life, from the bite of a snake, which i^roved fatal

in fifteen minutes, much to the sorrow of its little master,

who pointed out the corner of the room where it died, with

evident emotion, though several years had now elajised

since the event.

11th. We proceeded by the steamer Ceres, to the mouth

of the Williaius River, and walked from thence to Ray-

monds Terrace. Here we had a meeting, in the evening,

with the assigned-servants of a considerable establishment,

in an overseer’s cottage, situated among some trees, in con-

tact with the forest. The large Bats, called Flying Foxes,

and the black. Flying Opossums, made considerable noise

among the over-hanging trees, but this did not seem to

divert the attention of our congregation.

12th. There is a manufactory of superior, brown earthen-

ware, at Raymonds Terrace
;

it is one of the most successful,

of the few attempts that have been made to manufacture

pots, in the Australian Colonies.—From a hill in this neigh-

bourhood, there is a fine view of the surrounding country,
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which, like most other parts of N. S. Wales, is one vast

wood, interrupted by a few open swamps. Near this place,

Sarcostemma australe, a remarkable, leafless shrub, with

green, succulent, climbing stems, as thick as a quill, and

bearing clusters ..of white flowers, resembling those of a

Hoya, was growing on some rough, conglomerate rocks.

In the more fertile spots, by the sides of brooks, there

was a species of Yam, the root of which is eaten by the

Aborigines, as well as Eugenia trinervis, and another shrub of

the Myrtle tribe, and Logania floribunda, a Privet-like bush,

with small, white, fragrant blossoms. The country toward

Port Stephens, whither we next proceeded, was decorated

with Acacia longifolia, and some others of that genus, with

lively, yellow flowers, and with Bursaria spinosa, which is

fragrant and white, Lambertia formosa, a stifi’ bush, with

beautiful, deep crimson flowers, and DilhvyniaparvifoUa with

pretty, orange blossoms.

We were accompanied a few miles on our way, in this

direction, by a prisoner, who had been the subject of re-

ligious impressions in early life, but had yielded to temp-

tations, which led to the forfeiture of his liberty. The
trials to which he had been subjected, by association with

wicked men, had become, under the divine blessing, the

means of stirring him up to watchfulness and prayer
;
and

here, he met with kindness, from those under whom he was

placed, whose hearts became opened toward him, as his own
became again turned to the Lord. A boat, belonging to

the Australian Agricultural Company, conveyed us from

Sawj^ers Point, on the south-west of the estuary of Port

Stephens, to Tarlee House, the residence of Henry Du-
maresq, the Company’s First Commissioner, by whose family

we were received with much Christian kindness.

13th. Much rain has fallen lately. Our journey through

the forest, yesterday, was a very wet one, and to-day we
were almost confined to the house by rain.

14th. We visited the little village of Carrington, which
is situated on the north shore of Port Stephens, and is

composed of a few weather-board cottages, occupied by
officers and servants of the Agricultural Company, with
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whom we had a meeting, in the evening, in a carpenter’s

shop, which was used also as a place of worship, by the

Episcopal Minister. There were a few Aborigines in the

village, where they are kindly treated. Their number is

very small in this neighbourhood. Port Stephens is studded

with a few, little islands, which, wdth the contiguous Por-

phyritic hills, give it a pretty appearance
;
but the country

is not of the most fertile descrijition. The territory of the

Australian Agricultural Company consists of detached tracts,

amounting together to 1,000,000 acres. The j^arts where

their sheep and cattle are chiefly kept, are on Liverpool

Plains and the Peel River, distant 150 miles from Port

Stephens.

15th. We proceeded to Booral, up the Karua River,

which is wide and navigable to w'ithin a short distance of

this place, and flows through a sandstone country. Where
the water is salt, it is margined with Mangroves, which

give place, where it is fresh, to various species of Euca-

lyptus, Ficus, Casuarina, and a number of climbers. We
were kindly received at Booral, by the Second Commissioner

and his brother, and had a religious interview with the

people of the settlement, in a neat little chapel.

16th. Passing a small settlement, called Alderley, we

continued our journey to Stroud, where we were hosjjitably

entertained by an intelligent, medical man, having the su-

perintendence of the stock of the Company, which consists

of about 60,000 sheep, 3,000 horned cattle, and 500 horses.

At the sale of some of their stock, last week, sheep averaged

28s. each, cows with calves £8, and horses £20 ;
which

are high prices for this Colony. Their last year’s dividend

was three and a half per cent, and they have now a pros-

pect of a progressive increase. The Speculations of Com-

panies, in land, in the Australian Colonies, have not an-

swered the expectations of the parties who have embarked

in them nor is it very likely that they should, as the

salaries of officers alone, amount to more than the profits

of most private settlers. The Company have about 300

acres in cultivation here, and 200 at Booral. The popula-

tion of Stroud is considerably greater than that of the
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other stations.—This evening, a large party of Blacks were

singing and dancing around some tires, near the village.

Their number is considerable on the territory of the Com-
pany

;
and if its object had been as much to do justice to

the people, whose lands they have occupied, as it has been

to enrich themselves, they would, doubtless, have made
more effort than they have done for their civilization.

17th. We had a meeting in the evening, with the people

of the settlement, in a chapel built by Sir Edward Parry,

the former First Commissioner of the Company. The ser-

\dce of the Episcopal Church is read by a pious overseer,

except once a month, when the clergyman from Carrington

visits the place.

18th. A young German, in the emjiloyment of the

Company, and a Native, accompanied us j^art of the way
to Dingadee, at the confluence of the Carowery Creek and

the Wilson River, to help us over some swollen rivulets, by
means of horses. These being cleared, we passed over some
high land, on a narrow ridge, and over several lower hills.

The forest was open, but in places, rather thick. In the gul-

lies, there were large Myrtle-like Eugenias, of handsome

form, with Cedars, and other trees, not occurring on the face

of the open, forest hills, which were of poorish soil, and
thinly covered with Kangaroo-grass, besprinlded with va-

rious plants, among which Sivainsonia galegifoUa, forming a

low, suffruticose bush, with white or pink pea-flowers, was
strikingly pretty. At Dingadee, which forms a peninsula

of rich, alluvial soil, nearly surrounded by the Williams

River, and which has been partially cleared of thick brush,

we met a kind reception from a settler, with whose estab-

lishment w'e had an interesting religious interview, and

who, in his solitude, seemed glad to converse on subjects

of eternal importance. The distance between Stroud and

Dingadee is about seventeen miles. When these places

were first occupied, the parties went to them from different

points, and our friend at Dingadee said, that w'hen he first

saw a white man come from the hills behind him, his surprise

was excessive, as he had no idea that his countrymen had

penetrated the woods, in that direction.

c c
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19th. We proceeded down the Wilson River, to Dun-
gog, where the site of a town is marked by a small, weather-

board Court-house. The brush by the side of the river

is very rich, and ornamented by numerous, fan-leaved palms,

Corypha australis, some of which are about sixty feet high.

On leaving the river, we passed over a hilly country, of

poorish soil, clothed with open forest and thin grass, to

Wallaroba, where we were very cordially received, by a

settler and his wife, wdmse connexions, we w^ere w'ell ac-

quainted -with in England, and wdio emigrated to this coun-

try in a time of great depression in agriculture. In this

land, they have exerted themselves, with a spirit of inde-

pendence, that led them to decline the help of money on
loan, and by persevering industry, they are now possessed

of a comfortable home, and a location of land, on which

they have a fair stock of cattle. They have also maintained

a kindly feeling toward the Aborigines, who live about

them in quietness and confidence, but who have been

reduced, in this neighbourhood, by various causes, among
which has been the Small Pox, from about 200, to 60.

These kind-hearted settlers say, they are convinced, that

the misunderstandings between the Blacks and Whites,

always originate wfith the latter
;
many of whom would de-

stroy the Blacks if they happened to take a few cobs of

Indian-corn, from the fields, enclosed from their own coun-

try
;
they also strongly deprecate the indiscriminate ven-

geance, often returned upon this hapless people, wdien any

of their number have committed outrages, by the Govern-

ment sending armed police, or soldiers upon them, often

before the merits of the case can be properly ascertained.

One of the Blacks brought our host a present, of a small

species of kangaroo, called in this part of the Colony, a

Paddy-melon : it is about the size of a hare, which it is

said to resemble in flavour, w’hen roasted.

20th. After a wet walk of ten miles, over hills and flats,

of open grassy forest, we reached a little settlement, called

Paterson, consisting of a few houses, on a river of the same

name, and were kindly entertained by a settler whom I had

met in London, and at whose house, we had a meeting with
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such persons as could be assembled to receive our gospel

message. Our friend here had brought with him a good

library. This is a point which a few other settlers have

also attended to
;

but emigrants are not generally a reading

people, their rural pursuits occupying most of their time and

energy.

21st. Much rain having fallen, many parts of the road

to Maitland were inundated, and strong currents were flow-

ing through the hollows. Some of these, we crossed, upon

logs, such as, from the woody nature of the country, fre-

quently happen to have fallen across the brooks and rivers.

In other places, the post and rail fences, which commonly
divide the located portions of the land, enabled us to cross

the water ; and in others, we had to wade, after going a

little out of the way, in search of fordable places. Some
parts of the country bordering on the Paterson, were fine,

and interspersed with houses and cultivated lands
; but we

found the children of the lower classes here, as we have also

found them in some other parts of this Colony, growing

up in much ignorance. There was no school among them,

and the only apology for public, religious instruction, was

a sermon from the Episcopal Clergyman of Maitland, once

a month, in a lock-up-house, on the site of the intended

town of Paterson. Some of the settlers however, collect

their servants on First-days, for devotional reading, but

this is far from being a general practice.

On the 22nd, we were detained at Maitland, by rain
;
on

the 23rd, we proceeded by the Sophia Jane steamer, to

Newcastle, where the Police Magistrate, who is a military

officer, granted us permission to hold a meeting for pubhc

worship in the Police Office, and the Episcopal Chaplain

kindly lent us some seats for the place.

24th. In the forenoon, we had a religious interview with

about 120 prisoners, in the jail; in the evening we had a

crow'ded meeting with the inhabitants of Newcastle, in the

Police Office. On this occasion, great freedom w'as felt, in

preaching the Gospel, and in drawing a clear line, betw'een

the service of God, and the service of the devil, and in

testifying to the grace of God that brings salvation, and to

c c 2
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the manifestation of the Holy Spirit^ sent into the world, of

the Father, in the name of his beloved Son, to convince

the world of sin, bring them to repentance, and lead them
through faith in Christ, to reconciliation with God. There

was a comforting sense of the divine presence with us,

enabling us to bear witness to that justification by faith,

through which we have peace with God, through our

Lord Jesus Christ, and receive the spirit of adoption,

whereby we cry, Abba, Father, knowing the divine Spirit

to bear witness with our spirits, that we are the children

of God.

25th. We breakfasted with a pious couple of Anglo-

Australians, and inspected the Jail, which is a considerable

building, but very badly arranged, for the complete separa-

tion of the male and female j:)risoners.—Between the Jail

and the town, there is a sandy hill, that was once covered

with brushwood. This was cut down, when Newcastle was
a penal settlement, to prevent the concealment of prisoners

;

and ever since, the drifting sand has bid defiance to all oppo-

sition, burying walls, and all other impediments, raised to

obstruct its course. In the afternoon, we had an inter-

view with an ironed-gang, stationed here, who are chiefly

employed in the formation of a break-water, at the mouth of

this harbour
;
several soldiers were also present

;
the whole

of the company were very attentive, while we discharged our

debt of Christian love toward them.

26th. We visited a detachment of fourteen men, belong-

ing to a bridge and road-party, at the Iron-bark Creek, about

eight miles from Newcastle, toward Maitland, a part of

whom we gathered up, by walking two miles back into the

bush. They were at length collected in an overseer’s hut ;

and we were strengthened to extend to them, an invitation,

to turn to the Lord and live, calling their attention to the

proofs of his unwillingness that they should perish in their

sins, exhibited in his having freely delivered up his beloved

Son for us all, and in the pleadings of his Spirit, by
which he still convinces the rebellious of their transgres-

sions, and warns them to repent and turn, that they may
be saved.
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The road to this place was sandy and heavy, but the

fineness of the day made the walk pleasant. The bush,

through which it lay, was gay with Kennedia monophylla and

rubicunda. Acacia longifoUa and suaveolens, and other shrubs,

and the air was perfumed with their fragrance.

27th and 28th. We had religious interviews with the

patients in the Upper and Lower Hospitals, and with the

pitmen, of the Coal-works, of the Australian Agricultural

Company, the last of whom are about ninety in number.

We also took part in the organization of a Temperance

Society, and a Branch Bible Auxiliary. Among the pitmen,

there seemed an ear open to religious counsel. Several of

them were formerly in connexion with a religious society,

but were transported for oftences, connected with “ striking

for wages.’’—A considerable quantity of good coal is raised

here, and shipped to Sydney, Hobart Town, the Cajoe of

Good Hope, &c.

29th. At the request of the Military Officer, in charge,

we had an interview wdth the soldiers stationed here, for

the purpose of gmng them some hints on the importance

of temperance.—I received a letter from India, from the

young man to whose care we committed some of the writings

of Friends; and resjDecting which he says: “The books

which you entrusted to me, afforded me much pleasant, and

I hope also profitable reading, during the voyage to Madras

;

and I will tell you frankly, that in many, perhaps in most

things, I find myself satisfied that the truth is with you.

I refer, in thus saying, chiefly to your application of the

precepts of the Gospel to the every-day practice of life
;

in

which, I have long felt, that Chi’istians fail, and are content

to fall very far short of what they ought to attain to.”

30th. We embarked on board the William the Fourth

steamer, which put in at Newcastle this morning, on the way
to Port Macquarie, and early in the forenoon, we were in

Nelsons Bay, Port Stephens, where the steamer had cargo

to deliver to a whaling brig. Keeping close in with the

land, the view of the coast was fine. The islets and head-

lands, about Port Stephens, present a remarkable, and

ruggedly furrowed appearance, and have numerous vertical

c c 3
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fissures. They are also much varied in colour, with red,

yellow, and dirty white. The tide was running with great

force, round some of the points within the port.

31st. We anchored under a head-land, on the south

side of Port Macquarie, until the tide allowed the steamer

to cross the bar; when we proceeded to the jetty, which

is an overhanging, conglomerate rock, where we landed.

After depositing our luggage at a small inn, we proceeded

to Lake Cottage, seven miles distant, where we received

a hearty welcome from Archibald Clunis Innis, and his

wife, son-in-law and daughter of our kind friends, Alex-

ander and Elizabeth M‘Leay, of Sydney. On the w’ay,

we had a religious interview with a small road-party, in

which there is a person, who was brought up a clergyman

of the Episcopal Church. They were without a Bible, or

any religious instruction.

8th mo. 1st. A. C. Innis drove us to Port Macquarie, and

introduced us to the Episcojial Clergyman, and the Police-

magistrate, both of whom received us kindly, and signified

their willingness to assist us, in obtaining religious interviews

with the prisoners and free population. Port Macquarie

was a penal settlement, up to a late period, but is now
thrown open to free settlers : it still is a depot for that

description of educated prisoners, denominated “ Specials,”

and for invalids, decrepit, and insane persons, and idiots,

who are lodged in miserable, wooden barracks, about to be

superseded by new ones of brick.

The town is prettily situated, on the side of a bay, with

a sandy beach
;
upon which, the rocks are of Quartz, and

mottled, green Serpentine. The soil is rich, and of a re-

markably red colour. On the south of the town, the forest

is very thick. The buildings are few, and chiefly of weather-

board. The principal ones are, the Commandant’s Quarters,

Military and Prisoners Barracks, Hospital, a few stores and

a windmill.

2nd. We visited the female prisoners, the ironed-gang,

and the invalids. The Ironed-gang assembled in the

Punishment-yard in which, three men were shortly after,

to be flogged. They were all very quiet, while we set forth
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to them, the way of salvation, and pleaded with them on the

folly of sin.

3rd. We visited the specials, operative prisoners, patients

in the Hospital, a free overseer who had brought on dropsy

by drinking strong liquors, a prisoner who had attempted

to commit suicide, under the mortification produced by the

restraints imposed upon him, and some of the specials,

individually. Neither their association here, nor that of the

other prisoners, seems likely to produce reformation.

5th. We had a meeting with the free inhabitants, in

a room in the Colonial Hospital. It was not numerously

attended, neither was it a season of much brightness.

There is reason to fear, that in this place, as well as in

many others, the people are much more concerned about

their temporal things, than about those that are eternal

;

forgetting that temporal things will soon pass away, and
that then, those who are not rich toward God, will be poor

indeed.

6th. We rode to the Plains, on the Wilson River, and
on the way visited a road-party, at Blackmans Point, where

there is a ferry across the Hastings River, at its confluence

with the Wilson. By an order from the Commandant,
the road-party met us at the ferry-house, where a few

other persons also assembled with them, and we had a

satisfactory season of gospel labour. These people have
no appointed religious instruction, but had borrowed a

Bible, from which, on First-days, one of their number,

who had been a clergyman of the Episcopal Church, read

to them. At Balingara, where there is a ferry across the

Wilson, we met another road-party, in a large barn, used
as a barrack for them. The quietude of our meeting was
much interrupted, by the passing of a herd of cattle, and by
the swearing of their drivers, but we were favoured with a

sense of the divine presence, both while silent, and in

preaching the Gospel. This company, consisted of from
twenty to thirty men, some of them persons of education

;

they had not a Bible, nor were they assembled, even on
First-days, for religious instruction.

The brushes on the border of the Wilson, are very
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magnificent. The trees, some of which are of gigantic size,

are overrun with climbing, evergreen shrubs, twisted about

them in fanciful coils, or wreathed around them, like huge

serpents, or hanging from them like ropes
;

their leafy tops

being enlivened by gay and fragrant blossoms, and often

hanging pendent to the ground, which is covered thickly

with beautiful shrubs, ferns, and flowering plants, nou-

rished by the moisture of the rich alluvial soil, and kept

from the parching influence of the sun, by the exuberant

foliage. Mosses, epiphytes of the Orchis tribe, and splendid

Ferns, as well as various species of Fig-tree, support them-

selves on the trunks and liranches of the larger timber, and

add greatly to the richness of this kind of forest scenery

;

among which, gay Parrots, Cockatoos, and other birds,

unlike those of our native land, sport and chatter in har-

mony with the rest of the surrounding objects, which are

strongly calculated to remind an Englishman, that he is far

from home, even though he may have made this, his adopted

country. But to one who, feeling reconciled to God through

the death of his Son, can, with a sense of the divine presence

in his mind, look upon these objects, and with filial love to

his and their Creator, say, “My Father made them all;”

even though such a one may be reminded by them, that he

is far from his nearest connexions in life, they have an

interest which cannot be understood by those who are living

at enmity with God. In some sense of this interest, we are

often favoured to feel the length of our journeys beguiled,

and our minds cheered. And with thankfulness, I would

add, that often, when withdrawn from these enlivening

scenes, and amidst various conflicts and exercises, both on

account of ourselves and others, we are favoured with such

a measure of peace, and such a sense of the love of God
extended to us, poor, unworthy, and of ourselves, helpless

creatures as we are, as reconciles us to our allotment, and

restrains us from wishing to be anywhere but where we are,

at the time, willing to leave the morrow to the morrow,

knowing that sufficient for the day is the evil thereof, with-

out adding to it, by useless anticipation.

7th. We proceeded along a line of little alluvial plains.
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intersected by the windings of the Wilson River, still mar-

gined by rich brushes, among which numerous Cockatoos

were screaming. Parrots chattering, and the singular and

loud-voiced, snake-killing bird, called the Laughing-jackass,

was at intervals, setting up its rolling note, until we reached

the house of a settler, at which we had a meeting appointed,

that was attended by several young persons of the neighbour-

hood, and a considerable number of assigned prisoners. It

was held in the verandah, and was satisfactory, notwith-

standing the wind was strong and cool. The auditory

listened attentively to the doctrines of truth, which com-

mend themselves to the conscience, according to the measure

of light, and the experience of those that hear
;

who, at

least, can trace in themselves, the work of the Spirit of God,

as a witness against sin.

In returning, we called on a settler of our acquaintance,

on Rollins Plains, which is one of a series of rich alluvial

flats, adjoining the river, and backed by wooded, grassy hills.

Considerable alarm was existing at this time, in consequence

of some of the native Blacks having speared some cattle,

and committed other outrages. Two little boys, who were

staying at the house of our acquaintance, durst not venture

off the road, into the adjacent brush, lest they should be

killed by their countrymen, vdio, on account of some pique,

had destroyed all the rest of their tribe. The impression

among the settlers is, that the Blacks spear the cattle to

eat
;

and as the locating of the land by Europeans, has

greatly diminished the Kangaroo, and other food of the

Natives, this seems highly probable. Maize is the principal

crop now grown on these plains, which are liable to be
flooded, and were naturally clear of timber or scrub. A
few years since, the Government tried the growth of sugar
upon them. The canes came to good perfection, but before
arrangements were made for harvesting them, they were
injured by frost, and the growth of sugar was abandoned.
The land here has been sold by the Government, to the
persons who have located it, at from 7s. to 67s. per acre.

8th. Hoar frost was strong in the night, and the open
grounds were very white in the morning. While the
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house of the settler with whom we lodged, was got ready,

the room used as a dormitory at night being the sitting-

room during the day, as is often the case in a newly-settled

country, I walked into a copse, for shelter from the cold,

and met with a beautiful little palm, resembling a South

American Geonoma

,

in form. It was from six to ten feet

high, and had pinnate leaves, three feet long, and bore its

minute flowers, in long, simjile spikes.

The vegetation here is very striking. On our return to

Port Macquarie, we noticed a shrubby, white-flowered

Helichrysum, two species of Cassia, Tasmania insipida, Ficus

macrophylla, ferruginea, and another species. Hibiscus splen-

dens, with blossoms six to nine inches across. Hibiscus heter-

ophyllus, and a shrub, with white flowers, allied to Sida, but

of a distinct genus, having five red glands at the base of the

common filament, also a singular, climbing plant, belonging

the Aroidece, adhering to the trees along with Dischidia numu-

Jaria, PoJypodium quercifoliwn and attenuatum, Dendrobium

tetragonum, linguiforme, cemidum and calamifolium. In some

places the country is undulating and grassy. It is adapted

for horned cattle, and suffers less from drought, than many
other parts of N. S. Wales.

9th. I took a walk into the wood, on Tacking Point,

on the coast, south of Port Macquarie. The road from

Lake Cottage lay through the Cathi Marsh, part of which

was crossed by a long and imperfect bridge of logs. Bland-

fordia grandiflora decorated some of the open forest, in

which several of the Gum-trees were supporting a variety

of parasitical Figs. A grass-tree swamp, intervened be-

tween the bridge and the shore. On the borders of the

swamp, where the ground was sandy, with a small mixture

of vegetable matter, several species of Boronia, Fpacris,

and Euphrasia, were in flower, along with Soiverbea juncea,

a handsome Comesperma, a species of SprengeUia, &c. On
the drier sand-hills, there were Banksia serrata and spinu-

losa, Platylobium formosum, Roeperia qnnifolia, a species of

Pultencea, which formed dense patches, and Kennedia ovata

and rubicunda, &c. Close upon the coast, Pandanus pedun-

cidatxis, was of inferior growth to that at Moreton Bay.
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In a marsh, at Tacking Point, chiefly occupied by Melaleuca

paluclosa, and bordered by a large, silver-flowered, willow-

leaved Helichrysum, Todcea africana ? had become arbor-

escent, and formed a beautiful tree-fern, with fronds six

feet long, on a trunk three feet high. It was growing with

an Alsophila, the trunk of which was much slenderer than

that of the A. australis of V. D. Land, and with a large

Crinum and CaUadium glycyrrliizon. In the forest, there

were many noble trees, similar to those in the neighbouring

woods, but here, they were intermingled with abundance of

Seaforthia elegans, a noble, feather-leaA'ed Palm, forty feet in

height. The small Palm already noticed, was also here,

and a tall, cyperaceous ? plant, growing into the trees, and

again bending toward the ground, with a stem as thick as

a Ratan. One of the parasitical Figs had sent a root down
from a lofty bough, remote from the trunk, and the root,

which must have swung like a rope, had a diagonal direc-

tion, and was adhering at its lower extremity to the foster

tree ! Some Casuarince were encircled by masses of Acros-

ticum alcicorne. Tliis fern retains much moisture in its

dead, sterile fronds, which form large scales, rising one

over another, it generally grows on the upper portion of

the trunks of the Casuarinee, and in stormy weather, they

are sometimes thrown down by the weight of water and

A'egetable matter, thus accumulated about them. Many
thus circumstanced, were lying in the forest, having a pro-

fusion also of Davallia p>y^idata, growing out of the masses

of Acrosf.icum alcicorne. Other trees, ferns, and flowering

plants, were here in great variety.

Whilst admiring the rich profusion of the vegetable pro-

ductions, and conversing with some wood-cutters, I insensibly

got turned round, and toward evening, on referring to my
compass, found myself making rapid progress, in a direc-

tion opposite to the one I ought to have pursued. What
gave to this place the name of Tacking Point, I know not,

but its name harmonized with my present circumstances ;

and to use a sea phrase, I “ tacked,” without delav, being

desirous to escape from the dense forest, before sunset.

I had become hungry, and looked longingly to the tops
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of the majestic palms, without the hope of reaching one

of them
;
but at length, I came at one, which, from some

accident, had turned its head downward, so that it seemed to

be put exactly into my path. I cut it off, stripped away the

base of the leaves, to the tender heart, and went along, en-

joying my grateful meal, thankful to Him who had brought

me and the crooked palm, as by accident, into contact.

The supply was so ample, that when I reached my friends,

at the Lake Cottage, after a toilsome journey through the

marsh, in the dark, I had a piece, as thick as my wrist,

and a foot and a half long, under my arm, reserved for

supper, in case I should have found it impracticable to

reach my quarters, and have been under the necessity of

remaining among the bushes of the sand hills, on the coast,

during the night.

Among the sedgy plants, in the margin of Lake Innis,

there is a large species of Eriocaulon. Several other species

of this genus, occur in N. S. Wales, and one in the west of

Scotland, but its maximum is in America. Plants are

subject to a remarkable, geographical distriliution, which it

is very interesting to trace out. The remarkable section of

the genus Acrosticum, which includes A. (jrande and A.

alcicorne, has at least one species in India, and another in

Western Africa. A. (jrande, which is represented in the

accompanying cut, grows to a large size, on trees bordering

on Lake Innis. One measured, had the up^oer, or barren

fronds, three feet across, and as much in height. There

were two mature, barren fronds, that had strong, black

nerves, and the same number of fertile ones. From the

opposite extremities of the appendages of the latter, the

measurement was seven feet. Some of these appendages

were of ten, ribbon-like divisions, many of which were

bifid. The central portion might be compared to a jockey’s

saddle, attached by the pummel. From this point, to

the extreme margin, was a foot and a half, and this jior-

tion was two feet across. The fructification formed a half-

moon shaped patch, under the exterior portion, that ex-

tended one foot from the margin, toward the point of the

attachment, and was a foot and a half across. A young.
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white, 'barren frond, almost circular, was placed in front of

the two older ones, to which it was closely pressed. Behind

these, there were several dead, spongy, old fronds, that re-

tained much moisture, and were penetrated by numerous,

spongy roots, such as were also spread behind them, on the

bark of the tree that supported this remarkable fern, the

colour of which was bluish green, covered with a whitish

powder.

10th. We again visited Port Macquarie, where we were

glad to find that an individual, in an influential station, had

resolved to adopt temperance principles. The use of intoxi-

cating drinks is a sore evil here, as well as in other parts of

N. S. Wales. It is the bane of all classes of society. The
number of educated prisoners, called Specials, at this depot,

is about 160. Of these, only 25 can be considered as

orderly or thoughtful men. About as many more are of

equivocal character. The residue are dissolute and drunken.

The prisoners who are operative mechanics, are allowed to

earn money, at least by connivance
;

but they have no
private places, in which to keep anything, and if they even

purchase clothes, to give themselves a more respectable

appearance than that of prisoners generally, they are sure to
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have them stolen, by those with whom they are associated.

To avoid this risk they therefore, almost universally, spend

their earnings in rum and tobacco.

14th. After a solemn parting from our friends at Lake
Cottage, with whom we have sympathized in their afflic-

tion, by the loss of a beloved sister, who devoted herself

much to the good of others, we proceeded to Port Mac-
quarie, and embarked, on board the William the Fourth,

which left the wharf about noon, the day being beautifully

fine. Shoals of fish in some places darkened the water,

out of which many of them were continually springing.

They were followed by numerous Gulls and Terns, notwith-

standing the fish themselves, seemed quite too large for

these birds to prey upon.

15 th. We were off Newcastle early, but unable to enter

the Hunter for some time, in consequence of a dense fog.

At noon, we again put to sea, and entered Port Jackson

late in the evening. Passing the new floating-light, on the

shoal, called The Sow and Pigs, we came to anchor in

Darling Harbour, after ten o’clock, and quietly retired to

our berths for the night.
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We remained in Sydney a month, during which, we were

chiefly occupied, in caring for the few persons professing

with us, circulating books and tracts, and preparing for a

journey southward. The spring was now considerably ad-

vanced, and in our walks, in the country, intervening be-

tween Port Jackson and Botany Bay, many beautiful shrubs

and plants were in flower, some of which were also remark-

able for their fragrance. Many of these plants, which

are amongst the most lively decorations of our English

green-houses, present a strikingly gay appearance in their

native locality, where they grow on a poor, sandy soil,

thinly intermixed with vegetable matter, and very uncon-

genial to horticulture or agriculture.

9th mo. 13th. We went to Liverpool, in a four-wheeled

car, on springs, drawn by three horses. The journey of nine-

teen miles, was accomplished in three hours. Having taken

up our quarters at the Ship, a comfortable inn, we called

upon several of the inhabitants, and made arrangements

for a meeting with them, which was held in the Court

House, in the evening
; it was but thinly attended in
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consequence of the wetness of the weather. In the course of

the day, we visited a patient in the Colonial Hospital, who
had been confined to bed nearly three months. During the

first seven weeks he was here, no one called upon him, and

as he was very ill, one of the attendants inquired, if he

would not wish to see some pious man, to which he replied

in the affirmative. He was then asked, whom he would wish

to see. He answered, he knew no one, but would be glad

to see any good man. The attendant then mentioned a per-

son, who he said was a good man, and very kind in visiting

some of the patients in the wards. He was introduced

accordingly, and proved to be a Roman Catholic priest.

On his first visit, he expressed sympathy with the sick

man, and advised him to exercise himself in prayer, as a

means of obtaining spiritual comfort. On being told,

that the young man had been educated among Friends,

and entertained the views of that people, he inquired what

their views were
;

on being informed upon some leading

points, he said, they a
2
:>peared to differ little from Roman

Catholics, except in regard to transubstantiation. On this

subject, he brought a book, which he requested the young

man to read. Subsequently the priest debated with him

on water-baptism, and urged his reading a book on that

subject. After a few days, he proposed his submitting to

that rite, and intimated that it might be administered by

the hands of their bishop, who was expected in Liverpool,

from Sydney. He also assured his hoped-for proselyte,

that if he received baptism from this prelate, however great

a sinner he might have been, he would become as spotless

as a new-born babe, and would go direct to heaven, with-

out passing through purgatory, if he died the next moment.

As an additional inducement, he proposed also, that the

bisho]) should bring with him a relic of a saint, which he

said, had been of service, in the restoration of some other

person, from grievous sores, such as the patient was suffer-

ing from. The young man found these importunities very

unpleasant, in his weak state, and became rather alarmed,

at the idea of a visit from the bishop, with his old bones

but was relieved by receiving a call from a pious Protestant,
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to whom he communicated these circumstances, as he did

subsequently, to George W. Walker and myself. His Pro-

testant friend proposed, that a letter should be written to the

priest, acknowledging his kindness in calling, and stating,

that as a Protestant acquaintance, living in the neighbour-

hood, would now visit the young man, he had no further

occasion for the visits of the priest. This step was taken, and

the books were returned, accompanied by the letter, which

had the desired effect. This may be regarded as a specimen

of some of the attempts, used in this land, to gain pro-

selytes to the church of Rome
;

and by which, many are

lulled into false rest. Superstition is propagated and nursed,

with a degree of persevering industry, that would ornament

a better cause
;

and many of its dupes appear to go on

carelessly in sin, regardless of its consequences, or pre-

suming on receiving absolution before they die. Careless-

ness prevails to a lamentable extent, both among professed

Protestants and RomaTi Catholics, to a large majority of

whom it might be said, “Ye are of your father, the devil,

and the lusts of your father ye will do.” Cursing, swearing,

drunkenness, and other open profligacy, proclaim, that Satan,

and not Jesus, is their Lord.

14th. After breakfasting with the Surgeon of the Colo-

nial Hospital, and having a religious meeting with the

patients, we walked to the Quarries, where the military

officer in charge, met us, and we had a religious interview

with an Ironed-gang, consisting of sixty men, employed in

raising stone, which is conveyed up the Georges River, to

Lansdowne Bridge. We next proceeded to the bridge,

where there is another Ironed-gang, of fifty men, and had
a religious opportunity with them, and a few prisoners, out

of irons. A few of the military and their wives, were also

present, on both occasions. Some of these recognized us,

having been stationed on Norfolk Island, when we were
there. It was pleasant to find that some of them had
adopted the principles of the Temperance Society, and
that both these gangs were visited weekly, by the Episcopal

Chaplain of Liverpool, and by a Wesleyan local preacher.

At both places, the men are lodged in caravans. The
n D
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married soldiers have built themselves very small, slab-huts,

covered with sheets of bark, and white-washed. Some of the

ground we passed over to-day was sandy, and produced many
of the beautiful shrubs, common to similar situations in this

country. The Lansdowne Bridge, which is on the road from

Liverpool to Sydney, is a handsome structure, of sandstone,

with one elliptical arch
;

it is the first of the kind, that has

been erected in this eountry. The road over it, is metalled

with a bluish, argillaceous stone, having vegetable impressions.

15th. We visited a few prisoners in the Jail, a brick-

building, containing two large rooms for prisoners of com-

mon order, one for debtors, a small one for females, and

three good cells, all opening into one common yard, along

with the dwellings of the turnkey and overseer, and the

cooking-place, and other offices ! The number of prisoners

varies, from a very few to about fifty. We next went to

the Male Orphan School, about three miles distant, which

is under the eharge of a pious, retired lieutenant, of the navy.

This establishment contains about 160 boys, of from twenty

months, to fourteen years of age. They are chiefly the

children of piisoners
;
many of them illegitimate. They

exhibit, in numerous instances, the effects of the drunken-

ness and profligacy of their jiarents
;
many of them are

unhealthy for two or three years after coming to the institu-

tion. They receive a plain, English education, and are taught

the rudiments of tailoring, shoe-making, gardening, and

husbandry. The premises are on a reserve, of 10,000 acres,

in a district that is badly supplied with water, the springs

being salt. This circumstance, with the distance from the

town, and other inconveniences, renders the removal of the

institution to another site, desirable. The buildings are of

a very temporary structure. It is inconvenient to have the

children from the Factory lirought hither so very young;
but when they remain longer at that nursery of vice, they

learn so much iniquity, that their early removal proves the

less evil. In the evening, a few persons met us, at the

Court House, at Liverpool, to whom we addressed some
remarks on temjierance. Most of them had previously

signed the declaration.
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16th. We took places in an open coach, for Campbell

To^\ti, distant thirteen miles. On the way, there is a con-

siderable extent of cleared land : the country is undulating,

but the soil does not appear rich, though in some places,

it seems to overlay basalt. Campbell Town consists of

an Episcopal worship-house, of brick, with a steeple, and

a Papal one, of stone, without a tower, and scattered houses,

on both sides of the road : some of them are of brick, but

most of them of wood
;

a large proportion are public-

houses. W'"e called on a young man, from England, who
was just recovering from an attack of pleurisy, and was

laid on a mattress, covered vrith blankets, on the floor of a

little room, behind his shop, where he had been for a fort-

night. He made some feeling remarks on the privations

to which persons so situated are subjected, and on the pain

felt when, on reflection, they are sensible of having deprived

themselves of the comforts of a home among their rela-

tions, and he expressed regret at having left his connexions

in England. Almost all persons in this land, call Great

Britain Home, and speak with desire respecting returning

thither, casting “ a longing, lingering look, behind,” on

that which they have left. While in Campbell Town,

we took our meals with the family of the Police-magis-

trate, who was the first Commandant of Port Macquarie,

when it was a Penal Settlement. He remained in office

three years, during which, he prevailed on the military to

commute their rations of spirits, by having it sold for them

in Sydney, being aware of the difficulty of managing them,

if they had access to strong liquors. The soldiers found

no want of them, though living, much of the time, in bark

huts, and at close service. This was before the existence

of Temperance Societies. At that period, the Commandant
of a Penal Settlement was not required to keep a record

of punishments, but could flog any man at his own discre-

tion. Hajrpily such a toleration of tyranny no longer exists,

but every man must be tried before he is punished, and his

sentence must be recorded.

I7th. We visited the Jail, which is under the Court

House, and below the level of the ground, in front. It
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has five, badly ventilated cells, and a room for the general

prisoners, 20^ feet long, by 12^ feet wide, and 8 feet high,

with two insufficient, ventilating tubes, and two grated win-

dows, opening into a low, covered place, that thoroughly

obstructs the fresh air. There is no airing-court. The

place is damp, and its atmosphere excessively oppressive

and offensive, even now that there are only two prisoners

here. Sixty persons are sometimes confined, and ninety

have been shut up in it ! The stench arising through the

floor of the Court House, is so bad, that the windows have

to be kept open, during the time of business, and some-

times, the court is obliged to adjourn to another place.

This is the worst prison we have seen in the Colony, not-

withstanding many others are very bad, in proportion to

the number of prisoners occasionally confined in them. As
the weather, in this country, is very warm in summer, the

thermometer occasionally rising to upw'ards of 100° in the

shade, the prisoners, not unfrequently, strip off all their

clothes, for relief from the oppressive heat, when crowded

in such places.

18th. While conversing with a man, wdmm we casually

met, when walking through the bush, to give notice of a

meeting, a large limb dropped from a tree, apparently from

the increasing w'eight of the foliage, for there was no wind

at the time, and the limb appeared sound. It fell so close

to us, as to impress us deeply, wfith a sense of the uncer-

tainty of life, which might cpiickly be taken, even by such

an accident as this, in the interminable forests of Australia,

in which, many times, and occasionally in calm w'eather,

we have heard the thunder of timber falling from natural

causes.

We had a meeting, in the Court House, but it was thinly

attended, notwithstanding the notice was extensively given.

The wdndow^s could not be closed, on account of the noi-

some effluvium from the Jail beneath, though the wfind

was boisterous at the time. Drunkenness, profligacy, and

dishonesty, are notoriously prevalent in this district, in

which a large proportion of the lower class profess wdth

the Church of Rome
;

but they too generally, like many
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others, make a profession of religion, to quiet their con-

sciences, while living in open sin.

19th. We proceeded on foot to Appin, near which, we

became the guests of a respectable widow, with a large

family. The village of Appin, consists of two public-

houses, a few slab huts, and a wooden lock-up house.

The country between this place and Campbell Towm, is

undulating, and the soil strong. It is more extensively

fenced, cleared, cultivated and settled, than any other part

of the Colony, we have visited. There are, however, few

respectable settlers : most of them are low Irish. We
felt but little liberty in distributing tracts among the be-

nighted population
;

and in a few cases in wdiich we
offered them, they were received with a sort of fear,

the evident result of Popish restrictions. The people are

afraid to receive religious instruction, lest their priests

should find fault; and though the priests visit them, with

an attention that binds the people to them, many of them

seem to exercise much more care, to prevent their leaving

the Church of Rome, than to turn them from the service of

Satan.

20th. A son of our kind hostess, conducted us through

an intricate part of our route, to Illawarra. The road for

several miles lies over an elevated, sandstone country, co-

vered with low forest, intermingled with a great variety of

beautiful shrubs, and interspersed with marshy flats. The
elevation above the level of the sea, is about 2,000 feet.

Among the shrubs of this district were four species of G?'e-

villea, one of which had brilliant, scarlet blossoms, also a gay

Mirbellia, with bluish, purple flowers, and several species of

Dillwynia, Pultencsa and Boronia. On some of the rocky

ground, there was a profusion of the Gigantic Lily, Doryan-

thes excelsa, which bears a compound head, of dull-crimson,

lily-like blossoms, among large floral-leaves of the same
colour, upon a lofty stem, furnished with numerous, dagger-

shaped leaves, diminishing in size toward the top. The stem

rises from the centre of a large crest, of upright, sedgy leaves,

about four inches wide, and as many feet long. It was not in

blossom here. The vegetation is much more luxuriant on
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the top of the coast-range of mountains, the precipitous

fronts of which, and the low ground, between their liase

and the sea, are covered with forests of the greatest lux-

uriance, and richest variety. Cedar, Sassafras, Swamp-ma-
hogany, Cabbage-palm, large Fig trees, and numerous climb-

ing-shrubs, with Tree-ferns, form a striking contrast to the

low forest, of the sandy tract just left behind. The
rich prospect, bounded by the ocean beneath, and exhibit-

ing some bold, mountain projections, and a spot of cul-

tivated land on the coast, affords a treat to the eye, such

as is seldom enjoyed among the vast forests of Australia.

We descended by a rough track, called the Bulli Road,

the sides of which were ornamented by a gay Prostanthera,

Pimelia hy2')ericifoUa, Pittosporum undulatum, and another fra-

grant species of this genus, and a handsome, white Clematis,

This road is difficult for horses, and impracticable for carts,

except by the assistance of ropes, passed round conveniently

situated trees, by means of which, in a few instances,

they have been got down. After reaching the beach, our

way, for eight miles, was along loose sand, to Wollon-

gong, near which, our toils for the day, found an end, in

the hospitable dwelling of Charles Throsby Smith, the chief

proprietor of the place, which we reached when it was

nearly dark, after a walk of twenty-seven miles.

21st. We went to Wollongong, which is situated on a

small boat-harbour. The buildings, at present erected,

are, a police-office, two stores, two public-houses, a Roman
Catholic chapel, and a few dwelling-houses

;
a barn is also

fitted up for an Episcopal place of w'orship. In the after-

noon, we met a large road-party, under the charge of a

military officer, at a place, a mile and a half from the

town. They were assembled in a large, open shed, where

they take their meals : the officer and his wife, with a num-
ber of military, who were under arms, and their wives were

also present
;

the whole company was quiet and atten-

tive, both while we addressed them, and while we remained

with them in silence. The prisoners here, are those sen-

tenced from Great Britain, to work on the roads, for certain

periods, before being assigned. They were, at one time.
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ordered to work in chains, and for periods as long as seven

years, but this excessive, and injurious severity, has been

relaxed, and they are now exempted from chains, unless as

a punishment for improper conduct
;
and if they behave

well, they are assigned, at the expiration of two years.

Hope being thus kept alive, while strict discipline is likewise

maintained, their conduct is generally good
;
only three cases

have occurred to be subjected to flagellation, within the

last month. They are lodged and guarded, in the same

manner as the ironed-gangs. Though this station is called

a stockade, there is no defence around it
;
but no prisoner

can wander off the premises, on account of the military

guard. The whole place is remarkable for its cleanliness

and order. The prisoners are employed in the formation

of roads and bridges : they have already formed a road,

from the top of the mountains, wide enough for one car-

riage
;
but it is yet only available for horses, as a creek

on the way to Appin, remains impassable for carriages,

without a bridge. This part of the Colony has much of

the features of Cleveland, in Yorkshire. Tire mountains,

however, are more precipitous, and as well as the low'

land between them and the sea, are covered with lofty,

dense forest, except in a few places, in wdiich, in most in-

stances, human industry has cleared the fertile soil. This

seems to consist of decomposed basalt, and dark, argilla-

ceous rock, from the base of the mountains, mixed with

washings from their sandstone tops, and much vegetable

matter. The Blacks in this district are not numerous
;

a

group, many of whom were afllicted w'ith sores, were seated

on the ground, when we returned into the town.

22nd. Being furnished w'ith horses, by some of our

friends, w'e accompanied a young physician, a few' miles

from the coast, off w'hich there are five small islands,

that give this district the name of The Five Islands, Ijy

which it is familiarly known among the low'er class, in the

Colony. Along the shore, there are several lagoons, some
of which are fresh, being separated from the sea by narrow
portions of land. The tw'o largest, the lllaw'arra Lake,
and Tom Thumbs Lagoon, are salt, the sea breaking into
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them, in high tides. The former of these, is of consider-

able extent, and ornamented by a few little islands. The
surrounding scenery is very fine

;
the contiguous land being

undulating, and clothed with grassy forest, and rich brushes,

in which many Cabbage Palms are interspersed, and the

lofty trees are overhung with climbers. The back ground

is formed by the woody steep, of the low mountain range,

which extends for many miles along the coast, at from five

to ten miles from the sea.

On a little spot of cleared land, near the margin of a

lake, is the habitation of a settler, in humble life : it is a

very rustic hut, covered with bark, and internally having

much of the sombre hue, common to the dwellings of the

lower classes of the Scotch and Irish, and which too often

prevails also, in those of the English, in this Colony. But

the mother of this family is of a character, rarely met

with in these wilds
;
she is pious, and abounding in Chris-

tian goodwill to all around her. It was a treat to visit

her, and to receive her hearty blessing. She is an honour

to her country, Scotland, and an ornament to the com-

munity to which she belongs. Our medical friend had been

called in professionally, when she was ill, but he found that

he had come, rather to receive than to give advice. From
this place, we went to the hut of our friend, to dine. It was

of rough slabs, covered with bark, rustic, in the full sense of

the word, and scarcely protecting his valuable library from

the weather. Here he is superintending a flock of sheep,

the joint property of himself and one of bis friends, who
is also temporarily dwelling in the same habitation. But

Illawarra not being a favourable country for sheep, though

a delightful climate, and fine soil, well adapted for agri-

culture, and which will, no doubt, become the Egypt of

Australia, our friend is about to remove with his flock, to

one of the more elevated southern districts.

23rd. We accompanied some of our friends in a ride,

along the newly-formed road, up the mountain, which is

a few miles south of the one by which we descended into

the district. The whole ascent is about five miles, through

rich forests, abounding with Cabbage Palm, and other
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striking trees. The vegetation of the country, is of similar

appearance to that within the tropics. This arises from the

nature of the climate, which is mild, from the contiguity

of the sea, and from the protection afforded by the pre-

cipitous mountains, from the frosts and hot winds of the

interior
;

these mountains also cause rain to fall much

more abundantly here, than is common in other parts

of N. S. Wales. Dripping sandstone-rocks project, at

the top of the mountain, and are decorated with ferns,

and DracopliyUum secundum, a remarkable plant of the

Epacris tribe, with white flowers. One of our party

killed a large Diamond Snake, which is considered venom-

ous, but its bite is said to be rarely fatal. It is a

beautiful species, and very different from the small one,

known by the same name in Tasmania. The Bush Turkey,

Alectura Lathami, inhabits these forests : it is somewhat

less than the female of the Common Turkey
; its general

colour is dark brown, but the head and neck, which are

almost bare of feathers, are red, and it has a large, orange-

red wattle, attached to the lower part of the neck. This

bird is remarkable for using a hot-bed for hatching its eggs.

It scratches together a conical heap of sticks and leaves,

in which it deposits its eggs, distantly one from another,

with the small end downward. From the quantity of eggs

found in these heaps, several females are suj^posed to lay

in the same place. The birds, both male and female, are

said by the Natives, to watch the heaps during the period

of incubation, and the latter diminishes or adds to the

heated, vegetable matter, according to the instinct given

her by her Creator.

In the evening, a meeting for the promotion of tem-

perance, was held in the Police-office. Several persons

addressed the audience, and a settler made some sensible

remarks, on the desirableness of establishing a Savings’

Bank, as an additional mode of promoting temperance.

A man lately perished from spontaneous combustion, in

this neighbourhood, and a woman was smothered in a hay-

loft, under most abhorrent circumstances, consequent on in-

toxication.
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24th. We took a walk into the forest^ and examined

some of its beauties, more particularly. Some large species

of Fig are met with, as well as large Gum-trees, and species

of Tristania

;

also Metrosideros capitata,

a large stature, and Stercidia acerifolia,

which has large clusters, of small, flame-

coloured flowers, that produce a striking

appearance in spring. The Cabbage

Palm, Corijpha australis, represented in

the margin, abounds by the sides of water

courses. Great numbers of this Palm,

which has elegant, fan-like foliage, and

hard, purple seeds, the size of a marble,

are destroyed for the sake of their trunks

and leaves. The trunks, which are some-

times 80 feet high, and are rough with

scars, where the leaves have fallen of, are

occasionally split, and converted into posts

for fencing; they are also used for slabs in

temporary" buildings. The inside being ra-

ther sweet, and not hard, though fibrous, is

eaten by pigs. The mature leaves are used

for thatching, those just beginning to ex-

pand, for making hats, and the heart, or

cabbage, of the young, unexpanded leaves,

is eaten either raw or cooked. A heart-

leaved species of Pepper, climbs like Ivy,

among the lofty trees, and hangs in fes-

toons from their branches, almost to the

ground. Ferns and orchidaceous plants,

abound on the trunks and limbs of many

of the trees. One of the latter, Sarco-

rs white as Snowdrops, is now in flower.

In these forests, there are many epiphytes of the orchis

tribe, the habits of which are worthy of notice, both as ex-

hibited here, and in other parts of the Colony. Dendro-

bium speciosum generally grows in fissures of the sandstone

called here Turpentine-tree, which attains

chilus falcatus, with blossoms nearly
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rocks, among the loose fragments, mixed with vegetable

matter, but I once met with it, of extraordinary size, in

the cleft of an old fig-tree, among vegetable remains. D.

linguiforme, generally creeps on grit rocks, rarely on the

living bark of figs and Casuarince. The other species of

Dendrobium, with the genera Sarcochilus and Gunnia, grow

on the hark of h\fing trees. Once I saw Dendrobium cala-

mifolium on a rock ; but both this and the other species

growing on living trees, begin to languish when the trees

to which they are attached, die, probably from the portion

of their roots adhering to the bark, becoming dried ;
a cir-

cumstance that is prevented, when they are cultivated in

England, by the moist atmosphere of an orchideous-house.

The Australian sjoecies of Cymbidium, universally strike

their roots into the decaying portions of trees, in which

they may sometimes he traced many feet. Once only, I

met with one growing from among the paper-like laminae

of the bark of Melaleuca viridiflora, and it looked sickly.

25th. Accompanied by two of our acquaintance, we
proceeded to the little settlement of Dapto, where a meet-

ing was held, in the house of a widow, at which, a few

people, from scattered houses in the vicinity, were present,

to whom we were enabled to extend the gospel message,

inviting them to seek the knowledge of the Lord, through

submission to the teaching of the divine Spirit, and the dili-

gent reading of the Holy Scriptures. In the afternoon, we
reached Marshall Mount, where we were kindlv entertained

by a respectable settler, with whose family and servants, we
had an open opportunity for religious communication.

26th. Rain, in the early part of the day, detained us at

Marshall Mount. In the evening we walked to the top of

a conical, basaltic hill, and had a view of Illawarra Lake,

the sea, the mountains in the western back-ground, topped

by sandstone crags, emerging from the boundless forest,

and of the intervening plain
;

some parts of which are

naturally clear. It is beautifully varied by forest, of trees, of

different hue, and groves of Cabbage Palms, along the mar-

gins of the streamlets, and by Peach-trees, now in full

blossom, in the gardens of the settlers.
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27th. When at Dapto, we engaged a native Blacky named
Tommy^ of the Kangaroo Ground, to be our guide to Bong
Bong. He was of middle stature, rather broad-shouldered,

and had a depressed nose, through the cartilage of which, he

wore a bone. His eyes were drawn obliquely toward their

inner angle, probably from the same cause which occasioned

an elevated ridge downward, from one of them. When he

came to us, he was dressed in a suit of ragged, European
clothing

;
but as a part of his wages, he was fitted out with

a striped shirt, a pair of canvass trowsers, and a grey,

woollen jacket.—On the way to Kiama, we called on several

small settlers, and left them tracts. We also fell in with

some of the Aborigines. The females had their hair orna-

mented with kangaroos’ teeth. They inquired of our guide,

who we were, and where we were going, and apjieared well

satisfied with his explanations. All the men had tlie carti-

lage of the nose perforated : and through the perforation,

they will sometimes stick the stem of a tobacco-pipe, when

they have no other convenient place for carrying it ! The

Cabbage Palms are very numerous in this part of Illa-warra

;

forming groves by the sides of the ground which has been

cleared. Seafortlda elegans, known here by the native name

of Bangalee, is also plentiful, but it grows in shady places.

Many parts of the forest are gay with a species of Goodia,

which forms a large shrub, and is covered wfith racemes of

yellow, pea-like blossoms, tinged with orange. Some of the

open, grassy forest is covered with a species of Indigo,

Indigofera australis, three feet high, which is now clothed

with rosy-pink flowers. Some of the species of fig, have

established themselves on other large trees, and shut them

in, and like those described at Moreton Bay, have become

enormous, forest trees. Tree-nettles are numerous, and

require care in passing
; we measured the trunk of one,

sixteen feet in circumference. The Australian Pheasant,

celebrated for its splendid tail, on account of which, it is

sometimes called, the New Holland Bird of Paradise, and

various species of Pigeon and Parrot, as well as the

AVhite Cockatoo, abound here. We only saw' one small

species of Kangaroo. The Lory Parrot, of crimson and
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blue, mixed with dark colours, and the King Parrot, of

crimson and green, were sitting in flocks, on the post-and-

rail fences
;
they are very mischievous in the gardens.

Kiama is situated on the coast, at a little boat-harbour :

it consists of about a dozen cottages, built of wood, occupied

by a blacksmith, a carpenter, a shoemaker, &c. and a

constable’s house, where the police-magistrate holds his

court. We passed a mile beyond it, to the house of a

settler, where we were hospitably entertained, and had a

religious interview with his establishment. The roads were

too miry, to allow other persons to meet with us after sunset.

Our black guide, who speaks English intelligibly, and is of

an industrious disposition, joined some of his country-people

in the bush, notwithstanding the inclemency of the night,

preferring their company, and the shelter of a few sheets of

bark, to the company of white people, in a house.

28th. The day was showerjy but we prosecuted our

journey, in the course of which we passed several Blacks,

with whom our guide was acquainted, and called on a few

settlers. One of the latter spoke very respectfully of the

Society of Friends, in Ireland, but said she knew little of

their principles, as they did not admit persons of other

persuasions into their places of w'orship. We endeavoured

to correct this mistaken idea, w’hich there is reason to believe,

prevails in some quarters, assuring the party, that our meet-

ings for worship were always open to the public, notwith-

standing we sometimes invited a sjieeial attendance, at the

request of a minister, feeling specially the constraining in-

fluence of the love of Christ, toward persons not connected

with the Society.

In the course of our walk we noticed large masses of

Acrosticum alcicorne and Asplenium Nidus, growing upon
the limbs of enormous Fig-trees

;
the latter is a large fern,

with a circle of long, entire leaves. Even some of the lofty

Cabbage Palms were encircled by the Acrosticum. Polypo-

dium tenellum and (piercifolium, and Niphobolus rupestris were

climbing the trunks of trees, adhering to them like Ivy, and

on the ground, there were Adiantum formosum and assimile,

Boodia aspera, Lomaria Patersonii, and a tree-fern, of the
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genus Alsophila. Calantlie veraty’ifolia, and several other ter-

restrial, orchidaceous plants, also attracted our attention, in

the rich district of Illawarra, from udiich we emerged on the

coast,about seven miles north of Shoal Haven. The beach

was sandy and firm, and separated from a grassy swamp, by

sand hills, covered with Honeysuckle, Banksia integrifolia.

At Colomgatta, in Shoal Haven, we were received with great

hospitality by Alexander Berry, the proprietor of an exten-

sive territory in this district, which, like that of Illawarra,

is much more favourable for the grazing of horned cattle

than for sheep. Among the enemies of the latter in these

rich, coast lands, is the Wattle Tick, a hard, flat insect, of

a dark colour, about the tenth of an inch in diameter, and

nearly circular, in the body
;

it insinuates itself beneath the

skin, and destroys, not only sheep, but sometimes foals

and calves. Paralysis of the hinder quarters often precedes

death in these cases. Sometimes it occasions painful swel-

lings, when forcibly removed from the human body, after

having fixed its anchorlike head and appendages in the skin.

To prevent this incoiwenience, we several times, made them

let go their hold, by smearing them over with oil, or with

wet tobacco-ashes.

29th. I did not feel comfortable in having proceeded to

Shoal Haven, without having made an attempt to assemble

the few persons, settled about the boat-harbour at Kiama.

An undue fear of prolonging our visit beyond its proper

bounds, and discouragement at the state of the roads, induc-

ed me to put by, a little exercise on their account, which I

afterwards felt a painful burden, though I did not apprehend

it required of me to return to the place
;

I felt it the more,

when I found we could not assemble the people at Shoal

Haven before the 2nd of 11th month.

We walked with our intelligent host, to the top of Colom-

gatta hill, from which his house takes its name. From this

elevation, which is basaltic, there is a fine view, embracing

the inlets of Shoal Haven and Crook Haven, and the Pigeon

House Peak, to the south. In the distance, in this direction

the country changes from flat, into low ridges, and becomes

less fertile. About the Pigeon House Peak, is probably, the
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limit of the Australian Palms. The Cabbage Tree of Tas-

mania is a Richea, and only allied to palms, in bearing a

single head, on a tall stem. On Colomgatta, a Zamia sup-

posed to be Z. spiralis, forms a trunk, or root-stock, three to

four feet high, and as much round. Its crests of palm-like,

pinnate leaves, are very beautiful. The Rock Lily, Dendrobium

speciosum, was in blossom on a rock, on the side of the hill

;

the spike of white flowers fading into pale yellow, was as

thick as my arm, and a foot long. In returning from gather-

ing it, I encountered a N. S. Wales Black Snake, Coluber

porphyryaceus ; and destroyed it by throwing large stones at

it. It is accounted a very venomous species.

From the first settlement of this place, Alexander Berry

has succeeded in maintaining a good understanding with the

natives, who, he says, believe in a transmutation, after death.

This first claimed his notice, when he had wounded a Porpoise,

which some Blacks, who were with him in the boat, tried to

dissuade him from firing at. On landing, the men told the

women what had been done, at which they made great la-

mentation
;

and he learned from them, that they regarded

the Porpoises, as having been the ancient chiefs of the

neighbourhood, who, when they had died, had changed into

these animals
;
and who, they said, drove fish on shore for

them, sometimes whales, when the people were very hungry !

10th mo. 1st. Yesterday, we took some steps to invite

the persons on the opposite side of the Shoal Haven River,

to a meeting for public worship, to be held at Colomgatta,

on First-day. In walking in the brush, we measured three

Stinging-trees, Urtica gigas, eighteen, twenty, and twenty-

one feet in circumference. Probably these are the largest

nettles in the world, and possibly the most severe. Hap-
pening to come in contact with the leaf of one, with my
hand, it occasioned about as much pain as the sting of a

wasp. The leaves are large, some of them six inches

across, and heart-shaped. The stinging hairs are not the most
numerous

;
they are readily distinguished from the others,

by the poison vesicles, at the base, on holding them between
the eye and the light. We killed several Black Snakes,

that were basking on a sunny bank. When disturbed, they
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raise their heads, and distend their necks, presenting a ter-

rific aspect
;

hut a smart blow across the hack, with a

stout switch, soon despatches them. One of the Aborigines,

who has learned to saw, at A. Berry’s sawing establish-

ment, came to Colomgatta to-day, and asked for some seed

potatoes. He said, he had cleared a piece of land, and

sowed some pumpkins, and he wanted to grow some potatoes,

and “
sit down,” for it was no good ” to wander about,

as his countrymen did. A. Berry was much pleased with

this spontaneous offer to settle, he having often tried in vain,

to persuade some of these people to adopt such a course.

2nd. About ninety persons assembled under the veran-

dah, at Colomgatta, with whom we had a satisfactory meet-

ing. The only native Black who was present, was Lewis,

a man we became acquainted with in V. D. Land, who was

employed in assisting to collect the Natives. No families

in N. S. Wales, who assemble for public worship:), appear

to take any pains to collect the Blacks along with them.

The idea that the Blacks cannot understand a dissertation

in English, is one obstacle, and their want of personal

cleanliness is another
;
but neither of these are insurmount-

able difficulties. I feel persuaded, that if worldly emolu-

ment was to he had by civilizing and instructing the

Aborigines, they would soon he civilized and instructed

;

but generally, there is a great neglect, on the j^art of the

white population, with regard to their own spiritual state,

and consequently with respect to those around them, espe-

cially the Blacks.

3rd. We again proceeded on our journey, having two

Blacks, Lewis and Sam, as guides. Tommy having left

Shoal Haven, without notice. We were so amply pro-

vided with food for two days, by our kind host, that the

services of one of these men was required, to carry it on

his head, in a sack. A circuit of about six miles, over

grassy, forest hills, between two marshes, brought us to

A. Berry’s sawing establishment, on Broughtons Creek,

which is under the superintendence of a respectable, Scotch

family, who do not think they have improved their situa-

tion in life, by emigrating.
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X-

At the foot of the Cambewarra mountains, we met half-

a-dozen Blacks, dressed in blankets, and in the old clothes

of Europeans. One of these sons of the forest had an

expressive countenance, and

remarkably fine features
;
he

spoke English tolerably, and

said that he went occasion-

ally, as a seaman, on board a

vessel belonging to A. Berry.

These people were accoutred

with hunting and fishing

1

spears, and weapons of war,

some of which are here re-

presented. Figure 1, is a

heavy, wooden, offensive

weapon : Fig. 2, a throwing

stick, or womera, used for

projecting spears; the after

extremities of which, are

placed against the hook, be-

hind the combatant, as re-

presented at page 380 : Fig.

3, a single-barbed spear, used

in war : Fig. 4, a death-spear,

barbed with a row of pieces

of glass. Fig. 5, a shield, of

wood, having a handle in the

centre, under which is a piece

of soft, tea-tree bark, to de-

fend the knuckles. This shield

was whitened, and marked
with red lines : sometimes
they are blackened with
blood and soot, under the

idea of rendering them proof
against injury; and on this

black surface, the figure of a

hand is occasionally depicted, by means of a white powder,
thrown on before the black is dry, or the whole is dotted

E E
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with white. At Moreton Bay, the shields were oblong, and

made of the light wood, of the Gigantic Nettle : Figs. 6 and

8, are clubs of heavy wood : Fig. a Boomring, Boomering,

Barragan, or Kyler, described at page 319 : Fig. 9, a four-

pronged fishing-spear, described at page 288.

Upon trees on the ascent of the Cambewarra mountain,

Dendrobium ruscifolium was in flower. Two other orchid-

eous epiphytes, but of minute size, grew on mossy logs,

near the top of the mountain, where there were several other

remarkable plants. The Cabbage Palm grew to the top of

the mountain, and on the descent toward the Kangaroo

River, the Zamias were fine.

After ascending about 2,000 feet, we descended nearly

half as much, and pursuing our route, through almost track-

less forests, reached a stock-station on the Kangaroo

Ground before sunset. This place is an open, grassy plain,

inaccessible to carriages, and surrounded by mountains. In

this sequestered spot, we were recognized and welcomed,

by a man in charge of a hut, who was a prisoner, in a

bridge-party, at Windsor, when we visited that place, a year

ago
;
in the mean time he had become free. We were also

recognized by an Anglo-australian youth, who had been at

one of our meetings in Illawarra. In this land of strangers,

a very slight knowledge of a person is sufficient for claiming

acquaintance. In passing through some of the more open

forest, on the Kangaroo River, and contiguous plain, Butter-

cujDS, Violets, and Geraniums, resembling those of English

fields, but not identical with them, reminded us pleasantly

of our native land, while Red-tailed Black Cockatoos, nu-

merous Aborigines, and many plants of truly Australian

features, proved that we w'ere still at the antipodes of the

land of our birth. The men residing on the Kangaroo

Ground, had no Bible. The only religious treatise in their

possession, was a Prayer Book
;
but they were not destitute

of compassion for the afflicted. A poor, aged, black woman,
who had lost the use of her legs, and was living near

their hut, under a slight shelter, formed of a few sheets of

bark, was chiefly sujiported by milk and scraps of food,

which they gave her.
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4th. We found our old guide on the Kangaroo Ground,

where he had been engaged in a fight, had got his head se-

verely broken, and had then made peace with his antagonist.

Three tribes of Blacks were assembled here last night
;
one

belonging to the neighbourhood, and the others to Shoal

Haven and Bong Bong. There vrere forty men in one of

these tribes : they were going to the Cow-pastures, to learn

a new song, that had been invented by some of their country

people there! For an object of this kind they often travel

great distances. Several of them speak tolerable English.

They were attired either in skin garments, fastened over one

shoulder and under the other, or in blankets, or articles

of European clothing
;

one having on a pair of trousers,

another a shirt, a third a jacket, and so on. Few of them

had any covering for their heads, and none had shoes.

All the men had undergone the ceremony of having one

front-tooth knocked out, on being admitted to the privileges

of manhood
;

and they had the cartilages of their noses

perforated, and bones, the thickness of a quill, and about

four inches long, through them. They Avore fillets of net-

work around their heads, and beads, formed of short pieces

of reed, around their necks. They prop vqi large sheets of

bark with sticks, for shelters to sleep under, having fires

in front. They are very peaceable, when kindly treated

:

we felt no fear in sleeping in a rude hut, without a fastening

to the door, which blew open several times in the night,

though about 200 of them were only a few hundred yards

distant. In the morning eight of them, in addition to the

three we had engaged, chose to accompany us on our

journey. Our party did not eommence their march till

after a considerable time had been spent in conversation

between our sable companions, and their countrymen : to

this delay we were obliged to submit patiently. They
carried with them, their arms, and a musket, which one of

them had received as a present from a settler, for whom
he had done some service. The ascent of the mountain,

toward Bong Bong, was steep, and covered with Cedar,

Swamp Mahogany, Sasafras, Cabbage Palm, and large

climbers. The stem of a Tecoma, that we met with, having
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blossoms like T. australis, but differing considerably from

that species in foliage, was two feet in circumference, and

reached the head of the tree that supported it, at about

seventy feet from the ground, a species of Cissus; and

some other climbers, were also very large. One of the

Natives ascended a Cabbage Palm, and with a hatchet,

cut off its head, which he soon strij:)ped of leaves, to afford

us the opportunity of tasting the heart. Not having that

of the Seaforthia to compare it with, at the time, I could

not decide that it was superior, though it is generally re-

puted to be so. The Natives informed us that they were not

aware that the hearts of these Palms were wholesome, till

White people came among them
;
they now form a con-

siderable item of their food, in this part of the country.

The Blacks are greatly afraid of being poisoned, by eating

articles to which they have not been accustomed. Though
sometimes pressed with hunger, they seem not to have

tried several vegetable productions, likely to afford sus-

tenance
;
and those of V. D. Land will not eat any kind

of fish, but shell-fish, probably from fear of being poi-

soned by them. We halted at the Waterfall Brook, after

descending a little from the summit of the mountain, and

divided the residue of our provision, which, though ample

for the number that we amounted to when we left Shoal

Haven, was somewhat small for thirteen, but all appeared

content, being made equal partakers. We passed a water-

fall, reported to be 500 feet, from the top to the bottom,

without being aware that we were near it. On descending,

the country became sandy
;

Stringy Bark, and other upland

species of Eucalyptus, as well as of Banksia, Hakea, Grevillea,

and some of the Legumenosce, of the sandstone districts,

succeeded to the richer forest, and toward the conclusion

of our journey, the country became more grassy. Some
Pheasants and a Kangaroo were espied in the bush by
the Natives, who were very cheerful companions. They
were amply supplied with food, on arriving at the noble

mansion of Charles Throsby, at Throsby Park, near Bong
Bong, where we also were received with great hospitality.
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10th mo. 5th. Being kindly supplied with horses^ by
Charles Throsby, we visited the Ironed-gang at Berrima,

and a neighbouring Road-party. The prisoners forming the

Ironed-gang are employed in erecting a jail and court-

house. They have Bibles and Prayer Books lent to them, on

First-days, by the military officer, who takes some pains in

regard to their religious instruction. Berrima is upon a

new line of road, to the southern parts of the Colony.

It is on a poor, sandy soil, but is better supplied with

water than Bong Bong, which is now abandoned, as the

site of a town, though in a richer country, and on basalt.

We spent the evening pleasantly with the large family of

Charles Throsby, whose wife w^as rescued from the New
Zealanders, when a child, by Alexander Berry. They had

destroyed and eaten the company of the ship, wdth the

exception of the cabin-boy and herself; in consequence of

the captain having beaten the son of one of their chiefs,

wdren on the voyage, because he suspected him of stealing a

silver spoon, that was probably throwui overboard, by accident.

6th. An aged man, named Wyld, wffio accompanied

E E 3
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Robert Brown, in his botanical researches in N. S. Wales
and V. D. Land, and who discovered the district of Illa-

warra, was sent with us as guide, to Black Bobs Creek,

and to bring back the horses on which we rode, as we
wished to pursue our journey southward, on foot, after

visiting a Bridge and Road-party. This part of the Colony

is about 2,000 feet above the level of the sea. The forest

is open and grassy. Apples, Cherries and Gooseberries,

thrive here, but it is too cold for Oranges and Lemons.

From Black Bobs Creek to Paddys River, the soil is poor

and sandy, and grass is scanty in the open forest, which

is chiefly of Stringy Bark, White Gum, and Eucalyptus

pulverulenta, the Peppermint-tree of this part of the coun-

try. The last seldom reaches fifty feet in height
;

it has a

remarkably crabbed appearance, white, j^erfoliate leaves,

and soft bark, very obnoxious to the effects of fire, so that

most of the trunks are partially charred. Acacia homomalla^

tenuissima, and another species, occur in this country, in

which some of the birds of V. D. Land abound
;
such as

the Piping Crow, Cracticus hypoJeucus, the Jay or Black

Magpie, Coronica fuliyinosa, the Butcher Bird or Miner,

Myzantha garrula, and the Rosella, Rosehill, or Nonpareil

Parrot, Platycercus eximius. There are several sandstone

rocks, and pools of water, near the road. From behind

one of the former, persons have sometimes been shot

by bushrangers
;
but their depredations have been greatly

checked of late, by a more efficient police, and the stricter

discipline of the Ironed-gangs, from which it is now diffi-

cult to escape. The short herbage, which characterizes the

sheep lands of this Colony, became more abundant near

Wingelow, where we were kindly received by a settler, to

whom we had a letter of introduction.

7th. We visited an Ironed-gang at Marulan. The pri-

soners had lately been supplied with Bibles and tracts, by
order of the Bishop of Australia. The Episcopal service

is read to them on First-days, by the officer in charge.

Prisoners who are not of good character, are assigned into

service, in places remote from Sydney, in order that they may
be separated more completely from their old associates. The
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Manilan gang consists of such as have committed offences

after such assignment. They present strong marks of de-

pravity in their countenances, and not a few have defec-

tively formed heads. This circumstance, which is not un-

common among convicts, and is j^robably among the causes

of their turpitude, ought, in some points, at least, to be

taken into account
;
some of them appear to he in a state

bordering on insanity or idiotism. Had they yielded to a

good influence, their untowardness would probably have been

softened or diminished
;
beyond a doubt, it has been aggra-

vated by yielding to evil. Their case is a very affecting one,

and their moral responsibility must he left to the Judge of

all the earth. Here the punishment to which they are sub-

jected, for misconduct in the gang, is flagellation
;

and

in some instances they have received, from 600 to 800

lashes, within the space of eighteen months, at the rate

of not more than fifty lashes for one offence ! The Ironed-

gangs in this Colony may now be said to he placed under

a rigid, military discipline, and kept closely guarded, day

and night, by soldiers. No smoking is allowed among
them : they are kept closely to work, at least, that is the

case with such as are stationed on the roads, in the inte-

rior, and are locked up in caravans, from sunset to sun-

rise.

After leaving Marulan, the country’ for about ten miles,

was very poor, and covered with low Gum-trees, and very

thin grass. It then improved; and on emerging from the

forest, at the location of a settler, on a branch of the Wol-
londilly Hiver, the corn fields looked beautifully green.

Our track now led, for about three miles, through a narrow

hollow, of good soil, in which there was a chain of pools
;

it then continued eight miles further, most of the way,

through deep hollows, and over low hills, of conglomerate

sandstone, basalt, or dirty white quartz, mixed with red

or brown, breaking into cubic gravel. We passed a few
small huts, forming the village of Towrang, before reach-

ing Goulburn or Strahallen, at the junction of the Mul-
warie Ponds, and Wollondilly Rivers. The old town of

Goulburn consisted of a court-house, of slabs, covered
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with bark, a lock-up house, a few huts, occupied by the

mounted police and constables, a cottage of roughly cut

timber, and a small inn, affording tolerable accommoda-
tion for such a place, as well as a better house or two,

at a short distance.

8th. A neighbouring settler, and the Police-magistrate,

called upon us. From the latter, we obtained leave to

hold a meeting in the court-house : he also accompanied us

to the new township, about a mile distant, where a few

scattered buildings of brick, and others of wood, had been

erected. One of the latter is an hospital, affording ac-

commodation for about thirty patients. Like other places

of this kind, in remote situations, it was pretty fully occu-

pied, by stock-men, and others of the lower order
;
victims

of immorality, the scourge of this class, in sequestered

parts of the Colony, frequented by the Aborigines. Goul-

burn Plain is an extensive down, besprinkled with small

herbs, and thin grass, and clear of trees, for several miles.

In some places, it runs into gentle undulations, with thinly

scattered trees, such as Weeping Gum, White Gum, Box,

and Bastard Box. On the margin of the plain, there are

woody hills of white, quartzose rock. The plain, and low

hills, afford excellent pasturage for sheep, but as each sheep

requires from two to three acres, or more, for its support,

a large extent of land is required for a considerable flock.

9th. The meeting in the Court House was attended by
only seventeen persons. The population of the neighbour-

hood is much scattered
;
and many shew a mueh stronger

inclination to resort to a public-house than to a place of wor-

ship. In the afternoon, we had a religious intervdew with

the establishment of a young settler, who emigrated a few

years since, and has a fine property, and a good floek of

sheep
;
and who has read and thought more than many,

both on natural and religious subjects.

10th. Near a place, where Mountain Limestone crops

out, by the side of a chain of ponds, we fell in vdth a

tribe of Blacks, resting by a fire, under the shelter of some

bushes
;
two of whom frequently do turns of work, in hew-

ing wood, drawing water, &c. for the settler at whose house
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we lodged. One of the women was eating raw sow-thistles,

as salad, with avidity.

In the course of the day, we walked over a continuance

of the plain country, more thickly covered with herbage,

near the course of the Sully Ponds, to Rossiville; where

we met a courteous reception, and joined a company of

opulent settlers. The proprietor of this comfortable man-

sion, like most other extensive w'ool-growers, in this part of

the colony, occupies a portion of the unlocated territory,

called Menaro Plains, to the south west. The plains of

this district, succeed each other, for upwards of 200 miles.

They are upon Granite, Mica Slate and Quartz, with here

and there, Limestone and Basalt. The parts overlaying

the granite are generally free from trees, and from extensive

downs. The intervening hills are more or less covered

with wood. Snow falls frequently in winter, but it seldom

lies many hours
;
hoar frosts are also prevalent, and they

sometimes occur in summer. The country is watered by

rivers, generally forming chains of ponds, except in rainy

weather. These are of great importance to the Australian

shepherd, whose flocks must drink twice a day, in the warm
weather. In some seasons, a disease called Influenza, makes

great havoc among the sheep. Our worthy host, lately lost

about two thousand
;
but not being aware that this mortality

could have been prevented by any care on the part of him-

self or his shepherd, he bore it with becoming patience, as

a dispensation of Him, who is Sovereign Lord of all, and

who has a right at his pleasure, to give proof that temporal

possessions are held subserviently to his will.

11th. We did not think it our duty to proceed further

among the scattered inhabitants of this sheep country
;

who are spreading into the interior, like a mighty flood

;

fixing themselves in temporary huts, until the Government
shall survey and sell the land they occupy; wdien many of

them will move still further onward
;
we therefore returned

to Goulburn, after having a meeting vflth about forty per-

sons, in the wool-room, at Rossiville. We next proceeded

to Lumley, taking advantage of the guidance of a soldier,

who was going that way, and who led us by a route of
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sixteen miles, instead of twenty three, by the road. We
crossed a portion of the plain, upon which a shepherd was
feeding his flock, and at the same time driving them gently

along, as they consumed the thin herbage. In this manner,

a flock has to travel a considerable distance, daily, to obtain

food and water. Leaving the plain, our route lay through

some barren, quartzose forest, and along a narrow valley,

with a chain of large ponds, which wound among the hills,

for many miles. The water was very grateful to us
;
for

being a little fatigued with the walk from Rossiville, and

with the heat, we took some bread and cheese and j^orter,

at Goulburn, which on again walking in the sun, created

intolerable thirst. This circumstance brought us to the

conclusion, that though porter might seem to revive at the

time it was taken, its effects upon the system were most

uncongenial to continued exercise, and in no way really

beneficial
;
and in our long and laborious travels, subse-

quently, we were abundantly confirmed in the great advan-

tage of abstaining from all intoxicating liquors, which, how-

ever, we did not entirely abandon the use of, till nearly two

years after this period.

In the pools, in the neighbourhood of Goulburn, there

are some plants, nearly allied to those found in the waters

of England, such as a few species of Potamogeton and Vil-

larsia

;

others such as Ty2)ha latifolia and Myriophyllum ver-

ticillatum are supposed to be identical with the English spe-

cies. Here there is also, a species of MarsiJea, the foliage

of which sometimes floats upon the water, and resembles

that of a four-leaved clover. Acacia graveolens and a holly-

leaved Grevillea, with greenish flowers were growing on the

quartz hills, and a rosemary-leaved Grevillea with crimson

flowers, near Rossiville. A few Ducks, Parrots and Cock-

atoos were the principal birds that attracted our attention.

Lumley, is the residence of an opulent settler. The sur-

rounding country is ojoen forest, affording good sheep-pas-

ture, and interspersed with small plains, clear of trees. The
Shoal Haven Gullies, which are ravines in a limestone

formation, and said to be 1,600 feet deep, are a few miles

to the east. ^
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12th. After a meeting, at an early hour, in one of the

rooms of the commodious house, at Lumley, our kind host

set out for his sheep station, on the Menaro Plains, in a

four-wheeled carriage, on springs, attended by a servant on

horseback. With a little care, in choosing the road, and

places for crossing rivers, a carriage may he driven for a few

hundreds of miles, in the untracked country. In the Colony

generally, most of the acknowledged roads, are merely cart

tracks, with the bad places cut through, or filled up. They

are bad to travel upon in wet weather; hut the weather is

SO generally dry, and free from strong frost, that these tracks

are much less cut up, than they would he in a climate like

that of England.—In the forenoon w'e visited Bungonia, a

rudimentary town, and had a religious interview with a road-

party, seated on some logs, by the way-side. Here, a gentle-

man, Hsiting this country from India, on account of his

health, whom we met at Lumley, took us up in his carriage,

with the view of expediting our journey
;
but the pole break-

ing, in crossing a rut, occasioned some delay. While this

was repairing at the station of the Marulan Ironed-gang, two

men were brought up by the guard, charged with throwing

pieces of tobacco to the prisoners, at work on the road.

Being strangers, they were reprimanded, and allowed to

proceed. For this olFence, free persons are often fined, and
prisoners in assigned service are flogged, to the amount of

fifty lashes. The carriage being repaired, we proceeded, but

sometimes had to hold it back, in descending the hills, on
an almost trackless road, until at a later hour than if the

journey had been performed on foot, we reached Arthurslee,

a fine station for agriculture and sheep feeding, belonging

to an opulent gentleman, whom we had met near Goulburn,
and who now welcomed us as his guests. The country, though
more clothed with wood, and more hilly than that near

Goulburn, was still on a basis of granite, which projected in

some places, above the surface. Two acres were on an
average required for a sheep, on the better pastures. Near
the house.White Clover, Trefoil, a spinous-seeded Medic, Rib-
grass, Rye-grass, Shepherds Purse, Erodium cicutarium and
moschatum, and some other English plants, had established
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themselves, as they have in many other parts of the Colony,

where they spread and thrive, often more vigorously than in

their native country.

13th. After a meeting with the numerous people of this

establishment, we again set forward, and proceeding over

some open-forest hills, and across the Wollondilly and

Paddys Rivers, entered the Wombat Brush, a forest of

Stringy-bark, Peppermint-tree, and low scrub, upon barren,

quartzose hills, in which a species of White Ant was numer-

ous. The conical habitations of this insect, were from four to

six feet high, and very solid : sometimes four of these were

in sight, at a time. A more fertile tract, on Whinstone

or Basalt, succeeded, upon which a few settlers were located,

whose little fields and orchards, with Ap]fie and Plum-trees

in blossom, presented a cheerful aspect. We next came

again upon the sandstone of Black Bobs Creek, on the

rocky borders of which, Epacris cerinthoicles was clothed

with a profusion of white flowers. Here we got a drink of

water, the only refreshment we had, in a walk of twenty-two

miles, to Oldbury, where another religious opportunity con-

cluded the labours of the day.

14th. We again reached Throsby Park. On calling at

a cottage, where some shoemakers were at work, to inquire

the road, I was recognised by a man from York, who said

he enlisted for a soldier, about ten years since, and went to

India
;
where he was “ unfortunate,^’ that is committed a

crime for which he was transported, and was sent to this

Colony; here, after seven years’ bondage, he had become

free, and was working at his trade.

16th. In the forenoon, we had a meeting at Bong Bong,

which consists of a few scattered houses, on the Wingee-

carabee River, and in the afternoon, at a small settlement,

called Sutton Forest, where there is a weather-board. Epis-

copal chapel.

17th. Many persons are now on their way southward,

to their sheep shearings, and the number of drays, con-

veying their provisions is considerable. On the way to

Mittagong, we fell in with two young men, with whom
we had become acquainted, who were on a twelve days’
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journey, toward their sheep stations, on the Doomut River,

far southward, beyond the located part of the Colony.

They were resting by the side of the road, having two

saddle horses, and a tilted cart, in which they slept and car-

ried their provisions, draum by other two horses, their two

attendants sleeping under the cart. After taking coffee

with them, in gipsy style, we pursued our route over the

Mittagong Range, which, like much of the adjacent coun-

try, is basaltic. The Gum-trees upon it are of several

species. One called here, the Woolly-hutted Gum, seems

identical with the Black-butted Gum of Tasmania. The

White Gum was beginning to drop its manna, in small

pieces, of pure white, from the increased warmth of the

weather, which also occasioned the merry Tettagonias, here

called Locusts, to keep up a continual rattle, in which, in

the species inhabiting these forests, there is a remarkable,

undulating harmony.

Between Bong Bong and Mittagong, we passed the huts

of several veterans, who had grants of 100 acres each, in

this fine neighbourhood, where the soil is rich, in many
places, overlaying basalt

;
but drunkenness and profligacy

have kept these wretched people in poverty, where industry

and sobriety would have been rewarded with plenty. At
Mittagong, we became the guests of Charles Sturt, a be-

nevolent and enterprising man, well knoum on account of

his long, exploratory journies, to the southward, in com-
pany with George M‘Leay, of which an account is pub-

lished. Their courage among the native Blacks, by which

they were preserved from hostility, is an interesting feature

in their narrative.

18th. After a religious interview with the family and

establishment, we again set forward on our journey : the

track lay through an inhospitable territory, called Bargo

Brush, which is a thick forest, on a sandstone formation.

Tlie timber is chiefly Stringy-bark, of tall and slender

growth. A fire had blackened the trunks of the trees, and
consumed the scrub

;
but many of the gay shrubs that or-

nament these desolate forests, were again springing, and
putting forth their lively blossoms. We met several
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companies of Blacks. Some of the women had considerable

quantities of Native Currants, the fruit of Leptomeria acida,

that they were carrying in vessels scooped out of the knots

of the gum-tree, some of which will hold several quarts.

We dined at an inn, the landlord of which was killed, a few

days liefore, by a fall from his horse, when intoxicated
; the

following night, the wife of an innkeeper, nearer to Goulburn,

died from excessive drinking, which is the bane of these

Colonies. After sunset, we passed through a small settle-

ment, called the Stone-quarries, and at length, reached

Jarvis Field, the residence of a pious Police-magistrate, from

whom we received a a cordial welcome, after a tedious walk

of twenty-five miles.

19th. We had a religious interview with the family and

servants of the Magistrate, in a room upon his premises,

erected for a court-house, in which this worthy man, not

only assembles his family and establishment, for public wor-

ship, but also a neighbouring road-party, with the ticket-of-

leave men, and others who reside near
;
on First-days, he

reads the service of the Episcopal Church to them, with a

sermon; he also assembles his own household twice a day,

for the reading of the Scriptures and prayer. We were

present this morning on one of these occasions, to our com-

fort.—Departing from Jarvis Field, we had a religious

opportunity with a neighbouring road-party, and then cros-

sed the range of hills, called Razor-liack, and proceeded

through open, grassy-forest, to the Cow-pastures, where, at

Brownlowe Hill, we were welcomed by George and James

M‘Leay, sons of our kind friend the Colonial Secretary.

20th. In clearing the land about tbe tasteful, genteel,

cottage, and garden, at Brownlowe Hill, more care has

been taken not to destroy its beauty, by cutting down the

trees indiscriminately, than is usual in these Colonies; where

trees, being the encumbrance of tbe land, are generally cut

away unsparingly. Much of the land in this part of N. S.

Wales, has been cleared by buman industry; it is now
covered with luxuriant crops of wheat and barley, in ear,

but not sufficiently advanced to be out of danger, from a

single day’s hot wind, such as not unfrequently blights
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the hopes of the husbandman, in this sunny climate.

—

We visited the agricultural establishment of the M‘Leays,

on the Mount Hunter Creek, where they have a garden,

producing Oranges, Apples, Loquats, Pears, Plums, Cher-

ries, Figs, Mulberries, Medlars, Raspberries, Strawberries,

and Gooseberries, and where Roses are in great profusion.

We then proceeded to Cawdor, where, at the Court House,

the magistrates sentenced a young prisoner-shepherd, to

receive fifty lashes, for carelessly suffering his flock to get

mixed with another.

From hence, we accompanied William Macarthur, to

his noble mansion, at Camden, which is of two stories,

built of beautiful sandstone, and finished in style equal

to that of the dwellings of the upper class, in England.

The gardens are extensive, and well laid out. Many of

the beautiful, native plants, are here crdtivated successfully,

for ornament; and a grassy lawn looks very English, but

to preserve it, much watering is required in summer. The
seasons have latterly, been so dry, that not more than

10,000 sheep can now be kept here, where formerly 30,000

were maintained
;
the flocks have consequently, to be driven

to the higher lands, to the south, for pasturage. Some
families of Blacks are regularly rationed at Camden, on

the score of justice; the present proprietors, and their father,

to whom they succeeded, rightly considering, that this was

due to the people, whose lands themselves had occupied.

21st. We visited the Camden farm-establishment, a mile

distant from the house, and had a meeting with about 100

of the men, who are now busy with the sheep shearing.

Both here and at Browmlowe Hill, the Episcopal prayers

are read to the men by their masters. These establish-

ments are also occasionally visited by the exemjDlary and

diligent. Colonial Chaplain, from Cobbity, on whom we
made a call, and then returned to Brownlowe Hill. In

some fields, on the road, the people were making hay, from

oats and barley, cut green. Grass rarely becomes fit for

the scythe, in this country. The thermometer to-day was

at 90°, in the shade. I walked into the forest by moon-
light, along with George M^Leay, to see the Opossums.
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Tlie Vulpine, Phalangista vulpina, and some other spe-

cies are common here, including flying ones. There is

also in various parts of this Colony, an animal, called

the Koala, Phasclaretos fuscus, which like the Opossums,

feeds at night, in the Gum-trees
;
but it is without a tail,

and somewhat resembles a small hear : the pupils of its eyes

are vertical, and its ears are large.—Several of the intelligent

settlers, in this part of the country, have paid some attention

to Natural History. Studies of this kind do not generally

gain much attention in new countries, where the mind be-

comes much engrossed by clearing, building, and obtaining

the necessaries of life
;
but some of the settlers in N. S.

Wales, have risen above this point, and occupy a position

analogous to that of English gentlemen. The growth of

wool is however, the prevailing object of attention.

22nd. The thermometer rose to 100°, in the shade,

which rendered travelling, even for a short distance, very

oppressive
;
but we proceeded to Cobbity, where we be-

came the guests of Thomas Hassal, the Episcopal Chap-

lain. Many people in the neighbourhood were affected

with fever, which was so prevalent that it had obtained

the name of Influenza, and this good man was diligently

ministering to their temporal relief, and spiritual instruc-

tion. In one family, to which I accompanied him, the

father, in a state of high fever, was in the same bed with

two of his own children. The crowded state of some of

the huts of the poorer settlers, renders them extremely

uncomfortable in times of sickness. In the evening, we
had a meeting in a school-room, near the chapel

;
it was a

satisfactory opportunity, notwithstanding the heat continued

to be great.

23rd. Being mounted on ponies, by our kind friend T.

Hassal, we proceeded through the beautiful vale of the

Nepean River, assembling the establishments of some
considerable Colonists, on the way to Winbourn, the

residence of George Cox, by whom we were received in

a very friendly manner, and who conveyed us in his car-

riage, to a place used for public worship, on the premises

of one of his brothers, at Mulgoa, where he had appointed
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a meeting for us, at which about forty persons were present.

After a solemn silence, of considerable duration, in which

the divine presence was comfortingly with us, strength was

afforded to proclaim the gospel message, with much warning

and encouragement. After the meeting, we returned to

Winbourn, which is a substantial mansion, having the fea-

tures of an English gentlemaids seat
;

it is situated in a

country resembling an English park
;
such indeed, is much

of the district, which includes Camden, the Cowpastures,

and Mulgoa.

24th. Passing several fine estates, which are as verdant

this year, as they were parched a year ago, we came to

Penrith, and went forw'ard to Duneved, the residence of

Captain Philip King. Here we received a kind and Chris-

tian welcome, and had a meeting \vith his large and in-

teresting family, in which the benign influence of maternal

piety was clearly to be traced.

25th. This morning, I witnessed the operation of milk-

ing some cows, that had been brought up wild in the bush.

They were driven into a fold
;
where, with some difficulty,

their calves were separated from them. A noose, at the

end of a rope, was then thrown over their horns, by means
of a long pole, and the rope was drawn through a ringbolt, in

a wall, so as to bring the cow tightly up. In this position

she was milked
;
but from the time occupied, the risk of

injury from the untractable beasts, and the small quantity

of milk obtained, I thought it a very dearly bought article.

—

We proceeded down the western road, to Parramatta, and

after calling on some persons there, went to the Vineyard,

where we became the guests of Hannibal H. Macarthur, from

whom we received an invitation, when at his house, in the

district of Argyle. The mansion at the Vineyard is an excel-

lent one, of two stories, with a capital garden, pleasantly situ-

ated upon the navigable part of the Parramatta River, or

to speak more correctly, near the extremity of the estuary

of Port Jackson, to which the Parramatta River is but a

small, tributary brook.

26th. We returned to Parramatta, and paid our respects

to the Governor, and to his son, John Bourke, who made
F F
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many inquiries relative to our visit to the southern part of

the Colony. We called also at the Factory, where the

female prisoners are now under improving discipline. Many
improvements are visible in Parramatta, since we visited

it, a little more than a year ago. The demand for lime, has

raised that article to Is. 6 d. per bushel. In the evening,

we returned to the Vineyard, and had a religious oppor-

tunity with the family and servants.

Hannibal H. Macarthur is one of the members of the

Legislative Council of the Colony, for which office he is

well qualified; being an intelligent, upright man, who has a

large interest in the country.

27th. We returned to Sydney, calling on the way at

Pennant Hills, where we had a religious interview with

an Ironed-gang, and Invalid Road-party, and at Kissing

Point, where we dined with Isaac Shepherd, a good, old

man, who has a son, a missionary in New Zealand, and a

daughter, the wife of a missionary in Tahiti. I. Shepherd

has resided forty-two years in this Colony, and has pros-

pered temporally, as he has grown in grace, in which he

has exceeded most of his cotemporaries. He is the pro-

prietor of an Orange-grove, the trees in which, exceed in

size, any other Orange-trees, that we have seen in N. S.

Wales. We called also at Tarban Creek, to see the new
Lunatic Asylum, which is in progress, and taking the steam-

packet, at the adjacent ferry, arrived in Sydney, in good

time in the evening
;
we took up our quarters for the night

at a comfortable hotel.
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On returning to Sydney, at this time, we engaged apart-

ments in the upper part of Pitt-street
;

for which, with

board in the family, we paid £2 a week, each. Here we

remained till we finally left the Colony, in the 3rd month,

1837.

10th mo. 29th. I had some conversation with an Inde-

pendent Minister, appointed to Norfolk Island, who left

England single, by the advice of his friends. In the ma-
jority of cases, great advantages arises to persons emigrat-

ing, from taking suitable wives before leaving their own
country. Many have discovered their mistake, in coming

out single, after arriving in these Colonies. Even if a

man go into the interior, he is much more likely to succeed,

if he have a wife to take care of what he may leave in his

dwelling, be that ever so humble a one, while he is out

attending to his flocks
;

if his residence be in a town, such

a care taker is still necessary, for respectable house-keepers

are not easy to be obtained, because persons of this class

are generally soon sought out, by those wanting wives.

29th. A high wind raised such clouds of dust, as ren-

dered it nearly impracticable to pass along the streets. The
frequency of this annoyance in summer, is a great objection

to a residence in the towm, at this season.

F F 2
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30th. About twenty persons Avere present at our meeting.

A large proportion of them, were of one family, lately ar-

rived in the Colony, from amongst A\diom, a promising

daughter died on the passage. In a little vocal service, I

had to point out the imjAerative claims of religion, and the

necessity of attending to the convictions of the Holy Spirit,

if we would be led to Christ, and knoAV him to abide Avith us.

11th mo. 1st. This morning, an assigned servant, who
had resided some time in the family, and was remarkably

sober, honest, and industrious, and possessed an unusual

share of muscular strength, AA^as suddenly taken ill, and died

in about an hour and a half, in consequence of an affection

of the heart. He had three attacks of spasm, and in the

last exclaimed, If I was only prepared to die !” he then

cried for mercy, and almost instantly expired.—I was absent

when the aAvful event took place, having a short time before

taken a seat on the Liverpool coach, in order to \dsit the

young man noticed on the 13th of 9th mo. On the coach,

I met with a man, who was going to catch a horse, that

had killed its rider, by dashing his head against a tree.

After some very profligate persons, who, from their ap-

pearance and bad language, might be prisoners, had left

the coach, I found an openness to speak Avith this individ-

ual, on the necessity and advantage of living in a state of

preparation for death, and to explain to him the Avay of

salvation. This man also left the coach before \A"e reached

Liverpool, and a Avoman got up, so drunk that I could not

sit by her, either Avith propriety, or any degree of satis-

faction
;

I therefoi'e stepped over the roof, and found a

place among some more sober people. The coach was not

very strong, and the roads were rough, so that to some of

the other passengers, as Avell as to myself, it Avas a great

satisfaction to arrh^e safely at the end of our journey : this

Avas perhaps, not an unfair specimen of Australian coach-

travelling. Many of the roads are still mere tracks, and

the practice of taking large quantities of strong drink, is

very prevalent, and the proportion of persons of low

morals, is great.

4th. I had some con\'ersation Avith an intelligent settler,
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who was awakened by shipwreck, to a consideration of the

importance of eternal things
;

but like many others, he

shrinks from taking up the cross, and practicing self-denial,

and would rather trust solely to the death of Christ, for

salvation, than esteem his propitiatory offering, as the means
of redemption from sins that are past, and of perfecting for

ever, those who submit to the sanctification of the Spirit

unto obedience, and who consequently, seek divine help

continually, to keep the precejjts of Christ. Such persons

would be saved by what Christ has done for them,

without troubling themselves much about the practice of

what he has enjoined
;

they seem to settle themselves

down under a kind of systematic delusion, forgetting the

declaration of the Redeemer, “ Not every one that saith unto

me Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he

that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.’^

12th. Tire day was very warm, with a strong wind from

the north, of the character called in the Colony, a Hot Wind.
These Hot Winds often injure the crops greatly, especially

those of wheat, which they have already blighted, in the

Hunter and Bathurst districts. In the latter, the wheat

crops are so completely destroyed, that the inhabitants will

be dependent upon Sydney for supplies. The abundance
of grass wiU, however, render this less inconvenient, than

it would have been last year. A frost cut off the chief part

of their crop, in the tenth month, and the remainder, in

the lower grounds, vras destroyed by a hot-wind in the

eleventh month. Much of that which escaped, in the

higher grounds, was destroyed by hail
;

and that which
escaped the hail, was soon after, devoured by caterpillars

!

In the evening, the wind changed suddenly to the south-

ward, blowing with violence, as is usual in such cases, as

noticed at p. 236.

In the course of the 11th and 12th months, we held
meetings of a religious character, with the inhabitants of

Sydney, who were invited to our meeting-house, in Mac-
quarie Street, by notice from house to house, the town
being divided into districts. The young man who gave
the notice, distributed tracts at the same time, and

F F 3
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frequently entered into conversation on religious subjects.

He found several persons in Sydney, who had escaped

from their creditors in the adjacent Colony, and many, in

an exceedingly degraded, ignorant, and demoralized state.

One man, who professed to be a Roman Catholic, told

him, that he liked his own religion best, because he could

get drunk two or three times a week, and then confess to

one of their priests, and obtain absolution, which set all

to right again ! Another, calling himself a Protestant, said,

he supposed no one would engage in such labour without

being pretty well paid for it
;
but he thought the diligence

of the young man, in going from house to house, was

more than most would exercise for their money, and that

he therefore deserved attention. In one of the districts of

the town, two New Zealanders were found lying, without

shelter, in a yard, exposed to the rain, and very ill : med-

ical assistance was obtained for them; but one of them

died before morning, as another had done a short time

before. On the case being made known, an order was

immediately given, to admit the survivor into the Bene-

volent Asylum, to which, however, he declined going.

We also visited the prisoners retained in the employment

of the Government, in the Hyde Park Barracks, the Car-

ters’ Barracks, the Tread Mill, the New Jail, and the Hulks,

as well as those on Goat Island, and in the Old Jail, and

the patients in the Colonial Hospital, having the sanction

of the Governor, in this service. In these visits, we were

accompanied, to our comfort, by John C. S. Handt, who
was at Wellington Valley, when we visited that Mission-

ary station, and who was now, remaining with his family,

in Sydney, for an opportunity to proceed to Moreton Bay,

on a mission to the Aborigines there. The Hyde Park

Barrack is the principal depot of prisoners, in the Colony.

It is a substantial, brick building, rather handsome, and of

three stories, enclosed in an open area, formed by buildings

of one story, with sloping roofs resting against the outside

walls, at the angles of which there are circular, domed,

small buildings. Some taste is also displayed in the gate-

way and other parts. The lower story of the central building.
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is chiefly devoted to the offices of the Assignment-board,

&c. The second and third stories are divided into large

wards, in which the prisoners sleep in hammocks, in single

tiers. Those who arrive by one ship, occupy one ward, till

taken away by the masters to whom they are assigned.

This is a good regulation
;

it keeps them in some measure,

from the contamination of the ^^old hands.” The mechanics,

retained in the employment of the government, and some

others, are also lodged in separate wards. One ward, in a

side-building, has a barrack-bedstead, or platform, on which

the prisoners sleep side by side, without any separation.

There are only ten solitary cells in this prison, in which,

flagellation is the usual punishment. One of the officers,

who had been there only about fifteen months, said, that

upwards of one thousand men had been flogged in the course

of that period ! He stated his opinion to be, that how much
soever men may dread flagellation, when they have not been

subjected to it, they are generally degraded in their own es-

teem, and become reckless, after its infliction. This, we have

found to be a very prevailing opinion, in the Colony.

The Carters’ Barracks are at the south end of Sydney,

and are now used as a debtors’ jail, and as a barrack for an

ironed-gang, of about one hundred men, who, bke the other

ironed-gangs in the district of Sydney, are under the super-

intendence of a military officer. The prisoners sleep on
platforms, that allow only one foot and a half to each man

;

they are under a close, military guard, in brick buildings,

opening into a separate yard, and the place is very clean.

The treadmill is contiguous, but is under distinct superin-

tendence. It has one wheel, for eighteen men, and another,

for ten
;
and when the mill is not at work, the men are kejot

running round a circle, in the yard. There are now about
eighty men, under sentence to this punishment.

The new Jail is an unfinished building, upon a good
plan. It is at present occupied by an Ironed-gang, and
about 130 prisoners, employed in the Mineral Sun^eyor’s

Department. The Ironed-gang is employed in quarrying

stone, &c. They are lodged in boxes,” in the Jail-yard,

accommodating twenty-five men in each, and are under
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the same kind of guard and discipline, as the Ironed-

gangs in the interior. On our visit, they assembled in the

mess-shed; at first, the Roman Catholics separated them-

selves, to be locked u]), while w'e addressed the others

;

but on being informed, that we belonged to no class of

ordained clergymen, and receh^ed no pecuniary remunera-

tion for our labours, and that persons of their persuasion

had often assembled wdth us, in other places, they joined

the rest, and the whole were very attentive and orderly.

After visiting the men, in the department of the Mineral

Surveyor, we accompanied the person filling that office, to

a tunnel, which he is forming, from the Botany Bay
Swamps, which is nearly completed, and brings the water

to Sydney. This tunnel is arched with hewn stone
;

it is

tw'o feet wide, four feet high, and about two miles long.

The water from it is laid in iron pipes into various parts

of Sydney, but it is not yet distributed to private houses.

The Botany Bay Swamps are natural reservoirs, being ex-

tensive basons, in sandstone roek. One of them occupies

about 1,000 acres, and is filled with sand, which keeps the

water pure
;

it is overgrown with shrubs, but is of great

depth, and contains a vast body of water. Few of these

reservoirs exhibit water on the surface, beyond what renders

the soil a little boggy
;
but some small streams ooze from

them, and in two or three cases, their surface is pure

white sand. Most of them are ornamented with gay shrubs

and plants, which also abound on the adjacent sandy hills,

in many places on the sides of whieh, the sandstone rocks

are bare. The marshes are now gay with Callistemon lan-

ceolatus, a low, rigid, willow-like shrub, with clusters of

crimson flow'ers, like bottle brushes, surrounding the stem,

and with Blandfordia nobilis, a plant with an erect stem,

about a foot and a half high, crowned by about a dozen

pendent flowers, an inch long, tubular, and as thick as a

swan’s quill, sealing-wax red, tipped with orange at the six-

cleft mouth. There are also upon these swamps, several

other striking shrubs and plants, among which may be enu-

merated Melaleuca thymifoUa, and armillaris, Ejjacris ohtusi-

folia, Drosera pedata, Vtllarsia elata, and Utricularia speciosa,
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and violacea. On the low hills there are Corroea speciosa,

Stenanthera pinifolia, Roeperia pinifolia, and several species

of Banksia, Leptospermum, Leucopogon, &c. The shrubs

on these low hiUs and swamps, gave the name of Botany-

Bay, to the bay by which access was first gained to

them. Some of the swamps are formed into gardens,

which, retaining their moisture, supply the Sydney market

in summer.

The Phoenix Hulk is moored olf a small island, in Port

Jackson, and is occupied by men, sentenced to Penal Set-

tlements, who work on shore, in chains, under a military

guard. At the time of our visit, it contained about 200

men.—The prisoners on Goat Island also amount to about

200, most of them are in irons
;
they are employed in

erecting a powder-magazine, which is nearly completed,

and is of sandstone. Internally, it is an arch, of 25

feet wide, and 100 feet long. The prisoners are lodged

in twelve wooden boxes,” which are whitewashed inside

and out, and are very clean. Each of these boxes is fur-

nished with a few Bibles, Testaments, and Prayer Books.

When addressing the people, in the mess-shed, in which

one of the Colonial Chaplains preaches to them every other

Seventh-day, and J. C. S. Handt occasionally, they were

very attentive, and there was more comfort, in preaching

to them the glad tidings of the Gospel, with warning and

exhortation, than is sometimes the case. Among prisoners,

under such discipline as keeps them entirely from strong

drink, we are generally sensible of more openness for re-

ceiving religious instruction, and of a more comforting

sense of the divine presence, while communicating it, than

among the generality of the free people of the Colony.

After this visit, and the publication of an Address to the

Prisoner Population of New South Wales and Van Diemens
Land, which was read to the people on Goat Island, by a

pious young man, who frequently visited them, a remarkable
letter was addressed to us, anonymously, by one of the pri-

soners, and placed in the Bible of the Catechist, who com-
municated it to us, and promised to endeavour to make out

the writer, with a view of attending to his case.—For the
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Address to the Prisoner Population, and the letter here

referred to, see Appendix. L. and M.
The Old Jail was an inconvenient building, in George

Street, the principal street in Sydney, and was soon to be

superseded by the new one, which was a little out of the

town. At the time of our visit, 'it contained about 1 80

prisoners, male and female : the number had often been

nearly 300. They were visited by a Colonial Chaplain, at

least once a week, and occasionally by J. C. S. Handt, or

some other pious person. Five men were under sentence

of death, two of whom expected to be executed the fol-

lowing week. The number of executions in N. S. Wales
was, at this period, very great, in proportion to its popu-

lation, compared with the number in Great Britain.

The Colonial Hospital is a commodious building, in

Macquarie Street, forming a portion of the same range with

the Council Rooms, &c. It has seven wards, and at the

time of our visit, contained 130 patients, most of whom
were, or had been, prisoners.

The Benevolent Asylum is an institution for the support

of the indigent; it is under the care of a committee, chosen

at an annual, public meeting, of the subscribers toward its

maintenance. Any deficiency in its funds, is made up by the

Government, in consideration of most of the inmates having

been brought out as j^risoners. On our visit, the Roman Ca-

tholics were invited, but they declined coming, saying they

could not without leave from their priests. There were at

this time, upwards of 200 inmates in this institution, about

one-third of whom were females Several of them were

very aged, and lamentably depraved. Strong drink has

brought many of them, both young and old, to the state

of destitution they are in
;
and some of them have so strong

a desire for liquor, that they abscond from this comfortable

refuge, climbing over the fence to obtain it.

Early in the 12th mo. we received a quantity of books

and tracts, unapplied for, from our friends in Yorkshire.

We could not but regard this free-will offering, on their

part, as a special favour from the Lord, who, we doubt not,

stirred them up to make it. Without such a supply, we
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should have been without the means of continuing to disperse

religious information, as we have hitherto done, during our

visit to these Colonies, which would have been painful to

us, at this juncture, when we have a better opportunity for

this description of service, than we have before had.

12th mo. 19th. We received a pleasant letter from a

person at Maitland, whose faith had been put to the test,

with regard to taking an oath ; he had previously become

willing, if called to do so, to suffer for bearing a testimony

against the practice of swearing. He was summoned as a jury-

man, at the Quarter Sessions. When his name was called,

he stood up, and said he could not take an oath. Why ?

asked the chairman. Because the book, on which you swear

me, tells me not to swear at all, was the reply. The chair-

man looked angry, and said he could not take such an ex-

cuse
;
but an attorney, who sat by, said, an affirmation could

be taken, if the party were a Quaker. Are you a Quaker ?

asked the chairman. I cannot say I am, was the answer,

but if there was a Quakers’ meeting here, I would certainly

attend it. It was then decided that the affirmation of the

party should be taken, and he affirmed accordingly, and

served as a juryman, upon two trials.

About this time, a young man, who had filled the office of

clerk to one of the Colonial Chaplains, in the interior, but

had resigned this office, on conscientious grounds, was sub-

poened to Sydney, as a witness on a trial, and declined taking

an oath. When called upon to state his grounds of objection,

he referred to the command of Christ, “ Swear not at all

and when it was urged, that an oath was only a solemn decla-

ration, calling upon God to witness, (a mistaken view which
was entertained by the pious Judge on the bench) the young
man replied, that if it could be made to appear, that to take

an oath, was not to swear at all, he would willingly take the

oath
;
but that till that was done, he could not take it con-

scientiously. On inquiry being made, if he were a Quaker,
a Moravian, or a Separatist, he signified that he was brought
Up in the Episcopal Church, and remained in its communion,
though he did not believe in all the thirty-nine articles, and
that he was ignorant of the sentiments of the Moravians
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and Separatists. One of the absurdities of the English

law, which still exists, construes such a refusal into con-

tempt of court ! and the Judge was consequently under

the necessity of committing him to the charge of the Sher-

iff’s Officer; but the young man was not removed out of

court. He had, however, made up his mind to suffer im-

prisonment, rather than violate his conscience
;
but when

the court broke up, the Judge discharged him, saying, he

had no doubt resjiecting the young man’s objection being a

conscientious one. A Magistrate, in another court, in this

Colony, of a different spirit to the Judge who was on the

bench on this occasion, threatened a young man, with im-

prisonment, who objected to swear, in obedience to the com-

mands of his Lord and Saviour, and succeeded, in con-

nexion with the expostulations of deluded friends, in turning

the young man from his steadfastness.

Among the tracts which we circulated extensivel)^, at this

time, was “ A Christian Address to the Free Inhabitants

of New South Wales and Van Diemens Land,” written in

the prospect of an early departure from these Colonies, and

which is introduced in Appendix. N. Large editions of

this Address, as well as of that, to the Prisoner Population,

were printed in Sydney, in very respectable style, and at

a moderate charge.
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North Harbour.—Pumice-stone.—Animals, &c.—School and Temperance So-

cieties.—Tidings of D. and C. Wheeler.—Report to the Governor.—Sense

of Unprofitableness.—Botany Bay.—La Perouse.—Circumnavigation.—But-

terflies.—Fishermen.—Silent Meetings.—Drunkenness.—Convict Servants.

—

Arrival of D. and C. Wheeler.—Visit to the Governor.—Refraction.—Factory.

—Aborigines.—-Elizabeth Macquarie.—Departure from N. S. Wales.—Voyage

to V. D. Land.—Jervis Bay.—Sheds, &c. of Aborigines.—Jelly-fish.—Storm.

—Lying to.—Albatross.—Arrival at Hobart Town.

1st mo. 5th, 1837. We walked to the North Harbour of

Port Jackson, to visit a family who frequently attended our

meetings. On the way, we met with many beautiful insects,

upon the flowers of Anyophora cordifolia, such as Biiprestis

grandis, variabilis and macularia, and Cetonia frontinalis.

Many of the insects of New South Wales are of splendid

appearance. We also saw several interesting plants, among
which was Dendrohium ruscifolium, a large tuft of which

was growing on the sandstone rock.

6th. We visited one of the bays, north of Port Jackson,

on the north shore of which, there were banks of Pumice-

stone. This volcanic production has, at some period,

drifted with a south-east wind and a high sea, into many
similar places on this coast. A lizard, three feet long, was

running among the rocks. On G. W. Walker’s attempting

to catch it, he received a blow from its rough tail, that

brought the skin off his hand. Within the influence of the

salt water, the beautiful Crinum peduncidatum was produc-

ing heads of fragrant, white, tubular, lily-like blossoms.

—

In a morning walk, I set up a Wild Dog, which made oflF

with speed. These animals, though of wolfish appearance,

are very shy. We returned to Sydney in the evening.
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A few mornings ago, in a walk before breakfast, I fell

in with a large Emu, at a short distance from Sydney,

which probably had been domesticated, as it exhibited no
signs of fear on my approach. The Emu retreats from the

haunts of man, and is now rarely seen, except in remote

places in the interior.

9th. We attended the meeting of the Committee of the

Australian School Society, at which, information was re-

ceived, that Government had granted a piece of land, for the

site of a school-house. The Girls’ School is in a prosperous

state, the prospect of that for boys is improving.

10th. We were present at a Committee of the Tem-
perance Society, which is about to issue a twopenny, monthly

publication, on the plan of the Temperance Penny Maga-
zine. While the Committee was sitting, there were repeated

cries of ‘‘Murder,” to which no one gave any attention,

for some time. At length, one of the persons present re-

marked, with a sigh, that he saw that the rest of the com-
pany had, like himself, become callous to such cries, from

their frequency, in consequence of the prevailing intem-

perance.—Subsequently to this period, the question of Total

Abstinence from all intoxicating liquors, was successfully

taken up in Sydney; and in 1841, the members of the Total

Abstinence Society, amounted to 1,842.

17th. We received from Henry Bobart, a Missionary,

just returned from New Zealand, the pleasing intelligence

that our dear friends Daniel and Charles Wheeler, had

arrived in safety at the Bay of Islands, and were likely

soon to return to this Colony. Their visit had been very

reviving to the New Zealand Missionaries, who, on both

sides of the island, had been greatly cast down by the

misconduct of some of their own body, and by contentions

among the native tribes.

21st. Through the medium of the Colonial Secretary,

we forwarded to the Governor, “ A Report, on various

subjects connected with the state of the Colony of New
South Wales,” which we thought it our duty to submit to

his notice before our departure, and which is inserted in

Appendix. O.
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22nd. The weather lately, has been very wet. To-day

it rained nearly without intermission
;
generally, there are

fair intervals in the course of the day. Our meetings were

small, and held in silence. Now that our labours in New
South Wales are nearly concluded, it is my lot to dwell

much under the feeling of emptiness and unprofitableness.

For this I desire to be thankful, for were it otherwise, I

might be in danger of taking to myself, the glory of any

little services that I have been enabled to perform, instead

of giving it to the Lord, who gave the qualification, and

in whose sight no flesh may glory, without condemnation.

27th. We went to Botany Bay, to pay a farewell visit

to a family of our acquaintance. On the way, we got upon
a newly-drained marsh, the surface of which was dry, and

so light, that we often broke through, to the water which

remained underneath.

28th. We walked to the north head of Botany Bay, to

visit the Custom-house officer, stationed there
;
who, we

were glad to find, had strictly adhered to temperance prin-

ciples, for the last thirteen months. The officer at the

Light-house, at the heads of Port Jackson, and one of the

pilots, have also adopted temperance principles, greatly to

their advantage. At the north head of Botany Bay, stands

the monument, erected by the French Government, on

the spot from which La Perouse embarked, when he last

sailed from this land, in 1788. No tidings respecting him
were obtained from that period, till within a few years,

when Chevalier Dillon ascertained, that he was wrecked

on a small Island, near the Fegee group. Contiguous to

the monument, is a rude tomb, containing the remains of

a French priest and physician, who was attached to the

party of La Perouse, in their expedition to circumnavigate

the globe. This exploit, so much thought of at that period,

is now performed by almost every vessel from England, to

N. S. Wales or V. D. Land
;

as these come out by way of

the Cape of Good Hope, and return by Cape Horn, in

consequence of the wind, in the latitudes of the Southern

Hemisphere, in which they have to sail, blowing almost

constantly from the west. Near the Heads of Botany Bay,
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gay butterflies were numerous. Some of those in this part of

the Colony, are remarkable for having the upper sides sim-

ply white, or mottled, while the under sides are exceedingly

gay with various colours. Two noble, dark coloured,

species are frequent about Sydney
;
where they, with many

others, are occasionally to be seen in the streets. In return-

ing, we passed a row of fishermen’s huts, near to which two

men were mending their nets. We had some conversation

with them, reminding them of the fishermen of Galilee, and

of that Gospel which they were chosen to proclaim. Not
being unmindful of their temporal interests, we instructed

them in the art of making shrimp-nets, and taking shrimps

;

of which there are plenty on the neighbouring shoals, but

they are rarely brought to the Sydney market.

29th. Twenty persons were present at meeting, in the

forenoon, and eighteen, in the evening. Both meetings

were held in silence. This seemed hard for some of the

company to bear : three of them left in the evening, before

the meeting concluded : such an occurrence is by no means

unfrequent. It is lamentable to see how little idea, even

the professors of Christianity generally, have of communing

with their own hearts, in silence before the Lord, or of

quietly waiting upon him, in stillness. Their religion is

too much a temporary excitement, produced by external

influence
;
and their waiting in public worship, it is to be

feared, is rather upon man, that he may produce this ex-

citement, than directly upon God.

30th. On returning to our lodgings, last evening, we
found the family in a state of alarm. While some of them

were at a place of worship, two of the servants had gone out,

and got drunk, and on their return, had cruelly beaten a poor,

Mauritian Black, who was also a prisoner-seiwant, in the

house : his cries brought in a neighbour, who by the free

use of a horse-whip, made the drunkards desist
;

but they

had severely bruised the object of their spleen. Subse-

quently, the black man preferred a charge against the others,

before the Magistrates, and they were sent to prison.

Servants of the convict class, are amongst the greatest

drawbacks upon domestic comfort, in these Colonies
;
and
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by their drunkenness, they clearly shew, that the use of

intoxicating liquors has been a principal cause of their be-

coming convicts.

31st. We were greatly comforted, by the return of our

dear friends, Daniel and Charles Wheeler, who, in the

course of the forenoon, arrived in Sydney Cove, on board

the Henry Freehng. They seemed in more vigorous health

than when they left, and their crew had behaved remarkably

well, during their voyage among the islands of the Pacific

;

where the religious laboms of our friends appear to have

been well received.

2nd mo. 15th. Having received a note from the Private

Secretary, informing us that the Governor was shortly to

leave this part of the Colony, on a visit to Port Phillip,

from which he would not be likely to return before the

departure of G. W. Walker and myself, and inviting us to

visit him again at Parramatta, we took the steamer, in the

evening, and joined him and a few of his friends, at tea,

at the Government House. The Governor courteously

acknowledged our Report, made many inquiries respecting

the subjects of our observations, conversed freely respecting

the state of the Aborigines, and inquired, as he had also

done on former occasions, if we remembered anything in

which he could forward our views, or be helpful to us.

This visit made way for our addressing to the Governor sub-

sequently, the letters respecting the Aborigines, introduced at

Appendix. P. We were politely invited to lodge at the

Government House
;
but having previously engaged to accept

the hospitality of P. L. and B. Campbell, whose relatives

we expected to meet in Africa, we returned to their dwell-

ing. On the way, we were amused with the refraction of

the moon’s rays, on the dewy grass, presenting a luminous

radiation, around the shadows of our heads. This appear-

ance is sometimes also produced by the rays of the sun,

when a person is in a position to see his own shadow in

the sea, over the side of a ship
;

in both cases, he sees

little, if anything of it, on the shadow of any one except

himself.

16th. We called at the Factory, the superintendent of

G G
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which has been changed, and many alterations for the

better have been introduced, but the difficulties are con-

siderable, in managing so many women, of this class, in a

building, badly arranged, especially with slender help, from

persons imbued with a feeling of Christian benevolence to-

ward its unhappy inmates.—In the evening, we returned to

Sydney, and on the passage had the company of the Epis-

copal Bishop of Australia, who also was on board yesterday:

he is an agreeable man, and seems desirous of promoting

the religious welfare of the Colony.

19th. Twenty-five persons were present at the forenoon

meeting, and twenty-three at that in the evening. In the

former, D. Wheeler bore a short testimonj’-, to the necessity

of knowing Christ, by the revelation of his Spirit, as a

light within, reproving for sin, and making known the way
of holiness, as well as giving ability to walk therein. I

also added a few sentences, confirming the same, from my
own experience, under a fresh sense of that divine mercy,

which not only grants us access to the Father, through his

beloved Son, ljut also heals our backslidings, forgives our

iniquities, restores our souls, and leads us in paths of righte-

ousness for his name’s sake. The Epistle from the Yearly

Meeting, held in London, in 1836, was read by G. W.
Walker, at the conclusion of the meeting.

20th. We received a letter from Lancelot E. Threlkeld,

with copies of his Report on the Mission to the Aborigines

at Lake Macquarie, for 1836. By this document, it ap-

pears, that little success, of an obvious kind, has attended

the labour bestowed, and much has occurred to discourage.

In the remote parts of the Colony, a spirit of discord be-

tween the black and the white population, seems to be in-

creasing, in consequence of the Blacks sjjearing the cattle

of the AVhites, the flesh of which they smoke-dry, and thus

preserve for food. This is said to have been taught them

by a run-away prisoner, and in consequence, several lives

have been lost. Some of the Blacks have been destroyed,

both by the police, and Ijy stock-keepers, and a few of the

latter have fallen by the Blacks.

28th. We \fisited the School of Industry, in which
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twenty-five poor girls are boarded, elothed, and educated.

It was established by Elizabeth Macquarie, the wife of Go-

vernor Macquarie, and is one of the many good works of

this excellent woman, that remain a testimony to her be-

nevolent zeal. She also established a school for the Abo-
rigines, at Parramatta, which was afterwards abandoned; and

laid out some extensive public walks, leading round a pic-

turesque, wooded point, adjacent to Sydney, and projecting

into Port Jackson
;

and she laboured diligently to promote

good morals, in regard to marriage, at a period when they

were lamentably low in the Colony.

Several groups of Blacks are now in town, from districts

of the coast, to the southward. As is too commonly the

case, they are much intoxicated. When walking this morn-

ing, I saw several parties of them by little fires, around

which they had been sleeping. One of them, who had his

hand in a sling, said he cut it, when drunk, yesterday. I

asked another, whose shirt was besmeared with blood, what

made him in that condition. He rejilied “ Drink, sir.”

Thus, these poor creatures are injured by the profligacy of

the white population, who give them drink, till their tribes

are fast perishing from the face of the earth.

3rd mo. 5th, Twenty-five persons were present at meeting

in the forenoon, and about twenty in the evening. D. Wheeler
bore short and lively testimonies in both. In the moniing

I also expressed a few sentences, both in testimony and

supplication, under a continued exercise for the welfare of

those assembled, and an impression, that we might meet

many of them, no more again, in this world.

12th, We went on board the Francis Freeling, a barque,

of 190 tons burthen, lying in Darling Harbour. The wind,

though light, being favourable, we sailed, and glided gently

along the smooth waters of Port Jackson, the Heads of

which, we cleared about three o’clock. The only devotional

exercise of a public kind that we were equal to, was that of

reading a chapter in the New Testament.—In leaving New
South Wales, I was favoured with a peaceful mind, under

the feeling of having discharged the religious duty required

of me, toward its inhabitants, and with the hope that the

G G 2
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labour bestowed, had not been altogether in vain in the

Lord.

Voyages from N. S. Wales to V. D. Land, at this season

of the year, are often tedious and stormy. Ours proved of

this character. On the 13th, we were off Jervis Bay, but

were driven back to Shoal Haven. During the following

two days, we made little progress. On the Ifth, we passed

Montague Island. The wind being adverse on the 18th,

and a heavy sea getting up, we beat off the land. The

19th was very stormy and wet. We ran back before a

high sea, and at noon, descried land, and the Pigeon-house

Hill; we then stood for Jervis Bay, within the friendly

shelter of which, we came safely to anchor, just as the day

closed. We read a chapter in the New Testament, in the

morning, with a few of our cabin passengers, all of whom
were sober, orderly persons, and some of them decidedly

pious. A larger number assembled in the evening, when,

after another chapter had been read, most of the com-

pany retired to rest, being fatigued and exhausted, in

body and mind, by the continued rolling of the vessel, and

the excitement of looking out for the land. It was a great

comfort to be among those who bore these things patiently,

and a greater, to remember that we were under the notice

of Him who, when his disciples were afraid, because of the

agitation of the billows, said, “ Peace, be still, and there

was a great calm,” and without whose knowledge not a

sparrow falls.

20th. Being nearly out of water, a few of us went on

shore, with the boat that went for a supply. We landed

near a rude building, used at the proper season for the

salting of beef. Large herds of horned cattle are fed in

the wilds of this part of N. S. Wales, from which beef is

extensively exported, especially from Twofold Bay, to Ho-
bart Town. The forest on the sides of Jervis Bay was

much like that of other sandy soils in the Colony, and

abounded with Parrots and Bell-birds. The tinkling note

of the last, is only heard in low grounds, and near water.

We saw some Blacks fishing ; some of their hooks were

formed of pieces of shell, but they preferred English ones.
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of steel.—In the evening, one of them commenced making

a shelter for the night, of slabs of bark set up against

sticks in the form of a pyramid, such as is represented in

the accompanying cut. Shelters of this kind, or of bark.

raised in the form of a roof, are amongst the best habita-

tions of these people, in this part of Australia; most com-
monly, they only prop up a large sheet or two of bark, with

sticks, and thus make a shelter to windward, with a fire in

front.

21st. We renewed our stock of beef from the shore, and
again put to sea, the wind having become favourable.—In

coming out of the Bay, we passed some Jelly-

fish, of a hemispherical form, with fringed

margins and long tentaculee, of a remarkably

deep purple : they appeared to be of the form

represented in the margin, but I had not the

opportunity of examining them closely.

On the 23rd, the wind again became adverse, and on the

25th the vessel became unmanageable, from the violence of

the storm
;
the helm was therefore lashed, and we lay-to, un-

der a close-reefed topsail, and a portion of a trisail. The latter

soon became so torn as to require to be taken in. The wind
now roared awfully in the rigging, but as the vessel yielded

a little to it, and presented no resistance to the raging

sea, she rode lightly, like an Albatross, over the tops of

G G 3
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the foaming billows, and rarely caught, even the spray;

notwithstanding the force of the wind, carried it, like a sheet

of rain, near the surface of the broken water, which formed

streaks of white, on the deep-blue ocean. A large shark

kept near us, for the sake of the shelter of our lea, as did also

many Stormy Petrels. The scene was magnificently grand,

and the state of the Francis Freeling, afforded a lively emblem
of the efficacy of pacific principles. Under the divine bless-

ing on her non-resistance, she rode safely through the gale,

notwithstanding the probability seemed to be, that the sea

woidd have swallowed her up, had she continued to contend

against the rage of its billows. The gale moderated on the

26th. During its continuance, as well as for some time

after, large numbers of a species of Albatross, about the

size of a large Gull, and which is common in these seas,

accompanied the vessel
;

often soaring around it, or resting

under its lea.

On the 31st, w^e sighted the land, off which we had

been driven, without nautical instruments to detect our

position, and on the 1st of 4th month, we came safely to

anchor in Sulivans Cove. Thus terminated this memorable

voyage, in which, though our patience was exercised by
its length, the ground of our eternal hopes proved, by its

storms, and many kinds of provision had become low, by
its protracted duration, we had great cause to commemorate
the goodness of our Heavenly Father, who sustained our

minds by a sense of his mercy in Christ Jesus, when
from the oppression of the animal sj>irits, occasioned by
continued nausea, in consequence of the rolling of the

A'essel, there was a physical tendency to depression.
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On landing in Hobart Town, we found that our old friends,

T. J. and S. Crouch, had removed from their former resi-

dence, into Harrington Street, and their family had increased,

so as to render them unable again to receive us as their

lodgers
;
we therefore took apartments at the Freemasons

Hotel, a quiet, clean house, next door to them.

The day after landing, we had again the privilege of

meeting for worship, with the persons professing the same

religious principles as ourselves. Their number was still

but small, but some of them had evidently grown in grace,

and a few more of them occasionally spoke in the line of

Gospel ministry. The family of Mathers had removed into

the town, greatly to their own comfort, and the satisfaction

of their friends. Some of them were very helpful in our

little church
;
the members of which, by seeking to the

Lord for help, had been enabled to maintain the ground of

true gospel-fellowship, and to deal with a few of their num-
ber, who had turned out of the right way. Some of this

class had been convinced of their error, and restored to

unity, and others, on whom labour proved unavailing, were
testified against and disowned.

We took an early opportunity of paying our respects to

Sir John Franklin, the new Lieutenant Governor, who
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received us kindly, and offered to forward, what he was

pleased to call, our objects of “ benevolence and philanthro-

phy,” in any way in his power. We were glad to see a

man, whose intention appeared to be to do good, succeed to

Colonel Arthur
;
but we felt no sympathy with a great part

of the Colonists, with whom the latter had become un-

popular, through the influence of dissatisfied men, of party

spirit, who being in a wrong mind themselves, took great

pains to prejudice others against this worthy man.

The cause of Temperance had made some progress dur-

ing our absence. The town had been divided into districts,

in which meetings for the promotion of this object were

held periodically, in rotation.—Since this time, a further

step has been taken with a view to stem the torrent

of iniquity, connected with the use of intoxicating drinks,

and a society has been formed to promote total abstinence

from them
;

which it is devoutly to be hoped, may be

blessed, to the removal of the example of respectable per-

sons using that, which often proves a deadly snare to their

own souls, and which presents one of the greatest impedi-

ments to the moral and religious improvement of mankind.

A few of the pensioners who came to the Colony with

us, in the Science, were still in this neighbourhood, but

several had been removed by death, chiefly from drinking

intoxicating liquors. A very small number of the remnant,

maintained themselves above poverty.

4th mo. 14th. One of the pensioners called upon us,

presenting a forlorn specimen of the effects of instability

and inebriety. According to his own statement, he gave

up a little farm in England, on which he was doing well,

to follow a vicious woman, who forsook him upon the

voyage, after having wasted all that he had. Since he

came to this Land, his propensity for strong drink had

been a constant hinderance to his prosperity. About two

years ago, a tree fell upon him, on Bruny Island, from the

effects of which he still suffers. Thus, “a stranger in a

strange land,” and half a cripple, he is a burden to the

public and to himself.—Bitter indeed is the fruit of sin !

But when sin is forsaken, great is the mercy extended, and
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sweet is the fruit of righteousness ! Of this we had an

interesting illustration, in a visit we paid to-day, to John

Johnson, of Glenorchy, who is now in his seventy-seventh

year. He is an affecting picture of human infirmity, so

tottering as scarcely to be able to walk, and when he falls,

he is unable to rise again without help
;
his speech is so

nearly gone, as scarcely to be intelligible
;
and he has a

bleeding-cancer on his breast, that often pours out blood

till it runs into his shoes
;
but he has many who care for

him, out of Christian love, and on whose beneficence he

is entirely dependent. The state of his mind, though not

exempt from occasional conflict, is generally peaceful. Often

he is favoured with the aboundings of the consolations which

are in Christ Jesus, which, in his simple language, he de-

scribes, as being as if lieaven broke over his head
;
such

an overflowing as he cannot convey an idea of. He says

he is quite willing to go, whenever his Master shall be

pleased to call him, but is endeavouring to wait patiently,

knowing that he shall be called, when the Lord sees him to

be fully prepared.

While we were with this good old man, some of his

pious neighbours came in, who occasionally hold a meeting

at his house, as he is unable to go out. He says he has

now many comfortable “ blanket prayers,” not being able

to get out of bed to kneel down, as was formerly his prac-

tice. The necessity of this, he was led to question, by his

inability, and his views have become much more simple

and scriptural, both upon the nature of prayer, and of wor-

ship generally.

18th. While in Sydney, I was reduced in weight, by
the heat of the climate, to 111 lbs. nevertheless my health

was good. At the time of our last arrival in V. D. Land,
I weighed 112 lbs. and to-day I weigh 119 lbs. having

gained 7 lbs. in two weeks, in this cooler chmate. I con-

tinued to gain flesh rapidly, till reaching my usual weight

of about 124 lbs. which I never much exceeded.

22nd. The Aurora australis was very brilliant, notvfith-

standing the moon was shining brightly. This beautiful,

electric phenomenon presented vivid shades of crimson.
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yellow and white
;
the last was in columnar streaks. It

was also striking, in the same coloiirs, on the 1st instant,

when we landed from the Francis Freeling. The common
appearance of the Aurora australis, in this latitude, is a dif-

fuse, yellowish light, on the horizon. It rarely presents'

bright corruscations, or a columnar figure, like the Aurora

borealis, as seen in England.

25th. We joined Philip Palmer, one of the Colonial

Chaplains, in a visit to the schools for boys and girls, that

are under his superintendence, and are conducted on the

plan of the British and Foreign School System. They are

supported by the Government, and by the 25ayments of the

children, who are admitted at from Gd. to 9d. a week. In

the boys’ school, the average attendance, is seventy-three,

out of one hundred and five, on the list. The school for

girls has a daily average of forty-six out of fifty-six. The
premises, which are not well adapted, were not erected for

the purpose
;
but the experiment of the aj^idication of the

system, has joroved satisfactory, notwithstanding a little

opposition from the prejudice of some persons, that it has

to contend with. In the institution of these schools, we
furnished a stock of lessons, &c. from those committed to

our care, b)^ the committee of the British and Foreign

School Society.

30th. Our meetings were held at half-]^ast ten and three

o’clock, these hours being convenient to many of those who
attend. In the forenoon twenty-two adults were present,

with nine children
;
and in the afternoon about the same

number of adults. Many of the children who are brought

to meeting here, are infants, the mothers of which have

no suitable persons with whom to leave them. They occa-

sion, surprisingly little disturbance, and the children derive

a great advantage from being thus habituated from infancy,

to quietness, and consequently to self-denial.

On the 1st of 5th month, we set out on horseback, to

visit some other parts of the Island, and were absent from

Hobart Town till the end of the month. We made
interesting calls on several of the settlers. Their circum-

stances had generally become greatly improved, since our
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former visits. ITiis improvement was not generally attributa-

ble to any thing resulting from their own industry, or good

management, but from the increased value of Australian wool

in the English market, from the demand for sheep to export

to the new settlement of Port Philip, from the increase of

Emigrants, bringing capital into the Colony, and from the

extension of Banks, supplying more copiously a circulat-

ing medium. These changes had occasioned such an

advance in the value of property, as placed many persons

in comparative affluence, who were before, in embarrassed

circumstances. Many of these, however, increased their

expenditure proportionately to their improved income, and

subsequently felt severely, the pressure of a falling market.

We travelled to Kelvedon, by way of Richmond and the

Eastern Marshes. A small road-party was employed in

improving the rugged path, across the Rocky Hills, in Great

Swanport, which was yet impassable for carriages.

On reaching the jieaceful habitation of our dear friends,

Francis and Anna Maria Cotton, and their large family, we
found them in good health, and in sitting in silence with

them, before and after their frugal meals, as well as at their

family readings of the Holy Scriptures, and in their meetings

for worship, we were permitted to jiartake with them, of a

sweet sense of our Heavenly Father’s love.

We held a few meetings in this neighbourhood, to which

the inhabitants were invited, and in which Francis and

Anna Maria Cotton, Dr. Story, and a young man, formerly

a prisoner, sometimes joined us in Gospel labour. In some
of these meetings, the exercise of our minds was much of

the character of being baptized for the spiritually dead.

But this ought to be borne with patience, and even with

thankfulness, “ if so be that the dead be raised” through this

means
;
and as “ the servant is not greater than his Lord,”

it is to be expected, that where the government of Christ

is rejected, his servants will feel painfully oppressed in

spirit
;

for to them it is given, even in this sense, not only

to believe in Christ, but also to suffer for his sake.

On the 16th, we set forward toward Launceston, by way
of Waterloo Point, St. Pauls Plains, and Perth. So little
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rain had fallen for several months^ in this part of the coun-

try, that the water-mills were almost useless, and the cat-

tle were distressed for want of grass : that which remained

of the abundant growth of last spring, was dry upon the

ground, and the ploughing and sowing of the land were

much retarded. Since the Aborigines were removed from

V. D. Land, the Opossums and Brush Kangaroos have in-

creased in many districts, and are very troublesome to the

agriculturist, making incursions on his grain and turnip-

crops.

Among the settlers whom we visited in this part of our

journey, some had evidently grown in grace. An aftecting

accident had occurred in one of their families, calculated

to excite solemn reflection. A gay young man had been

expostulated with, by an aflFectionate relative, on his thought-

lessness respecting the state of his soul. He had replied,

that he was yet young, and it was time enough for him to

think of such things. A few days after this, his horse

ran off with him, from the door of this relative, and dash-

ing his head against a tree, killed him on the spot

!

Near Perth, we passed a giljbet, lately erected
;
on which

the body of a prisoner who committed a murder near the

spot, was suspended, with a view of deterring from crime.

But so unsuccessful was this first experiment of the kind in

Tasmania, that pocket-picking and drunkenness occurred

among the crowd, who resorted thither to view the hideous

spectacle. Popular feeling was so strong, against the trans-

fer of this political barbarism to the Australian regions, that

it was officially resolved, that this first experiment should

be the last.

We arrived at Launceston on the 19th. I again became

the guest of my friends Isaac and Katharine Sherwin
;
while

G. W. Walker availed himself of the opportunity of visiting

some of his relatives, who were now residing a few miles

from this town.—The Factory, lately erected here, for female

prisoners, is very superior for the purpose, to the one it super-

seded, at George Town
;

but it is already found to be too

small. There are now one hundred prisoners within its walls.

—Tlie town of Launceston is greatly improved since our
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first visit. Its population, which included the district, and

amounted in 1831, to 2,500, is now 7,185. Many good,

briek houses have been erected, and several public buildings,

as well as large meeting-houses, belonging the Wesleyans,

Independents, and Presbyterians
;

and the place seems as

much improved in morals as in other respects.

We left Launceston on the 24th, and, visiting some pious

persons on Norfolk Plains, on the way, reached Barton,

on the Isis, the residence of Andrew Gatenby, an old York-

shire acquaintance, on the 25th; intending to proceed on our

journey the following day
;

but feeling the constraining in-

fluence of the love of Christ, toward the settlers in this

neighbourhood, we obtained leave to invite them to meet us

at Barton, on the 28th. A member of our own Society, from

Yorkshire, was now living with a relative, at a house near to

Barton, named Skelton Castle. With this individual, as

well as with several persons of our former acquaintance, not

making the same religious profession, we had much interest-

ing eonA^erse on the things belonging eternal life.

Andrew Gatenby left Yorkshire, at a period of difficulty

among farmers, in that county, and settled for a time in

Wales. Here he found his rent too high, to admit of his

making a Iwelihood for his family, e\’en with his industrious

habits
;
he therefore determined to emigrate to V. D. Land.

When his landlord found that he v'as really intending to

lea\"e his farm in Wales, he offered to lower the rent
; but

A. Gatenby had already made arrangements for his pro-

jected A’oyage
;
and he noAV says, that it has been better

for his circumstances, that he has emigrated, than it Avould

haA^e been, to have accepted the farm in Wales, as a gift.

On arriving in Tasmania, he obtained a good grant of land,

under the regulations then existing
; upon AAffiich, himself

and family, seA^eral of whom were sons, worked diligently

Avith their own hands. Perhaps in no country, is the

adage more true than in this, “ He that by the plough
would thrive, himself must either hold or drAe.^’ They
tilled their oaati land, made their own bricks, and built

their own house, AAuth the help of a few prisoner-servants

;

and they haA^e noAv one of the most complete farming
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establishments in the Island. In the early part of their resi-

dence here, their house was attacked by Bushrangers, one

of whom was shot by one of A. Gatenby’s sons
;
and one

of his sons lost his life, by some hostile Aborigines. These

causes of alarm and distress are now removed from the

country, in which life is nevertheless much more frequently

terminated by accidents, than in England. In speaking

respecting a neighbour that A. Gatenby had in Yorkshire,

and whom he esteemed very highly, and would gladly have

had for a neighbour, in Tasmania, he said—“You may
tell him how I have done, but do not say I advise him to

come. You know all have not done so well as I have, and

I do not know how he might succeed.”

On the 28th. A considerable number of persons attended

the meeting at Barton. A comforting sense of the divine

presence was with us, and we felt much freedom, in directing

the company to the revelation of the Spirit in the secret of

their own hearts, leading those who yield to its guidance, out

of darkness into light, and bringing them from under the

power of Satan, to God. The spirit of infidelity which has

deluded some in this neighbourhood, was shown to be of

Satan, and its destructive tendency was variously illustrated.

Eighteen of the company afterwards partook of the hos-

pitality of A. Gatenby, in his large and well-furnished dining-

room. The arrangements, dinner, and Yorkshire dialect

of many of the party, forcibly reminded us of our dear

Native Land, and of some of its scenes and inhabitants.

29th. Pursuing our journey, we passed through Camp-

bell Town and Ross
;
both of which are considerably in-

creased in size, and have had Episcopal places of worship

erected in them, since our last visit to this part of the

Island. In the evening we reached Mona Vale, calling on

the way upon our patriarchal friend, George Parramore, and

upon a few other settlers.

30th. The morning, was very cold. There was thin

ice on the pools, and the vegetation was beautifully whitened,

with hoar-frost, especially the leaves of the Acacias. The

fog scarcely admitted the houses at Green Ponds to be

distinguished, in riding through the village. When the sun
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broke through, it was pleasant, though the wind was still

sharp. Observations on the temperature of Tasmania, taken

from eight o’clock in the morning, to six in the evening,

give no idea of the frosty nights, which are almost constant

in winter, and sometimes occur so as to injure wheat, pota-

toes, &c. in summer, especially in the interior of the Island.

We breakfasted at the Saracen’s Head, a good inn, in

the Vale of Bagdad. This extensive valley, presented a

pretty appearance for winter. The cultivated grounds were

generally covered with stubble. Gay Parrots were perched

in great numbers on the post-and-rail fences, by the sides

of the road, upon which many poor prisoners, in their

party-coloured garments, of grey and canary-yellow, were

labouring with an assumed air of cheerfulness, such as some-

times makes superficial observers imagine, that their suffer-

ings are light. Many of them were in irons, and were
“ whistling to keep their sjiirits up.” We crossed the Der-

went, at Bridgewater, by a large punt, or flying-bridge
;
on

board which, there were two carts, with their teams of

bullocks yoked, a gig with the horse yoked, several riding

horses, and a considerable number of passengers. The

wind blowing from the Dromedary Mountain, was so pierc-

ingly cold, on the Green Point side of the estuary, that I

was glad to keep my hands around my horse’s neck, for

the sake of warmth, and to avail myself, at the same time,

of the lea of one of the carts, for shelter. We landed on

the causeway, raised by the Chain-gang, on the Bridgewater

side, on which, being sheltered from the wind, by the ad-

jacent mountains, it was like a warm, English, spring day.

On arriving at Hobart Town, we again took up our quarters

at the Freemasons Hotel, under feelings of reverent gratitude

to the Author of all our mercies, who condescended still to

bless and to preserve us.
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We remained in Hobart Town more than three weeks,

and made many unsuccessful inquiries, respecting vessels

proceeding to the Mauritius, and touching at the Settle-

ments on the south coast of Australia, and at the Swan
River; believing it would be right for us to proceed in

that direction, for the Cape of Good Hope, as soon as way
should open. In the mean time, we continued our labours,

for the edification of those, united with us in religious pro-

fession, and for the welfare of the Inhabitants of tlie Colony

generally.

6th mo. 1st. Our monthly meeting was a season, to be

remembered with thankfulness to the Shepherd of Israel,

who was pleased to grant a sense of his presence, and in a

remarkable degree to unite our spirits, especially in delib-

erating upon the important subject of recording two individ-

uals as approved ministers. Great unity of sentiment pre-

vailed in taking this step, and under a sense of the importance

of the office, much weighty counsel was conveyed by various

persons.

13th. We had a pleasant visit from James Allen, the

surgeon of the Establishment for the Aborigines, on Flin-

ders Island. He gave an interesting account of the pro-

gress of civilization among the Blacks, They have left off
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their dancing and hunting, and are acquiring the English

language, and useful arts, as well as an historical knoAvledge,

at least, of Christianity. They still, however, diminish in

number, the mortality being considerable
;
and in one case

of a birth, among them, a strong disposition was shown

by the parents, to destroy the child.

18th. The meeting this morning, was a very remarkable

one. The early part of it was attended by a deep feeling

of poverty. The weather being wet, and the roads miry,

it was long before the congregation was fully assembled.

Soon after the meeting became settled, the sense of the di-

vine presence gradually overshadowed us, gathering our minds

into reverent, silent adoration, and pre]:)aring many to mag-

nify God with their voices. Silence was first broken by
one of our women friends, of whom we have some that,

like Tryphena and Tryphosa, labour in the Lord : she ex-

pressed a few sentences, on the marvellous condescension

of our Holy Redeemer, in taking upon him the nature of

man, and submitting to be tempted as we are, that we
might know, that in him, we have a High Priest, touched

with a feeling of our infirmities. This testimony was fol-

lowed by others, from seven different persons, in which the

way of life, through Jesus Christ, was clearly set forth,

with various exhortations, admonitions, and praises, and
with allusions to the importance of being instant in prayer,

and steadfast in faith, not only in the propitiatory sacrifice

of Christ, but in all that he said and did, and in that light

which comes by him, and by, and in which, he leads his

disciples into all truth, and now “ speaketh^’ to them “ from

heaven.”—A person who held Unitarian principles, came
casually into this meeting, and became convinced of the

unsoundness of his principles : he said, that the feeling of

divine influence was so powerfully felt by him, as soon as

he entered the door, and before a word was spoken, that it

would have been in vain, from that time, for any one to

have tried to persuade him, that there was no such thing

to be felt, as the perceptible influence of the Holy Spirit.

This influence opened his understanding to receive also, the

doctrine of Christ crucified, to the unspeakable comfort of

H II
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his own soul.—The afternoon meeting was small and silent

;

a season to prove to us, that mercies, such as we were fa-

voured with this morning, are not at our command.
23rd. We set out, on horseback, on another journey

into the interior.—At New Norfolk, we met an elderly

woman of our acquaintance, who, after a residence of many
years in Tasmania, made a voyage to Europe, and visited

her native country, Scotland. She found the more humid
and cloudy climate of Great Britain, uncongenial to her

feelings, and was glad to get back to this, her adopted

country. It is however, the clouds and rain of Great

Britain, that render it so much more fertile than these

sunny, southern climes. Tliough the clouds, and rain, and

cold, of Britain, give rise to diseases, that often put a pe-

riod to life, I much question, whether the average longevity

is greater here, than in Great Britain. Consumption is

less frequent in the Australian regions, but acute diseases

and sudden death, are more frequent. Perhaps this may
result from the more free use of intoxicating liquors, and

the much more abundant consumption of animal food, in

Australia and Tasmania. Nervous diseases are also very

common in these Colonies
;
possibly they may arise from

drinking such large quantities of green tea, as are generally

taken by persons of all ranks.

24th. We visited a couple, who are strongly attached

to the principles of the Society of Friends, and had a

religious interview with the patients in the hospital. Of
latter time, the Wesleyans have paid attention to the relig-

ious state of New Norfolk, which is now much more of a

town than when we first visited it; they have erected a

chapel, and are building one at the Back River.

25th. We held meetings with the inhabitants of the Back

River, and of New Norfolk. In the former, one of the

persons noticed yesterday, expressed a few words in prayer,

and afterwards, informed the congregation, that he had at

his house, a collection of books for gratuitous loan, illus-

trative of the principles of the Society of Friends. A com-

forting sense of the divine influence prevailed in this meet-

ing
;
and after it, a man, who had formerly been very
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unsteady, but had become reformed, expressed the comfort

he had derived from the manner in which the doctrine of

Christian self-denial had been urged.

26th. We proceeded by way of Hamilton, to Green

Valley. Hamilton is considerably improved since we were

last there. In addition to several other buildings, a neat,

brick. Episcopal place of worship, has been erected. The
day was cold

;
the hoar frost did not melt in the shade, and

the roads were frozen in places.

We parted from our friends at Green Valley, and went

to Bothwell, on the 28th, and from thence to Ansty Barton,

on the 29th. The cold still continued severe. The Clyde

and the Jordan were frozen over, but not sufficiently to

bear a person to walk upon them. On the 30th, as we
travelled across the Eastern Marshes : the horses tried to

drink at some ice-covered pools, and did not seem at all

to understand why they could not get their noses into the

water. Soon after sunset, a brilliant meteor appeared in

the east, like a large star, with a coloured train, descending

in an oblique direction. Falling stars are of frequent oc-

currence, in these southern latitudes.

We reached Kelvedon on the 1st of 7th month. The
weather was much milder on the coast, but stormy. On the

4th, we went a few miles along the beach, to see a Whale,
that was killed on the 1st instant, by a whaling party,

who have a station on Schouten Island, that is attended by
a schooner, which rode out the gale of yesterday, with

difficulty, and was obliged to let go the Whale, which was
about forty feet long. It drifted on shore, and they were

now endeavouring to tow it off, for the purpose of “ cutting

it in.” It was a Right Whale, the species affording whale-

bone and oil. As is generally the case, it had a great many
flattened Barnacles, adhering to its smooth skin, on which
there were also a number of small animals, holding on by
hooked claws

;
these were about half an inch long, and

might be regarded as the lice of the Whale. The Right

Whale is wonderfully constructed for taking large quantities

of fish into its capacious mouth, and retaining them there,

while it ejects the water taken in along with them, by sending

H H 2
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it out between the numerous plates of whalebone : these

are articulated to the upper jaw, like the laths of a Vene-

tian blind, but fixed only at the upper extremity
;

the lower,

when the mouth is partially, or completely closed, being

included within its enormous lips. The whaling season is

a time of excitement among young men on these coasts ;

they sometimes join the whalers, who are generally reckless,

dissipated men.

6th. The Monthly Meeting was one, in which the sense

of the presence of Him, who condescended to promise

to be with the two or three, met together in his name,

w'as sensibly felt, both in the time occupied in worship,

and in that employed in conducting the discipline of our

little church. Two young men, who had for some time

past occasionally lal>oured in the Gospel, to the edification

of their brethren, were recorded as ap2')roved ministers, and

a person who had been sejiarated from the church, was

restored to membershiji.—These decisions were subject to

the apjiroval of the Monthly Meeting, to be held next

month, in course, in Hobart Town, and by which they were

confirmed.

8th. I am this day forty-three years old
;

an age to

which, at one time, I little exjiected to attain, nor when I left

England, to reach in this part of the world. It is of little

consequence where we are, if only in our right places
;
and

I am not aware that we could rightly have been, at this

time, in any other, than the one in wliicli we are. Though
we have long been separated from our dear friends, in Eu-

rope, we have much to be grateful for, and nothing to

murmur at. May our dedication to the service of the best

of Masters, increase with the claims upon our gratitude.

After again \fisiting the settlers in Great Swan Port, we
took a solemn leave of our friends at Kelvedon, and on the

17th, set out for Hobart Town, where we were favoured to

arrive in safety, on the 19th, having made the journey by

way of Spring Bay and Richmond
;
we crossed the Derwent,

at some risk, in a sailing boat, that was scarcely large

enough to hold ourselves and horses. The steamer now
used in this passage, was laid off for repair.
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In the family of a settler, at whose house we lodged upon

the way, we had much interesting conversation, on the im-

portance of minding eternal things, and on the manner in

which the kingdom of heaven is brought near to us, by the

in-shining of the light of Christ, the witness of the Holy

Spirit against sin, which, being attended to, enables mankind

truly to receive Christ, and gives them power to become the

sons of God by adoption
;

so that they “ are no longer

strangers and foreigners,” in regard to the kingdom of heaven,

but “ fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household of

God,” to whom they “ have access liy one Spirit, and are built

upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus

Christ himself being the chief corner-stone.” This experience

would doubtless be more known, if those who profess to

believe in Christ, were more generally to receive the truth

as it is in him, in simplicity, and to seek help through him,

to obey it, in sincerity.

We now remained in Hobart Town nearly four months,

before the w'ay opened clearly, for our departure from the

Colony. In the mean time several subjects of importance

claimed our attention.

We had some correspondence with Captain Maconochie,

on the state of the Penal Disciiiline of these Colonies, and
on his views of a better system of managing Convicts. The
best plan that had been pursued, was one of restraint, ac-

companied by religious instruction, so far as the means w^ere

found, for carrying out the latter object. But whether in

prisons, or in assigned service, the prisoners exercised an

influence over each other, that was generally far from re-

formatory, and often very deteriorating. Nevertheless, the

greater separation and occupation of the prisoners, and the

hope of the indulgence of a Ticket-of-leave, had a salutary

effect upon them, compared with that produced by shutting

them up in jails, in England. But there was still another

evil in the Assignment System. It engendered feelings,

both in the minds of servants and of masters, nearly allied to

those produced by slavery. Notwithstanding the prisoner

had forfeited his liberty by his crimes, he did not easily

reconcile being sent to work for a settler, without wages ;

II H 3
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he therefore generally tried to get off with doing as little

work as he could
;

while the master, having to support and

clothe him, was consequently irritated, by finding his work

neglected, unless he were himself constantly present.

The system proposed by Captain Maconochie, provided a

remedy for these evils, by removing unpaid labour, and

making the prisoners answerable for the conduct of their

associates, in such a way, as to make it their individual

interest to discourage what was evil, and to encourage what

was good, in each other.

Captain Maconochie’s system of penal discipline proposed:

That transportation should not be for specified periods,

lest the offender should be returned upon the public unre-

formed, but that the recovery of freedom should depend

entirely upon the conduct of the prisoner : That all prisoners

should be first sent to Penal Settlements, to work in

Government employment, as a punishment for their of-

fences : That their original sentence should, generally deter-

mine the least period of such punishment, and should

amount to one or two years : That removal from Penal

Settlements should, in all cases, depend on good conduct

:

That on leaving these Settlements, the prisoners should enter

Probational Road-gangs, in groups of about six persons,

who should select one another as companions, and be

answerable for the conduct one of another : That these

gangs should ascend a progressive scale, toward freedom,

at a rate, to be determined by the acquirement of certain

numbers of tickets for good conduct, which tickets should

be daily awarded, and should be the common property of the

gang, who should thus, unitedly, and daily, feel the effect of

any neglect of any one of their number, or of any forfeiture

of tickets for the misconduct of such a one : That, in case of

any one of the gang, proving so refractory as to render it

necessary for his companions to complain of him, he should,

on conviction, be returned to the Penal Settlement, there

to remain till the period for which he should be returned,

should expire, and further, until he could gain the con-

fidence of five others, in his future good conduct, so as to

induce them to try him as a companion, in attempting
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to ascend the scale of reformation : That the five parting

with such a refractory companion, should descend on the

scale, to meet the one who should he taken from the Penal

Settlement, to supply the place of their former companion :

That having passed this probational scale, which should be

so modified as to require, with the original sentence,

about seven years, the prisoners should become so far free,

as to be allowed to hire themselves to masters of their

own choosing, and to reap the reward of their own labour,

out of which they should provide their own food, clothing,

and lodging : And that, having proved their reformation by

good conduct, for a sufficient period, under these circum-

stances, they should become free.

The principles of this system, appearing to us to be sound,

we entertained a hope of benefit arising from their adop-

tion, notwithstanding many difficulties might occur, in carry-

ing them out, especially, in finding persons for this purpose,

imbued with the moral principle, to which it was the de-

sign of Captain Maconochie to lead the prisoner. The best

projects for the reformation of human beings, must fail in

accomplishing their object, if the persons on whom the car-

rying of them out, depends, be taking a lower moral stand-

ard than that proposed for the parties to be reformed. And
this is likely to be the case, where persons engage as the

agents of such reformation, merely from seeular motives.

But taking ail the anticipated difficulties into account, we
still thought this System worthy of attention, because it is

not only based upon sound moral principles, but arranged so

as to call the common feelings of human nature into useful

operation, by making it the interest of one man, to try to

reform another, instead of leaving him in such a position, as

to facilitate his corrupting his fellow' for his ow'n gratifica-

tion.

On the 11th of 8th month, we were comforted by the

arrival of our dear friends, Daniel and Charles Wheeler,

from Sydney, by the “ Mary Ann Watson.^’ They took a

private lodging in Liverpool Street
;

and soon after their

arrival, w'e removed to a lodging near to them.

The accompanving view' of the entrance of the Derwent,
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a few miles below Hobart Town, with the Lighthouse, on

Iron-pot Island, is from the pencil of Charles Wheeler.

The room occupied for a meeting place, by Friends, in

Hobart Town, proving too small for their accommodation,

and being the sixth into which they had moved, within four

years, I determined, on my own responsibility, to purchase

some convenient premises that were offered for this purpose,

in Murray Street
;
my English friends now here, concurring

in the opinion, that such a purchase was desirable.—The
sum which was required for this object, was kindly raised by

some of our Society in England, soon after they were in-

formed that the premises had been bought
;

those in Van
Diemens Land not being, at that time, in circumstances to

warrant their paying for the property, notwithstanding they

were disposed to be liberal in proportion to their means.

—

A person who attended our meetings had previously pre-

sented us with a piece of ground for a burial place, and had

himself been interred in it.

Our meeting had received an accession of a few members,

who had adopted the principles of the Society of Friends, on

conscientious grounds
;
and when assembled for public wor-

ship, we were often favoured with a comforting sense of the

influence of the Holy Spirit, contriting our hearts before the

Lord, and exciting among us a concern for the growth of

each other in grace.

On the 28th of 9th month, old John Johnson, of Glen-

orchy, peacefully breathed his last, whilst one of his neigh-

bours was reading to him, the thirty-first Psalm, to which

he had frequently recurred with much comfort. I saw him
on the 2nd instant, when he was very weak, and his ar-

ticulation very feeble. He made many pertinent remarks,

both on his own state, and on the state of many others,

and inquired, if I thought it could be right for bad men
to use the Lord’s Prayer, as he thought they could not

properly say, “ Our Father, which art in Heaven,” when
the devil was their father. George W. Walker and Joseph

B. Mather visited him the evening before he died, and

found him in a very comfortable state of mind, hoping in

the Lord, and anticipating everlasting happiness. His
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disease-worn remains, wore striking traces of that calmness

and serenity, with which he had long waited for his change,

which he had often said, he felt would be a happy one.

This feeling, arose out of a sensible communion with his

Maker, the result of unfeigned penitence, combined with

Faith in Christ, and patient endurance of the sanctifying

operation of the Holy Spirit. In answer to a question, as

to whether he felt comfortable, that was put to him, only

a few minutes before he died
;
he replied, “ Yes, I shall

soon be happy in Heaven.” He added something respect-

ing his friend John Leach, with whom he had often praised

his Saviour on earth, and whom he hoped to join in prais-

ing him everlastingly
;
seeing, as he often said, how won-

derful it was, that the Lord should have looked down with

compassion, upon one who had been so long living in sin,

and have drawn him to himself, and given him a place

among his servants. Precious indeed, is the memory of this

poor, but righteous man, notwithstanding he entered the

Lord’s Vineyard, only at the eleventh hour

!

On the 28th of the 9th month, G. W. Walker and

myself went again to New Norfolk, and paid a farewell visit

to our friends, at that place. We had a meeting with them
in the Court House, on the 1st of 10th month, in which

the uncertainty of human life was illustrated, by a reference

to the case of the Police Magistrate, who had, on the

previous day, granted us the use of the house. At that

time he was on the bench, and occupied the chair, in which

I was seated at the meeting. Subsequently, he attended a

sale, and purchased a house and some land. Now he lay at

the point of death, having been seized with illness, that left

no hope of recovery. He survived the seizure only twenty-

three hours. We likewise held a meeting with the patients,

and aged and infirm paupers, in the hospital, to whom also,

I had much to communicate
;

illustrating to the poor in-

valids, the power and the blessings of the Gospel, as ex-

hibited in the declining years, and last hours of the late

J. Johnson; and pointing out to them the importance of

cherishing a hunger and thirst after righteousness, as he did,

even in the days of his outgoings, and to which the Lord
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had respect, who ultimately filled him with the joys of his

salvation.

We returned to Hobart Town on the 2nd of 10th mo. and

W'Cre brought under some concern, by the Pusine Judge refus-

ing to accept the affirmation of a person professing with our

Society, because the person was not a member. I pointed

out to the Judge, that the Act of William the Fourth,

chapter 49, intituled “ An Act to allow Quakers and Mo-
ravians to make Affirmation, in all cases where an oath

is or shall be required, dated 28th August, 1833,^’ was

passed, for the relief of the consciences of persons of those

persuasions, without regard to membership, and that, in

order to this being made clear, the words, “ Or of the

persuasion of the people called Quakers,” were intro-

duced. To this he objected, that these words could

only mean, do?ia fide Quakers, members of the Society,

because persons of the persuasion of the people called

Quakers, were not distinguished from Quakers, in the ab-

solute sense, in the title of the Act ! Tims, the plain,

common-sense object, and meaning of the Act, were made

to give way to an imaginary, or capricious, difficulty. Other

law officers, however, accepted the obvious intent of the

Act, and admitted the affirmations, both of members of

the Society, and of persons “ of the persuasion of the

people called Quakers.”

Our Yearly Meeting commenced, on the Gth, and held

by adjournments, till the 10th. It w'as a comforting sea-

son, to such as have learned to take comfort under a

sense of the helplessness of man, unassisted by the Spirit

of his Maker
;
and especially, when this sense of helpless-

ness is attended by an evidence to the mind, of the

fulfilment of the gracious promise of the Lord Jesus,

“Where two or three are gathered together, in my name,

there am I, in the midst of them.^’—At the conclusion of

the meeting, the following minute W'as made :
—“ We be-

lieve it right to place upon record, before we separate,

that through the gracious extension of divine regard toward

us, we have been made sensible of feelings of quietness

and peace, resting upon us during the several sittings of
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this meeting; under which we have been enabled to con-

duct the business which has come before us^ in brotherly

love, to our edification and comfort, and under a renewed

feeling thereof, w’e now conclude.”

Our dear friends, Francis and Anna Maria Cotton, were

in Hobart Town, on this occasion, and lodged at the same

house with G. W. Walker and myself. A few days after

the meeting, they took a solemn leave of us, and returned

to Swan Port. They, with Esther Dixon, from Skelton

Castle, near Campbell Town, were all the strangers pro-

fessing with the Society of Friends, who were present at

the Yearly Meeting, which is a very small one. The num-
ber of persons generally present at its sittings, was fifteen.

Our usual congregations for worship, were of about forty

persons, many of whom were not members of the Society,

but were attached to its principles.

12th. We attended an interesting, and satisfactory

meeting of the Temperance Society. Major Ryan, the

Commandant of Launceston, took the chair. While we
were at this meeting, the cook of a vessel, in Sulivans

Cove, fell into the water, in a state of intoxication, and was

drowned.

18th. James Allen, lately the Surgeon of the Estab-

lishment for the Blacks, on Flinders Island, took tea

with us. He gave an interesting account of the progress

of civilization among the Natives ; but said, that the mor-
tality continued to be great among them. Four have died

since he was here three months ago. He thinks the change

in their habits, has something to do with this circumstance,

and that a residence in an open and somewhat exposed
situation, after having grown up in the recesses of the forest,

is uncongenial to them
;
and that their remaining very con-

stantly on the Settlement, (which they are encouraged to

do, in order to promote more rapidly, their civilization,)

instead of making frequent excursions, for a few days toge-

ther, into the bush, also tends to deteriorate their health.

In the course of our present visit to Hobart Town, we
received much kindness from Sir John and Lady Franklin,

and from other members of their family. On the 28th of
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10th month, we took our last dinner with them, at the Go-
vernment House. Our friends, Daniel and Charles Wheeler,

were also of the company, as was likewise Dr. Foreman,

who had lately arrived in Hohart Town, in charge of a cargo

of female prisoners. The Doctor is an intelligent man, and

a strict disciplinarian. In three instances, during the voyage,

he was obliged to gag some of the women, for persisting

in violent and abusive language. One of them, had pre-

viously shown a disposition to be very unruly, iDut after

suffering this punishment, for a short time, and subsequently,

a few hours’ solitary confinement, she became so orderly

as to give no further trouble during the remainder of the

voyage. The Doctor spoke with warm approbation, of the

“Ladies’ Committee,” and of the beneficial effect of the

supply of work, given to the female prisoners, at the com-

mencement of the voyage.

29th. We received a visit from a man, formerly a pri-

soner, who gave us some striking particulars of his life.

He said, the first occasion on which he took spirits, was,

when going a short voyage
;
a little was then given him, in

a small vial, which he was charged to drink, lest he should

take eold ! His father was a man who endeavoured care-

fully, to inculcate honest principles into his children, both

by example and precept, and who used to ejaculate, in a

low tone, on leaving his house, “ The Lord preserve my
going out and my coming in, from henceforth, and for ever-

more but he was a drunkard ! and his son was sometimes

sent to the public-house, to bring him home. On such

occasions his father often gave him “ a little sup,” in the

bottom of the glass, and was amused at the wry-faces that

his son made on drinking it. When the boy was able to

drink a whole glass full, his father expressed great pleasure !

little anticijiating that he was training his son, not only to

drunkenness, but through drunkenness, to dishonesty. At
length, his son became both a drunkard and a thief, and

was transported for a robbery. He was now a prisoner, in

bondage, in a foreign land
;
but years rolled on, and the

term of his transpoliation expired
;
he regained his freedom,

but not from the liondage of habitual drunkenness ; this,
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to him, was more powerful than the bondage, under the

laws of his country. Many times he sold his shirt for

drink, and, to use his own expression, parted with the

flesh off his back for it also
;
for while a prisoner, he was

several times flogged for being drunk. As soon as he was

loosed from the triangles, he hurried on his clothes, and

with his back bleeding, went to the first place where drink

was sold, and drunk again ! Often the declaration, “ Drunk-

ards shall not inherit eternal life,” came awfully before

his mind : he was alarmed, miserable, and ashamed of him-

self, and he cried to God for deliverance. He joined the

temperance society, resolved he would leave off the use of

spirits, and drink only a little wine or beer, but these kept

alive his depraved appetite. He bagan to attend the Me-
thodist meeting, hoping thereby to gain strength

;
but in a

few weeks, he -was again overcome by his old enemy, and

being ashamed to be met in that condition, he left the road,

and lost himself in the bush, where he remained all night,

in confusion. Still, in the anguish of his soul, he cried

unto the Lord for deliverance, and in this state, he attended

a meeting that we held, at the Back River, New Norfolk,

where his attention was directed to the Holy Spirit, as

a witness against sin, revealed in the secret of the heart,

and as a guide, leading those who attend to its con-

victions, to repentance, and to the bearing of the cross,

in the practice of self-denial, and giving them a sense of

their weakness, in order that they may place their trust

in the Lord alone, obtain strength from him to perform

his will, and receive remission of sins through Jesus Christ.

These doctrines made a deep impression upon this individ-

ual, and under the conviction, wrought upon his mind, he

sought divine help to leave off the use of all stimulating

liquors. He not only forsook the use of spirits, but of wine

and beer
;
he also left off smoking, and chewing tobacco

;

and to enable him the sooner to pay his debts, he likewise

left off" the use of tea and sugar. These privations were

trying to him for a few weeks, after which, the desire for

such indulgence left him
;
and he is now in better health and

spirits than before. Several persons have brought liquor
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to him, and tried to persuade him to drink, saying that as

he had drunk, chewed, and smoked so long, he would cer-

tainly die from leaving off these practices ! The poor man
is now working for 10s. per week, as a builder, and is in a

very humble, thankful state of mind : he walks eight miles

into town, to attend our meetings, and is likely to stand his

ground, so long as he continues in humility and watchful-

ness.

Having engaged a passage to King Georges Sound, by

way of Port Phillip and South Australia, on board the barque

Eudora, of 208 tons, Stephen Addison, of Hobart Town,

master, we embarked, on the 3rd of 11th month, taking

rather a hasty leave of many of our friends. A few of

them accompanied us on board, among whom were Daniel

and Charles Wheeler, to whom we had been much united

in the fellowship of the Gospel, and who sailed for England

a few days afterwards.* The vessel was quickly got under

weigh, our friends bid us farewell, and before we had

well arranged our luggage, we were at the mouth of the

Derwent. After watching the places, in which we continued

to feel a deep interest, recede from our view, till they disap-

peared, we retired to rest, overpowered by nausea and fatigue.

* See Memoirs of the Life and Gospel Labours of the late Daniel Wheeler,

published by Harvey and Darton, London, 1842.
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11th mo. 6th. There were ten cabin passengers on board

the Eudora, eight of whom were persons in the prime of

life, going to Port Phillip, with a view to improving their

circumstances
;

either by obtaining a more extended range

for their flocks, than they had commanded in Tasmania, or

in the expectation of obtaining more lucrative situations in

this new settlement, on the south coast of the Australian

Continent. In the steerage, there were several mechanics

and their families, who were hoping to obtain better wages

at Port Phillip, than they could get in Van Diemens
Land.

At the entrance to Bass’s Straits, we passed large flocks

of Mutton-birds, some of which were on the wing, and

others, resting on the water. The latter could not rise with-

out difficulty, on account of the smoothness of the sea. On
the Eudora coming among them, they afforded an amusing

spectacle, diving in all directions, around and under the

vessel, and using their long wings under the water, as if

flying in that element. When the ship had passed them,

they fluttered along the surface, for a considerable distance,

and at length rose into the air. When once upon the wing,

they can continue their flight for a great length of time,

being more at home in the air, than either upon the water

or the land.
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7th. The weather was beautifully fine. We passed within

a short distance of the Fourneaux Islands, which looked

interesting. The desolate mountains of Cape Barren, the

rugged peaks of Flinders, the smooth pyramid of Chapel

Island, and the low, flat surfaces of Preservation, and Green

Islands, and others of similar character, revived pleasant

recollections, unaccompanied by the fatigues, and other

drawbacks upon enjoyment, that attended our former voyages

in these Straits. The Blossom and the John Pierie, which

sailed from Hobart Town a few days before us, were just

leaving the anchorage under Preservation Island, with a

press of canvas, that rendered them beautiful objects. They
had taken refuge under this island, from a gale that we
escaped. We passed to the southward of a high rock, called

The Pyramid. The evening was very fine and moonlight,

with a freshening favourable breeze.

A visiter who came on board the Eudora, from one of

the other vessels, was much habituated to the use of pro-

fane language, a practice, lamentably common among sea-

faring men. I was greatly pained with his conversation, on

this account, and not seeing any opportunity for speaking

to him privately, I enclosed two tracts, entitled A Christian

Memento, and Thoughts on the Importance of Religion, in

the following note, which was slipped into his hand, and

which he afterwards acknowledged gratefully, on shore.

“ Permit a stranger to commend to thy notice, the en-

closed tracts, under the feeling that thy soul is precious in

the sight of God, and that it ought to be precious in thy

own sight, and that the days for securing its salvation are

fast hastening away.’’

8th. The early part of the day was very foggy. We
passed a little to the southward of Curtis’s Islands, which

are three, huge masses of rock, standing high out of the

water, and having upon them no appearance of vegetation.

In the same direction, we sighted the Rodonda Rock. The
evening became clear, and the breeze freshened, so as to

carry us along, at the rate of eight knots an hour.

9th. We passed in sight of Cape Schauck. While going

at about four knots an hour, many Barracootas were taken
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from the stern, by means of large hooks, baited with pieces

of red rag, or of their own gills : they are fine, large fish,

in form, resembling Pike, but of a bluish, silver colour, and

having long, slender bones ;
the texture of their flesh is like

that of mackerel, but tougher. Toward noon we entered

Port Phillip, having just sufiicient breeze to carr}’^ us in,

against the nearly spent ebb-tide, and we dropped anchor

under Point Nepean, w'here some of the passengers immedi-

ately went on shore. The rock here is soft, and Calcareous,

and rises into low hills. These are covered with Kan-

garoo-grass, trees, and shrubs
;

the beach is sandy, wfith

shells, among which were the Zigzag Volute, and Paper

Nautilus. Casuarina quaclrivahis, Banksia australis, and

other Tasmanian trees grow here, also a N. S. Wales Euca-

lyptus, and several shrubs and plants that are found on

Flinders Island. I likewise met with a shrub, belonging

to the genus Croton, and two Goodenias, that I had not

noticed before. We bathed in shallow water, to avoid

sharks, and got on board again, after being wet by a hea\’y

thunder-storm.

10th. We made a good passage, to the anchorage at

Gellibrands Point, at the north-east angle of Port Phillip,

passing up the eastern channel. Though it is not yet marked

by buoys, we only once touched, on the end of a sand-bank,

when the vessel was in stays, and she immediately worked

off again. An oflicer, connected with the customs, who
boarded us, and took our mail on shore, gratefully accepted a

few tracts, intimating, that there was much need for the

attention of the people here, to be stirred up to the im-

portance of temperance and religion
;

both being greatly

neglected. Our captain went up to Melbourne with this

individual, but the hour being late, we remained on board.

The day was very warm, the thermometer on ship-board

80°. We afterwards learned, that it had stood at 107°, on

shore, during this and the three previous days, but several

of those following were very cool. Port Phillip may be

called a small, inland sea
;
the land is not visible across it,

except where elevated. In the course of our day’s sail,

we were close in with the shore, below Arthurs Seat, a

I I
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considerable range of hills, on the east side of Port Phillip,

which are grassy, with trees thinly scattered upon them.

These are chiefly the spherical-headed Casuarina quaclrival-

vis, of Tasmania, which I have only seen in one other place

in N. S. Wales, viz. on Mount Arthur, Wellington Valley,

where it grew sparingly, and was very small
;
here it is

vigorous and abundant.

11th. Some horses and a bullock, belonging to our

fellow-passengers, were landed on the beach, by means of

boats. We left the Eudora, and entered the bush, at a

place, marked by a red flag. A track toward Melbourne,

led us through a wood, but upon reaching a salt marsh,

we were guided by a way-mark, which had been previously

described to us. Much of the land between the beach and

the town, is sandy, and covered with grassy, open forest.

The trees are chiefly like those of V. D. Land, as are also

the plants, but the former are marked by several species of

Loranthus growing upon them, none of which, I believe,

exist in Tasmania.

We were conveyed across the Yarra-yarra, by a voluntary

ferryman, whose practice was to make no charge, but to

accept what his passengers pleased, finding, that in this

way he got the best paid. On landing from the ferry boat,

we were recognized by George Langhorne, whom we had

known in Sydney : he was at one time employed as a Cate-

chist, upon Goat Island, where a few Natives, who had

become prisoners, were under his care. These made con-

siderable progress in knowledge, but they were ultimately,

either discharged or sent to the Missionary Stations, at

Lake Macquarie and Wellington Valley
;
and George Lang-

horne was aj^pointed, by the Government of N. S. Wales,

to form a Missionary Station, at Port Phillip, placed

under the care of a committee of the Episcopal Church

Missionary Society, in Sydney. When we met with him

here, he was setting out for this Missionary Station, two

miles up the Yarra-yarra River, in a boat, managed by four

native boys, and a young man who became a proselyte to

temperance views, on our first visit to Launceston. We
accepted a pressing invitation to accompany this party, and
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took a hasty leave of our fellow-passengers from Hobart

Town. After dining with George and Mary Langhorne, who
are labouring diligently to civilize the Blacks^ and to in-

troduce Christianity among them, we were conveyed four

miles further up the river, to the dwelling of John and

Mary Gardiner, with whom we were acquainted in V.D.Land,

and who have erected for themselves a comfortable house

in this newly-occupied country. Here we consented to re-

main all night, in order to have the opportunity of convey-

ing religious instruction to the establishment.

John Gardiner was one of the first persons who made
an overland journey, from Sydney to Port Phillip, a distance

of about 700 miles. Among other provisions, to facilitate

his progress, he had a cart, so constructed, that the body

could be taken off the wheels, separated from the shafts,

and placed in a tarpawling, so as to serve as a ferry-boat.

A native Black, from the Merumbidgee River, has become
an efficient servant in his family, and shows more reflection

than some of the white people who have been brought up,

nominally, Christians.

In one of J. Gardiner’s journeys from Sydney, one of

his men was bitten by a venomous serpent. The wound
was sucked, but the man showed symptoms of faintness,

of alarming character. The party had received intimation,

from a native woman, that some of her countrymen intended

to attack them in the night
;
and at the juncture, when the

poison seemed to be taking effect, the lights of the Natives,

were seen approaching. The party were thrown into a state

of alarm : they watched a favourable opportunity, seized the

Blacks at unawares, and expostulated with them, against

making such an attack, upon persons in no way disposed

to injure them. The chief was detained as a hostage, and

placed under the charge of one of the party, who, being

overcome by fatigue, fell asleep, and his captive escaj^ed,

but returned no more to annoy them. These circumstances

diverted the attention of the company from the envenomed
man, and his case was forgotten till the next morning, when
he was inquired of respecting his welfare. He also had

forgotten his malady
;

fear seemed to have superseded the
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effect of tfie poison, and he said, he had felt nothing more

of it, from the time that the lights of the Blacks appeared

!

12th. We had a religious interview with J. Gardiner’s

household, last evening. This morning, the servants of his

establishment were invited to meet with us, but except one

man and his wife, they were too little interested in such

matters, to get themselves dressed by eleven o’clock, so

as to be ready for the occasion. This sort of negligence is

said to be very prevalent among free-servants here.—In

the afternoon, we returned to the Missionarj^ Station, where

we had a meeting with the family, some native boys, and a

few individuals from Melbourne. A person from Melbourne,

who reads the service of the Episcopal Church, in the

School-house, on First-days, kindly offered us the use of

this place, on any other day of the week. We returned

home with J. Gardiner, and were present at the family

reading of the Scriptures, when the servants also assembled,

and we laboured to turn their attention to things of eternal

importance. Great is the reluctance of man to live in the

service of his Maker. To think of the multitudes who
live without hope, and without God in the world, who,

nevertheless, are within reach of the knowledge of the

Gospel, and who are willingly, if not wilfully, ignorant, is

truly awful

!

13th. A boat conveyed us again to Melbourne. The
Yarra-yarra River is deep

;
but it is difficult to navigate, for

boats, on account of the quantity of sunken timlier. It is

about sixty feet wide, and margined with trees and shrubs.

Among these are heard, the tinkling note of the Bell-

bird, and the shrill whistle of the Coachman, which is ter-

minated by a jerking sound, something like the crack of a

whip. We also noticed the Nankin-bird, a species of Heron,

which is cinnamon-coloured on the back, sulphur-coloured on

the breast, and has a long, white feather, pendant from the

back of the head. The river is fresh to Melbourne, where

there is a rapid. The country on its banks is open, grassy

forest, rising into low hills. The town of Melbourne, though

scarcely more than fifteen months old, consists of about a

hundred houses', among which are stores, inns, a jail, a
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barrack, and a school-house. Some of the dwelling-houses

are tolerable structures of brick. A few of the inhabitants

are living in tents, or in hovels resembling thatched roofs,

till they can provide themselves with better accommodation.

There is much bustle and traffic in the place, and a gang of

prisoners are employed in levelling the streets. The town

allotments, of half an acre, were put up for sale, a short

time since, at £5 each, the Surveyor thinking £'J too much
to ask for them. But the fineness of the country has excited

such a mania for settling here, that they sold for, from £25
to £100 each !

Eighty thousand acres of land, suitable for cultivation,

and for the sites of dwellings for opulent settlers, have

already been surveyed, and are expected soon to be put up

for sale, by the Government, in sections of from fifty to one

hundred acres each. Larger tracts will also be sold, as soon

as the survey is sufficiently forward.

At this place we met several of our acquaintance, from

other parts of New" South Wales, and from Van Diemens
Land, w’ho had removed hither from various motives. Some
from an unsettled disposition, others from dissipated habits,

others with the hope of improving their circumstances, and

others from greediness of gain. Some of the great holders

of sheep and stock say, that they do not think their removal

hither has been, in the aggregate, advantageous. Though
they have increased their property, it has been at a great

risk, from the greater untow^ardness of their servants, and

from the enmity of some of the Blacks. A few" have lost

their lives by the latter, and one had eight of his servants

murdered, either by them or by their fellow"-servants.

Business w'as at this time, conducted on a very disagree-

able and unsound plan, at Port Phillip. Almost every thing,

including labour, w"as paid for by orders on Sydney, or Van
Diemens Land

;
the discount required by the few" persons

w"ho had cash, w"as from £20 to £40 per cent ! A mechanic

received half his w"ages in goods, charged at about 30 per

cent, profit, and the rest in an order, on which he paid his

employer 10 per cent, discount for cash !

After taking tea w’ith a family of Wesleyans, with whom
I I 3
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we were acquainted in Sydney, we proceeded to a meeting

in the School-house, to which the inhabitants of the place

generally, were invited. About forty persons were present

on this occasion, with whom we Avere enabled to labour

faithfully, though under a deep sense of our own weakness

;

and our gracious Master was pleased to grant a more power-

ful sense of his presence, than we had ventured to hope for.

14th. Last night, we returned with our friends to the

Missionary Station, to lodge. The reserve for the Mis-

sionary Institution is of 800 acres. This, though but a

small extent of land for a pastoral country, was considered

sufficient to devote to the object, at so short a distance

from the town. The buildings are temporary ones, of mud
and plaster, with thatched roofs

;
they are not yet suffi-

ciently extensive to accommodate the mission family, and

twelve native boys, who are already under tuition. The
design is, to educate them in English, and to teach them

useful occupations, and then to let them mix themselves

with the European population ; with whom it is hoped, by

these means, to put them upon a lei^el. The parents of

the children come to see them at pleasure, and when they

wish it, take them out to hunt
;

but for this, the children

do not seem much inclined, preferring to be fed on easier

terms, at the institution. The parents are not encouraged

to make long visits
;
they are furnished Avith but a few

meals gratuitously, and if they choose to make longer stops,

they haA^e to earn their victuals, at the rate of tAvo hours’

AA'ork, for eight ounces of meat and tAvelve ounces of flour.

They are chiefly employed in cutting Avood and draAving

Avater. Clothing, chiefly consisting of canvass frocks, is

furnished to them gratuitously. At another station, nearly

twenty miles distant, about sixteen native families are

marshalled as an armed police, and are clothed suitably

for their occupation.

It is gratifying to see the Government disposed to make
efforts, to benefit the people AA’hose country they haA^e

usurped
;

but their effort in this case does not appear to us,

to be of a character such as Christians ought to make, being

contrarA" to “ peace on earth and good Avill toward men.”
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At the first settlement of Port Phillipj a party of bene-

volent people attempted making a treaty with some of the

chiefs, and purchasing land from them
;
but this, the British

Government did not sanction, and the whole scheme fell

through, when the country was taken possession of, as a

part of N. S. Wales. There is reason to think, that the

state of society among the Aborigines, gave no power to

the chiefs to sell, on behalf of their respective tribes, and

they certainly had none, on behalf of other tribes. If Eu-

ropeans occupy the country of savages, the former must

act justly, from principle, if they would act as becomes

Christians. The untutored natives, forming a thinly scat-

tered and unorganized population, can neither assert nor

defend their own rights. It is in cases like this, that prin-

ciple is 23ut to the test
;

and it is lamentable to see, how
little principle, in this respect, has been exhibited, in these

cases, either by the British Government, or by its European

subjects.—People in England, maintaining a good character,

are little aware, how much of what gains them this character,

they owe to the oversight of those, by whom they are con-

tinually surrounded, and how little to principle. When they

emigrate to a country, where this oversight is withdrawn,

too generally, but little that has the appearance of principle

remains, especially in their conduct toward the defenceless

Aborigines.

In the afternoon, we went down the Yarra-yarra, in a

boat, to obtain some tracts from on board the Eudora.

The water continues fresh for a considerable distance below

the town. Its banks are low, and fringed with bushes.

Toward the mouth of the river, there are swamps, covered

wdth a narrow-leaved, white-flowered Melaleuca, drawn up
like hop-poles, to thirty feet in height. The river is na-

vigable for small vessels, up to the town. We met several

boats, and the Rebecca, from Launceston, on board of

which was a person, with whom we made our first voyage

to Flinders Island. Though here, in a strange land, we
are not among strangers

;
we have some acquaintance

with most of the white inhabitants. Contiguous to the

river, there are some beautiful pieces of land, clear of trees,
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and covered with green grass. On Gellibrands Point,

there are a few houses, where Williams Towm is laid out;

hut the place is badly supplied with water.

On returning to Melbourne, we attended a meeting for the

organization of a temperance society, auxiliary to the one

in Sydney.

15th. We called on John Batman, formerly of Buffalo

Plains, in Van Diemens Land, who has been much of an in-

valid since his removal to Port Phillip. He continues to

feel a deep interest respecting the Aborigines of these Colo-

nies, and has now, in his employment, several Blacks from

the vicinity of Sydney, and a woman and two boys from Tas-

mania, whom he finds useful servants. They are not disposed

to indulge in wandering habits, now that they are removed

from their native haunts. This may probably arise, from the

fear they entertain of the tribes by which they are here sur-

rounded. J. Batman showed us the skull of a Native, found

near Gellibrands Point, which w'as perforated with slugs, and

had some of the lead lodged in the bone, evidently proving,

that the individual to whom it had belonged, had been shot.

Though from its appearance, when picked up, the murderous

deed did not seem to have lieen perpetrated above six

months, yet, he said, no inquiry had been instituted, as to

how the party had come by his death.

The number of Blacks in the vicinity of Port Phillip, in-

cluding its whole circuit, with Western Port, is estimated at

from three to five hundred. They are said to be more
healthy than those of many other parts of New South Wales,

and most of the women have children, though their fami-

lies are far from large. These circumstances are attributed

to the consumption of a much larger proportion of roots,

than is eaten Iiy their country people in many other parts,

and to their having had less intercourse with Europeans.

One of the plants which yields them sustenance is Podolepis

acuminata, which is about a foot high, and has dowsers, in

some degree, resemliling Sweet Sultan, but of a deeper yellow:

it abounds in rich soils, especially about the margins of salt

marshes, and has a thickened root, compared by some to a

potato. Another resembles a Dandelion, but has very
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narrow leaves, and a nodding bud; its roots resemble Scorzo-

nera, to which it is allied
;

it is generally diffused in grassy

lands. These roots are cooked, by heating stones in the fire,

and covering them wdth grass, laying the roots upon the

grass, and a covering of grass upon them, and lastly, one of

earth over the whole. When roasted, the last especially, are

said to be sweet, and are very delicious. Kangaroos and

Opossums, Emus, and other birds, are also generally eaten

by the Blacks, and are abundant. The Emus are fast retir-

ing before the white population, and their flocks and herds.

The large bird of the crane kind, called here, the Native

Companion, and a Bustard, denominated the Wild Turkey,

are plentiful
;

there are also Yellow-tailed and Red-tailed

Black Cockatoos, Round-headed White Cockatoos, Parrots

of various kinds. Pelicans, Black Swans, Ducks, White
Hawks, Laughing Jackasses, Kingfishers, Ouails, and va-

rious other birds, not to omit the Piping Crow, with its

cheerful note, and the Black Magpie.

In the course of the day, w'e walked about three miles,

on the way toward Geelong, a district where there are

several settlers, among w'hom is our friend David Stead

;

but which we had not opportunity to visit. The country,

as far as the eye can reach, has the appearance of a con-

tinued series of parks, even to the ascent of the distant hills.

In many places, it is clear of trees
;

the grass is verdant,

and pretty thick for a country w'hich has not been subjected

to the fostering hand of man. The flocks and herds seem

in the full enjoyment of life, and are very fat. The only

formidable enemies they have to contend wdth, are wild dogs,

which are numerous, and are destructive among the sheep

and calves.

We dined with Captain Lonsdale, the Police Magistrate,

and commanding officer of the troops, with whom w-e had

some conversation, on the importance of inquests being

held on the bodies of Blacks, w'ho may come by violent

or doubtful deaths, and of inquiry being made into cases of

reported injury. This, he assured us, had in some measure,

been attended to, particularly in one case, where several

persons had been said to have been killed, but which proved
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a false report. On returning to the Missionary Station,

we observed the Aurora australis, very brilliant, in columns

of yellow, on a dilFuse, pale, crimson ground.

16th. After taking leave of the Mission family, I walked

through the bush to the beach, and spent much of the day

in fruitless efforts to obtain attention from the Eudora,

which was at anchor about two miles from the shore. The
signal agreed upon was two fires, that were to be lighted

on the sand
;
but the strong wind carried the smoke so

close to the ground, that I concluded they could not be

seen. I therefore joined G. W. Walker at Melbourne,

where we put a few books and tracts into circulation, and

after some time, returned to the beach, but with no better

success. We therefore abandoned our object at sunset, and

went back, to spend the evening with J. Batman, who pre-

sented us with some oval baskets, of neat and strong con-

struction, the manufacture of the Blacks of this district.

These baskets differ, in some respects, from any we have

seen of native manufacture, in other parts of the Colony,

being stronger and better calculated for general use
;
some

of them are like reticules, others like fishing-crails, and

others of larger dimensions. Possibly the Blacks of this

district, may excel their countrymen in the manufacture of

baskets, from the instruction of William Buckley, a pri-

soner, who was left at Port Phillip by Colonel Collins, in

1802, and who remained among the Natives till the settle-

ment of the country in 1835 : he had forgotten his own
language, which he soon recovered : he is a man of large

stature, and now fills the office of constable at Mel-

bourne.

The Blacks often bring in, the splendid tails of the Lyre-

bird, Menura superha, which is called in Australia, the

Pheasant, or the Bird of Paradise : it is said to abound

among the hills of this district. J. Batman has some fine

Emus, captured here.

Ifth. We returned to the Eudora, but the sea breeze

setting in before we were ready to sail, we remained at

anchor during the rest of the day.

18th. We made sail early, and cleared Gellibrands
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Point before the sea breeze set in. The anchor was

dropped in the evening, in a bay a little to the northward

of Arthurs Seat. We are now the only passengers in

the cabin. There are still thirteen in the steerage, who,

not liking the arrangements for wages, at Port Phillip, have

determined on proceeding to South Australia. The captain

has also thirty dogs on board, which he brought from Ho-
bart Tovm, and which he hopes to sell to advantage, in

India.

19th. We heat out of Port Phillip, having been favoured

to avoid running aground on the shoals, which is an acci-

dent of very frequent occurrence. When opposite Point

Nepean, we saw a Dingo, or Wild Dog, upon the beach

;

he was of large size, brownish colour, had a bushy tail, and

was of very wolfish aspect. These animals are numerous

in this district, and very destructive among the flocks

;

which are already computed to consist of considerably more
than 200,000 sheep. The entrance of Port Phillip is only

about three quarters of a mile wide, and the tide runs in

it, at from five to six knots an hour. On our first attempt

to pass out, the current was too strong. When at length,

we succeeded, the wind outside was adverse, so that we had

to beat off the land. .
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From the 20th, to the 23rd, of 11th mo. the wind was ad-

verse, and we beat backward and forward, between Kings

Island and Cape Otway. Kings Island is low. In some

places, sand rises far up from the beach, but the land is

generally covered with scrub, among which trees were visi-

ble. We tacked, when about fifteen miles from its north

coast, to avoid a reef, on which the convict vessel Mi-

nerva,” was lost, about two years since. A large Whale
and an Albatross passed us on the 23rd, when we spoke

with the “ Thistle,” from Portland Bay, on her way to

Launceston, with oil. The whaling season is now over on

these coasts. The land about CajDe Otway is high and

woody, with deep ravines.

On the 24th, we saw the flat-topped, roundish hills, to

the east of Portland Bay, the table land of Cape Bridge-

water, the low, extended hills of Cape Northumberland, and

several other points of the coast.

25th. We passed in sight of a long series of sand hills,

and took a considerable number of Barracoota. These fish

had a small kind of Shrimp in their stomachs. Birds were

numerous, especially Mutton-birds and Terns.

26th, The wind was very changeable, and there was

lightning toward evening. Vast numbers of sea fowl, and

some Seals of a yellowish colour, with black muzzles, were

upon one of the two little islands, called The Pages, which
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are at the opening into St. Vincents Gulf, by the Back-

stairs Passage, by which we entered.

27th. We came to anchor, at about five miles from the

shore, in Holdfast Bay, South Australia, which has a sandy

beach, exposed to the south. As the evening was wet, with

heavy rain, and thunder, we remained on board, while our

captain went to Adelaide.

28th. The night was very boisterous, and the vessel

pitched violently. The captain returned on board, along

with the Port Officer, and we went on shore in the boat

that brought them off, paying one pound each to the boat-

men. The sea was so rough as to render it difficult to get

into the boat, and the wind so high as to carry us rapidly

before the sea, with only the aid of a small sail. The men
desired us not to be alarmed, and said the boat never

shipped a sea, but soon one made its way upon us. They
then told us not to be afraid, for if the boat upset in the

surf, they would take care of us, but we expected to have

to take care of ourselves, in case of such an accident
;

they succeeded, however, in keeping the boat before the

sea, so as to escape this danger. We landed in a small

creek, at Glenelg, a place consisting of a few rude huts,

one of which was used as a store. A light, chaise cart,

that brought the captain from Adelaide, was waiting for

us, and we were quickly conveyed over a ffat country, cov-

ered with grass, and scattered trees of Eucalyptus, Acacia

and Banksia, to the embryo capital of South Australia.

Here we received a kind welcome from John Barton Hack
and his wife. The former of whom I was acquainted with

in England, and the family connexions of the latter, were

among the kind friends of my early youth. They were at

this time dwelling, w'ith their large family, in a wooden
house that they brought from England, in which they rea-

lized much more comfort than most of the other settlers

did, in their rude huts, of rushes or of sods.

29th. We called on the Governor, Captain John Hind-

marsh, and on James H. Fisher, the Commissioner for the

Sale of Lands, to both of whom we had letters of intro-

duction from Sir John Franklin, and by wffiom we were
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courteously received. The former offered to endeavour to

obtain a place for us to hold a meeting in
;
and in the

evening we received a note from him, to say, that he had

conferred with the Episcopal Clergyman, Charles B. Howard,

who was quite willing that we should occupy the place in

which he preached. This was a temporary, square erection

of planks, with a flat roof, raised and seated chiefly by the

minister’s own hands. We also called at the tent of T. Q.

Stow, the Independent minister, who happened to be out

:

his wife received us kindly
;
she and her family were busily

occupied in their frail, temporary habitation, a long marquee,

wbich was greatly agitated by the strong gale of wind that

continued blowing wuth increased violence. We likewise

spoke to Robert Cock, a prudent Scotchman, who was

living with his wife and several children, under a sort of

thatched roof, till he earned something to build a house

:

this indeed he had already effected, but it was occupied

as a store and sale-room. We spoke likewise to several

other settlers. They generally ajipeared well satisfied in

having emigrated, but were disappointed in not being able

more quickly to have their land apportioned to them. They

had already found, that discord was peculiarly liable to find

its way into small communities, consisting of persons newly

settled, with the view of each promoting his own interest.

30th. We walked aliout seven miles, to Port Adelaide.

The way was over two level plains, separated by a slight,

sandy rise, covered with wood. The soil of the plains was a

reddish loam, having a slight admixture of sand and calcar-

eous matter. They were covered’ with tufted grass and

small herbs. Among the latter was a species of Eryngium,

a foot high, the leaves of which are eaten with avidity by

cattle, and some small, yellow-flowered Everlastings. Near

Port Adelaide, the land becomes saline, and produces crim-

son Mesembryanthemums, of three species, along with numer-

ous maritime shrubs. On a sand-bank separating the plain

from the salt marsh, which borders the creek or inlet that

forms the harbour, there are trees of a species of Callitris,

resembling Cypress. These are here called Pines, and have

trunks about 40 feet high, which are used for piles. Casuarlna
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quadrivalvis, and Banksia australis, likewise grow here. On
this bank there was an Orohanche, very like Orobanche

minor of England. At Port Adelaide there are two large

stores, of corrugated iron, in the form of the halves of hori-

zontal cylinders, and several smaller ones, of rushes, &c. and

some huts and tents. Shipping can come up the creek to

this place
;

and by means of a cut, of 1 80 yards, across a

salt marsh, boats can discharge their cargoes close to the

stores. The Eudora had not been able to move hither, in

consequence of the violence of the wind, nor had any person

got on shore from her. The salt marsh w'as covered with

two species of Salicornia, one of w-hich was shrubby
;

inter-

spersed among these, were two species of Frankenia, one of

which was bushy, about a foot high, and besprinkled with

rosy, pink blossoms, the size of a silver penny. The creek

was margined with Mangrove, Avicennia tomentosa.

12th mo. 1st. Before breakfast, I walked along the bor-

ders of the Torrens, the river which sujiplies Adelaide with

water, which is fresh, and of excellent quality. Good water is

also obtained from wells of about forty feet deep, in the open,

limestone formation, ujion which Adelaide is situated. The
stream of the Torrens, at the present season, is about one

foot in depth, and four feet in width
;

there are numerous

pools, of several fathoms deep, in its course, which are not

likely to lack water in the driest seasons. In some places

there are reedy flats below the banks of the river, which are

of red loam, and are ornamented by a variety of shrubs and

flowers; among which are Lavatera plebia, Verbena officmalis,

and twm species of Gooclenia.

A few miles back from Adelaide, there is a range of

wmody hills, the most elevated point of which is called

Mount Lofty. We walked a few miles in this direction,

on a plain which is several miles wide, and extends from

Cape Jarvis to the Head of St. Vincents Gulf. It is covered

with grass, and intersected w'ith belts of Gum-trees, and a

sickle-leaved Acacia. Some of the Kangaroo-grass w'as up
to our elbows, and resembled two years’ seed meadows, in

England, in thickness
;

in many places, three tons of hay

per acre, might be mown off it. I had not seen anything
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to equal it, in this part of the world, except in some of the

places that had not been browzed, about Wellington Valley.

Several small groups of honest-looking, English labourers

were mowing
; but their work was only to be seen as little

patches, on coming upon them. Adelaide is laid out on

both sides of the Torrens
;

it has an open space of park-

land, reserved in the midst, and is divided into 1,040 acres,

exclusive of the streets, which cross at right-angles, so as

to give to every acre, one side of street-frontage, and to

about half of them, two sides. The acres sold originally,

at from £3, to about £12 each, and they are now bringing

from £40, to £65 each ! The population already amounts

to about 1,200, but being scattered over so large an area,

they make little show. Some of the immigrants are erect-

ing comfortable dwellings of wood, stone, or terra-pisa, but

many are living in rush huts, which are exceedingly obnox-

ious to fire. The day was excessively hot, and every thing

was consequently very dry. One of the huts caught fire, and

was destroyed in a few minutes. So many persons settling

together in an open, fertile country, and having generally

brought good supplies with them, from England, and a few

who had capital, having imported cattle from Tasmania,

they have suffered but a small share of the privations to

which the early emigrants to N. S. Wales and V. D. Land
were subjected. Provisions are however high

;
fresh meat

Is. per pound, bread 20d. the four-pound loaf
;
but if made

at home, it does not cost half that sum. Mechanics are

obtaining 10s. a day, wages, in cash, or notes of the Bank

of Australia, which issues 2s. 5s. and 10s. as well as larger

notes, and receives small deposits at interest.

The Blacks about Adelaide are not numerous : they are

much like those of other parts of Australia, and most per-

sons admit, that the pictures which they have seen of them

in England, are caricature likenesses, of much more for-

bidding aspect than the originals. I think those here, have

mouths, not quite so large as some in other parts. Only

one European has lost his life from them, and this was the

result of his own profligacy. Since we arrived here, some

days have been so cold, that we have been glad of a fire.
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2nd. We had conversations with the Governor, and

other persons of influence, respecting the Blacks, whose

rights there is a disposition to consider. It is greatly to

be regretted, that these rights were not secured by the

Act of the British Legislature, for the settlement of this

Province
;
but instead of this being done, the countrj" is

described in the Act, as certain waste and unoccupied

lands and it has been disputed by men of the law, whe-

ther, from the tenor of the words used, these Aboriginal

Inhabitants, could legally possess land in this countr)^, which

was their own by birthright, and which they have done

nothing to forfeit.—Another fire destroyed much of the

property of one of the immigrants.

3rd. In conversation with a pious settler, he acknow-

ledged, that since coming to this country, he had not kept up

the practice of reading the Holy Scriptures, daily, with his

family. He said also, that he had observed many instances,

in which persons, who bore a religious character in their na-

tive land, had sustained great loss in being broken off from

their old connexions. Having to stand more alone in this

country, they either departed from that to which they had

attained, or having in time past, merely kept up the form

of religion, from the influence of the society with which

they were surrounded, their religious profession faded away,

when this influence was removed.—In the forenoon, a

meeting for worship was held, consisting of persons pro-

fessing with the Society of Friends: these were few in

number, amounting, with George W. Walker and myself,

to only nine persons. I encouraged them to seek strength

from the Lord, in order that they might be enabled to

walk in the light, and enjoy true Christian fellowship, and

know the blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse them from all sin.

4th. We spent some time in conversation with the

Commissioner for Lands, respecting the Natives, and the

importance of promoting temperance among the settlers.

Some of these have got an idea, that, because the climate

is hotter than that of England, they must use more stimu-

lating diet and drink, and this notion has been promoted
by an injudicious, medical man. The evil of this error is

K K
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already becoming obvious. Many people become drunkards

at sea, where they smoke and drink for want of proper

occupation. In one vessel, in which the emigrants were

not to be allowed spirits, the captain sold them to them for

biscuit, which they saved from their rations. The forenoon

was extremely hot, but a breeze from the south-east set in,

and cooled the atmosphere. We walked to Port Adelaide,

where we became mediators in the settlement of a dispute,

in which some seafaring men were parties, and were more
difficult to reconcile, from being excited by strong drink.

The Eudora has now got into the creek
;

she was in a

trying situation in Holdfast Bay, during the gale. The
violent pitching broke her windlass in two, and placed her

in danger of going on shore.

5 th. On going again to Port Adelaide, to obtain a sup-

ply of books and tracts from on board the Eudora, we
found one of the seamen in irons, on the bilboe-bolt, he

had refused to work, and had used threatening language

to the captain. Expostulation with this man was useless :

he was obstinately sullen
;
and as there seemed no prospect

of peace with him on board, he was at length dismissed.

The thermometer rose to above 100°, and G. W. Walker

became so unwell, from heat and fatigue, that he was un-

able to attend the meeting in the evening, at which about

200 persons were pi’esent. I was strengthened to labour

with them, and to point out the importance of yielding to

the convictions of the Holy Spirit, and of cherisliing the love

and fear of God, as well as to show to them the connexion

of these with true repentance, and faith in Christ. I also

pressed upon them, the consideration of their duty toward

the Black Population, and the danger of bringing a curse

upon themselves, if they neglected these things. After being

engaged in -vocal prayer, I made a few comments on the

favour granted to us, in the feeling of a precious solemnity,

produced, no doubt, by the immediate influence of the Holy

Spirit. This continued over the assembly, not only during

the time appropriated to worship, but also while the com-

pany were invited to meet again, on the subject of tem-

perance. After the meeting, a number of copies of our
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‘‘ Christian Address to the Free Inhabitants of New South

Wales and Van Diemens Land^” and of a tract entitled the

Sentiments of the Society of Friends on Divine Worship

and Gospel Ministry/’ were distributed.

6th. I walked with two of J. B. Hack’s sons, to a place

called The Pines, about five miles from Adelaide. This is

a sandy tract, of limited extent and slight elevation, differing

considerably in its vegetation from the general features of

this district. Among the trees, is the species of Callitris,

here called Pine : the timber it affords is said soon to decay

:

the tree is of pyramidal figure, and seems distinct from

any we have before seen. We also met with a Gum-tree

of low growth, with yellowish-white blossoms, an Exocaiyos,

a Myoporiim, a Cassia, and several other trees and shrubs

that were new to us.—In the evening, there was some

excitement among the Blacks, consequent upon two of them
having accidentally, received some injury from the gun of

a man, shooting a quail, who being intent upon his bird,

did not see them among the grass.

7th. A threat was made by the Blacks, that if either of

those shot yesterday, died, the others would burn the hut

of the man that shot them
;
and he, in his fear, magnified

this, into an assertion, that they were coming to burn the

huts of the neighbourhood, and persuaded some of his

neighbours to watch with him. In the night, one of the

Blacks, accidentally going to the river to drink, took with

him a fire-stick, according to their usual custom, for they

do not move in the night without a light. This was mis-

taken for a design to set fire to the huts that lay in the

direction of the river, and a hue and cry was raised after

these people, who also were fired after, but it was alleged,

not with intent to hurt them
;
they were, however, left in

a state of considerable excitement. Happily, this was ulti-

mately allayed, and the matter explained to them by the

Protector, who bestirred himself, to see that the white

people were not taking the matter into their own hands.

—Robert Cock, who is much interested for their welfare,

also took some pains with them, and they were persuaded to

come to the Commissioner’s store, where they received

K K 2
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some potatoes and other food. The Governor likewise took

advantage of this occasion, to assure them of his protection,

and to invite them, in all cases of uneasiness, to seek re-

dress from himself and the Protector. He also informed

the European population, that if they took the law into

their own hands, in any cases of imagined intention of of-

fence, or of actual injury, from the Blacks, they should be

dealt with according to law. It is evident, that it is of the

utmost importance, to imjiress upon both communities, that

they will not be allowed to avenge themselves, but that the

law is open for the redress of both. Something, however,

requires to be done, to render the evidence of the Blacks

available, or they will not stand on even ground, with the

Whites.

The day was extremely wet, and very cool. About a

score of the Aborigines took shelter under J, B. Hack’s

verandah. They were chiefly clad in rugs of skin, which

they wear fastened over the shoulders, extending to the

knees, or in fragments of European clothing. Their bodies

are not so much cut as those of some other tribes of

Australia, that wear no clothing. Some of the men
wear red ochre and grease in their hair. They appear

rarely to wash themselves, and consequently they have

an unpleasant smell, much like what we have noticed

among prisoners of filthy habits in N. S. Wales, and from

this similarity I am disposed to attribute the unpleasant

smell of Blacks, not to their colour, but to their want of

personal cleanliness. The hair of these Aborigines is not

woolly, but generally black, and it has a tendency to curl.

Some of the men have more than one wife, and most of

the women have children, of which they seem very fond,

often embracing and kissing them very affectionately. One
of them noticed Bridget Hack kissing her little son, and

exclaimed, “ Very good,” with evident satisfaction. When
their families become inconveniently large, they neverthe-

less sometimes destroy the infants : this seems a matter of

regret with them, but is looked upon as one of necessary

consequence. We heard of two female children being res-

cued, or rather of their destruction being abandoned, by the
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intervention of Europeans. The women do not appear to

live in any dread of their husbands. Kangaroos’ teeth are

fastened to the locks of the children’s hair, before and at

the sides, as ornaments, and often tufts of feathers are ap-

pended behind. I do not think the Natives here, have jaws

quite so prominent as some we have seen, but their noses

are broad and rather depressed, and the men wear their

beards short. Their spears are generally simple rods, but

to some, they attach on one side, a sort of barbed ridge, of

pieces of glass, by means of Grass-tree gum. We did not ob-

serve the boomring among them. In conversation with R.

Cock, he suggested that advantage might arise, from the ap-

pointment of a committee to co-operate with the Protector,

and I recommended him to confer with this individual on

the subject.—At dinner, we partook of the flesh of an Emu,
killed yesterday between this place and Port Adelaide

;
it

bears some resemblance to tender stewed beef. These birds

are yet pretty common here.

8th. Last night was extremely wet. The Blacks re-

mained under J. B. Hack’s verandah, where they slept

much of yesterday, seeming to think it desirable to be as

nearly torpid as possible, in such weather.

9th. Very stormy. Several of the Blacks still remain

very quietly under the verandah
;
some of their children

coughed much during the night. We accompanied Robert

Cock, in making a call upon the Governor, to converse

with him on the propriety of the appointment of a committee

to assist the Protector of Aborigines, if such a measure

should be acceptable to that officer. The Governor con-

curred in the opinion that such a committee might be use-

ful, and the Protector expressed more than a udllingness to

receive the help of such a committee.

10th. Meetings for worship were held at J. B. Hack’s,

at eleven and six o’clock. They were attended by his fa-

mily, and a few other persons. On these occasions, I was
sensible of the influence of the love of God, extended to

his poor, weak creatures. In the morning, I had a few

sentences to express, relative to the importance of having

the mind subjected to the government of the Holy Spirit,

K K 3
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in order that we might not be condemned by our own
hearts, but have confidence toward God, under the indis-

pensable terms of discipleship with Christ, the practice of

self-denial, and the daily bearing of the cross, and in the

progress of this work, know Christ as the propitiation for

our sins. The meeting in the evening was held in silence.

Tlie day was beautifully fine. The river is much swollen

by the late rain. While watching some Blacks rolling up

a cask of water, by means of a rojie, attached to a pinion,

at each end of the cask, so as to enable them to draw it

after them like a garden -roller, I noticed some small Cray-

fish, in the river, of a dark colour, and about the size of

those found in some parts of England. One of the Blacks

caught some of these, and pulled off their legs, to keep

them from running away. While here I saw another break

the wings of some young Parrots, to keeji them from flying

;

and when at Port Phillip, I saw two Native boys, holding

two Ring-tailed Opossums together, by their tails, to make
them fight. Thus, in acts of thoughtless cruelty, as well

as in many other points, these people show, that they inherit

the fallen propensities of man. This need not excite wonder

when seen in savages, as it is so often exhibited in civilized

society, and among persons professing to be Christians, who
sometimes show as great cruelty, and thoughtlessness, in

their sports. The Aborigines do little turns of work for the

Settlers, from whom they obtain payment in bread, or

some other food. Some attention has been paid to cloth-

ing them, and they have already learned, that they are

expected to have on blankets, or some other covering, when
they come near the houses of the Settlers.

11th. A meeting was held for the promotion of Tem-
perance

;
and at its conclusion, one to consider of the pro-

priety of appointing a committee, to assist the Protector of

the Aborigines. The Governor was in the chair at the

former of these meetings, and the Protector at the latter

;

at which a large committee was appointed.

But notwithstanding this was done, with much appear-

ance of cordiality, I could not dismiss from my mind, an

ajiprehension, that the poor Natives would yet feel themselves
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placed in such a position toward the Settlers, as would

excite feelings, inimical to the maintenance of a good under-

standing between them
;
and that the consideration of the

rights of the original Inhabitants of the country, would

ultimately be merged in the supposed interests of the Settlers.

This arose from some sense of the general prevalence of self-

interest among mankind at large, and especially among the

emigrants to newly-settled countries, and of the annoyance

that uncivilized human beings are apt to prove, to those

from civilized countries.

12th. We visited a sa-wyers’ station, among the hills, in the

direction of Mount Lofty. After crossing the grassy plains

of Adelaide, the first hills, which are nearly at a right-angle

with the Mount Lofty range, are of limestone, with here

and there, argillaceous rocks. These hills are grassy, with

a few trees, and a variety of plants. The next hills are more

purely argillaceous, and have trees scattered upon them,

like the last, they run rather steeply, into valleys, which

are well sheltered, and some of them have small streams

at the bottom. Adjoining, there are slate hills, which have

less abundant vegetation, and more scrub. The next hills

are of old red-sandstone, with poor, sandy soil, but abound-

ing in gay, vegetable productions, in forest, of various species

of Eucalyptus; among these is the useful String)"-bark, which

some parties are sawing for boards, and splitting for fencing.

The carriage from this place to Adelaide is easy, being all

the way, down-hill. Beyond this point, the mountain range

exhibits white quartz
;
and persons who have passed Mount

Lofty, which may be 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the level of

the sea, say, that between it and Mount Barker, the country

is fine and woody, and that it also looks well toward Lake
Alexandrina. On returning, we descended into a deep val-

ley, at the junction of one of the slate hills, with one of the

argillaceous ones, of less slaty character, and found a water-

fall of about 160 feet, on a stream, called the White Hill

Creek. Some of the hills, like the plains below, are covered

with red loam, on which there is fine Kangaroo-grass, that

is green, notwithstanding the thermometer has, several

times lately, risen to 107° in the shade.
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A white-flowered Morna, a downy, drooping-flowered

Pimelea, a broad and a narrow-leaved XanthorrJicea, and se-

veral other striking plants, were growing in the forest on the

red sandstone. On the argillaceous hills, there was a shrub

belonging the Gentiana, with leaves resembling those of

the Greater Periwinkle, and a Pomaderris, with pale leaves

next to the heads of flowers. Todea africana, Gi'ammitis

rutdefolius, and some other ferns were also here. Upon the

limestone hills, were a broad-leaved Goodenia, an Orohanche,

and Lobelia gibbosa, this last is a singular annual, flowering

after its leaves have faded.—A considerable number of cu-

rious insects were feeding in a thicket, on the blossoms

of a Leptospermum. On the low land, there is a flat beetle,

allied to Silpha, that is surrounded by a broad, projecting,

horny margin, in which there is a hole, that the insect can

raise its head through, at pleasure.

13th. We took leave of our friends at Adelaide, walked

to the Port, and again went on board the Eudora. The
heat was so great, that the thermometer stood at 102°, in

one of the stern cabins, with the window and door open,

and the deck above, wet. The heat at Adelaide often pro-

duces ophthalmia
;
but this disease generally gives way to

the use of a greatly diluted solution of nitrate of silver,

which is a remedy, only safe in the hands of a skilful per-

son. The creek at Adelaide will scarcely allow of more
than a single line of vessels, for most of its length. They
make fast to the Mangroves, one of which was pulled up
by the Eudora, in a gale of wind. The vessel went against

the opposite bank, but was easily warped off again. There

is some trouble in loosing the moorings, to allow other

vessels to pass.

14th. The moschettos were very troublesome last even-

ing, and during the night. The position of the Eudora is

lietween two bushy, salt marshes, in which they abound.

To-day I crossed one of these, partly covered by the tide,

to the sandy beach of Holdfast Bay, where I amused myself

by picking up some small and curious shells. I found a

drier path to return by : there were, however, some places

to cross, where the tide was running off" the marsh
;

but
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the heat being very great, it was pleasanter in the water

than out of it. In my walk, I kept my eye on the base of

the trunks of the Mangroves, Avicennia tomentosa, in the

hope of finding some rock-oysters attached to them, but was

disappointed. I conclude that this species of shell-fish does

not inhabit the south coast of Australia, as it is not met
with here, nor yet at Port Phillip

:
probably Jervis Bay,

on the east coast, may be about its southern limit, as it is

there very small. On ship-board, a cotton shirt and a pair

of trousers, of thin drill, with slippers, constitute my cloth-

ing. Tlie heat is very oppressive, notwithstanding the decks

are often wetted. The thirst of the persons on board was

such that I made them a bucket full of Cream-of-tartar

drink, which being sweetened, and ha\fing a flavour imparted

by a few drops of essence of lemon, is a good substitute

for lemonade
;

or, vfith the addition of a little carbonate of

soda, it affords a pleasant effervescent draught. In the even-

ing, vfith the high tide, and a light and pleasant breeze,

the Eudora proceeded about fifteen miles, to the mouth of

the creek.



CHAPTER XLIV.

Voyage to King Georges Sound.—Kangaroo Island.—Danger of Landing in

Uninhabited Places.—Birds, &c.—King Georges Sound.—Albany.—Vegeta-

tion.—Inebriety.—Indolence.—Aborigines.—Country.—Plants Cape Leeu-

win.—Voyage to the Swan lliver.

12th mo. 15th. At day-break, we got fairly under weigh.

The port-officer left us as soon as we entered St. Vincents

Gulf. A fair breeze brought us, at eight knots an hour, to

the entrance of Investigators Strait, where it failed, and was

succeeded by variable puffs of wind, and calms.

16th. The wind being against us, we stood backward and

forward, between Kangaroo Island and the small islands, off

York Peninsula. The surface of Kangaroo Island is woody,

with grass, in some places
;

its gullies appear to he deep.

Its cliffs are lofty, dark, and horizontally stratified. A
few months since, some jiersons landed from a vessel, at the

western end of the island, being tired with a long voyage,

and thinking to make their way easily to Kings Cote, a

settlement of the South Australian Company, on the eastern

extremity. Some of the party reached this point, in a very

exhausted state
;

but the surgeon, and another person

perished in the intricate bush. Much danger attends

strangers in any country, attempting to make their way from

the coast, to distant places
;
many have narrowly escaped

death, in such attempts, in other parts of Australia.

17th. This morning we left the Gambler and Thistle Is-

lands, in Spencers Gulf, to the northward, and one of the Ne]i-

tune Islands, to the southward. Mutton-birds and Terns were

numerous about this island, on which there were also some
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Seals. We spent much of the day in private, religious re-

tirement, and placed books of a religious tendency, in the

way of the officers of the vessel, who now and then looked

into them. The position of the Eudora, in regard to the

land, was unfavourable to collecting the ship’s company, for

religious purposes.

18th. We made 224 miles, between the noon of yesterday

and to-day, and were out of sight of land.

20th. The wind was unfavourable yesterday, but favour-

able to-day
;
though fresh, it was not so strong as to pre-

vent the rigging of the vessel being tightened. Birds were

numerous : among them were the Wandering, the Black,

and the Small Brown-winged Albatross, the Mutton-bird

and another species of Petrel. A shoal of Porpoises passed

westward, in the morning.

22nd. A heavy squall, attended by loud thunder and

vivid lightning overtook us. The evening was fine.—

A

gale which reached us last night, was heavy in the early

part of the day, in Encounter Bay, to the east of St. Vin-

cents Gulf, where it occasioned some injury to shipping,

and was attended by loss of life.

25th. Yesterday we again came in sight of land, sail was

shortened last night, and this morning, we were a few

miles south of Bald Island. We soon got sight of Mount
Gardener and Bald Head, and passed between them, into

King Georges Sound, which is a fine bay, surrounded by
hills, with an opening into an inner harbour, called Prin-

cess Royal Harbour, near the entrance into which, we an-

chored. The little town of Albany, the only one on the

south coast ofWestern Australia, is situated within the inner

harbour, at the foot of Mount Melville and Mount Clarence,

two small, rock-capped, granite hills. Here we became the

guests of George Cheyne, who, with his open-hearted wife,

gave us a kind welcome. Though Albany, is laid out as a

town upon some maps, it is a poor place, consisting of a

few, scattered cottages : there is no baker’s shop in it, but

there are four pubhc-houses. The population is very small.

After taking some refreshment, we walked about a mile

and a half, to call on the Government Resident, Sir Richard
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Spencer, who received us kindly, and made many inquiries

for intelligence, which every body, in this sequestered spot,

seemed desirous of receiving. In the course of our walk, we
were struck with the variety, and gaiety of the shrubs and

plants of this poor country, which seems to be chiefly peat

and sand. Banksia coccinea, and several other species of

this genus were in blossom
;
also several species of Pimelea,

Sphenotoma, Callistachys, Anigozanthos, &c. The most strik-

ing object was Nuytsia floribunda, a low tree, belonging to

the same natural order as the Mistletoe and Loranthus, but

growing out of the ground. Its thick, narrow, green leaves

formed a fine contrast with the deep, golden blossoms that

covered the whole upper half of its head. We dined with

George and Grace Cheyne, at whose table there was a

plentiful supply of Green-peas, and of Potatoes, of excellent

quality. In the afternoon, we met a small congregation, in

the house of a person from India, sojourning here, and who
kindly afforded us this accommodation. I found it my place

to proclaim briefly, the gospel message, with solemn warn-

ing, beginning with reference to the passages of Scripture,

“ It is appointed to all men once to die, but after this the

judgment.^’ And “ some men’s sins are open before hand,

going before unto judgment, and some they follow after.”

There was a sense of the divine presence, perceptible to my
mind throughout the meeting, but it was not a bright time.

A few remarks were made at the conclusion, on the impor-

tance of temperance, but we did not see our way open to

appoint a meeting for this specific object, which, neverthe-

less, greatly wants attention here. It is said, that every

sixpence, not wanted for absolute necessaries, by the labour-

ing class, who get great wages, goes in strong drink, and by

this means the settlement is impoverished, while in a peculiar

degree, it needs capital. There seems to be a great lack of

industry also among the people
;
and poor as the land is, it

yields good supplies of vegetables, with a little attention.

Few of the cottages have their gardens fenced in, so as to

protect them
;

and ships putting in, for wood, water, &c.

can rarely get supphed with vegetables, notwithstanding that

traffic by sea is what the inhabitants chiefly depend upon.
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In the evening, I had some interesting conversation with

a magistrate from Oyster Harbour, respecting the Blacks

of this immediate district, commonly known here by the

designation of the King George tribe. They are about fifty

in number, are very docile, live on good terms with the

European inhabitants, and exhibit few of the \fices that

prevail among their countr^^'men, in the older settlements,

on the eastern side of Australia. From what we have seen

and heard of those of the south coast, I incline to the

opinion, that many of the most atrocious vices of those in

the older settlements, are the result of a contact with a

depraved, white population. Infanticide is said to be un-

known among the King George Blacks. No case is known
of a white man having been speared by them, nor by any

other tribe within about seventy miles. Their dwellings

are rude shelters of leafy boughs, about four feet high;

they wear a garment of Kangaroo-skin, or a blanket, fas-

tened over the shoulders, and reaching about to the knees,

and smear their heads, faces, and necks, with grease and

red ochre, and dust a little of this article, or of a yellow

earth, upon the cheek-bones. Their countenances, generally,

are not unpleasant, but some of them have very prominent

mouths
;
they use their teeth in straightening their spears,

which are simple rods.

A few of these people have been employed by the settlers,

in carrjfing wood and water, and in some other domestic

occupations
;
but taking into account, the length of time

that the British Settlement of King Georges Sound has

existed, and the docility of these people, it is remarkable

that no systematic attempt at their civilization, has been

made. There is one solitary instance, of a childless couple

of white people, adopting a little, black, orphan girl, to

which they seem much attached, and she is forward for her

years, with her book and her needle. One reason that the

Blacks of King Georges Sound have not come into hostile

colhsion vfith the Whites, is probably, that, from the nature

of the country, few of the latter live off the Settlement,

and consequently, they are seldom from under notice of

the other settlers
;

and another, that as the land is so
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unfavourable for agriculture or depasture, the country of the

Blacks has suffered but little, actual invasion.

There is no religious teacher of any denomination, at

King Georges Sound, unless a person can be called one,

who reads prayers,” to all who will go to hear him, in a

little chapel, that he has erected at his own exj^ense, and

who retails spirituous liquors, but does not allow persons

to sit down in his house to drink ! There is but one family

professing with the Wesleyans, and they say, that seldom

more than two or three persons meet with them for devo-

tional purposes.

Many inquiries were made, if our Captain had clothing,

shoes, flour, or live-stock to dispose of, all of which are

scarce here
;
even some of the children of the Government

Resident have been obliged to go barefoot. Tliis however,

is not a serious evil here, as the roads, or rather tracks, are

generally soft. The climate is so fine as to admit of three

crops of potatoes being obtained in the year
; the heat is

seldom oppressive. It is said, that there is little good land,

within seventy miles of this place
;

but there are patches of

strong, red loam, in the neighbourhood, probably where

the granite is interrupted by basalt. In some places there

is lime-stone, but upon this, the land is said to be jDoor.

Near the coast, pure white sand prevails to the tops of the

hills, which may be from three to five hundred feet high.

26th. We breakfasted with Sir Richard and Lady Spen-

cer, and walked with them, over their fine garden, and little

farm, which are on one of the little patches of good land. In

the garden. Grapes, Figs, Almonds, Peas, Potatoes, &c. are

very thriving. On the farm, there is a good crop of Wheat,

where the land has been manured
;

that, on fresh broken-up

land, is very thin and poor : Maize will also grow here. A
decent cottage, with a little garden, was pointed out to us

near Albany, as the possession of a man, who was upon the

parish when in England
;
but I believe, a much greater

number have become poorer than richer at this place.

A poor, heathy country, which does not produce grain

enough for its inhabitants, and in wdiich, except in a few spots,

neither bullocks, sheep, nor even goats thrive, and where, when
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fresh meat is to be had, it costs Is. 6d. per lb. and bread, is

proportionately dear, is not the place in which persons with-

out capital are likely to improve their circumstances. The
climate, however, is salubrious, and adapted for persons who
have lost their health in India

;
but to make this their re-

treat, they ought to have a tolerable income, and to he fond

of solitude. We were informed that no European had died

a natural death here, since the formation of the settlement.

Rum has slain some of its votaries, three persons have been

speared by the Blacks, far into the interior, and a few have

been drowned. Small as is the community of this place,

it is said to be much disturbed by discord. A little business

is done here in whaling and sealing. Plenty of good fish is

to he had, in the harbours and the sound : the Blacks catch

a singular, bearded sjiecies, about one foot and a half long,

among the sea-weed, with their spears. Among their articles

of food, is the long bulb, of Hemodorum teretifoliiim, which

they call Mean
;
and j^oor fare, it truly is, occasioning their

tongues to crack grievously : it is prepared for eating by

being roasted, and beaten up with the earth, from the inside

of the nest of the White Ant, or with a red substance, found

on burnt ground. We held ourselves in readiness to retirrn

on board this evening, but were prevented by a strong wind,

which upset one of the boats in coming on shore
;
the men

narrowly escaped drowning, but were rescued by another boat

from the shiji, from which providentially they were seen.

In the course of a walk, we examined some of the re-

markable plants of this district. Among these may be

enumerated Kingia australis, which resembles a Grass-tree,

of about eight feet high, but differs in its flower-stems and

blossoms
; Solya heterophylla, which produces elegant, blue

flowers, on a privet-like, half-climbing bush
; Anthocercis

viscida, which forms a large, bushy plant, with striking,

white flowers, and grows close upon the beach
;
and Cepha-

lodea folicularis, which has small, whitish flowers, on a stalk

a foot and a half high, and which produces pitcher-like

vessels among its leaves, at the base of the flower-stem

:

the pitchers have lids, are an inch deep, contain water, and

often, drowned insects, and are of very singular structure.
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27th. Our kind friend, George Cheyne, offered to con-

vey us to the Eudora, in his whale-boat, at an early hour,

hut some of the men who were to have rowed us, were

too early intoxicated. When we got off with others, some

of them were incapable of managing the boat, from the

same cause, and G. W. Walker and G. Cheyne were under

the necessity of taking to the oars. We had agreed with

Stephen Addison, to touch with us at the Swan River,

on his way to India, for fifty pounds, provided he could

effect this without a delay of more than a fortnight, and

that, in case the wind should be so against him as to

prevent him touching, we should go with him to India, for

the same sum. When we reached the vessel, all was bustle

on board, to get her under weigh, her position being near

the lee shore. Prompt exertion soon effected this important

object, and we beat out of the Sound, shortening sail when
near the Seal Rock, to allow G. Cheyne to board the Alice,

which had been lying here for a few days, and was going

to Swan River, but by which we had not felt comfortable to

proceed. We were favoured to get nicely to sea again, and

in the afternoon, passed inside Vancouvers Reef and the

Eclipse Island
;
by night we were also past the White-

topped Rock, with a fair breeze.

28th. We made good progress, the wind following us

round Cape Leeuwin, near to which, a remarkable patch of

sand, of considerable width, runs from the coast, up the

adjacent hills.

29th. Some flying-fish were seen this morning. The
day was fine, the wind brisk and fair. We passed to the

west of Rottenest Island, and came to anchor in Gages

Roads, at the Swan River, about half-past seven o’clock in

the evening, having been favoured to make this voyage, in

little more than two days, from King Georges Sound

!
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12th mo. 30th. Our luggage was sent on shore, by a large

boat, at the charge of £3 ! We obtained lodgings at a

tolerable inn, at Freemantle, to which we were recommended

by Thomas Bannister, with whom we became acquainted,

when he was Sheriff of V. D. Land, and from whom we
received much kind attention, both at that period, and dur-

ing our sojourn at the Swan River, Western Australia.

The town of Freemantle is situated behind a little pro-

montory of limestone, at the mouth of an estuary, called

Melville Water, into the head of which, near Perth, the

Swan and Canning Rivers flow. These rivers form an in-

land navigation, to a considerable distance, but the opening

of Melville Water into the sea, is so choked with rocks,

that it is only passable for boats, in fine weather. Vessels

discharge their cargoes at a jetty, in a small bay on the

south of the town. A tunnel is formed through the

promontory, to a place where boats can land with more
security, in stormy weather. The houses of Freemantle

are of limestone. Many of them have been left unfinished,

in consequence of the seat of Government having been re-

moved to Perth
;
these, as well as others that are occupied,

are going to decay. Freemantle resembles some of the
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little coast-villages, on the limestone of the county of

Durham, but it is even whiter than they, and it is greatly

inconvenienced by the drifting of sand. Fresh water is

obtained in shallow wells, in the limestone. The population

is about 200.

Having learned that the Governor, Sir James Stirling,

was likely to make an exploratory voyage, to Port Lesche-

nault, we concluded to pay him a visit before he set out,

and for that purpose, proceeded to Perth, in a passage-boat,

which reached that place in about two hours. A fine sea-

breeze made the sail up Melville Water very pleasant, the

weather being hot. This estuary widens, in many places, into

large bays. The limestone hills on its margin are covered with

trees and scrub, and are broken here and there, into pictur-

esque clilfs. On landing, we were welcomed to the Colony,

by Major Irwin, a pious, military officer, who invited us to his

house. After tea, we called upon the Governor, who, with

Lady Stirling, received us kindly. We were also introduced

to the Colonial Chaplain, and to several other persons; and

the Governor gave us leave to hold a meeting for public

worship, in the Court House, which is a neat building,

conveniently fitted up, and used as a place of worship, by

the Episcopalian congregation. The windows have white

calico, in place of glass, and are fitted with Venetian shutters,

outside.

At Perth, we became lodgers, in the homely dwelling of

the widow of a Colonial Surgeon
;

in whose house, several

other persons were also inmates. The bed-rooms were

without plaster on the walls, or glass in the windows, and

fleas were very numerous. Circumstances like these are not

uncommon in newly-settled countries, in warm climates.

But we had learned to put up with inconveniences of this

kind, and gratefully acknowledged the endeavours of our

landlady, to do her best to accommodate her guests.

The town of Perth consists of several streets, in most of

which there are but few houses. Some of these, as well as

the fences about the gardens, appear to be going to decay.

The streets are of sand, mixed with charcoal, from the

repeated burning of the scrub, which formerly covered the
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ground, on which the town stands. The principal street has

a raised causeway, slightly paved, by which the toil of wading

through the grimy sand may be avoided. Many beautiful,

native shrubs grow in the borders of the gardens, most of

which are in a neglected state. A few, on the slope to

the head of Melville Water, have the advantage of being

moistened, by filtration, from some lagoons, at the back

of the town; these are well cultivated, and produce fine

crops of Grapes and Melons. The lagoons are much filled

with the Cats-tail Reed, Tyjiha latifolia, the root of which is

eaten by the Natives. They are margined with blue

Lobelias, and various species of Drosera and ViUarsiu

;

and

other pretty plants. Moschettos are numerous, and verj’'

troublesome in the evening.

31st. We met a congregation of upv/ards of two hundred

persons, a large number for the place, the population being

only about six hundred. Several of the influential inhabit-

ants were present. I had an open season of religious la-

bour, and endeavoured to turn the attention of the audience

to “the gift of God,” and to Him who is able to give the

‘fliving water,” ^^vvhich they who drink of, shall never thirst.’^

In conversation respecting the Aborigines, with a medical

man, from the country, he stated his opinion to be, that they

were a people who deserved no consideration, but whom it

woifld be best to destroy whenever they were troublesome !

To this sentiment, we replied, that neither Christianity, justice,

nor even common sense admitted such an idea; and that

though, according to the notions of these people, blood was

required for blood, yet that persons who voluntarily settled

in a country", which the British Government had usurped,

ought, with that Government, to labour for the civilization

of the Native Inhabitants, and to bear patiently the incon-

veniences resulting from their customs, until these could be

changed. There is reason to fear, that many other persons

entertain similar sentiments, but the Colonial Chaplain, with

whom we dined, at the table of the Governor, said, he

believed that in almost every case, where any of the white

people had been destroyed by the Blacks, the Whites were

the faulty party.

L L 2
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The native Blacks, who are numerous about Perth, are a

fine race, and far from defective in intelligence : they have a

few, irregular, elevated scars upon their bodies, generally

about their shoulders
;
their teeth are not injured, as a token

of manhood, as in N. S. Wales; they usually wear a small rug,

of Kangaroo-skin, about their shoulders, but not unfrequently,

the men walk about Perth and Freemantle in a state of nudi-

ty, and custom appears so to reconcile this practice, that little

pains is taken to discourage it. They cut wood, draw water,

and perform many other little offices, for the European Po-

pulation
;
for which they obtain bread, or money, which they

lay out in bread, the two-pound loaf now costing Is. They
have not acquired a taste for tobacco, or spirits, nor do they

show a disposition to wear English clothing. They are re-

markably docile, but scarcely any attempts have been made
to civilize them. We are informed that the people here have

been discouraged from attempting any thing in this way, by
the ill success which they understand has attended such ef-

forts in N. S. Wales. There seems a great- willingness to

suffer the Aborigines to dwindle away, under the easy con-

clusion, that thus the Indians of North America, and the

Natives of Van Diemens Land, passed away, and that as

nothing could be done for those of New South Wales, any

attempt at so hopeless a task, as their civilization here, is not

of much consequence.

1st mo. 1st. 1838. We returned to Freemantle, by land,

and found the journey very tedious. Though the road lies

over one of those portions of the Great Plain of Quartania,

marked on maps “ gently undulating grassy country, thinly

timbered,” it is difficult to find grass upon many parts

of it, but there is abundance of rigid heritage, chiefly of a

stemless Xanthorrhoea, called here the Ground Blackboy,

and a profusion of rigid shrubs, unfit for pasturage, except,

perhaps, for goats, camels, or asses. The distance, said

to be eleven miles, is over a loose sand, adorned with

curious trees, and gay shrubs and flowers. Thus, as in other

instances, the soil with the gayest productions, is the worst

in quality. The gay Nuytsia floribunda, attains to forty

feet in height, and six feet in circumference
;

it is called
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in the Colony, Cabbage-tree, because of a faint resem-

blance, in the texture of its branches, to cabbage-stalks;

its top, at this season, is one mass of golden, orange, or

yellow flowers, while the lower portion is of a pleasant

green. Banksia grandis attains to twenty feet, and some

other species of this genus, to a greater elevation. A fine,

yellow Calythrix

;

a yellow and red, and a sky-blue Lesche-

naultia ; a crimson, linear-leaved CaUistemon ; a scarlet

Melaleuca

;

a crimson Calothanmus, with several species of

Jacksonia, &c. are now in blossom.

A Black was tried yesterday, and sentenced to death, for

beating two boys, leaving them for dead, and driving off the

sheep that were under their care. Dr. Guistiniani, a mission-

ary, about to leave the Colony, pleaded for the Black, and

compared the taking away of the sheep, by the Natives, with

the destruction of the Kangaroos, by the Whites : he urged,

that undue temptation was put into the way of the Blacks,

by placing the sheep in the charge of such very young boys.

3rd. Much of the country near Freemantle, is of lime-

stone, covered with sand
;

it is unproductive of herbage,

adapted for flocks, and unlikely, in a state of nature, to yield

any thing for the support of a new colony. With a little

culture, it is said, however, to yield good vegetables. Pota-

toes are excellent, and in some situations, produce three crops

in a year. Vines and figs thrive, even in the town, where

the limestone rock, is covered with little but fragments

and sand. Industry is not great in the Colony, and much
of the land will yield nothing without it.

4th. In the evening, we took a walk, on Arthurs Head,

the promontoiy", at the mouth of Melville Water, the toj) of

which is rough, stony, and covered with scrub. From
this point, we saw the eifect of oil, in stilling the sea;

some had been pumped out of a ship, with leaky casks

on board, and it rendered the surface of the ocean strik-

ingly smooth, for a great distance.—We had some con-

versation with two persons, who have known much of the

Colony, from its settlement, and who consider that it has

struggled through its first difficulties. One of them after-

wards acknowledged, that he believed the whole population

I. L 3
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would have left it, had they been able
;
but that they were

prevented, by having invested their w'hole capital in it.

5th. I walked to Woodmans Point, seven miles from

Freemantle, where there is a sand-spit or projecting shoal,

on which some interesting shells are found. A Crowned

Conch w'as in the act of burying itself in the sand, in the

shallow water, at sunrise. There were vast numbers of sea-

fowl at this point, at day-ljreak. The variety of shells

found here is considerable, and a slug, more than a foot

long, is also cast up on the beach, having a large, cartila-

ginous, internal shell.

6th. A Shark with a roirnd nose was harpooned to-day,

from the Abercromby, a vessel by which we purpose to

leave this Colony. It measured nearly ten feet in length.

The head and shoulders of a sharp-nosed species, of not

greatly inferior dimensions, that was killed on the previous

day, were found in its stomach. Though these frightful

animals are so numerous here, that in bathing, it is need-

ful to keep a good look-out, and not to venture beyond

the sandy-flats, where they can easily be seen, no accidents

have yet hajipened by them.—The thermometer is often

103° in the shade, and where the water of the sea is not

more than a foot and a half deep, the sand upon which the

sun is shining through it, is perceptibly warmer than the

water.

7th. We had a large meeting in the Court-house. On
going thither, I felt very empty, and much discouraged, but

in a short time, had to speak of the fear of the Lord, and

to declare its fruits to be, watchfulness over our own hearts,

and attention to the convictions of the Holy Spirit, by which

alone, mankind come savingly to Christ, as the propitiation

for their sins, and as the Shepherd and Bishop of their souls.

Toward the conclusion, a comforting sense of the divine pre-

sence overshadowed the meeting, claiming the tribute of

thanksgiving and praise.

On the 8th and 9th. We circulated a considerable num-
ber of tracts, and a few books, many persons calling for

them at our lodgings. The little books, printed at Birming-

ham, are very acceptable to the children here : we have had
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some applications for Bibles and Testaments. There is no

bookseller in Western Australia, nor any Bible Society

Auxiliary, nor even agent, at the Swan River.

12th, We returned to Perth on the 10th-, and to-day,

walked to the Peninsula, distant about four miles, along

a road, so sandy as to require two hours to traverse it.

Here we called upon Michael and Elizabeth Clarkson, the

former of whom emigrated from Yorkshire
;

they have

commendably, accommodated themselves to the circum-

stances of the Colony, and are industriously endeavouring

to support themselves, by cultivating the land. The Pe-

ninsula is formed by a bend of the Swan River, and is a

flat, of strong, but not rich soil. The river here is broad, and

salt, and has samphire marshes on its margin. We crossed

it, in a boat, on the way toward Guildford, where we became
the guests of Alfred and Elizabeth Waylen, from whom we
had received a kind invitation.

13th. Francis Whitfleld, the Government Resident, or

paid magistrate of the district, assisted us in giving notice of a

meeting, to be held in the E])iscopal chapel. We were joined

by an Irish settler, from the York district, a grassy countrj',

adapted for sheep, beyond the Darling Range, and upon
the Avon River, which is identical with the Swan, and

where many of the settlers have flocks of small size. In

driving sheep and cattle, from the Perth side of the Darling

Range, across that mountain territory, numbers of them have

been taken ill suddenly, and have died almost immedi-

ately, it is supposed, from eating a species of Lobelia. No
accident of this kind is said to have occurred, in driving

fat stock, from the better lands of the York district, to the

inferior, coast country. The largest flock of sheep in the

Colony, is said to be of about 800, and the whole stock

not more than 12,000. The whole of the sheep-countrj’,

discovered, is computed to be able to support about 200,000.

In this, is included, the Toogee country, to which several

settlers are now removing. East of the York district, there

is a great range of extremely sterile country, almost des-

titute of water; but upon which the Bush Turkey, hatches its

eggs, in hillocks of sand ! Y'^e called on a pious Welshman,
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whose parents occupy a house licensed for the sale of

spirits, and kept open for travellers. There are two other

houses licensed for the sale of spirits, in Guildford, seven in

Perth, and four in Freemantle, besides some others, in more
remote situations!

It is difficult to estimate the ruin that has been brought

upon this Colony, by the consumption of spirits. The
whole revenue of the Government, amounting to about

£^,000 a-year, is derived from spirits, in the form of duty on

the imports
;

so that the amount of capital, annually paid for

them, must be much more considerable. The Colony is so

poor, as to be unable to import sheep in sufficient quantity,

to stock its lands, so that the holders of grants of from 5,000

to 100,000 acres, have little stock of any kind upon them.

Such grants are consequently, of so little value, as to occasion

land to be sold, as low as from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per acre

!

Had the money expended in spirits, since the foundation

of the Colony, been occupied in the importation of sheep,

it is not improbable that land might now have been ten times

its present value
;

and had no grants originally exceeded

5,000 acres, many more persons would have had the means
of maintaining flocks, of about 1,000 sheep each. The wealth

of the Colony would probably have been thus increased, so as

to have rendered grants of this size, by this time, as valuable

as those of 50,000 acres each, now are. Spirit drinking, and

avarice in obtaining grants of large extent, have paralyzed the

country, which, beyond a doubt, is naturally very inferior

to what was originally represented. The exports of oil and

wool, are yet very inconsiderable, perhaps, not amounting

to £4,000 in any one year, and almost the only other sources

of income to the Colony, are, the payments of Government
salaries, the supply of jirovision to the few ships that put

in here, and a little arising from private property. The
persons, who have improved their circumtances by emi-

gration to this country, are labourers, store-keepers, and a

few others, into whose hands much of the capital that was

originally in the possession of other Colonists, has passed
;

but by this transition, the capital of the Colony is not in-

creased. Its population is said to be now, only about 2,000,
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or one third of what it was, three years after the Colony was

first settled. Death, frequently the result of drinking, and

emig-ration to Australia and Tasmania, have been the chief

causes of this reduction.

14th. About sixty persons assembled in the chapel,

which is a commodious room, of large dimensions, built of

terre-pesee. We had an open opportunity of religious labour.

There were some inquiring minds among the congregation,

but I fear, little disposition to “ seek first the kingdom of

God, and his righteousness.”

15th. In company with a respectable settler, we ferried

ourselves across the Swan River, the ferrymen being so

drunk that we could get no help from them, and returned

through a sandy forest, to the Peninsula. By the way, we
were constrained to turn into the house of a settler, to

partake of such refreshment as she was able to set before

us, which consisted of salt-beef. Cucumbers, Water-melons,

and Cape-gooseberries, which last, were placed before us in

a bushel-measure. Many interesting shrubs were in blos-

som, on moist places, in the forest, and beautiful insects

were feeding on the honey of their flowers.

16th. We returned to Perth, and in the evening addressed

the inhabitants in the Court House, on the subject of tem-

perance. At the close of the meeting, a Western Aus-

tralian Temperance Society was organized. In the course

of the proceedings, a labouring man came forward, and in-

quired, how persons like himself, shmfld become members
of Temperance Societies, when their masters often paid them,

to the amount of one-third of their wages, in spirits, and

the remainder, in an order on some store, where little else

was to be had. This led to some comments on the inju-

rious practice, which appears to have arisen out of a kind

of Government-order, before the formation of any Colonial

law, that each servant should be allowed two glasses of

rum daily ! Servants, having acquired a strong appetite for

stimulating liquors, frequently left their work and went to

public-houses
;
masters, therefore, to obviate this inconveni-

ence, and perhaps, it is not too severe to say, to avail

themselves of a part of the profit of retailing spirits.
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obtained an Act of Council, to render it lawful for them, to

pay their servants in spirits, to the amount of one-third

of their wages
;
and this pernicious law is still in force.

17th, We had another interview with the Governor, who
seemed much pleased with Port Leschenault

;
the country

about which is represented as well adapted for the pas-

turage of horned cattle. We walked with him over his

garden, in which the Olive, Vine, Fig, and Peach thrive

luxuriantly. Bananas ripen tardily at Perth
;
Oranges and

Lemons do not thrive, perhaps for want of a stronger soil

and more shelter.

19th. Yesterday we returned to Guildford. Being again

accompanied by the Government Resident, we went this

morning to the upper part of the Swan River. Much of

the country that we passed through, was poor, and covered

with open forest of several species of EucalyjJtus, called

here Red-gum, Mahogany, White-gum, Flooded-gum, &c.

The Red-gum has capsules as large as crab-apples, and is

useful timber for fencing, &c. The Mahogany resembles,

in some degree, the true Mahogany, but is rather darker

and heavier. The ground of these forests is covered with

low scrub of Acacia, Grass-trees, &c. Several species of

Banksia and Acacia also form low trees. Along the bor-

ders of the Swan, there are narrow alluvial, flats, of good

land, that are chiefly cultivated with grain. Adjoining these,

there is a very limited extent of soil, of inferior quality,

but capable of yielding good crops, by the aid of manure.

In the range of this kind of country, there are several

small farming establishments, and a few large ones, within

sight one of another. Some portions of arable land, have

lately been sold at £l. per acre.

We visited George Fletcher Moore, the Advocate-general,

at his farming establishment, and went with him to see

a little of the country, some of which, in this neighbour-

hood, is accounted the best in quality, in the Colony.

Some of the estates are doubtless fine ones, or at least,

have fine portions upon the river. A considerable num-
ber of the Blacks were assembled on one farm : we had met

with several of them before, about Perth and the Peninsula
;
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they quickly recognized us again, and began to beg for

“ tickpens,” as they call sixpences, to buy bread with. One
woman showed me her eye, which she made me understand,

that one of the men had injured. They frequently treat

one another with great cruelty; and if one of them die,

naturally or violently, one of the same tribe makes a

point of killing some one of another tribe. Thus one

death among them, leads to a series
;

one, according to their

notions, to avenge another, and to keep up a balance of

power ! If a man quarrel with another, or be angry with

one of his own wives, he will spear the wife of his enemy,

or his own wife, through the leg or thigh.

20th. We took a walk to that part of the Swan,

where its bed becomes dry in the summer, except in large

pools, and is covered with scrub, among which is the

handsome, shrubby Hibiscus lilacinus. The harvest is

now over, and it is expected that there will again, be

wheat enough to sujiply this little Colony. This was the

case last year, but many of the agriculturists being needy,

were obliged to sell their corn to the merchants, who
appear to be a class of men, ready to take every advantage, to

enrich themselves, and they contrived to raise the price from

5s. to 30s. a bushel, before the late harvest. This Colony,

suffers from selfishness and discord, as well as the others,

in this part of the world, and even in a pre-eminent degree.

In our walk, several places were pointed out, as sites of

the destruction of Blacks, either by their own tribes, accord-

ing to their barbarous customs, or by the White Inhabitants

;

and others, where white men had been destroyed by the

Blacks. There is now a pretty good understanding between

the Aborigines and the Europeans, on the Swan
;
but across

the Darling Range, persons do not feel themselves secure,

and several Blacks have been shot, on the alleged ground of

self-defence. Neither the Colonial Government, nor the Set-

tlers generally, seem to understand, the advantage, that it

would be to themselves, to bring the Aborigines into the

state of an industrious peasantry, by instructing them in the

relative value of money and labour, and by rewarding them
proportionately to the White Labourers, for the work they
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perform. The Blacks are very conscious of money hav-

ing a value, but they have no idea of its relative value with

labour, and they are kept in ignorance of this, by inade-

quate rewards being given them, for the offices they perform:

these rewards are usually in flour, or broken bread. A
few of the boys assimilate themselves, in some degree, with

the servants of the Settlers, and the little Blacks are often

the playfellows of the white children
;
but even, under these

circumstances, the Blacks are growing up in much the same

state of barbarism as their ancestors
;
and it is a question,

whether the white children do not learn more of barbarism

from the Blacks, than the Blacks acquire of civilization from

the Whites.

We examined some holes, where the Natives had been

digging for roots of a Dioscorea, or Yam, for food. This

plant climbs among bushes, in a strongish soil, and the Na-

tives have a tradition, respecting its root having been con-

ferred upon them, in which there are traces of the deluge.

In the course of the forenoon, a native youth who had

been absent some days, returned to G. F. Moore’s, where

he usually resides : he had been ill for some time, and some

of his countrymen had come, to bring him away, to be

charmed ! He said he had undergone this ceremony, and

thought himself better for it; but he had met with a sur-

geon, who had put a large blister on bis chest, and now,

he said, he was well, except for the blister! he was very thin,

and had been suffering under a pulmonary disease. Some

of his countrymen had lately been committing a robbery

among G. F. Moore’s melons : depredations of this kind

are very common.
21st. We held another meeting in the Guildford chapel,

in which we laboured to turn the attention of the congrega-

tion to the teaching of the Spirit, in order that they might

savingly come to Clu'ist, and “ know him, and the power of

his resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings, being

made conformable to his death.” Notwithstanding, the heat

was very oppressive, producing upon myself and others,

a painful degree of drowsiness, the thermometer being 103°

in the shade, a sense of the love of God toward his poor
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fallen children, prevailed at times, on this occasion. A
young man who was present, said he was sensible of this,

before any thing was spoken, and unconnected with any

thing that he was thinking about, in a manner in which he

had never felt it before.

We called on a family who have lost most of their property

in this Colony, and whose education and pursuits have been

such as led them to look for gratification, chiefly from the

gaities of life. Probably being driven by adverse circum-

stances, to more useful pursuits, may prove a blessing to the

children, some of whom are advancing toward maturity. A
portion of Scripture was read in another family after tea, but

no settlement attained to. People generally, are so much
strangers to an inward exercise, that it is difficult to get their

attention turned to the one thing needful.

22nd. AVe visited J. Drummond, who was formerly

Curator of a Botanic Garden, that has been given up : he

now employs himself in collecting native seeds and plants.

We also called on a gardener, formerly employed in collect-

ing plants at the Cape of Good Hope, and obtained a fine

melon of him for sixpence, which was very grateful, and

relieving to thirst, occasioned by the great heat, which

began to be very oppressive before we reached the Penin-

sula. In the cool of the evening we returned to Perth,

calling, before entering the town, upon a young person, who
was ill, and residing alone, in a dilapidated house, which

was very clean, and bore the marks of being inhabited by

one who had been accustomed to better accommodation.

Much of the bush, on the road, had been recently burnt,

and one house had been consumed by fire. The Natives

are now setting fire to the scrub, in various places, to facil-

itate their hunting, and to afford young herbage to the

Kangaroos. In places where water stands during the win-

ter, there are several species of the beautiful pink or yellow

blossomed Fringed Myrtles.

In some places, between Perth and Guildford, the Zamias

are very fine, their trunks, which are always blackened by
fire, being six or eight feet in circumference, and as much
in height, and surmounted by fine crests, of stiff, pinnate.
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palm-like leaves, four feet long or more. They generally

grow in considerable numbers, within a few feet of each

other, either among the Gum-trees, or in pieces of richer

and more humid soil, on flats, along with large Grass-trees,

and large shrubs. In this part of Australia, the Natives

bury, or macerate, the nuts, till the rinds become half de-

composed, in which state they eat the rind, rejecting the

kernel; but in N. S. Wales, they pound and macerate the

kernels, and then roast and eat, the rough paste.

I have heard, from persons of respectable authority, that

in the Swan River Country, as well as at King Georges

Sound, the Natives have their private property, clearly dis-

tinguished into hunting-grounds, the boundaries of which

are definite, trees being often recognized by them as land-

marks, and that the possession rests in the head of a family.

Several of these families residing in a district, form what

the white people call a Tribe
;

but these tribes are not

subject to any recognized chief, though a man of prowess

will often gain great ascendancy among them. A young

man, who resided some years at King Georges Sound, told

me, that several tribes of Blacks assembled there, once a

year, and held a sort of fair
;
and that as different tribes

excelled each other in the manufacture of weapons, such

as spears, throwing sticks or woomeras, kylers or boom-
rings, shields, and waddies, these formed the articles of

exchange, as well as the red-ochre, with which, combined

with grease, they besmear themselves, and which is only

found in certain localities. In Western Australia, the Blacks

perforate the cartilage of the noses of the boys, when about

twelve, or fourteen years of age; a kangaroo-bone, of the

thickness of a goose-quill, is occasionally worn through the

hole
; they also mark their bodies by cutting them

;
but

those of the Swan River are not so tasteful in this respect,

as those of some other parts of Australia.
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1st mo. 23rd. We returned by a boat, to the Old Ferry,

three miles from Freemantie, and walked the remainder of

the way, which is over rough limestone and sand, and were

glad to reach our former quarters again, notwithstanding, in

some respects, they are far from what we could desire

;

especially in being at this time, the resort of a number of

noisy, drunken sailors, belonging to a whaler, and some

other vessels in the roads.

26th. Having received an invitation to attend another

temperance meeting, at Perth, we returned thither. A large

party of the Murray River Natives were crossing the Mel-

ville Water, at the Ferry, above Freemantie, as we passed.

They were returning from Perth, were they had been to

fight with the Natives of that neighbourhood, respecting a

woman who had been carried off by the latter, and who was

dreadfully speared by one of the party. While under excite-

ment, they also killed a man, known by the name of Dobbin,

who had rendered himself an object of dishke, by committing

a robbery, some months ago, on a white maffs premises.

Tlie w'hite man went out on the spur of the moment, fired

at the first Blacks he came at, and shot an unoffending

young man. For this offence he was tried, and though not

found guilty of murder, he was removed to King Georges
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Soundj for his own safety. Many of the Blacks that we
passed, were lame from spear-wounds in their legs or thighs,

that they had received during their late conflict
;

this we
also found to be the case with the Perth Natives, few of

whom had escajied without injury. Before, and also some
time after these battles, which apjiear to be affairs of honour

with these untutored people, they have grand corroberries,

or dances together ! It is matter of surprise, that little care

is taken by the civil authorities, to prevent these murderous

combats, which sometimes take place in the towns, in the

presence of white people, who remain passive spectators.

In this instance, however, the chief constable drove them
out of the town, got possession of some of their spears,

broke them, and threatened to fire amongst them. I am
aware that much difficulty attends interference with the cus-

toms of the Natives, but I am also satisfied, that if putting an

end to these barbarous practices were an object of solicitude,

on the part of the civil authorities, it would be effected.

At the Temperance Meeting, the provisions of the Act of

Council, rendering it lawful for masters to pay one-third of

the wages of their servants in spirits, were brought forward,

by a person, who argued, that thus it was made compulsory

on the servant, to accept one-third of the amount of his

wages, in spirits. This sentiment was controverted by the

Advocate General, who showed, that the Act only protected

the master from penalty, in case the servant, at his own
desire was paid in spirits, to this amount. There is reason,

however, to believe, that the construction put upon it by

the other party, is one, by which servants, in some instances,

have been imposed upon. But too generally, the great

avidity of servants to obtain spirits, has rendered it un-

necessary, on the part of such masters, as wished them to

take out a portion of their wages in this pernicious article,

to force it upon them. The inducement of masters to sell

spirits to their servants has been strong, from the large profit

laid upon them. A settler on the Swan, who contracted to

have a barn built for .£80, acknowledged to a person of his

acquaintance, that, in reality, the building only cost him

£45, deducting the profit he derived from spirits and other
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articles, taken by the contractors in lieu of wages ! Thus

have the hirelings been oppressed. This class of jiersons

complained further, that when they had received one-

third of their wages in spirits, the residue was often paid

to them, in orders upon store-keepers, from whom there

was, not unfrequently, bttle but spirits to be had, so that, at

times, it was difficult for them to obtain a loaf of bread for

their families. The capital of this Colony appears to have

been drained out in spirits. Under these circumstances, and

other difficulties, with disappointments of no ordinary cha-

racter, which the settlers of Western Australia have had to

contend with, it is no matter of surprise that numbers of

the labouring class, as well as of persons of other descrip-

tions, should have left its shores, and sought to better

their condition in New South Wales and Van Diemens Land.

Many young men, who left their Native Country, with good

characters for sobriety, have become drunkards, through the

customs of the society to which they have been exposed, on

ship-board, and after their arrival in the Colony. Numbers of

these have filled the drunkard’s grave, and others appear to

be hastening thither, appalling examples of the debasing and

enslaving influence of strong drink. It is generally admitted,

that spirit-drinking is on the decline in the Colony, but a dis-

tillery has lately been established by a settler on the Swan
River.

27th. We took tea with the Governor, in company
with Captain Hardinge, of the Pelorus, and two young
officers

;
also a young man named Smith, who came out

by the Eleanor, intending to join an exploratory expedition

to the northward. This young man ultimately lost his

life, through hunger and fatigue, when returning to Perth,

from a subsequent exploratory expedition, with Captain

Gray.

28th. We had a meeting in the evening with the inhab-

itants of Perth, in which ability was graciously afforded,

to point out “ which are the first principles of religion,”

and to illustrate the objects and spirit of the Lord’s Prayer,

and the necessity of guarding against drawing nigh unto

God with the lip only, in the use of it.

M M
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29th. We called upon a Wesleyan local preacher, who
is an interesting instance of reformation, from the drinking

habits that prevailed in the early stages of this Colony

;

when it is said, that few persons went to bed sober. As
a specimen of some of their ideas of moderation, this person

related, that, having made some comment to three of his

men, respecting having taken more liquor than was good for

them, they replied, that they had only had two bottles of

rum among three of them, and they did not think that could

be called excess ! The Wesleyans have a neat little chapel

in Perth.—In a walk, I passed a large tribe of Natives, who
were in a very agitated state, threatening, vociferating, and

occasionally raising their spears : they appeared to be verg-

ing toward a combat, but I could not learn the occasion

;

groups of Blacks, and some white people were looking on,

at a short distance. I also met with a few, little, naked,

black boys, tending sheep. In this hot weather, the Blacks

sleep in large groups, on the loose sand of the streets,

drawing their cloaks over them. The men often wear bands

about their loins, into which they stick their hammers,

with the handle downwards, behind, which gives them the

appearance of having a short tail. These hammers, which

serve also, in some respects, as hatchets, are made of pebbles,

fastened together, and to the handles, with the gum of the

Grass-tree, mixed with ashes. The weapons of these Na-
tives are of a more warlike character, than those of the

Blacks of many other parts of Australia. Most of their

spears are barbed with wood, and some have a ridge of

sharp splinters of quartz-crystal, or of glass; these they

caU death-spears. The women dig up roots with a stick,

about the thickness of a broom-stick, but longer, and sharp-

ened at one end; they carry their provisions, and also

their infants, for which they generally show great affection,

in square, skin-bags, at their backs.

Francis Armstrong, the Government Interpreter to the

Blacks, informed us, that when the young man, noticed on

the 26th, as having been shot, was on the point of death, know-

ing that the theft of Dobbin, had occasioned to himself the

fatal injury, that was fast hastening his dissolution, he was
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overheard, requesting another of his countrymen to avenge his

death; and though this was many months ago, yet when
Dobbin was killed, the party who had been so charged,

was overheard to address the departed youth, to this effect

:

—“There, my brother, his flesh is meat for thee.^’ Some
cases of cannibalism are said also to have been traced among
these Natives.

It seems probable that the Aborigines, residing in different

localities, within about 70 miles of Perth, and occasionally re-

sorting thither, may amount to 1,000. The hunting grounds

of these people, are the lands, of which the British Govern-

ment has taken possession, without regard to the original

proprietorship, yet professing to recognise the Blacks as

British subjects. It is true, they are an uncivilized people, liv-

ing on the wild produce of the earth, but they are, neverthe-

less, intelligent beings, and ought not to be treated with in-

justice. They have a strong claim upon the sympathies of the

British public, and measures ought to be adopted for their

instruction, and for preventing the effusion of blood, which

sometimes takes place through mutual retaliation between

them and the Whites, and at other times, through their

own barbarous customs and superstitions. There are per-

sons in Western Austraha who would gladly co-operate in

the work, but the Colony is too poor to do much, unless

the principal supplies were furnished from Great Britain.

At one time, it was intimated, in a Swan River paper, that

the language of the Aborigines was a mere jargon ! but an

intelligent individual acquired so much knowledge of it, as to

prove its power of communicating ideas. Hostile views

against these people, at one period proceeded so far, as to

meditate a war of extermination against them, but the same
individual made so powerful an appeal against the injustice

and iniquity of such a measure, that the settlers, convened

at Guildford, on the occasion, inquired what they should

do in the case. To this, the friend of the Aborigines re-

plied, “Do, my dear Sirs, what our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ has commanded.” And to the further ques-

tion, “What is that ?” he answered, “ Whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.” The
M M 2
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conviction produced, was so strong, that the war of exter-

mination was abandoned.

30th. We returned to Freemantle, in a boat.

Previous to a breeze springing up, the heat was

very great. Numerous shoals of fish were sport-

ing in the sunshine, and multitudes of Jelly-fish

of great beauty, were floating just beneath the

surface of the water. One of these, Fig. 1, had a

pellucid cap, marked by a cross
;

with about ten,

brown, spongy masses, covered with shining globules, at-

tached to it by four pellucid muscles : it had also about ten

whitish, obtusely-terminated tentaculae, and numerous smaller

ones. Another, Fig 2, was like a glass

saucer, with a fine, fibrous margin. It

continually expanded and contracted, and

had a quadrifoliate mark in the centre,

above, and a number of short tentaculae

beneath. Although this tribe of animals may be looked upon,

as among the first degrees of animal organization, they are

nevertheless, among the wonders of the Lord, to be seen in

the deep
;
and their remarkable forms and habits are worthy

of investigation. On arriving at Freemantle, we put up the

only set of lessons that we had left, and the remainder of

the school-furniture, with which we were intrusted, by the

British and Foreign School Society, and sent them to the

charge of Major Irwin
;

for a school at Perth, for which the

Government allows a salary. Exclusive of this school, the

Episcopalians and the Wesleyans, each have a sabbath school

at Perth. The Government School at Freemantle is at

present vacant, and that formerly existing at Guildford, has

been discontinued, so that education is at a low ebb in the

Colony.

In the course of the day, on going into a store, to get a

few biscuits out of one of our packages, I gave one to a

Native, who came in at the time. In a few minutes, I was

surrounded by such a number of his country people, apply-

ing for biscuits, as was quite surprising, considering how few

of them had been to be seen before. No doubt but they

had been lying among the adjacent bushes, to shelter
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themselves from the jDowerful sun. They have no idea of the

resources of white people being liable to fail, but are dis-

posed to draw upon their flour, bread, and sixpences, as long

as they can
;

and bread being dear, they often beg for a

“ tilhng,” as they call a shilling. One of them kept very

close to me all the day, and as he had washed olf his red-

ochre and grease, I allowed him to sit some time, on a box

in my room
;

he was of the Murray River tribe, and had

received a wound in the late affray at Perth. Sometimes I

have so many visitors of this description, that I have to

make an excuse to go out, and lock the door, to get rid of

them
;

and they often come, and look in at the windows

when we are at meals. Their preference for European food,

and indisposition to exert themselves, when they can obtain

a supply by begging, often keeps them about the town,

especially when what they call “ Kibra men,” that is

persons coming and going in ships, are numerous. Some
of them express a wish to go with us, when the “ Kibra

walk,” as in their attempt to speak English, they describe

the sailing of a ship. One of these men, who is very

intelligent and efficient, and is a good hand in delineat-

ing country upon paper, was engaged as a servant, by one of

our acquaintance, but so large a number of his countrymen

constantly resorted to the house, that he was obliged to

discharge him.

31st. At an early hour, my young, black friend presented

himself at my door
;

I invited him to take a walk with me,

which pleased him much, especially as on his return, he was

furnished with some biscuit. The mornings are delightful for

taking exercise, but the middle of the day is generally too

hot,; yet the heat, in proportion to the elevation of the ther-

mometer, which often rises to 103° in the shade, is said to

be much less oppressive than that of India. We walked

about four miles on the road toward the Canning River;

at first, it lies over sand and limestone, but further on,

through sandy forest, covered with Grass-trees or Black

Boys. Large grubs are found in the trunks or rootstocks of

the Black Boys, which are esteemed a delicacy, both by the

Natives, and by such of the white people, as have learned to

M M 3
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eat them. The bases of the centre-leaves are also eaten in

Western Australia. Zamias likewise abound here, and the

scrub is overtopped by Banksia grandis and several Eucalypti.

Parrots, Pij^ing Crows, and Australian Magpies were the

principal birds we saw. Emus are sometimes met with, in

this district : one was chased a few days ago by the river-side.

In the course of our walk we passed an old native man, and

two women
;
the latter were digging up roots, and with their

usual curiosity, they inquired whither we were going.

2nd mo. 4th. I had some conversation with a person who
received his education at Ackworth, about the end of last

century, but married from amongst Friends; he is a carpen-

ter, and might improve his circumstances, were he to act

upon the principles in which he was educated
;

but from

these he has greatly departed. There is, however, some
recollection of better days, which I endeavoured to encour-

age. We had a meeting in the evening, which was well

attended, and we were again favoured with some sense of the

divine presence. I was enabled to preach repentance, and

faith in Christ, as the fruit of attention to the inshining of

the light of his Spirit, and to press upon the congregation,

the importance of laying up treasure in heaven.

5th. I again walked to Woodmans Point, at an early

hour. Aurora australis was beautifully marked in broad

streaks of yellow light, at three o’clock in the morning. On
the sand-hills of the coast, there is a bushy Callitris, with

warted fruit, very distinct from the other Australian species

of this genus, of the Pine tribe.—The door of my room
opening into a yard, which is also the way to the tap-

room, I have had much opportunity of witnessing the

baneful etfects of sjiirituous liquors upon the seamen fre-

quenting the port, who are often drunk by seven o’clock

in the morning. I am abundantly confirmed in the con-

viction, that the sale of strong drink to this useful class of

men, injures, degrades, and destroys them, more than any

other thing. Their appetite for stimulants is kept alive by

their allowance of grog at sea, and they are encouraged to

drink them, by dealers on shore. The commanders of

two American, Temperance Whalers, lately here, kept their
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crews much on board, and they were generally sober. The

police at Freemantle is very inefficient in this point
;

there

are some good laws to prevent drinking, but they are left as

a dead letter.

7th. Several of the natives came to us, to sell us some of

their implements
;
in addition to their red-ochre and grease,

some of them had their thighs dappled with large spots of

red or yellow
;
others had a broad ring of black, displayed

upon a red ground, crossing the forehead and nose, and en-

closing the eyes.

8th. Most of the day was occupied in getting our luggage

on board the Abercromby, in which we have engaged berths,

for the Mauritius. Several of the Natives assisted in remov-

ing it to the beach, and were much pleased at receiving six-

pence each for their labour, Avhich some of the bystanders

seemed to grudge them.

9th. Several of the natives were lying about the town, one

of them, a female, was groaning grievously, from pain, occa-

sioned by a spear-wound in her thigh. At some period, one

of her ears had been cut off, but I did not learn, whether by
one of her own countrymen, or by a European. If one of the

Blacks be angry with his wife, he will, for the most trifling

provocation, thrust a spear through her leg or thigh, or if two

of the men quarrel, they will revenge themselves by spearing,

in this manner, the wives one of another. A person of our

acquaintance, told us, that he saw a Black, named Monday,

and his two wives, crossing the river in a boat, that was badly

trimmed, and which, by a lurch, spilt a little wheat into the

water, out of a bag, that was entrusted to one of the women.
Upon this, Monday exhibited violent anger, knocked the

woman down with his hammer, and ran a spear through

her thigh. Though they thus punish others, they often

exhibit a stoical firmness, in receiving punishment them-

selves. Thus, if by accident, they injure another person,

whether of their own nation or a European, they will im-

mediately stand forward, and put out one leg, to have a

spear thrust through it, as a return for the injury
;
and if, as

is generally the case among themselves, the challenge, thus

to suffer in expiation, be accepted, the parties immediately
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after the infliction of the retaliative wound, recognise each

other as friends ! Were proper means taken, much might,

no doubt, be done toward leading the Aborigines to abandon
these, and other cruel practices; but the notion exists among
the Whites, that the Blacks must be made to fear you, be-

fore they will love you. This sentiment has even been pro-

mulgated by high authority, in the Supreme Court, notwith-

standing it is an ancient barbarism, exploded in civilized

society. Many a poor Black has been shot under this idea,

in Western Australia, and Monday was at one time pro-

scribed, and a reward was offered for his head by the

Government.

10th. We took leave of our acquaintance at Freemantie,

and went on board the Abercromby, which was lying in the

roads, in company with some other passengers. The sea

was rough and we got thoroughly wet, but as we had taken

advantage of a fine day to ship our luggage, this was of small

moment.

11th. On shipboard, with the expectation of sailing

hourly. Much unsettlement prevailed, from persons passing

backward and forward between the vessel and the shore.

The captain and harbour-master did not come off till even-

ing, when several other persons came with them, who had

claims upon the seamen, for “grog,” drank at public-houses

in the town, where they had been freely plied with spirits,

contrary to law, and often, when in a state of intoxication.

The men, however, acknowledged the debts as just, and they

were therefore paid into the hands of the harbour-master, by
the captain, on their behalf. Some altercation took place

between two of the passengers and the harbour-master, in

consequence of the latter claiming the certificates of leave to

depart from the Colony, that had been granted them by the

Colonial Secretary; this was at length settled, by the harbour-

master giving them attested copies of these documents. This

is the only Australian Colony that requires such certificates

to be produced, for the clearance of a vessel
;

and as the

Colonial Secretary cannot know much of the affairs of private

individuals, they are regarded by some, as mere pretexts

for obtaining fees. The guarantee of a local magistrate is.
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however, of the same force; and as my companion and myself,

had not provided ourselves with such documents, not having

regarded ourselves as more than casual visiters in Western

Australia, we understood that the Government Resident, at

Freemantle, had voluntarily performed the friendly office, of

becoming guarantee for us, as he had also for another passen-

ger. We had some satisfactory Scripture reading, in the

cabin, after breakfast, and furnished a coloured American

sailor, who was casually on board, with some tracts, for

which he had before made application. In the midst of the

prevalent unsettlement, I felt it to be indeed, a privilege, to

be able to retire in heart, to the gift of God, and to Him who
giveth to drink of the “living water, which springeth up
unto everlasting life.’’

12th. Toward noon we got under sail.

As the shores of Australia receded from my view, I was
favoured to feel clear of them, and thankful, that I had

been enabled, while possessing a fair share of health and

vigour, to discharge a debt of Christian love, toward the

inhabitants of these regions, for whom, both Aboriginal and
European, I have felt much solicitude.

After leaving the Australian Colonies, we continued to

feel a lively, Christian interest, in the welfare of their In-

habitants, and especially, in regard to those with whom we
had been united in religious fellowship. When at Philippolis,

in Southern Africa, in 1839, we addressed an epistle to those

in Sydney, which is given at Appendix. GL. At the conclu-

sion of our labours in Africa, which terminated in 1840,

G. W. Walker returned to Hobart Town, where he believed

it to be in the divine ordering, that he should settle. By
his hand, I sent a letter to our little church in V. D. Land,

which is introduced at Appendix. R. I also left Cape
Town, in 1840, and was favoured to land in England, in

safety, on the 15th of 2nd month, 1341, after an absence of

nearly nine years and a half.
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In concluding this volume, it seems proper to introduce

some further notice respecting the Aborigines of Australia,

as well as a few general observations on Emigration.

In some quarters, in Great Britain, an idea prevails, that

as the land toward the coast of Australia becomes occupied

by Europeans, the Blacks retire into the interior. This,

however, is a mistake. These people have their hunting

grounds, which are more or less defined, in the various parts

of the country, and though their tribes can scarcely be said

to be organized, or to be more than family compacts, led by

some man of prowess among them, these tribes fear each

other, and cannot fall back one upon another, without being

in danger of destruction. Instead of the tribes who once

inhabited the part of New South Wales, which has been

longest occupied by the British, having fallen back, they

have, to use the expressive language of the Episcopal Bishop

of Australia, “ faded away.” They have become diminished,

or have ceased to exist; from the combined influence of

the habits of Europeans, which are uncongenial to them,

the vices that have been introduced among them, the posi-

tive destruction to which they have often been subjected,

and the reduction of their means of subsistence.
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The Aborigines of the Australian Continent, differ from

those of Van Diemens Land, in many of them having lank

hair. This prevails most to the north and west, but occurs

in some measure, in almost every direction
;

it may probably

be occasioned by a mixture of Malay blood, derived from

the contact of the Inhabitants of the north, with the Malays,

who, from time immemorial, have annually resorted to the

tropical shores of Australia, to collect Betle-nut.

All the races of Australia, confirm the remark of a pious

and diligent observer of the state of the human family

:

That a belief in spiritual influence, is instinctive in the mind
of man

;
and that where this is not directed to its right

object, it is always found in the form of superstition. The
Aborigines of Australia, in common with the rest of mankind,

seem to have some consciousness of right and wrong
;
hence

they will hide themselves, or leave a neighbourhood, after

having committed mischief
3
but they have no distinct ideas

of a Supreme Being. They are very superstitious, and are

afraid, of evil spirits, on account of which they will not

move at night, without a lighted stick : they believe in

the efficacy of charms, and have a great aversion to speak

of death. The following particulars, for some of which,

I am indebted to my friend L. E. Threlkeld, will illus-

trate some of these points :—Koin, Tippakal, or Porrang,

are their names of an imaginary being, who, they say,

always was as he now is, in figure like a Black
;
and who,

they believe, resides in brushes and thick jungles, and

appears occasionally by day, but mostly by night, and ge-

nerally before the coming of the Natives from distant parts,

when they assemble to celebrate certain mystic rites, such

as some dances, or the knocking out of a tooth, which is

performed in a mystic ring. They describe him, as being

painted with pipe-clay, and carrying a fire-stick, but gene-

rally, as being perceived only by the doctors, who are a kind

of magicians, to whom he says, ‘‘Fear not, come and talk.”

At other times, they say, he comes when the Blacks are

asleep, takes them up, as an eagle its prey, and carries

them off : that the shout of the surrounding party occasions

him to drop his burden, or he conveys it to his fire in the
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bush, by which he deposits it : that the person carried off,

tries to cry out, but cannot, feeling almost choked
;
but that,

at day-light, Koin disappears, and the Black finds himself

safely conveyed to his own fireside !—In the latter part of

this description, the nightmare is too aptly personified, to

leave a doubt, who this person of savage terror is.

Tippakalleun, Mailkun, and Bimpoin, are names of the

wife of Koin, whom they dread much more than her hus-

band. They have also several other names of imaginary

beings, who are objects of terror.

Kurrur-kurran, is a place at the north-west extremity

of Lake Macquarie, where there is almost a forest of

petrified wood. The tradition of the Aborigines is, that

this was formerly one large rock, which fell from hea-

ven, and killed a number of Blacks, who were assembled

where it descended, by the command of an immense

Guana, or Lizard, that came down from heaven for that

purpose, in consequence of his anger, at their having killed

lice, by roasting them in the fire ! Those who had only

cracked them, are said to have been previously speared to

death, by a long reed, from heaven ! At that remote period,

they say the Moon was a man, named Pontobung; and

they consider the Sun to have been a woman. When the

great Guana saw that all the men were killed by the fall

of the stone, they say, that he ascended again into heaven,

where he now remains !

Nungngun, is their word for a song, such as is composed

by their poets. These songs are first sung and danced to,

by the tribe of the poet who composes them. They are

then acquired by more distant tribes, throughout the coun-

try, as noticed at page 435, until by change of dialect, the

very words are scarcely understood, by those who originally

composed them.

Murramai, is their name for a ball, which the Aborigines

carry in a small net, suspended from their girdles of opos-

sum yarn. These balls contain pieces of quartz, agate, or

carnelian, wrapped in cord, made of opossum-fur. They

are used as charms against sickness, and are sent hundreds

of miles for this purpose. The women are not allowed to
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see the contents of these balls.—While we were in N. S.

Wales, a Black was hanged, at Dungog, for killing an En-

glishman, for showing a black woman the contents of one

of these balls.

Respecting death, their ideas seem vague. The Natives

of Tasmania, considered it contrary to good manners, to

mention the name of a deceased person, and one of those

of Australia, asked a friend of mine, who spoke to him of

death, why he spoke to him of “ tumbling down.” One of

the Tasmanian women, on Flinders Island, on being asked

what she thought became of people when they died, re-

plied, she supposed they went to some of the islands in

Bass’s Straits, and ‘‘jumped up white men !” Their ideas

of a future state are dark and vague
;
but that they have

ideas on this subject, is clear, from the circumstances noticed

at page 105, 431, and 547-

The Aborigines of Van Diemens Land, had a tradition,

that man was created by a benevolent being, or spirit, who
came down from heaven

;
but that, originally, he was made

with a tail, and had no knee joints. That in this state, he

was very miserable
;
but another being who had compassion

upon him, and also came down from heaven, cut off his

tail, and softened his knees by rubbing grease into them,

until the joints were formed. Those of the Swan River are

thought to have traces of a tradition respecting the Flood,

in connexion with the possession of a Yam, having an escu-

lent root, as noticed at page 540.

The language of the Aborigines of Australia has various

dialects, and is of remarkable construction. A friend of

mine in Africa, well acquainted with the Gaffer, said, after

examining Threlkeld’s Australian Grammar, that he thought

a similarity was traceable in these Languages. Should

this prove to be the case, persons studying the Australian,

may derive advantage from the grammars of the Gaffer or

Sichuana, both of which are from one root. These gram-

mars have been printed under the auspices of the Wesleyan
Missionary Society.

The good intention of the British Government, is not to

be doubted, in declaring that the Native Inhabitants of the
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British Colonies should be regarded as British Subjects : but

this professed recognition, served rather to blind the people

of England, than to benefit the Natives of Australia, so long

as their evidence could not be taken without an oath. Even
now, that the authority of the British Government has been

given, to take their evidence in such manner as they are

capable of giving it, for whatever it is worth, they must

often stand on an unequal footing, with the British occu-

pants of their country, in consequence of their ignorance

of our language, and want of opportunity to prosecute their

causes in the Colonial Courts, notwithstanding help is af-

forded them in the provision of Protectors.

The want of investigation into cases of death, suspected

to have proceeded from violence, left them much more

open to outrage than they would have been, had it been

made a part of the duty of coroners and magistrates, to

investigate into these cases, in the manner in which they

were bound to investigate into those relating to white men.

Such a procedure might have deterred many a settler from

imbruing his hands in blood.

Persons who, before they emigrated would have shuddered

at the idea of murdering their fellow-creatures, have, in many
instances, wantonly taken the lives of the Aborigines. And
many of those who have desired to cultivate a good feeling

toward them, have found them such an annoyance, as to

have their benevolent intentions superseded by a desire to

have these hapless people removed out of the way.

Strong Christian principle is required to keep down
the bias of self-interest, both in regard to the Aborigines,

and in regard to every circumstance, in which duty and

interest are opposed to each other. And this strong Chris-

tian principle, it must be admitted, is too rarely to be

met with, among the emigrants to new Colonies. On this

account, associations, such as the Aborigines Protection

Society, which help weak principle, by exposing delin-

quency, are highly to be valued. The very knowledge of

the existence of such a Society, is, in itself, a protection

to the Aborigines. And it is to be hoped, that the culti-

vation of a better feeling toward the uncivilized tribes of
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the human family, by this Society and many kindred ones,

which marks the present day, wiU still extend itself, and

be blessed of the Most High, to the effectual arresting of

those deeds of atrocity toward them, which disgraced for-

mer times; and will be made subservient to bringing a

remnant of the Natives of Australia, to the saving know-

ledge of Him who laid dowm his life for them, and before

whom, their oppressors must finally render an account.

Emigrants from Great Britain are generally disappointed

on arriving in the Australian Colonies, in consequence of

the extravagant expectations they have formed. These are

often such as no country on earth could possibly realize,

and they are often injudiciously fostered by merchants, in-

terested in the conveyance of emigrants from England, and

by land speculators. Perhaps few persons thinking of emi-

grating, take into account the privations to be endured in

settling in a new country, from want of the society to which

they have been accustomed, from remoteness from the

means of instruction, &c. as well as from having to pro-

vide themselves with dwellings in an uncultivated wilder-

ness, to attend to their cattle, and to do many other things

for themselves, which would have been done for them in

their native land, and from their residence in contact wuth

an uncivilized population, unaccustomed to distinctions of

right of property, in consequence of living entirely on the

wild produce of the earth, and accustomed to avenge them-

selves, if provoked.

People often emigrate from a restless spirit, arising out

of their not submitting themselves to the government of the

Prince of Peace While such are actively engaged in estab-

lishing themselves in the wilderness, their attention is much
occupied, and diverted from themselves. On this excite-

ment ceasing, even if it be from having obtained a compe-

tency, they again begin to feel the plague of their own hearts

;

but being unwilling to believe that the fault is in themselves,

they give way to a disgust with the land of their adoption ;

its inconveniences, through which they had struggled, be-

come magnified in their view
;

they remember, the land

they left behind, the occupations and amusements of their
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youth, and in this recollection, they even fancy they were

then happy, and they resolve again to encounter the perils

of a voyage half round the globe, to seek a renewal of

their imagined comfort. Many persons, under these circum-

stances, leave the Australian Colonies, but disappointment

follows them to their Native Land. England is not to them

what it once was. The friends of their youth are gone.

They had gained a place among the people with whom they

had spent the prime of their days, but they have become

strangers in England, and cannot soon fill a similar place

there
;
and in disgust, they return again to the Colonies, still

bearing with them the curse of unrenewed hearts.

Persons thinking of emigrating should be well satisfied,

that they have sufficient reasons for taking so important a

step, as that of leaving their native land. Those who can

obtain “ food and raiment,” in addition to peace of mind, in

their own country, would do well to endeavour to be con-

tent therewith, rather than to incur the risks attendant on

emigration, unless health, or some other sufficient motive,

render a change desirable. While sober, industrious, and

prudent persons have, in many instances, found it easier

to obtain a livelihood in the Australian Colonies, than in

England, many, from speculations of various kinds, have

been ruined, and others from inefficiency or instability,

have sunk into hopeless degradation.

Under all circumstances, it ought to be remembered, that

man has no right to expect the divine blessing in any

country, unless he be living in the fear of God
; and that

he can have no enduring peace of mind, unless through re-

pentance and faith in Christ, he be reconciled to his Maker.

That without this, the plague of his own heart will accom-

pany him through all the regions of the earth, and at the

end of time, will follow him into eternity. But in every

land, the declaration will be found to be true, “Godliness is

profitable unto all things, having promise of the life that

now is, and of that which is to come.”
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A.

Certificates of James Backhouse and George
Washington Walker.

To the Inhabitants of the British Colonies and Settlements, in

New Holland, Van Diemens Land, South Africa, and elsewhere.

At a Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, com-

monly called Quakers, held in York, in Great Britain, on the

Fifteenth day of the Twelfth Month, One thousand, eight hundred

and thirty. Our friend .James Backhouse, of this City, having, at

a former meeting, communicated unto us a belief which has long

deeply impressed his mind, that he was called to visit, in the love

of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Inhabitants of the

British Colonies and Settlements, in New Holland, Van Diemens

Land, and South Africa, and to attend to such other religious duties

as, in the course of his journeying, he may he required to perform ;

the subject has, at this time, as well as when first submitted to us,

obtained our serious deliberation
;
and much sympathy having been

felt with our beloved friend, in the prospect of this arduous under-

taking, and he being of circumspect life and conversation, and a

minister in good esteem among us, and this meeting feeling unity

with him in the proposed engagement, liberates him for the work

unto which he is called.

Commending him to the care of the Great Head of the Church,

to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and to the kind notice of those

amongst whom his lot may be cast
;
and earnestly desiring that his

labours may be blessed to their spiritual benefit, and to the ex-

tension of the Kingdom of our Holy Redeemer, and that he may
a
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be favoured to return in peace to his native land, we remain, in the

love of the Gospel, your Friends.

Mary Backhouse

Elizabeth Backhouse

Sarah Backhouse

Elizabeth Janson

Alice Hornor

Sarah Baker

Sarah King
Sarah Allis

Martha Richardson

Hannah Brady
Mary Allis

Ann Priestman

Mary Hollingworth

Hannah Scarr

Hannah Wilson

Elizabeth Tuke
Elizabeth Rowntree, jun.

Mary Knowles

Martha Fletcher

Catherine Mason
Jane Simpson

Mary Coates, jun.

Alice Webster

Hannah Webster
Sarah Gummersall

Ann Davis

Hannah Wilkinson

Hannah Richardson

Maria Tuke
Ann Weatherald

Elizabeth Brown
Jane Cloak

John Tuke

Thomas Backhouse

Robert Waller

David Priestman

George Baker

John Bleckly

William Richardson

William Procter

Simeon Webster
Caleb Williams

Thomas Smith

John Ford

Henry Ransome
Robert Tuke
Thomas Marshall

Samuel Lay
Caleb Fletcher

William Webster

Robert Jackson

John Parkinson

Joseph King
Thomas R. Hills

George Cartwright

John Thompson
Henry Richardson

John Kitching

George Baker, jun.

Godfrey Waud
Nathanael Pasco

Joseph Rowntree
William Simpson

Lovel Squire, jun.

Henry Hipsley
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To the Inhabitants of the British Colonies and Settlements, in

New Holland, Van Diemens Land, South Africa, and elsewhere.

At a Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends,

commonly called Quakers, for the County of York, held at York,

in Great Britain, the Twenty-ninth and Thirtieth days of Twelfth

Month, One thousand, eight hundred and thirty. Our dear friend

James Backhouse has, at this time, stated an apprehension, which

has long attended his mind, that it is required of him in the dis-

charge of his duty, as a minister of the Gospel, to pay a religious

visit to the Inhabitants of your parts, as described in the within

Certificate, from the members of our Society, constituting the

Monthly Meeting of York, expressive of their unity and concur-

rence with him in the same prospect. This meeting has had the

proposal under its serious and deliberate consideration, and fully

participating in the feeling of near unity and sympathy with our

dear friend therein, hereby liberates him to pursue the service to

which he believes himself called.

Earnestly desiring that he may be preserved under the safe

guidance, and protecting care of his Divine Lord and Master, and

strengthened to be faithful to all his holy requirings, we humbly
trust that his labours amongst you may be attended with the bless-

ing of our Heavenly Father, and that, after ha\ing accomjilished

the work assigned, he may be restored to his family and friends in

safety and peace.

Signed in and on behalf of the aforesaid Meeting,

LEONARD WEST, Clerk.

At a Yearly Meeting of the Ministers and Elders, of the Society

of Friends, commonly called Quakers, held in London, the 16th,

17th, and 28th of the 5th Month, 1831.

Our dear friend James Backhouse, of the City of York, a minister

of our religious Society, has stated to this meeting, that, for some

years, an apprehension of religious duty has rested on his mind, to

^•isit in the love of the Gospel, some of the Inhabitants of the

British Colonies, of New Holland, Van Diemens Land, and South

Africa.

He produced a Certificate of York Monthly Meeting, also one

from the Quarterly Meeting for that County, expressing the

sympathy and unity of those meetings with him in his concern.

a 2
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The magnitude and importance of the engagement have claimed

the solid consideration of thi.s meeting
;
much Christian sympathy-

being felt and expressed with this our dear friend in the prospect

before him, and this meeting feeling unity therewith, thinks it riglit

to liberate him for the sendee.

Under a sense of the awful responsibility of the engagement, we
reverently commend him to the protecting care of ^tClmighty God,

—

earnestly desiring that he may, from day to day, abide in deep

humility, watchfulness, and prayer, and be preserved in single

dependence upon the leadings of the Holy Spirit
;
and may his

Gospel labours be blessed to the spreading and exaltation of the

kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and

Elders, held in London, the 16th, 17th, and 28th of the 5th

Month, 1831.

WILLIAM ALLEN, Clerk.

To the Inhabitants of the British Colonies in New Holland, Van Die-

mens Land, South Africa, and elsewhere, where these may come.

The Religious Society of Friends, constituting the Monthly

Meeting of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in Great Britain, send greeting

:

Our dear friend George Washington Walker having, in a solid

manner, spread before this assembly, a religious concern which

rests with weight upon his mind, to offer himself to go out as a

companion to our dear friend James Backhouse, of the City of

York, who is about to pay you a Hsit in Gospel love.

These are to certify, that he, the said George Washington
Walker, is a member in good esteem with us, the Society aforesaid;

and that, in this, his arduous engagement, he has tlie near sympathy

and cordial concurrence of this meeting
;
trusting that in surrender-

ing himself to this service, he is moving under the direction of Him
who is Lord of Heaven and Earth.

We desire that these, our beloved Friends, may be preserved in

the fear of God, daily walking in his counsel
; that so their circum-

spect conduct, and their religious labours, may tend to the instruc-

tion and echfication of those among whom their lot may be cast

;

that many may be brought to the knowdedge of the Truth,—may
be turned from darkness unto light,—from the power of Satan unto

God
;

that receiving the remission of sins through the blood of
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Christ Jesus oiu Lord, and by the sanctifying influence of the Holy

Spnit, they may become meet to be partakers of that eternal

mheritance, which he hath prepared for them who truly love and

fear Him.

We commend these our beloved friends to the protection of the

Lord God Omnipotent, tlirough all the outward dangers, and the in-

ward conflicts of spirit, which may be permitted to attend them
;
de-

siring that He may keep them in thewayin which they shoidd go, bless

their labours for the honour of his name
;
and when their service is

performed, be graciously pleased to permit them to return in peace.

Lmder the feeling of a measure of that Love which desires that

all men may be brought to the knowledge of the Truth as it is in

Jesus, and be saved, we are vour friends.

Signed in and on behalf of oiu’

13 th day of the 7th Month, 1831.

Michael Watson
George Unthank

John Burt

Joshua lanson

William Grimshaw

Thomas Richardson, jun.

Edward Backhouse, jun.

Edward Richardson

John Hills

John Broum
George Bajmes

Edward Ford

Henry Wilson

Joshua Wilson

James Gilpin

Abel Chapman
Henry Fearon

Edward Backhouse

Joshua Watson, Jun.

Joseph Watson
Thomas Robson
James Hills

William Noble

IMonthly Meeting aforesaid, this
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APPENDIX.

B.

A Concise Apology for the peculiarities of the Society of
Friends, commonly called Quakers, in their language,

costume, and manners. By James Backhouse.

When any People adopt a style of Language, Costume, and
Manners, differing from that of the community at large, it is

reasonable to expect that they will appear singular, if not foolish,

in the eyes of the uninformed. It is therefore incumbent on those

Avho act in a manner at variance with common custom, to explain

their reasons for so acting, in order that they may not be misunder-

stood.

It is well known that the Society of Friends, commonly called

Quakers, has adopted, in many points, practices very different from
those of the Christian community in general

;
hut their motives for

doing so, it is apprehended, are little understood by many of their

fellow Christians : and as the Quakers believe that they have scrijr-

tural grounds for these variations from common usage, it is a matter

of some moment, that their views should be explained, in order that

they may not be regarded as visionary, and that Christians of other

denominations may consider how far they are called upon to act

according to the same principles. Explanations of this kind have

been copiously given in several treatises on the principles of Friends,

already published
;
but as these treatises, from their size, are neces-

sarily limited as to their circulation, the following reasons, in a more
compendious form, are submitted to notice.'^'

• For further information on the principles of Friends, see Barclay’s Apology ;—Tuke’s
Principles;—Gurney on the Distinguishing views of Friends.
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One of the first peculiarities in the manners of a Quaker likely to

arrest attention, is his disuse of Complimentary Modes of Address.

These, it is presumed, originate in a disposition to gratify that prin-

ciple in the human mind, which loves to be thought something of

:

and this jninciple, if examined into, will be found to have its root

in pride, either of circumstances, character, or station in life. But

as “ the Lord knoweth the proud afar off and “ hateth a proud

look ;”f and “ will destroy the house of the proud and “ every

one proud in heart is an abomination to the Lord;”§ and a proud

heart is sin;’'|| and “ God resisteth the proud it is inconsistent

with that love which “ worketh no ill to his neighbour and

which it is the duty of Christians constantly to exercise, to cherish

this pride. For this reason, the Quakers do not use those compli-

mentary titles, and addresses, which, by exciting and fostering the

pride of those to whom they are addressed, are calculated to produce

feelings the very opposite to Christian humility.

The Society of Friends conceives the use of Complimentary titles

to be clearly forbidden to Christians, by the exhortations of their

great Lord and Master
;

“ Be ye not called Rabbi
;

for one is your

master, even Christ
;
and all ye are brethren. And call no man

your Father upon earth
;

for one is your Father which is in heaven.”

And, in the following verse, the disciples arc forbidden to desire

such compliments
;
“ Neither be ye called Masters : for one is your

Master, even Christ.”ff The pride of the Scribes and Pharisees, in

loving such compliments, and in seeking gratification in other ways,

is further denounced by the Saviour
;

“ But all their works, they

do, to be seen of men : they make broad their phylacteries, and en-

large the borders of their garments, and love the uppermost rooms

at feasts, and the chief seats in the synagogues, and greetings in the

markets, and to be called of men Rabbi, Rabbi. The injurious

effect of a desire for worldly honour, is also pointed out by our Lord,

in the following expressions :
“ How can ye believe, which receive

honour one of another, and seek not the honour that cometh from

God only?”§§

It must be obvious to every considerate person, that in making a
stand against any wrong practices, even where these merge by slight

gradations into right ones, a line must be drawn somewhere, to com-
mence from

;
and unless this line be drawn from the commencement

of the evil, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to find another place

* Psalm cxxxviii. 6. t Proverbs vi. 17. J Ibid. xv. 25. § Ibid. xvi. 5. H Ibid. xxi. 4.

If James iv. <). 1 Peter v. 5. ** Romans xiii. !0. +t Matthew xxiii. 8, !), 10.

It Matthew xxiii. 5, 6, 7. §§ John v. 44.
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where such a line can be drawn. The depravity of the human mind
continually inclines it to risk cherishing evil in others, rather than to

hazard gmng offence, by adopting a course of conduct calculated in

any degree, to correct the erdl. Hence, a testimony against an evil

practice is almost sure to be evaded, unless it have a clearly defined

line to commence from. The Society of Friends has therefore

drawn this line of commencement, from the complimentary

style noAV prevalent, of addressing single persons in the plural

number, which is supposed to have originated in the practice of

addressing emperors and princes, in the plural term, You, by way

of adulation,—a form of address, which, in this day, has become

extended to the lowest classes of society, spoiling also the beauty, and

the distinctive operation of our language.

The appellatives Mr. Mrs. and Miss, have likewise been avoided by

the Quakers, for the same reasons. At the period of the origin of

this People, these appellatives were considered complimentary; but,

like the address of the plural pronoun. You, to an individual, they

have at this day, y>ervaded all ranks, This circumstance may be

traced to the operation of a principle in the human mind, prompting

persons in the lower walks of life, to desire the same gratifications

that are indulged in by those in the higher circles ;—a principle

which is constantly striking death-blows at distinctions not existing

in rank or merit, by inducing the lower classes to imitate those

things, invented to gratify the pride of the higher classes. The
effect of this principle is so unvarying, that it may be regarded as

one of the laws of God, to prevent man retaining distinction from

his fellow man, by such unworthy means.

Complimentary modes of address are often a mere cloak for in-

sincerity, they do not constitute an integral part of true politeness,

or of genuine courtesy of manners. These have their origin in love

towards our fellow creatures, and in proper consideration for the

feelings of those around us ;—in doing, in short, as rve wDuld be

done by. Where such dispositions are cherished, they wdll be con-

tinually prompting their possessor to the spontaneous exercise of

the minor offices of disinterestedne.ss and benevolence, and they

wdll cause “ the law' of kindness” ever to dwell on his lips. These

are the characteristics of the true gentleman
;
and it must be ad-

mitted, that they greatly enhance the sw'eets of social intercourse,

and the comforts of human life.

It may perhaps be thought too much, by some persons in the pre-

sent day, to style the forms of address that have been adverted to,

complimentary, unless in a negative sense, since they have been
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adopted in all ranks of society
;

for we now liaA'e Mrs. the Milk-

Woman, and Miss, her daughter
;
as well as Mr. the Shoe-Black,

or the Chimney Sweep
;
who are also addressed by the plural

pronoun, You
;
but these circumstances do not alter the fact, that

the terms in question, generally express a relation of superiority

and seiuitude not existing between the persons using them, and

those to whom they are addressed, and consequently, they are not

strictly consistent with Christian sincerity. Instances, also, are not

wanting of persons considering themselves insulted on being ad-

dressed by their first names, or even by the singular pronoun. Thou.

It is sometimes asked, what benefit the Quakers derive from

keeping up their style of address, in the disuse of what has so

nearly ceased to be complimentary ? It may be replied, that, in

addition to the motives before mentioned, in the present state of

the world, retaining this style of language, which at once marks

them wherever they go, has considerable effect in preserving those

amongst them, of little religious strength, from mixing in the dissi-

pations of that part of mankind which professes Christianity, but

does not practice it
;
and, that to protect its youth, and the weak

among its members from the influence of injurious company, is no

unimportant part of the duty of a Christian community. The incon-

venience which they avoid by the practice they have adojited, is

also a recommendation to it.

Our remote ancestors used only single names
;
but as civilization

increased, it was found expedient to add a surname, in order that

families and individuals might be more easily identified : but a dis-

position to flatter soon invented an appellation, to take the place of

the first-name
;
and this has prevailed, until people of the present

day, are put to as much inconvenience as our single named forefa-

thers, and, in some instances to more. The names of the whole

series of males in a family, are often confused by the indiscriminate

use of the common term Mr., and those of the females by that of

Mrs. or Miss : and though the younger branches have frequently

their first names added, by their near connexions and domestics,

who, being in constant association with them, must have some
mode of distinguishing one from another

;
yet the knowledge of

their first-names seldom extends far beyond these. And so easy a sub-

stitutebeing foundinthe terms alluded to few persons take the trouble

to enquire what are the first names of those they meet with
; or, if

they disregard the trouble, they are afraid to ask, lest they should

be thought rude. Hence, in a large family mistakes are frequently

occurring, especially if that family be separated into several branches
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residing in the same neighbourhood
;
and bills, messages, &c. are

continually reaching individuals to whom they do not belong
;
and

if some time have elapsed smce the former were contracted, it often

proves difficult to make out to whom the debt is chargeable. Added
to this, it is presumed, that no honest person should be ashamed of

his own name ; nor is it any proof of a good understanding to be

ofl’ended on being addressed by it.

The appellations of Your Majesty, Your Grace, Your Excel-

lency, My Lord, and numerous others of a similar class, clearly

rank under the head of complimentary titles
;
and are to be distin-

guished from those of station or office, such as, the King, the

Governor, the Duke of, the Earl of, the Lord Chancellor, Doctor,

&c. which the Quakers, as a body, have never considered it their

duty to abstain from.

Complimentary ecclesiastical titles are considered by the Society

of Friends, as calculated to produce pride in those who ought to be

examples of humility
;
they therefore do not style, a Bishop, The

Bight Beverend, &c. a Dean, The Very Beverend, or a Priest or

Minister of Beligion, The Beverend.

The Quakers do not use the ordinary names of days and months,

on account of their being relics of idolatry. They consider the

naming of days and months after heathen deities, as inconsistent

with “ the form of sound words” recommended by Paul to Timothy

and contrtfi-y to the spirit of the injunction given to the Israelites,

as a preservative from idolatry :
“ In all things that I have said

unto you, be circumspect : and make no mention of the name of

other Gods; neither let it be heard out of thy mouth:”f It may also

be remembered, that when the reformation of the Jews was foretold

by the prophets, these among other things were stated as a part

:

“ I will take the names of Baalim | out of lier mouth, and they

shall no more be remembered by their name ;§
“ I will turn the

people to a pure language ;”|1 and “I will cut off the names of the

idols out of the land, and they shall no more be remembered

These prophecies are to be regarded as applicable to those becom-

ing Jews spiritually
;

and the Society of Friends has therefore

substituted numerical, instead of idolatrous names, which are at

once simple, definite and scriptural. Nor does the Society stand

alone in this view of the subject : Thomas Wemys, formerly of

York, a man of great piety and learning, in a tract published some

• 2 Timothy 1— 13 f Exodus xxiii. 13.

t This word is used here in a general sense, to denote the Gods of the Heathen.

§ ITosea ii. 17. ][
Zephaniah iii. 19. H Zeehariah xiii. 2.
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years ago, entitled “ A Catechetical Treatise on the Jewish and

Christian Sabbath,” has enlarged upon the evident impropriety of

calling the day set apart for the worship of the true and living God,

Sunday ; a name it received in honour of the Sun, one of the idols

of our Saxon ancestors. When we call to mind that all the other

days of the week are the Lord’s, though given us to provide for

our temporal necessities, as well as for religious purposes,—no day

being exempt from its religious duties
;
and that it is required of a

Christian to keep a conscience void of offence toward God and man
upon all days, this writer's arguments against the appellation of

Sunday being given to the first day of the week, hear wdth equal

force against

Monday, the day on which the Saxons worshipped the Moon.

Tuesday, . . . . . . . . . . their idol Tuisco.

Wednesday, . . . . . . . . . . . . Woden.
Thursday, . . . . . . . . . . . . Thor.

Friday, . . . . . . . . . . . . Friga.

Saturday, . . . . . . . . . . Seater or Saturn.

Bourne Hall Draper, of Southampton, the author of several

valuable publications for young jieople
; in the preface to one

named “ The Youth’s Almanack,” says, that when Christians

shall become divested of prejudice, we may reasonably expect to

see them abandon the use of the heathen names of days, kc.

The convenience of correct numerical names for months has

been admitted in various quarters
;
and they are now used in many

of the Government and other offices, on account of the brevity and

precision with which they can be written in a contracted form.

January derives its name from Janus, a deified king of Italy.

February, from Februa, an imaginary goddess of juirification.

March, from Mars, the heathen god of war.

April, supposed to be from a Greek name of Venus, an imaginary

goddess of the Romans.

j\Iay, from Maia, the pretended mother of Mercury, worshipped

this month.

June, from Juno, another heathen goddess.

July, from Julius Caesar, wdio gave his own name to this month
in honour of himself

!

August, from Augustus Caesar, deified by the Romans.
September, October, November, and December, retain their

Latin numerical names for the seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth

months; but in consequence of the change in the calendar in 1752,

they now occupy the places of the ninth, tenth, eleventh and
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twelfth months
;
so that if misnomer he any ground for correction,

there is also sufficient cause for changing their names.

The Society of Friends objects to the use of the terms Michael-

mas, Martinmas, Christmas, &c., considering them the offspring of

popish siqierstition, and connected with the recognition of the

anti-christian sacrifice of mass.

The practice of drinking healths, having originated in offering

libations to the gods of the heathens, and tending to lead persons

to intemperance, has likewise been discountenanced by the Society,

from its origin.

The dress of the Quakers is also likely to attract attention, as

peculiar
;
they have, however, no rule as to the manner in which

they shall dress. They are expected to attend to the apostolic

commands
;

that women adorn themselves in modest apparel,

with shamefacedness [modesty] and sobriety
;
not with broidered

hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array
;
but (which becometh

women professing godliness) with good works.

“

Whose adorn-

ing let it not be that outward adorning of plaiting the hair,

and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel
;
hut let it be

the hidden man of the heart,” “ even the ornament of a meek and

C]uiet spirit, which is in the sight of God, of great price.”f
Had the men professing Christianity, in the nations to which

these injunctions were addressed, sought the gratification of the

carnal mind in continually changing their mode of dress, according

to the fashions of the w'orld, such as now so rapidly succeed each

other, no doubt, the apostles would have extended specific counsel

to them also
;
and the spirit of such counsel is contained in the

injunction, “ Be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed

by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good,

and acceptable, and perfect will of God.”;]; Acting conformably

to the spirit of these exhortations, the early members of the Society

dressed according to the style of plain, sober people of that day

;

but people of this descrijition being in some degree influenced by

the prevailing customs of the age, changed their costume, and soon

left the Quakers singular in their apjiearance
;
they themselves,

have also changed, in some measure, by adopting such alterations

in their dress as they have considered improvements, in point of

comfort or convenience; for improvements they by no means object

to : but it is easy to see, that if changes proceed as rapidly as they

have done, and they were, this year, to adopt the same habit as that

1 Timothy ii. 9, 10. t 1 Peter iii. 3, 1. % Romans xii. 2.
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of the plain, sober people of the present clay, and to retain it, they

would, in a few years, be left as singular as they now are. Friends

have also this additional reason for retaining their style of ch'ess.

Experience has proved, that like their language, it has a presei-ving

effect upon their young and weak members, and so powerful has

the conviction of its usefulness been with persons who have joined

the Society, that there are very few who have not thought it

best for them to conform to the mode of dress commonly adopted

in it.

Connected vdth the subject of dress, the complimentary practices

of uncovermg the head, and of bowing, come properly under review.

It will require no argument to prove that these practices are

liable to the same objections as complimentary language. With

regard to the custom of taking off the hat, the Society of Friends

retain it, as a token of homage to the Most High, only in the most

solemn acts of pubhc Avorship. Tlie congregations of this people

stand Avith their heads uncoA^ered in time of A'ocal prayer ;
the

person thus praying being the only one who kneels
;
and they con-

sider it Avoidcl be an impropriety to use a sign of reverence to their

felloAv mortals, Avhich they make to their Creator, only on the most

solemn occasions. Their ministers take off their hats AAdien they

preach, as standing before God, and proclaiming the Gospel of His

Son, and as publicly making mention of His Holy Name
;
but

the congregations do not adopt the practice in assembling for

Avorship
;
they believe it right for them, by sitting in their places of

Avorship Avith their hats on, to bear a testimony against that super-

stition AA'hich represents buildings set apart for the Avorship of God,

as intrinsically holy, and therefore to be reverenced by taking off

the hat upon entering ;—a AueAV diametrically opposed to that

maintained by the martyr Stephen
;

“ Howbeit the Most High
dAvelleth not in temples made AA'ith hands.

f

This superstition appears to have arisen from the mistaken notion,

that other places of Avorship partake of the same character of holiness,

that, under the first Covenant, existed in the Temple of Jerusalem,

in AA'hich the Lord specially jilaced his presence, and commanded it to

be reA’erenced
;
a notion tbat seems to have been kept up, along Avith

many others, through the influence of persons aaFo have been taught

to think that this Avas the case, but aaFo haA'e not submitted their

vieAA's to a strict comparison Avith the Ncav Testament.

* Acts viii. 48.

+ Friends do not think themselves bound to keep their hats on in their places of worship
when personal convenience dictates otherwise.
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The Society of Friends are cominced, that by giving this kind of

reverence to the externals with which, since the days of the

apostles, the religion of the New Covenant has been invested,

and which belongs only to God, a superstitious, and in many
instances, an idolatrous feeling is excited in the mind

;
and the

attention of the people is proportionably diverted from that worship

of the Father, which is in spirit and in truth
;
and which is per-

formed under the influence of the Holy Spirit, bestowed on us

freely of the Father, through the mediation of Jesus Christ, his Son.

This Holy Spirit convinces mankind of sin
;
leads to genuine

repentance, and to faith in Christ as the propitiation for sin, and as

our Advocate and High Priest at the right hand of the Father

as well as in all his other offices
;
and constitutes those who yield

implicit obedience to the will of God, thus revealed in the secret

of the heart, spiritual worshippers—“ lively stones,” that “ are

built up, a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up sjiiritual

sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ.

The following testimonies of the apostle Paul afford a further

elucidation of this important doctrine :

“ Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit

of God dweiieth in you ? If any man defile the temple of God,

him shall God destroy
;
for the temple of God is holy, which temple

ye are.”f “ Ye are the temple of the living God
;

as God hath

said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them
; and I w'ill be their

God, and they shall be my people. Wherefore, come out from

among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the

unclean thing
;
and I wull receive you, and will be a Father unto you,

and ye shall be my sons and daughters saith the Lord Almighty. ”f
Agreeably to the foregoing exhortation, the Society of Friends

esteem it to be the privilege, as well as the duty of Christians, not

only to renounce every thing obviously wrong
;
but every thing

even of an ambiguous character,—to “ abstain from all appearance

of evil;” § they nevertheless, are far from judging censoriously of

those who do not see eye to eye with them, in these and other

things, in w'hich they believe it their duty to persevere in a line of

conduct different from that, pursued by other bodies of Christians.

On the contrary, they desire to regard with Christian love, all who
fear the Lord, and work righteousness; and constantly to bear in re-

membrance the saying of the apostle :
“ Who art thou that judgest

another man’s servant ? to his own master he standeth or falleth.”
|1

* 1 Peter ii. 5. +1 Corinthians iii. 16, 17. t 2 Corinthians vi. 16, 17, 18.

§ 1 Thessalonians iv. 3. tl
Romans xiv. 4.
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C.

The Question, “Are Judicial Oaths Lawful?” An-

swered
5
with some Observations on the Moral Influence of

Judicial Oaths. By James Backhouse.

Ix a country professing the Christian Religion, but having laws

that require evidence in courts of justice to be given upon Oath, the

question, Are Judicial Oaths Lawful ? is necessarily to he under-

stood as the enquiry ;—Is it in accordance with the laws of God,

as revealed in the New Testament, for men to swear in confirmation

of evidence, before magistrates ? and this enquiry is necessarily

involved in the more general one—Are Oaths of any description

lawful under the Gospel ?

In order to determine this question, it is neceesary, in the first

place, to define what an oath is
;
much confusion having arisen, in

connexion with this subject, from not distinguishing between Oaths

and Solemn Affirmations.

An Oath may be defined to be, a declaration combined with an

imprecation—a conditional calling down upon one’s self some

dreaded penalty. A man either swears by something which is dear

to him, or by some object of his reverence or dread. In the former

case, the penalty he means to attach to himself, on the supposition

that he swears falsely, is the loss of that which is dear to him
;

and in the latter case, it is the wrath of him whom he reverences

or fears. "When the ancient Grecian, for instance, swore by his

head, he professed to subject himself to the loss of his head
;
and

when the Jew swore by the Lord God of Israel, he cursed himself

by the wrath of the Lord, provided his oath should be false or

broken. This feature in the constitution of an oath is observable
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in all the cases in which the Saviour of men has commented on

swearing.

The British law also makes this distinction betwixt oaths and

affirmations
;

refusing to accept evidence upon the latter, even

when most solemnly made, except in a few cases, in which, in

deference to the conscientious scruples of certain religious commu-
nities, by special laws, their evidence is received on simple affirma-

tion.

Solemn appeals to the Deity, unaccomj^anied by imprecations, do

not constitute oaths, from their very nature
;
they do not invoke

the special wrath of God should they be broken
;
but only call to

mind, whether formally or by inference, the great truth, that God
is ever the witness of our motives and actions

;
and that for all

these Ave must give accouxrt to Him in the Day of Judgment.

The JeAvs ixnder the First Covenant Avere limited in the use of

oaths, to SAvearing by the name of the Lord :
“ Thou shalt fear the

Lord thy God, and serve him, and thou shalt SAvear by his name.’’'^-'—“ Be ye therefore very courageous, to keep and to do all that is

Avritten in the book of the laAv of jMoses, that ye turn not aside

therefrom to the right hand or to the left
;
that ye come not among

these nations, these that remain among you : neither make mention

of the name of their gods, nor cause to SAvear by them.f

Wlien Jesus Christ, in his Sermon on the Mount, promulgated

the perfect standard of morality belonging to the NeAV CoA'enant, he

said, “Ye ha\'e heard that it hath been said by them of old time,

Thou shalt not forsAvear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord

thine oaths : but I say unto you, SAvear not at all
; neither by

hearken, for it is God's throne ; nor by the earth, for it is his foot-

stool : neither by Jerusalem, for it is the city of the great King:
neither shalt thou SAvear by thy head, because thou canst not make
one hair Avhite or black : but let your communication be. Yea, yea,

Nay, nay : for AA'hatsocA'er is more than these cometh of evil.’'J

The Avords of Jesus, on this occasion, appear to contain a plain

and unqualified interdiction of all SAvearing. In the first place, the

command to the Jcavs not to forsAvear or perjure themseh'es is men-
tioned :

“ Ye ha\n heard that it has been said by them of old time.

Thou shalt not forsAvear thyself.” In the next place, the only form

of oath allowed under the laAv of Moses is alluded to :
“ But shalt

perform unto the Lord thine oaths.” Then comes the emjdiatic

distinction betAveen the Laxv and the Gospel, in the Avords, “ But I

* Deut. vi. 13. t Joshua xxiii. 6, 7. X Matthew v. 33, 37,
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say unto you.” Immediately following this and the preceding

allusion, is the command of Jesus—“ Swear not at all which,

from the construction of the whole paragraph, prohibits, primarily,

the oaths which of old time, were to be performed unto the Lord
;

and secondarily, those which had been introduced among the Jews

by the traditions of the Pharisees
;
these being connected with the

former by the conjunctions “neither” and “nor.” Jesus then

adds, in conclusion, “ But let your commrmication be. Yea, yea

;

Nay, nay : for whatsoever is more than these, cometh of e^dl
:”

thus, after hawng forbidden all swearing as tolerated under the

Mosaic Law, he established, by a positive, clear, and definite precept,

the use of simple affirmation, as that form of communication which

alone belongs to the dispensation of the Gospel.

The Apostle James appears to have understood the above com-

mand of our Lord, to he absolute
;
and in accordance with this

Gew, he uses the exhortation, not less clear and emphatic than that

of his Divine Master :
“ But above all things, my brethren, swear

not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither by any
OTHER OATH t but let your yea be yea, and your nay, nay, lest ye

fall into condemnation.”*"

The primitive Christians, for some ages, refused to take oaths :

being called upon to swear, they constantly answered, “ I am a

Christian, I do not swear.” Some of the advocates of judicial

oaths have urged, that this refusal Avas on account of the nature of

the oaths tendered them
;
but there is no proof that this was their

sole grormd of objection; on the contrary, their ansAver favours the

conclusion, that they considered all oaths as unlaAvful for Chris-

tians. They appear to liaAU objected, not to the species of oath

only, but to SAvearing; in obedience to Hiai aaLo said, “ SAvear not

at all.”

That the judgment of the early fathers, both Greek and Latin,

AA'as, that the Avords of our Lord and his Apostle James, forbid all

oaths, AAothout any exception, is abundantly evident from their

Avritings. “ I say nothing of perjury,” says TertuUian, “ since

SAvearing is unlaAvful to Christians

“

The old laAv,” says Basil,

“ is satisfied Avith the honest keeping of an oath : but Christ cuts

off the opporturdty of perjury ;” “ He Avho has j^recluded murder

by taking aAA'ay anger,” obserAus Gregory of Nysse, “ and Avho

has ch'iA'en aAvay the pollution of adultery by subduing desire, has

expelled from our life the curse of perjury, by forbidding us to

* James v. 12.
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swear
;

for where there is no oath there can be no infringement of

it.” “ Let the Christian entirely avoid oaths, in obedience to our

Lord’s prohibition says Chrysostom, “do not, therefore, say to

me, I swear for a just purpose : it is no longer lawful for thee to

swear, either justly or unjustly. Let us preserve our mouths free

from an oath.” “ It is our absolute duty,” says Gregory Naziansen,

“ strictly to attend to the commands of our King, and by all means

to avoid an oath, especially such an one as is taken in the name of

God.” See also Justin, Clement Alex., Origen, Cyprian, Hilary,

Theophylact, Ambrose, Jerom, and Isidorus Pelus. Barclay’s

Apology, Prop. xv. sec. 12. Gurney's Peculiarities of Friends,

&c.

Notwithstanding the plain interdiction of all swearing by our

Saviour and his Apostle James, many attempts have been made to

prove that some exception is implied in these interdictions
;
and

that swearing before a magistrate is compatible with the Gospel

;

it becomes necessary, therefore, to consider, separately, the argu-

ments used in support of Judicial Oaths.

In order to support the assumption, that Christ intended to

except swearing by the name of the Lord from his interdiction,

“ Swear not at all it is urged, that when he used these words,

he was merely combating the perversions of the Pharisees, in which

they taught, that to swear by heaven, or by the earth, or by any of

God’s creatures, was no breach of the command, “And ye shall not

swear by my name falsely, neither shalt thou prophane the name
of thy God : I am the Loeb,”^^ nor an infraction of the Third

Commandment :
“ Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord

thy God in vain. ”f But though Jesus had previously told those

around him that, “ except their righteousness should exceed the

righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, they should in no case

enter the kingdom of heaven ;”j; and, though he noticed, also, the

oaths introduced by the Pharisees, and forbade them, after having

first forbidden swearing by the oath that, under the Law of Moses,

was to be performed unto the Lord, it by no means appears that

the general tenour of this part of his Sermon on the Mount was

exclusively, or even principally, directed against those traditions of

the Pharisees, by which they made the commandments of God of

none effect. The general scope of his discourse, on this occasion,

was obviously, to call the attention of his audience to the imper-

fect morality of various precepts in the Mosaic Law, that related to

* Leviticus xix. 12. t Exodus XX. 7 . ^ Matlliew V. 20.
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conduct, and to inculcate a perfect standard of morality, affecting

motives, as well as actions
;
the allusion to Pharisaical perversions

being merely incidental.

“ Ye have heard,” said He, “ that it was said by them of old

time. Thou shalt not kill
;
and whosoever shall kill, shall be in

danger of the judgment : but I say mito you, that whosoever is

angry with his brother without a cause, shall be in danger of

the judgment : and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca,

shall be in danger of the council
;

but whosoever shall say,

Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire.”"" The Saviour proceeds

to speak, in like manner, of the motives to adultery, swearing, and

revenge, commenting upon the requisitions of the Levitical Law

:

hence, the fair conclusion is, that he was not combating merely

the views of the Pharisees, but chiefly, pointing out what were to

be the motives and actions of men, under the Gospel, in contra-

distinction to those allowed under the dispensation of the Law.

Had the Lord intended that a special exception should be made
to his command, “ Swear not at all,” it is reasonable to presume

he would have expressed it, as he has done in the case of a man
putting away his wife :”f but no exception being expressed, and

the command being absolute, it is not to be assumed that any such

exception is implied.

It has been urged in favour of Judicial Swearing among Chris-

tians, that the Almighty is sometimes said, in the Holy Scriptures,

to have made use of an oath. To this it may be answered, that

the Almighty could not swear as man swears, there being none

greater than Himself, to whom he could appeal
;
and that what he

might do as Sovereign Lord, may not be proper for us to do as

dependent creatures, whose highest perfection is obedience to his

will. WTien the Almighty confirmed his own assertions or promises

by an oath, he spoke to the Jews, or to others of old time, who
regarded an oath as increasing the solemnity and verity of a pro-

mise, in accordance with their imperfect views, and the inferior

dispensations under which they lived. In various parts of the

Scriptures, the Almighty is thus represented as condescending to

the weakness of his creatures, using language adapted to their im-

perfect ideas, and even, in some instances, to their prejudices and

misconceptions. When he says, “ Unto whom I sware in my wrath,

that they should not enter into my rest the passion and chagrin

of a man chafed by the obstinacy and perverseness of those with

* Matthew v. 21, 22. t Matthew v. 22. X Psalms xcv. IL
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Avhom he has to deal, and prompting him to declare with an oath

that he will withhold the good he had designed to confer on them,

are assumed by Him, “ with whom is no variableness neither

shadow of turning in order to render his decrees more clearly

intelligible to the human race, whose ways are not as his ways, nor

their thoughts as his thoughts.! case, however, occurs, in

which the Almighty is represented as swearing, after the introduc-

tion of the perfect standard of morals enjoined by his beloved Son,

whom He hath commanded mankind to hear,! and who has ex-

horted his disciples “ not to swear at all an exhortation, which

no instances of adaptation to a less perfect order of things, in days

of old, can in the least invalidate.

It has been advanced, as a ground for supposing that an excep-

tion in favour of Judicial Swearing was intended by the Lord

Jesus
;
that if no such exception were meant, the words, “ For

whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil,” or “ of the evil

one,” as some ancient copies of the Scriptures have it, would cast

upon the Most High, the imputation of having instituted of old

time that which wms of the evil one. This objection, however, is

grounded on the supposition that God was the original institutor of

oaths
;
which no where appears. The case of God swearing to

Abraham is not the first instance of an oath recorded in the

Scriptures ;§ and it is evident from the expressions of the Apostle

Paul, that on this occasion, as well as on many others, some of which

have been already alluded to, God condescended to express himself

in a manner according Avith the imperfect views of those to Avhom

his promise appertained: “For,” says the Apostle, “ ivhen God
made promise to Abraham, because he could swear by no greater,

he swore by himself, saying, surely, blessing I will bless thee, and

multiplying I Avill multiply thee. For men verily sivear by the

greater, and an oath for confirmation is to them an end of all strife.

Wherein God, willing more abundantly to shoiv unto the heirs of

salvation the immutability of his counsel, confirmed it by an oath,”||

&c. It is clearly to be inferred from these expressions that “ an

oath for confirmation ” was customary among men at the period

when God confirmed his promise, in this manner, to Abraham.

It is to be observed, that the standard of morality held up to the

Israelites under the Law of Moses, though far superior to that of

the heathen nations which surrounded them, was still inferior to

• James i. 17. t Isaiah Iv, 8, 9. J John v. 22—Matthew xvii. 5.

II
Hebrews vi. 13, 17.§ See Genesis xiv. 21—xxi. 23, 24.
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that of the Gospel, to which it served, nevertheless, as a sort of

stepping-stone, or as the Apostle terms it, “ A schoolmaster to

bring us unto Christ and yet all its inferiority was of evil, or

of the evil one, and was tolerated in condescension to human
weakness, and not instituted, by the Most High. Of this, we have

specific information from the lips of Christ himself, in a case strictly

parallel with that under consideration, in his comment on the

practice of divorcement, as allowed under the law : “For the hard-

ness of your heart,” says He, “Moses wrote you this precept
;
but

from the beginning of the creation, God made them male and

female. For this cause, a man shall leave his father and his mother,

and cleave to his wife
;
and they twain shall be one flesh : so then

they are no more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God hath

joined together, let not man put asunder.”f
If He then, whose name is Holy, tolerated, consistently with

his attributes, the custom of the Jews with regard to divorcement,

because of the hardness of their hearts, and in adaptation to an

inferior standard of morality
;
his righteousness cannot be impugned,

in supposing that the custom of swearing was tolerated on the

same grounds. Both practices may be traced to the hardness of

men’s hearts
; both imply a defective standard of morality to render

them necessary
; and both, therefore, come of the “ evil one.”

Until Christ had promulgated his Gospel, which included a pure

standard of morality, and was about to offer himself a propitiatory

sacrifice for the sins of mankind, and to send the Holy Spirit to

con\ince the world of sin, and to lead those who should receive

him, and believe in Jesus into all truth
;
Satan appears to have

retained a power, of which, at that remarkable crisis, he was de-

prived : it was then that Jesus exclaimed, “ I beheld Satan as

lightning fall from heaven.

This accords with the declaration of the Almighty, referred to by
the Apostle, “ Yet once more I shake not the earth only but also

heaven
;
and this word. Yet once more, signifieth the removing

of those things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that

those things which cannot be shaken may remain.”§ The “ things

that are shaken,” here, obviously refer to the things belonging to

the inferior dispensation of the Law of Moses
;
and “ the things

that cannot be shaken ” to the perfect dispensation of the Gospel,

the morality of which, being pure, rests on an immoveable foun-

dation.

* Galatians iii. 24. t Mark x 5, 0. X Luke X. IS. I Heb xii. 26, 27.
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The passage In the Epistle to the Hebrews, already adverted to,

—“ For men verily swear by the greater, and an oath for confir-

mation is to them an end of all strife,”*' has also been urged as an

apostolic countenance to judicial swearing, under the Gospel : but

surely, the incidental mention of a general practice among men,

having reference also to what occurred in the days of Abraham, is

not a sufficient argument for the rectitude of that practice, under

the dispensation of the Gospel : nor a proof that it was allowed

by Christians, who, in comparison with the rest of “ men,” at the

period when the Apostle wrote, were few in number.

The circumstance of our Lord being silent before the High

Priest, until he adjured him by the Lhdng God, has been advanced

in defence of swearing before a magistrate. It does not, however,

appear in this instance, that Jesus either swore himself, or was

sworn by his judges. He was not attending the court as a witness,

neither was there any fact, to which he Mas called to depose. He
was accused of having assumed the divine character : the evidence

brought in proof of the point urns of a suspicious and unsatisfactory

description
;
and it was eHdently for the purpose of entrapping

him into the repetition of the supposed crime, that the High Priest

solemnly enjoined him to declare to the Sanhechim, M'hether he

was, or Mms not, the Sox or God. With this solemn injunction

Jesus complied ; and no sooner had he uttered his answer, than

the “ High Priest rent his clothes, saying, he hath spoken blas-

phemy
;
what further need have we of Mutnesses ? behold now ye

have heard his blasphemy.”! The verb rendered in this passage

“ I adjure,” is admitted by some of the ablest Greek scholars not

to mean, I make to SM'ear, or put upon oath, but only, I solemnly,

and in the name of God, enjoin.

It is sometimes argued, that the Apostle Paul has made use of

oaths in some parts of his epistles. By a reference to the definition

of an oath, in the commencement of this essay, it muU be seen

that his expressions M’ant the essential features of an oath. “ God
is my witness,” says he to the Homans, “ that Muthout ceasing I

make mention of you ahvays in my prayers.”! And to the Thes-

salonians, “ Neither at any time used m'c flattering words—God is

witness.”§ To the Galatians, he says, “Now the things that I

Avrite unto you, behold before God, I lie not.’j| And to the Co-

rinthians, “ Moreover, I call God for a record upon my soul,”*^ &c.

* Hebrews vi. lb. i Matthew xxvi. Go. j Homans i. 0. § 1 Thes. ii. Ji.

|1 Galatians i. V 2 rorinlhians i. 23.
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These solemn affirmations appeal to the Omnipresent Deity, as

privy to the secrets of men’s hearts
;
hut they include nothing of

that which being of old time, added to yea and nay, came of evil.

The most scrupulous Christians who would object to all oaths,

would hardly assert that there are no occasions in which appeals

of this kind may be made with propriety. Great care should

however be used that the sacred name of the Most High, or of

his holy attributes, be not lightly uttered by mortals, lest his great

name should be taken in vain : the danger of this sin is a sufficient

objection to such an appeal being used to supersede an oath in

judicial cases.

The example of the Angel who “ lifted up his hand to heaven,

and sware by him who liveth for ever and ever, that there should

be time no longer,"* has been adduced in support of the opinion,

that swearing is lawfid under the Gospel. Upon this it may be

remarked, that what John here records, was only what he saw in

a vision. Had he seen a reality, instead of the representa-

tion of the things which should come to pass, exhibited in a man-

ner adapted to the views and capacities of those, for whose warning

and instruction, he was commissioned to write them, what was done

by an angel in heaven, beyond the reach of error and sin, w'ould

be no authority for a man upon earth, ivho is liable to both, to do

the same
;
especially when, in taking the angel for an example, he

would be transgressing the commands of his Lord and Master.

In aimmg to discuss the leading arguments brought foiuvard in

support of the practice of judicial sivearing, it would be improper

to omit noticing the sentiment, promulgated in the thirty-ninth

Article of the Ejiiscopal Chm’ch of England. The w'riter is not

aware of the existence of any other authorized document of that

community of Christians, explanatory of the Hew there taken on

the subject in question
;
he can, therefore, only advert to it as it

stands in the Ai’ticle itself. The words are these :
—“ As we con-

fess that vain and rash swearing is forbidden Christian men by our

Lord Jesus Christ, and James his apostle, so we judge, that the

.
Christian Religion doth not prohibit but that a man may swear

when the magistrate requireth, in a case of faith and charity, so

it be done according to the Prophet’s teaching, in justice, judg-

ment, and truth.” It may be observed, no sufficient reason is here

given, why such a judgment is come to
;

for with respect to the

circumstances and manner in which, it is here assumed, oaths may

* Revelations x. 6.
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be taken, reference is made, not to any precept under the Gospel,

but to one by a prophet, addressed to a people living under the

Mosaic dispensation, which certainly admitted of swearing, though

only in truth, and by the name of the Lord.

Attempts are also made to defend judicial oaths, by the assump-

tion that they are indisj)ensable in obtaining true e^ddence, in courts

of justice. Few persons are, however, to be found in the present

day, so unenlightened as not to perceive, that it is rather the fear

of the penalty, than the solemnity of the oath, that influences people

of bad principles, on these occasions, to speak the truth. Were
swearing in courts of justice to be superseded by the use of simple

affirmation, and the same penalties attached to false afflrmations

that are now attached to perjury, there is no reason to fear that

the difficulty of obtaining true evidence would be increased : but

for causes which will shortly be explained, there is ground to expect

this difficulty would be greatly diminished.

It is a sound maxim, that nothing which is morally wrong, can

be politically advantageous. Mistaken views of expediency may
induce legislative bodies to adopt measures that are unsound in

moral principle, with a design to promote the interests of a state

;

but such measures will ever be found to demoralize the people, and
to weaken the influence of the Government. That such is the

effect produced by the practice of legalized swearing, may be made
to apjiear

;
but it will be of advantage before illustrating this part

of the subject, to take a view of the evidence which further tends

to confirm the conviction that the command of Christ
;
“ Swear not

at all,” is absolute, and admits of no exception.

It is an acknowledged principle in morals, that it is an immo-

rality for a man to engage himself to the performance of an obli-

gation in any bond that exceeds his actual possessions, or beyond

what is properly under his control. This principle is recognized

by our Saviour in his command not to swear by the oath which

was of old time to be performed unto the Lord
;
neither by heaven,

because it is God’s throne
;
nor by the earth, because it is his foot-

stool
;
neither by Jerusalem, because it was the city of the great

King
;
neither by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair

white or black. The conclusion is obvious : all these oaths in-

volved more than any man had control over, and consequently

more than he could stake without guilt. But a simple affirmation

involves no such consequence, and is therefore perfectly consistent

with the pure morality enjoined in the Gospel of Christ.

The sentiment tliat the commands of Christ and his Apostle
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James ivere intended to forbid all oaths, receives strong confirma-

tion from the moral influence of swearing, even when limited

to judicial oaths.

It must he admitted, that in proportion as an allegation is

supposed to be increased in solemnity and weight, by the addition

of an oath, in such proportion the solemnity and weight of simple

affirmation is diminished
;
and the idea encouraged, that declaration

without an oath, is not to be regarded as so binding as declaration

with an oath.

That the use of oaths produces such a 'sentiment is often proved

by the assertion of persons charged with Ijing :
“ I did not swear

to it.” Expressions of this sort are apt to be looked upon as

proving, than an oath gives a higher tone to moral feeling than

simple affirmation can do. But on investigation, it will be found,

rather, that the standard of simjfie truth has been lowered in the

estimation of the people
;
and that a serious inroad has been made

for wanton, or careless prevarication and lying, by ecclesiastical

and legal institutions having fostered the idea that truth was con-

firmed by an oath.

Who, it may be asked of the advocates for swearing, are the

persons most ready to confirm then- assertions by an oath ? Is it

not uniformly those whose veracity is least to be depended upon,

and who also have the least respect for the solemnity and respon-

sibility of an oath ? A readiness to swear in confirmation of an

assertion, is proverbially considered an indication of laxity with

regard to truth in the individual
;

for he who fears not to lie, fears

not to swear.

Many heathens have been so far enlightened as to be deeply

sensible of the demoralizing influence of oaths, and to discom-age

the use of them on that account. Epictetus says, “ Avoid swear-

ing altogether —Plato, “ Let an oath be avoided on every occa-

sion —Chcerilus, “ No oath, whether a just or an unjust one,

ought to be allowed —Menander, “ Abstain from swearing
;
even

though it be justly —Solon, “ A good man ought to be in that

. estimation, that he need not an oath
;
because it is to be reputed

a lessening of his honour, if he be forced to swear —Pythagoras,
“ Let no man call God to witness by an oath

;
no not in judgment;

but let every man accustom himself so to speak, that he may
become worthy to be trusted, even without an oath.” Similar

sentiments were also expressed by other heathens.* If, therefore.

* Sec Grotius on Matthew v. 34 ; Barclay’s Apology, prop. xv. sec. 12.
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the commands of Christ be construed to admit of swearing under

the Gospel, it must also be admitted that the standard of morality,

proposed to mankind in the Gospel, in regard to speaking the

truth, is inferior to that upheld by many heathens
;
and will not

the advocates of Judicial Swearing revolt from an admission so

derogatory to Christianity ?

Lowering the standard of moral truth is not the only demoralizing

effect of Judicial Swearing : it opens the way to profane and col-

loquial swearing. A careful investigation into the subject may
convince any unprejudiced person, that there is no line of demar-

cation betwixt the most solemn and the most frivolous oaths
;
and

that there is every conceivable gradation between the two extremes.

Who then shall undertake to say, where profane swearing begins ?

If it be answered, It is only before a magistrate that swearing is

allowed to Christians ; it may be replied, Jesus Christ makes no

mention of a magistrate, in any supposed exception in favour of

oaths; and there are certainly many other occasions, equally solemn

and important with the greater part of those on which an oath is

required before a magistrate.

So decidedly subversive of the morality enjoined by our holy

Redeemer is the influence of Judicial Swearing, that this circum-

stance alone might have been sufficient to have proved all oaths

inconsistent with the Gospel, if neither our Lord, nor his Apostle

James, had said a word upon the subject. And there is reason

to apprehend, that neither the lax regard to truth, nor the prac-

tice of “ vain and rash swearing,” so lamentably prevalent, will

ever be successfully opposed, so long as judicial, or any other

oaths, are enjoined by the Government, and receive the sanction

of ministers of the Gospel, and the support of ecclesiastical estab-

lishments. Till it be admitted, on all hands, that “ Swear not at

all,” means “Swear not at all;” and, that in swearing by heaven,

or by the earth, on by any otheh oath, men fall into condem-

nation
;
and that Yea is to be yea, and Nay, nay, on all occa-

sions :—because of swearing the land will mourn, and because of

lying, the heart of the righteous will be made sad.*

It is a remarkable fact, that the advocates for Judicial Swearing

all endeavour to prove, that swearing by the name of the Lord

alone, as alloived to the Jews, is to be tolerated under the Gospel;

while they overlook the circumstance, that the oath iirescribed by

the English IjUW, is of a widely different character
;

and that

* Jeremiah xxiii. 10 ; Ezekiel xiii. 22.
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in taking this oath, they break the command they propose to

establish.

The penalty which the swearer calls do-^m upon himself in taking

the common judicial oath, in an English court of justice, on the

supposition of his swearing falsely, is one of infinite weight and

severity
;

it is nothing less than the eternal punishment of his

immortal soul. He swears that “ he will tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth and adds, “ So help me God.”

This imprecation was, in former days, more intelligibly expressed by

the additional ivords “ at his holy dome,” which are now omitted

in the form, though the spirit of them of them is fully implied.

These expressions he accompanies by the significant act of kissing

the Bible or New Testament. Thus, in effect, he says : Let the

condition on which God shall help me in the day of judgment, or

grant me an interest in the salvation proposed in the Gospel, be,

that I now speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth. WTien we consider the circumstances of mental excitement

and perturbation, so frequently experienced by the person taking

the oath, and which are peculiarly fitted to deprive him of his self-

possession, and of the calm exercise of his judgment, and when we
reflect upon the very comprehensive nature of the promise, that he

will speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

and upon the tremendous import of the pledge that is at stake, the

practice of Judicial Swearing assumes a truly awful character.

In this respect the English Judicial Oath far outiveighs that used

among the Jews. If an Israelite inadvertently swore falsely, when
the circumstance came to his knowledge, he was to look upon himself

as guilty, and was to confess his sin ; and he Avas commanded to

bring a trespass offering unto the Lord, for the sin AA'hich he had

sinned
;
a female from the flock, a lamb or a kid of the goats, for a

sin-offering
;
and the priest was to make an atonement for him, the

man laying his hand upon the head of his sacrifice, Avhen it Avas

killed.* By this act the sinner Avas regarded as confessing that

his sin deserA-ed death, and as identifying himself Aidth his sacrifice,

the life of Avhich he offered as a substitute for his OAvn life
;

for

“ Avithout shedding of blood is no remission. ”f But in the

English Oath, the SAvearer proposes, in case he SAvear falsely, to

forfeit his interest in that sacrifice Avhich Christ offered of himself

once for all, and by AAEich alone there is remission of sin under the

Gospel

!

* Leviticus iv. 32, 35 ;
v. 13. t Hebrews ix. 22.
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No doubt can exist as to the right of legislative bodies to secure

true evidence in Courts of Law, so far as it can be secured, by the

infliction of civil penalties upon false affirmations
;
but surely,

nothing can justify them in requiring persons to transgress the

commands of Christ, or to stake that salvation which he died to

purchase, for the convenience of those on whose account evidence

is required. If the persons giving evidence he Christians, they

have no right, on any considerations, to transgress the commands

of their Lord and Master, or to stake their salvation : for “ they are

not their own : they are bought Avith a price.

It is the duty of the Christian Avho entertains a doubt respecting

the propriety of SAvearing under the Gospel dispensation, to avoid

the practice; for as “Avhatsoever is not of faith is sin:”| he is hound

to avoid all active compliance Avith measures that are of doubtful pro--

priety, and thus to “ abstain from all appearance of evil :”J and “ to

have ahvays a conscience void of offence toAvard God and toAvard

men.’"§ At the same time he must hear in mind the injunction
;

“ Let every soid be subject unto the higher poAvers.”|| And, Avhere

he cannot conscientiously comply Avith the laAvs, he ought patiently

to submit to the penalties consequent upon his non-compliance,

according to the example of the Apostles.^

That the injunction, “ Let every soul he subject to the higher

poAvers,” is not intended to enjoin active obedience, Avhere a good

conscience Avould be vdolated, is plain from the example of Peter

and John, Avho, Avhen ordered to act in a manner contrary to the

DiA'ine commands, replied, “Whether it be right in the sight of

God, to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye.’"'^'-''

As the British Laiv regards a refusal to SAvear, as contempt of

Court, Avithout taking into account the motii^es of the persons re-

fusing, a judge may be placed under the painful necessity of com-

mitting to prison a person refusing to take an oath from conscien-

tious motives. It may reasonably be expected, howei'er, in the

present enlightened age, that such an imprisonment Avould not be

of long duration
;
but should it prove otherwise, a good conscience

is Avorth suffering for, even in a prison.

It is a solemn truth, and Avorthy of the serious consideration of

Christians, that every indmdual Avho conforms to the practice of

SAvearing, voluntarily renders himself responsible for the continuance

of the custom Avith all its attendant evils.

* Corinthians v. 20. t Komans xiv. 23. i 1 Tlies. v. 22. \ Acts xxiv. 16.

!|
Komans xiii. I. Acts iv, •• Acts iv. 19.
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Were those who see the inconsistency of Judicial Oaths with the

commands of Christ, to act conformably with their convictions, we

might confidently hope, that the Legislature itself would recognize

the absolute nature of the command of Christ, “ Swear not at all

and in accordance with his exhortation, “ Let youi' Yea be yea, and

your Nay, nay adopt a form of simple aifirmation, in the place

of that system of swearing which has so long dishonoured God, and

demoralized the people.

Such a measure would powerfully contribute to raise the stan-

dard of truth in public estimation, and thus to reduce the amount

of national sin
;
and while it would diminish the difficulty attendant

on the administration of the laws, by rendering evidence less un-

certain, it would add to the stability of the Government, which

stability must ever be proportioned to the soundness of the moral

tone of its people.

A conviction of the importance of being faithful to the command
of Christ, “ Swear not at all,” has induced many Christians, at

various periods, to refuse compliance ivith laws requiring oaths :

and to submit to tedious imprisonments, and grievous sufferings,

rather than violate a good conscience. The Society of Friends,

called Quakers, especially, endured much persecution on this ac-

coimt during the Commonwealth, and in the reign of Charles the

Second, &c. At length their affirmations were tolerated in civil

cases by the Legislature
;
and the penalties consequent on their

refusal to swear were removed. By the 3rd and 4th of William

the Fourth, cap. 49, intituled “An Act to allow Quakers and

Moravians to make Affirmation in all cases where an Oath

is or shall be required, their affirmations have been admitted

in criminal cases, and for all other legal purposes, and the

same penalties have been attached to them, in case of false-

hood being proved, as to perjury.” This exemption from swear-

ing has also been extended, by a recent Act of the British Parlia-

ment, to the Separatists, a body of Dissenters from the Episcopal

Church, of modern date. And it becomes all professing the name
of Christ, and who are therefore bound to depart from iniquity, to

w'eigh this subject seriously, endeavouring to divest their minds of

all bias and prejudice; and should their deliberations result in the

conviction of the unlawfulness of swearing, ought they not to urge,

when pressed to take an oath, as was practically urged by the con-

scientious individual who recently refused to take an oath, in the

Supreme Court of Van Diemens Land
;
Christ has said, “ Swear not

at all,” and God hath commanded me to “ hear him:” “VTiether,”
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therefore, “
it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you

more than unto God, judge ye ?”

Though much more might be advanced in support of the

sentiments of the writer, enough, he apprehends, has been said

in the preceding pages, to prove—than an Oath differs essentially

from a Solemn Affirmation,—that the British Law recognizes this

distinction,—that the Jews, under the First Covenant were limited

to swearing by the name of the Lord,—that Jesus Christ has for-

bidden the use of this and of every other oath,—that the Apostle

James enjoined men above all things not to swear,—that the early

Christians acted in obedience to these commands, and refused to

swear,—that ancient Christian authors of great eminence denounce

all swearing,—that the various arguments used in favour of Chris-

tians swearing before a magistrate are futile,—that the Episcopal

Church of England, in its 39th Article, adduces no sufficient war-

rant for Judicial Swearing, though professing to consider it not

prohibited by the Christian Religion,—that oaths are not necessary

for the accomplishments of the ends of justice,—that they belonged

to an inferior and defective system of morality, and are so ob-

viously demoralizing in their effects, that even heathens were

sensible of their demoralizing influence,—that there is no line of

demarcation between the most solemn and the most frivolous oaths,

—that their demoralizing effects alone are sufficient to prove them

inconsistent -with the Gospel,—that the oath prescribed by the

British Law is widely different from, and much more awful in its

character than that allowed to the Jews, and is highly objectionable,

even according to the views of the advocates for Judicial Swearing,

—that legislative bodies have no proper right to enjoin Christians

to swear,—that by abolishing the use of Judicial Oaths, the ad-

ministration of the laws would be facilitated,—that Christians are

not required by the Gospel actively to obey, in violation of a good

conscience,—and finally, that they ought to he willing to suffer

rather than to take an oath, when convinced of its unlawfulness

under the Gospel.

In endeavouring to establish these positions, it is presumed, that

the Question, “ Ai-e Judicial Oaths Lawful?” has been satisfactorily

answered
;
and sufficient evidence adduced to prove, that they are

not lawful ; and that every other kind of oath is likewise forbidden

under the Gospel.

Noi'e .—In the foregoing essay extracts have been freely introduced from Tuke’s Prin-

ciples of Friends, and Gurney on the Distinguishing views and practices of Friends.
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Remarks on the Indigenous Vegetable Productions
OF Tasmania, available as Food for Man. By
James Backhouse, amended, by Ronald C. Gunn.

In the Van Diemens Land Annual, for 1834, edited by Dr. Ross,

a paper appeared, “ On the Roots and other indigenous Esculents

of the Colony.” That account met with attention in Europe, from

the remarkable circumstance that so few of the indigenous plants

of these Colonies jueld any fruit suitable for human subsistence.

In this respect, the Australian regions stand singularly apart, from

every other portion of the known world.

The present article is chiefly a republication of the paper alluded

to, but with such additions as a longer residence in the Colony

enabled, the last editor to make.

Originally the plants were classified into those yielding Roots,

Fruits, and Leaves, available for the sustenance of man, but here

they are noticed according to their Natural Orders.

DICOTYLEDONES.

Natural Order Ceticifeka;. Cress family.

Genus, Cardamine.

C. heterophylla is a small cress, common in good, light soil, in

most parts of the Colony. C. nivea is a larger species, found grow-

ing on the South Esk, near Launceston, and at the base of Mount
Wellington. C. tenuifolia is an aquatic species, common about

Norfolk Plains and the western parts of the Colony.
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These, as also a few other plants of this well-known family,

might be eaten lilte the Common Cress
;
although generally, when

in a wild state, or not growing luxmiantly, they are slightly acrid.

Nat. Ord. Pittospoee^. Pittosporum family.

Billardiera. Apple Berry.

B. mufabilis has a green cylindidcal fruit, becoming of a lighter

green, or amber colour, when ripe, possessing a jileasant, sub-acid

taste
;

but the seeds are numerous and hard. This species is

common about Launceston, growing among stones, in dry places

;

and is very abundant on Flinders Island. The fruit drops off im-

mediately, on becoming ripe, and must usually be picked off the

ground, but is not produced in sufficient quantity to be useful.

Nat. Ord. Gekaniaceje. Geranium family.

Geranium parvijiorum. Small-flowered Geranium.

The Aborigines were in the habit of digging up the roots of this'

plant, which are large and fleshy, and roasting them for food. It

was called about Launceston, Native Carrot. This species is very

widely distributed over the Colony, and is usually found in light,

loamy sod.

Nat. Ord. Oxaeideje. Wood-sorrel family.

Oxalis micropliylla. Small-leaved Wood-sorrel.

This little plant, which displays its lively, yellow blossoms on

almost every grassy spot in the Colony, and has acid leaves, in form

resembling the leaves of clover, is very pleasant eaten raw, to allay

thirst
;
and made into tarts, it is almost equal to the barberry. O.

lactea, a white flowering species, is found about the Hampshire

and Surrey Hills, and western parts of the Colony
;
but is too

sparingly distributed to be generally serviceable, like the pre-

ceding species.

Nat. Ord. Butace.®. Rue family.

CorrcBa alba. Cape Barren Tea.

The leaves of this species, which is common all along the sea-

coast, forming a shrub from two to four feet high, have been

used by the sealers on the islands in Bass’s Straits, as a substitute

for tea.

Nat. Ord. LEGUMiNOSiE. Pea family.

Although we possess about 60 species of this family, exclusive
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of the Acacia, none of them yield good edible seeds. The Abo-

rigines were in the habit of collecting the ripening pods of Acacia,

Sopliora or the Boobialla, and, after roasting them in the ashes,

they picked out the seeds and eat them. This is a common shrub,

growing from 6 to 15 feet high, on the sand-hills of the coast,

The seeds of A. verticillata. Prickly Acacia, and some other com-

mon species, might doubtless be eaten in the same way. A gum,

resembling in character and properties the Gum-arabic of com-

merce, which is produced by a species of this genus, exudes

abundantly, at certain seasons, from the bark of several species of

Acacia, particularly from those known as Silver and Black Wattles,

A. mollissima and affinis, and might be collected in considerable

quantities.

Nat. Ord. Rosacea. Rose family.

Ruhus macropodus. Tasmanian Bramble.

The common Bramble of the Colony, has a sw'eetish, red fruit,

but the seeds are large and hard : it bears abundantly in many
situations in the 1st and 2nd months. The finest fruit in the

Colony, however, is produced by Rubus Ounnianus, a small spe-

cies of this genus, bearing yellow flowers, and found commonly
on the summits of all the mountains, and also in the level country

of the Hampshire and Surrey HiUs. It is a small creeping 2ilant,

seldom exceeding an inch or two in height, but covering patches

of ground, of several feet in extent. The soil in which it bears

most fruit, is composed principally of decayed wood. The fruit,

which is large, of a fine red colour, and formed like that of the

Ruhus arcticus, is hidden from sight under the leaves, which densely

cover the ground, and is also often jiartially buried under the light

soil. The flavour resembles that of the English Cranberry.

Acana Sanguisorha. The Burr of the Colonists.

The leaves of this plant are said to be an excellent substitute

for tea. It is common every where, and well knoivn from the

annoyance caused by its seeds hooking to the stockings, and other

parts of the dress of pedestrians.

Nat. Ord. Mtetace^. Myrtle family.

The genera Leptospermum and Melaleuca are, in the Island, indis-

criminately called “ Tea-tree,” without reference to species. The
leaves of some of them have been used as a substitute for tea

;

but the flavour is too highly aromatic to please the European taste.

c
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Nat. Ord. Ficoide^e. Fig-marigold family.

Genus, Mesemhryantliemum.

M. (equilaterale, Pig-faces, the Canagong of the Aborigines. The
seed-vessel of this plant is about an inch and a half long, of a

yellowish, reddish, or green colour, and somewhat ob-conical.

The pulp is sweetish and saline. Robert Brown a celebrated botanist

observes, that this is the most widely diffused plant in Australia,

being found on all the coasts. It seldom extends many hrmdrcd

yards inland, except along the margins of rivers, like the Der-

went and Tamar, which may indeed be called estuaries. The

fruit is ripe in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd months.

Nat. Ord. Capeieoliace^. Honeysuckle family.

Samhucus Gaudichaudiana. Tasmanian Elder.

The Elder of this Colony has an annual stem, seldom exceeding

three feet in height, and it is only found in the richest soil, in

shady, humid situations. It hears very large cymes of a white fruit,

of sweetish taste. In some places they may be collected in large

quantities.

Nat. Ord. Cinchonaceje. Peruvian Bark family.

Genus, Coprosma.

Of this genus, which belongs to the Coffee section of Cnichon-

acem, there are three species in the Colony, all bearing esculent

berries. C. hirtclla or cuspidifoUa (both being the same species),

called Native Holly, is a shrub growing from four to eight feet

high, in rocky places
;

it bears a large, dark-red or purple drupe,

almost the size of a small cherry, containing two seeds resembling

in form, flat grains of coffee. The pulp, or succulent coating of the

seeds, is of a sweetish flavour, but not very agreeable. This

species seldom bears much fruit, nor is it sufficiently plentiful

in one spot, to be so useful as either of the two following species.

C. micropliylla, one of the many plants called in the Colony

by the name of Native Currant. This grows from six to twelve

feet high, in almost every umbrageous ravine, and in many
places, forms the principal underwood in dense forests. The
fruit is a red, round drupe, about the size of a small pea

;
and

these it bears abundantly. Some years ago, when our British

fruits were scarce, it was made into puddings by some of the

settlers; but the size and number of the seeds were objectionable.

C. nitida. This species is smaller than the last, growing more
erect and dense, and seldom exceeding from four to six feet in
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height. It exists on the skies and near the summits of all the

mountains
;

but also abounds in the open country about the

Hampshire and Surrey Hills. The fruit, which it bears in profu-

sion, is elliptical, of a coral-red colour, sometimes approaching to

amber. Persons suffering from excessive thirst, have been relieved

by eating the berries of this species.

Nat. Ord. Eeice^. Heath family.

Genus, Gaultheria.

G. hisjnda, or Wax- cluster, is abundant in the middle region

of Mount Wellington, and in other elevated and moist situations

in the Colony. The fruit is formed by the thickened divisions of the

calyx, inclosing the small seed-vessel : when ripe, it is of a snowy
white. The flavour is difficult to describe, but it is not unpleasant.

In tarts, the taste is something like that of young gooseberries,

with a slight degree of bitteimess. It usually grows from three

to six feet high.

In 1834, R. C. Gunn found on Ben Lomond G. cmtipoda, a small

shrub, bearing white fruit of a superior flavour, and as large as a

small Gooseberry.

Nat. Ord. Ebackide.®. Epacris family.

All the fruits of the berry-bearing section of this extensive

natural order, are esculent
;

but the seeds are too large, and the

pulpy covering too thin, to render them very available for food;

the folloiving, therefore, only are noticed :

—

Astroloma hmnifusa,

the Tasmanian Cranberry, is found all over the Colony. It has

a fruit of a green or whitish colour, sometimes slightly red, about

the size of a Black Currant, consisting of a viscid, apple-flavoured

pulp enclosing a large seed. This fruit grows singly on the

trailing stems of the plant, which resembles Juniper, bearing

beautiful, scarlet blossoms, in winter. The fruit of Styphelia

adscendens, a small prostrate shrub, found near Hobart Town,

resembles in appearance and character that of Astroloma liumifusa.

Leucopogon Richei, called Native Currant, is a large, dense shrub,

growing only on the sea coast, and attaining to a height of from

four to seven feet. The beinies are small, white, and of a herby

flavour. In D’Entrecasteaux’s voyage, in search of La Perouse,

a French Naturalist named Riche, was lost for three days on the

south coast of New Holland, and supported himself principally

upon the berries of this plant
;
in commemoration of which cir-

cumstance, it has received its specific name.
c 2
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Nat. Orel. SoiANEiE, Potato family.

Solanuin laciniatum. Kangaroo Apple.

This is a shrub growing from four to six feet high, with large,

cleep)ly-cut leaves
;

it bears blue flowers, succeeded by a large

fruit, resembling that of the potato. This fruit when perfectly

ripe, which is indicated by the outer skin bursting, may be eaten

in its natural state, or boiled or baked. It has a mealy, subacid

taste, and may be eaten in any quantity with impunity
;
but until

the skin bursts, although the fruit may otherwise appear ripe, it

has an acrid taste, and causes an unpleasant, burning sensation

in the throat. The Kangaroo-apple flourishes best near the coast,

but grows on the Derwent, ten miles above New Norfolk. It

is a perennial of rapid growth, but is injured by slight frost.

Nat. Ord. CHENOPODEiE. Goosefoot family.

Many of the plants of this family may be used as pot-herbs
;

and some, such as Atriplex Haliimis, are called “ Botany Bay
Greens from having been very generally so used, many years

ago, during a season of scarcity in N. S. Wales, and V. D. Land.

The genera existing in this Island, are ChenojMclium, Atriplex,

Rhagodia, Threlkeldia, and Salicornia. The young shoots of

Salicornia indica are sometimes pickled.

Nat. Ord. Poltgone^. Buckwheat family.

Polygonum adpressmn of Hooker, in the Botanical Magazine.

Macquarie Harbour Vine or Grape.

This large climber was introduced into Hobart Town from Mac-

quarie Harbour about 1831 or 1832 ;
but it also abounds in almost

every other humid forest in the Colony. The fruit, which is formed

of the thickened divisions of the calyx of the flower, enclosing a

triangular seed, of unpleasant flavour, hangs in racemes, and is of

a sweetish taste. At the penal settlement of Macquarie Harbour,

it was made into pies, puddings, &c.

Nat. Ord. Calycanthe^. Allsjiice family

Atherosperma moscliata. Tasmanian Sassafras.

This forms a beautiful tree in many parts of the Colony, attaining

to a height of 150 feet, and is from 6 to 7 feet in circumference.

Its mode of growth resembles many Conifera, in being conical, and

in having all its branches of the same year’s growth, radiating from

one point on the trunk. A decoction of the bark, either when in its

green state, or after having been dried, is used in many remote
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parts of the Colony, as a substitute for tea, and, when taken with

plenty of milk, has a pleasant taste. Its effects are, however,

slightly aperient. This tree delights in humidity, and is therefore

only found on the margins of streams, in deep valleys, or in the

southern and western parts of the Colony, which possess a more

humid climate than the centre and eastern side of the Island.

Nat. Ord. Osteideje. Osyris family.

Exocarjjus cupressiformis. Cypress Cherry Tree.

This A'ery handsome cypress-looking tree, usually grows in the

open forest, imder the slight shade of the Eucahjpti

;

but it is

scarce in other districts. The fruit is red, of a sv'eet taste, oA'al,

and not exceeding the size of a currant, it produces the seed out-

side. Exocarpus strictus is a smaller shrub, with ivhite fruit,

similar in other respects to E. ciqiressiformis.

Nat. Ord. Santalace^. Sandal Wood family.

Leptomeria Billardieri. NatNe Currant.

This shrub groAVS about six feet high, and resembles Broom

:

it is devoid of leaA'es, but the branches are rormdish, slender,

and delicate. It bears its numerous sjiikes of small Avhite floAA'ers,

and subsequently its green fruit, at the extremity of the branches.

The AA'hole plant, as Avell as the fruit, is of an acid taste, Avith

a certain degree of astringency, but Avell suited Avhen cheived,

to allay thirst. This plant is usually found in light, sandy soil.

Although not abundant, it is widely distributed.

Nat. Ord. Casuaeineje. She-oak family.

Casuarina quadrivalvts. Common She-oak.

The leaves, or rather young branches, and the young cones of

this tree, Avhen cheAved, yield a pleasant acid
;
extremely useful to

persons in Avant of Avater. Cattle are also exceedingly fond of

them. This tree does not exist in the north-Avestern parts of the

Colony.

MONOCOTYLEDONES.

Nat. Ord. Oechidaceje. Orchis family.

A number of plants of this family have small bulbous roots,

Avhich Avere formerly eaten by the Aborigines, as they still are by

Cockatoos, Bandicoots, Kangaroo-rats, &c. Little holes are often

seen Avhere the latter animals haA'e been scratching for them.

c 3
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Qastrodia sesamoides, or the Native Potato—see page 119. The
genera Pterostylis, Caladem'a, Microtis, Prasophyllum, Diuris, Thely-

mitra, &c. hear small bulbs
;
they are generally clilFused over the

open and thinly-wooded parts of the Colony.

Nat. Ord. Asphodelejs. Asphodel family.

iKanthoi'rhcea australis ? Grass Tree.

The base of the inner leaves of the Grass-tree is not to he

despised by the hungry. The Aborigines beat off the heads of

these singular plants by striking them about the top of the trunk

with a large stick
;

they then strip off the outer leaves and cut

away the inner ones, leaving about an inch and a half of the white

tender portion, joining the trunk : this portion they eat raw or

roasted
; and it is far from disagreeable in flavour, having a nutty

taste, slightly balsamic. There are some other species of grass-

tree in the Colony, the base of the leaves of which may also be

used as food ; those of the Dwarf Grass-tree, iKanthondiaa hti-

milis, which is abundant about York Town, may be obtained by

twisting the inner leaves firmly together, and pulling them forcibly

upwards
;
but care is required not to cut the Angers, by slqiping the

hand. The different species of X.anthorrJicca are only found on the

poorest soil, and usually in quartzose sand, in very open situations.

Astelia Alpma. Mountain Astelia.

This plant forms large patches on the summits of mountains,

and has light-green, silky leaves springing from the root, and

covered underneath with a white down. The fruit is red, of a

sweet taste, growing in the centre of each plant, and about the

size of a large pea.

Nat. Ord. Ctpeeaceje. Cyperus family.

Lepidosperma gladiata. Broad-leaved Lepidosperma.

The blanched portion of the base of the inner leaves of some
rushes, and of this sedgy plant, which grows on the sand-hills

of the coast, and has the mature leaves an inch wide, and of a deep
green, are eatable, and of a nutty flavour. The flowers of this

plant, to the eye of a common observer, resemble those of rushes.

They grow in clusters, on a stem as flat and broad as the leaves.

ACOTYLEDONES.
Nat. Ord. Eilices. Fern family.

Pteris escidenta. Tara or Eatable Fern.
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The most extensively diffused, edible root of V. D. Land, is

that of the Tara-fern. This plant greatly resembles Pteris aquilina,

the Common Fern, or Brake, of England
;

and, like it, throws

up its single stems at short distances, covering great extents of

light or rich land. The Tasmanian plant is Pteris esculeyita, and

is known among the Aborigines by the name of Tara. The in-

habitants of the South Sea Islands call a variety of esculent seeds

and roots by this name. Pteris escuhnta is known among the Euro-

pean inhabitants of the Colony, by the name of Fern, in common
with many other plants of the same tribe; none of which, however,

spread over extensive portions of open land in the same manner.

It varies in height from a few inches to several feet, according to

the richness of the soil in which it grows ;
and in some parts of the

Colony, especially on Table Cape, it is so tall as to conceal a man
on horseback. The root is not bulbous, but creeps horizontally,

at a few inches below the surface of the earth, and where it is

luxuriant, attains to the thickness of a man’s thumb. Pigs feed

upon this root where it has been turned up by the plough
;
and

in sandy soils, they will themselves turn up the earth in search

of it. The Aborigines roast this root in the ashes, peel off its

black skin with their teeth, and eat it with their roasted kanga-

roo, &c. in the same manner as Europeans eat bread. The root

of the Tara-fern possesses much nutritive matter
;
yet it is to be

observed, that persons who have been reduced to the use of it,

in long excursions through the bush, have become very weak,

though it has prolonged life. "Whether this arose from an in-

sufficient supply, from eating it raw, or from some other cause,

is doubtfid. It is quite certain, that when this root is grated, or

reduced to a pulp by beating, and mixed with cold water, a large

quantity of fecula, resembling arrow-root, is precipitated. This

adheres to the bottom of the vessel, and may easily be prepared

for use by pouring off the water and floating matter, adding fresh

water, stirring up the white powder, and again allowing it to settle.

It may then be cooked by boiling, or the powder may be spread

on cloths and dried in the sun, or hung up in linen bags w'here

there is a free circulation of air.

Cybotium Billardieri. Tree Fern.

The native Blacks of the Colony used to split open about a

foot and a half of the top of the trunk of the Common Tree-fern,

and take out the heart, a substance resembling a Swedish turnip,

and of the thickness of a man’s arm. This they also roasted in the
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ashes, and eat as bread
;
but it is too bitter and astringent to suit

an English palate. It is said that the Aborigines preferred the

heart of another species of tree-fern, Alsojihila australis, found

at Macquarie Harbour, and in other places on the northern side

of V. D. Land. The tree-fern is very generally diffused over the

Colony, in humid, umbrageous ravines, and also to the southward

and westward, growing more extensively in the dense forests,

w'here the climate is moist, as at the Huon River, on the sides

of mountains, and towards Emu Bay and the Hampshire Hills.

Nat. Ord. Fungi. Fungus family.

Agaricus campestris? Common Mushroom.

This, which seems to be precisely similar to the Common Es-

culent Mushroom of England, needs no description. It is very

plentiful in many parts of the Colony, and has a fine flavour.

Mylitta Australis. Native Bread.

This species of tuber is often found in the Colony, attaining to

the size of a child’s head : its taste somewhat resembles boiled

rice. Like the heart of the Tree-fern, and the root of the Native

Potato, cookery produces little change in its character. On asking

the Aborigines how they found the Native-bread, they universally

replied, “A Rotten Tree.” On the dry, open hills about Bothwell,

it is to be detected in the early part of summer, by the ground

bursting upwards as if with something swelling under it, which

is this fungus.

For another esculent fungus, see page 119.

In closing this list of those vegetable productions of Tasmania,

which can in any way be rendered available for the sustenance of

man, it may be remarked, that not one of them is of sufhcient value

to be worthy of the attention of the agriculturist or the horticul-

turist.
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Extract from a Report^ on the State of the Ch;^in-Gangs^

and Road-Parties in Van Diemens I.And. By James
Backhouse and George W. Walter.

To the Lieutenant Governor, George Arthur.

Having visited all the Chain-gangs and Road-parties in V. D.

Land, we proceed to make a report upon their State, Discipline,

&c. according to the request of the Lieutenant Governor.

The State of the Chain-gangs and Road-jiarties is such as to

render them effective as means of punishment, but not equally so

as regards reformation. The privations experieirced in them are

keenly felt by the Prisoners
;

yet, for want of discipline and in-

struction, these privations have a tendency to produce recklessness

of character.

Attention to prevent persons in these gangs, and road-parties

from earning money, by employing the time allowed them for

washing their clothes, &c. in the service of Settlers, or other

persons, has had a beneficial effect. Before this measure was

carried into operation, the money which some of the prisoners

earned, was a bonus to them, to bear the privations of their situa-

tion, and an inducement to some of the more vicious, to prefer a

Road-party to private assigned-service.

In most of the Chain-gangs and Road-parties, there is a great

want of classification. A large number of persons are usually

crowded together in one hut, or room, and those who would

willingly conduct themselves in an orderly manner, are kept in a

state of excitement by those who are determined not to care for
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their situation
;
and who continually keep up noise and other dis-

turbance, to prevent their own minds from dwelling on the cir-

cumstances in which they are placed.

There is, in most of the gangs, and f>arties, a want of attention

to the state of their lodging. Whatever the previous character

of the jirisoners may have been, they are indiscriminately crowded

together in their lodging places, in a way by no means calculated

to preserve a sense of decency, where it has not been previously

extinguished.

At present, the arrangements of the huts, in some of the parties,

is such, that, notwithstanding the attention of the watchmen, if

^
man only he present at the muster, morning and evening, he

wo^j^fj.
have no great difficulty in being absent during the night.

The freque*^^^’
petty depredations, committed upon the neighbouring

Settlers but plainly prove hoAV often such absence occurs.

Absentees from'.^^^® Road-parties, on predatory excursions, in

the day time, are nov easily detected, in consequence of these

Road-parties being statioFred in the Bush, and not having any

boundary marked to their libCi;ty» ’'vhen not at Avork
;
and from

the creeks at which they wash, &C- often being out of sight of

the huts. Were the boundaries stockade<^h or even p,y ^

post and rail fence, beyond which it should be considered an offence

for any man to be found, out of work hours, Avithout proper au-

thority, it might be attended Avith advantage.

Great evil arises from a half-day being alloAved in a Aveek, for

Avashing and repairing clothes. If the men be at all diligent,

they haA"e no occasion for this amount of time, for these purposes;

and many of them, Avhere they are located in the Bush, for Avant

of having it properly occupied, Avaste it in other objects
;

strolling

to a distance, often to the great annoyance of the neighbouring set-

tlers; neglecting also, the objects for Avhich it is allowed. Thus, in

one party Ave observed many of the men on the Sabbath morning,

Avashing their shirts, and attending to other secular concerns,

Avhich ought to have been done on the previous afternoon.

In the Launceston Penitentiary, experience proves how much

time may be saved, by appointing a fcAV men to Avash for a party,

during the Aveek, and hoAV much their proper comfort may be pro-

promoted by haAung a change of clothes, so as to admit of this

arrangement.

—

In this case, tAVO men employed in Avashing, duiing

six days, saA^e the labour of 200 men for a half-day. This arrange-

ment also greatly promotes cleanliness, and prevents the men from

getting into mischief.
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The delivery of several days’ rations at once, to the prisoners,

individually, in the Road-parties, is very undesirable, especially

where it is done only once a-week, as was the case till lately, in

Notmans Road-party. In the other parties, it takes place, for

the most part, twice a week, and though in all of them, one or

more persons are appointed as cooks, yet, in most of them, the

prisoners are allowed to cook for themselves, because, it is alleged,

they prefer doing so
;
a preference which, we submit, ought by

no means to be consulted. Having this liberty, theii’ meat is

usually cooked in a w'asteful manner. It is on this account that

the rations allow^ed, have often proved insufficient. The men in

one party, were often wdthout food for tw'o or three days at the

end of the week, notwithstanding the rations were half as much
more as in the Larmceston Penitentiary, wffiere, being ditferently

managed, they were found sufficient. Having a week’s proHsions

beforehand, greatly facilitates absconding, and is also an evil in

this respect.

The men having their meat delivered to their owm individual

charge, without having any place to keep it in, except the huts

in which they cook, live, and sleep, alleged that the meat soon

spoiled, and that they therefore cooked it in the early part of the

w^eek, and consumed it wdiilst it was good. This mismanagement,

how^ever, combined with the too rapid consumption of their flour,

when made into damper, which is a temptation too strong for

healthy men Avith keen appetites to resist, left them no alternative

in the latter part of the w'eek, but to starve, or to steal
;
and there

is groimd to beliei'e, that this state of things has been the cause

of many taking to the bush. ^Ye have reason to suppose that

the men, who escaped from the Constitution Hill Road-party,

a few months ago, and committed depredations at Waterloo Point,

Avere driven to this extremity, by hunger succeeding the imprudent

consumption of their rations, under circumstances in Avhich it aa'us

not reasonable to expect that men of this class aa^ouM do other-

wdse.—The practicability of a plan being adopted, by which the

ration of meat should be daily delivered to the cook, and distri-

buted to the prisoners, AAffien boiled, haATug been fidly proved

at Launceston, ^ye would recommend the same plan being carried

into eflect in the other parties
; and also, that the chief part of

the flour should be converted into bread, as at Launceston, before

being delivered to the men.
A fruitful source of desperation of character, in one Road-party,

has been, the tasking of the men to break a cubic yard of
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whinstone or ironstone, daily, for the roads. This quantity, if well

broken, is a full day’s work for a skilful hand, with a good tool

;

but in this party, many unskilful hands have been required to

do it, with hammers much worn. As tasking the men is contrary

to a Government order, they have not been charged with the

specific fault of not breaking a yard of stone, but with neglect

of duty, or with insolence
;
and multitudes of them have been

flogged upon these charges, upon the evidence of overseers, who
had urged the men, in many instances, to angry replies, by

opprobrious and irritating language. It must be allowed, that

where the men, at this kind of work, are not tasked, many of them

are very idle. It is, therefore, our opinion, that at such employ-

ment, tasking them is a good plan, where it is done with judg-

ment. But it must be obvious, that what a skilful hand, accus-

tomed to hard labour, will easily effect, will he oppression to a

man whose pursuits have been in a shop, or a counting-house.

Many prisoners are sent to the Chain-gangs, and Road-parties,

almost destitute of clothing
;
and, arriving after the regular time

of supply, they remain long, almost in a state of nudity. Many

come also with very bad shoes, and suffer much in consequence,

from the nature of the work they are engaged in. The shoes

supplied by Government are frequently of too slight a kind for

road making, and the men are often in a bad state for working,

before the time arrives for the delivery of new shoes.

Retaining men in the Road-parties, or Chain-gangs, after the

period of their sentence to confinement in them has expired, or

subjecting them to an indefinite sentence, has, in our opinion, a

decidedly prejudicial effect. To leave a man in a situation to which

he has been sentenced as a punishment, after the period for which

he was sentenced has elapsed, is in itself an act of injustice
;
and

however patiently a man may bear a punishment that he feels he

has brought upon himself, as the just reward of his crimes, the

moment he feels himself unjustly dealt with, his evil passions

become excited, and we may expect to find him becoming stubborn,

and promoting insubordination.

Loss of hope of alleviation from punishment, has a strong ten-

dency to produce recklessness of character
;
and if no fixed time

can he looked to, when a specific punishment shall cease, this loss

of hope will exist to a great degree, even where it is known that

general good conduct may, at some indefinite time, produce remis-

sion of sentence. On this account, we would recommend that

every man committed to a Chain-gang, or Road-party, should
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know exactly, what his sentence is
;
and that no man should he

kept in any of these parties a day heyond the period of his sen-

tence
;
but that every man should be returned to his former

employer, or into the public-works, for re-assignment, &c. imme-

diately that his sentence expires. This would not only prevent

the impression of injustice, but would occasion the Road-parties

to be looked upon as institutions for specific punishment. We
would also suggest, that the men who commit offences in the

Road-parties, he not remanded to them on indefinite sentences
,

hut that, in such cases, the sentence should be regularly length-

ened for a specific period, or the party he sentenced for a fixed

time, to a higher penal station. This we believe would he

found to promote that resigned submission to the punishment,

which is essential to reformation.

We are likewise of opinion, that certain acts of delinquency,

such as disobedience of orders, and neglect of duty, should he

punished by the specific addition of a month, or some other

definite period, to the original sentence, in place of subjecting the

individual to the degrading and demoralizing punishment of fla-

gellation
;
and that a recommendation from the Superintendent

to the Police Magistrate of the District, for extraordinarily good

conduct, should reduce the original sentence according to a regular

scale, say one month in six.

Some of the Road-parties are destitute of those most important

agents of reformation. Moral and Religious Instruction. Many of

them have been so neglected as to he entirely without Bibles.

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Hobart Town, 16th 10th mo., 1833.
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Report uj:)on tlie State of tlie Prisoners in Van Die-
mens Land, witli Remarks upon the Penal Discipline,

and Observatians on the General State of the Colony,
in 1834.

1^^ In presenting the subjoined Report, James Backhouse and George

Washington Walker feel that some apology is due for having introduced many
particulars, with which the Lieutenant-Governor must necessarily he already

acquainted ; this seemed almost unavoidable, not only to render the subject con-

nected, and that the data on which conclusions and suggestions are founded,

might be brought under review ; but also, that the document might be made
more generally intelligible, should it meet the eye of any less familiarly ac-

quainted than the Lieutenant-Governor, with the subjects under discussion.

Hobart Town, 19th of 6th mo., 1834.

To Colonel George Arthur, Lieutenant-Governor of Van Diemens

Land, and its Dependencies.

The Report of James Backhouse and George Washington

Walker, upon the State of the Prisoners in Van Diemens

Land
;
with remarks upon Penal Discipline, and observations

upon the General State of the Colony.

The Lieut-Governor having repeatedly expressed a desire, that

we would furnish him with a report on the state of the Prisoner

Population of Van Diemens Land, with remarks on the Penal Dis-

cipline, and observations on the general state of the Colony, we

now venture to attempt a compliance with his wishes, after a visit

of upwards of two years in the Colony
;
undertaken with the single

purpose of endeavouring, according to a sense of religious duty, to

benefit our fellow men, in any way that might be opened before

us, but especially, in regard to their eternal interests.
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We arrived in Van Diemens Land with the prepossession so

common in England, that transportation is little of a punishment,

beyond the circumstance of exile. This impression, which has

probably had its origm in the circumstances of the earlier times of

the Australian Colonies, and in the wilful, and interested mis-

representations of prisoners, as well as in the superficial observa-

tions of travellers, and other persons who have had httle intercourse

with prisoners, was soon removed from our minds by observation,

and frequent conversation with prisoners
;

and a further and more

intimate acquaintance i\ith the subject, has greatly increased our

estimate of the severity of the punishment to which criminals are

subjected by transportation ; and, also, of the advantage of Colonial

transportation, as exhibited in Van Diemens Land, contrasted

with other systems of prison discipline practised in the British

dominions.'^'

But before entering further upon the subject, it may not be

improper to make a few observations, upon what we conceive to be

the nature and design of penal discipline, and on the degree of

influence which the fear of punishment might be expected to pro-

duce in the prevention of crime.

Penal discipline may be regarded as a medicine for the remedy

and removal of moral evil; its jiaramount objects being the good of

the community, and of the individuals subjected to its operations.

When a man has broken such of the laws of his country, as have

been instituted in strict justice, for the protection of persons and

* In the early times of the Australian Colonies, prisoners were frequently allowed, from

their first landing, to work for themselves during a great part of the day. At this period

wages were high, and there was little restraint upon intemperance and licentiousness.

Prisoners frequently represent their situation to their friends to be much better than it

really is, by letters which they contrive to get conveyed to them. This is often done to induce

their friends to emigrate, in the hope that they may be a benefit to themselves.—A case of this

kind is fresh in our recollection, in which a man wrote home to his wife, entreating her to

come to him, and stating that he had au excellent situation, with good wages. The poor

woman and her childi'en, aided by the benefactions of the magistrate who had committed her

husband, and by other benevolent individuals at Liverpool, accomplished the voyage
; but

found when she landed in Hobart Town, that her husband was two hundred and fifty miles

distant, and was without wages; and having no means of reaching him, she took to immoral

courses. Several other cases of a similar kind came to our knowdedge.

Persons arriving in the Colony, and travelling hastily through it, are apt to form very

erroneous conclusions respecting the state of prisoners. They too often forget, that many
men are disposed to make the best of tiying circumstances, particularly when they have

become inured to them, and know that they cannot escape; and that they will even make
admissions to strangers as if they were pretty well off, when their comforts are few indeed.

Persons in public offices, and in business, ai-e generally remarkably ignorant of the condition

of the prisoner population ;
seldom speaking to prisoners except about matters of business, or

when giving orders to such as are in their service. Magistrates ai*e also liable to be unfavour-

ably impressed with regard to the general characters of prisoners; their duties rarely bringing

them into contact with any but the most vicious and depraved.
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property, and for the preservation of the good order of society, three

things appear requisite. 1st. That he be rendered incapable of

doing further mischief, by being placed under restraint. 2nd. That

he be compelled to make restitution
; to the parties aggrieved, if

practicable, if not to the community. 3rd. That endeavours be

used for his reformation.

The use of means adapted to promote these ends, though the

means may involve a large portion of suffering, are yet strictly in

accordance with the divine precepts, “ Be not overcome of evil, but

overcome evil with good;” (Rom. xii. 21.) and, “All things what-

soever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so to

them (Matt. vii. 12.) for every man of sound mind must, on

reflection, approve of measures by which he, or his neighbour,

becoming injurious to the public weal, shall be restrained from

further evil, shall be compelled to make just restitution, and shall

have his owm reformation promoted.

But an idea is extensively entertained, especially by some mem-
bers of the British Legislature, as may be inferred from their fre-

quent observations on prison discipline, that severity towards

convicted offenders has a reformatory tendency, and particularly,

that it has a powerful influence in deterring from crime, through

the excitement of fear. This, we conceive to he a sentiment radi-

cally erroneous, and one that if practically adopted, would lead to

acts of vengeance toward criminals, opposed to sound reason, and to

the Christian religion. The comparative effects of the prison dis-

cipline respectively adopted in England, and the United States of

America, shew that the increase of crime in those countries has

uniformly kept pace with the severity of the Penal Code. This

affords strong presumption, that mere severity is ineffectual to re-

strain from the commission of crime.

It is sufficiently obvious that a system of coercion, calculated to

promote the legitimate objects that have been adverted to, viz,

:

restraint, restitution, and reformation, will necessarily include much
suffering. But this suffering not being inflicted for its own sake, or

on the principles of retaliation, but being a necessary consequence

of measures founded on the immutable principles of justice and

mercy, and therefore, essentially adapted to recommend themselves

to the conscience, the minds of most men will secretly acquiesce in

the propriety and justice of the punishment, or to speak more
properly, of the discipline of which suffering is an unavoidable

concomitant
;

and by the production of this subdued state of

mind in the offender, a most important step is made toward
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reformation, and the other appropriate ends of Penal Discip-

line.

On the contrary, every species of suffering that is Inflicted

merely as a punishment, on the principle of retaliation, and with

a view to strike terror into the culprit, or into the minds of others,

tends only to excite feelings of resistance, if not of revenge, in

the individual subjected to it
;
and will certainly promote obduracy

of heart, rather than amendment, both in the culprit, and in the

eril-disposed part of the community.—The propensity to commit

evil originates in a idtiated state of mind
;
and, when men are

morally diseased, they need a moral remedy.—Besides, the ad-

ministration of abstract punishment is a usurpation of the divine

prerogative : “ Vengeance is mine, I will repay saith the Lord.”

(Rom. xii. 19.)^-'

If the mere dread of punishment had a powerful effect upon the

human race, generally, surely the dread of eternal punishment

* It is worthy of observation, as a fact well known to those acquainted \vith School Dis-

cipline, that the receipt, or forfeiture of a Sing-le Ticket, a certain number of which entitles the

possessor to a Specific reward of insignificant value, has a far greater influence in exciting to

good conduct than the old, and now nearly exploded system of corporal punishment. And
prisoners, generally, are but children in point of moral attainment, or true understanding

of their own interests. If a plan, therefore, on a somewhat similar principle to the foregoing,

were to be adopted viith reference to them, we are of the opinion, that it w^ould be attended

with happy effects. The Tickets might be dispensed at the monthly musters, evei-y prisoner

having no offence recorded against him for the past month, should be entitled to a Ticket ;
and on

the other hand, he should be required to forfeit one, or more, for misconduct, according to the na-

ture and number of the offences that might have been committed. If every prisoner were to be

thus continually reminded, that three tickets would shorten his period of servitude for a

Ticket-of-leave, say one month, while the forfeiture of the same number w’ould lengthen it for

a like period, and that so long as he possessed no tickets, he had no chance of obtaining a

Ticket-of-leave, a certain number of the former being the price of that indulgence
; we con-

ceive, that it would operate as a powerful incentive to self-control, and would be more in-

fluential than the present mode of holding out inducements for good conduct. A modification

of the same principle, might be adopted in dispensing Conditional, or Free pardons, or in

removing from a Road-party, a Chain Gang, or a Penal Settlement
;
for it is equally applicable

to the various conditions of the prisoner.

The following remarks extracted from the writings of a modern author, further elucidate

our views on the nature of punishment, in connexion with Penal Discipline

“ The law seems to go on the principle of ‘ Lex talionis Eye for eye ; tooth for tooth
; &c.

Life for life, seems to be only consistent with this. The Gospel, as said John the Baptist,

lays the axe to the root of corruption. Its spirit leads not to injure, much less to kill

the body, but to mend the mind
;
therefore punishments on a Cliristian plan, must have

the latter in view always, the former never, except in subserviency to the latter. This, I

think, will utterly abolish all capital punishments, stripes and public stigmas. Restraint,

labour, and solitude are chiefly admissible, because they tend to make the culprit better, and
may therefore be proved not only consonant to the Gospel in their nature, but really so to the

golden, Gospel rule, ‘ Do unto others, &c.* for every enlightened, upright man (and such
only are fit to judge) must wish, that should he ever slip from the right way, and be ob-

noxious to his country’s laws, those laws may rather operate to bring him back, than either to

destroy him in a sinful state, or to stigmatize him to such a degree that honest men will shun
him. As to the wish that some have had to suffer death, lest they should again be tempted,

it seems to prove them in some degree penitent and humble, and such are fit to live.”—

J. G. Bevan, on the nature of punishment.
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would deter from sin, more than it does. But attentive observation

may convince us, that this dread is chiefly operative ujron persons

who have already some regard for the laws of God, by inducing

them to guard against temptation, and hence, it is to be expected

that the anticipation of temporal punishment will chiefly influence

those who have been trained to habits of reflection, and who
have been taught to respect institutions for the presei’vation of

good order. That these are the persons, on whom the dread of the

suffering consequent on transportation, usually operates, if it ope-

rate at all, may be inferred from the fact, that few of our crimi-

nals are of this class.

By far the larger proportion of those sentenced to transporta-

tion, consists of persons whose moral perceptions have become

blunted by sjiirit-drinking. In general they may be arranged

under the following sub-divisions :

—

1st. The uneducated.

2nd. Persons who have been trained to thieving from their

youth.

3rd. Licentious persons, whose means would not enable them

to indulge their corrupt propensities, without resorting to fraud,

or theft.

4th. The idle, who by loitering in the streets, and about puhhc-

houses, especially on the Sabbath, have formed vicious connexions.

5th. Gamblers.

6th. The indigent, who from the pressure of extreme poverty,

have committed theft
;

or, under the influence of designing men,

have been prompted to acts of outrage.

All these may be considered, either as persons of little, or no

reflection, or of such perverted minds as constantly to calculate

on the probabilities of evading the penalties, attached to infractions

of the law.

Taking this view of the subject, it would not appear that the

prevention of crime is to he expected, in any great degree, from

the di-ead of punishment
;

but rather, from counteracting the

causes that lead to the commission of crime. By extending the

means of education
;
by discouraging the sale and use of ardent

spirits; by removing juvenile thieves, as well as older adepts;

by stimulating magistrates to suppress houses of ill-fame, and to

remove profligate women from the streets
;
by promoting a due

observance of the Sabbath
;
by discountenancing every species of

gaming
;
and by remedying those evils by which the labouring

poor are oppressed in their wages
;
the principal avenues to vice
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would be closed, and the benefit ivould be incalculable in the

prevention of crime.

The legitimate objects of Penal Discipline appear to us to be, in

considerable measure, accomplished by transportation to Van Die-

mens Land.

In the first place, the removal of the prisoner from Great Britain,

and consequent restraint from further outrage there, is, in most in-

stances, effectually secured.—It is computed that only one in fifty

returns to his native land.

Secondly. As by the Government regulations, no wages are

allow'ed to the prisoner, in the assigned service of the colonist

;

but he receives merely food and clothing, his labour is rendered

subservient to the progress of a rising Colony, and some restitution

is thus afforded to the injured public.

Thirdly. A door of hope is opened to the prisoner, which ope-

rates as a powerful stimulus to industry and good conduct. For,

while conscious of some mitigation in the rigour of his bondage,

when in assigned service, he is also aware, that by a certain conti-

nuance of good conduct, he will become eligible for a Ticket of

Leave, which will enable him to appropriate his own earnings ;

and that by a continued perseverance in a course of amendment,

he may obtain the further indidgence, of a Conditional or a Free

Pardon.

Fourthly. The bulk of the prisoners are dispersed in small

groups over the Colony, where they are generally under the imme-

diate cognizance of their respective masters : and as it becomes

the strong interest of the assigned-servant to please his master, in

like manner, it is that of the master to watch over his assigned-

servant, for his good, and to treat him with a certain degree of

kindness
;
which, in general, has some ameliorating effect on his

character.

Fifthly. Should these inducements fail to produce good conduct

;

should the prisoner in assigned-service become refractory and ill-

conducted, more irksome restraint, and a much severer discipline

await him, in a Road-party or a Chain-gang; and should he continue

to sink in the scale of conduct, he ultimately finds his level in the

lowest grade of Penal Discipline, in the Public Works, or at a Penal

Settlement
;
where he is still more effectually restrained, and is

doomed to toil out his days, in irons, at the lowest species of

drudgery.

Sixthly. Even at a Penal Settlement, and in a Chain-gang, or

a Road-party, an incitement to good conduct is still presented, in

d 2
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the hope of removal to assigned-service, after a certain period of

amendment.^'

As a medium of reformation, the assignment of prisoners as

bond- servants, holds a pre-eminent place in Colonial Prison Dis-

cipline
;
and for the reasons previously advanced, it has great advan-

tage over confinement in Jails and other Public Prisons, or in

E.oad-parties and Chain-gangs. It would hardly be practicable by

any other method, to bring them under the charge, and surveillance

of so great a number of persons, many of whom are men of edu-

cation and moral worth.

It must, however, be admitted, that the incitements to moral

reformation are very unequally brought to bear upon prisoners in

assigned service, from the varied character of their masters While

some endeavour to improve their servants, by imparting moral and

religious instruction, and by holding out hopes of recommendation

for Tickets of Leave, or by rewarding the well-conducted with

additional clothing, tea, tobacco, &c. others chiefly aim at keeping

them in subjection by threats, and by bringing them under summary
punishment, by complaints to the Magistrate.!

Some of the prisoners in assigned-service are very industrious,

but a much larger proportion are of a very different character, and

requhe constant attention to keep them at work.—On an average

they do not effect nearly so much work as the labouring population

of the northern parts of England. This may be accounted for on

several grounds

:

First. The greater number of persons transported, are of the

idle, intemperate, and dissolute, to whom regular labour is pecu-

liarly irksome.

Secondly. Many, who have grown up in idleness, or in town

occupations, are here put to rural employments.

* In our remarks on prison discipline, we have not had reference to the Auburn system,

having had no opportunity of witnessing its operations. We are far from asserting that it

may not be superior, in some respects, even to transportation.

The right of man to separate married couples, by transporting one of the parties, and thus

exposing both to temptation, appears to us extremely equivocal. The practice does not seem
reconcileable, with the injunction, What therefore God hath joined together let not man
put asunder.” (Matth. xix. 6.)

+ There is necessarily a great variety of character among the settlers to whom prisoners are

assigned, and consequently they are exposed to an equal variety of treatment. Few masters

attend to their moral and religious instruction ;
many treat them with some degree of kind-

ness, combined with judicious firmness
; a larger proportion treat them mth disdain and

harshness ; and a few are still more unreasonable and severe.

The commendable vigilance of tlie Government, extending to the private admonition of the

Master, and even to the removal of assigned servants from settlers who may have proved

themselves unworthy of such indulgence ; and also to the careful w'eekly revision of all

Magisterial Sentences, operates as a salutary check to tyranny and oppression.
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Thirdly. The idea that prisoners are the aggrieved parties, which

is industriously impressed upon new comers, when in the Peniten-

tiary, also has its influence.

Yet, in spite of all these obstacles, it must he admitted that a

great number of prisoners, who have been brought up in ignorance,

idleness and profligacy, acquire improved habits, in assigned-ser\flce

;

and that cases of radical reformation occur, under the discipline to

which they are subjected.

Nothing can aflbrd more convincing proof of the estimate pri-

soners form of their punishment, w^hether in assigned service, or in

the public works, than the universal anxiety they exhibit to obtain

a ticket-of-leave
;
and when they have been enabled, by this indul-

gence, to avail themselves of their own earnings, their further

solicitude, to obtain a conditional pardon, by which they may be at

liberty to travel any where in the Colony without a pass, and be

exempted from summary punishment, for being out before sunrise,

or after eight o'clock in the evening, for being too far from their

residence, absent from muster, or for other trivial matters, which

are a constant restraint upon the liberty, even of a man possessing

the indulgence of a ticket-of-leave.*

The punishments of transportation are many and considerable.

Among the more grievous may be enumerated, the privations to

which every prisoner is exposed, during a tedious voyage ;
the

annoyances he has to experience after his arrival, during his

sojourn in the Penitentiary.I If assigned as a bond-servant,

As the influence of the hope of indulgence, is of powerful agency in promoting reforma-

tion; so a want of promptitude, such as, in some instances, occurs, on the part of the Govern-

ment, in fulfilling its promises of indulgence for particular services, disheartens the prisoners

in striving to merit Tickets-of-leave or Emancipation.

The discouraging eflfects of allowing prisoners to remain in Penal Road-parties, after the

expiration of their sentence, we have commented upon in a former report ; we would suggest

the immediate removal of those whose sentences are expired, into the newly established Road-

parties of Assignable Prisoners ; and that the assignable parties should have rations different

from the others. A trifling allowance of tea and sugar, or of vegetables, would make a great

difference in the estimation of a prisoner.

+ The prisoners, in the Penitentiary for males, in Hobart Town, are about 750 in number.

They occasionally exceed that amount by several hundreds. A proportion of these, usually

from about 120 to 140, compose the Chain-gang. Another Chain-gang comprising upwards

of 200 men, not included in the 750, but rationed from the Penitentiary, are lodged in the

Hulks.

The ration of victuals, per diem, is as follows ; 1:^ lbs. flour, from ^vhich 12 per cent of bran

has been subtracted, lbs. Fresh meat; ^ oz. salt
; and oz. soap. No tea nor vegetables

are allowed. 'NVhen divided into three meals this proves barely sufficient to satisfy the

cravings of a working man, in Van Diemens Land : and the prisoner who does not keep a

close watch upon his provisions, is almost sure to be robbed by his comrades. Some have

been deprived of their rations to such an extent, through this means,, as to have been on the

verge of starvation. In road-parties and chain-gangs, others have even absconded from

this cause.
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the prisoner has no choice in the selection of his master
;

yet

to all lawful commands, he must yield him implicit obedience
;

he has not even the choice of an occupation
;

he receives

no wages for his daily labour
;

his comforts are very few, and

for thesp he is entirely dependent upon his employer, who is

not bound to allow him any thing beyond the bare rations of

food, clothing, and bedding, prescribed by the Government.'^'

The prisoner is constantly liable to suffer summary punish-

ment, on conviction before a magistrate, whether for intem-

perance, absence without leave, insolence, or any other species of

insubordination
;

as well as for more flagrant breaches of the law.

For misconduct, he may be sent to a Road-party or Chain-gang, and

if repeated, to a Penal Settlement, where his privations will be

greatly increased.f He must have for his companions such other

prisoners as hajipen to be associated with him in servitude, however

degraded and disagreeable their company and character may be

;

and in the midst of all these trials, he is continually reminded of

the sweets of liberty, by numbers around, who are free, and by

• The accommodations of assigned servants are usually far removed from comfort. They

generally live in huts constructed of logs, apart from the dwellings of their masters, having

wooden shutters instead of windows, and inferior to the commonest stables in England; they

are frequently so open to the weather, as only to be rendered habitable for human beings,

even in the mild climate of V. D. Land, by means of large fires of the wood, with which the

Island so universally abounds ;
they are generally untidy and dirty, and the sleeping accommo-

dations are of the meanest kind. Few settlers limit their assigned servants to the ration of

provisions prescribed by the Government, viz: lOi lbs. meat, 10^^ lbs. flour, 7 oz. sugar, 3^ oz.

soap, and 2 oz. salt, per week, for males
;
and 5.| lbs. meat, 8^ lbs. flour, 2 oz. tea, ^ lb. sugar,

and 2 oz. salt per week, for females ; but many allow vegetables, tea, sugar, and tobacco.

Though the Government ration is more in quantity than many mechanics in England con-

sume, of the same articles, yet, when without vegetables, and cooked in a frying-pan or made
into “damper,” which are wasteful modes of preparing food, it is not sufficient to satisfy the

appetite of many prisoners. The opportunities that agricultural and other servants have of

pilfering from their masters, render it in general, a matter of policy not to limit them in the

necessaries of life : but it is a great advantage to the settler, to be able to revert to Government
rations, in cases of discontent or misconduct.

In many instances in which settlers, have tried to increase the comfort of their assigned ser-

vants by cooking for tliem, they have been very ungrateful for the attention, and have appear-

ed to regard it as an attempt to save something from their rations. Prisoners generally,

refuse to eat Kangaroo, or other provision which they think costs their employers nothing;

and though they often take Kangaroos themselves, for the sake of the skins, which they sell,

or exchange for tobacco, and too often secretly for spirits, &c. they rarely cook the flesh when
in assigned service ; but wdien they have obtained tickets-of-leave, and in consequence of

receiving wages for their labour, have to maintain themselves, they frequently live almost

entirely on Kangaroo flesh.

t A prisoner may be convicted of insubordination, or insolence, and receive punishment
Avhen some angry speech of his master or mistress, may have temporarily excited his passion.

And this punishment may be flagellation, solitary confinement, or even sentence to a Road-

party
;
in the latter case, if provoked by an unreasonable Overseer, such as prisoner Overseers

often prove, so as to be induced to abscond, it may bring him to a Chain-gang, or a Penal

Settlement, absconding from the latter of which, brings him under the sentence of death!
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contrast, of the irksomeness of his miserable bondage, with their

freedom. With reference to prisoners sentenced to seven, or four-

teen years transportation, the fact should also be mentioned, that

few ever attain the means of returning to their native land, so

that, to them, transportation for a limited period, generally proves

banishment for life.

The reformatory effect of the Penal Discipline, enforced in Van
Diemens Land, may he estimated by the good order, and general

security of persons and property that prevail throughout the

Colony. The number of persons that have been brought up in

idleness and vice, who have acquired habits of industry, by which

they maintain themselves decently in the Colony, is considerable

;

a few have become prosperous, even to affluence
;

and others

having become reformed upon sound Christian principles, have

realized more “ durable riches,” and are ornaments to both civil

and religious society. It is deserving of remark, that a considerable

proportion of the latter class have been at Penal Settlements,

during a period in which they have had the benefit of moral and

rehgious mstruction, through the medium of sincere and devoted

men, placed there for the purpose, by the Government.

The idea, that persons transported are so depraved that they

cannot be at large without danger to the public, must he received

with much limitation. The safety of persons and property in Van
Diemens Land, affords collateral proof of this position, and of the

justness of the sentiment, that many of them are criminals rather

from the peculiar circumstances under which they have been placed,

than from their own confirmed depravity. The attentive inquirer

will be led to take this view, by an acquaintance with their history.

It must, however, be admitted, that the Penal Discipline adopted,

contributes much to this state of security. Though the settlers

are surrounded by persons, in the stations of domestic, agricultural,

and other descriptions of servants, who have been convicted of

nearly every species of violation of the laws, they live among them

in comparative safety
;

generally in greater safety than when in

* Whilst we would acknowledge ^vith gratitude, the ready access that has at all times, been

granted to ourselves, in visiting the prisoners under the immediate charge of the Government

;

we consider it a duty to state our conviction, that the objections which have been made by

some of the Colonial Chaplains to the voluntary labours of others, have been uiu'easonable, and

have tended to hinder a good work. This remark chiefly refers to objections made to the

labours of the Wesleyan Minister, in Hobart Town, and to those of a respectable Independent

Minister, residing some time ago in Launceston. Both these individuals offered gi'atuitously

to visit some of the prisons, weekly, without interfering with the duties of the Chaplains, by

whom they were refused; and there are other sincere and suitable persons in the Colony, who

would engage in the same work of Christian philanthropy, if way were made for them.
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England. There are exceptions, particularly, as regards sheep steal-

ing, and, in some cases, purloining, to exchange the stolen goods for

strong drink
:

yet, taking all these exceptions into account, it must
still be acknowledged, that many of the prisoner class, do not exhibit

greater depravity than the “ unconvicted public ” of Great Britain.

Attention to the moral and religious instruction of prisoners is of

vital importance in promoting reformation. It has afforded us much
satisfaction, to observe the increasing attention of the Government
to this point

;
and we have no doubt that it is a measure of

sound wisdom, to appoint persons of piety, who are sincerely

interested in the work, as instructors to the Road-parties, and

other prisoners under the immediate chai’ge of the Government,

without restriction to any peculiar denomination of Christians,

provided the fundamental doctrines of the Gospel are but zea-

lously inculcated.

Having expressed our opinions on the influence of the Penal Dis-

cipline of Van Diemens Land, generally, we venture to offer some
remarks upon what appear, in our view, to be its imperfections

;
and

to suggest a few improvements, not, however, designing to super-

sede those proposed in our former report, on the state of the Road-

parties, Chain-gangs, &c. some of which, we observe, have been

already acted upon by the Colonial Government.

From what we can learn, the discipline of prison ships, on the

passage out, is calculated to promote the good of the prisoners.

Most of the Surgeon Superintendents are reputed to be attentive

in teaching the prisoners to read
;
and some of them endeavour to

impart moral and religious instruction
;
but these important parts

of their duty appear to be neglected by others.

The allowance of so large a quantity of wine to prisoners on the

passage, is productive of great evil, and we would submit that it

ought only to be administered as medicine. On the present plan,

a regular allowance is provided for each person, and it is commonly

distributed daily, from the time of approaching the tropical regions,

to the termination of the voyage. If, at a certain daily rate, the

stock laid in, promises to last beyond that period, the quantity

distributed daily is increased. Thus an appetite for stimu-

lating liquors is nourished, to the end of the voyage, and this

frequently proves an insurmountable obstacle to future refor-

mation.

Prisoners are furnished with Bibles on their passage out, which

are taken from them on their arrival in Van Diemens Land, and

lodged in the ordnance store
;
from whence they may be obtained
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again by application through the medium of a Colonial Chaplain.

But a large proportion of the prisoners are assigned into parts of

the Colony, where they seldom come into contact wdth the Chap-

lains
;
and few of the latter make it their business to see that the

prisoners in their respective districts, are supplied with Bibles
; few

also of the settlers attend to this subject: the consequence is, that

for want of Bibles, the inclination and the power to read them, that

had been acquired on the passage, are often lost. We would sug-

gest that the Bibles should have the names of the prisoners

marked upon them
;
and that they should be no longer consigned

to the ordnance store, but that the prisoners should be required

to produce them at their monthly muster.

When prisoners arrive in the Colony, and are transferred from

the prison-ships to the Penitentiary at Hobart Town, though the

time they remain there, previously to entering upon assigned ser-

vice, is usually short, we have reason to believe, that they almost

universally sustain great injury in the course of it, by mixing with a

large number of prisoners who have been long in the Colony, and

who are also the inmates of the Penitentiary, having, for miscon-

duct, and other causes, been returned upon the hands of the Govern-

ment. The male prisoners of mechanical callings, who are retained

in the public service, and continue to lodge in the Penitentiary, are

still more exposed to this contaminating influence. In this jflace

prisoners on their first arrival are diligently instructed by the “ old

hands,” in all the tricks prevalent among them.'^^ They are taught

to look upon themselves as the aggrieved parties, and are encouraged

to think that they will, in some manner, revenge themselves by

wasting the provisions of their employers, and doing as little work

as they can. These instructions, though disregarded by the more

considerate among the prisoners, produce an effect upon the

thoughtless and idle, that is felt in almost every establishment in

Van Diemens Land, and is highly inimical to reformation. Female

prisoners, on their arrival, are subjected to the same kind of con-

tamination, from collision with the “ old hands ” in the Peniten-

tiary for females, as in the case with the other sex.

When women are assigned into the service of families, the habits

of smoking and drinking, which they have acquired, are very fre-

quently indulged in, to the great annoyance of their employers,

and the hinderance of their own refoi’mation : and in order to gra-

tify their propensity to smoking and drinking, they not unfrequently

• “ Old hands,” is a term in frequent use, to designate prisoners who have been long in the

Colony ; and especially those of notoriously bad character.
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give way to pilfering, and other immoralities. Many of them con-

tract the habit of smoking in English prisons, where, as well as on

the passage out, it ought to be carefully guarded against. The
greater number have acquired the habit of drinking at home, which
has led to the crimes for which they have been transported

;
and

this unhappy propensity has been fostered during the latter part

of the voyage, by the daily allowance of wine.

The practice of paying a sum of money to female prisoners, as a

compensation for clothing, which generally prevails, is a great evil

:

they often conduct themselves well till the first payment, which

they siiend improperly, and thenceforward are unmanageable
;

and

the style of dress they adopt is frequently unbecoming their station.

In the transfer of female prisoners from place to place, through-

out Van Diemens Land, under charge of constables, &c. an

exposure exists, demanding the most serious attention of the

Government. The difficulty of applying an efficient remedy, will

be admitted by every one acquainted with the circumstances of the

Colony. Improvement in the jails and lock-up-houses, would in

some measure, counteract the evil ; and the erection of a good

central prison at Oatlands, by which a great deal of travelling

might be avoided, would also conduce to that effect. Such a

ju’ison is greatly wanted, both as a jail and a penitentiary for males

and females.

The insecurity of the jails of the Colony, universally, is an evil

needing correction. Owing to this circumstance, it is common to

put free persons into irons as soon as committed
;

and if confined

in the jail at Launceston, they are often kept in irons, among con-

victed felons, for several months before trial, on account of the

long intervals that occur between the times of holding the sessions

at that place. This injustice to untried prisoners, we submit, ought

to be speedily remedied.

* The jails in V. D. Land are, all of them, ill adapted for the purposes designed. Those at

New Norfolk, Hamilton, Bothwell, Campbell Town, Oatlands, and Waterloo Point, are rude

wooden buildings ; the two last mentioned are without airing courts of any description
; and

most of them are without proper convenience for the separation of the sexes: this is also the

case with the one on Norfolk Plains, which is built of brick, and has one day-room, with two

cells on each side, in which all that is said in the day-room can be heard. The jail at -Rich-

mond is of stone, and has a stockaded airing-court ; those at Hobart Town and Launceston

have more internal accommodation, but, like that atllichmond, they have not sufheient to admit

of the untried prisoners being kept apart from the convicted; both are crowded together in the

same rooms, in which they also sleep, spreading their beds on the floor : and as there are no

inner court-yards, neither the convicted nor unconvicted, have the benefit of fresh air, except

for about two hours in the day, when they are allowed to exercise themselves in the common
yard, under the eye of a guard. Xlie prisoners in the Penitentiary at Hobart Town, vary in

number from 700 to 1,000, all of whom have to associate in one common airing yard.
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The very general disposition, on the part of persons transported,

to regard themselves as aggrieved, is greatly to be regretted, because

such a feeling is hostile to reformation. But when the severity of

the punishment is contrasted with many of the comparatively trivial

offences to which it is attached, it cannot be denied, that there are

cases in which some ground for such a feeling exists. These cases

afford convincing proof, that a punishment disproportionate to the

offence, and which is consequently a violation of justice, tends to

frustrate its own object. This remark also applies to many of the

Colonial punishments.

Most prisoners have a dread of flagellation, and of road-parties,

and chain-gangs, till they have once suffered such punishments :

after this, the generality of them exhibit a decided deterioration of

character. Flagellation especially, is degrading, and excites re-

vengeful feelings. Solitary confinement has a much better influ-

ence, when properly carried into effect. Settlers, however, generally

prefer flagellation, because it occasions less interruption to the

work of their servants. We have often observed that the most

strenuous advocates of flagellation, are given to the practice of

swearing. It is worthy of notice that this punishment, under the

law of Moses, was limited to “ forty stripes save one because of

its degrading nature
;

(See Deuteronomy xxv. 3.) and yet, that

dispensation was one of a less merciful character than the

Gospel
; and no precept of the latter, in any way, justifies

the infliction of flagellation at all, much less allows of its ex-

tended administration."^' This was the corrective administered from

the cradle to the grave, in the semi-barbarous ages, but the progress

of civilization and Christianity has corrected the error in many
quarters, and we doubt not, will, ere long, universally stamp it as

barbarous and unchristian, as well as inefficient.

Solitary confinement is calculated to awaken reflection. Re-

formed prisoners, who have been subjected to this punishment, and

have remarked its effects on others, say, that, how much soever a

man may be disposed to set at nought the power of those ap-

pointed to punish e\dl-doers, he is almost sure, when he comes to

be for a few days on low diet, without exercise to dispose him for

sleep, and to be left to his own cogitations, to feel self-condemna-

tion, and to bow under his punishment. It is, however, to be

* In some parts of the Colony, when a prisoner is sentenced to flagellation, the strokes are

inflicted after the lapse of half a minute, by which means, inflamation takes place, to a con-

siderable degree, before the execution of the sentence is completed, and the tortiu-c is thus

greatly augmented; while in others, including the Penitentiaries in Hobart Town, and at Port

Arthur, the less barbarous plan, of administering the lashes in quick succession, is adopted.
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expected, that the good resolutions of those long habituated to evil,

will be more frequently broken than kept, under the renewed

influence of strong temptation.

The effect of solitary confinement cannot be considered to have

been fairly tried, in Van Diemens Land. Few of the Colonial

prisons at present admit of it, either in its most rigorous form, or

as it may be administered for longer periods, combined with silent

labour. In most of them, the cells are within hearing of the

other prisoners, or of persons outside
;

and in many, the cells

are so few in number, that four, or more persons, sentenced to

solitary confinement, have been placed in the same cell at one

time.

The practice of sentencing men to work in chains, as a punish-

ment, apart from the mere purposes of restraint, appears to be

contrary to the sound principles of penal discipline. It is a

practice, beyond doubt, borrowed from a barbarous age, when

those principles were little understood. It has no direct tendency

to promote reformation ; but on the contrary, is calculated to

increase desperation of character
;

it is a part of that system

of abstract vengeance, which man is not authorized to inflict upon

his fellow man. While such punishments fail to deter from crime,

in the Mother Country, their tendency is decidedly to increase it

in the Colony. We cannot, therefore, but lament the promulga-

tion of the late regulations, by which numbers of men have been

sentenced to work, for long periods, in chains, from their first

arrival in Van Diemens Land, without having committed any

offence, subsequently to conviction in England. We cherish the

hope, that no Chain-gang will long exist, except such as shall be

composed of men w'ho have absconded from other service, who

may be worked in chains, not to make their labour more galling,

but to prevent them from running away ;
unless some better mode

of restraining them can be applied.

Extension of sentence, on the plan at present adopted, is not a

very influential punishment. This may arise from the infliction of

the penalty being remote from the commission of the crime to

which it is attached, and the hope of remission, for good conduct

intervening. We would propose for consideration, immediate re-

moval to a Chain-gang, as the punishment for absconding from a

Road-party, and removal to the Chain-gang at Port Arthur, for the

punishment for absconding from other Chain-gangs.

Capital punishments appear also to be far from effectual, in

deterring from crime
;
and without reference to their conformity to
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the principles of the Gospel, or otherwise, they are certainly inde-

fensible, on the grounds of sound justice and humanity, in many
of the cases in which they are awarded. The proximate cause of

their want of influence may he, that, in the majority of instances,

the men who commit crimes to which capital punishment is attach-

ed, have persuaded themselves into unbelief respecting a future

state, and consequently the anticipation of death is to them, only

that of extinction of life, without further consequences, unless coming

under its sentence should awaken them to a sense of their delusion. It

is the eternal consequences that render death a greater punishment

than transportation. Separate from these, transportation, even to

Van Diemens Land, under its present system of penal discipline,

is, in our opinion, more to be ch-eaded than death itself.

Many of the objections which exist with regard to the association

of large numbers of prisoners in jails and houses of correction, in

England, apply with equal, and in some respects, with greater force,

to the Penitentiaries, Road-parties, and Chain-gangs, in Van Die-

mens Land."' The chief superiority of the latter, consists in the

daily employment of the prisoners out of doors, and in the en-

couragement to good conduct, held out by the hope of assignment

to settlers
;

or, to mechanics, retained in the public works, the

hope of a ticket-of-leave.

The employment of prisoner overseers in the Chain-gangs and

Road-parties, is liable to many objections. It has been ascertained,

that in many instances, their conduct toward the men placed under

them, is very oppressive, especially, where they think they can

extort money by oppressing some and favouring others
;
and that,

in some cases, they act in collusion with prisoners who abscond

;

agreeing with them, that they shall give themselves up to certain

constables, with whom, and the absconding parties, they divide the

reward for theb apprehension.

In spite of the Government regulations, many of the prisoners,

both in Chain-gangs and Road-parties, and in other situations,

contrive to obtain money : this, in a Penal system like that of Van
Diemens Land, in which the prisoners often come necessarily into

contact with the free population, it appears to be next to impossible

entirely to prevent.

Some of the provisions of II and III William IV. Chap. 62
,

• The arrangements for sleeping, and the association in the prisons, are universally ad-

mitted to have a depraving effect. It is worthy of notice, in connexion with this fact, that

in the provisions of the Mosaic Law, bond service, which was consequently not in prisons,

was the only kind of restraint provided in penal cases.
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intituled “ An act for abolishing the punishment of death, in cer-

tain cases, and substituting a lesser punishment in lieu thereof,”

if carried into operation, would have a very detrimental influence

upon the reformation of prisoners. To prohibit those from holding

jiroperty, who by good conduct, had obtained tickets-of-leave,

would have a great tendency to drive them to spend their earnings

in profligacy and drunkenness. To extend this prohibition to

those whose sentence had expired, would be to make transporta-

tion for seven or fourteen years, confer a disability for life, which

would be opposed to every principle of justice.

To preclude prisoners holding tickets-of-leave from suing or

being sued, is on the one hand, to expose them to be robbed of

their wages, and otherwise imposed upon, in a way that might

render a ticket- of-leave more of an evil than a benefit
;

and on the

other hand, to enable them to commit fraud with impunity. And
to deprive the Governor of a Penal Colony of the power of con-

ferring indulgence on a ^u’isoner, for special service, or peculiarly

meritorious conduct, until after the expiration of a prescribed and

lengthened period, is to render nugatory one of the most powerful

means of preserving order in the Colony.

Licensing so many Public Houses, notwithstanding the plea,

that this measure prevents the illicit sale of spirits, is a great

evil in Van Diemens Land, both as regards the prisoners, and the

free population ;
many of whom will make any efforts, and run

any risks to obtain strong drinks. Wherever a fresh Public House

is opened, there the settler finds his servants more difficult to

keep in order than before, whether they be bond or free. Accord-

ing to the common admission of prisoners, the larger proportion

of them have given way to the temptations to commit the crimes

that have resulted in their transportation, under the influence of

ardent spirits
;
and it is evident, that the majority of the offences

committed in the Colony, occur under the same kind of excitement.

It ought ever to be remembered, that in licensing houses for the

sale of spirits, the Government countenances, if it does not pa-

tronize, the chief incitement to crime.

There is ground to believe, that in the earlier times of the Colony

the vicious example of some of the Officers of Government, from

those in the highest stations downward, and of most of the settlers,

when open profligacy and intemperance pervaded all ranks, tended

greatly to increase the demoralization of the prisoners
;
but through

the divine blessing upon the exertions of the present Lieutenant

Governor, to promote reformation by his own example and
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influence, and by his endeavours to remove immoral persons from

office, and to prevent profligate settlers having assigned servants,

very extensive improvement has taken place, both in the character

of the settlers and in that of the prisoner population. The religious

labours of Christians of various denominations, and the emigration

of persons of respectable character, to this Colony, have also ma-
terially contributed to promote reformation. An encouraging ad-

vancement is now observable, both in the improved standard of

morals, and in the increasing spirit of religious enquiry.

The early settlers of Van Diemens Land, availed themselves of

the plains and valleys, that were naturally unencumbered with

timber, and most readily brought into cultivation : these form

a very small portion of the Island, and are, with little exception,

located. It is chiefly locations of this character that have been

sold for considerable sums from one settler to another
;

in a few

instances, nearly without any expense having been bestowed upon

them, but frequently, when nearly as much had been incurred in

fencing and other improvements, as the price obtained for the land,

with the improvements.

The territory yet unlocated is so thickly timbered, that the

clearing would, in most instances, cost more than the land when
cleared, would be worth : but where the capital of settlers consists

chiefly in their physical power, they do not begrudge its expendi-

tiu’e, if by this means, they can obtain a subsistence. The major

part of the unlocated land is not nearly worth five shillings an acre,

even to men of capital, being momitainous, stony, and covered

with trees, and probably not capable, on an average, of maintain-

ing, in a state of nature, one sheep to four acres, nor one bullock

to ten acres. Yet, in our opinion, a much larger proportion of the

Island will ultimately be found available for the purposes of agricul-

ture, than is generally calculated upon
;
but it will only be as Popu-

lation becomes more dense, and by the expenditure of immense
exertion in clearing.

There is much appearance of prosperity among the settlers of

Van Diemens Land, where, without doubt, the sober, prudent, and

* The assignment of female prisoners to public-houses, is obviously injurious to the morals

of the Colony: We are decidedly of opinion, that no exceptions whatever should be made to

the prohibition of such assignments.

Among the prominent impediments to good morals now existing, are Races and Theatrical

exhibitions
; the latter of which are of modern introduction. The associations connected

with these and some other kinds of public amusements, are always detrimental to good

morals ; and races are peculiarly adapted to interfere witji the moral order of the prisoner, as

well as that of the free population of a Penal Colony like V. D. Land.
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industrious, find it easier to obtain the necessaries, and a moderate

share of the comforts of life, than in England. Yet the fact, that

upwards of two thousand three hundred writs were issued from the

Sheriff’s Office, in 1833, proves, that the semblance of prosperity

exists to a greater degree than the reality
;

this is also con-

firmed hy some acquaintance with the circumstances of the settlers.

The chief causes of want of success, appear to be intemperance,

and a disposition to embark in larger concerns than the capital of

the parties renders warrantable. Many, who, in the earlier days

of the Colony, practised fraud on the Government, and by fictitious

representations of capital, obtained large grants of land, had to

borrow money to stock their land, at a higher rate of interest than

its produce was equal to ; these have, consequently, failed of suc-

cess, and are struggling with adversity, or their locations have

passed into other hands.

A want of the means of education has heen greatly felt, in many
of the thinly-settled districts, but this is generally obviated by the

institution of Schools, as the population increases. Those estab-

lished hy the Government are calculated to be useful, where

the number of children is insufficient to induce private individuals

to open Schools
;
but we think, most of the Government Schools

might be rendered much more extensively useful, if they were

organized on a better plan.

The Orphan School, at Newtown, is an admirable establishment;

but we think, it also might be improved by introducing a more

systematic plan of education
;
and bj’’ placing a Superintendent

over the whole of its operations, in no way engaged in teaching.

Such an arrangement has been adopted in many Public Schools,

with advantage.

It is also very desirable, that the children, from the Female

Factory, should be removed to the Orphan School, or to some other

suitable place, as soon as they are weaned, and be put as early as

possible, under Infant School discipline.

We apprehend, that advantage would arise to this class of chil-

dren, if the persons who nurse them in the Factory, were assigned

to the Nursery, and encouraged to the right performance of their

office, by the hope of a Ticket-of-leave, for faithful servitude

;

instead of being frequently removed. And more justice might he

done to the infants, if the mothers W'ere sentenced to a year’s im-

prisonment, from the time of their arrival in the factory, rather

than to six months, in the crime class, from the period of the chil-

dren being weaned
;

and if such only as misconduct themselves in
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the Factory, were to be removed into the crime class. On the

present plan, there is a strong temptation to the mothers, to keep

their infants in a weakly state, that the time, apparently necessary

to nurse them at the breast, may be lengthened, and that the

time of entering upon their own punishment, may be delayed

;

as well as to instigate the nurses to neglect the children, in order

that it may be needful to bring their mothers back to them.

The punishment now falls much more severely upon the woman
who is sent into the Factory three months before her confinement,

than upon one who gives birth to her infant immediately after her

arrival.

The Colonial Hospitals, at Hobart Towm and New Norfolk, are

very useful establishments, and appear to be under good manage-

ment. That at Launceston is very inadequate to the purpose

designed, and when we visited it a year ago, most of the beds

were on the floor, and every thing about the place bespoke

neglect.

The little Hospital, at George Town, is much dilapidated, but

it appears to be as comfortable as the state of the building admits.

It is very useful for the reception of patients afflicted with chronic

diseases, who often recover in it speedily, after having been long

at Launceston, without amendment. This circumstance probably

arises from the difference in the air and climate, of the two places.

If the hope of early indulgence by a ticket-of-leave, were held

out to the wardsmen, and attendants of the Hospitals, as a reward

for the faithful discharge of their respective duties, it would con-

tribute greatly to the comfort of the patients.

The situation of the Colonists in Van Diemens Land, has been

rendered abundantly more comfortable, by the transfer of the

Aboriginal Population, from the main land to Flindei's Island,

while the circumstances of the poor Blacks also, have been mate-

rially improved. The exertions of George Augrrstus Robinson, in

this arduous work, which he appears to have effected without any

mixture of violence, have been characterized by a degree of perse-

• verance and success, that demands the gratitude of the public.

We would express our decided conviction as to the expediency

of all the Aboriginal children, whose parents can be brought to

acquiesce in the measure, being placed in the Orphan School, at

New Town, that in future, they may be trained up in the habits of

the Europeans, and in knowledge that may qualify them for use-

fulness in the community. By this early separation from their coun-

trjTnen, all fear of their returning to their former savage state would

e
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be precluded, and they would be prepared to maintain themselves

by their own industry.'^'

^\^^ile we cordially approve of the benevolent intentions of the

Government, in the removal of the Native Blacks to Flinders

Island, a measure, we believe, the most judicious that under

existing circumstances, could have been adopted
;
we cannot but

deprecate the short sighted policy, by which, in the Colonization

of New Countries, the lands of the Aboriginal Inhabitants have

been wrested from them, with little, or no regard to their natural

and indefeasible rights. Had these been duly considered, by

establishing an amicable intercourse with the rightful owners, and

rendering them an equivalent for their lands, they would have

been retained as friends of the Colonists, instead of being trans-

formed, by provocation, into implacable enemies. Such a pro-

ceeding, which, in the history of America, has been proved to be

jiracticable, and attended with the happiest results, would not

only have been accordant with justice, which knows not the dis-

tinction of clime, or of colour, but with a sound and enlightened

policy.

The misery, and waste of human life, that have ensued in this

Colony, from the adojition of a different course, convey an in-

structive warning to present, and future generations, which, it is

to be hoped, will never be forgotten.

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Hobart Town, 19th of 6th mo., 1834.

* We have noticed, with much satisfaction, the progress made by the few Aboiiginal

youths, who have already been placed in the Orphan School. Among these, Arthur and

Friday, the two lads who were at Flinders Island, during our first visit there, and who were

then sunk in the barbarous habits of their race, have made considerable improvement since

their removal. The former writes a hand, that would not disgrace a European youth of the

same age.
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Testimonials of Hobart Town Monthly Meeting
of Friends, respecting the Religious Labours of

George Washington Walker.

Hobart Town Monthly Meeting of Friends, held on the

7th of 8th Month, 1834.

Third Minute.—This meeting having had under its serious con-

sideration, the religious labours of our dear friend George Washing-

ton Walker, and feeling unity with them, herebj^ records him as an

approved Minister of the Society of Friends
;

and expresses its

satisfaction with his proceeding, in this capacity, as the compa-

nion of our dear friend James Backhouse, in his religious visit to

this Colony, and other parts of the world, as noticed in his Certi-

ficate, from Friends in England.

Hobart Town Monthly Meeting, held at Kelvedon, Great
Swan Port, on the 4th of 9th Month, 1834.

Third Minute.—The subject of the Third Minute, of the 7th of

8th Month, having been read, this Meeting, after ha\ing solemnly

considered the same, is of the judgment, that the minute be con-

firmed. The Clerk is desired to hand a copy of the said minute,

to George Washington Walker.

FRANCIS COTTON,
(Copy.) Clerk.

e 2
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To the Inhabitants of the British Colonies in New Holland, Van

Diemens Land, South Africa, and elsewhere.

At a Yearly Meeting, of the Beligious Society of Friends, com-

monly called Quakers, in Van Diemens Land, held at Hobart Town,

on the 3rd, and by adjournments, on the 6th and 9th days of the

10th Month, 1834. Our dear friend George Washington Walker,

who came amongst us as the companion of our dear friend James

Backhouse, in a religious visit to these parts
;

in the course of

which, the said George Washington Walker has been constrained

from time to time, under a sense of religious duty, to labour in the

work of the ministry
;

and has been recorded as an approved

Minister of the Society, by Hobart Towm Monthly Meeting of

Friends, has informed us, that he now believes it his duty, in the

capacity of a Minister of the Gospel, to continue to accompany

James Backhouse in his travels amongst you. He has also pro-

duced copies of two minutes of Hobart Town Monthly Meeting,

signifying its unity with his proceeding under these circum-

stances
;

and this meeting feeling unity with him in this prospect

of continued religious labour, liberates him for the work, and

desires his encouragement therein.

Recommending him, w'ith our dear friend James Backhouse, with

whose Gospel labours we have had much unity, to the kind regard

of those amongst whom they may come
;

and desiring that their

labours may be blessed of the Most High, to the honour of his great

Name
;

and to the turning of many to the inward teaching of the

Holy Spirit, in order that they may come savingly to believe in

Christ, and to know their sins to be blotted out for his sake, and

receive help through him to do the will of God, we remain in the

love of the Gospel, your friends.

Henry Cotton

William Rayner

Anna Maria Cotton

Robert Andrew Mather

Sarah Benson Mather

Isabella Rayner

Francis

Abraham Charles Flower

William Holdship

Thomas Squire

Theophilus Pollard

Daniel Wheeler

Charles MTieeler

,
Clerk.
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A Letter to Colonel Arthur, respecting Spirituous
Liquors.

To Colonel George Arthur’, Lieutenant-Governor of Van Diemens
Land, and its Dependencies.

Observations of James Backhouse and George Washington

Walker, on the Distillation, Imjrortation, and Sale of Ardent

Spirits, as sanctioned by the Government.

Our attention having been frequently called to the habit of spirit

drinking, so destructively prevalent in the Colony, we venture to

submit to the notice of the Lieutenairt Governor, the following

observations :

—

That the practice of spirit- drinking is a sinful practice, is a

position so clearly proved by the evidence brought before the

public, through the medium of Temperance Societies, and other

channels, as to require no arguments here.

That this practice often entails upon its votaries, curses, such

as injury of health, of mental powers, and of morals, in this life,

with perdition in the world to come
;
and by its prevalence, bur-

dens the community with pauperism, insubordination and crime, is

clear to every person of reflection.

And that those who make use of Spirits, in small quantities, as

beverage, are but the voluntary tamperers with this sin, and are,

generally, themselves verging towards an awful vortex, that in-

volves inevitable ruin, the experience of ages has unequivocally

decided.

With these views and convictions, we cannot hut look upon the

e 3
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countenance, by the Government, of the produce, importation,

and sale of Spirits, as sinful
;
nor regard, but with dread, the

accumulating e\ils entailed upon society by this countenance

;

being assured, that, in proportion as any Government renders

itself a party to national sin, however popular that sin may be,

such a Government must also render itself, and the people under

it, obnoxious to the Divine displeasure, and to consequent insta-

bility and embarrassment.

The principles of Justice and Kighteousness, according to the

Gospel of Christ, are the only principles of sound Government

;

and every act of legislation, whether upon a small, or a large

scale, will be found, in the end, to work well, in proportion as

it approximates to these principles. On the other hand, every

act will be found to work badly, in proportion as it departs from

these principles, how greatly soever such a departure may, to the

short-sighted views of mere human policy, at first, appear to be

expedient. The history of mankind, from the earliest ages of the

world, clearly proves this position.

We are, nevertheless, aware, that it requires much faith in the

wisdom of God, practically to admit, that his laws are, in the end,

invariably the most congenial to our welfare, when the end may
be removed far beyond our perception. But this circumstance

does not alter the fact ; and the laws of God admit of no participa-

tion in sin.

We conceive, that to license Distilleries, and Houses for the

sale of Spirits, and to admit the importation of Spirits, on the

payment of a duty, is, on the part of the Government, an obHous
participation in the sin, connected with Spirit-drinking

;
for to

allow of sale by license, and on the payment of duty, implies

voluntary sanction by the Government.

We therefore venture to suggest, that it is the duty of the

Government, to interdict the Distillation, Importation, and Sale of

Spirits
;
and thus, to withdraw its countenance from the sin of

Spirit-drinking
;
and to impose penalties upon these acts, in order

to stamp them with its disaj)probation.

Believing that decided measures, to prevent the Distillation, Im-
portation, and Sale of Spirits, would be in strict accordance with

sound and enlightened policy, (even though compensations to

individuals, might, in a few cases, in equity, be required,) we
cannot but strongly recommend their adoption

;
and we have no

doubt, that in the course of a single year, the improved comfort

and prosperity of the community, which the banishment of this
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noxious fluid would produce, would silence the clamours that, at

first, might he raised by the inconsiderate, against such measures.

But, if the Government be not prepared to act with this decision,

we would respectfully suggest, the propriety of imposing a fine

upon ships bringing Spirits into the Colony, and upon distilleries
;

also a penalty, per gallon, upon Spirits imported or purchased,

whether by wholesale or retail, and upon all houses, per month,

convicted of the Sale of Spirits
;

also rendering them liable to

search by the Police, by day or by night, for twelve months from

the time of conviction. Thus the Government would punish,

instead of encourage, this sin, even though the penalties, at first,

might amount to little more than the present duties and licenses.

These penalties might from time to time he increased, until they

amounted to a total prohibition. Nevertheless, we beg leave to

state our decided conviction, that to pass an Act, to take effect from

a period not very distant, totally prohibitory in its first operation,

would he the wiser, safer, and more righteous measure.

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Hobart Town, 15th of 11th mo. 1834.
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A Letter to the Catechist, at Port Arthur.

Hobart Town, 27th of 11th Mo. 1834.

To

Though much of a stranger to thee, I am disposed, in Christian

freedom, to address thee, on the subject of thy mission to Port

Arthur ;
where, the fervent desire of my heart is, that fruit from

thy Gospel labours and exercises, may be produced abundantly, to

the glory of the Most High.

In our late visit to the Settlement, I was disappointed, in not

finding more cases of decided reformation among the prisoners, on

the ground of sound, religious principle, than the very few, if they

amount to above a solitary one, that have occurred at Port Arthur.

Such cases amounted to about 5 per cent, upon the wdiole number

of prisoners at Macquarie Harbour, for some time previous to the

abandonment of that Settlement.

Many of the prisoners, so reformed, are still pursuing a humble,

religious life, in the Colony, with a great measure of consistency.

They form a class, perfectly distinct from those who have improved

in conduct, on the ground of mere worldly policy
;
and who exercise

restraint over themselves, in those points which rendered them
obnoxious to human laws, because they have found the operation

of these laws, painful to themselves.

I am far from attributing the lack of cases of religious reforma-

tion, to neglect of duty on the part of the late Missionary : I am
prepared to believe that his labours were beneficial, though not

marked by such heart-cheering cases of reformation. I am also
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aware, that many of the individuals, who became reformed, at Mac-

quarie Harbour, were first awakened to a sense of their lost state,

and of their need of a Sa\dour, and of the constant help of the Holy

Spirit, to enable them to resist temptation, and to work righteous-

ness, by remarkable circumstances, permitted, or ordained, in the

overrulings of a merciful Providence. Yet those who were thus

awakened, were, in many instances, encouraged and confirmed by

the Christian care of the first Missionary.

The services of this individual, in the latter part of the time of

his residence at Macquarie Harbour, were nevertheless, rendered

much less influential, by his giving way to complain to the Com-
mandant, of the omission of some one, to pay him the customary,

and empty token of respect, of taking off the hat to him as he

passed.—In so doing, those around him, perceived the operation of

a spark of the pride of unregenerated man, such as ought not to

be seen in a Christian minister
;
and I am persuaded, that however

consistent it may be thought, with the military, or the civil disci-

pline, to require such tokens of respect from prisoners, whether

the respect exists or not, it will not do for religious men to require

them, if they regard their own usefulness in the Divine hand, for

the reformation of the unrighteous. If religious persons conduct

themselves with humility and sincerity, manifesting a Christian in-

terest in those around them, in the fear of the Lord, they will

be respected by those who are in any degree capable of appreciating

that which deserves respect
;

and they will generally receive the

tokens of it in the usual forms, except in cases where persons can-

not use the common forms conscientiously, on account of many of

them being tokens of homage to God, and of their general insin-

cerity, as applied to men
;
and in these cases, the respect Avill be

shoAvn in more marked attentions, even from prisoners.

What I want chiefly to impress upon thy attention, is the ab-

solute necessity of a minister, keeping his mind under the power
of the Holy Spirit, in order that his ministry may baptize others

“into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost:” for unless the Lord’s power accompany our ministry, hmv-
ever sound our doctrine may be, it will not awaken the spiritually

dead. If the dead be raised by the Lord, through our instrumentality,

Ave must first be baptized of the Holy Spirit, for the dead
;
and

if the sick in spirit be healed, Ave must sympathize Avith them,

under the operation of the Holy Spirit. We must be Avilling, in

our measure, to folloAV the Captain of our SaHation, Avho took our

sicknesses, and bare our diseases, and aaLo, having been tempted
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in all points like as we are, though without sin, is able to succour

them that are tempted. Many of the baptisms of Christ belonged

to his office of a minister, in which he was an example for all

ministers. These baptisms are to be distinguished from the offer-

ing of his life upon the cross, for the sins of mankind. In pa-

tiently bearing our measure of such sufferings, on behalf of others,

we fill up our portion of “ that which is behind, of the afflictions

of Christ in our flesh, for his body’s sake, which is the church.”

See Col. i. 24.

I want also to impress upon thee, the importance of being
“ instant in season

;
out of season for I am persuaded, that

where religious labours are only used in set seasons for pub-

lic worship, they will be of comparatively little effect. The
mind of the labourer will, in the intervals, get from under the

power of the Holy Spirit, and his ministrations will lose the

savour of life. On the other hand, if the mind be kept in a close

walk with God, attentive to the pointings of his Spirit, he will

frequently open to the view, out of set seasons, opportunities

for speaking a word to restrain evil, or to direct in the way of

holiness, by turning people’s attention to the inward manifestation

of the Holy Spirit, as a witness in the conscience, against sin

;

and as a Comforter to those who work righteousness, and seek

daily for the renewed, or continued evidence that their sins are

blotted out in the blood of the Lamb. In these opportunities,

“ out of season,” much is to be done, under the putting forth of the

True Shepherd, in the way of remark, conversation and example.

It is well to be cautious of impeding such services, by too readily

clothing these simple exercises in the formal garb of preaching or

prayer; nevertheless, we must preach, and pray too, when these ser-

vices are opened before us, of the Lord. Where the mind is kept

under the power and guidance of the Spirit of Truth, there is often,

in fields of labour like Port Arthur, a right opening for reading

small portions of Scripture, and for making comments, in simplicity,

on such passages as may impress the mind for instruction, or on

other passages or subjects, that may not at the time have been

read. At other times, there may be no such openings for ex-

pression
;
and then, it is safest to let the simple reading, with a

pause, for inward exercise of soul, suffice.

I wish particularly to commend to thy Christian sympathy and

notice, the poor creatures, sick in the hosirital, or in the exempted

building, and those in solitary confinement. Often, “ man’s extre-

mity is God's opportunity;” and I believe, if thou give thy mind
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to exercise before the Lord, for these, he will reward thee with

fruit from among them. I would also recommend thy visiting, as

frequently as can be done, the out-stations, including the constables’

huts, &c. The men on Woody Island, told G. W. Walker and

myself, that they had no Bible, nor any books : we gave them

a few tracts, and promised to mention their situation to thee.

On lending books, or receiving them again, it would be well

to take the opportunity to converse a little on their contents : this

would tend to increase the attention and interest of the men, in

reading them.

I would also recommend thy taking a lively interest, in unison

Avith the Commandant, in classifying the prisoners. Much evil

may be prevented, by putting men who shew signs of religious

reformation, by themselves, as, I think, is done in your school-

room. Those Avhose conduct is improved, or improving, from

inferior motwes, ought to be separated from the more vicious
;

and so on, in different grades, till the worst, not sleeping in cells,

are left by themselves
;
and those sleeping in cells should be

apart from the others, in a day-room, unless their cells be used

also as day-rooms.

When Ave put a good, or a Avell-conducted man, among those

Avho are worse, Ave ought ahvays to calculate upon his becoming as

bad as his companions
;

for such is the eA'il tendency of human
nature, that nothing but a miracle of grace can preserve such a man
from contamination

;
and Ave cannot insure such a miracle. No

doubt, but God Avould afford the needful grace, if the man AA^ere

to seek it
;
but Avho among the sons of men, can assure themselves

that such a man Avill never get off his Avatch, and fall into the

snare of the devil.

I think the Catechist ought to consider it as one of his official

duties to superintend the School, every time it is conducted. If

he neglect it, the interest of the teachers and pupils Avill be sure

to flag.

George W. Walker joins me, in the salutation of Christian

regard; and in desires, that thou mayst so Avalk Avith God, and
labour in his fear, and in the ability that he giveth, as to receive

his blessing abundantly thyself, and as to be made of the Lord,

abundantly, a blessing to others.

Thy sincere friend,

•JAMES BACKHOUSE.
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Prisoners Letters.

No. 1.

“ Norfolk Island, 25th April, 1835.
“ Affectionate Parents,

“ An unfortunate Son, now embraces the afforded opportu-

nity, of imparting to you, in the strongest terms, his fervent desires

for your welfare, &c. Since the receipt of your last letter, I have,

through the want of a friend, and which I shall long feel the need of,

become convicted to Norfolk Island. My present situation

here however, unfortunately, for me, dear Parents, [is such] that

nothing but pure conduct, and the help of God alone, can afford

me again the opportunity of meeting with you in this world. *

Dear Father and Mother, mine is a bitter lot in life
;
but I, my-

self, am alone to blame. Bid my brothers and sisters ever to bear

my situation in mind, ever to refrain from drinking and loose com-

pany; and bid my sister M. to be careful over her son, lest he meet

wdth my present unfortunate situation. * And may every

blessing that God can impart, attend you all through life, is the

prayer of your unfortunate, though affectionate Son,”
•X- -!C-

No. 2.

“ Norfolk Island, 26th April, 1835.
“ My dear Father,

“ It is the heart-felt duty of me, to write to you at all opportuni-

ties. What will be your surprise, when I inform you, that
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upon my arrival in the Colony of New South Wales, I was imme-
diately forwarded to this Penal Settlement, an Island in the South

Seas, about 1,000 miles distant from Sydney. I cannot

for a moment, imagine, that it was the intention of the British

Government, for me to he forwarded here
;
and this most particular

and important point, I have most earnestly to beg of you, to find

out. I am quite aware, that certain Prisoners are so sentenced,

to be forwarded to this jienal place of punishment
;
but such per-

sons are generally old offenders, and individuals who have been

more than once convicted. If such is the law of my Coun-

try, that I, for the first offence, be transported to a Penal Settle-

ment, (and that, the most severe in their dominions,) I must hum-
bly submit to the same, and endeavour to obtain by my good con-

duct, a removal; but I cannot become reconciled to so strange a

proceeding as yet
;
however, I shall most patiently wait for your

reply, which I hope will be favourable.”

“ I am much concerned respecting the welfare of you, my dear

father and mother, and my dear brothers and sisters. Tell them,

I most earnestly hope, that my misfortune will be an everlasting

warning to them
;

and whatever they do, strictly to obey your

commands, and live an honest, upright, and religious life
;

for ill-

gotten booty, only tends to make people miserably unhappy, instead

of comfortable. Had I my time again, I would lead a very different

life indeed, to what I have hitherto accustomed myself to.

Accept yourself, my dear father, the kind love of your ungrateful

Son,
H- iv-

No. 3.

“ Norfolk Island, 11th April, 1835.

“ My dear Wife and beloved Children,

“ Through all the chances, changes, and vicissitudes of my
chequered life, I never had a task so painful to my mangled feel-

ings, as the present one, of addressing you from this doleful spot,

—

my sea-girt prison, on the beach of which I stand, a monument of

destruction
;

driven by adverse winds of fate, to the confines of

black despair, and into the vortex of galling misery. I am just

like a gigantic tree of the forest, which has stood many a wintry

blast and stormy tempest ; hut now, alas ! I am become a with-

ered trunk, with all my tenderest and greenest branches lop’d off.
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My head begins to assume an honourable colour, and will ere long

be silvered o’er
;
but I am not now wearing my country’s uniform,

as a veteran soldier, after having carried arms through an eventful

war, and having braved the field, under victorious Wellington, in

battle’s doubtful day.f Nor am I filling an enviable and honour-

able, civil post, with credit and respect. All which I have done.

No, L , I am wearing the garb of degradation, and the badge or

brand of infamy, N. I. which being interjireted, is Norfolk Island,

the “ Villain’s Home.” I am with heart rending sorrow, and an-

guish of soul, which no language can convey, now ranged and

mingled with the veriest outcasts of Society. My present circum-

stances and picture, you will find truly drawn, in the 88th Psalm,

and the 102nd commencing with the 3rd verse to the 11th inclu-

sive
;
wlrich you and my dear children, I request will read atten-

tively, before you proceed any further. * * * * j shall take leave

of this subject, by requesting you and my sons, to pay particular-

attention to the several passages I have selected from Scripture,

all of which are applicable, either to my own or your situation, past

or present. Now L , as you value the good things of this world,

aird the salvation of your own and our dear children’s souls, you

will forthwith, study and refiect upon these awful and solemn

truths. You and I have lived a long time without God in our

hearts : and injured as I am, I entertain but one opinion on the

subject of my conviction
;

viz. That it was permitted, to bring me
to a sense of my depravity and wickedness.

******
“ You will make our children read, and get off, the above Scrip-

ture passages. [A number having been marked down.] Never

let them read any political works. Keep their minds from being

entangled with political men, and their productions. This, you

need not be told, has been the prelude to all my present misery.
* * * Party spirit runs very high in Van Diemens Land. A

licentious press evinces, invariably, a great degree of contumely

towards all authority, endeavouring to bring it into the hatred

and contempt of the people. Yet they must acknowledge such

authority was wisely instituted, for the furtherance of even-handed

justice, between the several members of a community. No just

citizen, no honest man, or well-wisher of his country, will lend

his hand to such an engine, that wields such weapons
;

for it

always injures, if not destroys, the cause and party, it pretends

t The MTiter was once a non-commissioned officer in the army, and was first transported

lor insurrection in Yorkshire, and subsequently, for forgoing a name to a deed in Van Diemens

Land.
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to advocate
;
and it, ultimately, works its own cure, by destroy-

ing its own existence
;
and brings its supporters into that con-

tempt, it so industriously endeavours to hurl upon that authority,

to which, finally, its supporters so meanly cringe. Never permit

our childi'en to read any leading articles in any Colonial News-
papers. There is so much scurrility, vituperation, and perfidy

amongst their productions. * * * I am exceedingly anxious

that my dear children should have the cause of my present pri-

vations, and humiliating and degrading situation, constantly

pressed upon their attention, that they never may be exposed to

the same fate as that which has overtaken me, but be preserved

from it.
* * * * I am aware that you will expect to hear an

account of the cruelty and tyranny, which is supposed to be in-

flicted, and in existence here
;
but, to be candid, this is not that

‘ earthly hell,’ which it has been represented, by vindictive writers.

If credit is to be given to the stories of men here, there has been

a very great degree of severity exercised by the authorities, and

if I may judge, or venture an opinion, on the measures which

put such severity in execution, I have no hesitation in saying,

that the insubordinate state of the prisoners fully warranted the

exercise of such rigorous discipline. But our present Commandant,

(who was not here when the mutiny took place,) has given hu-

manity a fair trial
;
and it has had a very good effect. There

was an attempt made to abuse his goodness, by a few misguided

individuals, and such are never wanting in an)' community. They

took to the bush, for a few days
;

but he proved himself no

waverer, but a very determined and prompt officer. And al-

though his public duty was painful, and trying to his feelings,

yet as a Public Functionary, he could not, and did not, let his

private feelings step between himself and his duty
;
but by a par-

tial and momentary severity, to two or three individuals, he shewed

an infinite degree of humanity to every prisoner on the Island

;

for he put a full and effectual stop to that crime.
*******

“ I remain,

“ Your ill-fated Husband,”
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An Epistle to Friends in Hobart Town, &c.

To Friends of Hobart Town, and such other persons as habitually

attend their Meetings.

Dear Friends,

Our hearts have been made sad, by the information we
have received, respecting the departure of one, who was of your

little company, from the paths of rectitude
;
and by the offence

which his misconduct has occasioned. While we mourn over

him, as over one that has fallen into the snare of the devil, to

his eternal perdition, unless he repent, and turn from his ini-

quity, and obtain pardon of the Lord, -sve cannot hut feel an

anxious solicitude, for the rest of the little flock in Van Diemens

Land, who, being turned to the teaching of the Holy Spirit,

as manifested in man, have been brought to sit down together

in silence, to wait upon the Lord, in their public worship.

May all these watch and pray, that they enter not into temp-

tation. If we neglect to keep our minds open to the convictions

of the Holy Spirit, we shall not perceive our spiritual wants, and

how then can we ask to have them supplied ? The imitation of

prayer may indeed be uttered in words, or presented in the lan-

guage of thought, but it will not ascend with acceptance before

the throne of God
;

it will form no part of that w'orship which

is in spirit and in truth, and which alone is acceptable to God.

Be careful, then, dear Friends, that you do indeed watch over

yonr own hearts before the Lord, and as you feel your own
souls’ necessities, pray unto the Father, in the name of his beloved
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Son, for the supply of your need,—for pardon, or help, or

strength, or preservation, as you feel you require these bless-

ings.

How great is the privilege, of being permitted to ask of God,

in the name of Christ, when, because of past transgression, we

are universally unworthy, to receive anything that we may ask

in our own names, or for our own sakes ! And seeing that the

Lord Jesus so loved us, that he gave himself for us, how ought

we to cherish love to God, and one to another

!

Christ himself hath declared, that it is impossible but that

offences will come
;
therefore, let us not be discouraged by them,

nor act as the world, who refuse to come unto him, or to walk

with him, because of these offences. For “Woe,” is still “ unto

the world because of offences,” and “ woe,” is also “ unto him

by whom the offence cometh.”

Be not shaken from steadfastly following the Lord, by what

has happened, we entreat you
;
but rather, be stirred up to dili-

gence thereby, that so you may be enabled by a holy, chaste,

conversation and conduct, to exhibit proof to those around you,

that the fall of such as go astray, is not the fault of the Foun-

dation, on which you have builded, but theii’ own farxlt, in de-

parting from this Foundation. Remember, for your encourage-

ment, that “truth is truth, though all men should forsake it,”

and that “ the foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal.

The Lord knoweth them that are his.”

And dear Friends, have compassion on those, who through un-

watchfulness, and human infirmity, are overtaken with a fault;

and seek to “ restore such in the spirit of meekness, considering

yourselves, lest ye also be tempted :” yet deal faithfully and

impartially, with those, who persist in a course contrary, to sound

doctrine or practice.

Much as we value gospel ministry, when it is exercised under

the divine anointing and putting forth, both in testimony and

in prayer, we are solicitous, that none among you may be trying

to live upon vocal labour, in meetings, or thinking that meet-

ings cannot be profitably held without vocal expression. Such

temptations are very dangerous, both to those who speak,

and to those who hear
;

and if given way to, they weaken

the establishment of those who give way to them, till their

ministrations destroy the life of religion, instead of strengthening

it, and the hearing becomes the object waited upon, instead of

the Lord. Be not therefore, ashamed of silent meetings, neither

f
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be discouraged at their occurrence; but let your hearts be to

the Lord, both in them and out of them, and be diligent in

attending them
;
then you will profit under the Lord’s own teach-

ing, and if, at seasons, he put forth any to speak in his name,

there will also be a preparation of heart to hear with profit
;
and

those who speak under such impressions, keeping within the

measure of their exercise, will edify the Church, and be strength-

ened themselves.

We remain, with much love.

Your friends,

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Sydney, New South Wales,

23rd of 5th mo., 1835.
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All Address to the Prisoner Population of New
South Wales and Van Diemens Land.

The Address of James Backhouse and George Washington

Walker, to the numerous Persons who compose the Pri-

soner Population, of New South Wales and Van Diemens

Land.

Suffer, we entreat you, two individuals, who have spent nearly

five years, in New South Wales and Van Diemens Land, in labour-

ing to promote the temporal and eternal welfare of their fellow-

creatures, without any other motive than that of endeavouring to

discharge a Christian duty, to call your attention to the present

Address. Seriously peruse it, and reflect upon it
;

and accept it

as their parting expression of sincere concern for your well-being,

now that they are about to leave these shores, for other fields of

religious labour, into which they believe themselves called of the

Most High.

During our sojourn in these Colonies, we have felt much for you,

who are in bondage
;
and have often, when opportunity presented,

expressed our fervent desii-e, that you might act as rational men,

and as Christians
;

and we continue to feel for you, under the

humiliating circumstances in which you have been placed, through

sin. We would therefore entreat you to keep in remembrance,

that it was sin which brought you under the punishment you

suffer
; and that, as sin brings a measure of its own punishment in

this world, sometimes in the form of bondage, and always in one

f 2
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form or other, so, if it be not forsaken, it will certainly bring ever-

lasting punishment, in the next. “For the Son of Man shall come
in the glory of his Father, with his angels, and then he shall

reward every man according to his works.”*' “ The Lord is known
by the judgment which he executeth. The wicked is snared in

the w’ork of his own hands. The wicked shall be turned into hell,

and all the nations that forget God.”f

We are far, however, from looking upon you, as being necessa-

rily sinners above all others, because you have so suffered
;

but

we know, that, all men shall perish, who do not repent. | Do not

by any means deceive yourselves, by imagining, that, because you

receive a portion of the punishment of sin, in this world, you will

escape the wrath of God in the next. For when the prophet

Isaiah pronounced grievous judgments from God, upon the Israel-

ites, because of their sins
;

he said, “ For all this, his anger is not

turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.”§ This was

because the people turned not to him that smote them, neither

sought the Lord of Hosts.
||

None can escape the just judgments

of God, without repentance
;
and none who tndy repent can will-

ingly continue in the practice of sin. Sin becomes a grievous

burden to the penitent
;

and if, through unwatchfulness, they at

any time fall into it, they are deeply humbled before God, under

the sense of their transgression, and thej' cannot rest, till through

renewed repentance and faith in Christ, they know the Lord, again,

to lift them up,^ and give them the evidence, within themselves,

of the forgiveness of their sin.

John the Baptist said to the multitude that came forth to be

baptized of him, and thus made public profession of their belief in

the doctrine of repentance :
—“ O generation of vipers ! Who

hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ? Bring forth,

therefore, fruits worthy of repentance
;
and begin not to say within

yourselves, We have Abraham to our Father: for I say unto you,

that God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham.

And now also, the axe is laid unto the root of the trees; every tree,

therefore, which bringeth not forth good fruit, is hewn down, and

cast into the fire.”** As none, therefore, in that day, might hope

to be saved, because they were the children of Abraham, unless

they brought forth fruits meet for repentance, and thus did the

works of Abraham
;

so, in this day, none may hope to be saved,

* Matthew xvi. 27. | Psalm ix. IG. 17. X Luke xiii. 1, 3.

\ Isaiah v. 25—ix. 12, 17, 21—x. 4. ||
Isaiah ix. 13, IT James iv. 10. Luke iii. 7—9.
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because they call themselves Christians, unless they bring forth

fruits worthy of repentance, and follow Christ.* “ He that

covereth his sins shall not prosper : hut whoso confesseth and

forsaketh them shall have mercy.”f
Let not any, therefore, who do not forsake their sins, deceive

themselves, by supposing that their sins are forgiven, even though

they may have confessed them, and had absolution pronounced

upon them : for God never gave to any man, authority to pronounce

absolution upon unrepented-of sin, but he complained of such as

assumed it, saying, “ From the least of them, even unto the

greatest of them, every one is given to covetousness
;

and from

the prophet, even unto the priest, every one dealeth falsely : they

have healed also the hurt of the daughter of my people slightly,

saying. Peace, peace, when there is no peace.” “ Therefore they

shall fall among them that fall : at the time that I visit them, they

shall be cast down, saith the Lord such are but “ blind leaders

of the blind,” who, Christ has said, “ shall both fall into the

ditch. ”§
We are aware, that some among you, profess to deny the being

of a God, but the unbelief of such, does not make void the faith of

those who do believe, or alter the fact of the existence of God :

any more than the sun would be blotted from the heavens, by

a man shuting his eyes, and saying there was no sun. This would

indeed prove the man to be a fool : and it is “ the fool who has

said in his heart, there is no God.”||

Others there are, who assume that they are lost by an eternal

decree, being predestinated to destruction, and that it is in vain

for them to strive against sin. Thus, in their folly, these charge

their destruction upon God, and madly persevere in the service of

the devil. But the language of the Most High, to a people who
turned to iniquity, in former ages, was, “ O Israel, thou hast

destroyed thyself, but in Me is thy help.”^ “ Have I any pleasure

at all, that the wicked should die ? saith the Lord
;

and not that

he should return from his ways and live ?”** “ The Lord is long-

suffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that

all should come to repentance.”ff Others, again, remain in a

sinful course, who yet acknowdedge that sin makes them unhappy,

and that it is their duty to forsake it
;

but they say, it is useless

* Mark viii. 31. t Prov. xxviii. 13. t Jer. vi. 13—15—viii. 10—13.

§ Matthew xv. 14.
||
Psalms xiv. 1—liii. 1.

V Ilosea xiii. 9. Ezek. xvlii. 23. tt 2 Peter ill. 9.

f 3
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for them to try to do better, while they are surrounded by evil

example, and by persons who scoff at every thing good.

We entreat you to reflect upon these excuses for not turning to

God, and for remaining the servants of Satan : they are merely the

temptations of Satan, by which he strives to keep you in his service,

in order that your portion may be with him, in that awful state of

suffering, which shall be the reward of the wicked, in the world to

come ;
and which is compared to a lake, burning with Are and

brimstone, where the worm dieth not, and the Are is not quenched.’^

These excuses will not avail in the day of judgment ; for God is

willing to give grace to all who seek to him for it, suflicient to

enable them to resist temptation. He “ resistcth the proud, and

giveth grace to the humble ;”f and his “ grace is suflicient ” for

those who trust in him; for his “strength is made perfect” in

delivering those who are sensible of their own weakness, and con-

fide in him as their helper. J The language of Christ is : “I am
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give to him

that is athirst, of the fountain of the water of life, freely. He that

overcometh shall inherit all things, and I will be his God, and he

shall be my son.” “ God himself shall be with them, and be their

God : and God shall wdpe away all tears from their eyes ;
and there

shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall there

be any more pain for the former things shall have passed away,

and God himself shall have made all things new. “ But the fearful,

and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whore-

mongers, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which

burneth with fire and brimstone, which is the second death.”§
We have no doubt, that on serious reflection, all of you desire

peace to your immortal souls, both in this world and in the next.

Be wise then, and seek it, where it is to be found. It is not to be

found in sin
;

for “ the wicked are like the troubled sea, when it

cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt
;
there is no peace,

saith my God, to the wicked.”
||

It is the same Almighty Being,

who ordained, that the sun should rise in the east, and set in the

west, who has ordained, that there shall be no peace to the wicked

;

and it would be just as rational, to expect the course of nature to

be changed, in accommodation to our wishes, as to expect that

peace can be attained, while living in sin. Sin ever will bring

trouble, and only trouble
;

for “ there is no peace, saith the Lord,

* Ket. xxi. 8.—Mark ix. 48.
-f 1 Peter v. 5. t 2 Cor, xii. 9.

?! Rev, xxi. 3—8. II
Isaiah Ivii. 20, 31,
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to the wicked

!”*

May you constantly bear this in remembrance,

and that “ all unrighteousness is sin.”f

“ The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom ; a good
understanding have all they that do his commandments.

“

By
mercy and truth iniquity is purged : and by the fear of the Lord,

men depart from evil.” “The fear of the Lord tendeth to life;

and he that hath it shall abide satisfied
;

he shall not be visited

with evil.’'§ Those who fear the Lord, regard his law, both as it

is recorded in Holy Scripture, and as it is revealed in their hearts

;

and they obtain an inheritance in the new covenant of God
;

the

covenant of life and peace, in Jesus Christ : for, “ Behold, the days

come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant Avith the

house of Israel, and with the house of Judah, [Avith all who turn

unto the Lord.] I Avill put my laAV in their inward parts, and

Avrite it in their hearts, and avLU be their God, and they shall be

my people
;
and they shall teach no more, every man his neigh-

bour, and every man his brother, saying, KnoAv the Lord
;

for

they shall all knoAV me, &om the least of them unto the greatest of

them, saith the Lord, for I Avill forgive their iniquity, and I Avill

remember their sin no more.”|l

This “ LaAV of the Lord,” is Avritten in the hearts of mankind

by the Holy Spirit, or “ Holy Ghost, Avhom,” said Christ, “ the

Father Avill send in my name; he shall teach you all things, and

bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoeA'er I have said

unto you.”^ “ MTien he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he AA'ill

guide you into all truth.” “ And Avhen he is come, he AviU re-

proA'e [or convince] the Avorld, of sin, and of righteousness, and of

judgment.”*"^- The operation of this Spirit on the mind of man, is

continually referred to in the Scriptures, as essential to religion
;

and it is described under a great variety of similitudes and terms,

according to its dii^ersified effects. The Avork of the Holy Spirit is

ever, to enlighten the mind, and to lead man in the paths of

righteousness and peace. It is therefore called “ Light.” “ All

things that are reproved,” says the Apostle Paul, “ are made mani-

fest by the Light : for AAdiatsoever doth make manifest is Light.

Wherefore, he saith, AAvake thou that sleepest, and arise from the

dead, and Christ shall give thee Light.”ff
Noav, have you not all, at times, knoAA’n sin to be made manifest

* Isaiah xlviii. 22. t 1 John v. 17 % Psalm cxi. 10.

I Prov. xvi. 6—xix. 23. H Jer. xxxi. 31—34. Heb. viii. 8—12. ^ John xiv. 20.

** John xvi. 8, 13. tt Ephes. v. 13, 14.
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to you, fio that you have been convinced in your own minds, that

some things you were tempted to commit, were offensive in the

sight of God ? And when you have neglected this warning, and

have committed the sin, have you not felt an inward consciousness,

though no man might know of its commission but yourselves, that

it was known unto God ? and a secret dread, has attended you,

that “ your sin would find you out,”^' if not in this world, at any

rate in the next
;

and thus you have felt uneasy in your minds.

We boldly appeal unto every one of you, as having felt thus, at

one season or other, though you may not hitherto have known
what it was, that thus secretly convinced you of sin ; it may have

been as a light shining in darkness, and not comprehended : for,

said the Evangelist John, “The Light shineth in darkness, and the

darkness comprehended it not.” Know, however, that that which

convinced you, was the light of the Holy Spirit, the Light which

cometh by Jesus Christ. “ In him was life, and the life was the

Light of men.” He is the “ true Light, which lighteth every man
that cometh into the w'orld.”f

The object for which He who is the true Light, enlightens man-

kind by this Light, is clearly set forth by the apostle Paul, in the

passage already refeiTed toj and again in these striking expres-

sions :
“ God who commanded the light to shine out of darkness,

hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of

the glory of God, in the face [or appearance] of Jesus Christ.”

And, “ If our Gospel be hid,” he adds, “it is hid to them that

are lost : in whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds

of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious Gospel of

Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them.”§ Pre-

cisely parallel to this testimony, is the spirit of the following

declaration of Christ himself :
“ This is the condemnation, that

Light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than

Light, because their deeds were evil
;
for every one that doeth evil,

hateth the Light, neither cometh to the Light, lest his deeds should

be reproved : but he that doeth truth, cometh to the Light, that his

deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God.”||

The term Grace is variously used in the Holy Scriptures, in

which the plan of salvation is called the “ Grace of God.” It is

so called, because this salvation is received through the mercy of

God, In Christ Jesus
;
and for his sake, not for our own, “ lest any

^ Numb, xxxii. 23. t John i. 5, 4, 9. t Ephes. v. 13, 14.

5 2Cor. iv.3, 6.
|]
John iii. 19,31,
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man should boast.” It is likewise declared, that it was by grace,

through faith, that the saints of old were saved, and that this

grace came by Jesus Christ, “By grace are ye saved, through

faith, and that not of yourselves
;

it is the gift of God : not

of works, lest any man should boast : for we are his work-

manship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath

before ordained, that we should walk in them.”‘^ “ The law was

given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.”f The

Psalmist addresses Christ in this prophetic language :
“ Thou hast

ascended on high, thou hast led captivity captive
;

thou hast

received gifts for men
;

yea, for the rebellious also, that the Lord

God might dwell among them.”J

The Holy Spirit is also alluded to under the appellation of Grace,

and its teaching, as the teaching of the Grace of God, and it is

declared that this “ Grace of God, that bringeth salvation, hath

appeared to all men” (for all are thereby convinced of sin), “ teach-

ing us, that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world
;

looking for

that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God,

and our Saviour Jesus Christ; who gave himself for us, that he

might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good works.”§ This grace is sufficient to enable

a man to overcome all evil, “ My grace is sufficient for thee,” were

the w'ords of the Lord Jesus, to Paid
;
and without this grace, none

can know Christ to be their Saviour
;
who came to “ save his

people from their sins,”l| or can know him to destroy in them the

works of the devil.

^

Let none therefore remain in blindness, hating the Light ;
and

disregarding the Grace of God, or continue at enmity with God by

wicked w'orks
;
but may all believe in Christ, who is the “ Light of

the world,” “ the way, the truth, and the life,”"^'^ and come unto

the revelation of his Grace, or good Spirit, manifested in the heart,

as unto that, without which, they cannot be saved. The(words of

our gracious Redeemer himself are :
“ I am come a Light into the

Avorld, that tvhosoever believeth on me, should not abide in darJiness.”

“ I am the Light of the world, he thatfolloiueth me shall not walk in

darkness, but shall have the Light of life." “ I am come that they

might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.”ff
He directed the attention of mankind to the “ Light,” or

• Ephes. ii. 8—10. t John i. 17. % Psalm Ixviii. 18. § Titus ii. 11—14.

I) Matth. i. 21. II 1 John iii, 8. ** John xiv. 6. tt John xii. 46—viii. 12—x. 10.
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“ Grace,” or “ manifestation of the Spirit,”'^ by many similitudes,

in order that this important doctrine might be rendered plain to

all sincere inquirers after the truth. He compared the Kingdom
of Heaven to “ a grain of mustard seed, Avhich indeed is the

least of all seeds, but when it is grown,' it is the greatest among
herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come
and lodge in the branches thereof.”! The seed |of Divine Grace,

though easily overlooked in its first appearances, when not resisted,

but suffered to prevail in man’s heart, not only regulates the

affections and unruly passions of men, but brings “ into captivity,

every thought, to the obedience of Christ.”!

The Kingdom of Heaven is also declared by the Saviour, to be
“ like unto leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures

of meal till the whole was leavened ;”§ because, when suffered

to work, it gradually leavens the heart of man into its own pure

and heavenly nature, until the whole becomes leavened, or changed.

This change is alluded to in Christ’s conversation with Nico-

demus, as being “ born again,” and being “ born from above,”

without which, it is declared, “ a man cannot see the kingdom

of God. ”11 It is that “ treasure hid in a field, which when a

man hath found,” when he has once become convinced of its

divine nature and origin, and the glorious end for which it ap-

pears in his heart, viz. : that through this medium, God may
“ work in him both to will and to do of his good pleasure,”^

—

“ he hideth, and for joy thereof, goeth and selleth all that he

hath, and buyeth that field he prizes it as something exceed-

ingly precious, as “ a pearl of great value and willingly parts

with every thing that may hinder his access to this inestimable

treasure, or that may endanger its continuance in his heart
; in

other words, he renounces all his beloved lusts, and denies him-

self of every sinful gratification, that he “ may win Christ.”ff

Where Christ’s dominion is thus established in the heart, that

sublime prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled, in the experience of the

Christian ;
“ Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given

;

and the government shall be upon his shoulder, and his name
shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the

Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace ; of the increase of his

government and peace, there shall be no end.”!J This is that

* 1 Cor. xii. 7. t Mattli. xiii. 31, 32. t 2 Cor. x. 5

§ Matth. xiii. .33.
||

Jolin iii. 3. II Phil. ii. 13. «* Matth. xiii. 41, 10.

ft Phil. iii. 8. It Isaiah ix, 0. 7.
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spiritual kingdom or government, for the coming of which, Christ

taught his disciples to pray :
“ Thy kingdom come, thy will he

done, in earth as it is in heaven and which he declared, “ com-

eth not with observation.” “ The kingdom of God cometh not

with observation, neither shall men say, lo here ! or lo there !

for behold, the kingdom of God is within you.”f “ The kingdom

of God is not in word, but in power.”J It “ is not meat and

drink, but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.”§
Salvation by Jesus Christ, is, indeed, “ the mystery w'hich has

been hid from ages and from generations, but now is made ma-

nifest to his saints [and all are called to be saints], to whom
God would make known what is the riches of the glory of this

mystery, which [says the Apostle Paul] is Christ in you, the

hope of glory,”
II

Those who rightly estimate this “ unspeak-

able gift, ”51 will be solicitous to have their hearts made clean

;

for the heart in which Christ takes up his abode, must be holy,

“ If a man love me,” is the language of our blessed Redeemer,
“ he will keep my words, and my Father will love him, and rve

will come unto him, and make our abode with him.”^f‘^‘ It is thus

that the Christian becomes “ the temple of the living God.”
“ Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit

of God dwelleth in you ; if any man defile the temple of God,

him shall God destroy
;

for the temple of God is holy, which

temjde ye are.”ff “For ye are the temple of the living God;

as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them
;
and

I will be their God, and they shall be my people. ’V\'Iierefore

come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord,

and touch not the unclean thing, and I will receive you, and will

be a father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters,

saith the Lord Almighty.”JJ

Thus, ever since the Gospel began to be preached, those who
have believed in the Light, who have had faith in the Grace of

God, who have been led by the Spirit
;

have uniformly been

enlightened thereby, to perceive their fallen and sinful state, have

attained unto true repentance, and been enabled to look upon
Jesus, “the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the

world,” so as to have peace Avith God through him
;

being

strengthened, to walk in the Spirit, not fulfilling the lust of

* Matth. vi. 10. t Luke xvii. 20, 21. t 1 Cor. iv. 20.

§ Rom. xiv. 17. ||
Col. i. 26, 27. 5T 2 Cor. ix. 15. John xiv. 23,

Tt I Cor. iii. 16,-17. 2 Cor. vi. 16—IS.
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the flesh
;
hut glorifying God in their body and in their spirit,

which are God’s."'

Greatly do we desire that you may become of this happy num-
ber, who constitute “ so great a cloud of witnesses ” to the

efficacy of faith in the power of Divine Grace
;
that thus, “ laying

aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset you,

you may run with patience the race that is set before you, look-

ing unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of [all true] faith

;

who, for the joy that was set before him, endured the cross,

despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the

throne of God.”f
“ God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth in him, should not perish, but have

everlasting life ; for God sent not his Son into the w'orld, to

condemn the world, but that the w^orld through him might be

saved ”J Believe, therefore, in the mercy of God which is freely

offered you in the Lord Jesus Christ : for, as “ God spared not

his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not

with him, also, freely give us all things ?”§ “ He was wounded

for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities, the chas-

tisement of our peace was upon him
;
and with his stripes we

are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray
;
we have turned

every one to his own way
;
and the Lord hath laid on him, the

iniquity of us all.”l|

If you repent, God is willing to forgive you your sins, for

Christ’s sake, who died for you, “the just for the unjust, that

he might bring us to God.”^ “ Him hath God exalted with his

right hand, to be a Prince and a Saviour, for to give repentance

and forgiveness of sins.”*"^' Christ said, “ No man can come to

me, except the Father which hath sent me, draw him; and I will

raise him up at the last day.’’ff Have you not been thus drawn ?

Have you not often felt convinced of sin, so as on many occa-

sions, clearly to distinguish the difference between right and

wrong ? These convictions, then, were the drawings of the Fa-

ther, by his eternal Spirit seeking to lead you unto his Son, that

you might obtain eternal life through him.

We read in the Scriptures, that under the law of Moses, when
a man had sinned, he was commanded to take his sin-offering

»Johnxii. 36. Ephes. ii. 8—10. fiom. viii. 14. John i. 29. Eom. v. 1. Gal. v. IG.

1 Cor. vi. 20. t Heb. xii. 1, 2. 1 John iii. IG, 17. § Eom. -vni. 32.

II
Isaiah liii. 5

,
G. VI Peter iii. 18. »* Acts v. 31. t+ John vi. 44.
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to the priest, to lay his hand upon its head, and to slay it
;
and

the priest was to take of its blood, and to put in on the horns of

the altar, and to pour out the rest at the bottom of the altar,

and to burn its body upon the altar, to make an atonement for

him, that his sin might be forgiven.'* In taking his sin-offering

to the priest, the sinner thus confessed that he had sinned : by

laying his hand upon its head, he made himself, as it were, one

with his sacrifice ; in slaying it, pouring out its blood, and offering

its body on the altar, he acknowledged the justice of God, in

passing sentence of death on sin. “ In the day thou eatest thereof,

thou shalt surely die.”f “ The soul that sinneth, it shall die.”J

“ The wages of sin is death.”§ Hereby the sinner offered the

life of his sacrifice, in the stead of his own life, its blood in the

place of his own blood
;

for “ without shedding of blood, there

is no remission.”
II

This is a lively type or representation, of the way of salvation,

under the Gospel. The sinner is to confess his sins unto God

;

to remember, that the awful death which Christ, “ who did no

sin”^ suffered on the cross, was due to sin ;** and that it .is for

his sake, that forgiveness of sin is offered to those who repent :ff

for He is “ the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the

world and, “ there is none other name under heaven, given

among men, whereby we must be saved,” but the name of Jesus

Christ. §§ The conditions of our acceptance are, “repentance to-

ward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ. ”||1|

But he who truly repents and believes, or has faith in Christ,

believes in the truth of all his sayings, and feels the necessity

of obeying his precepts : he is baptized with the baptism of Christ,

even with the Holy Ghost and with fire. “ I indeed baptize you

with water,” said John the Baptist, “but one mightier than I

cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose
;

he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire
;
whose

fan is in his hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor, and

will gather the wheat into his garner, but the chaff he will burn

with Are unquenchable.”^^ Christ, who is the “ Power of God,”***

like a “ consuming Are,’’Iff is revealed in the hearts of true be-

lievers, cleansing them from every corruption, even as gold is

* Lev. iv. + Gen. ii. 17. t Ezek. xviii. 4. § Rom. vi. 23.
|[
Hek. ix, 22.

^ 1 Peter ii. 22. ** 2 Cor. v. 21. tt Luke xxiv. 47.

Ephes. iv. 32. tt John i. 29, §§ Acts iv. 12. |||| Acts xx. 21. ITIT Luke iii, 16, 17.

*** 1 Cor. i. 24, -m Deut. iv. 24. Heb. xii. 29,
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purified by fire,
“ for the trial of their faith is mueh more pre-

eious than of gold that perisheth.”"^ Such know from heartfelt

experience that, the baptism which now saveth, is not the putting

away of the filth of the flesh [not any outward washing], but the

answer of a good conscience toward God, by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ;! who cleanses them from every defilement “by
the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of burning.”!

Those who thus believe and are baptized, whatever name they

may bear, as to religion, among men, constitute that “one body,”
“ the Church,” of which Christ is “ the Head ;”§ “ all such are

the children of God, by faith in Christ Jesus. ”|| “For by one

Spirit, are we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews

or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free, and have all been made
to drink into one Spirit.”^ “ Through him,” said the Apostle,

“ ye have access, by one Spirit, unto the Father : and are no

more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints,

and of the household of God
;
and are built upon the foundation

of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself, being the

chief corner-stone
;

in whom all the building, fitly framed toge-

ther, groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord : in whom ye

also are builded together, for an habitation of God, through the

Spirit.”***^

Our Heavenly Father is willing to give the Holy Spirit, to

those who sincerely ask it of him. “ Ask,” says Christ, “ and

it shall be given you
;

seek, and ye shall find
;
knock, and it shall

be opened unto you : for every one that asketh, receiveth
;
and he

that seeketh, findeth
;
and to him that knocketh, it shall be

opened. If a son shall ask bread, of any of you that is a father,

will he give him a stone ? or, if he ask a fish, will he for a fish,

give him a serpent ? or, if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him

a scorpion ? If ye then, being evil, know how to give good

gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Heavenly

Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him ?”ff 0, believe,

that God is willing to hear, and to answer the prayers of them

that desire to be made what he would have them to be, how
weak and unworthy soever they may feel themselves !

“ Like as

a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear

him
;

for he knoweth our frame, he remembereth that we are

* 1 Peter i. 7. +1 Peter iii. 21. t Isaiah iv. 4.

§ Ephes. i. 22, 23. Colos. i. 18,
|]

Gal. iii. 26. H 1 Cor. xii, 13.

** Ephes. ii. 18—22. tt Luke xi. U— 13.
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dust.”* And he will regard the prayer of the heart, for, “ He
knoweth the secrets of the heart.”f

Many of you, we know, have no private place, or closet, to

retire into, to “pray to your Father who is in secret;” hut all

may pray in the closet of then’ own hearts, and the Lord vdll

hearken to the sincere breathings that arise from thence, and

will regard them as acceptable incense, whether they be ex-

pressed with the tongue, or not. Lift up your hearts, therefore,

unto him, whenever, and wherever you may feel your necessities,

whether it be by night or by day, in the house or in the field

;

“pray unto your Father which is in secret, and your Father which

seeth in secret, will reward you openly.”J Be not discouraged

from staying your souls upon God, by any sense of your past

delinquencies; for you are not invited to pray in your own names,

but in the worthy name of Jesus,§ who “ is able to save them

to the uttermost, that come unto God by him, seeing he ever

liveth to make intercession for them.”|| Wherefore, all are in-

vited to “ come boldly to the Throne of Grace, that they may
obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.”^

Be cheered by the remembrance, that Christ became a prisoner

for the sake of prisoners
;
that he was, “ in all points, tempted

like as we are, yet without sin ;”** that therefore, he “ can have

compassion on the ignorant, and on them that are out of the

way ;”ff and, “ in that he himself hath suffered, being tempted,

he is able to succour them that are tempted. May you, there-

fore, be willing to seek reconciliation with God, through him.§§

Some of you have but few of the outward means of religious

instruction
;

but if you desire to learn righteousness, God is

willing to teach you himself, by the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of

Truth, who will guide you into all truth.

It is a profitable exercise, to wait upon the Lord in stillness,

to feel after his presence, with the attention turned to the state

of the heart before him, remembering that he is ever with us :

for, “ God that made the world, and all things therein, seeing

that he is Lord of Heaven and Earth, dwelleth not in temples

made with hands
; neither is worshipped with men's hands, as

though he needed anything
;

seeing he giveth to all life, and

breath, and all things
;
and hath made of one blood all nations

* Psalm ciii. 13, 14. + Psalm xliv. 21. 1 Sam. i. 13. t Matth. vi. 6.

? John xiv. 13, 11—xv. 16.
||
Heh. til. 25. V Heb. iv. 16. *• Heb. iv. 15.

tt Heb. V. 2. It Heb. ii. IS. §§ 2 Cor. v. IS—21.
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of men, for to dwell on all the face of the earth
;
and hath de-

termined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their

habitation : that they should seek the Lord, if haply they might

feel after him, and find him, though he be not far from every one

of us ;
for in him we live, and move, and have our being.”^'

And he has commanded us, saying ;
“ Be still, and know that I

am God.”f “ Keep silence before me, O islands, and let the

people renew their strength
;

let them come near, then let them

speak
;

let us come near together to judgment.

“

It is good

for a man that he bear the yoke in his youth
;
he sitteth alone

and keepeth silence, because he hath borne it upon him; he

putteth his mouth in the dust, if so be there may be hope.”§

If we thus wait upon him, he wall make himself known unto us,

as our God and our deliverer ; for it was declared by the prophet

Isaiah, in referring to the dispensation of the Gospel, that “ it

shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our God, we have waited

for him, and he will save us
;

this is the Lord, we have waited

for him, we will be glad, and rejoice in his salvation. ”||

Many of you, have also the Holy Scriptures, and can read

them. Let this be your frequent employment : for “ all Scripture

is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness : that the

man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good

works.

“

They are they which testify of me,” said Christ. As

you give attention to his Light and Grace in your hearts, thus

coming unto Christ, that you may have life,--'* he will ojien your

understandings, and enable you to understand these precious

records aright
;
and you wall know, from happy experience, that

they are able to make “ wise unto salvation, through faith which

is in Christ Jesus. ff

If you were diligently to read the sacred writings, and to attend

to the Light of Christ, to which they direct you, you could not

continue in bondage to Satan. That many of you are under this

grievous yoke, is too clearly proved by your sinful practices

;

“ for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in

bondage and by cursing, swearing, and other profane lan-

guage, by fornication, uncleanness, and theft, and by numerous

other sins, it is but too plain, that many of you are “ taken

* Acts xvii. 24—28. t Psalm xlvi. 10. I Isaiah xli. 1. $ Lamen. iii. 27—29.

11
Isaiah xxv. 9. IT 2 Tim, iii. 16, 17. John v. 39, 40.

t+ 2 Tim. iii. 15. 2 Peter ii. 19
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captive by the devil at his \vill.”"' But we entreat you to remember,

that thereby you dishonour God
;
and that, before him, you must

shortly give account : for it is he who “ shall judge the secrets

of men by Jesus Christ.”f “ We must all appear before the

judgment-seat of Christ
;
that every one may receive the things

done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether it be

good or bad.”!

“Behold the judge standeth before the door.”§ “The Son of

Man cometh at an hour when ye think not.”|i Defer not, there-

fore, the work of repentance, under the delusive notion that you

will repent when drawing near unto death. “ Boast not thyself

of to-morrow, for thou know'est not w'hat a day may bring

forth.

“

This night,” it may be said unto any of you, “ thy

soul shall be required of thee.”*^-' Many have gone on in sin,

thinking they would repent before they died, w'ho have either

been cut off suddenly, or prior to death, have been given up to

hardness of heart, so as to be wdiolly indifferent about the state

of their souls. These have indeed died “as the fool dieth;”ft the

end of the beasts that perish, w'ould have been infinitely preferable

to theirs.

“

For w'hat shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the

w'hole world, and lose his own soul ? Or what shall a man give in

exchange for his soul r”§§ Though a few have appeared to become

penitent, when in anticipation of death
;

yet, when unexpectedly

to themselves, the life of some of these has been prolonged, how
large a majority of them have failed to bring forth fruits meet

for repentance, and instead thereof, have relapsed into habitual

sin. The inference is plain, that though some of these might

possibly be cases of sincere repentance, yet that the greater

number of those, who, in the prospect of death, seemed penitent,

deceived themselves, and others also, who had hoped better

things of them.

To trust to the approach of death, for opportunity to repent

and seek reconciliation w'ith God, w'hat is it, but to make a league

wuth the deGl, to serve him as long as a man can, and thus to

WTong his own soul ? Remember w'ith aw'e, the declaration of the

Most High : “ My Spirit shall not ahvays strive with man, for

that he also is flesh. ”||||
“ Despisest thou the riches of his good-

ness, and forbearance, and long-suffering, not knowung that the

* 2 Tim. ii. 26. t Eom. ii. 16. 1; 2 Cor. v. 10.

5 James v. 9. Il
Luke xii. 40. V Prov. xxvii. 1. *» Luke xii. 20.- ++ 2 Sam. ill. 33.

tt Psalm xllx. 11—20. 55 Mark viii. 36—37. ||| Geu. vi. 3.
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goodness of God leadetli thee to repentance
;

but after thy

hardness and impenitent heart, treasurest up unto thyself wrath,

against the day of wrath, and revelation of the righteous judg-

ment of God ?’ As none of you know how short may be the

day of the Lord’s merciful visitation to your souls, beware that

you “ do not frustrate the Grace of God ;”f for if his Grace be

withdrawn, you may seek “ a place of repentance,” when too

late.| To-day, therefore, “ to day, if ye will hear his voice, har-

den not your hearts. ”§
Before we conclude this Address, we would offer a few more

observations for your consideration, on some subjects which we
deem also essentially connnected with your welfare.

From what we know of your feelings, with regard to bondage,

we do not doubt, that most, if not all of you, regard it as a

grievous punishment. Now, as nothing happens but under the

providence of God, without whose notice, not a sparrow falls to

the ground, we would entreat you to consider the cause, and the

end, for which he has suffered you to be afflicted. The cause, you

must be convinced, has, in general, been, that you cast the fear

of the Lord behind you, and therefore, were at length, so given

up to your own hearts’ lusts, as to disregard also the restraints

of human laws. Was it not cither neglect of the Sabbath, intem-

jDerance, lewdness, gaming, pride, or disregard of the Divine Law
in some other respect, that paved the way for those offences, which

have resulted in the loss of your liberty ? If conscience constrain

you to admit this, let the consideration humble you before God.

For, “Hast thou not procured this unto thyself, in that thou hast

forsaken the Lord thy God ?” “ Know, therefore, and see, that

it is an evil thing and bitter, that thou hast forsaken the Lord

thy God, and that my fear is not in thee, saith the Lord God of

Hosts.”
II

And let this conviction make you watchful against the

sins that have “so easily beset you,” and have already brought

so much suffering upon you
;

lest, should you still cleave to

them in heart, they should become the means of plunging you

further into the depths of degradation and misery.

Consider also, that the end for which affliction is dispensed to

man, while in a state of probation, is, that he may turn to the

Lord
;
who, though a God of judgment, in the midst of judgment

remembereth mercy. Hence, to the very people, to whom the

* Rom. ii. 4—5. i Gal. ii. 21. t Ileb. xii. 17. § Heb. iii. 7—15.

II
Jer. ii. 17, 19.
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language, quoted above, was addressed, the following gracious

invitation was at the same time extended ;
“ Return, thou back-

shding Israel, saith the Lord, and I will not cause mine anger

to fall upon you
;

for I am merciful, saith the Lord, and I vill

not keep anger for ever. Only acknowledge thine iniquity, that

thou hast transgressed against the Lord thy God.” “ Return,

ye backsliding children, and I will heal your backslidings.”* We
have no doubt, that the design of the Lord respecting you, is

likewise one of mercy. Is it not proved to be such, by your

having been arrested, in a course that must have ended in your

destruction, if you had been permitted to have gone on in it ?

Convinced then, that your bondage is a dispensation of mercy,

designed to restrain you from following that which is evil, you

ought not to regard it, as some do, unhappily for themselves, as

a state of oppression, but rather as one of salutary discipline, in

which you have a duty to discharge, before God, in faithfully

serving those persons to whom you are assigned
;
according to the

apostolic exhortation : “Servants, obey in all things, your masters

according to the flesh : not with eye sendee, as men pleasers, but

in singleness of heart, fearing God ; and whatsoever ye do, do it

heartily, as to the Lord, and not unto men : knowing that of the

Lord, ye shall receive the reward.”f Moreover, whatever station

a man may fill in the world, if he take an interest in the service

allotted him, and perform it cheerfully, he will have a measure

of enjopnent in it: but if he give way to a dissatisfied disposition,

and consider his employment as a task, he will be uncomfortable

in himself, and will continually provoke the displeasure of others.

"Wlien persons, circumstanced as you are, take no interest in

then- employments, but perform them merely from compulsion,

what is the general consequence ? Do they not embitter their

state of bondage, and often prolong it
;

or by adding to their

transgressions, bring themselves to an untimely end r herein ful-

filling the declaration of an inspired writer :
—“ He that being

often reproved, hardeneth his neck, shall suddenly be destroyed,

and that without remedy.

It is not one of the least of the Lord's mercies, that banish-

ment from our native country, is now the penalty of many offences,

that a few years since were visited with death, which left little

time for repentance. This alteration of the laws, has been at-

tended in its effects, with great expense to the Nation, but the

$ Prov. xxix. 1.

g2
* Jer iii. 12, 13, 22. T Colos. iii. 22, 24.
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Lord has made your countrymen willing to bear it, rather than

to run the risk of plunging then- transgressing fellow-creatures,

into perdition.

Your comfort, we conceive, ivould be greatly promoted, by

considerations of this kind
;

and by looking upon your labour,

whilst seiwing out your sentence, as a reasonable return to the

public, for the injury they have sustained, by your crimes, and

for the expense incurred in consequence, not only in your prosecu-

tion, but also in your present maintenance. We are persuaded,

that many of you have sufficient candour and good sense, to admit

the justness of this mode of reasoning. For your own sakes, may
you be concerned to act upon it.

Let none among you be discouraged from striving to serve the

Lord, by the scoffs, or solicitations to evU, of others : for “ though

hand join in hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished.”* And
though “ fools make a mock at sin :”f if their scoffs turn us aside

from righteousness, it is ourselves who will have to bear the

consequence of our own folly. It will be no excuse for us, in

the day of judgment, that we feared to serve the Lord, because

of the sneers, or solicitations to evil, of our associates. The
exhortation of Christ, who “ endured the contradiction of sinners

against himself,”| and who set us a righteous example, is, “ Fear

not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul

:

but rather fear Him, which is able to destroy both soul and body

in hell and he likewise added, “ Wliosoever, therefore, shall

confess me before men, him will I confess also, before my Father

Avhich is in Heaven : but whosoever shall deny me before men, him
will I also deny, before my Father which is in Heaven.”§

It has been a satisfaction to us, to find a few among you, w^alk-

ing in the fear of the Lord : these we have been glad to recognise

as brethren in Christ
;
and we heartily desire their encouragement,

in every good word and work
;
and that, by the continued exercise

of faith and patience, they may inherit the promises
;

having,

according to their own testimony, already found the consolations

of the Gospel to lighten their bondage among men, and to comfort

them in all their tribulation.
||

If others were to seek comfort, in

this way, they also would find it. But none can understand the

joys of God’s salvation, until they taste of them, in their own
experience. “ Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have

J Heb xii. 3.

II
2 Cor. i. 4.

* Prov. xi. 21. 4 Prov xiv. 9. i Matt. X. 28, 32, 34.
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entered into the heart of man [in an unregenerate state], the

things which God hath prepared for them that love him : but,”

added the Apostle Paul, speaking of those who were turned unto

the Lord, “ God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit : for

the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God.”*

There are no joys worthy to be compared to these
;

and all others

must soon come to an end. Come, therefore, “ taste and see
”

for yourselves, “ that the Lord is good. Blessed is the man that

trusteth in him.”f

In conclusion, to such of you as are not yet turned to the Lord,

we would address the emphatic exhortation :
“ Seek ye the Lord,

while he may he found, call ye upon him, while he is near. Let

the Avicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts;

and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon

him, and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.”J

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Sydney, 12th of 12th mo., 1836.

» 1 Cor. u. 9—10. + Psalm xxxiv. 8. 1 Isaiah Iv. 6—7,
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A Letter addressed to James Backhouse and George
Washington Walker, by a Convict, confined on

Goat Island, Port Jackson, New South Wales.

“ Goat Island, Feb. 4th, 1837.

“ Gentlemen,—Your humane Address to the Prisoner Population

of New South Wales and Van Diemens Land, has just been read

to this portion of the objects of your kind solicitude, by the offic-

iating minister
;

from which I gather, that you are about to leave

these shores, for other fields of religious labour.

“ Had you remained in this country, I should not have ventured

to address you, lest I should have been suspected of having other

motives than the one I have in view
;

which is, to convey to you
the sincere thanks of a grateful heart, for the interest you take

(and in your prayers, I have no doubt, will continue to take) in

our eternal welfare and happiness
;

an interest which I feel per-

suaded, is shared in common, by members of your benevolent

Society. And I feel confident, it will not be among the least

consolations on your dying bed, that the Almighty graciously

vouchsafed to incline your hearts to sacrifice your home, your social

comforts, and in some degree, your happiness, to mix in scenes

of misery and distress, in a distant land
;

to bring home the glad

tidings of peace and deliverance, to the unhappy exile
;

to sympa-

thize with the wretched and unfortunate
;

and point us to a

gracious Saviour, and assure us, that God is a very present refuge

in time of trouble
;

to proclaim liberty to the captive
;

to open the

prison-doors of our minds, and point us to the redeeming blood
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of the Lord Jesus Christ, to wash us from all our sins and wicked-

ness, and make us meet for the inheritance of the kingdom of

heaven. I feel confident your pious efforts have not been altoge-

ther in vain, but that many a heart has been melted and moved,

under your discourses, that had neither the power nor opportunity

to express their feelings. Continue then, gentlemen, to go forward

in your work of mercy
;

and though you may not see the fruits

of your labour in this world, trust the event to the Almighty, who
can, and I have no doubt, will, in his own good time, bring forth

an hundred fold.

“ It may probably occur to your minds, to ask, how the writer

came to take the liberty to address you. I will tell you, gentle-

men, I am aware the very best of people are sometimes apt to

become discouraged, at the seeming hopelessness of the cause in

which they have embarked their most anxious hopes. It is this

consideration, coupled with a sincere desire that my fellow-pri-

soners shoidd not lose the benefit of any future exertions you may
employ in your work of mercy, in their behalf, (either in your

prayers, or in books of instruction,) that has induced me to do so.

And I feel confident, you will excuse the liberty, and pardon the

manner, for the sake of the matter.

“ It may not, perhaps, be altogether uninteresting to you, to hear

a few words that more immediately concern the unhappy person

who addresses you, as we shall most probably never see each other

again in this world.

“ I had the very great privilege to be born of pious parents,

whose anxious endeavour it was to train me up in the paths of

piety and virtue. But, notwithstanding all their prayers, and all

their cares, I have lived, the greatest part of my life, in open rebel-

lion against my Maker
;
and though scarcely a day has passed,

without my receiving some special mercy at the hand of my in-

dulgent Maker, I have still added ingratitude to ingratitude, and

sinned with a high hand
;

all which time he was graciously trying

every means to reclaim me, and even heaped his blessings on my
ungrateful head

;
which, (next to his boundless mercy,) I think I

am justified in attributing to the constant and earnest prayers in

my behalf, of a pious, afflicted, and most affectionate mother.

But still, all this was without effect

;

and I was at length given

up to the deceivings of my own wicked heart, and suffered to be

led captive at the will of the devil, and finally to the commission

of a crime, which has brought punishment and infamy on myself,

and misery and disgrace on all my friends.
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“ Yet even in this dire place, at the thought of which, in hap-

pier days, my heart would have recoiled with horror, even here,

(strange to say) think I have spent the most peaceful, and cer-

tainly the most innocent moments of my life. Here, removed

from temptation, I have been enabled to review, with hitter

anguish, the folly of my mis-sjrent life
;

and here, I trust, the

Almighty has been graciously pleased to pardon and forgive, even

the vilest of his creatures. I am aware it may be said, with

much truth, There is always reason to distrust that repentance

which is forced from us by punishment
;
and I confess, I am some-

times tempted to think that I have been flattering myself, and

that the great enemy of mankind is only instilling this opinion

into my mind, to lull me into the greater security. But still I

must, I will have hopes : they are founded on this—the boundless

mercies of my God and Saviour, who has watched over me from

earliest childhood, and encompassed me with his goodness and

protecting care. Yes, his mercy has followed me, even to this

place ;
where, on my landing, my heart sunk within me, and I

was ready to give up all for lost, in hopelessness and despair,

at the seeming severity, and the nature of the employ, for I had

always been brought up within doors. Even here, useless as I

^vas, compared with other men, with my spirits broken, in

poor health, and without a friend, the Almighty, in whose hands

are the hearts of all the children of men, graciously inclined the

heart of my overseer towards me, who placed me in a situation

(turning a wheel) where attention rather than extreme labour,

was required.

“ This, to mo, appeared one of the most extraordinary inter-

positions of Providence, in my favour, I almost ever knew ;
as I

was taken from two hundred men, when I had been but a short

time on the island, and nothing to recommend me, and never

having spoken to that officer
;
and it was the only place of the

kind on the island. May God return his kindness to me, in bless-

ings on his own liead ! Thus you see, gentlemen, at a time when
I least expected it, and least deserved it, the Almighty, in tender

comjrassion, kept a watchful eye over me
;

proving to my un-

grateful heart, that

—

When lowest sunk in grief and shame,

Fill’d with afllictions bitter cup;

Lost to relations, friends and fame,

His powerful hand can bear me up.

Verifying in me, the truth of his word :
“ I will have mercy on
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whom I w'ill have mercy.” Surely, if my heart is not of stone,

I have cause of thankfulness and gratitude. Oh ! for the sanctify-

ing influences of his Holy Spirit, to enable me to w'alk before

him in spirit and in truth. A\Tiat numbers of men, who never-

enjoyed the means of grace I have, nor have been the subject of

the prayers of pious ministers as I have, have I seen, since I

have been here, severely punished for crimes, the magnitude of

which I have exceeded a thousand fold. With what truth can I

exclaim

—

Whilst justice, armed with power Divine,

Pours on his head what’s due to mine !

“ I must not omit to mention, that w’hile a child, my father,

who took a lively interest in establishing a Sunday School, in his

neighbourhood, and devoted much of his time in instructing the

children, while his health permitted, took me occasionally with

him
;
and I can truly say, the virtuous instruction I then received,

and the hymns I then learned, though I was under six years of

age, have never, during all the vicissitudes to which I have been

exposed, been eradicated from my mind, and have been of much
use to me, in this hour of distress and misery. I mention this

circumstance, because I think, Sunday School teachers, particularly

the younger part of them, are sometimes discouraged, by the

thoughtlessness of the children imder their charge, w-hich I think

should not be the case
;

as, I doubt not, thousands of happy

spirits now in heaven, will have cause to bless the day, to all

eternity, that Sunday Schools were ever established.

In conclusion, allow me, gentlemen, to express a hope, that the

Almighty may be graciously pleased to prolong your lives, and

bless you with health, and increased success, in the cause of hu-

manity and love ;
and late, very late, may he receive you to him-

self, finally to mix with that happy, thrice happy number, unto

whom it shall be said, at the last great day of account, “ Come,

ye blessed children of my Father, receive the kingdom jrrepared

for you from the foundation of the world.”

“ WM. #
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A Christian Address to the Free Inhabitants of

New South Wales and Van Diemens Land.

The Christian Address of James Backhouse and George

Washington Walker, to the Free Inhabitants of New South

Wales and Van Diemens Land.

The time has nearly arrived, when we believe it will be right, to

leave these Colonies, for other fields of religious labour
;

after

having spent five years among you, in the discharge of what we
have apprehended to be our religious duty. The Lord has opened

many of your hearts toward us, and has favoured us, everywhere,

with a hospitable reception
;

for which, we have great cause to he

thankful to him, and to you. And now, under the continued feel-

ing of that love which desires the salvation of all men, we are

disposed, before we depart, to visit you with this, our Christian

Address
;

in order to bring before you some subjects which deeply

concern you, and to keep you in remembrance of others, to which

your attention may have been directed, while we were personally

with you.

Though, in the course of our sojourn, in these lands, we have

visited a large proportion of the inhabitants, in their own dwell-

ings ;
or have had communication with them, in public assemblies,

for moral and religious purposes
;

yet this Address will probably

fall into the hands of some with whom we have not met ; we wish

such, and indeed all whom it may reach, to accept it as a

token of Christian good-will, from two individuals, who have no
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other motive for being in this part of the world, than a desire to

discharge their duty toward God and man
;

their Gospel labours

being entirely gratuitous, in accordance with the precept of Christ

:

“ Freely ye have received, freely give.”*

We think it proper, here to remark, that the greatest pro-

portion of the large quantity of Books and Tracts, which we have

circulated in these Colonies, was placed at our disposal by the

Society of Friends, in Great Britain
;

with whom we are in

religious fellowship : who have not only thus proved, that they

participate in the deep interest we feel for your welfare, in time

and in eternity
;
but who, uniting with us in the belief, that we

were called of the Lord, to discharge this duty towards you, have

cheerfully defrayed the expenses attendant on its accomplishment;

with the desire, that our Gospel labours among you, might be

blessed, to the spreading and exaltation of the kingdom of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

We cannot but consider you, collectively, as Communities,

already occupying very important stations in the world
;

and we
fervently desire that you may be blessed of the Most High. He
has permitted many of you to become prosperous in temporal

things
;

and if you seek wisdom from him, he will enable you to

act the part of good stewards over that which he has committed

to your trust
;

and for the right use of which, you must give

account unto him.

The blessing of the Lord will be with you, in proportion as you

walk in his fear
;

but if you refuse to serve him, he will even
“ curse your blessings :”f for though he may give you that which

you desire, he can send with it, “ leanness into your souls.” j'

Has not this already been the experience of many of you ? so that,

though you have been outwardly prosperous, you have continued

in bondage to sin, have been strangers to peace of mind, and have

remained without hope in the prospect of death.

We would remind you, that in the history of the world, no na-

tion has ever maintained a state of prosperity, or of true freedom,

whilst the people who have composed it, have rejected the govern-

ment of God. In proportion as they have refused to serve him,

they have been permitted, either to oppress one another, or to be

oppressed, by their rulers, or by other nations
;

or he has suffered

them to fall under the influence of ecclesiastical tyranny,—the

oppression of men, or of bodies of men, who, contrary to the

t Matt. X. 8. t Mai. ii. 2. i Bsalm evi, 1.5.
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precepts of the Lord Jesus and his Apostles, have assumed to

themselves the lordship over God's heritage.*

The injustice of one nation toward another, has often been
signally punished, under the providence of God. This is strongly

exhibited in the historical portion of the Holy Scriptures, as well

as in more modern histories
;

and it was strikingly exemplified, a

few years ago, in the case of Van Diemens Land
;
when a mere

handful of the Aborigines, whose territory had been usurped, and

who had been, in many instances, cruelly and brutally treated by
the White Population, were permitted to spread terror over the

Island, and to introduce mourning into the families of a large por-

tion of the Settlers, through the destruction of the lives of one or

more of their household. This awful judgment is now withdrawn
;

the residue of these oppressed people having been taken under the

protection of the British Government : but the example remains,

a warning to the Inhabitants of Australia, who are not clear in

the sight of God or man, with regard to the charge of injustice

and cruelty, toAvard the Native Black population
;

ivhose territory

has been wrested from them, and toward Avhom, little of that

feeling has been shown, which ought to actuate Christian men.

Upon you, the Native Blacks have indeed, a strong claim : they

have been dispossessed of their soil, and you have occupied it
; it

is, therefore, your duty, to provide for their support and instruc-

tion, as well as for their protection
;

that they may neither perish

through Avant, nor in ignorance, Avith the added vices Avhich have

been introduced among them
;

nor remain liable to be shot, Avhile

helping themselves to the produce of the land that has been taken

from them
;

nor to be destroyed promiscuously, because acts of

retaliation or aggression may, occasionally, be committed by indivi-

duals among them.

We regret that some benevolent persons, for Avant, Ave appre-

hend, of taking a sufficiently comprehensive vieiv of human nature,

should have become discouraged, Avith regard to the use of means

for promoting eivilization, and the knoAvledge of Christianity,

among this degraded portion of our race : principally, because

several of the Aborigines, Avho had been introduced to civilized

customs, again returned to the barbarous habits of their country-

men. We think this Avas no just cause of discouragement; for

these carried back into their tribes, many ideas Avhich they Avould

not, probably, so soon have received, had the individuals in

1 Peter v. 3.
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question remained among the White Population. We have

observed a marked difference, between the tribes that have been

thus benefited, and others that have not had a similar advantage.

And where religion has been introduced to their notice, there is

reason to fear, that it has been too often, as a form, rather than as

an operative principle : need w'e wonder, then, that it has failed to

produce practical effects ? The history of man, however, proves,

that there is no means so effectual, for attaching human beings to

chilized habits, as the introduction of vital Christianity among

them. And those nations that have received the Gospel, and have

become civilized, even in a small degree, have, in most instances,

been the subjects of patient labour, for several generations; and

have furnished many grounds of discouragement, during this season

of probation
;

at the same time, that the imputations, of defect of

capacity, treachery, and incorrigible barbarism, have been hea^ied

upon them by their oppressors, seconded by the misinformed and

the ignorant, as reasons why further attemjits for their amelioration

should be abandoned.

You hold a no less responsible position, in regard to the Pri-

soner Population. These unhappy persons having become obnox-

ious to the laws of their country, through giving way to peculiar

temptations
;

as a part of the punishment of their crimes, are

assigned to you, as servants
;

and you are not only reqmred to

exact from them, a due portion of labour, but it is expected by the

British Nation, that you should strive to promote their reformation.

This is likewise your duty before God, who will be your judge, as

well as theirs, and who “ is no respecter of persons.

Many of you, also, have families, and free servants, dependent

upon you, for moral and religious instruction
;
who may become

righteous or wicked, according to the principles you may inculcate,

and the good, or evil example you may set them.

May you consider, seriously, what your duty, in these several

respects, is
; and may you be enabled faithfully to discharge it

:

remembering, that, as it is the Almighty who has given you an

influence over others, which may be turned to a good or an evil

account, so you are answerable to him, for the use you make of it

;

for he will “ reward every man according to his works. ”f
It must be evident to any who reflect, that none can effectually

teach others, that which they themselves have not learned : and if

a man have not learned his duty toward God, so as to practice it.

* Acts X. 34. t Matt, xvi, 27.
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surely, he is in an awful situation. How prosperous soever he

may be, in temporal things, how much soever esteemed by the

world, hell yawns beneath his feet ! he has no certainty of life

;

and should death overtake him, in this state, it brings him before

the bar of an insulted God ;—insulted by the neglect of his laws,

of his offered mercies, and of his threatened judgments.

And if a man perform not his duty toward God, he will inevita-

bly fail in his duty toward man
;

for the right discharge of the one,

is inseparably connected with the due fulfilment of the other.

There is no excuse for ignorance of our duty to God, and to one

another
; nor for want of capacity to perform it

;
for we are pro-

mised wisdom and strength, if we apply unto God for them : “If

any of you lack wisdom,” says the apostle James, “ let him ask of

God, that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not
;

and it

shall be given him and the Lord Jesus Christ has said: “If

ye, then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your chil-

dren, how much more shall your Heavenly Father give the Holy

Spirit to them that ask him

In the patriarchal ages, heads of families, many of whom were

persons following pastoral and agricultural occupations, like those

in which some of you are engaged, were the teachers of their own
families, as is strikingly exemplified in the cases of Abraham and

Job
;

of the former of whom, the Almighty said :
“ I know him,

that he will command his children and his household after him

;

and they shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice and judg-

ment
;

that the Lord may bring upon Abraham, that which he

hath spoken of him.”j;

Under the Law of Moses, also, the observance of this duty was

strongly inculcated :
“ Hear, 0 Israel ! the Lord our God is one

Lord : and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words,

which I command thee this day, shall be in thy heart
;

and thou

shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of

them, when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by

the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.”§

And under the Gospel, men are no less strictly enjoined, “ to rule

well their o^vn houses, having their children in subjection, with all

gravity and “ to bring up their children in the nurture and

admonition of the Lord.’j| Nor is there the shadow of a reason,

t Luke xi. 13. t Gen. xviii. 19.

II
1 Tim, iii, 4. Ephes. vi. 4.

^ James i. 5. \ Deut. vi. 4—7.
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for supposing, that, under this last dispensation, God has taken

the responsibility off the heads of families, and transferred it to any

other description of persons, such as the public ministers of the

Gospel, or teachers of schools. The labours of these are to he

valued in their places, but are by no means, to supersede those of

parents and others, who may have charge of domestic establish-

ments.

We feel for such of you, as may be sensible of the responsibility

involved in these important duties, and who, discouraged under

the sense of their inability, of themselves, rightly to discharge

them, may be ready to exclaim :
“ Who is sufficient for these

things ?” Let such perseveringly w'ait upon God, under the

feeling of their own weakness, for strength to perform their

respective duties
;

and he will assuredly impart the needful

qualifications.

We would earnestly recommend the practice of assembling your

families and servants, daily, as well as on the first day of the

week
;

and of reading the Holy Scriptures to them (which is

generally found to be practicable, where there is a proper sense

of the importance of the duty) : for, “ they are able to make
wdse unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ Jesus

and “ all Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable

for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness
;
that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly fur-

nished unto all good works.

Spend also a portion of time, on these occasions, in seeking

communion with God in silence, that you may worship Him,

who “ is a Spirit, in spirit and in truth.”f And at these seasons,

should any pertinent counsel be presented to your minds, whether

it be little or much, be willing to express it, on behalf of those

assembled with you, in simplicity, and in the fear of the Lord
;

who will be as “ a mouth and wisdom ” to such as put their

trust in him.J But be careful that nothing be expressed, either

in exhortation or in prayer, but what weightily impresses you at

the time
;
and that it be, with the single aim of discharging your

religious duty to God, and to your families. And be not dis-

couraged from reading to them, though you may not often have

anything to say in addition.

Were you thus to cherish a concern for the spiritual welfare

of those entrusted to your care
;
being solicitous, also, in your

" 2 Tim. iii 1,'j—17. t John iv. 24. t Luke xxi. 21—15.
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oivn conduct, to walk as becometh the Gospel, the divine bless-

ing would attend you : and it would be found, that to this day,

the deelaration of the Apostle Paul is verified :
“ Now, there arc

diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit : and there are differences

of administrations, but the same Lord : aud there are diversities

of operations, but it is the same God which worketh all in all.

But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit

withal : for to one is given by the Sjririt, the word of wisdom
;
to

another the word of knowledge, by the same Spirit
;

to another

faith by the same Spirit —

“

But all these worketh that one,

and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he

will.’'*'

It has been a cause of sincere regret to us, to find so little

practical Christianity among the inhabitants of these Colonies

;

and we wish strongly to urge upon you, individually, the important

inquiry : Whether you really are Christians, or are only pro-

fessing to be such, whilst living out of the fear of God, and not

subject to the government of Christ
;
and are thus deceiving your

own souls : for this, w'e cannot but fear, is the state of many
amongst you. The inquiry is an infinitely important one : not

only your present, but your everlasting happiness, is involved in

the subject. For, “ Know ye not, that to whom ye yield your-

selves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey

;

whether of sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness ?”f

The Apostle John has declared, that “ all unrighteousness is

sin.” “ Let no man deceive you,” says he, “ he that doeth

righteousness is righteous, even as he is righteous
;

he that

committeth sin is of the devil
;

for the devil sinneth from the be-

ginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that

he might destroy the works of the devil. Sin, then, is the

service of the devil, who is the enemy of God
;
and “ No man,”

said Christ, “ can serve two masters
;

for either he will hate

the one, and love the other
;
or else he will hold to the one,

and despise the other.”§ Those who live in sin, reject Christ

;

they “ will not that he should rule over them ;” and they are

in the “ way that leadeth to destruction.”
||

But those who are

Christians in deed and in truth, take up the cross to their sinful

inclinations, and follow Christ, in the practice of self-denial : for,

said he, “ If any man will come after me, let him deny himself,

» 1 Cor. xii. 4—11. t Romans vi. 10. t 1 John v. 17.—iii 7, 8.

§ Matt, vi, 24.
II
Luke xix. 27. Matt. vii. 1.3.
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and take up his cross, and follow He that taketh not

his cross, and followeth after me, is not worthy of me.”f “Who-
soever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my
disciple.

Are not many of you conscious, that you are living in habitual

sin ? some in drunkenness, adultery, fornication, or other unhal-

lowed indulgencies
;
some in the practice of cursing and swearing,

and taking the divine name in vain
;
and some in dishonesty ;

if not in actual theft, yet in over-reaching and defrauding one

another ? And are not others, who are more upright among men,

living, notwithstanding, out of the divine fear, and in forgetful-

ness of God
;

placing their affections on temporal things, and

thus making them their idols
;

so that fheir hearts go more after

their families, their lands, their flocks, and their merchandise,

than after the Lord

Let none who live in these practices, deceive themselves, by

supposing that they are true Christians. “ He that loveth father

or mother more than me,” said Christ, “ is not worthy of me :

and he that loveth son or daughter more than me, is not worthy

of me.”§ “ Know 5'e not,” says the Apostle Paul, “ that the

unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God ? Be not de-

ceived : neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor

effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thieves,

nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall

inherit the kingdom of God.” There is hope, however, for

those who repent, and turn from these things : for the Apostle

adds, in addressing the Christian converts, at Corinth
;

“ And
such were some of you : but ye are washed, but ye are sanetified,

but ye are justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the

Spirit of our God.’jl

We believe that many of you are visited, from season to season,

with serious impressions, of the origin of which you may not be

fuUy aware. Have you not felt, that something more than you
have yet attained to, is wanting, to render you peaceful and happy?

Have you not had some painful convictions of the vanity of human
pursuits, and of their insufheiency to satisfy the desires of an
immortal being ? We beseech you, stifle not these impressions.

They are the work of the divine Spirit upon your minds, rendering

you uneasy in yourselves, that you may know, that this is not

* Mark viu. 34. t Mattk. x. 38. $ Luke xiv. 27. § Matth. x. 37.

II
1 Cor. vi. 9—11. See also Gal vi. 7, 8. 1 John ii. 15—17.
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the place of your rest
;
and that you may “ acquaint yourselves

with God, and be at peace. Seek not, as too many unhappily

do, under the idea of driving away melancholy, to dissipate these

impressions, by resorting to company and music, to smoking and

drinking, or to other transient enjoyments, even should any of them

be such, as under other circumstances, might be regarded as inno-

cent; for if by so doing, you “quench the Spirit”—that Spirit which

would draw you nearer imto God
;

is'hat might otherwise seem

for a moment, to be gain unto you, would be indeed to your

eternal loss. These things cannot afford you peace. The world

and its pleasures, as regards your participation in them, will

speedily pass away. And “ what shall it profit a man, if he shall

gain the whole world, and lose his own soul ? Or what shall a

man give in exchange for his soul ?”f Be wise then, and lay up for

yourselves treasure in heaven, by making the Redeemer of men
your friend; that, when called before the Judge of quick and

dead, he may admit you into one of the “many mansions” that are

prepared for the righteous. J It is through the goodness and

mercy of God, who seeks to lead you to repentance, and to the

knowledge of himself, and of his Son Jesus Christ, that you are

thus disquieted in yourselves. Turn, then, unto him, who has

smitten the root of your enjoyments. Those who give their hearts

unto the Lord, have the foundation of true happiness laid in

themselves. “ Using this world without abusing it,”§ they realize

the full measure of happiness that it can afford
; and a much larger

measure than they ever realize, who make the world their only

enjoyment : for, “ Godliness is profitable unto all things, having

promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to come.’j|

We lament, that amongst those, who, in these Colonies, profess

to be vital Christians, so little of the fruits of righteousness should

be found
;
that a large proportion of such, should be living, in a

great degree, conformed to the world, and in accordance with its

maxims, having something of the “ form of godliness,” but prac-

tically, to a great extent, “ denying the power thereof ;” and re-

luctantly, if at all, denying themselves, takmg up their cross, and

following Christ. The words of the Lord Jesus convey a solemn

warning to such as these :
“ Not every one that saith unto me.

Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven
;
but he that

doeth the will of my Father, which is in heaven.”^

* Job xxii. 21. + Mark viii. 36, 37. t John xiv. 2. ? 1 Cor. vii. 31.

II
1 Tim iv. 8. V Matth. vii. 21.
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We have often felt for a class of persons amongst you, who
admit that they are out of the right w ay ;

and who attribute their

want of religion, to the absence of what they call “ a Church, and

a regularly ordained ministry not considering, that their defect

originates in their own want of diligence, in seeking the Lord for

themselves. In several instances, where such a ministry has been

established, and such places of public worship have been erected,

we have observed, that many of the persons who formerly lamented

the want of them, were still dissatisfied, not having come unto

Jesus for themselves
;

wdio said, “ I am the Way, and the Truth,

and the Life : no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.” “ I

am the Bread of Life : he that cometh to me shall never hunger
;

and he that believeth on me shall never thirst.”*'

We would remind persons of this description, that the Gospel

of Christ is of universal application
;
and is, therefore, not de-

pendent upon any system of religious instruction, of human in-

stitution
;

neither is the propagation of it limited to places set

apart for public worship : nevertheless the Lord is pleased to bless

such ministry as is of his owm appointment, as an important means

of conversion and edification. An essential characteristic of this

ministry is, that it is “ neither received of man, nor taught, but

by the revelation of Jesus Christ,”f w'hatever may be the reli-

gious denomination of the persons who exercise it ; nor can it be

restricted to one person in a congregation, without infringement

upon the privileges of the rest
;
“ for,” says the Apostle Paul,

Ye may all prophesy one by one, that all may learn, and all

may be comforted and, “ He that prophesieth speaketh unto

men, to edification, and exhortation, and comfort. The apostle,

however, shows, that all are not called to speak in this manner,

when he describes the gifts of the Spirit (to some of which w'e

have already alluded), and declares, that “ God hath set some in

the Church
;

first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers,

after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments,

diversities of tongues.

§

We are also instructed, that, “the Most High dwelleth not in

temples made with hands, ”|1 and, that, where neither ministry,

nor a place specially set apart for worship, exists, the blessings

of the Gospel are, through the great mercy of God, provided for

all; whether they be solitary individuals, solitary believers, in

+ Gal. i. 12. t 1 Cor. xiv. 31—3.

II
Acts vii. 48—xvii 24.

? I Cor.xii. 28.
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families, or those associated in numbers. “ Thus saith the Lord
;

The heaven is my throne
;
and the earth is my footstool : where

is the house that ye build unto me ? and where is the place of my
rest? For all those things hath mine handmade, and all those

things have been, saith the Lord : but to this man will I look,

even to him that is poor and of a contrite sjhrit, and trembleth

at my word.”‘^' This was the encouraging language, to the hum-

ble and sincere-hearted, though solitary, worshipper, under the

Law
;

and the gracious words of Christ, are no less full and

consolatory, under the Gospel :
“ Behold, I stand at the door, and

knock : if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will

come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.”f
Again, “ ^^Trere two or three are gathered together in my name,

there am I in the midst of them.”J

It is, however, the indispensable duty, of Christians, to assemble

for the public worship of God, wherever they are so situated as

to be able to meet with others, whose views accord with their

own, on this important point :
“ not forsaking the assembling of

ourselves together, as the manner of some is,” says an apostle
;

“ but exhorting one another
;
and so much the more, as ye see

the day approaching.”§

We would now invite your attention to a few Scriptural posi-

tions, that involve very important practical consequences, in

connexion with the “faith which is in Christ Jesus. ”|1

1. When the Gospel was ushered into the world, it was

with the message
;
“ Repent ye : for the kingdom of heaven is

at hand.”^

2. John the Baptist, who was as “ the voice of one crying in

the wilderness. Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths

straight,” and who, as well as the Lord Jesus himself, preached

repentance
;
“ came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light,

that all men through him might believe.”'^'*

3. So essential was it that men should believe in Christ, the

Light of the World, that though “John was not that Light, he

* Isaiah Ixvi. 1, 2. + Kev. iii. 20. t Matth. xviii. 20. 5 Heb. x 25.

II
2 Tim. iii. 15. 11 Matth. iii. 2—iv. 17.

*• Matth. iii. 3—11. Mark i. 4. Luke iii. 3. Acts xiii. 24—xix. 4. John i. 7.
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was sent to bear witness of that Light : that was the true Light,

which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.

4. It is also testified of Jesus Christ, “ The Word,” who
“ was in the beginning with God, and was God by whom all

things were made, and without whom was not any thing made

that was made : that “ in him was life
;

and the life was the

Light of men.”f

5. It is this Light which cometh by Jesus Christ, the true Light,

that makes sin manifest unto man
;
and the object of God, in

causing it to shine into the heart of man, is, that he may awake

out of sleep, with regard to the concerns of his soul, and arise

from a state of death “ in trespasses and sins,” that Christ may
give him Light, that he may obtain the forgiveness of his sins,

through Jesus Christ; and that this Light of Christ may abide with

him for ever. The testimony of the Apostle Paul is, “ All things

that are reproved are made manifest by the Light
;

for whatsoever

doth make manifest is Light wherefore he saith, “ Awake thou

that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give

thee Light.”J
6. Though Christ, the true “ Light, lighteth every man that

cometh into the world there is a state of darkness in which

the Light that cometh by him is not comprehended :
“ The

Light shineth in darkness
;

and the darkness comprehended it

not.”§

7. Christ himself bore witness to the Light received through

him
;
exhorting people to believe in it, and walk in it, and pro-

mising it to those who should follow him, saying
;
“ I am the

Light of the world : he that followeth me, shall not walk in

darkness, but shall have the Light of life.” He also shewed,

that they who reject it, are in danger of being given up to total

darkness, as regards the way of salvation ;
“ Yet a little while is

the Light with you : walk while ye have the Light, lest darkness

come upon you : for he that walketh in darkness knoweth not

whither he goeth. While ye have Light, believe in the Light,

that ye may be the children of Light.”
||

8. Christ pointed out the inseparable connexion between prac-

tically believing in the Light, which cometh by him, (and conse-

quently examining our deeds by it,) and savingly believing in his

name
;
saying :

“ God so loved the world, that he gave his only

t Johni. 1—4. jEphes. ii. 1—5.—v. 8, 13, 14.

|l John vui, 12.—xii. 35—36.

§ John i 5—9.
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begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him, should not perish,

but have everlasting life : for God sent not his Son into the

world to condemn the world
;
but that the world through him

might be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned

:

but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath

not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God. And
this is the condemnation, that Light is come into the tcorld, and men
loved darhiess rather than Light, because their deeds ivere evil; for

every one that doeth evil hateth the Light, neither cometh to

the Light, lest his deeds should be reproved
;
but he that doeth

truth cometh to the Light, that his deeds may be made manifest,

that they are wrought in God.”*"

9. The Apostle John, likcAvise, exhibits, in the following ex-

pressions, a close connexion between walking in the Light, and

being cleansed from sin by the blood of Christ :
“ This, then, is

the message which we have heard of him,” that is, of Christ,

“ and declare unto you, that God is light, and in him is no dark-

ness at all. If we say that we have fellowship with him, and

walk in darkness, we lie, and do not the truth
;
but if we walk

in the Light, as he is in the Light, we have fellowship one with

another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from

all sin.”t

10. From the foregoing, it is plain, that the Light, to which

the attention of mankind is so emphatically directed by Christ

and his Apostles, is the “ manifestation of the Spirit,” “ the

Spirit of Truth, which proceedeth from the Father,” cometh in

the name of Christ, testifies of him, “ convinces the world of

sin,” teaches his followers all things, and brings his sayings to

their remembrance, guides them into all truth, and, as the Com-
forter, abides with them for ever : he dwelt with the disciples of

Christ, while Christ himself was with them, who also promised,

that he should be in them ; he is not, however, received of “ the

world, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him ;” never-

theless, it was declared, that he should “ reprove the world of sin,

of righteousness, and of judgment.”!

11. This Light, or manifestation of the Spirit, as “ the Grace

of God that bringeth salvation,” “ hath appeared to all men, teach-

ing us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world.”§

+ 1 John i. 5— 7. X John xv. 26. xiv. 26, 16, 17. xvi. 8—13.

§ Titus ii. 11,. 12.

John iii. 16—21.
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12. It was by Grace, through faith, that the early believers in

Christ Avere saved :
“ by Grace are ye saved, through faith

;
and

that not of yourselves
;

it is the gift of God : not of works, lest

any man should boast
;

for we are his workmanship, created in

Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained,

that we should ivalk in them.”*^

The doctrine that salvation is obtained through Jesus Christ,

by believing in the Light, being guided by the Spirit of Truth, and

having faith in the Grace of God
;

is strictly in accordance ivith

the declaration of the apostle Paul :
“ Believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ, and thou shalt be saved. ”f
For Avhen mankind believe in the Light, so as to bring their

deeds unto it, and walk in the way of holiness, according to its

manifestations
;

they attain unto “felloivship with the Father and

wdth the Son,” and being reconciled unto God through him, and

Avalking in the Light, as he is in the Light, they have fellowship one

with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth

them from all sin.”J By submitting to the guidance of the

Spirit of Truth, which convinces mankind of sin, and excites

them to repentance, they are draivn unto him who is their “ Ad-

vocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous, ivho is also

the propitiation for their sins,” These obtain the remission of

sins through him, and w’alk in the spirit, not fulfilling the lust

of the flesh :§ and “ there is no condemnation to them ivhich

are in Christ Jesus, ivho walk not after the flesh, but after the

Spirit; for the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made,

them free from the law of sin and death. ”|1

Thus through faith in the Grace of God, mankind are taught,

“ that denying ungodliness and w’orldly lusts, they should live

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world
;

looking for

that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God and

our Saviour Jesus Christ
;
who gave himself for us, that he might

redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good works and those who are thus taught,

ascribe all “ to the praise of the glory of his Grace, Avherein he

hath made them accepted in the Beloved : in whom they have

redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, according

to the riches of his Grace.

It is for Avant of attention to the teaching of divine Grace, that

* Ephes. ii. 8— 10. t Acts xvi. 31. J 1 John i. 3—7. ? Gal. v. 1'6.

II
Rom. viii. 1, 2. Titus ii. 12—14 ** Ephes. i. 0, 7.
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SO large a portion of mankind remain “dead in trespasses and sins,”

“ having no hope and without God in the world. Indeed, it is

evident, from the whole tenor of the New Testament, that without

attention to the Light, Spirit, or Grace, of our Lord Jesus Christ,

we cannot believe in him, so as to be saved.

When the apostle Paul declared to the Athenians, “ the Unknown
God, whom they ignorantly worshipped,” he said :

“ God that

made the world and all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of

heaven and earth, dwelleth not in temjiles made with hands
;

neither is worshipped with men’s hands, as though he needed any

thing, seeing he giveth to all life, and breath, and all things
;
and

hath made of one blood, all nations of men, for to dwell on all the

face of the earth
;
and hath determined the times before appointed,

and the bounds of their habitation
;

that they should seek the

Lord, if haply they might feel after him, andfind him, though he

be not far from every one of us : for in him we live, and move,

and have our being. ”f
This holy exercise of “ feeling after God,” in order to “ find

him,” we know by experience, that he blesses, both in seasons of

private devotion, and in those of public worship
;

for when, in

stillness, the attention is reverently turned to the Light, or

manifestation of the Spirit, the mind being kept quiet before

the Lord, or if it wander, being re-called to watchfulness,

and calm dependence upon him
;

a sense of the Divine Presence

is often granted, under which, a lively perception of the sinfulness

of sin, as being rebellion against the Most High, and of the good-

ness, forbearance, and mercy of a long-suffering God, is imparted

to the soul
;

so that, in brokenness and contrition of heart, con-

fession is made unto him, and the healing virtue of the blood of

Jesus is experienced. For if thus “ we confess our sins, God is

faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all

unrighteousness.”! The soul, at such seasons, being humbled

under the feeling of its necessities, is also quickened, in the true

spirit of prayer, to ask in the name of Jesus, for the supply of its

wants
;
or in the silence of all flesh, is bowed in reverent adoration,

before the Divine Majesty, even the language of thought being

suspended. In this state, pre-eminently, pure, spiritual worship is

rendered to the Most High
;
the lowly worshipper resting in quiet-

ness and confidence, in the Lord, as a child on the bosom of its father.

Among the numerous exhortations and encouragements, recorded

* Ephcs. ii, 1, 12. T Acts xvii. 2.3—2S. .I I ,Tohn i. fl.
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in the Holy Scriptures, inciting to diligence in thus -waiting upon

the Lord, are the following :
“ Stand in awe, and sin not

; com-

mune Avith your OAvn heart upon your bed, and be still.

“

Be

still, and know that I am God.”f “ Wait on the Lord : be of

good courage, and he shall strengthen thine heart
;

wait, I say, on

the Lord.”J “ Rest in the Lord [or as in the Hebrew, be silent to

the Lord] and wait patiently for him.’'§ “ My soul, wait thou

only upon God; for my expectation is from him.”
||

“ They that

wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength
;

they shall mount

up with wings as eagles
;

they shall run and not be w'eary
;

and

they shall walk, and not faint. Keep silence before me, O islands!

and let the people renew their strength : let them come near
;
then

let them speak ; let us come near together to judgment.”^ “ Thus

saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel ; In returning and

rest, shall ye be saved
;

in quietness and in confidence, shall be

your strength.

“

"Who is among you that feareth the Lord,

that obeyeth the voice of his servant, that Avalketh in darkness,

and hath no light ? Let him trust in the name of the Lord, and

stay upon his God.”-j"t' “ The Lord is good unto them that Avait for

him, to the soul that seeketh him. It is good that a man shoidd

both hope, and quietly Avait for the salvation of the Lord. It is

good for a man that he bear the yoke in his youth. He sitteth

alone, and keepeth silence, because he hath borne it upon him.

He putteth his mouth in the dust
;

if so be, there may be hope.”];];

“ I Avill stand upon my watch, and set me upon the toAver, and will

AA'atch to see AA'hat he will say rmto me, [or in me, according to the

marginal reading] and Avhat I shall answer Avhen I am reproved.”
“ The Lord is in his holy temple : let all the earth keep silence

before him.”§§ “ Be silent, 0 all fiesh, before the Lord ! for he is

raised up out of his holy habitation.”
1!|1

“ Mdiat, could ye not

w'atch Avith me one hour ? Watch and pray, that ye enter not

into temptation.

“

MTiat I say unto you, I say unto all :

Watch.

“

Continue in prayer, and AA^atch in the same Avith

thanksgiAing.”fff “ Praying ahvays with all prayer and supplica-

tion, in the Spirit, and Avatching thereunto Avith all perseverance.”];];];

Through not attending sufficiently to these scriptural injunctions,

and thus seeking communion Avith the Father of spirits, who

* Psalm iv, 4. t Psalm xlvi. 10. $ Psalm sxvii. 14. § Psalm xxxvii. 7.

II
Psalm Ixii. 5. Isaiah xl. 31.—xli. 1. ** Isaiah xsx. 15.

t+ Isaiah 1. 10. Lam. iii. 25—29. Hab. ii. 1, 20. ||||
Zech. ii. 13.

Matth. xxvi. 40. 41, Mark xiii. 37. ttt Col. iv. 2. iii Ephes. vi. IS.
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must be worshipped in spirit and in truth
;

the religious exercises

of many professing Christians are lamentably superficial : and their

attention being continually diverted from the state of their own
hearts, to something outward, they seldom “come to the Light, that

their deeds may be made manifest that they are wrought in God
but they rather content themselves with ceremonial observances,

which are not in accordance with the spirituality of the Gospel
;
so

that the language of the Most High is often too applicable ;
“ This

people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth me
with their lips

;
but their heart is far from me.”-'^ And again

:

“ Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that compass yourselves about

with sparks : walk in the light of your fire, and in the sparks that

ye have kindled. This shall ye have of mine hand
;

ye shall lie

down in sorrow.”f
But, on the contrary, where the Lord is waited on daily, for the

knowledge of his will, and for strength to jierform it, watchfulness

unto prayer being perseveringly maintained
;

Divine teaching is

known
;

strength is received of God to do his will
;

and the voice

of Christ, “ the Shepherd and Bishop of souls,” is distinguished

from the “ voice of the stranger for “ Christ’s sheep hear his

voice and “ he goeth before them, and the sheep follow him
;

for they know his voice.” “ The Lord being their shepherd, they

do not want
;

he maketh them to lie down in green pastures
;

he

leadeth them beside the still waters
;

he restoreth their souls
;

he

leadetli them in the paths of righteousness, for his name’s sake.

Yea, though they walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

they fear no evil : for he is with them
;

his rod and his staff, they

comfort them “ he giveth unto them eternal life, and they shall

never perish
;
neither shall any man pluck them out of his hand.”J

These have “ received the Spirit of adoption, ivhereby we cry,

Abba, Father : the Spirit itself bearing witness with our spirit, that

we are the children of God.”§ These have the Holy Spirit as

“ an Unction from the Holy One and to them it may be said,

“ the Anointing, which ye have received of him, abideth in you
;

and ye need not that any man teach you
;

but as the same

Anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie.”|l

And thus, the promise to the Church of Christ is fulfilled in

their experience :
“ All thy children shall be taught of the Lord

;

and great shall be the peace of thy children.”^

* Matth. XV. S. t Isaiah 1. 11. t John x. 3, 4, 28—1 Fet. ii. 25—Fsalm xxiii. 1, 4.

§ Rom. viii 14— 16,
|]

1 John ii. 20—27. V Isaiah liv. 13,
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Fervent is our desire, that you, the Inhabitants of these Colo-

nies, may attain to this practical Christianity
;

that the fruits of

righteousness may appear among you, and that you may reap the

rich blessings thereof, in time and in eternity. “ The fruit of the

Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,

faith, meekness, temperance : against which there is no law.”'^'

“ If these things be in you and abound, they make you that ye

shall neither be barren nor unfruitful ” in that knowledge in which

is life eternal ;
“ for so an entrance shall be ministered unto you

abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.”!

We would now bid you Farewell, in the Lord ! regarding as our

Christian brethren, “ all them that love our Lord Jesus Christ in

sincerity,”! notwithstanding their religious views may differ from our

own
;
not doubting that, though it is our duty to “prove all things,

and to hold fast [only] that which is good ;”§ yet they who fear

God, and work righteousness,” Avhat name soever they may bear

among men, “ are accepted with him.”|l

May “ the Lord direct your hearts [universally] into the love of

God, and into the patient waiting for Christ so as that you
may be enabled from heartfelt experience of the Divine Presence

being with you, to adopt the language of the inspired penman

:

“ Lo, this is our God, we have Avaited for him, and he Avill save

us ! this is the Lord
;

tve have waited for him, we will be glad

and rejoice in his salvation

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Sydney, 4th of 1st month, 1837.

* Gal. y. 22, 23. + 2 Peter i. 8. 11. 1 Ephes. vi. 24. § 1 Thes. v. 21.

II
Acts X. 35. IT 2 Thes. iii 5. ** Isaiah xxv. 9.



APPENDIX.

O.

A Report on New South Wales.

To Major General Richard Bourke, K. C. B. Governor in Chief of

the Colony of New South Wales, &c. &c.

The Report of James Backhouse and George Washington

Walker, on various subjects, connected with the state of

the Colony, of New South Wales.

Having devoted nearly two years, to visiting the Colony of

New South Wales, with a view to promote the moral and reli-

gious welfare of its inhabitants, and being now on the eve of

departing from its shores, we think it incumbent upon us, to

express the gratitude we feel to the Governor, for the facilities he

has been pleased to afford us, in the prosecution of our object,

and to present him with a few remarks, on some subjects that

have attracted our attention, in the course of our sojourn in this

land.

Being convinced, that, how prosperous soever, in general, the

population of a Colony, such as New South Wales, may be, in the

acquisition of property, nothing can secure the stability of the Go-

vernment, or the true well-being of the community, short of the

divine blessing ;
and being satisfied that there is no ground to ex-

pect this blessing, where the morals of the people are generally

had, we cannot but regard, with mournful interest, the low state of

morality, and necessarily consequent defect of religious principle,

in the generality of the Inhabitants of this Colony, and look
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upon them as demanding the serious attention of an enlightened

Government.

The prevailing immorality of the population of New South

"Wales is, no doubt, to he attributed, primarily, to their neglect

of the fear of God. Many secondary causes, however, contribute

to foster, if not to induce a state of reckless impiety, in the

community.

Foremost in the rank of these, we apprehend, is the encomuge-

ment given by the Government, to the consumption of sphituous

liquors, by the sanction of their distillation and importation, and

by the licensing of houses for their sale.

We would respectfully state our conviction, that the prohibition

of the sale of all spirituous liquors, as beverage, would promote

the reformation and prosperity of the population, in a greater

degree than any other measure, in the power of the Government to

adopt.

In an object of such vital importance to the true interests of

the community, the influence of such a measure upon the revenue,

scarcely deserves consideration
;

yet, as this may have weight in

the estimation of some, it is to be observed, that a reduction of

the revenue, from the prohibition of spirits, would be attended by

a corresponding reduction in the expenses of police
;
and that

whatever might he the ultimate deficiency in the revenue, it would

he much better made up in some other way, than by continuing

to sanction the use of spirits, and by this means, to promote the

demoralisation of the people.

The pernicious influence of evil example, in regard to the use

of profane language, may, perhaps, rank next to that of dranken-

ness, in the promotion of had morals, in this Colony. It is a

subject that calls loudly for magisterial interference, both as re-

spects the free, and the convict population
;

for whilst the former

are allow'ed to indulge in unrestrained profanity, the latter cannot

reasonably he expected to refrain from it
;
and while open wola-

tions of the divine law', in this respect, prevail, no rational hope

of reformation of character in other respects, can be entertained

;

for no man can he expected to regard with increasing attention,

the laws of God in other things, who daily breaks them wantonly,

in this particular.

Other evils also exist, to a great extent in New South Wales,

to which it is desirable the attention of the Government should be

directed, that it may adopt such measures as may tend to suppress

them. Among these evils may he enumerated, a wnnt of regard
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to the sanctity of the marriage bond, and other allied immoral-

ities, as well as an avaricious disposition, which would compass
its own ends, at the expense of what is strictly honest

;
especially

if the dishonesty be of a character, not easily cognizable by law.

To the latter may be referred, a disposition to introduce lotteries,

and to countenance other species of gaming.

It woidd be superfluous, to make much comment upon the pecu-

niary circumstances of the free Colonists, as these must be better

known to the Governor, than to ourselves. It may not be im-

pertinent, however, to remark, that so far as our own observations

have extended, sober, honest, and industrious persons, of ordinary

abilities, and moderate expectations, readily obtain a livelihood in

New South Wales, and many of this class, become prosperous.

But among those who emigrate to these Colonies, is a large pro-

portion of persons, who, for want of some of the requisites

mentioned, were unsuccessful in their native land
;
and these re-

main inefficient and unprosperous here, and from them, is often to

be heard, an assertion, by no means true, that a free emigrant has

no chance of making a livelihood in New South Wales, because of

the competition of prisoners.

The education of the rising generation, in the Colony, is a

deeply interesting subject. We regret that it has so frequently

been discussed, on various occasions of late, in the spirit of party

politics. As regards our own view, of the merits of the respective

systems of education, we give a decided preference, for general

purposes, to that of the British and Foreign School Society; but

Ave would respectfully suggest, that the greatest amount of benefit

to education, from the assistance of the GoA^ernment, might be

expected to accrue, if none but such institutions as orphan-schools,

or such others, as might be established, in districts Avhere the popu-

lation Avas very limited, AA^ere to be supported exclusively, from the

funds of the Government
;
and the latter, Avithout reference, either

to the peculiar religious vieAvs of the persons establishing them, or

to the system of instruction pursued
;
and that, Avhere the popula-

tion becomes sufficiently numerous, only a certain quota, up to a

specific amount, should be contributed by the Government; the

amount to be proportioned to that contributed by the settlers, or

raised by the payments of the children. Teachers of schools are apt

to become negligent, Avhen rendered independent of the payments

of their pupils
;

and parents, among the loAver orders, Avho do not

pay any thing toAvard the education of their offspring, are very

generally careless, in enforcing their regular attendance at school.
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We have rejoiced to observe a disposition, on the part of the

Government, to attend to the state of the Black Population, and

by establishing missions, in different parts of the Colony, to pro-

mote their civilization, and the introduction of Christianity amongst

them. We have no doubt, that these objects are to be accom-

plished, if suitable means be employed ;
and we believe, that

much would have been already effected, had equal zeal been

exercised udth respect to the amelioration of the condition of the

Blacks, with what has been displayed, in driving them from their

lands, and in protecting the White People, who occupied them,

from the petty depredations of the original possessors of the soil.

Indeed it is probable, that not more expense would have been

incurred by the Government, if it had, from the first, properly

considered the rights of this oppressed people, and obtained ter-

ritory from them by treaty, and at the same time, had provided

sufficient means for their civilization, than has been incurred, by

the measures that have been adopted, many of which have been

derogatory to the character of the British Nation, both as regards

Christianity and common justice. We would respectfully submit,

that the means yet employed in this Colony, for the civihzation of

the Aborigines, are extremely small, in proportion to the end

proposed, even taking into account, the stations about to be

occupied, at Moreton Bay, by John and Mary Handt, and at Port

Philip, by George Langhorne, in addition to that already filled,

at Wellington Valley, by William and Ann Watson, and the

partial assistance, afforded to Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, at Lake

Macquarie. If these be compared with the number of labourers,

employed by the Church Missionary Society alone, in the part of

New Zealand, contiguous to the Bay of Islands, it will be seen,

that noLvithstanding the more settled habits of the New Zealanders

present greater facility for their civilization, the effect produced

has been, in great degree, commensurate with the means made
use of, for the promotion of the object.

We venture to point out the neighbourhoods of Port Macquarie,

or of the M‘Leay River, of Shoal Haven, and of Two-fold Bay, as

desirable stations, at which, to place other instructors of the Abori-

gines, w'ho, in general, resort much more to the coast, than to the

interior. And we would suggest, for their better protection by
British law, that provision should be made, for their evidence being

received on affii’mation, in coitrts of justice
;

for it is obvious, that

while theii’ evidence can only be taken on oath, and their oath can-

not be received, on account of their ignorance of the Gospel, they
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are, to a great extent, virtually, placed out of the protection of

British law.

The more Ave have seen of the state of the prisoners, in these

Colonies, the more fully we are satisfied, that transportation is a

severe punishment. The state of the prisoner is, in most instances,

one of privation, and to him, of painful restraint, as well as of

separation from his connexions and country. And if he be a

disorderly man, and in consequence, be sentenced to an ironed-

gang, we can scarcely conceive a situation more miserable. To be

locked up, from sun-set to sun-rise, in the caravans or boxes, used

for this description of prisoners, which hold from twenty to twenty-

eight men
;
but in Avhich, the whole number can neither stand

upright, nor sit down at the same time, (except with their legs at a

right angle with their bodies,) and Avhich, in some instances, do not

afford more than eighteen inches in width, for each individual to

lie doAvn in, on the bare boards, and to be marched out, and kept

to a monotonous employment, under a strict, military guard,

during the day, and to be liable to suffer flagellation, for even a

trifling offence, such as an exhibition of obstinacy, that may be

excited by the capricious conduct cf an overseer, is truly a miserable

state, and one, to Avhich death itself, would be greatly jireferable,

Avere it not for the eternal consequences that aAvait the unprepared.

Although the convict population, of Ncav South Wales, are kept

under a considerable degree of subjection and discipline, yet the

measure of reformation among them, evinced by the adoption of

better principles, is exceedingly small. This need not excite sur-

prise, Avhen the paucity of the means employed for their reformation

is considered, in connexion Avith the facilities for obtaining strong

drink, that are placed in their Avay, notAvithstanding the regula-

tions prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors to prisoners. The

opportunities open to them, from the vast number of licensed

public-houses, and of places Avhere spirits are sold covertly, are

available to a large proportion of the prisoners, Avho are con-

stantly committing petty thefts, to enable them to gratify their

propensity for strong drink.

In visiting the various Penal Establishments of the Colony, and

observing the limited means made use of for moral and religious

instruction, Ave must conclude, that restraint, rather than refor-

mation, has been the object of the British Government, in the

institution of the penal discipline of New South Wales. There

is no religious instructor, at the Penal Settlement, at Moreton

Bay, and it is but A'ery lately, that one has been proA'ided for
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Norfolk Island. Few of the Ironed-gangs have any other sem-

blance of religious instruction, than the reading of “the prayers”

of the Episcopal Church, by the military officers in charge.

Though this means is deplorably inefficient, yet, being, in the

estimation of the officers, the best at their command, it is per-

severed in, in a manner that is creditable to them. Except in

a few instances, in which are included the prison establishments,

in the vicinity of Sydney, little attention appears to be given by the

paid clergy, of any denomination, to the state of the convict popula-

tion, who remain under the charge of the Government
;
and at the

periods in which we visited them, several of the stations, especially

of the Road-parties, were destitute of the Scriptures, as well as

of other books, calculated to promote religion and morality. Of

latter time, we have observed with satisfaction, that some of the

Ironed-gangs have been supplied with Bibles, and some other reli-

gious books, through the means of the Episcopal Bishop of Australia.

We think advantage would result, from a report being regularly

made, in the periodical returns from the penal stations, of all the

visits made to the prisoners, for moral and religious purposes,

whether by paid ministers, or by volunteers
;

and also of the

number of Bibles and Testaments, and of other books and tracts,

belonging to the several stations, at the end of each quarter : and

it occurred to us, that the books and tracts, might not only be

distributed on the first day of the week, but that a few might,

with advantage, be placed on a shelf, in each caravan, for daily

use, according to the plan that has been adopted on Goat Island.

We conceive, that the inefficiency of the reading of the prayers of

the Episcopal Church, as a medium of religious instruction, arises

from the mere formality, which must necessarily attend the con-

tinual repetition of the same words, how excellent soever they

may have been, in the mouths of those who originally used them,

or may still be, when adopted by persons in the state of mind,

which they represent. And we have no doubt, that if, instead

of attempting to put into the mouths of prisoners, devotional

expressions, which their state rarely allows them to adopt in

sincerity, a few chapters from the Holy Scriptures were to be

read to them, to which a simple address, or the reading of some

plain narrative, or exhortatory treatise might be added, and if a

little time were also to be spent in silence, to allow of serious

reflection, more real and permanent benefit would be the result.

The frequency of flagellation in some of the Ironed-gangs, as

well as in other stations of prisoners, including the Hyde Park
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Barracks, Sydney, is a subject deserving notice
;

for, as a punish-

ment, flagellation is generally admitted to have a degrading effect.

In some of the Ironed-gangs, this punishment has, on an average,

been administered four times round, to each man, many of the

cases being of fifty lashes each, in a period of less than eighteen

months. And we have been informed, that upwards of one

thousand men have been flogged, in the Hyde Park Barracks,

within the same period.

In the large Road-gang, in Illawarra, the punishment of fla-

gellation is comparatively rare, and the conduct of the men is

generally good. In this instance, two cells for solitary confine-

ment have been erected, in the rear of the boxes, in which the

prisoners sleep, and within the range of the sentries, and this is

the punishment usually resorted to. We are of opinion, that it

might, with great advantage, bo generally substituted for flagel-

lation, at the stations of the Ironed-gangs, and that much benefit

would result, from the universal adoption of solitary confinement,

in the place of flagellation.

The practice of mustering prisoners, holding tickets-of-leave,

once a quarter, is attended with some disadvantages, on which

we venture to offer a comment. Many of these persons have

so strong a propensity to indulge in drinking spirituous liquors,

that they fall into temptation, almost as certainly as it comes in

their way. Some of them, conscious of their own weakness, en-

gage in situations, remote from public-houses, and in the intervals

between musters, conduct themselves in an orderly manner.

But being from ten to twenty miles, or more, from the place of

muster, they have to leav^e their homes once a quarter, for one,

two, or more days, to present themselves at the place appointed,

which is generally contiguous to a public-house, and few of them

return to their work, without having- been mtoxicated
;
and in-

stances are not unfrequent, in which, under the influence of in-

ebriation, brought on from these circumstances, they commit some

misdemeanour, which results in their privation of the hard-earned

indulgence, of a ticket-of-leave.

We have visited most of the prisons in the Colony, and would

respectfully state our conviction, that not one of them is on a

plan calculated to promote reformation. In the whole of them,

prisoners are congregated in considerable numbers, in day-rooms,

in most of which they also sleep
;

in many instances, side by

side, on the floor, or on platforms, and in but few, in hammocks.

None of the prisons have any adequate provision for solitary
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confinement, and in some of them, the cells are so few, that prisoners

sentenced to solitary confinement, have to wait a considerable time,

in the common rooms, for them turns, otherwise, more than one

person would have to be in a cell, at the same time.

Some of the prisons do not effectually exclude communication,

between the male and female prisoners, as for instance, those at

Port Macquarie, Newcastle, and Liverpool. That at Maitland

is sometimes so crowded, as to render it necessary for some of

the prisoners, occasionally, to spend the night in the yard, to

avoid suffocation That at Campbell Town, under the Court

House, is unfit to place human beings in, of any description,

even for an hour, however small their numbers may be ;
the

efiluvium from it renders the Court House above, untenable, if

the windows be closed
;
and with the number occasionally placed

in this prison, their health must be seriously endangered. Many
of the prisons in the interior, have no airing courts, and it would be

difficult to describe, in a few words, the contamination, which

must be the inevitable result, of placing a number of persons

without employment, in association, often for several months at a

time, in such places.

We have been gratified, in observing the adoption of better-

plans, in the jails, now erecting, at Sydney and Berrima, having

no doubt, that separation and seclusion, are most important

auxiliaries in prison-discipline. Solitude is much dreaded by

persons of depraved character, while those in whom reformation

is begun, feel it a privilege, to be secluded from erdl company.

The addition of tread-mills to gaols, or of other means of fur-

nishing employment to the prisoners, confined in them, is much
to he desired. But we would remark, that when the sentence

to a tread-mill, or to solitary cells, is lengthened out, to a great

number of days, it materially diminishes the salutary effect. In

the former, the stiffness, induced at first, begins to subside, after

a week’s exercise
;
and at the expiration of a fortnight, many

persons of the labouring class, would leave the tread-mill, with

less disgust, than at the expiration of a week. Persons often

sleep a considerable portion of the fii-st two or three days, in so-

litary confinement, hut want of exercise soon renders them wake-

ful, and they then begin to feel their situation painfully
;
hut the

human mind, as well as the body, quickly accommodates itself to

circumstances, and a large proportion of persons would be re-

leased from this punishment also, with less abhorrence of it, at

the end of a month, than at the end of a week.

i 2
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On the same principle, the female prisoners, in the factories, at

Parramatta and Bathurst, and in the gaols, at Newcastle and Port

Macquarie, being generally kept without employment, as was the

case when we visited those establishments, become inured to idle-

ness, often in such a degree, as not to be again recovered to in-

dustrious habits.

We cannot but regard the prison -discipline of the females, as

even more defective than that of the males. We are aware, how-
ever, that more attention has of late been paid, to the state of

the factory at Parramatta, and that some improvement has been

the consequence
;
much, nevertheless, remains to be done. Great

benefit might reasonably be expected, from tlie erection of a pri-

son for the reception of female prisoners on their arrival, as well

as for such as are returned from service, without any complaint

against them, who ought not, however, to have any communica-

tion with the newly arrived. It is also desirable
,
that the separa-

tion of female prisoners, by means, such as are intended to be

adopted in the new gaol at Sydney, should be carried into effect,

in all other prisons, throughout the Colony.

At Port Macquarie, we saAv a little of the situation of the class

of prisoners, termed Specials. Many of these are very liable to

be drawn into mischief, through their easy access to public-houses

;

and considering the state of the Penal Settlement at Moreton Bay,

and its accommodation for prisoners, we think, many of the Spe-

cials might be more advantageously placed at that station, where

they might be employed as gardeners to the settlement, or at such

other work as they might be adapted for.

In visiting the Colonial Hospitals, we have been much gratified

with the good order which prevails in them, and the proofs of

attention, on the part of most of the medical officers. The lunatic

establishment at Liverpool, though made the most of, is so defec-

tive in regard to accommodation for the patients, that their removal

to Tarban Creek, as soon as the new asylum can be made ready

for them, is much to be desired.

In concluding these obseiwations, we take the liberty of stating

our conviction, that the undue measure of punishment, that is yet

attached to many offences, by the British Law, has a direct ten-

dency to frustrate one of the chief ends designed to be answered by

it, viz. the reduction of crime. This severity, in numerous in-

stances, deters from prosecution, so that many offenders become

hardened by repeated transgressions
;
and others, being associated

Avith culprits more vicious than themselves, become confirmed in
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depravity, at the same time that they are rendered greater adepts

in crime. And how much soever ideas of human expediency may
have led to the adoption of a scale of punishment, more severe

than is sanctioned by the Divine Law, experience has not only

proved the hopes founded on such measures, to have been falla-

cious, but that in proportion as this sacred standard of human
action, has been departed from, the consequences have uniformly

been injurious.

In taking leave of these Colonies, we would express our fervent

desire, that the Governor may be enabled ro live and rule, in the

fear of the Lord, maintaining a constant regard to his glory, and

that he may be blessed with prosperity in his government, and

peace in his own mind, in this world, and with everlasting happi-

ness, in the world to come.

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Sydney, 18th of 1st mo. 1837.

i3
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Letters to the Governor of New South Wales,
respecting the Aborigines.

To Major General Richard Bourke, K. C. B. Governor in Chief of

New South Wales.

Frequently, since G. W. Walker and myself had last the privi-

lege of being guests at the Government-house, at Parramatta, my
attention has been recalled to a remark of the Governor, respecting

the desireableness of doing something for the Aborigines of New
South Wales, and the difficulty of knowing what to do, in order

to promote their improvement
;
and some ideas have impressed my

mind, on this subject, which I believe it my place to submit to the

Governor’s notice, in the hope that they may, tend to the removal

of the difficulty, and to the opening of the way, for the ameliora-

tion of the condition of this injured race of our fellow-men.

In order to make myself clearly understood, it seems necessary

for me to advert to the original state of the Black Popidation of

the Colony, and to several other subjects connected with their

history, with which, I cannot doubt, that the Governor is already

well acquainted. This may be necessary, for the illustration of the

subject, to any person whose eye this letter may meet, who may
not be so well acquainted with the state of the Aborigines of

Australia, as the Governor of New South Wales.

The native Blacks, of New South Wales, are a people of very

simple habits, and few wants : existing, in their original state,

without clothing, and having, in the southern and middle parts of

the Colony, no habitations, beyond rude shelters formed for the
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niglit, or against rain, and subsisting on such food as they can

obtain with ease, in fine weather, in the wilds of the country, or

along the coast
;

consisting of Kangaroos, Opossums, Emus, and

other birds, with fish, grubs, roots, &c.

In those parts of the Colony, in which the White Population

have taken possession of the lands, the Kangaroos and Emus,

which were among the chief animals, on which the Blacks sub-

sisted, have been generally destroyed, and the ground on w'hich

those animals fed, is now depastured by the flocks and herds of

the usurpers of the country
;
who have also introduced profligate

habits among the Blacks, that are rapidly wasting their race,

some tribes of which have already become extinct, and others are

on the verge of extermination.

It is scarcely to be supposed, that in the present day, any per-

sons of reflection will be found, who will attempt to justify the

measures adopted by the British, in taking possession of the terri-

tory of this people, who had committed no offence against our

Nation
;

but who, being wdthout strength to repel invaders, had

their lands usurped, without an attempt at purchase by treaty, or

any offer of reasonable compensation, and a class of people intro-

duced into their country, amongst which w'ere many, both free

and bond, who, regardless of law, and in great measure exempt

from its operation, by the remoteness of their situation, practised

appalling cruelties upon this almost helpless race. And when any

of the latter have retaliated, they have brought upon themselves

the vengeance of British strength, by w'hich, beyond a doubt,

many of the unoffending have been destroyed, along with those

who had ventured to return a small measure of these wrongs, upon

their white oppressors.

Upon every hand, it is evident, that a heavy responsibility has

thus been brought upon the British Nation
;

in which also, the

Colonial Government is deeply involved
;

and that it is their

bounden duty, to make all the restitution in their power, by
adopting efficient measures for the benefit of the Aborigines of

Australia, in affording them protection and support, and in endea-

vouring to civilize and settle them.

These desirable objects are, however, difficult to accomplish, in

consequence of the wandering habits of the Aborigines, and the

few motives they have for attaching themselves to places, where

such means can be made to bear upon them
;

but it is to be ob-

served, that Stockmen in all parts of the Colony, by availing

themselves of these few motives, prevail upon as many of the
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Blacks, as they wish for the assistance, or the company of, to

spend a large portion of their time at their stations, and in some
instances, pemianently to remain with them.

The Blacks are universally fond of bread, potatoes, and beef,

and of tea, highly sweetened
;

and they soon acquire a liking for

tobacco and spirits
;

they are also glad of better shelter, in inclem-

ent weather, than that afforded by their own frail erections of

bark
;

and they soon become sensible of the comfort of clothing,

though on first being supplied with garments, they have no idea of

taking care of them, and will often throw them off entirely, when
too warm.

The Stockmen take advantage of these predilections, and thus

gain their object ;
and there seems no ground to doubt, that if the

same means were used, so far as they could be with Christian pro-

priety, which would necessarily avoid the use of spirituous liquors,

an influence might be produced upon the Aborigines, highly favour-

able to their civilization and settlement.

I would therefore suggest, that the Government should afford the

means for supplying the Blacks with food, clothing, and shelter, at

all the Mission Stations
;
where every Black who chose to be there,

at the known meal-times, which should be, at least, three times a

day, should be liberally siqiplied with w'holesome and properly

cooked victuals
;

and that such as chose to remain for longer, or

shorter periods, should be accommodated and clothed, in such a

way as to give them a taste for comfort. This is scarcely at all

effected, by the mere supply of blankets, distributed annually to

each of the Blacks, by the Government, as is the general practice

in New South Wales, or by the donation of a little boiled wheat,

by the Missionaries, as at Wellington Valley. In the first adoption

of such a plan, a considerable loss, by want of care for articles of

clothing, ought to be patiently borne. The clothing should be

considered as the property of the Government, and it ought to be

of such a character as to be easily identified, in order to prevent

its being purchased from the Blacks
;
many of whom, it is also to

be observed, have a great objection to wear such, as is the common
garb of the prisoners in the Colony.

At each of these Stations, provision ought also to be made, for

the board, clothing, and education of any children, that the Abori-

gines might be disposed to leave, for longer or shorter periods, for

instruction
;

as it is chiefly, upon the children, that the most de-

cided impression of civilization, may be expected to be made.

Encouragement should likewise be held out to other persons
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than missionaries, to engage in this work of benevolence, who

ought to be liberally provided for by the Government, until a suffi-

cient number of Stations should be occupied, to afford the assist-

ance and protection, needed by the whole Aboriginal Population
;

who, by these means, would be drawn away from torvns, and from

the habitations of Settlers and Stockmen, where they are now
debased and demoralized.

To prevent collision with Settlers, in the time of the maize-

harvest, the Blacks ought to be liberally supplied, at that season,

with maize, in the state in which they so much like it, as now to

induce them to steal from the fields.

No work ought to be exacted from the Aborigines, for a consi-

derable period
;

nor at all, except in assisting on the Establish-

ments, at such labour as might be made to appear to them to be

reasonable ; but every encouragement of industry should be held

out to them, by rewarding their labour, perhaps, chiefly by pay-

ments in money
;

in order to teach them its use and value
;

but

only in cases where they might be willing to lay it out in suitable

things, a store of which should be kept on each of the stations, for

the purpose. As soon as any of the Blaeks might be disposed to

cultivate land for themselves, or in other ways, to adopt settled

and civilized habits, they ought to receive encouragement to do so,

by the allotment to them, of portions of land, or by other suitable

means
;

and no discouragement, in the pursuit of the desired

object, ought to be given way to, either by the Government, or

by the parties employed by it, in consequence of occasional, or

frequent disappointments, even if, for some time, at the first, these

should occasionally threaten, the forsaking of some of the Estab-

lishments by the Blacks.

Every person employed in this service, should be regarded as a

servant of the Government, in this description of labour, and should

be paid as such
;

and where it might be combined with religious

instruction, this should, on the part of the Government, be re-

garded as gratuitous
:
yet every individual, engaged in this sendee,

should be expected, religiously to fulfil his various duties, before

God and man, in this work of benevolence and humanity.

The expense of carrying into operation such a plan, as is thus

briefly sketched, would obviously be considerable
;

but seeing the

state to which the Blacks are reduced, and the vast pecuniary ad-

vantage, derived by the \Yhites from the possession of their soil,

the expense ought not to stand in the way of the amelioration of

their condition, especially, when it may be amply provided for, out
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of the proceeds of the Government sales, of the very lands, which

were the natural possession of the Blacks, and to which, their

right has been only questioned by a foe, too powerful for them to

contend or to argue with.

The priority of claim for the benefit of the Blacks, upon the

funds arising from the sale of lands, by the Government of New
South Wales, to whatever extent, it may be required for their

benefit, must, I conceive, be admitted, by every person who re-

gards equity, or common justice. I therefore trust, that I shall

not be counted as improperly interfering in a political question, in

thus plainly, yet respectfully, urging it
;

seeing my plea is in the

cause of humanity, and on behalf of the oppressed,—of a people

who require to have justice done them speedily, or the opportunity

will be gone for ever, and the unmitigated guilt before God, of

their extermination, will be fixed, irremediably, upon the British

Nation and its Australian descendants.

JAMES BACKHOUSE.

Hobart Town, Van Diemens Land,

25th of 4th month, 1837.

To Major General Bichard Bourke, K. C. B. Governor in Chief of

New South Wales.

On a subject so deeply important, as that which suggests means

for rescuing from destruction, an entire race of human beings, such

as the Aborigines of Australia, I trust the Governor will not deem

me intrusive, in giving expression to my individual concurrence, in

the views submitted by my friend James Backhouse, in the accom-

panying communication. Having shared with him, in the oppor-

tunities he has had, of ascertaining the real condition of these

unhappy people, I have been forcibly struck with their deep moral

and physical degradation.

The encroachments of Europeans have curtailed their means of

subsistence, and consequently augmented the misery of the Blacks

;

and the vices that have been grafted on their native habits, through

association with Europeans, have not only contributed to this end,

but have also sunk them considerably below their former level, in

the scale of morals. A fearful responsibility, therefore, lies at the
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door of the British occupiers of the soil, a responsibility which it

must be their interest to discharge, in such a manner as to relieve

them from the weight of Divine displeasure, which must inevitably

rest on the head of injustice and oppression. The practical effects

of this displeasure are already apparent, in the evils entailed on

the White Population, from collision with the Blacks. One of the

most appalhng and extensive of these, is the number of victims to

vice and disease, who constantly crowd the hospitals of the Interior,

solely from this cause, sufficiently demonstrating, that the oppress-

ors and the oppressed are liable to be involved in the same common
ruin, though the preponderance of guilt is greatly on the side of

the former.

Aware of the feelings of interest, entertained by the Governor,

on behalf of the Aborigines of Australia, I am not without hope,

that the measures now suggested, or others promising to be equally

efficient, that may hereafter be devised, will, at no distant period,

be carried into effect.

GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Hobart Town, Van Diemens Land,

25th of 4th month, 1837.
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Q.

An Epistle to Persons attending the Meetings of

Friends, in Sydney.

To the Persons in Sydney, New South Wales, assembling for

Public Worship, after the manner of the Society of Friends.

Dear Friends,

Your situation, as a little company, meeting for the

public worship of God, according to the practice of the Society of

Friends, continues deeply to interest us
;
and often draws forth

aspirations to our Heavenly Father, that you may not rest in a

form of godliness, without knowing the power thereof
;
that you

may not be contenting yourselves with coming together, and sitting

in silence before the Lord
;
but that your hearts may be stayed

upon God, truly waiting upon him, in humble dependence and

fervent prayer
;
and that this may likewise be the habit of your

minds out of meetings. For those who live in forgetfulness of

God, or not in subjection to his Spirit, in their daily walk, cannot

reasonably expect to be enabled to draw near unto him, in seasons

of public worship.

Blessed be the name of the Most High ! we have in Jesus

Christ, a Mediator and Advocate with the Father, touched with a

feeling of our infirmities, who ever liveth to make intercession for

us
;
not that we should live unto ourselves, but unto him

;
that

Ave should become his humble, self-denying folloAvers
;
and through

him, be delivered from the poAver of Satan. May each of you

reflect upon your state, and examine Avhether you knoAV anything
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of the work of the Lord upon your souls; and if you have known

it, whether it he making progress, or declining. Remember the

declaration of the Sa-viour, “ Many are called, but few are chosen.”

None become of the chosen, or elect of the Lord, who do not

yield to the convictions of the Holy Spirit, and wutness unfeigned

repentance, and consequent departm-e from sin, through the help

of the Grace of God, which is freely offered to all, through the

Lord Jesus Christ
,
and w'hich will be increasingly received by all

who wait upon, and pray to God perseveringly, for it
;
trusting in

his mercy, set forth, and offered to mankind, in his -well-beloved

Son.

“ Be not deceived, God is not mocked ; such as every man
soweth, such shall he reap. If ye sow to the flesh, ye shall of

the flesh, reap corruption
;
but if ye sow to the Spirit, ye shall of

the Spirit reap life everlasting.” Those who do sow to the Spirit,

will continually come to the Light, that their deeds may be made

manifest, that they are wTOught in God : and if any hate the

Light, and come not to it, lest their deeds should be reproved, it

is because they are evil doers, and in a state of condemnation

before God.--‘

We often feel for your situation, in regard to the lack of spi-

ritual fathers and teachers among you
;
but we desire that you

may seek diligently to God, that you may become truly his adopted

children, know him as your reconciled Father, through the re-

demption that is in Christ, and the Holy Spirit, given through

him, as your Teacher. Then shall you be complete in Christ

;

God shall supply all your need
;
and you shall be faithfid wit-

nesses in life and conversation, of his goodness and power to save ;

and being guided into all truth, you shall not fail to receive of

him gifts, for the edification one of another, whether vocal in the

congregation, or otherwise. For the measure or “ manifestation

of the Spirit, given to every man to profit withal,” is not designed

merely for our own deliverance from sin, but for the edification

of the body of Chidst
;
being differently administered, and operat-

ing diversely, according to the self-same Spirit, which divideth

to every man severally as he will.f But if the grace received, be

not suffered to reign in the heart, it will be as a talent wuapped

in a napkin, and buried in the earth
;
and how then shall the

Lord be met at his coming, wRen he shall call to account before

his Judgment Seat r

* John iii. 19—21. t 1 Cor. xii.
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Let the spirit of love, and of a sound mind, prevail amongst

you : for “ love is of God and as we become renewed in the

image of Him who created us, through “ the washings of regene-

ration and renewings of the Holy Ghost,” with which the disciples

of Christ are baptized, we shall love God and our neighbour the

more, and shall have the evidence that “we have passed from death

unto life, because we love the brethren it will also be evident

to all men, that we are “ the disciples of Christ, because we have

love one to another.” This love will not make us blind to the

faults one of another
;
but it will bring us, in a sound mind, to

labour with those who halt, or are out of the way, in the spirit

of love, and solicitude for their restoration.

Your example before the world is of unspeakable Importance.

The eyes of many are upon you, as persons professing to be led

by the Spirit of God ;
and if, while you are thus professing, you

should be found walking in the spirit of the world, you may
become stumbling-blocks in the way of others, and cannot then

escape the judgment of God. “ Beware lest any of you be hard-

ened through the deceitfulness of sin.” Remember the uncer-

tainty of life, and that it is only while the Lord calls, that we
can answer

;
and that, if we turn a deaf ear to his reproofs, we

know not how soon he may give us up to hardness of heart.

That you may “ not forsake the assembling of yourselves toge-

ther, as the manner of some is,” whether vocal ministry be exer-

cised or not
;
but that gathermg in “ the name of Christ,” in his

authority and power, you may know him to be in the midst of

you, who is the great Minister of ministers, and may experience

him to be the Shepherd and Bishop of your souls, is the prayer

of your friends, in the love of the Gospel,

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WALKER.

Philippolis, South Africa, 27th of 6th mo. 1839.
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A Letter to Van Diemens Land Yearly Meeting
of Friends.

To Friends of Van Diemens Land Yearly Meeting.

Dear Friends,

In the anticipation of my dear companion, George

Washington Walker, being present at your next Yearly Meeting,

and delivering up the Certificate you granted him, in the year

1834, to proceed with me, in the capacity of a Minister of the

Gospel
;

in which you commended me also, to the kind regard of

the Inhabitants of this land, and of other countries where we
might come

;
I think it right to inform you, that we have, very

generally, met a kind reception from the people among whom we
have travelled, and among whom we have been favoured, unitedly,

to labour, in much harmony, in the Gospel of our common Saviour;

that we part from each other in love
;
and we believe, in the

counsel of Him, who brought us together in his work, and to

whom we look for guidance and blessing, in our separate allot-

ments. To Him be the glory for ever. Amen.

In thus addressing you
;
and as it were, bidding you Farewell

!

an earnest desire attends my mind, that you may be careful to

walk watchfully before the Lord
;

waiting upon him daily, yea

continually, for the renewal of your strength; that you may not

leave your first love to Christ, nor suffer it to wax cold, either

because of offences, or because of the cares of the world : but that

while “ not slothful in business, you may be fervent in spirit,

serving the Lord not neglecting your gifts, but keeping in that

exercised state of mind, in which the weapons of your warfare

may be kept bright
;
not only seeking your own daily growth in
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grace, and diligently stirring up the pure mind one in another,

but also, waging a holy warfare against the kingdom of Satan,

by testifying against sin
;

and holding high the standard of the

love of Christ, both toward one another, and toward the world.

Carefully watch over your own hearts, and diligently direct

your fellow-mortals to that heavenly treasme, the manifestation

of the Spirit of Christ in the soul of man, which you have felt

to be precious, and to lead you to repentance, and to reconciliation

with God, through the death of his Son, and to guide your feet

in the way of peace.

0, my friends ! a great and responsible trust is committed unto

you. Examine daily how your account stands with God, before

whom it must be rendered in his own time, be that soon or late.

His long-suffering and forbearance are great
;
and he is ever ready

to forgive our baitings and hackslidings, for Jesus’ sake, if we
truly repent. But if we live in the spirit of true repentance, we
shall continually aim at the fulfilment of the divine will, both

in regard to personal holiness, and to the promulgation of the

Gospel
;

for Avhich we shall he zealous, according to the diverse

gifts bestowed upon us, whether for public or for private use
;

and we shall abide in love, and in compassion toward those that

have erred, or that may be out of the way.

Be not content in a dry, barren state
;

for this is generally the

result of spiritual sloth, or of disobedience, or of a defective trust

in the Lord, who alone is the strength and confidence of his de-

dicated children. Dwell, therefore, in the Fountain of Life

;

that ye may continually draw water with joy, from the wells of

salvation.

In the flowing of that love which would gather all to Christ,

and which springs from him, I remain.

Your Friend and Brother,

JAMES BACKHOUSE.
Cape Town, South Africa,

17th of 9th mo. 1840.

York : Printed by John L. Linney, 15, Low Ousegate.
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